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SCHOOLS FOR DEPENDENT, DELINQUENT, AND
TRUANT CHILDREN IN ILLINOIS.

Having in a preceding article^ given an account of the two

reform schools and the reformatory which Illinois has had, I

shall in this article discuss the schools for dependents, delin-

quents, and truants which this state has established, and sum-

marize some of the results thus far attained in work among
juvenile offenders.

I. SCHOOLS FOR DEPENDENTS.

In 1879 an act was passed by the legislature to aid industrial

schools for girls. This act provided that seven or more persons,

a majority of whom must be women, who had organized or

might organize under the general laws of the state relating to

corporations, for the purpose of establishing, maintaining, and

carrying on an industrial school for girls, should have, under the

coporate name assumed, all the powers, rights, and privileges of

the corporations of the state, not for pecuniary profit, and should

be exempt from all taxes, provided the consent of the governor

were first obtained. The object of such schools must be to pro-

vide a home and proper training school for dependent girls, and
" every female infant who begs or receives alms while actually

selling or pretending to sell any article in public, or who fre-

quents any street, alley, or other place for the purpose of beg-

ging or receiving alms, or who, having no permanent place of

'American Journal of Sociology, March, 1903, pp. 644-54.
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abode, proper parental care, or guardianship, or sufiicient means

of subsistence, or who for other cause is a wanderer through

streets and alleys, and other public places, or who lives with, or

frequents the company of, or consorts with, reputed thieves or

other vicious persons, or who is found in a house of ill-fame or

in a poorhouse"— such child may be committed to an industrial

school for girls. A petition must be presented to the county

court by a reputable citizen who has been a resident of the

county for a year ; the parents or guardians of the child must

be notified in due time of the proceedings about to be instituted,

and the case must be tried before a jury of six persons, the

judge assigning counsel where none is otherwise provided ; and

if the jury find that the child is a dependent, and that the other

material facts, alleged in the petition, are true, the judge may

commit said child to an industrial school for girls, " to be in

such school kept and maintained until she arrives at the age of

eighteen, unless sooner discharged by the governor or the court."

The court must see that every girl so committed is provided

with the necessary clothing, either by her parents or guardians,

or by the county, and the county must contribute $io a month

toward the tuition, maintenance, and care of the child while she

is in the school. The officers of the school must provide for

the instruction of the child in domestic arts, and the ordinary

branches of an English education, and may place her in some good

home or bind her out as an apprentice to learn a trade, under

the law of 1874 regulating apprentices, or allow her to be

adopted by a responsible person.

The subsidy paid by the counties to industrial schools under

this act is condemned by certain authorities, (i) because "the

tendency of subsidized institutions is more and more to lean on

the state," and this causes patrons to give less liberally toward

their support, and (2) "the tendency of such subsidies is to

tempt the favored institutions to keep youths year after year for

the revenue it brings from the government." Furthermore, where

the state supports it ought to control, in order that a detailed

account of the expenditures of funds may be obtained ; but this

is not true of the schools organized under this act.
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I. THE ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

The first industrial school for girls in Illinois was the "Illinois

Industrial School for Girls," which was founded on January 9,

1877, t>y the Industrial School Association— an outgrowth of

the Woman's State Centennial Association of this state. The

school was located at South Evanston, and was opened on

November i, 1877, ^^ ^ building used as a soldiers' home, with

five acres of land surrounding it. On October i, 1879, the

school was reorganized under the above-named act, and a new

charter obtained. The school is a state institution, receiving

girls from any part of the state, and having the whole state

jepresented on its board of officers. It is nonsectarian, all

churches contributing to its support.

The ordinary English branches and domestic arts are taught

the girls. The school is managed by a board of trustees,

elected by the association, and they appoint the superintendent,

who has immediate charge of the school.

In 1882 the constitutionality of the act of 1879 was called in

question, but the supreme court decided in favor of the Indus-

trial School. The decision said :

The power conferred under the act in question upon the county court is

but of the same character of jurisdiction exercised by the court of chan-

cery over the persons and property of infants, having foundation in the pre-

rogative of the crown, flowing from its general power and duty, as parens

patriae, to protect those who have no other lawful protection. That juris-

diction extends to the care and person of the infant so far as is necessary for

his protection and education, and upon this ground that court interferes with

the ordinary rights of parents to the care and custody of their children ; a.nd

whenever it is shown that they are grossly unfit to take care of their children,

the court may interfere and deprive them of their custody and appoint a

suitable person or guardian to take care of them and superintend their educa-

tion. This is nothing more than what the Industrial Schools Act does.

The court thus practically set aside the decision in the case

of the Chicago Reform School, and in the later opinion held that

it is the duty of the state to care for dependent and destitute

children. It also held that the Industrial School for Girls was

not a prison, but a school, and the commitment of a child thereto

is not imprisonment. There is no more restraint of liberty in this
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school than in any well-regulated educational institution—no

more restraint than is necessary to the proper education of the

children committed to it.

After this decision in its favor, the Industrial School for Girls

prospered. For years the placing of children in homes was only

partially satisfactory. In one year (1891), we are told in the

annual report, "nine-tenths of the children taken out of the

school were returned after trial." This state of affairs was due

to several causes, chiefly to the lack of thorough investigation of

the homes to which the girls were sent and to proper super-

vision. A visiting agent was finally employed, and better results

were soon apparent.

In 1894 the state board of charities, which had the right of

supervision over such institutions, made a report to the governor,

in which it was alleged (
i
) that the location of the Illinois Indus-

trial School for Girls was undesirable; (2) that the discipline was

unnecessarily severe; (3) that the industrial training was inade-

quate , being unsystematic ; ( 4 ) that the accounts were not satisfac-

torily kept
; ( 5) that the girls were retained in the school too long

—on an average three years ; and (6) that the girls placed in homes

were not properly looked after. The county commissioners of

Cook county, during the fall of 1895, ^^^o preferred serious

charges against the school, and a somewhat acrimonious contro-

versy ensued. Finally the governor (Altgeld) discharged all the

girls (105), but they refused to leave, and the scene at the

school, when their discharge was announced, was both amusing

and pathetic. The charges of cruelty on the part of the man-

agement were not sustained, but it can hardly be doubted that

a more desirable location for such a school might be found.

There should be more land connected with the school, so that

gardening, poultry-raising, and dairy work, etc., might be more

effectually taught the girls. The school should also be built on
" the cottage plan ;" and the trustees fully recognize the advan-

tages of this plan over the old congregate system, but for various

reasons they have not removed the school from its original site,

nor remodeled it, although they have greatly improved the build-

ing and grounds.
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Since its organization in 1877 the Illinois Industrial School

for Girls has received 1,791 girls, and discharged 1,428. These

girls have been cared for at a total cost of $359,91 1.54. of which

the counties paid $193,680.71. The per-capita cost has been

$241. It is claimed by the school authorities that 80 per cent, of

the girls discharged remain either with their relatives or with the

friends to whose care they have been committed. According to

this estimate, the school has saved from dependency, and pos-

sibly from crime, about 1,100 of the 1,428 girls discharged ; but

even if this estimate is somewhat exaggerated, we must consider

the work of the school a success, however much its organization

and methods might be improved.

II. THE CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

This school grew out of the desire of Roman Catholics for

an institution to which dependent children of Catholic parents

might be committed. It was incorporated on November i, 1885,

under the act of 1872 concerning corporations, and about the

same time availed itself of the provisions of the law of 1879

regulating industrial schools. The children were at first taken

care of at the House of the Good Shepherd and St. Josephs'

Orphan Asylum in Chicago, but the supreme court decided that

this was not a compliance with the Industrial Schools Act, and

that the school must be housed in separate buildings, and organ-

ized for the exclusive purpose of carrying out the provisions of

the law. Accordingly a fine building on Forty-ninth street and

Prairie avenue was secured, and the Sisters of the Good Shep-

herd were placed in charge of the school. The children are well

taken care of, but it is obvious that the objection made by the

state board of charities to the location of the Illinois Industrial

School for Girls is applicable to the Chicago school. Owing to

its location in the heart of the city on a small lot, there is no

opportunity for gardening, poultry-raising, or dairy work, instruc-

tion in which would be very desirable, especially if these girls

are to be placed in country homes. At first the girls placed out

were sent to the pastor of the parish in which they were to live,

and he secured homes for them, but this arrangement proving
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unsatisfactory, a visitor was employed to investigate the homes

and supervise the treatment of the child so placed. In the

report for 1899 it is said : "A careful account has been kept of

those children placed in families, and, as the homes were care-

fully investigated before the children were given out, returns

have rarely been made. Both the people adopting the child, and

the child herself, have been made happy." And again it is said

;

" Believing that the only way of knowing exactly how the children

are cared for in these homes is by regularly visiting them, we

have employed this method, and the results are very satisfactory."

Between 1891 and 1900 the school received 1,837 gi^'^s, and

returned to their parents or placed out 1,636. The total cost of

caring for these girls, exclusive of buildings and grounds, was

$144,417.37, of which $95,356.87 was paid by the counties.

This is a per-capita cost of $88.28, but this does not include the

provisions and other articles which are annually donated by

friends of the school.

III. THE ILLINOIS MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL FARM.

Under an act of 1883 providing for the establishment and

maintenance of a training school for dependent boys, the "Illi-

nois Industrial Training School for Boys " was organized in 1887,

and subsequently became "The Illinois Manual Training School

Farm." Under the law, a petition by any reputable citizen of

the county may be presented to the county court, asking that

the case of an alleged dependent boy be investigated, and if the

facts are found to be as alleged, the boy must be committed to

a training school, and may be kept there until he is seventeen

years of age. The case is tried before a jury of six; the parents

or guardians are duly notified of the proceedings about to be

instituted; the county from which the boy is committed is

required to pay $10 a month toward his education and mainten-

ance while in the school; the boy may be placed or bound out,

or adopted by responsible parties, and the school is required to

look after him and see that he is properly treated.

The Illinois Manual Training School was located, first, at Nor-
wood Park, eleven miles northwest of Chicago, but was soon
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removed to Glenwood, twenty-three miles south of Chicago, and

located on a fine tract of land of 300 acres, donated by one of

the directors (Mr. George) for this purpose. Money was raised,

largely through the efforts of theWoman's Club of Chicago, for

buildings, and a number of cozy brick cottages (costing ^7,000

each) were erected from time to time. These cottages number

eight at present, and are ranged around a semi-circle, with a large

administration building in the center. In 1900 a fine manual-

training building, costing $50,000—the donation of a friend

—

was erected and well equipped. The location, arrangement, and

material equipment of this school are among the best in the state.

Instruction is given in the ordinary branches of an English edu-

cation, and drawing, clay-modeling, carpentry, farming, cooking,

laundry work, and other practical arts are taught the boys.

Every boy is required to be in school half a day and to work half

a day. Between 1887 and 1900 the school received 2,961 boys

and placed in families 2,688, leaving in the school on May i,

1900, 273 boys.

These boys have been taken care of at a total cost of $327,-

425.21, of which the counties contributed 1^176, 531, 30. The per-

capita cost has, therefore, been $129.17. The superintendent

claims that 90 per cent, of the boys do well after leaving the

school, but if only 75 per cent, become respectable and useful

citizens, the work of the school must be considered a success.

IV. ST. Mary's training school for boys.

Another school for boys organized under the act of 1883 is

"St. Mary's Training School" at Feehanville, near Des Plaines,

Cook county, about eighteen miles northwest of Chicago, on the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway. This is a Roman Catholic

institution, and is in charge of the Christian Brothers. Unfortu-

nately, it was burned down in 1899, ^"<^ ^^^ records were

destroyed, so that a complete account of its history and work is

not possible. This is the largest school for dependent boys in

Illinois, and is situated on a fine tract of 900 acres of land. It

was founded under a charter taken out by Archbishop Feehan of

Chicago in 1883. Its forerunner was the Orphan Asylum of Chi-
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cago, but, this proving inadequate, 440 acres of land were pur-

chased, and an administration building three stories high, two

other three-story buildings for dormitory purposes, a chapel,

workshop and other buildings (barn, etc.) were erected. Since

the destruction of the buildings in 1899, the administration

building, a workshop (used at present as a dormitory), and a

powerhouse have been erected, at a cost of gSo.ooo, and in the

near future two large dormitories, school buildings, a gymna-

sium, etc., will be erected. When these buildings are completed,

the school can accommodate 800 or 900 boys (there are less

than 200 in it at present), and it will be one of the best-equipped

and best-located institutions of the kind in the state, It is built

on the congregate plan, the Brothers in charge considering this

better adapted to their purpose and cheaper than the cottage plan.

Since the opening of the school in 1883, 5,284 boys have been

received, and 4,960 of these have been placed in homes or

returned to their relatives. It is claimed that few of these boys

return to the school after they are discharged, and that the great

majority do well.

Cook county contributes annually $12,000 for the support of

100 boys, but it frequently commits a larger number to this

school, and all over and above the one hundred are maintained

gratuitously. The per-capita cost is given as J575 per annum in

the report for 1898. The reasons for this low cost of mainten-

ance are found in the fact that the Brothers do all the teaching

—gratis, of course—and most of the food is obtained from the

farm at a much lower cost than it could be purchased for, and

the boys' fare and clothes are very plain and simple. They are

taught the common branches of an English education, and the

arts of husbandry and a few trades —tailoring, printing, car-

pentry, shoemaking, etc. Of course, religious instruction is

given in accordance with the doctrine of the Roman Catholic

church.

V. ALLENDALE FARM.

Various states—New York, Maryland, and others— have

"junior republics," in which the self-development of the child is

emphasized, and Illinois is not behind in this matter.
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In 1895 Mr. .Edward L. Bradley, a graduate of Princeton

University, established a settlement of boys near Lake Villa, 111.,

about fifty miles from Chicago, on the Wisconsin Central Rail-

road. Its object is to furnish a home (with a little h) for the

homeless and neglected boys of Chicago. It was not organized

under any state law, but "The Allendale Association," which

now has supervision of the work, is an incorporated body. The
institution idea is avoided as much as possible. The association

owns 120 acres of good farm land, and there are five small frame

cottages, an administration building, a "city hall," and a gym-

nasium, besides several farm buildings. The property is valued

at $16,000. The number of boys is limited to fifty, and the cot-

tage plan prevails, each family consisting of eight or ten boys.

The management believes strongly in the small family, and it is

sought in every possible way to produce a real family life. The
settlement is organized as a "junior municipality," with its city

council, a court, and police department. All discipline is in the

hands of the boys. If an offense is committed, the offender is

arrested and brought before the court and tried. If found guilty,

he is fined 25 cents, 50 cents, ;?5i, or $2, according to the offense.

Every boy is paid for his labor at the rate of 30 cents an hour,

outside of school hours, and a boy usually earns $3.60, and some-

times $4, a week in Allendale money. He pays $3 a week for

board. Should his court fines, board, and clothing exceed his

income, he becomes a member of the pauper class. The paupers

sit at a special table, with a curtailed menu, and lose their citizen-

ship. This sort of discipline is all that is necessary. All boys

attend school, and the course of study used in the public schools

of Chicago is followed as nearly as possible. All services are

donated, except those of the cook and the farmer.

The annual expenses aggregate ;^3,6oo, or $y2 per capita, and

the farm is supported entirely by voluntary contributions. Since

its opening Allendale has received 144 boys and discharged 106,

leaving 38 on the farm. Some of these boys were returned to

their parents or guardians ; some were placed in families in the

country or city ; some secured business positions ; and some
entered advanced schools of learning and are educating them-
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selves for the professions. The management secures homes for

the boys and looks after them after they leave the farm. Of the

144 boys received Mr. Bradley, the director, reports that 20 are

doing excellent work, some of them earning S3 5 or $40 a month,

in banks, etc.; no are doing fairly well, and 14 have lapsed or

have not been heard from. The chief point to be observed is

that Allendale seeks to teach the boy the lesson of self-govern-

ment, and to fit him to grapple successfully with the social,

industrial, and political conditions which he must face in the

great world around him. The supporters of this movement in

this state, as in others, declare that the results are decidedly

satisfactory. Such movements deserve encouragement and

should be multiplied.

II. SCHOOLS FOR DELINQUENTS.

I. THE JOHN WORTHY SCHOOL.

After the destruction of the Chicago Reform School in 1871,

delinquent boys— that is, boys who committed offenses, such as

stealing, which, if committed by an adult, would send him to the

penitentiary or house of correction— had to be sent either to the

Reformatory at Pontiac, to the House of Correction, or to jail.

Of the 215,554 prisoners sent to the Chicago House of Correc-

tion, between 1871 and 1900, almost one-fourth, or 51,312, were

minors, and about 12,000 were children between seven and fifteen

years of age. In every report the inspectors and superintendent

of the House of Correction protested against this incarceration

of juvenile offenders with older criminals, and one superintendent

boldly declared that Chicago was "conducting a preparatory

school for the penitentiary and the gallows." But for twenty-

three years their protests were ineffectual, until finally, in 1894,

through the efforts of Mr. John Worthy, one of the inspectors,

and others, classes were established for the education of boys,

and in 1896 the board of education appropriated $80,000 for the

erection of a school building adjoining the House of Correction.

This building was occupied in November, 1896, but the boys
continued to be housed in the cell-house with the older crim-

inals. In 1897 the city council appropriated ;&50,000 for the
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erection of a separate cell-house for the boys, and this was

completed in 1899, and all boys under sixteen years of age were

then transferred to this building. But the authorities soon saw

the error of confining young boys in separate cells, and they

were quickly abandoned and open dormitories substituted. The

educational department of the John Worthy School is under the

board of education of Chicago, while the care, discipline, and

safekeeping of the boys are vested in the officials of the House

of Correction,

The regular school day consists of two sessions, from 9 a. m.

to 12 M., and from i to 4 p. m., with a half-day's session on

Saturday, two hours being devoted to manual training and four

hours to academic work. The boys are clothed in gray and

brown uniforms, the more viciously inclined wearing the brown.

They are organized upon the graded system into companies of

seventeen, each in command of a captain chosen by the boys

from two boys nominated by the superintendent. The captain

holds his rank during good behavior and general progress of his

company. Of course the company plan does not prevail in the

classes. There the boys are graded as in the public schools.

Prior to July i, 1899, the boys were committed to this school

(and the House of Correction) by the police justices on petty

fines, running from $1 to $100, which, if not paid, were served

out at the rate of 50 cents per day. But the Juvenile Court

Law of 1899 abolished all this, and boys are now committed on

an indefinite sentence, their release depending upon their con-

duct, progress in studies, and home conditions. In 1897 there

was an average school attendance of 83 boys, whose average

time in school was twenty-four days; in 1898 an average daily

school attendance of 100 boys, vvhose average time in school

was thirty-two days each; in 1899, an average daily school

attendance of 126 boys, whose average time in school was

forty-five days each; in 1900, owing to the operation of the

Juvenile Court Law, an average daily attendance of 251 boys,

whose average time in school was seventy-six days each.

Now, there can be no doubt that the establishment of the

John Worthy School was a great improvement on the old
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method of incarcerating the boys with older criminals in the

same cell-houses. It is equally true that the instruction given,

especially the manual training, has proved very beneficial to the

boys, and the superintendent and teachers have done their best

under the circumstances. But a very grave mistake was made

in locating the John Worthy School alongside of the House of

Correction, and making a prison-like structure of it (with walls,

bars, and bolts), and organizing it on the old congregate plan.

The school should have been located in the country, on a large

tract of land, and built on the cottage system ; and it seems

astonishing that the founders of the school should have made the

mistake they did, when the Lyman School for Boys at West-

boro, Mass., the Glen Mills School at Glen Mills, Pa., and other

schools, which take care of the same class of boys as those com-

mitted to the John Worthy School, had long been established

and organized on the cottage plan. Doubtless a small percent-

age, perhaps 2 per cent., of delinquent boys under the age of

sixteen need to be forcibly restrained, but it has been conclus-

ively demonstrated by long experience that vigilant supervision

may be substituted in place of walls and bars and bolts, and that

the vast majority of juvenile offenders may be more effectually

reformed by being allowed a large amount of liberty and being

humanely treated, than they can be by rigid confinement and

harsh treatment.

In accordance with these views, an act was passed by the

Illinois legislature in 1901 for the establishment of a "State

Home for Delinquent Boys," and a large amount of money has

been subscribed for the erection of the school. The school will

be located near St. Charles, this state, on a large fertile farm,

will be built on the cottage plan, and will accommodate, when
completed, at least 1,000 pupils. This will be a state, not a

municipal, institution, but it will care for such boys as are now
committed to the John Worthy School. The object of the new
school, as defined by law, is "to give the inmates, as far as

possible, a common-school education and such a knowledge of

trades and employments, agriculture and horticulture, as shall

fit them for the ordinary employments of life." No building.
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it is said, shall contain more than forty boys, with the family

officers. "It is the intention of this act," it is said, "that no

boy shall be kept in such home, who can be properly placed out

or returned home, longer than may be reasonably necessary to

prepare him for such placing out." A board of trustees, of

which Hon. R. S. Tuthill, judge of the juvenile court in Chicago,

is the chairman, was appointed some time ago, a superintendent

has been employed, and commendable progress has been made
toward the establishment of the new school. If the present

plans are carried out, this school should prove to be the greatest

blessing which has ever been conferred upon the youth of this state.

II. ILLINOIS STATE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

In 1886 the trustees of the Illinois Industrial School for

Girls and other philanthropists introduced a bill into the legis-

lature to provide a state home for juvenile female offenders, but

it was not until 1893 that an act was finally passed, providing

for its establishment. The name adopted was " State Home for

Female Juvenile Offenders," but this has recently been changed

to "State Training School for Girls." Under this act any girl

between the ages of ten and sixteen years who may be con-

victed before a court of record of any offense which, if com-

mitted by an adult, would be punishable by confinement in

a house of correction, or county jail, may be committed by the

court to the State Training School, for a time not less than one

year nor beyond her minority.

The "good time" feature is embodied in the act. The girls

may be placed in homes, or may be bound out, or given to any

reputable person who will adopt them, and the school must

exercise a supervising care over them and see that they are

properly treated.

Acting under this law, the governor appointed a board of

trustees in the fall of 1893, and the home was opened on Indiana

avenue in Chicago ; but the next year a tract of fifty acres of

land, since increased to ninety-one acres, was purchased near

Geneva, Kane county, one hour and a half's ride from Chicago

on the Chicago & Northwestern Railway, and a fine three-story

brick and stone building was erected at a cost of ^^63,000.
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The building has a frontage of 275 feet and is built in three

sections— the center or administration building, extending back

ly feet, and a wing on each side 76 feet long. The building is

so arranged that the girls may be separated into groups of

twenty or twenty-five, and each group or "family " is placed in

charge of three matrons, who teach them the various household

arts. There are six " families " in this building. For several

years all the girls (as many as 130 in 1900) had to be taught in

one schoolroom, but during the past year a school building,

brick, two stories high, has been erected at a cost of $16,000;

and two additional cottages have also been built and are now

occupied. The family plan prevails throughout. Each family

has its own dining-room, kitchen, and laundry, and the girls,

under the direction of a matron, do all the work. Each girl

has her own room, cozily furnished.

The girls attend school half a day and do housework the

other half. Only two teachers are employed, and this necessi-

tates larger classes than are desirable, especially as these girls

need a great deal of individual attention ; but it is claimed that

the girls make remarkable progress in their studies, in spite of

this drawback. The chief offenses for which girls are sent to

this school are immorality, larceny, and some for burglary.

As they come largely from the slum districts of Chicago, we
are not surprised to learn that nearly 50 per cent, are afflicted

with some venereal disease, and almost as many suffer from

some stomach trouble, caused by inherited weakness, lowered

vitality, bad food, narcotics and alcohol. With strict attention

to cleanliness, nutritious diet, judicious exercise, regular hours,

and watchful care, the girls are gradually rehabilitated. These

girls when received are now placed in the (new) hospital cot-

tage where they receive special attention before being trans-

ferred to the other buildings.

The discipline is firm, but not harsh. It consists chiefly in

deprivation of privileges, which is sufficient in most cases ; but

where this fails the girls are placed in solitary confinement, and

in extreme cases corporal punishment is inflicted.

There were 369 girls committed to the institution between
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January i, 1894, and January i, 1900, and the total cost of their

maintenance, exclusive of the cost of the land and buildings,

was ;^ 1 38,869.60, or $376.34 per capita. The per-capita cost

per annum is about ;^200. Since the opening of the institution

576 girls have been received, 381 have been discharged, and

there are 195 in the school at present. The superintendent

claims that 80 per cent, of those paroled do well. A visitor is

employed to investigate the homes to which the girls are sent,

and to watch over them after they are paroled.

III. TRUANCY, AND THE PARENTAL SCHOOL.

It has been conclusively demonstrated by experience that

truancy is the prolific parent of crime. According to the

reports, 90 per cent, of the boys committed to the old Chicago

Reform School and to the Illinois Reformatory began their

downward career by playing truant, and the records of other

such institutions would doubtless show the same thing. It also

appears that the vast majority of the inmates of our reforma-

tories and prisons are ignorant and illiterate. Hence it became

apparent, years ago, that in order to prevent crime we must pre-

vent truancy. Massachusetts led the way in establishing

parental or truant schools, and other states have followed her

good example.

The first compulsory-education law in Illinois was passed in

1883. Four years before, such a law had been proposed by a

German member of the legislature from Chicago, but the propo-

sition was pooh-poohed, and he was told that, while such a law

might be enacted in Germany, it could not be enforced in free

America. The first compulsory-education law was amended

several times, until finally in 1897, ^^e present act was passed.

This act provides that "every person having control of any

child between the ages of seven and fourteen years shall annu-

ally cause such child to attend for at least sixteen weeks, twelve

weeks of which attendance shall be consecutive, some public or

private school," or the parent or guardian of the child must

provide a private tutor for him. The board of education is

authorized and directed to appoint a corps of truant officers to
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enforce the law, and a penalty of from $i to $5 is prescribed

for its wilful violation, and a fine of from $3 to $20 may be

imposed for wilfully making a false statement concerning a

child's age. Until recently it was impossible to enforce the

compulsory-education law in those cases where its enforcement

was most necessary, namely, in the case of habitual or chronic

truants. The truant officers might return such children to the

school, but they would run away at noon or the next morning,

and, of course, a truant officer could not be provided for each

habitual truant. Hence arose the necessity of having a special

school to which such children might be sent by the court, and

be kept there until cured of the truant habit. In 1899, there-

fore, the first parental- or truant-school act was passed, largely

through the efforts of the woman's clubs of the state, especi-

ally of Chicago. This act provides that all cities of 100,000

inhabitants or more shall, and all cities of 25,000 inhabitants

and less than 100,000 may, establish parental schools. The
board of education in such cities is authorized to purchase land,

erect buildings, employ a superintendent and teachers, prescribe

the course of instruction and methods of discipline, and supply

all apparatus necessary to the proper equipment of such school.

The school shall not be located near a penal institution. No
religious instruction is allowed " except such as is allowed by
law to be given in public schools," but the board of education

may make provision so that "the children may receive reli-

gious training in accordance with the belief of their parents,

either by allowing religious services to be held in the institution

or by arranging for the attendance at public service elsewhere."

Any child of compulsory school age (between seven and four-

teen years)
, girl or boy, who is guilty of habitual truancy or persis-

tent violations of the rules of the public school, may be commit-
ted to the parental school by the county, or circuit court, on peti-

tion of a truant officer or any reputable citizen ; the parents or

guardian must be duly notified of the proceedings about to be
instituted

; the child is committed by summary jurisdiction of

the court, but "no child who has ever been convicted of any
offense punishable by confinement in any penal institution " can
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be committed to the parental school. The child so committed

cannot be released from the school in less than four weeks, nor

thereafter until, in the judgment of the superintendent, his con-

duct and progress in his studies justify it. Hence the child

may be kept in the school until he or she is fourteen years of

age, if necessary ; but, of course, this is not necessary in many

cases. When his conduct seems to justify it, the child is par-

oled and sent home, and required to attend school regularly for

one year from the date of his parole. The principal of the

school to which he is sent is required to report at least once a

month to the superintendent of the parental school, stating

whether the child is attending school regularly and observing

the rules or not. If he violates his parole, he must be brought

back to the parental school and must be kept there at least

three months, and longer if necessary; and if he violates his

parole a second time, he is returned to the parental school and

must be kept there at least a year, and may be kept until he is

fourteen years old, " Incorrigibles," or children whose influ-

ence in the school is detrimental to the interests of the other

pupils, may be transferred to some juvenile reformatory. The

parents or guardians are required to furnish clothing for their

children while in the parental school, but the board of educa-

tion must provide everything else. It will be seen at once that

the parental school, under this law, is in no sense a penal insti-

tution, but simply a special kind of public school to which

habitual truants or unmanageable children are sent for discipline

and instruction.

Acting under this law, the board of education of Chicago

has erected the finest parental school in the country. This

school is located near the limits of the city, on a tract of fifty

acres of land owned by the board of education. No walls, bars,

or bolts exist. It is built on the " cottage plan," and three

handsome buildings— viz., the administration building, a large

double cottage, a three-story brick and stone structure, and the

superintendent's house— are completed, and another dormitory

building, a barn, and other small buildings are being erected.

The school opened January 31, 1902, and since that date 236
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boys have been committed, of whom 98 have been paroled or

discharged, and 80 per cent, of these are doing well. The aver-

age age of these boys was eleven years, and the average time

during which they were kept in the school was seven months.

Twice as many boys will be received during the next year. From
the psycho-physical examination, to which these boys have been

subjected, we learn that they rank about midway between the

John Worthy boys (delinquents) and the normal public-school

children ; that is to say, where the public-school children show

an average of four or five growth and motor defects, and the

John Worthy boys an average of eight or ten, the Parental

School boys show an average of six or eight defects, and they

rank mentally in the same order, the Parental School boys

averaging not quite so high in mental capacity as the normal

public-school children, but higher than the John Worthy boys.

The course of instruction given in the other public schools

is given here, but in addition manual training in the shops and

out of doors, military drill, and gymnastic work are specially

emphasized, and the results are most encouraging. Thirty of

the fifty acres of land are cultivated as a garden, a tenth of

an acre being assigned to a boy, if he is large enough to

cultivate it, or to two smaller boys. The teachers are among
the best in the city, receiving a little more than the maximum
salary paid in other schools, and the family officers, who live in

the dormitory buildings, and take care of the children when
they are out of school, are selected by a special examination

and with a view to their peculiar fitness for the work, liberal sal-

aries being paid them.

No corporal punishment is allowed, but the penalties inflicted

for breeches of the rules consist of (i) deprivation of privi-

leges, (2) assignment of extra duty, and (3) solitary confine-

ment for periods not exceeding twenty-four hours each in a

well-lighted and well-ventilated room, on a bread-and-milk diet.

The military system prevails, and the marking system is in use.

It is possible for a boy to work his way out of the school in

six or seven months, but very few will do this, and the vast

majority will remain from ten to twelve months. This is as
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short a stay in the school as can reasonably be demanded, and

in some cases more time is necessary in order to reform the

truant.

If no backward step be taken, it is safe to predict that the

money spent in support of this school will in time save hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars to the city of Chicago, and start

thousands of boys and girls on the way to a noble manhood and

womanhood.

For years "compulsory education" was a failure in Chi-

cago, but now, owing to the existence of the Chicago Parental

School, and to one of the most efficient compulsory-education

departments in any city of the Union, the compulsory-education

law is being enforced as never before. No department of

school work is more important than this, and it should be liber-

ally supported. The board of education and the people of Chi-

cago are realizing more fully than ever the importance of com-

pulsory education, and the good work will undoubtedly con-

tinue.

IV. THE JUVENILE COURT.

The legal agency by which boys and girls are committed to

the above-named schools is the juvenile court. This court was

established by an act passed in 1899, and by its establishment

Illinois took a front rank in reform work. In counties having

over 500,000 population the judges of the circuit court are

required by the aforesaid act to designate one or more of their

number to hear all cases of dependent or delinquent children,

under the age of sixteen years, and this court is called the

"juvenile court." A petition must be filed by a reputable citi-

zen of the county ; the parents or guardians must be duly noti-

fied of the proceedings about to be instituted ; a jury may be

demanded by the parents or friends of the child, or the judge

himself may order a jury to try the case ; the person having

control of the child is summoned to appear at a time and place

specified ; and the court, after hearing the evidence, disposes of

the case in a summary manner. The court is authorized to

appoint a number of discreet persons of good character to act

as probation officers, during the pleasure of the court, such
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persons to receive no compensation from the public treasury.

Any child found to be a dependent or a delinquent or a truant

may be committed by the court to the care of some state insti-

tution or training or industrial or truant school, or to the care of

some reputable citizen, or to some child-saving association.

Such child becomes the ward of the association or individual to

whose care she or he is committed, and may be placed in a

family with or without indenture, or he may be adopted by any

responsible person who may desire to adopt him. Such guar-

dianship, however, does not include the guardianship of any

estate of the child. In the case of a delinquent the court may
continue the hearing from time to time, and may commit the

child to the care of a probation officer, and may allow the child

to remain in its own home, subject to the visitation of the pro-

bation officer ; such child to report to the probation officer as

may be required, and subject to be returned to the court for

further or other proceedings, whenever such action may appear

to be necessary; or the court may cause the child to be placed

in a family, subject to the friendly supervision of a probation

officer and the further order of the court.

Whenever a delinquent or dependent child is arrested and

taken before a justice of the peace or a police magistrate, it is

the duty of such magistrate to turn such child over to the

juvenile court, and in any case the juvenile court may proceed

to hear and dispose of the case. The commitment of a child

under twelve years of age to a jail or a police station is posi-

tively forbidden. If the child is unable to give bail, the sheriff,

police officer, or probation officer must keep such child in some

suitable place provided by the city or county outside the jail or

police station.

Acting under this law, the judges of the circuit court of Cook
county designated Hon, Richard S. Tuthill as judge of the

juvenile court, and a wiser selection could hardly have been

made. A corps of probation officers, six of whom were paid

salaries from private contributions, was appointed, and a number
of good people donated their services, and thus enabled the

court more effectively to enforce the law. During the first
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year (July i, 1899— July i, 1900) 2,200 cases were docketed

and disposed of by the court. Eight hundred and ten depend-

ents, 365 of whom were girls, were brought before the court,

and 1,450 delinquents, 11 1 of whom were girls. One thousand

and ninety-five of these children were released on parole, i. e.,

were allowed to return home under the supervision of probation

officers, and the 1,175 were sent to various schools and institu-

tions or committed to the care of child-saving societies. Dur-

ing the second year (July i, 1900— July i, 1901) 2,378 cases

were docketed and disposed of by the court. Of these, 1,204

were delinquents, 126 of whom were girls, and 1,071 were

dependents, of whom 528 were girls. One thousand and eighty-

nine were placed on probation, 658 of these being children

released from the John Worthy School. There were only 195

probationers, or 10^ per cent, of the total number of delin-

quents returned to the court, and quite a number of these chil-

dren had been paroled during the previous year ; so that the

result of the probation system is most encouraging.

The average age of the delinquent boys was 12.9 years, of

delinquent girls, 14.1 years. The average age of dependent

boys was 7.1 years, and of dependent girls, 8.4 years. The
delinquencies consisted chiefly in petty thefts (374), vagrancy

(169), disorderly conduct (261), and incorrigibility (153). The
causes of dependency were chiefly lack of proper parental care,

desertion, drunkenness, or death of one or both of the parents.

Prior to the enactment of the juvenile-court law, 50 per cent, of

the juvenile delinquents, or more than 500 a year, were sent to

the county jail; but during the year 1901 only i per cent, of

the juvenile delinquents were sent to jail.

The juvenile court endeavors in all cases where it is practi-

cable to keep the original family together, and the family is

broken up only in those cases where it appears to be necessary

to the welfare of the child. The juvenile court is no longer an

experiment. Its work is pronounced a success by the most

competent and impartial judges. It is considered the most

important step taken in recent years in reform work, and other

states— Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey,
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Indiana, Missouri, Maryland, Colorado, and Washington, D. C.

—

have all established juvenile courts, and child-saving has been

given an impetus which nothing can resist.

Now, the foregoing survey of the work of the reformatory

institutions in Illinois suggests several important conclusions.

First of all, it appears that Illinois has, or will have when the

new school for delinquent boys is completed, a well-developed

system of taking care of her juvenile offenders. She has schools

for truants, dependents, and delinquents, and a reformatory to

which older and more hardened offenders may be sent. It

appears, further, that of the 23,000 young persons who have

passed through the above-named institutions, 75 per cent, have

been so rehabilitated that they have become respectable and use-

ful citizens. Unfortunately, these constitute only a small min-

ority of the juvenile offenders who have been before our courts

and in our corrective institutions. According to the records of

the Chicago House of Correction, more than 50,000 minors were

incarcerated in that institution alone between 1871 and 1900.

But with the new schools which we now have and our new

methods of dealing with juvenile offenders through the juvenile

court, we may reasonably expect better results during the next

quarter of a century.

It is evident, in the second place, that ignorance is a prolific

cause of crime. We have seen that the vast majority of the

inmates of our reformatories and schools for delinquents have

little or no education when committed to these institutions. But

while book knowledge is important, the facts stated in these arti-

cles show that the hand must be educated. Our delinquents

and criminals must be taught trades and the science of agricul-

ture before they will become law-abiding and useful citizens.

Manual training in our elementary schools and trade instruction

in our higher schools is the great need of the hour. The prob-

lem of crime is at bottom largely an economic problem.

Third, poverty is one of the chief causes of crime. Of the

1,011 boys committed to the Illinois Reformatory between

December i, 1892, and September 30, 1894, 701 came from
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" very poor " families, 269 from families in moderate circum-

stances, and only 19 from families in comfortable circumstances.

" In but few cases," we are told, "was the home life such as to

stimulate a good boy in good intentions, much less to deter one,

whose tendencies are evil, from the commission of crime." Of
the offenses committed, 521 were of a burglarious character ; 69
robberies, or attempts to rob ; 295 larcenies, or attempts at or in

aid of larceny; and 73 were of different character. Most of

these crimes would seem to be largely traceable to poverty. If

the boys had had good homes and had been given a fair educa-

tion, especially a trade and a fair "chance in the world," the

vast majority would never have become criminals. Certainly,

these boys, when once they were given a practical education and

a chance, became useful men, and surely it is wiser to give them

such help before they become criminals than it is to allow them

to fall and then reform them.

However, it is vain to dream of a good time coming, when
society shall cease to produce criminals. It is certainly quite

possible to improve social, industrial, and political conditions,

especially in our large cities, and this is the supreme desidera-

tum; but still there will be a need of reformatory institutions, and

it is very encouraging to note that these institutions are being

conducted on more rational and humane principles that they

were fifty or even twenty-five years ago.

T. H. MacQueary.
Chicago Parental School.



THE EVANGELICAL SOCIAL CONGRESS IN GERMANY/

The Evangelical Social Congress in Germany is a unique

institution. No other country, so far as I know, has produced a

similar society. An association of men and women who are held

together by the desire " to make fruitful the forces of faith and

love in contest with the social evils and dangers of the age,"

may count upon interest in all places where similar tasks are

undertaken with different means. The experience and develop-

ment of this society is typical of what may be accomplished in

this field by "Christian Socialism," and may prove instructive

for other countries.

The first period of the Congress is now at its end. This stage

is marked by the resignation of the former president, by the fact

that for a full half-year a new president was sought in vain, and

that, at last, the celebrated church historian, Professor Harnack,

in November of last year, consented to accept the position.

During the half-year while the search for a president was going

on, the possibilities of the future were carefully considered. It

was proposed by some to dissolve the Congress and give its work

to one of the other organizations which had inscribed social

reform upon their banners— the Society for Social Politics,

whose leader is Professor Schmoller, or, better still, the Society

for Social Reform, which was founded by the former Prussian

minister, Freiherr von Berlepsch, in the year 1901. The convic-

tion was frequently expressed that the Congress had fulfilled the

greater part of its task ; that there was no urgent reason for its

continuance; there was much discouragement among the leaders,

and the difficulties were great.

Apparently the obstacles have been for the time overcome

;

for while such a man as Harnack stands at the head of the Con-

gress there will be no lack of celebrated orators and enthusiastic

hearers. The Congress may live for a decade on the world-wide

' Translated by C. R. Henderson.

34
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fame of its president. Whether the internal difficulties can be

overcome is a question.

In order to understand these difficulties we must recall the

course of the development of the Congress during the thirteen

years of its existence. What did it seek to achieve ? What has

actually been done ? What can we assert to be the result of its

labors ?

The Congress was founded at Whitsuntide in the year 1890.

That year was the beginning of a new internal policy in Ger-

many. It was the year in which William II. began to act as his

own chancellor. On March 20 he had dismissed Prince Bis-

marck; on October i the so-called "Socialist Laws" expired,

and Social Democracy was no longer a crime ; on February 4

William II. had already published his social message, in which

he promised to further the demands of the workingmen for legal

protection ; and at the same time he called Freiherr von Berlepsch

to be his minister. In brief, it seemed that after the oppressive

measures of Bismarck a time of conciliation had arrived, and of

social help and reform. The highest church authority in Prussia,

the Prussian superior church council, urged the clergy to give

attention to the social question, and to go into the assemblies of

the socialists and discuss with them religion and patriotism.

Out of this hopeful sentiment the Evangelical Social Congress

was born. Clergymen and laymen came together to form a

society which should aid the church to co-operate in the social

reform movement, to prepare the way and to clarify thought.

In Germany every work of this kind meets obstacles, not only in

conflicting social views, but also in the divisions of theological

doctrines, the splitting of scientific theology into various schools,

and the deep chasm which sunders almost all ecclesiastical groups.

The historical and critical labors of theological science and the

traditional creed of the popular church hinder common practical

work and keep alive suspicion. It was a great and promising

beginning for the Evangelical Social Congress that the leader of

scientific theology, Professor Harnack, and one of the chief lead-

ers of the orthodox clergy. Court Preacher Stocker, joined hands.

It was upon Stocker's proposal that the Congress adopted the
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broad platform on which men of almost all tendencies could stand.

For president a member of the middle party, a layman, was

chosen.

The fundamental idea of all tendencies was : "to investigate

the social conditions of our people without prejudice, to test

them by the standard of the moral and religious requirements of

the gospel, and to make this gospel itself more fruitful for our

economic life." That was the goal. In what way it could be

reached, to what particular program it might lead, there was no

generally accepted opinion. It was precisely the purpose of the

congress to clarify the fundamental thought, and work a way
toward particular practical measures.

Has this end been attained during the thirteen years of the

life of the Congress? Is there any unified evangelical-social pro-

gram? Are there demands on which all Evangelical Christians

can unite? And has legislation at any point been set in motion

by means of the discussions of the Congress? All these questions

must today be answered in the negative. Even more: the only

result of the work of the Congress has been the proof that an

evangelical-social program for specific Christian social meas-

ures, derived from the nature of Christianity by a necessary

logic, is impossible. Various and conflicting as have been the

themes and arguments of the discussion, all come to the conclu-

sion that an economic program cannot be deduced from Chris-

tianity; that Christianity cannot be used to further the present

industrial order nor to destroy socialism. "Christianity is inde-

pendent of the economic system, and is consistent with any form
of economic life. The economic order has its own laws and is

independent of Christianity" (Professor Kaftan, 1893). "To
oppose the economic ends for which workingmen strive, under
the leadership of Social Democracy, in the name of Christianity,

would be un-Christian " (Professor Herrmann, 1892). It remains

to the church and the pastors, as the representatives of the

Christian point of view, to remind men that the development of

moral personality should not suffer under social wrongs; they

should call attention to such evils as obstruct the development
of a moral life; but it is outside the peculiar duty of the church
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and of Christianity to point out the particular methods of

improvement. "In respect to special social-economical meas-

ures (state ownership, land reform, labor hours, price regulations,

taxation, insurance, labor unions, etc.) the church cannot form a

party, nor compel its members to take a side; since a decision

of these questions demands expert knowledge which has nothing

to do with Christianity, and the power of the state is required"

(Harnack, 1894). "Since the social life has its own laws, and

is conditioned by the general conditions of life and culture, the

church must leave the problem of social measures to those whose

special training makes them responsible" (Pastor von Soden,

1896).

These expressions interpret the fundamental idea of the Con-

gress, that the economic life of the present should be helpfully

influenced by the forces of the Gospel. These powers cannot

be transformed into a fixed program; the church cannot be used

as a political party for pushing a reform. The only practical

duty remaining is the care of parish life and the testing of social

conditions by moral principles. A working program for action

the Congress no longer has ; it is now only a society for formu-

lating ethical instruction, for awakening conscience and sympa-

thy; but not a group for carrying out a plan of action.

This was a necessary order of development. At the first

many of the members were eager to proceed at once to some
practical effort; but this impulse did not find expression after the

second session. Ever more decisively was the purely inspiring

and ethical character of the goal of the Congress emphasized.

A principal reason was the broad platform which the Congress

was compelled to adopt if it did not at once dash itself on the

rocks of partisan interests. But this very ecumenical character

made practical effort impossible. Whoever will represent social-

political demands must plunge into the strife of political parties

and defend his measures. Very soon we should have been

driven to Social Democracy, because no other party had taken

up the desired measures. But the un-Christian factor in Social

Democracy made this impossible; and the participants in the

Congress remained members of their own political parties. The
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composition of the Congress made it impossible to take up

specific measures.

Even more plainly it was made clear by the discussions that

the New Testament expressly excludes the direct derivation

of specific social demands from its teachings. The problems

of social and economic organization, before which we now
stand, have nothing in common with the relations of trade

and property with which Jesus or Paul had to do. Profound

study of the views of early Christians showed that they cannot

be used for comparison with those formed in the presence of our

duties and difficulties. The primitive mode of thinking has

been set aside by better historical knowledge of the past and

better economic understanding of the present. In close con-

nection with addresses before the Congress other developments

may be noted. For example, a lecture of the jurist, Professor

Sohm, in the general assembly of the Society for Inner Mis-

sions, in 1895; t^^ foundation of the National Social Society, in

1896, which, after warm discussion of two days, declined to call

itself "Christian Social;" and the book of Pastor Frederick

Naumann which he wrote after his Palestinian travels {Asia,

1899). Naumann had been formerly one of the most earnest

representatives of a socialism which was derived directly from

the teachings of Jesus. His book Jesus as Man of the People is the

classic of this view in Germany. But as early as 1896 Naumann
openly revealed his change of attitude at the founding of the

National Social Society. In the volume Asia, and in some
places in his political work Democracy and Emperor, published a

year later, he has given reasons for this change. In viewing

the oriental countries, which recall Jesus to mind, these doubts

occur to him:

Many of his words would not fit the present population. "Give to him
who asks, and turn not away from him who will borrow from thee," sounds

out of place when one has to do with these beggars of Olivet. The sentence,
" Behold the fowls of the air, etc.," makes a strong impression when read in

modem Palestine. Could Jesus talk in that way to a people to whom it must
be preached: Go to the colonies of German Templars and see how they
work ! Your Heavenly Father feeds them ; since they work with sweat upon
their brows ; they plow deep, make drains, build roads, provide wholesome
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food, improve the water supply, clothe themselves decently ! Did Jesus have

a people before him whose culture aspirations were so strong that a counter-

weight was needed ? Jesus went and came on the roads without doing

anything for their improvement. The Jesus we think of went about in a

well-ordered country and conciliated classes by the spirit of brotherhood.

That he was in a country where the very beginnings of progress were want-

ing, and that he had no word for progress, came forcibly to me when I read

the New Testament with the eyes of an oriental traveler. I lost something

which had value for me— the earthly Helper who sees all forms of human
need. He who has acquired the habit of thinking on social questions must

regard these roads from the standpoint of Christian action. Did Jesus speak

of patience or of renovation ? Did he have our ideals of culture ? Had he

any ideals of culture ? Did he seek to heal the poverty of Palestine or only

to mitigate evils by alms and miracles ? Up to this time I had seen in all

helpful, organized activities the working of the life of Jesus. In this social

conception much of truth remains ; but in Palestine the certainty of it is lost.'

Thus an understanding of history deepened by geographical

observation has led out of Christian Socialism exactly that man
who formerly was its most brilliant and passionate representative.

One is obliged to carry the questioning farther and ask if

some ideas of primitive Christianity are not positively opposed

to the socialism of today. The historian knows that primitive

Christianity not only did not move a finger to change social

order, but required the individual to submit to that order as

God-given and God-willed, including slavery. In Christian

antiquity, in the Middle Ages, and even in Luther's time every

thought of reform which went beyond individual benevolence

and asked for change in general laws was a sin and an offense.

It was first on English soil and in the seventeenth century that

the idea of emancipation of slaves introduced Christian social

reforms. But in all pulpits even now patience, submission, con-

tentment are praised as special Christian virtues ; and our work-

ingmen, who feel in their hearts that they have a moral right to

emancipation, are rejected by Christianity and driven to mate-

rialism !

These difficulties haye rarely been discussed in the Congress.

Only once (1899) was there a distinct expression, and that was

in the course of a debate after a lecture. A resolution was,

^Asia, pp. 113-15-
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indeed, unanimously passed which asked that the professors of

theological ethics should give more attention to these subjects,

but no important results have followed. Whatever solution of

such problems may be found, it is already clear that no scheme

of social reform can be derived immediately from the New Tes-

tament. Not merely the constitution of the Congress, but its

leading idea, forbids the hope of a common practical program

of demands.

A third fact must be noted which has importance for the

development of the Congress : the cessation of zealous interest

for social questions among the Evangelical clergy. This is the

principal cause of the difficulties under which the Congress labors.

The cause of this decrease of social interest of the clergy lies in

their external and internal relations. Interest in the labor ques-

tion has diminished generally in the educated classes of the

nation. The new imperialistic policy of Germany and the com-

mercial questions of recent years have absorbed all other inter-

ests. The official policy of the government from 1894 to 1899

was directly unfriendly to the laborers, and the rise of tariff on

food under the law of 1901 has injured the labor class econom-

ically. The emperor has sharply assailed the Social Democrats,

and that has been taken as an attack on the labor movement
itself. The superior council of the Prussian church in 1895

recalled its message of 1890 and warned the clergy against

social activity. This explains the cooling of zeal among the

clergy.

Furthermore, the pastors must have regard to the conditions

in their parishes. If they are active in political strife, they

cannot serve successfully as consolers and counselors for all

members. Here and there a pastor is found who has kept up
his former social enthusiasm ; but the desire to maintain peace-

ful parish relations restrains them from public discussion. As
secretary of the National Social Society I constantly met such

pastors, and I grant that, from their standpoint, they were justi-

fied in the position they took. Those who most cling to the

church are usually officials, who share the views of the govern-

ment, and the small manufacturers and shopkeepers, the lower
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stratum of the middle class. These are the people who con-

stitute the church societies, whose wives join with the Frau

Pastor in sewing circles, and who are most closely associated

with the parson. And these are just the people who are affected

by laws protecting wage-earners : for their business cannot bear

more burdens. As in every association and party the attitude

toward fundamental questions is decided by the mass of the

members and not by individual leaders, so the position taken by

the church is determined by that of those who most participate

in its life. It must also be remembered that more than half the

pastors are over country parishes where few industrials are

found, and so they are but slightly affected by the modern

labor question. The economic evils with which they are

acquainted are chiefly those peculiar to peasants— heavy debts,

foreign competition, backward methods. Therefore their inter-

est is necessarily, and from their standpoint properly, drawn

away from the labor question. Many young theologians, who
at the university and during their candidacy were zealous advo-

cates of Christian Socialism, have naturally become cooler, and

finally have gone entirely over to the agrarian high-tariff side,

after they have spent a year or so as parsons in an agricultural

parish. This does not imply treason to their former convictions
;

it is rather the effect of the surroundings which always influence

men.

For the Congress this situation made impossible a unified

social policy of the entire church. There remained for it only

the task of creating a feeling of duty and fraternal sympathy;

but from this fact it followed that only pastors who were already

inclined to study social problems were interested in the Con-

gress. The Congresses have generally aroused intense tempo-

rary interest and enthusiasm, as at Frankfort-on-the-Main(i894),

Erfurt (1895), Stuttgart (1896), Kiel (1899), Dortmund (1902);

but they have left very little permanent result. Small and unin-

fluential branches have been established in Wiirttemberg and

Holstein. Few of the addresses have had great importance in

the literature of the subject. The most significant are

:

1891— Professor Herrmann (theologian, follower of Albrecht
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RitschI): "Religion and Social Democracy," in which for the

first time in Germany it was shown that socialism is not to be

attacked because it is necessarily hostile to Christianity.

1892— Frederick Naumann (pastor, and since 1896 writer

and president of the National Social Union): "Christianity and

the Family," in which our ideals of marriage, as taught in theo-

logical ethics, are tested by actual economic conditions.

1894— Professor Max Weber (economist) and Pastor Paul

Gohre (left the pastorate in 1897, and in 1900 became a Social

Democrat): " The Agricultural Labor Question in East Prussia."

This lecture rested on an investigation started by the Congress,

and the results were published by it. It had the effect of awak-

ening the passionate enmity of the Conservative party against

the Christian Socialists.

1895— Mrs. Gnauk-Kiihne: "The Woman Question." It was

the first time that a woman had spoken in a general ecclesiastical

assembly. The lecture has permanent value. Since that time

the author has become a Roman Catholic.

1898— Pastor Rade (editor of the Christian World): "The
Religious and Moral World of Thought of the Modern Wage-
Worker," an address which drew upon new materials in the

writings of Social Democrats, and gives a valuable contribution

to the psychology of the modern industrial.

This list will indicate how small a number of really funda-

mental, pioneer, and novel papers has been produced. During

the last four years nothing has been added to the list. Of course,

there have been addresses which handled grave questions and

aroused deep feeling ; but none to compare with those mentioned

for power to arouse discussion in journals and books. Even
Harnack's address (1902) on the "Moral and Social Significance

of Modern Tendencies of Culture," deeply as it affected the

hearers, has not been noticed publicly.

The membership of the Congress has never remained very

long over 800. It increased up to 1896, then it stood still, and

later declined. In the spring of 1902 there were 779 members.
The income of the Congress the first year was about 3,000 marks,

in the second less, and later it has fluctuated between 4,000 and
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5,000 marks. Anyone who has had experience with organiza-

tions knows that not much can be done with such small means.

They barely suffice to pay a secretary for managing the finances,

the cost of the annual meetings, and the monthly bulletin whose

circulation does not extend beyond the members. Formerly the

entire time of a secretary was employed, but now a young clergy-

man in Berlin is paid 1,200 marks and gives but part of his time.

This shows that the Congress has not its former strength. The
Congress may continue as long as it has already lived, but there

is no prospect of its pursuing a vigorous and aggessive policy.

External difficulties are also adding to the burden. This

Congress is not the only organization which is interested in

social politics. The Union for Social Politics was established

even earlier (1872), includes most of the German Economists,

and once in two years holds great and enthusiastic assemblies,

with important papers, and has already published over one hun-

dred volumes of information about social conditions. In Janu-

ary, 1900, the former Minister von Berlepsch founded the Union

for Social Reform which proposed to hold a meeting once in two

years and which publishes brochures on social topics. Great

manufacturers, merchants, members of the imperial legislature,

and professors have joined him ; and all seek direct influence on

legislation. The Evangelical Social Congress differs from both

these societies in its principle of regarding social conditions from

the religious and ecclesiastical standpoint ; and yet more than

two-thirds of the papers thus far read are not specially religious

in contents, but have regarded economic problems from a purely

scientific point of view; and on this ground it meets the compe-

tition of the other societies.

Further, we must take into account the fact that the Congress

has lost its "ecumenical" character. It no longer includes all

parties of theological science and of the church, but now it is an

organization of those who belong to the critical and historical

school, and this is manifest in the election of Harnack as presi-

ident, although it was already clear in 1896. In 1896 Stocker

left the Congress and with his friends founded the Church Social

Conference, an association which stood on theologically ortho-
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dox ground, and is in closer touch with church circles than the

Congress and has more direct practical aims. It has not the

strength of the Congress in thought, great names, and scientific

economists ; but in practical work it has already accomplished

more than the Congress.

Last summer friends of the Congress freely said among them-

selves that the task of the Congress is done, that there is no

longer any necessity for keeping it up, and that the obstacles

were too great for its further action. This feeling is now over-

come, and the members are taking hold with new zeal because

the name of the president is a strong basis for further labor.

But other difficulties still exist and give occasion for serious

thought as to the future purpose and method of the Congress.

It is certain that the association cannot unite on a political

program for agitation and action, and just as clear that mere

appeals to enthusiasm will not long hold men together. Mem-
bership will not grow on such ground. In order to sustain the

organization the Congress must discover some specific aim which

will compel interest.

The socialist finds stumbling-blocks in Christianity. He
knows that society develops according to law; that it is impos-

sible to apply to our capitalistic economy legal and ethical

norms which had a good meaning in times of the small and

local industry; that moral ideas change from age to age with

economic conditions; and he carries in his own heart an

unshaken belief in the righteousness of his own battle for eman-

cipation and the struggle for political power. But the Christian

church introduces into its sermons and teachings a series of

principles and norms which arose out of past conditions and do

not fit our own. In the great cities numerous pastors feel the

stress of these objections; they look to the Congress to show

them a way to reconcile traditional ethics with contemporary

moral feelings. In their Sunday sermons, their religious teach-

ing, their voluntary activity in societies and care of souls, they

need standards of judgment, principles, general rules which they

themselves are not able to work out, because they have not the

time for profound reflection nor the necessary knowledge.
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In the Evangelical Social Congress the men are united who

could earnestly undertake this task. Exactly at this time, when

the Congress has, approximately, a unity of theological views,

could it enter upon this task, because the historical and critical

labors of theology are the presupposition for such an under-

taking, only this theological school is in a position to carry

on the historical method from theology into ethics.

But such a work cannot be accomplished with one or two

lectures. It is necessary to go into details, and to discuss par-

ticular moral and economic ideas, occupation and gain, usury

laws and fair price, contentment and existing legal regulations,

the worth of personality and the economic basis for a sound

family life, property and labor, the wages conflict and the Ten

Commandments, and much more, in order to enable the sermon

to go to the core of reality and conduct.

There are also many questions which relate to the church as

an external institution: administration of property, ecclesiastical

taxes, and the like. The question must be met, whether the

traditional practice is defensible or not from the standpoint of

society. For example, in the city of Schoneberg, near Berlin,

during recent years, the church as landlord has acted contrary

to the common welfare like any common speculator, and there

are instances in other cities. Such facts must be collected and

criticised. New principles for the management of church prop-

erty must be sought. The Evangelical Social Congress, a union

of theologians and economists, is in a position to do this work.

Both forms of the problem are in the ecclesiastical field. If

they are made prominent in the Congress, then the purely

economic and political themes must retire to the background.

That would be no loss, because, as already shown, there are

other organizations to take up these themes. The peculiar ter-

ritory of the Congress lies in Christian ethics and social history,

and this ground it must cultivate if it would show proof of right

to exist,

I cannot say whether Professor Harnack has the intention to

guide the Congress in this direction. At present it seems that

the meeting this year in Darmstadt will follow former lines.
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Perhaps necessity will urge to this course in future. Some of

the difficulties in the way of the Congress are peculiar to Ger-

many; but many are felt by Evangelical Christianity in all

capitalistic countries, and therefore this account of the develop-

ment of our Evangelical Social Congress may have instruction

for the church in other countries. At least this is the purpose

of the present article.

Dr. PHIL. Max Maurenbrecher.
SCHONEBERG, near Berlin.

J



SOCIOLOGY AND HOMER/

Some people resent the intrusion of the dismal sciences into

fields which they say are too good for materialistic exploitation.

This repellent attitude is rather more clearly exhibited by lovers

of the oldest Greek and Hebrew literatures than by partisans of

more recent productions. The reasons for this are clear enough,

upon a little reflection. Both the aesthetic and the religious

feelings are here peculiarly vulnerable ; and it is a fact that

indiscreet, uncandid, or insufficiently instructed investigators

have often afforded plenty of justification for a hostility and

suspicion which we now deplore.

As far as mere literature and literary feelings are concerned,

it appears not unreasonable that Homer might be made a test

case. Since Homer stands so high in the estimation of even the

fastidious, sociology, by demonstrating some sufficient reason for

entering his field, might cause its right to enter other literary

inclosures to be admitted, one might s^^y , a fortiori. In any case,

I think it can be shown, not only that Homer is invaluable to the

science of society, but also that this science is able to render

Homer, even to his literary sponsors, more real and enjoyable.

The latter contention is one which must be demonstrated by

actual performance ; but the former may be set before sociolo-

gists themselves by reasoning along more general lines.

Sociological evidence as to primitive societies is, broadly

speaking, either inferential or direct ; inferential, when the wit-

nesses are inanimate relics of a past, lost, in this case, to written

record and to tradition; direct, when the outlines of the past

are preserved by one or both of these agencies. Speaking

generally, the latter form of evidence is more satisfactory, and

under it Homer would come. Again, this direct evidence is

either actual record, or tradition ; and Homer would, of course,

be ranged under the latter category.

It would be a hard matter to pronounce upon the compara-

' See article on " Sociology and Epic " in this Journal for May, 1900.

37
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tive value to the science of society of record and tradition. In

general, the best evidence is that which is given most uncon-

sciously; it needs less weighing and correction for bias and error.

Records like the Chaldaean contract-tablets need practically no

correction ; chronicles may need a great deal. Both, even if

candid, are marked, to a certain degree, by a narrowness of the

range of their interest. The intimate details of daily life are

represented but partially, and often fragmentarily and inciden-

tally, in mortgages and bills of sale, and in documents recounting

the victories and the magnificence of kings. The former may
shed a deal of light upon the industrial organization, property,

even marriage systems ; the latter upon military affairs, the royal

prerogatives, etc. But they do not present a picture of a society

as a whole.

Tradition, however, is quite another matter, especially if it is

embodied in forms possessing some continuity. It becomes

then a sort of ethnography, wherein are illustrated and empha-

sized these aspects of life in society upon which the interest of

mankind has always centered ; and in the examination of which

human curiosity has, of late years, organized itself in a syste-

matic, scientific form. A body of literature, being usually

many-sided by the conditions of its persistence, and by reason

of the same necessity full of "local coloring," approaches closer

to universality in its evidence as to a society's life than mere

record is likely to do, and for this quality a science which aims

to study society as a whole can easily afford to sacrifice techni-

cally historical information—which runs the risk, besides, in early

times, of being trivial and not to the point.

It cannot be denied, of course, that tradition may be very

misleading. This is especially the case where there is an

absence of the wholesome corrective of context. But, neglect-

ing fragmentary tradition, it is true that in the epic almost every-

thing is pure gold for the sociologist except the main theme—
or whatever that part of the production may be called where
the author or authors, with an object in view and a point to

prove, are led to give a less unconscious and unbiased evidence.

But the patriotic, or religious, or dramatic motive, by the very
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emphasis of its expression, witnesses to important social facts

;

and to be effective such motives must have their setting.

Fortunately for sociology, it is precisely the setting rather than

the "theme" for which it cares. The historian might be vexed

because the Nibelungen-Lied makes Etzel and Dietrich of Bern

contemporaries ; but the sociologist is willing even to admit

Napoleon I. into mediaeval Burgundy, if only that graphic pic-

ture of exotic and pagan Christianity may remain undisturbed.

In any case, there can be no doubt in the mind of the sociolo-

gist as to the great value of the evidence of ancient epics per se.

Homer is, then, of great importance as a representative of

this class of legendary literature—but what of Homer as Homer?
Is there anything in the individual character of the Homeric

evidence which renders it superior or inferior, from the sociolo-

gist's standpoint, to that afforded by other specimens of the

same class of literature ?

Academic sociology (or the "science of society," as Professor

Sumner has been led to call it, in order to mark a distinction of

his science from the medley of slumming, park and sewer

improvement, trades-unionism, and what not, that goes by the

name of sociology) examines into "the origin and life of human
society." It examines the institutions of self-maintenance of a

society, those of its self-perpetuation and self-gratification ; and

also the institutions, customs, etc., which result somewhat more

remotely from society's reaction against environment. The

ideal evidence at which it aims is, therefore, complete and uni-

versal evidence concerning particular societies and their institu-

tions.

Few reports of trained modern observers approach this ideal

more closely than does Homer in his entirely unconscious way.

We have Arnold's high authority for regarding Homer as " uni-

versal," even if we were unable to see it for ourselves. And if

we compare these two poems with other analogous productions,

it appears to me that the latter, in the matter of breadth of

interest, suffer in varying degrees by the comparison. Of the Kale-

vala this is certainly true, and the Nibelungen-Lied is unquestion-

ably more provincial and narrow. When one finishes the last
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line of that poem, he is left with a confused remembrance of just

what the introductory verses promise : wonder-tales of notable

heroes ; of great bravery ; of joys and sorrows ; of strong men's

conflicts— as the Germans say, the deeds of " Eisenmanner und

Riesenweiber." And if we go back to the Norse sagas which

contain the germ of this grandiose poem, the impression is even

heightened. There are interesting and invaluable bits of socio-

logic evidence to be gained ; but it would be hard indeed to

construct a coherent picture of the society of the time, either

from the Norse tales or the later epic. And if this comparison of

Homer with analogous literary productions were carried forth, as

far as I am competent to judge, I think it could be shown that

the picture he gives of Homeric society is far and away ahead

of most corresponding representations to be gained from the Rus-

sian epic-songs, the Vedic hymns, the Zend-Avesta, etc. The Old

Testament alone would seem to contest Homer's title for uni-

versality, but there are some other reasons why Homer seems,

after all, to present the better case.

By a rough sort of quantitative comparison, then. Homer is

eft among the very best pieces of evidence as to antiquity which

the science of society possesses.

The quality of Homer's evidence is likewise very high. The
proportion of unconscious setting to conscious argument or theme

is extraordinarily large. The latter must be discounted, here

as elsewhere, of course ; it is valuable less for what it relates than

for the indirect light which it throws upon the customs, habits

of thought, and national feeling of its time. What was accessory

— mere background— to Homer is often of superlative impor-

tance to modern science. It is when fancy, with a purpose and a

point to make, gets hold of material and serves it up, that

scientific suspicion must be ever on guard, striving to detect the

untrue and the exaggerated. Racial, caste, and personal bias—
disturbing factors to whose presence the mind of the investigator

must be super-sensitive— are much more prominent in the theme
than in the setting.

Where the authorship of a work is so veiled as is the case in

hand, it is out of place to talk of personal bias
;
yet if it had
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been a modern, known to all, who wrote these poems, it would

be hard to make out such a bias. Racial contrast certainly

appears, but not in any very disconcerting or confusing form.

Caste bias remains ; and the forms in which it is wont to

vitiate ancient evidence such as that of the epic are, in general,

two : the sacerdotal and the military. These are perfectly nor-

mal and natural, under primitive and ancient conditions, where

the shaman and the chief (in a time of much violence) are the

culmination of earthly power. Both are bulwarks in the struggle

for existence in this life ; and the former even carries over his

efficiency into the next. A chronicler of any early period is

scarcely likely to be other than a religious or a military chroni-

cler; if he is a shaman or warrior himself, he will, of course,

exalt his specialty and profession ; if he is neither priest nor

king, he must still range himself with one or the other, or with

both in one if the political form is theocratic. Under any condi-

tions the representation of the society which he gives is likely to

be one-sided, and this is a grievous fault. It limits the field of

information— it renders imperative the liberal discounting of

what is given. What sociologist would not wish to hear more of

the intimate, commonplace life of the mediaeval Germans or

Franks, or of the Chinese of the time of Confucius? Who
would not trade a dozen volumes of accounts of pious monkish

exercises for a few pages on the intimate life of the institution

in which they were held?

Homer is first of all singularly free from the sacerdotal bias.

The study of the poems reveals no specialized priesthood of any

importance ; the sacerdotal function scarcely existed where men
dealt directly with their gods. Nor does the narrative of Homer
return with constant and anxious iteration to the demands of a

gloomy and exacting cult. Though deeply religious, the people

of Homer seem to have had time for something else in life. It is

interesting to speculate as to whether the Hebrews would not be

found to have enjoyed life more genially and generally than

some of their latter-day imitators have fancied, had all their

chroniclers been as free of religious bias as he of the Song of

Songs. It is here, as it seems to me, that Homer surpasses the
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Old Testament as a candid sociological record. He is more

liberal and cosmopolitan; he does not interpret all life in the

light of a single class of ideals—however lofty they may be.

There is little "purpose" about Homer. His sacerdotal bias

appears vanishingly slight, this being due in large part to the

astonishing fact that, as an early chronicler, he seems not to

have been affiliated with the priesthood.

There is another blemish, connected more or less with the

sacerdotal, of which Homer seems not yet to have been convicted.

This might be called the meteorological bias, and has been foisted

upon many innocent stories by the dexterous sentimentality of

Max Miiller and others who seem convinced that the primitive

savage, and many of his betters, were interested in the Morgenroth,

more than in the vicissitudes of the struggle for existence and

the competition of life.

Nor is the military bias as provoking in Homer as it is wont

to be in early stories. If the fifth and other war-books of the

Iliad existed alone, there might be some reason for classing

Homer with military glorifiers, although even then he would

exhibit a liberality of interests sufficient to stagger some of his

Norse, Slavic, and other fellow-eulogists. But the fact is that

the Iliad, taken by itself, is by no means barren of suggestion as

to things other than of war ; and when to this is added the ethno-

graphical panorama of the Odyssey, it is ungrateful to harbor any

ill-feeling or impatience for the time spent on military matters.

There is more reason for saying that Homer exhibits an

aristocratic bias than for charging him with any other. This is,

of course, a sort of military bias and characterizes the attitude

of the less powerful in an age of violence. Far less is heard of

the common man, in spite of Thersites, Eumaeus, and others,

than could be wished. Here inferior records at times exhibit an

advantage. But popular poems are not composed describing the

lowly, until a later age. To get a profitable hearing, in Homer's

time, the theme must be lofty, and disassociated with the sordid

and commonplace. Here seems to be an occasion for some dis-

counting ; if there is any falling short it is here.

And yet, taking the poems in their entirety, it cannot be
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denied that one gets a pretty clear view of the society as a

whole. The few mentions of the "men of the people" are, with

a recounter of such graphic power and discriminating touch, sig-

nificant beyond their mere allotment of space.

There is still another point of attitude of extreme impor-

tance as affecting the character of Homer's evidence. Neither an

ancient poet nor a monkish chronicler— nor, indeed, a modern

ethnographer— must be allowed to foist upon science conclusions

to whose adoption subjective feelings {e.g., of individual or racial

superiority) have led. Nor must a civilized, or relatively civilized,

authority be permitted, unchallenged, to project his own more

developed mentality into the environment of the more primitive

society, when he is trying to interpret the latter's life and organi-

zation. Neither children's games nor savages' social forms will

stand adult or civilized tests of consistency and rationality, though

they are perfectly logical when the tortuous course of their

development is once apprehended— rendered irregular as it is

by the introduction of factors, real or imaginary, with which the

more developed intelligence no longer reckons. To correctly

reflect another society's life, one must make it, at least tempo-

rarily, his own. But suppose this life is his own ; how much
greater will then be his understanding and sympathy— and how
much more correct his representation ! This advantage is, of

course, not peculiar to Homer among national chroniclers.

The Homeric records, then, are scientifically more than satis-

factory as they stand. Few are incompetent to speak of the

authenticity of this their present form, but one is inclined to

believe, first, that legends, traditions, etc., held in the esteem by

later generations in which Homer was held, are not apt to be

fundamentally altered even over long periods of time. There is

some comparative evidence to support this belief. That the

poems had not been materially modified coincidently with mate-

rial changes in the temper of the succeeding generations is indi-

cated by the attitude of the philosophic age, "when the Greeks

were beginning to notice with perplexity and pain that the

Homeric poems, become to them a sacred book, agreed but ill

with their own experience of life."'' We of the present day have

* Tylor, Anthropology, p. 379.
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living witness before us of the persistence of legend, for ages

unmodifiable in the face of fact, science, and changing stand-

ards
;
perhaps Homer was not to the Greek what the Old Testa-

ment was to our fathers, but the difference is one of degree

merely.

Again, it appears that changes of relatively small magnitude

would not have altered the scientific value of Homer materially.

From the sociological standpoint, where culture-epochs are

regarded rather than years and decades, there appear to be no

divergences between the Iliad and Odyssey, or between parts of

either poem sufficient to mar in its essentials the consistent type

of civilization exhibited. From the standpoint of this science,

everything points to the coherence and oneness of Homer. For

these reasons the social scientist who delves in the records of

civilization may pass over with little danger the highly technical

and apparently quite unsettled discussion of text-chronology.

This is a great economy of effort. It is not clear why the same

attitude might not be adopted in the case of the Nibelungen-Lied,

in spite of the labors of Lachmann and others expended upon

it. Presumably, it would be impossible with the Old Testament,

and for this reason, again, that congeries of documents is less

available for scientific purposes than is the unified and consistent

Homer.

It may seem at first sight a trivial matter upon which to base

scientific preference, but it is none the less true that Homer's

manner and simple straightforwardness, together with the beauty

of his work, instinctively prejudice one in his favor. Candor

speaks for itself ; and while general attractiveness may not be

an ideal quality in scientific material, it is a very practical one.

Would that all ethnographers, particularly the Germans, were

able to render their accounts as attractive as do Homer and

Herodotus ! Homer's work is certainly in incomparably better

taste, as judged by present-day criteria, than is that of most of

his fellows in the epic art.

There is, finally, one circumstance which lends to Homer a

sort of distinctive racial importance far and away ahead of that

of any of the other chronicles of antiquity, except perhaps the
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Old Testament. It is of overwhelming interest to the science of

society to know the past of the particular race to which Homer's
productions belong. In spite of archaeological progress, the

lacuna which, as we have seen. Homer fills so adequately, is one

whose existence would be a great scientific calamity. Here

Homer narrows the boundaries of our ignorance to no slight

degree, and so notably aids science toward the formation of

some generalizations as to the origin and life of human society.

From the foregoing it would appear that the gain from the

sociological study of Homer lies all on one side. This is far

from true. To take only the most general consideration : the

great service to Homeric study of the science of society lies in

the application of the comparative method to what has hitherto

been regarded as quite apart and sui generis. Homeric society

and Homer himself are thereby rescued from an unnatural and

untenable position of exceptionality into which some enthu-

siastic and uncandid writers, notably Gladstone, have tried to

force them, and are thrown into line with the general course of

human evolution. This is a gain to humanity's organized knowl-

edge of itself, and it cannot be a loss to these venerable and noble

productions themselves ; nor to others which have been placed,

unhappily, in a similarly false position.

Albert G. Keller.
Yale University.



SIMMEL'S PHILOSOPHY OF MONEY.
"The difference between persons is not in wisdom, but in art."

—

Emerson.

Immeasurable are the eternal hunting-grounds of knowledge,

and innumerable the hunters who go out hunting for knowledge

and truth ; but very narrow is the hunting-ground of the isolated

individual in this our epoch of microscopic investigation. Only

rarely, very rarely, such a truth-seeker exceeds the narrow dis-

trict which belongs to him, and to him alone, in order to see

more than this small world of his. It is the fate of the philoso-

phy of our time to become thus narrowed. The high-flying

thoughts which embraced the universe have been displaced by

the "only saving" experiment by which we have learned a great

deal, it is true, but behind which the great question mark still

remains and which, though it provides us with the elements,

never unveils the last cause.

If in this our time we come upon a book that shows nothing

of the spirit of caste in philosophy, but tries to be nothing else

than a philosophical image of the world as it is seen by an indi-

vidual eye, this fact alone is sufficient to attract our attention.

We are not rich in philosophical minds ; only a small number of

those who teach philosophy at the universities can lay claim to

this title of honor. Men like Mack or Dilthcy, Wundt or

Spencer, belong to their number; of the younger philosophers,

certainly Georg Simmel. His work, of which we are going to

speak here, the Philosophy of Money, "^ is so absolutely an image of

his personality that we cannot forbear to consider the tempera-

ment through which he saw a fragment, or more than a fragment,

of life.

Nervous to the fingertips, of the almost frightening sensibility

of the neurasthenic, Simmel is one of the most ingenious inter-

preters of psychic emotions, incomparable in the gift to feel the

most subtle vibrations of the soul.

What we admire most in him is the contradiction or rather

' Leipzig : Duncker & Humblot.
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coincidence, in his character, of the highest faculty of ana-

lytical thought with the gift of artistic representation ; the

perfect harmony between analysis and synthesis, between scien-

tific abstraction and emotional contemplation. In his Introduc-

tion to Moral Science,^ which investigates the principles of ethics,

as well as in his Social Differentiation,^ Simmel has already touched

problems which, lying at a great distance from the broad way of

university science, are darkly looming from out the multitude of

social psychological questions ; and here already he has brought

light into many a dark corner of the science of sociology. The

Philosophy of Money, which in many ways excels his former works,

is the keystone of his social psychological investigations and a

document of the relative interpretation of life which may be

called Simmel's particular Weltanschauung.

In this book the attempt has been made to single out one

particular question from the multitude of problems and to show

the totality of its meaning in the singular phenomenon by fol-

lowing the chain of ideas which, beyond any merely historical

evolution of its substance, leads far beyond the merely accidental

historical realization. Analysis and synthesis are necessary com-

plements to each other, and Simmel does justice to the totality

which lies in their union in treating the problem analytically and

synthetically, and in exceeding mere representation.

In artistic symmetry the analytical and the synthetical part

are standing side by side. The former is divided into the fol-

lowing chapters : "Value and Money;" "The Substance-Value

of Money;" "Money in the Succession of Purposes {Zweck-

reihen);" the latter, into the chapters "Individual Liberty,"

"The Money Equivalent of Personal Values," and "The Style of

Life."

It is impossible to treat critically the contents of the whole

work of nearly 600 pages, though it is difficult to pass by so

much beauty and so many new thoughts. We can only get a

glimpse of a few points. In contrast to other authors, I should

like to lay stress on the first analytical part, as I consider it

to be fundamental. It develops money from life, the synthetical

'Berlin, 1892, 1893; two volumes. 'Leipzig, 1890.
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part of life from money. If in the introduction to the work

Simmel says that not a single line of the whole book should be

interpreted economically, this can only mean that it should not

be interpreted merely economically. And the real meaning of it

is the same as is incorporated in the fact that the system exceeds

the singular phenomenon and belongs rather to the kingdom of

ideas than to everyday realities.

From a higher standpoint the author looks down upon the

market-place of life, the comings and goings of which seem so

intricate, where people seem to be jumbled up, and where you

look in vain for the Archimedean point from which the earth

cannot be moved out of its poles, it is true— that peaceful science

will not do— but from which it can be overlooked at a glance.

The world as the great market-place, taken from a bird's-eye

view, from which everything is seen in relation to everything

else— that is the view that Simmel shows us in his Philosophy

of Money. Only an economic phenomenon like money, and this

before all others, could in its totality give an image of the world

in which everything is part of the whole. In his book Simmel

gives the philosophic limits of any science, its premises on the

one and its last consequences on the other side. The pre- and

post-economic side of money is treated ; the author speaks of

money, but through it he lets us see mankind and life.

In his first chapter, "Value and Money," Simmel opposes

being to value, reality of being to valuing as categories. This

is a hypothesis which differentiates reality as it indifferently fol-

.lows natural laws from any individually formed range of values.

fin
the world of realities— the subjectivity of which in a philo-

sophic sense need not be entered upon here—our ^^^ is nothing

[but an atom ; in the world of values we are masters and creators.

Nature does not care for what we care for ; she destroys what

seemed to be made for eternity and conserves what seems

doomed to destruction. No determination regulates the relation

between reality and value ; similar to parallels they run side by

side, and the synthesis that embraces both lies only where both

lines meet— in infinity.

Whether this principal difference is as great as Simmel sees
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it may be doubted from the point of view that reality also as

such can be perceived in certain psychological orders, which are

regulated by the same laws as valuing. It may be shortly shown

what Simmel means by subjectivity of value. The phenomenon

that one and the same object is valued differently by different

persons, and, on the other hand, that difference of objects need

not mean difference of value, makes the valuing subject a

responsible instance, whose different relations must be regarded

as causes. The subjectivity and objectivity of value—the bone

of contention in economic science from the beginning of scien-

tific investigation up to the psychologically exact deductions of

the Austrian theorists of marginal utility— are here investigated

from quite new points of view. We meet with the riddle of

value on a philosophic foundation, as we want it so badly for

the purposes of economic theory. But has the riddle been

solved? I hardly believe it. New sparkling surfaces have been

cut on the crystal, but it has not yet become transparent. We
have become a good deal richer in knowledge of psychological

truths, but even they leave many contradictions in life still

unsolved. The investigations into the subjectivity of value show

us that value can never be attributed to an object from arbitrary

reasons ; its foundation is rather the negative one : that value or

. valuing cannot cling to things like color or scent i^_the subje^

[ tivity of value is only our copying of an objective determinatiqiij^,

^ Thus value must belong to a category in which objectivity also

lays claim to being acknowledged. Subjectivity and objec-

tivity may be only stages, may exist one by the side of the

other, the locus of value. And that is of highest importance, as

subjectivity and objectivity have no right to take up the whole

sum of existence—must belong to a category which makes allow-

ance as well for our feelings as for the structure of reality, and

which may be named the supersubjective one. Psychologically

objective value is really very closely connected with subjective

value. As objective value in the abstract it may be considered

as the norm of subjective value, built up on the human faculty to

quasi-objectify emotional quantities. What Simmel develops is

an eclectic combination of the theories of value of the Austrian
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school of Marx, Carey, and Duhring, who all of them have done

justice to only one side of valuing, and some of whom overrate

the side of supply and some the side of demand. Simmel's

theory of value is a theory of sacrifice. But he does not char-

acterize the sacrifice or the cost as value, but as the elements

which form value. As long as an object comes to us without

painstaking it is worthless, like water at the source and the air

we breathe. Only the distance that stands between our desires

and their fulfilment makes us project the intensity of our need

on to the object ; only the dissolution from its merely being

enjoyed makes the object an object of value. When a Volks-

wirtschaft develops, it seems as if the objects determined their

own value by being exchanged, while in reality the subjective

satisfaction of needs is the basis for this valuation. The distance

between subjects and objects, produced by difficulties of acquisi-

tion, /. e., rarity, by the necessary division in different possibilities

of employment, by all sorts of obstacles, only this gives value to

things. But Simmel does not make the mistake of earlier

economists, as he does not pretend the force of resistance to be

proportional to value. Has the distance between subjects and
objects once become a fact, it takes the technical form of an

exchange, this being the only possibility that objects determine

each other's values. The tendency toward an objectivation of

values, toward a mere mechanization of economics, never comes
to an end. As exchange is of importance to the whole of society,

by being exchanged an object becomes an object of value. The
sacrifice, the being obliged to give one thing for another, creates

values. Exchange is only one out of the multitude of relations

of which life consists and which manifest themselves in every

love, in every friendship.

The objection that the isolated householder, who neither

buys nor sells, and economic periods before the development of

exchange, cannot know valuation if it is exchange which forms
value, is subtly confuted by Simmel. According to him the

essential characteristic of exchange consists only in the fact that

a subject now possesses something which formerly it did not

possess, and does not possess something which formerly it did
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possess. The interindividual exchange is only a doubling of this

relation. The main point, however, is the process going on in

the individual man. The isolated householder also makes valu-

ations when he confides the seed to the soil, and it does not

matter that not a subject, but the natural order of things—which

demands a sacrifice in order that our needs may be satisfied

—

is his partner. This is really nothing else than an exchange, for

temporary coincidence of action and reaction is not essential to

it. We are of the same opinion as Simmel, that exchange or

trade is just as productive as the production properly so called,

as we cannot create either substances or energies, but can only

combine and shift given ones in such a way that as many as

possible of "realities" become "values."^

From the point of view of political economy we have here

nothing else than a highly developed theory of sacrifice. Only

the ideas that Simmel attaches to the problem of value give a

new significance to the theory. One formula only has been

taken up, but out of it we can develop the formulae for the world.

"To be after" means "to be in relation." Exchange is one

of the highest forms of being, the special image of relativity,

which to Simmel becomes the symbol of the world. The fact

that things are determined one by the other is the basis of

human realities. Economics is because there are values, but

values are only because economics is. When we have grasped

this interpretation, we understand the sentence which in its

form is analogous to Kant: "The possibility of economics is

at the same time the possibility of the objects of economics."

In this theory "rarity" and "usefulness" can be included, but

they alone cannot create values ; only the relation to a purpose,

which exchange, as the overcoming of any felt dependence,

creates— only the addition of the human will, not this depend-

ence alone— is able to create values. As soon as we become

aware of the fact that each value is not value in the abstract, but

special value, we understand the coincidence of price and value.

Yea, value is only the epigone of price, while it seems to us as if

we pay a price for that which is valuable. The reason of this is

'^Vide J. B. Say, Traiti (fdconomie politique. Vol. I, chap. 4.
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the fact that only our power to change the actual situation by

sacrificing labor or goods

—

i. e., exchange— creates values.

The third part of this chapter discusses in general how things

are determined by each other. It investigates the problem of

truth, knowledge as a whole in the flow of relativity, the whole

being less true than its parts. Every perception, every institu-

tion, only finds its sense in other things ; that is so with regard

to law, the basis of which is not absolute justice, and with regard

to art, the truth of which is the most perspicuous image of rela-

tivity. We understand our ego through other people and other

people through our ego. The highest condensation of this rela-

tivity is money, " for in it the value of things, looked upon as

their economic reaction on one another, has found its clearest

expression." Money is the objectivation of the relation which

as exchangeability plays a part in economics, but beyond that it

is the expression for the formula that things are determined by

each other, that only the mutuality of relations determines their

being, and their being as they are. Thus money becomes sepa-

rated from all other goods, and on it as onto sacred objects

we project the relations as the symbol of which they afterward

appear. Money as the symbol of relativity—or, better, exchange-

ability— begins to be more and more nothing but a symbol.

The second chapter, "The Substance-Value of Money," ^ treats

of a problem of special interest to every economist— the question

whether it is necessary that the substance of money should be

valuable in order to make money fit for the fulfilment of its

function. Much thought has been given to this problem. From
Aristotle upward, all through the Middle Ages, by French,

English, and Italian philosophers of the eighteenth century ; by

the classical school of political economy, by bimetallists and

anti-bimetallists—by all of these has the problem been touched,^

by none of them has it been solved. As far as I can look over

the'literature, there exists no investigation which looks upon the

question from a purely logical point of view and totally inde-

^Cf. TONNIES, Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft, Leipzig, 1887.

*Vide, among others, Aristot., Pol. (1,3, 16 Schr.) ; Melancthon, Coop. Ref.,

XVI, 498 ; MONTANARI, Delia Moneta, 35 ; B. Franklin, Remarks on the American
Paper Money, 1765; RiCARDO, Proposal for an Economical and Secure Currency;
KosCHER, Grundlagen der Nationalokonomie, § 116 ; Knies, Das Geld, 1885.
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pendent from the historical realization of economics. Simmel

is the first who undertakes to interpret the idea of valuation

purely deductively. Certainly there exists an idea of money, as

there exist natural laws, and the money that serves for economic

transactions is only a manifestation of its meaning, as the single

experiment is the manifestation of the natural law. But as the

law of gravity does not become evident in reality, but only

manifests itself in vacuo thus, we may not consider our money,

as far as it serves economic purposes, as the manifestation of its

pure meaning; but what we call money is, as it seems to me,

only a substitute for money, the historical tendency of which is

to accept more and more of that which constitutes the meaning

of money and to remove what is opposed to it.

The question whether it is necessary for money to be valu-

able in substance in order to measure values— that is to say,

whether there must exist an equality of quality between the

measuring and the measured object *— is not as easily answered in

the affirmative as it seems at first sight. Only to the superficial

observer it seems as if money should necessarily be valuable,

as it is necessary for the instrument for measuring lengths to be

long and for the weight to be heavy. Price as the expression for

money, and goods, does not stand in this simple relation to each

other; among others it is Philippovich who made this quite

clear. The idea into which Simmel enters at length, without,

however, being able to come to the last solution, is the attempt

to do away with the simple comparison between goods and their

prices which by nature have no qualitative relation to each other

and to put in its stead the relation of two proportions in which

the dependence of the formation of prices from the whole of eco-

nomics is expressed. Doubtless the total quantity of money=
M, and the total quantity of goods = G, stand in a certain rela-

tion to each other— a fact which is clearly shown by the influ-

ence an increase of the sum of goods has upon prices.'^ Just so,

' Vide Law, Money and Trade, considered with a proposal for supplying the

nation with money; Roscher, Grundlagen der Nationalokonomie, 1900, p. 340;

MoMMSEN, Geschichte des romischen Munzwesens (i860), p. vi.

' Traces of this are already to be found in Locke, Hume, Montesquieu, and all

theorists of quantity.
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every single quantity of goods must at a given moment be in

some way related to the total quantity of goods. The just price

for any good, which by itself could never be recognized, would

be that given by this relation. If we take Tti to be the single

sum of money and g the single good, we can form the equation

g m
G~M

Thus we get an objective proportion which takes the place of the

absent qualitative relation. By the introduction of the mathemat-

ical functional symbol which serves to represent the actual forma-

tion of price the equation becomes applicable to every case and

remains mathematically just ;/. ^.,-^=-7^. The difficulty that

none of us, not even the most theoretical of economists, in

paying a certain price ever thinks of the total quantity of

money or goods is very cleverly overcome by Simmel. The
two denominators vanish from our consciousness, the narrowness

of which leaves room but for the concrete individual case; thus

only the numerators of the fraction— good and price—appear to

us to be effective, while the total quantities of both remain outside

our consciousness. The reason why this measuring function of

money is so difficult to recognize and is denied by so many lies

in the fact that historical realization has left a double character

in money, that, besides its value as gold or silver it has its value

as a function. While former theorists recognized only a tend-

ency toward a development of the functional character and a

recession of the substance character, Simmel considers the func-

tion, not the substance, to be essential to money, and goes so far

as to call its substantial character a detriment to pure monev.
The evolution of money must have the tendency to give up sub-

stance more and more,* but from technical reasons this can per-

haps never be anything more than a regulative principle, the end
of which may never be reached.

Money as well as every other economic phenomenon is

regulated by the economic principle, the principle of economy
and construction of energy and substance. More and more

' Vide Von Scheet, " Der Begriff des Geldes in seiner historisch-okonomischen
Entwicklung," in HiLDEBRAND's/a-«r3«V>4ifr (1866), Vol. 1, p. 16.
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money becomes a symbol and loses the character of a mere

substance ; this is illustrated by an abundance of deep psycho-

logical examples and analogies, till at last we come to the con-

clusion that at the beginning money is made fit for its function

because it has value, but that in the end it has a value only

because of its function.

The third chapter treats of " Money in the Succession of

Purposes," it proclaims money to incorporate the purest idea of

a mean entering into all purposes merely as an instrument.

Totally indifferent, money stands above all objects, and because

it has no purpose it is everywhere means. The character of

money is its want of character, which lets it play its part in

relation to everything merely in order to fulfil its purposes.

Especially dear and perspicuous seems to me the representation

of the dependence and connection between value and purpose.

We see that from a psychological point of view we can even

identify the two. Purpose— as valuable in itself— projects its

value on the mean that leads to it, just as we confer the impor-

tance of the satisfaction of a need from the subject to the satisfy-

ing object. In an absolute sense a value or a purpose is always

in existence when a process of will stops. Value and purpose

are only two sides of a phenomenon, the idea of an object which

in its theoretical emotional significance is a value in its practical

volitive significance becomes a purpose. It is impossible to

overrate the importance of this teleological view. For it has

been truly said that thinking, feeling, and will cannot be separated,

but are three inseparable elements in the stream of conscious life.

What I have just felt or imagined as a value becomes afterward

as a purpose the motive of my action.

But money also ceases to be merely a means and degenerates

into a purpose. This dislocation of means and end is illustrated

by the problems of avarice, of ascetic poverty, and of cynicism.

In the following part Simmel shows how a quantity of money
can become of qualitative significance. Here he investigates the

problem of the household of economic consciousness, a thresh-

old of quantity the height of which designates our scale in the

estimation of economic, or better money, questions. It is a very
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good idea of Simmel's to assume such thresholds, not for con-

sciousness only, as is generally done, but for the different

provinces of emotion and intellect, to speak of an aesthetic, of

an economic, of a philosophic threshold. In this case, however,

he enters only into the economic side. It is essential to money
that by raising its quantity its quality also is changed. A large

sum in one hand has a different effect from what it would have

in many hands. Thus money becomes the symbol of a general

tendency in life— namely, the reduction of quality to quantity.

If money has thus grown from out of the structure of the

human soul and of human society, it has, on the other hand,

reacted upon both.

It was the object of the analytic part of the work to dissect;

it is the the object of the synthetic part to build up. This leads

up to the chapter on "Individual Liberty." There can be no

higher task than to recognize the blessings that civilization has

brought to mankind; no more tempting one than to investigate

the effect that one of its most important instruments—money

—

has had upon individual liberty. We can follow the process all

,1 through history, how money releases the person because the

obligation is related to the product of work, not to the human
being. Money is able to form the most impersonal relations

between men. The objective bond grows, but personal liberty

remains. Object and subject are separated from each other.

The bonds that money creates between men are infinitely

numerous; nearly all relations between men have some connec-

tion with money, may it be ever so insignificant, as for instance,

the rent a society has to pay for a room. But only the objective

purport connects men; personally they remain free, even if the

number of people upon whom they are dependent grows more
and more. Just because there is the possibility of the most
impersonal relations, there is room for individual liberty.

Money transforms property. While the possession of goods
affects the individual because the peculiarities of different objects

require different ambitions, the infinite number of possibilities that

money combines leaves us free. Money is, so to speak, condensed
property, the possesion of which contains the possession of every-
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thing we can buy for money. ^ The significance of the posses-

sion of money does not lie in the object, but in its relation to the

subject, the possessor, who can use it according to his wishes.

The greater and higher the part that money plays in economics,

the looser become the bands between people, because money is

the absolute means. It is impossible to repeat here all the subtle

remarks Simmel makes on the different kinds of property,

on the character of exchange as the center of all monetary

transactions; this must be read and enjoyed in its proper place.

Also with regard to space, money loosens the bond between us

and property. Only by money the shareholder, the public credit-

or, the landed proprietor who has let his farm, are enabled to

live at a distance from their property, as this can be secured by

money.

One remainder of the period of closer personal bonds is still

to be found in our modern times— the relation of the servant to

the master. Servants enter into this relation as whole persons,

as they have not been hired for a special purpose. The labor

movement would never have been able to become so powerful, if

the contract between employers and employed did not bind the

laborer to a special purpose only, and with his personal liberty

did not leave him a good deal of self-esteem. The relation

between servant and master, which is determined by the fact that

the greater part of the wages is still paid in kind, has not yet

reached the technical character which it is the tendency of all

other relations between men to strive after.

Simmel's remarks on socialism will hardly be applauded by

its followers. SchmoUer justly supposes they will think him too

much of an aristocrat. Simmel has learned a great deal from

Marx, but neither in his theory of value, nor in psychological

and ethical questions has he stopped there. For that reason the

attacks one of the most talented of our younger socialists made
against his book, which does not at all intend to give anything

but a theory of value, seem to me one-sided and unjust. But

this only by the way. There are very many subtle and clever

' This is already expressed by the ancient sentence: " Pecuniam habens, hahet

omnem rem quaro habere vult."
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thoughts just in this part of the book, as for instance, the idea

of the connection between the growing importance of money and

individualism. Money widens the circles, because the individual

enters into every relation with part of its ego oviVj\ it leaves room

for a greater individualization. Closer bonds presume equality;

they check the process of individualization. Very obvious seems

to me the truth of the argument that if we look upon socialism

as a rationalization of society, the peasant must be farther

removed from it than the industrial laborer, because his labor is

less regulated than any work dependent upon machines.

In the following chapter, " The Money Equivalent of Personal

Values," we are led into the region of historical facts in their

psychological relation to money. Money and man, the highest

created being and the most impersonal of objects, are put into a

relation, a comparison; the value of the man becomes measur-

able by money. The fact, so repellent to any more delicate feel-

ing, that the totality of man is prized by money, is illustrated by

three of its most interesting forms—by blood-money, slavery,

and marriage by purchase. Many a light is thrown on the vary-

ing conceptions of man and of the human soul it was left to

Christianity to represent as something absolutely valuable. The
double sense and origin of punishment—from society's need of

protection and as a compensation for damages done— is clearly

shown. Also our modern system of law is drawn into the range

of the investigation, a system in which all crimes reducible to

money-interests have to suffer much higher penalties than

others the impunity of which is directly opposed to our ideas

of justice.

The tendency of money to strive after ever-growing indiffer-

ence and mere quantitative significance coincides with the ever-

growing differentiation of men which individualizes them more

and more ; and thus money becomes less and less inadequate to

personal values in man. An important part money plays in the

purchase of women, which cannot be said to have anything dis-

honoring in a lower state of society, but rather denotes a rising

from sexual relations akin to promiscuity— the pure existence

of which may, moreover, be doubted. Here it is possible to
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draw a conclusion from the value of money to the value of the

purchase. That a woman becomes valuable because a price has

been paid for her is only a case of the psychologically general

projection of value we have spoken of above. Examples of this

from ethnology are easily to be found ; a good analogy from

daily life is the fact that children who have given most trouble

to their parents are generally most loved. The changes in the

organization of economics, the formation of the family, alters the

position of women ; the economic value of women loses its origi-

nal character ; in the eyes of superficial observers she becomes a

burden, as she does not earn anything. This is the motive for

the dowry, the spreading of which is possible only in a time which

considers money to be the natural means of exchange, as only

money can give woman the desired economic security. The

price which was formerly paid for the productive power of

woman is now replaced by the dowry in money given as a

compensation for the non-working woman and at the same time

as a security for herself.

A most delicate and subtle treatment has been devoted to

the part that money plays in prostitution. Money alone—which

in itself is akin to prostitution— can enter into the only momen-

tary relation of two people which leaves no trace behind. " By

giving money we have withdrawn ourselves more completely

from the relation, have done with it more radically than by

giving any other object to which, by its quality, its choice, or its

use, can easily cling a greater part of the giving personality."

"For a relation between men which is based on permanency and

inner truth— as the real alliance of love, however short a time

it may eventually last— money can never be an adequate

medium, whereas money is objectively as well as symbolically

the most perfect equivalent to any purchasable enjoyment."

Prostitution as the typical case in which men consider each

other merely as a means must have some relation to money, as

the absolute means. " Prostitution becomes dishonoring because

the gift of a woman's whole being, which ought only to be paid by

the absolute devotion of a man, is felt to be suflficiently rewarded

by money, this most neutral and impersonal of objects." Again
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we meet with the change from quantity to quality if we see that

the actress of whom everybody knows that she is the mistress of

a millionaire is received in society, whereas the common prosti-

tute who is perhaps a much nobler character, is banished to the

street. Akin to prostitution is the marriage of interest, in which

the purchased wife is always more to be pitied than the pur-

chased husband, because she enters into matrimony with a

greater part of herself. Theoretically, Simmel is perfectly right

if he considers the marriage advertisement as a means to ration-

alize life and so facilitate the meeting of differentiated people,

which is otherwise left to chance. Practically he has to admit

that only the pecuniary circumstances can be half-way clearly

described, whereas outward appearance, character, etc., lie

beyond any possibility of description. Two lamentable sides

which the growing importance of money has possessed have

also been masterfully represented by Simmel : corruption, which

can be much more easily—because more secretly— accom-

plished by money, and the decay of gentility, which is also

deplored by Nietzsche. The exchangeability of things, the

possibility of selling them at any moment, means a lowering of

the standard. It serves to lay particular stress on the quantita-

tive character— a fact repellent to all noble-thinking individuals,

who never ask after the " how much."

The relation of money to human values, the attempt to find

the primitive value to which everything might be reduced even-

tually is reorganized in labor, the most common possibility of

reduction. The theory^ which makes labor the creator of values

is philosophically the most interesting of all theories of value,

because there is not one side of human personality which could

not be changed into labor, so that it might well be the common
equivalent to all personal values. A difficulty is introduced by

mental labor, which, as it does not raise the cost of the product,

seems to leave the formation of value to muscular labor only.

With great subtlety the arguments and counter-arguments are

' Vide Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, Vol. I, p. 5; Ricardo, Principles of

Political Economy, Vols. I and XX; Morse, Kapital, passim; Rodbertus, Zur
Erkenntnis unserer staatswirtschaftlichen Zustande, passim; Sociale Briefe, passim;

Henry George, Progress and Poverty.
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weighed ; only a man of Simmel's sharp intellect was able to see

all the objections that could be raised. The reduction of men-

tal to physical labor is investigated. The hypothesis of inheri-

tance, the possibility of a relation between the standard of life,

and the quality of the productions are discussed. It seems

justifiable that a differentiated intellect should be fed on differ-

entiated food; in this respect it is true that "man is what he

eats."

This reduction of all work to muscular power seems plebeian

and crude, but even here Simmel sees a way out of the difficulty.

Perhaps the value of muscular labor does not lie in the physical

effort, but in the physical energy that enables us to take work

upon us, so that all work may be reduced to a physical effort

which a future generation may perhaps be able to measure.

This interesting discussion is not quite final, however, for it can-

not be denied that labor may be worthless, foolish, superfluous,

so that an external moment

—

i. e., utility— is added as a deter-

minating factor, and the quantity of labor in itself is not a suffi-

cient basis of value. In supplement to Simmel one might call

attention to the fact that a clock, one wheel of which is wanting,

cannot stand in the same relation to the perfect clock as that in

which the quantities of labor applied to both stand to each other.

Thus we recognize that labor-money— which, strange to say,

even non-socialists ' defend—is to be rejected as lost equivalent,

and our money, which certainly often violates personal values,

is to be preferred, because its mere quantitative character allows

the unity of value to be changed into multiplicity.

In the last chapter, "The Style of Life, "^ we breathe the i.,.

mountain air of modern philosophy. Money and culture, the

whole rhythm of modern life, the style inwhich the different ten-

dencies of our time have become united as a whole ! The pro-

longation of the succession of human purposes causes the cessa-

tion of emotional impulsive actions, the world gradually becomes

a problem that intellect has to cope with. The enhancement of

' For instance, Schaffle.

= Vide SOMBART," Z><fr moderne Kapitalismus, 1902, Vol. I, pp. 378 £f.; Vol. II, pp.

68 ff., passim.
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intellect is the rationalization of the world. Between money and

intellect there are closer relations than mere analogies. Intel-

lect, being only a reflex of reality, equals money in its want of

interest. Both are standing beyond any personal relation to

their object. Intellectualism and the rule of money impress

upon our time the mark of calculation and reckoning, in science

strongly influenced by the growing importance of the exact

sciences ; but equally in trade in the struggle for existence, in its

dependence on the totality of economic life.

The reverse of this—the appearance of stronger emotions,

romantic ideals, longings after a more sentimental conception of

things— is not to be considered an argument, but rather a reac-

tion against this phenomenon. Money and intellect create the

highest objectivation of the style of life ; money and intellect

are exchangeable without residue. Intellect can be exchanged

into thought, mediated by language and writing. Money means

the exchange of everything as far as it belongs to economics.

Intellect is not individual, but different only in depth ; the same

we can say of money, the quality of which is its quantity. Here

we have rich and nearly inexhaustible sources for the knowledge

of the development since the beginning importance of money
which first gave us the possibility of exactness in life.

The second part of the chapter treats of the contrast between

objective and subjective culture. Objective culture is a great

deal more than what Hegel means by "objective spirit." We
have become ever so much richer in objective goods of science,

technical science, and art ; our language is composed of a much
greater vocabulary, and yet it seems as if the individual had to

give up its possessions that they might enter into objective cul-

ture. This becomes clear by an explanation by which Simmel

descends into the deepest depths of the soul. Plato has called

our knowledge a recollection. Simmel approaches the meaning

of this interpretation when he says :
" We feel our thinking to

be the fulfilment of an ideal model ;" and farther on :
" Percep-

tion is to us nothing else than the realization of those concep-

tions within our consciousness, which seems to have waited for

us there." We feel our knowledge to be a necessity, because

for every intellect truth is preformed.
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Objective culture as the objectivation of intellect thus

becomes a historical fact. Here we find what is dubious in

biology, an inheritance of acquired qualities. The style of life

is determined only by the relation to subjective and objective

culture. The greater the division of labor, the more compli-

cated becomes the relation for the subject. Goods are more and

more separated from their producer; factory goods replace

goods made to order. Because labor is subservient to an object-

ive purpose, it stands in a more objective relation even to the

worker. Thus we get the purely objective relation that every-

body works for everybody else : the upper for the lower classes,

and vice versa, the celebrated chemist in his laboratory for the

peasant's wife who buys the colored neckerchief, and the work-

ing man for everybody who is a consumer of the goods he pro-

duces.

Fashion"^ is a symbol of the variety of our style of life, of

the objectivity with which we all of us look upon our daily sur-

roundings to which we are not bound by any of those personal

feelings so deeply rooted in more conservative antiquity. Our

surroundings are indifferent to us because they are exchangeable

for money. Our style of life through money becomes more and

more anti-individual. But Simmel also sees the tendencies

going in an opposite direction by surpassing the objective

moment, when, for instance, we replace inherited and dogmatic

laws by more individual ones, or when the subjective faculties

of woman call for a higher satisfaction because the objective

character of matrimony and domestic economy has outgrown

itself and leaves her dissatisfied. The parts that money and

division of labor have played in economics are closely related.

What we gain by the ascendency of objective intellect, we lose

in soul and heart. But even here a last contrast remains ; the

more money becomes a cause of indifferentism and the more

everything becomes measurable by mammon, the more passion-

ately the doors of that region are guarded which still remains the

stronghold of our soul and where we still feel it our duty to

oppose all mercenariness.

' Vide SOMBART, loc. cit.. Vol. II, p. 327.
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Besides the contrast between subject and object there is that

between our ego and the external world. The last part of the

chapter treats of the distance between us and things, men, ideas,

and relations. Very cleverly Simmel explains how it comes to

pass that the ideas of space deducted from the external world

become the standard for our ego. Here he speaks of the part

distance plays in art, of our modern tendency to prolong the

distance between us and things. The modern mind is strangely

fascinated by everything distant. We do not prefer what is

clear, perspicuous, and self-evident, but what is symbolic, apho-

ristic, sketchy. We understand what Voltaire meant by saying:

" Pour etre ennuyeux il faut tout dire." We have a predilection

for distant styles of art, for enigmatic symbols. We want to

enjoy everything from a distance. Yes, Simmel, who himself

follows this doctrine, sees the greatest delicacy of literary style,

not in grasping things tightly, but in only grazing them. Mod-

ern philosophy does not want to come as close up to things as

materialism did; things are separated by the medium of the

soul ; the principle of utility which made cause and effect draw

near to each other, has had to give way to a greater separation

of the two. The interpolation of new media into the succession

of purposes removes the nearest to a distance. Hand in hand

with this tendency toward a widening of distance goes an oppo-

site one. Technical science as the overcomer of space and time

brings distant things into relation, so that the result is a widen-

ing of the distance with regard to our inner life, a shortening of

the distance with regard to our outward life.

Money plays a most important part within both tendencies.

It makes it possible at the same time to loosen the bonds of

primitive dependence within the family and to put us into rela-

tion with a great number of people. Credit, which, as is often

maintained, does not stand beyond the economic stage charac-

terized by money, but rather is essential to it, is here psycho-

logically explained. It creates distances and overcomes them.

Credit itself is nothing else than a phenomenon of the whole

style of our modern life. Which of us is not struck by the truth

of the following words: "Through modern time, and especially

I
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through these last years, there goes a feeling of tension, expecta-

tion, and unsolved pressure— as if the main point, the gist, the

real sense and center of life and things, was still to come." There

is a general tendency for the means to overgrow the ends ; an

interesting example of this is the army: really nothing but an

accumulation of latent energy, a means in case of war, which at

the same time is to be avoided by the existence of standing

armies, it has become a purpose in itself. The overgrowth of

means over ends finds its culmination in the power outward life

has over the life of our soul. It is not a scientific, but a mytho-

logically childish thought, if we speak of an overcoming of, or a

power over, nature ; as in nature there is no will opposed to ours.

The machine, of which Ruskin has said that it is like a demon,

who first makes men rich and happy, but afterwards wrenches

their soul from them, shows us the relation of man to the

outward world. "The sentence that we rule over nature by

serving it has the awful reverse that we serve it by ruling

over it." We become slaves of the process of production, of

the products, their qualities and of everything surrounding us.'

The contest between ends and means always strives after an

adjustment, but "perhaps it is not at all the meaning of life

ever to realize the permanency of a reconciled state." This is

the real source of the restlessness of modern men, that restless-

ness which has driven them from socialism to Nietzsche, from

Hegel to Schopenhauer, from Bocklin to impressionism. As the

modus of means money must play a part in this process of life,

and, moreover, a double one—the part as a means and the part

as an end.

The second determination of style is of a temporary kind ; it

has its foundation in rhythm,^ as a temporary phenomenon. Man
early rose above rhythm. He is no more bound to a definite

pairing-time, remainders of which are still to be found among
uncultivated nations. The dependence of the satisfaction of our

needs upon the seasons gradually lessens. Civilization strives to

overcome everything periodically rhythmical. Opposed to this

^Vide Oncken, Geschichte der Nationalbkonomie, p. 44.

''Vide Karl Bucher, Arbeit und Rhythmus, passim, chaps, i, ii, ix ff.
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development is the fact that rhythm as the symmetry of time,

and symmetry as the rhythm of space— as first proofs of a

rationalization of things which spreads an enlightening system

over their casual connection— are tendencies of beginning cul-

ture. Symmetry and rhythm are the first to create a possibility

for surveying what was heretofore unconnected. They are the

symptoms of a medium height of culture. But the style of life

must also outgrow this form, for periodicity and systematics are

a violation of real life. Their power is broken before the highest

manifestations of science, politics, and art. The higher form

does justice to the individuality of things, instead of forcing it

into a system. Modern factory work again approximates to the

symmetrical rhythmical form; but it is no longer the old rhythm

of work as it is characteristic of primitive man and which is based

on physiological-psychological energy,^ but a subordination

under the totally different objective development of machine

products, which adapts itself to the economic principle and, as

we have seen above, leaves room for individual liberty. The
highest form of labor—mental work— is of a specifically indi-

vidualistic-spontaneous character.

Money also goes through the same stages of development.

In the middle stage it is rhythmically bound by fairs and mar-

kets, but this is superseded by a more continuous form. Sys-

tematization is overcome by individuality. But because money
is fluent and wanting in power and character, it is able to adapt

itself even to systematics. It has been subservient to liberalism
;

it becomes a means of despotism, and has had the faculty to

adapt itself to socialism, and even to prepare its way.

But there are more things in life determined by money.

Money determines the movement of our style of life ; an increase

or a decrease of money affects the economic-psychic pro-

cesses; money increases emotions. It is not by accident that

only since money became the general means of exchange, clocks

begin to strike the quarters ; that only about this time watches

become a necessity, for time only now becomes of importance

;

time becomes money. Money is in a constant flow ; it flows into

^Vide BiJCHER, Arbeit und Rhythmus.
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the centers of economic life, into the exchange, where life is in

quickest movement ; it flows into the smallest form, into the check

which makes it possible to transport great sums quickly from

place to place. Money is round and wants to be rolling from

hand to hand, from place to place, as the symbol of ever-flowing,

never-resting life. Money has to be given away in order to be

money. Only in movement it fulfils its function, it finds its

sense. It becomes an equivalent to all things as far as they are

economic, soaring above them, like a Platonic idea, like natural

laws above the phenomena of nature. It becomes the last

symbol for the movement of the world ; though being merely

the instrument of a movement, it becomes the shape into which

all things have to enter, if they want to measure each other's

economic value. While as a single phenomenon it is the most

transient thing of the outward, practical world, by its meaning

it becomes the most constant of all ; its ideal sense, like that of

law, is to give everything its measure. The last thing Simmel's

book teaches us is the constant movement of the world, the

relational character of life. The philosophic meaning of money

is " that within the practical world it is the most definite incorpo-

ration, the most evident realization of the general formula that

things are determined by each other and that the mutuality of

their relations determines their being and their being as they

are."

Simmel's Philosophy ofMoney does not belong to any special

iDranch of science, and therefore to all ; this the competent repre-

sentatives of the sciences in question will never pardon him, and

yet they all of them can learn a great deal from him, the lawyer

as well as the economist, the aestheticist as well as the historian.

The man who wrote this book had to be more than a small prince

over a narrow province of science ; he had to be absolute master

over the wide realm of human thought. And yet a tragic strain

goes through the book. It means burdening every thought with the

fate of the eternal Jew, if the author treats every last thought as

if It was the one before the last. The eternal restlessness, the

longing after ever deeper knowledge and insight, is a tragic fate

for him who is seeking after truth. This trait which reveals
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itself also by the most individual language of the book, leaves a

feeling of restlessness behind. Simmel's language is rich in

analogies, and it cannot be denied that analogy is a justified, even

an important, medium of science. But it seems to me that an

intellect in which the tendency to analogies and similarities is so

strong as in Simmel's is easily led to overrate their argumentative

power. If SchmoUer blames Simmel for not excluding credit

from his treatment of monetary phenomena, it seems to me that

it is impossible to separate money from credit, yea that the true

meaning of money only becomes evident by credit. Money has

not yet reached the highest stage of development; Simmel

wanted to show the tendency in which it is going to develop.

But that regards only one part, and not even the most import-

ant one, of his book.

Whoever refuses to accept Simmel's rationalistic interpreta-

tion of being must refuse to accept this book ; whoever does not

will have hours of pure enjoyment and infinite instruction in

reading it. It is not of importance whether this book has found

a solution for all the problems it has touched, but the fact that

it gives an infinitely deep psychological interpretation of life

makes it valuable for all time. It might be said of it what

Simmel himself wrote on a different occasion. Only the narrow

pride of|a scientific bureaucracy can refuse to accept the instal-

ment of knowledge which is presented here in the form of

artistic intuition. " Simmel himself is distinguished by what he

has praised in Nietzsche, by the subtlety of feeling, the depth of

causal analytics, the exactness of expression, the boldness of

his attempts^to express the undertones and intimacies of the soul,

which no one before ever dared approach. The circle of those

for whom he has written will unfortunately be small, and the

Philosophy of Money ought to be introduced by the words with

which Henry Beyle ends one of his works : " To the happy few."

S. P. Altmann.
Berlin, Germany.
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PART III. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETIES.

CHAPTER IV. THE SOCIAL LIMITS. Continued.

SECTION IX. DEMONSTRATION OF THE INDIVIDUO-COLLECTIVE PSYCHICAL
LIMITS BY THE PATHOLOGY OF THE MIND.

A. Insanity.—The pathology of the mind furnishes us inter-

esting indications of the support of the law of constant and

necessary limitation of the intellectual phenomena as the most

general condition of their equilibrium. There are all sorts of

disturbances resulting from diseases of the mind. They are all

more or less excessive oscillations of psychophysical activity and

the return to an equilibrium distinctly inferior or constantly

regressive in case the health is not restored. Ch. Ribot, Dr,

Dallemagne, and Dr. Sollier, among many others, have intro-

duced us to the diseases of the memory, will, and personality.

They are all characterized either by an excess or a lack of nor-

mal limits, and by an abnormal concentration or decentralization

of nervous structure and activity. Mental derangement is a

breaking up of the equilibrium between the nervous system and

the internal and external environment. The brain is not only

related to the individual for whom it functions, but it is also

related to the social environment; the latter furnishes the most

exciting stimulus to its activity; it is the principal generator of

excessive oscillations which can produce irregular functioning.

The more an organ functions, the more susceptible it is to dis-

ease. Acute rheumatism occurs most frequently in the articula-

tions of the legs and arms of manual laborers, and the brain of

intellectual workers is more often diseased than among other

classes of the population. The work of Broca in cerebral ther-

mometry has shown that the temperature of the frontal regions

is higher than that of the occipital. Mental labor increases the

flow of blood to the brain, and consequently the chances of

alteration.

' Translated by Eben Mumford.
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Mental derangement is rare among animals and primitive

peoples, whose activity is chiefly muscular and devoted to secur-

ing food. The same is true where there exist strong demarka-

tions between classes of the population. Thus in 1862 in the

United States the proportion in ten thousand insane was as fol-

lows:
Among the whites - - - - - 0.75

Among the enfranchised negroes - - 0.71

Among the slave negroes - - - - o.io

In France the proportion of insane in ten thousand was as

follows

:

Liberal professions - - - - -3.10
Officers 1 . 05

Non-commissioned officers - - - - 0.72

Merchants - - - - - - 0.42

Soldiers o-33

In Paris there was i case of insanity for every 302 inhabit-

ants; in the surrounding country, only i for 1,474. In Nancy

the proportion was i to 500 inhabitants ; in the remainder of the

country, only i for 1,438 inhabitants. In general, the percentage

of insanity increases more rapidly in France and Belgium than

the population. The proportion of insane in France for 1,000

inhabitants was in

:

183s 0.43

1841 0.58

1851 -------- 1.25

1880 - - - - - - - 2.37

In England from 1845 to 1879 the population increased 45

per cent.; the number of insane, 250 per cent., or more than five

and one-half times faster. In Ireland the proportion of mental

derangement was 0.76 per 1,000 inhabitants; ten years later, in

1 87 1, 1.35 per 1,000. It is necessary to take into consideration

that in twenty years two million individuals, forming the most

energetic and healthy part of the people, left this unfortunate

country.

In the United Kingdom, according to an official report, the

following was the proportion of insane

:
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Or

In 1862 - 55,525 for 29,197,737 inhabitants

1872 - 77.013 " 31.842,522

1882 - - 98,871 " 34,788,814

1892 - 120,004 " 37.732,922

In 1862 1 .81 per 1,000

1872 - 2.17 " "

1882 2.89 "

1892 - - - - - 3.18 " "

According to the official statistics of 1902, there was in Eng-

land and Wales in 1859 only i lunatic for 536 inhabitants; in

1902, I for 298. In 1902, 110,713 insane were placed in asylums.

According to the Blue Book, the factors causing this startling

development were the following

:

Excessive business cares - - 23 per cent.

Alcoholism . . . . 19.8 " "

Heredity 18.9 " "

These are the most general causes. Sex, age, occupation,

and sexual passions constitute other factors—some biological,

others psychic and in part social

:

Disappointment in love, females - -1,9 per 10,000

Disappointment in love, males - - 0.6 " "

The same statistics show that of 10,000 laborers in the cities,

females show the highest proportion of insanity:

Female laborers - - - - 36.9 in 10,000

Male laborers - - - - 26.9 " "

Domestics in hotels - - - 20.1 " "

Domestics in private homes - 12.2 " "

Clergymen of the established church 12.0 " "

Catholic and dissenting clergymen 5.0 " "

Farmers and agricultural laborers 5.1" "

Quetelet, in his Physique sociale, began to distinguish insanity

from idiocy. In the former the overexcited brain goes beyond

its physiological power ; in the latter the arrest in the develop-

ment of the organ has carried with it that of the intellect. For

Quetelet, as for Esquivol, "the progress of civilization increases

insanity." This thesis is only relatively true. Progress implies,

in addition to social development, a very great differentiation
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and also co-ordination, and a subsequent superior equilibrium

In reality, the development of insanity is peculiar to a crisis of

development and differentiation destined to be extenuated more

and more in the measure that the new equilibrium tends to con-

stitute itself and to limit the pathological phenomena to the nar-

rowest boundaries. From this point of view, for example, it is

certain that economic crises exercise a considerable influence in

causing insanity, and, unfortunately, in our most advanced socie-

ties the crises have become the rule ; hence the continued growth

of mental derangements, especially in countries possessing a high

civilization, but a civilization not yet coherent. However, crises,

although indicating generally a tendency to progress, can, in cer-

tain cases, correspond to a social retrogression. The development

of mental derangement, then, is not necessarily in relation to the

progress of civilization, but rather to a possible state either of dis-

solution or superior integration. The crisis is not, in the main, an

essential element and characteristic of progress ; neither is mental

disease. It is not progress, then, which increases insanity, but

the crisis which precedes either the progress or the regress.

This is the case in Belgium, whose economic development, let

us hope, will tend toward a superior social co-ordination where

the perturbations, economic as well as mental, moral, and polit-

ical, will necesarily be reduced. The following is a table of the

insane of Belgium in institutions, not comprising, therefore, the

insane living in their own families

:

Male Female Total

I83S
1842

1853
1858
1883
1885
1890
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898

1899

2,744
2,426

3.630

2,195

4.454
4,716

5.453
6,275

6,372

6,624

7.037

7,167

7,473
7.520

2,361

2,088

2,277
2,225

4,039
4,612

5,324

5,719
5,908

6,178

6,278

6,401

6,749

6,955

5,105

4,514

4,907
4.420

8,763

9,328

10,777

11,994

12,300

12,802

13,315

13,568

14,222

14.585
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Thus, while in the first period, from 1835 to 1858, under the

regime of the small industry still sufficiently equilibrated, mental

derangement is more or less fixed and confined within narrow

limits of oscillation, it becomes larger and larger with the new

regime, not yet organized into the large industry and the world-

economy.

From the comparison of the different countries and the dif-

ferent sections of each country, Quetelet has drawn the follow-

ing conclusions : (i) In general, in the mountainous regions

there are more idiots than in level regions, and on agricultural

plains more than in towns. (2) Sex exercises little influence,

the seasons much ; the summer months produce most insanity.

Age, also exercises an influence ; between thirty and fifty years

insanity reaches its maximum in France. This period, the most

favorable to mental derangement, coincides, according to him,

with that of the creation of the chief dramatic works.

However, we have seen, for example in England and Wales,

that sex combined with the occupation, is in bad conditions,

more influential in insanity of females ; these offer, then, less

resistance to this disease. Among the social factors of insanity

the economic and the sexual seem to have the most influence.

For the remainder, the relations indicated by Quetelet preserve

all their value. In all cases, the most important variations in

the production of insanity follow naturally from the most variable

factors, that is to say, from social factors, of which the inorganic

and biological elements are, on the contrary, the most constant

and stable.

The following table gives the proportion of insane per 1,000

inhabitants in certain countries, from the latest statistics I have

received

:

Brazil - - - - -- - -1.25
Belgium, 1858 1.40

Belgium, 1899 " 2.20

Prussia ------- 2.21

France ------- 2.37

England and Wales, 1859 " * " i-QO

England and Wales, 1901 - - - - 3.03

Chinese immigrants in America - - 7.15

Italy -7.01
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In YXaXy ,
pellagra accentuates the mental derangement brought

on by the general misery which is regularly manifested in the

most lamentable social convulsions. The number of insane in

the asylums of Italy was

:

Men. Women.

December 31, 1880 - - q.ooo 8,471

December 31, 1885 - - 10,443 9-839

December 31, 1888 - - 11,895 10,529

The proportion of insane in asylums for each 10,000 inhabit-

ants was in 1883, 6.40, in 1884, 6.68, in 1885, 6.62. In France

during the same year it was 13. n, 13.38, and 13.66; in Ger-

many, 8.27, 8.42, and 8.35 ; in Cisleithan Austria, 2.89, 3.06, and

3.20. But it must be taken into consideration that the establish-

ment of hospitals was not equally extended in 1885; while in

Austria there were 26 and in Italy ']'jy in France there were 103

and in the German empire 244.

The following are the statistics for France, per 1,000 inhabi-

tants :

Idiocy. Insanity.

1851 2 1.23

1861 I. II 1. 14

1866 1.05 1.33

1872 1. 14 .?

1876 - I.aO 1.22

M. Levasseur thinks that these figures are too low. He shows

that the number of insane is higher in the agricultural districts.

Although, from the point of view of the extension of insanity, one

cannot base his conclusions solely upon the number of indi-

viduals in institutions, the number of private and public asylums

having increased, yet the progression can be considered as con-

stant, and M. Levasseur thinks that the cases of insanity are

much more frequent today than formerly, because of the passion

for politics and of the fluctuations of riches. The following table

gives the number of insane in hospitals in France per 10,000

inhabitants

:

1835-39 - - - 3.4 1861-64 - - - 8.4

1840-44 - - - - 4.3 1865-69 - - - - 9.5

1845-49 - . - 5.3 1870-74 - - - 10.5

1850-54 - - - - 6.3 1875-79 - - - - 12.0

1855-60 ... 7.2 1880-84 - - - 12.9
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The sexes are affected in about the same degree. The social

conditions, and especially the nature of the occupations, exercise

the strongest influence. An observation of the 19,817 cases in

1853 in the asylums showed that, for each 1,000 individuals, the

number of insane according to occupations was as follows:

Agriculturists - - - - - - 0.2

Merchants ------- 0.4

Landlords ------- i.o

Industrials - - - - - - -I. I

State officials and employees - - - 1.4

Domestics and day laborers - - - - i-S

Soldiers and marines ----- 2.0

Professors and men of letters - - - - 3.5

Physicians and pharmacists - - . 3.8

Clergymen - - - - - - -4.I
Lawyers ------- 8.5

Artists 9.5

Levasseur concludes that the development and exercise of the

intellectual faculties is one of the predisposing causes of insanity

and that, on the contrary, a life of comfort exempt from care

and the quiet of agricultural life are causes of immunity.

The United States census for 1850 seems to confirm this

opinion, but indicates also that the comfort of which Levasseur

speaks is a state of relative stability and assured livelihood.

This is, in fact, the case with the slaves, whose superiority in

this respect would otherwise be inexplicable

:

White population - - - 7,6 insane per 1,000

Free colored population - 7.1 insane per 1,000

Slave colored population - i.o insane per 1,000

The pathology of the mind, better than anything else, or at

least in a more striking manner, leads us, then, to a positive con-

sideration of the social environment, both static and dynamic, in

the study of which psychology in general is the natural prepara-

tion, for the reason that the central nervous system is the organ

par excellence of the life of relationship, or the social.

Laying aside idiocy and epilepsy, the causes of which are

principally hereditary, although more or less deeply social in

their origin, we recognize that the principal causes of mental
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derangement are found in diverse degrees: poverty, alcoholism,

disappointment, superstition (principally religious), certain dis-

eases arising from poverty and debauchery, economic and polit-

ical crises, the repercussion of which acts with an incredible

intensity on the mental and moral condition. If mental derange-

ment seems proportional to the intensity of psychic function and

the intensity of civilization, these sad digressions from normal

life fortunately do not appear to be a fatality that civilization

itself, by its progressive organization, may not be able to lead

back to perturbations less excessive and to a more superior and

stable equilibrium.

Thus in a social condition insufficiently equilibrated, mental

derangement seems to be a real institution, the index to the

intensity of the social troubles. It is the same with that other

manifestation of individuo-collective disturbance which is shown

by suicide and infanticide, which we shall study next.

B. Suicide.— Dr. Casper, in his Beitrdge zur medicinischen

Statistik (Berlin, 1825), has shown that the number of suicides

is greater in the cities than in the country, and in 1827 Balbi, in

his dictionary of geography, stated that the Russian empire had

only one suicide for 149,182 inhabitants, or two and one-half

times less than in France. The conclusion to be drawn from

this is that suicide is a sociological phenomenon of which the

factors are equally psychical, biological, and physical. The

appearance of suicide is always in relation to the lack of equili-

brium of some or all the factors which are represented in the

nervous system of the individual, and which incite him irresisti-

bly to seek an end for his misery in the simpler but inferior

equilibrium which death promises him.

Let us note the contradiction into which Quetelet has fallen in

his agreement with Lucrue and Caton, and we may add with

Catholicism, and especially the doctrine of the Jesuits that

"crime is not in the action, but rather in the intention of the one

who commits it." This distinction is perfectly idle in speaking

of suicide, which is neither good nor bad, but the end of all good

and all bad. And how can society consider as criminal an act

which is entirely its negation and its work, since the individual
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in condemning himself acts only as the interpreter, the translator,

of the sentence of excommunication pronounced against him by

the arrest of destiny, by this lack of social equilibrium whose

violent oscillations to a certain degree hurl the individual beyond

the limits of society into the empire of death?

That which struck the first observers, like Quetelet, was the

greater frequence of suicide in the most advanced civilizations,

and within the same country in the urban centers. The explana-

tion, like that in the case of insanity, was only the demonstration

of a fact poorly analyzed—the pretended parallelism of progress

and suicide, as of progress and insanity.

In France the number of suicides has progressed more rapidly

than the population.

TABLE OF SUICIDES IN FRANCE.

- loo per cent

120 "

- 137

149
- 162 "

170 "

- 178.8 "

171.7 "

- 188

206 "

- 220 "

235
- 245

The growth of suicides has been continuous ; it is, then,

determined by constant causes. It shows a pathological condi-

tion coinciding with the lack of social equilibrium in France.

This absence of equilibrium is manifested with greatest intensity

in the centers. Thus from 18 17 to 1825 the total number of

suicides for the department of the Seine was 3,025, or an annual

average of i for 2,400 inhabitants, while for France, as a whole,

during the same period, the proportion was only i for 1,800

inhabitants. From 1827 to 1831 the total number of suicides in

the same department was 9,040, or an annual average of 1,818.

The increase in suicides has been much more rapid than that of

the population.

1827-30, [ suicide for 18,268 inhabitants

1831-35. [ " " 15,369

1835-40, " 13.033

1841-45. [ " " 11,598

1846-50, [ " " 10,274

1851-55. [ " " 9,557

1856-60, r " " 9,480

1861-65, I •• " 8,021

1866-70, I " " 7,948

1871-75. I " " 6,716

1876-80, I " " 5.897

1881-85, I " •' 5.133

1886-90, I " " 4,500
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SUICIDE IN BELGIUM.

In Belgium we find an analogous development, although in

late years there seems to have been some amelioration in the

sense of a lessening of the perturbations of the social life in

relation to the diminution of suicides

:

1871-80, I suicide for - - - 12,146 inhabitants

1881-90, I «' " . . 8,917

1 89 1-1900, I " " - - - 8,098 "

The progress, subsequent to the social troubles of 1886 and

to the social legislation, still insufficient, which followed, corre-

sponded also to the cessation of the economic depression. It

seems, however, that it ought to be more especially attributed to

the amelioration in the social legislation. In France, when the

same kind of an economic crisis existed, and which passed away

and was followed by prosperity, almost synchronous, the tend-

ency to suicide, on the contrary, was not checked. The situation

in Belgium, as in France, is, however, very precarious.

Sex also exercises an influence in causing suicide, although in

its difference from insanity, which is especially passive, the pri-

macy continues to belong to man. However, it is necessary to

observe that in the new social conditions for women, and espe-

cially since the family has been injured by the regime of the

large industry, not yet well organized, the situation of woman
from the point of view of suicide has continued to draw nearer

that of man.

The accompanying table gives periodical averages according

to sex in Belgium.

The increase of the population in Belgium from 1831 to

1900 having been only 79.17 per cent., one sees that the increase

of suicides in general, as well as among females, has been much
more rapid. However, in the later years there has been a slow

amelioration. As the increase of the population in general has

been more rapid during the last decennial period than during

that from 1880 to 1890, so there has been a decrease of suicide;

the same phenomenon was observed from 1876 to 1886, a period

of great industrial prosperity and equally remarkable for the

relative diminution of suicides.
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Female Male Total
General
Increase

Increase for

Females

1836-39..
1840-49.

.

1850-bO.

.

1861-70..
1871-80..
1881-90..
189I

1892

1893

1894
1895
1896

1897
1898

1899
1900
1891-1900

?

195
225

?

373
551
648

673
746
693
660
668

607

673
643
658
613

?

47
51
?

68

107
120
122

119

146

152

141

14s
150

138
128

136

178

242
276
263

441
658
760

795
825

839
812

809

751
823
781

786

778

100

138

195

149
248

370
432
447
483
471

456
454
422
462

4.39

447
449

?

100
108

?

143
227

255
257
255
310

325
309
310

324
308
272

293

INCREASE OF POPULATION IN BELGIUM.

1845-56 - - - - 192,364 4.44 per cent.

1856-66 - - - 298,273 6.50

1866-76 ... - 508,352 10.53

1876-80 - - - 183,824 3.44

1880-90 - - . . 549,312 9.95

1890-igoo - . - 624,489 10.28 "

Thus in Belgium, while it has taken almost a century for the

population to double, in the same time suicide has quintupled.

The number of suicides of females tends to approach that of

the males. Mental derangement then reaches the most con-

servative element of the population, and woman is dragged into

the machinery of social transformation. Quetelet has insisted

especially on the regularity of suicides, and even of the methods

of suicide, in regard to which he gives statistics from Dr. Casper

for Berlin. This regularity, it is true, is fairly constant during

certain limited periods and for certain countries. He recognizes

this when he says: "However, society may be modified in a

country, and so bring about changes in that which at first mani-

fested a remarkable constancy for a limited period o/izme." But

is there not proof here that the theory of averages can be applied

to the conditions of civilization, that is to say, to social equi-

librium, and is it not then capable of furnishing us with general

and abstract social laws ?
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Quetelet gives the following table of suicides in Berlin from

1788 to 1822 from the statistics of Dr. Casper:

1788-1797 92

1797-1808 - 128

1813-1822 545

The Berlin of 1788 was profoundly changed in 1822.

Quetelet in passing gives as his idea, since exaggerated by

Tarde, that imitation is a factor in crime in general, but he does

not go so far as to make it the exclusive and fundamental factor

in suicide. " In studying," says he, " that which relates to

suicides, to duels, and certain kinds of crime, we are disposed

to believe that man often acts only through the tendency to

imitate." Yes, but imitation does not explain the genesis of

suicide and of crime, the conditions of which are sociological,

that is to say, complex.

Let us not forget that the duel, for example, has been

everywhere and for a very long time a veritable social institu-

tion of a juridical character, designed to decide processes of a

certain nature, as we see it in the judiciary duel.

Following the example of Dr. Casper, Quetelet has also

studied the influence exercised upon suicides by the seasons, by

city and country life, by sex, age, celibacy and marriage.

Unfortunately the strongest sociological influences, those exer-

cised by economic conditions, were too much neglected.

TABLE OF SUICIDES IN FRANCE FROM 1 835 TO 1 844 TAKING INTO CON-
SIDERATION THE DIFFERENT AGES OF THE POPULATION.

Age Female Male Proportion of Males
and Females

Less than 16 years O.ijJ

5-7
8.3
8.1

II. 9
14.0
16.7
18.0

17.2

ot 3-27:1
1.84:1
2 86T

From 1 6 to 2 1 3
8

9
12

13

15

18

18

5

7
8

2

7

5

From 2 1 to 30
From 30 to 40 3-57:1

3-19:1
2 8o' I

From 40 to 50
From 50 to 60
From 60 to 70 2.78:1

3-05:1
3.16:1

From 70 to 80
80 and above

100. 0^ 100. 0^ Rei.2.9S:i

Quetelet gives for the same period a table of the modes of

suicide in France according to sex: drowning, strangulation.
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fire-arms, poison, edged instruments, falls, etc. The striking

fact is the constancy and regularity of suicides, as if the condi-

tions were invariable: "One year reproduces so faithfully the

figures of the preceding year that one can foresee what should

happen the year following." It is, then, as possible to construct

suicide tables as it is to construct mortality tables. But, of

course, they must be for identical periods and allowances must

be made for changed conditions and for cases of profound modi-

fication in the limits of oscillation.

Dr. Casper's table shows that the evolutional variability is at

least as remarkable as the static aspect of the phenomena, or

rather that the static is a moving equilibrium.

The conclusion of Quetelet was that "under the influence of

social causes which dominate us more or less, the same effects

are reproduced periodically in the same order," and that "it is

through a modification of the environment in which we live that

the legislator can ameliorate the conditions of his fellowman."

It is fair to add to these reflections that, even without the inter-

vention of the legislator, the environment itself is modified

spontaneously and regularly, for its equilibrium is, also, a living

equilibrium ; that is to say, it is always unstable, exercising an

influence on the particular social phenomena,

SUICIDES IN BELGIUM ACCORDING TO AGE AND SEX,

Average from 1886 to 1890

Ages Males Fe-
males

Males
Fe-

males

1899

Males Fe-
males

Males Fe-
males

Less than 16 years
From 16 to 24
From 25 to 39
From 40 to 49
From 50 to 59
From 60 to 69
From 70 and over .

Age unknown

Total

7

71

138
129
128

84

35
2

4
26

27
20

19

14

9

II

90
170
123

137

95
46

I

3

44
38
26
22
12

4
I

6

87
172

127

115

90

43
3

6

28

38
21

25
14
6

83
171
126

143
85

39
3

594 119 678 150 643 138 658

3
24
41
20
18

12

10

128

The above table of suicides in Belgium according to age

and sex for the years 1886-90, and 1898, 1899, and 1900, com-
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pleting to the end of the nineteenth century the table of

Quetelet, will show how the statistics of suicide in relation to

the statistics in general of this country have been modified in

this interval.

The maximum of suicides occurs in the period from 1886 to

1890, between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-nine for both

males and females. This is found regularly from 1898 to 1900

for males, but in 1898 the age is lower for women, though this

phenomenon is not reproduced in the following years. It remains

none the less an important index, which it is necessary to

inspect.

I have already indicated that Quetelet, in this special case,

has neglected too much the social causes, properly called, and

especially the economic causes, the essential importance of

which, however, he recognizes in general. Basing my conclu-

sions on the general reports of the criminal courts in France

from 1826 to 1880, and especially on sees. 11 and 12, I have

stated in my Lois sociologiques^ that the principal social condi-

tions causing suicide are, in the order of their importance—
excluding cerebral diseases, which also undergo the same influ-

ences— as follows: (i) poverty; (2) family difficulties and

physical suffering, the influence of these two being about equal;

(3) alcoholism; (4) love, jealousy, and debauchery; (5) the

fear of legal prosecution. In general, then, they are: (i)

physical and psychical disturbances; (2) economic difficulties

;

(3) genetic troubles; (4) moral difficulties. This natural classi-

fication of particular phenomena confirms my general classifica-

tion of the social phenomena, following their order of increasing

speciality.

The periods of economic crises, especially the financial crises,

are naturally the most fruitful in suicides; the latter appear also

when the social life is most unstable. In France the field for

suicides par excellence is Paris and the department of the Seine.

When the unfavorable economic and moral causes become

united, their concurrence acts powerfully on suicide. This is

noticeable when one investigates the phenomena of suicide in

'Paris: Alcan; 3d ed., p. 122.
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relation to the occupation followed and to celibacy and marriage.

The family is a check to the excessive perturbations of social

life. The following table will show, also, that relative to the

population suicide is especially prevalent in the intellectual and

liberal professions, for the reason that, in addition to general

economic conditions, they are subject to a peculiar instability

resulting from their speciality :

TABLE OF SUICIDES IN BELGIUM, ACCORDING TO OCCUPATION
AND FAMILY RELATION.

Occupations Celibates Married
Widower or
Widow Divorced Unknown

1886 to 1890 (average):

Agricultural 66

32
56
31

91

79
56

74
27
80

28

14

23
6

35

I

I

I

I

I

Intellectual and liberal

Unknown and others 10

Total 276

81

34

99
43
87

316

73
70

III

28

74

106

22
12

35

4
38

3

2

2

12

1898:
Agricultural

Intellectual and liberal

Unknown and others

I

7

Total 344

64
42
69
42

99

356

75
51

100

33
76

III

21

12

35
13

37

4

I

2

I

8

1899:
Agricultural I

Commercial
Industrial

Intellectual and liberal

Unknown and others 7

Total 316

64
52

74
23
64

335

66

65
131

24
84

118

22
21

38
6

36

4

I

I

3

2

8

1900:

Agricultural 2

Commercial I

Industrial

Intellectual and liberal

Unknown and others 6

Total 277 370 123 7 9

In general, the conclusions relative to suicide agree with

those which we have set forth in the consideration of insanity.

Both are caused by disturbances of equilibrium, by excessive

oscillation, attributable for the most part to the social condition.
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As in the case of insanity, suicide is in reality an institution, a

condition of equilibrium in an unstable state.

Insanity and suicide, in representing the most excessive oscil-

lations of the mental order in relation to the physiological con-

dition of individuals, are nevertheless rigorously limited and

determined by the social environment and the physiological

condition. By the latter they are connected with the most

general laws of inorganic equilibrium and, in a manner still more

simple, to those of mechanics by the intermediation of the mus-

cular phenomena and organization of the individuo-social being

or man. As M. Ch. Richet has well said:

The nervous system and, consequently, the psychical life, is subject to a

simple and fundamental law ; cold paralyzes its activity ; heat exaggerates it

;

but this is within very narrow limits. From this point of view, as well as

from others, the nervous system is subject to physiological laws which

resemble very much those of the muscles. Now, the function of the muscles

is contraction, and the function of the nervous system is intelligence : heat,

by exciting and then destroying the tissue, stimulates, but afterwards sup-

presses, the function. In both cases the origin of the force which is set free

is in the interstitial combustion. It is impossible not to think that a phenome-

non so rigorously subjected to this law is not a phenomenon, if not of the

physico-chemical order, at least of the material order. Above 45° there is

no intelligence and none below 0°.^

Again all psychical manifestations, even the most complex,

as' well as organic and inorganic phenomena, can, from the point

of view of general philosophy, be reduced to the simplest laws

of movement, and sociology as well as philosophy seems to us

more and more as a special and more complex application of

universal order.

CHAPTER v. AGGREGATES.

SECTION I. STATICAL LIMITS OF AGGREGATES—DISTRIBUTION OF CLIMATE;
ISOTHERMAL, ISOCHEIMAL, AND ISOTHERAL LINES.

Up to this time we have studied separately (
i
) the character

of aggregates considered as inorganic and organic masses; (2)

the natural limits of organic and inorganic factors considered in

abstracto, that is to say, of bodies considered independently and
where their elements are integrated. We shall now combine the

' Essai de psychologie ginirale. Alcan, 189 1

.
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two factors— aggregates and limits— and show how, in reality,

in a constant and necessary fashion, every mass is differentiated

from the surrounding environment only by the condition of

being limited. That which we have done from the point of view

of mathematics, mechanics, astronomy, physiology, chemistry,

biology, and psychology, we shall now attempt to do from the

point of view of concrete phenomena, considered as masses, with

which sciences equally concrete with the former are occupied

:

terrestrial astronomy, geology, mineralogy, botany, and zoology.

We shall consider these phenomena then as masses delimited by

zones from the ensemble.

In the chapter devoted to astronomical limits we have shown

sufificiently that it is there that the best proof is found that the

equilibrium of all bodies results from their peculiar composition

in correspondence with the surrounding environment. This law

of the general mechanics presided even at the formation of our

planet. It is useless to dwell on this longer, if it is only to

recall that the history of this formation is in relation to that of

all beings and their distribution on the surface of the earth by a

derivative factor— climate.

The earth, at first in a molten state, has been gradually cool-

ing; at the same time, its crust has thickened, and the atmos-

phere, becoming less vaporous, preserves at its surface a lower

temperature. We know that there have been successive phases

of temperature, and that each of these phases has been marked

by special modes of existence. Vegetable and animal forms

appear only when the temperature is compatible with their life

and the atmosphere contains more or less carbon and oxygen.

The distribution of fossils proves that this was comparatively

late, i. €., at the beginning of the Tertiary age. These were pro-

duced by a differentiation of zones and that of corresponding

organisms. Thus mechanical and physical laws have determined

the formation and consecutive differentiation of our planet

:

1. Differences in the crust produced by cooling, prominences

and depressions, mountains and valleys.

2. Shortening of the terrestrial diameter by cooling.

3. Appearance of water as a consequence of the lowering of
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the temperature of the earth to a certain degree, the water up to

this time having floated in a state of vapor.

4. Action of the water on the crust of the earth ; leveling the

prominences, and filling up valleys,

5, Appearance of organisms in the period when the earth is

covered with water.

Organisms, in general, are composed largely of water, com-

bined with other materials ; they are all semi-fluid aggregates.

The differences between the organic and inorganic are in the

combinations of the constitutive elements and in the difference

of movement. The number of elements to which all can be

reduced is seventy-six, forty of which, the most important,

suffice by their combinations to form the rocks, water, air, plants,

and animals.

At the beginning of organic life the temperature on the earth

was very high and very uniform. A marked lowering of the

temperature at the two poles occurred, without doubt, at the

beginning of the Tertiary period, and up to the time of the

appearance of the first glaciers. Life had to recede or adapt

itself to the new conditions. During the Quaternary age the

temperature fell still lower. Northern and central Asia, Europe,

and North America were covered with glaciers, extending from

the pole to the Alps in Europe ; likewise, starting from the south

pole, there remained only an intermediate zone where organic

forms could live ; hence there was a large destruction or trans-

formation of species. In the post-glacial period the organic

forms returned toward the poles with their new characters and

those which they acquired little by little in their journey.

The climate then was not divided into zones as it is now.

Following the general law of structure, it was at first homo-
geneous ; the vaporous atmosphere which at first enveloped the

earth preserved the uniform temperature of a conservatory.

Also all the sedentary formations of this period, Silurian and

Devonian, contain a special flora and fauna, essentially maritime.

Likewise each geological stratum, with its particular flora and
fauna, has had its general environment and its corresponding

climate. Homogeneity tends always to be more easily differ-
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entiated as its mass is larger. According to the fossils dis-

covered, it is certain that not only the general climate was

modified, but that also local variations were produced. Animals

whose remains have been found in countries now temperate, as

France, Belgium, Germany, and England, could live only in

tropical or, at least semi-tropical zones.

It is necessary to conclude from these prehistoric times, from

the point of view of the philosophy of natural limits and social

boundaries, that the temperature of the earth was modified at

different times, and that each time the animal species have

emigrated in harmony with these variations. Then naturally

distinct vegetable and animal zones began to be drawn; in the

beginning there were indeed, numerous zoological varieties,

but their groupings were less distinct
;
promiscuity was their

dominant character. On the contrary, about the time of the

Tertiary and Quaternary epochs each continent had already its

peculiar species.

During the Pliocene and post-Pliocene epoch the center of

Europe seems to have been very cold ; its temperature, from

torrid, became glacial ; the animals of this part of the earth

emigrated toward Africa, while those of the northern countries

took their places, returning to the places of their origin when
the climate became milder.

The Quaternary period, which precedes ours, does not seem

to be separated from the latter by any distinct variation ; its

fauna is allied to ours : there are developed here millions of

mammalia and mollusks. Man is certainly a contemporary of

this epoch, perhaps even of that preceding, at least as a tran-

sitionary type.

Each place on the earth has its climate determined by a

number of conditions, certain ones of which, however, can be

considered as relatively general and permanent. The movement
of our planet and its situation in relation to the sun are the

general and constant external conditions upon which climate

and temperature depend ; the predominance either of water or

land is the general and constant internal cause.

The maritime climate differs from the continental climate.
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For the former, the averages for winter and summer vary little

;

for the latter, the divergence increases ; the same latitude does

not necessarily have the same climate. If, by a continuous line,

we unite, on the globe, localities having the same average winter

temperature, and by another line those having the same average

summer temperature, we obtain two lines, the one isocheimal, the

other isoiheral, the curves and irregularities of which follow the

unequal distribution of seas and continents. The isothermal

line is that which results from the general average of the

temperature for the year. Within the tropics the lines of lati-

tude and the isothermal lines tend to coincide.

The maximum line of temperature cuts the terrestrial equator

under the meridian of Singapore and Tahiti, traverses the

southern portion of the Pacific Ocean, and the northern part of

the Atlantic. The average temperature corresponding to this

thermal equator is 28?8o.'

In addition to the two fundamental, external and internal,

causes indicated above, the average temperature depends, also,

upon such particular causes as height above the sea-level, the

hygrometrical condition, winds, some of which are more constant

than others, and certain ocean currents, such as the Gulf Stream.

The opening of the Isthmus of Panama, if it should modify the

direction of this warm current, could influence the temperature

of certain parts of Europe.

The earlier historians, philosophers, and political theorizers

have generally accorded an excessive and too invariable influence

to climate, not only on the distribution of the different varieties

of the human species, but on their physical, moral, and intel-

lectual qualities, and on the form of their governments. This

influence is far from being unique and absolute ; it is only rela-

tively constant. The results of a more thorough observation of

diverse civilizations in different times and places have reduced

the influence of climate to more feeble variations. However,

from the time of Herodotus and Aristotle to that of Montesquieu,

it seems to have been given the dominant place, and such is

still given it even in the eyes of some of the creators of the

contemporary philosophy of history.
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Certain climates, especially the humid and warm, favorable

to a vegetable nourishment in relation to the nutritive life and

chiefly muscular activity of primitive peoples, seem to have been

the most advantageous environment for the formation of rudi-

mentary societies. Whatever may be the action of the geo-

graphical structure, or the influence exercised by climate, or the

variations of the human species, the latter belong to a type

automatically and psychically uniform. It is, necessarily, from

the mental and social point of view that its variations will be

accentuated, its factors being the highest specialized and differ-

entiated, and at the same time the least stable. But, on the

other hand, by virtue of their complexity, they are also the

most modifiable, being of such a sort that the result of the

progress of civilization ought, naturally, to be the establishment

of a higher level of progress with variations more multiplied,

but also more feeble in intensity.

What was the location of the cradle of humanity; did its site

depend solely upon climate? Has there been a single place of

origin, or have there been various times and places? This

question is hanging between the monogenetic and polygenetic

hypothesis.

That which is important for positive science is to investigate

what has been, in all cases, the necessary conditions for the

appearance of man on the earth. This investigation can help in

solving the controversy.

We now know that there exists a correlation among the

following four factors: (i) The human dental system; it is

analogous to that of the anthropoids. Primitive man was

chiefly frugivorous. (2) The alimentary system, vegetarian.

(3) The environment; the humid semi-tropical regions were

the most favorable to an abundant vegetation. (4) The pre-

dominance of the muscular life over the primitive nervous and

intellectual life; muscular life does not require food essentially

nitrogenous. All these correlative, primitive, social conditions

and types are still met with in the semi-tropical and tropical

zones, especially in maritime regions.

In going toward the temperate zones, man becomes more
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and more carnivorous; his activity is not solely muscular, but

becomes nervous and cerebral, then psychic. The latter con-

tinues to increase in importance. Nitrogenous nourishment is

required. Then man becomes carnivorous and omnivorous,

preserving both of the dental systems of his ancestors.

Haeckel, who supports the hypothesis of the monophyletic

origin of the human species, places the cradle of humanity on a

continent now submerged by the Indian Ocean, which joins

Madagascar and Africa on the west, India and Indo-China on

the north; on the east it extends to the Philippine Islands and

Borneo; on the south it extends to the tropic of Capricorn.

This continent, Lemuria, was, according to him, the source of

the different human species distributed over the surface of the

earth. The Englishman, Sclater, has called this continent

Lemuria after the prosimians which characterize it.

When he published his Creation 7iattirelley Haeckel wrote (p.

613, French translation) that he placed, hypothetically, the first

existence of man on this continent, part of which has dis-

appeared and of which there remain only fragments in southern

Asia and in the Indian Ocean. There was the first native land

of man, of this hypothetical Homo primigenius, having descended

from the anthropoid monkeys, but of which there are no fossil

remains known. This intermediary form between monkey and

man, according to his hypothesis, was very dolichocephalic and
prognathic. His arms were relatively longer and stronger, his

legs shorter and more slender, etc., etc. Although the existence

of Lemuria is now considered sufficiently proved, this Homo
primigenius has been discovered at Trimil, in one of the Sunda
Islands in Java, and this Pithecanthropus erectus, an intermediate

form between the gibbon and man, belongs to the Tertiary

epoch. Thence, a propos of this discovery, G. de Mortillet, in

Formation de la nation fran^aise ,^ draws the following conclusion:

Man, the product of slow transformations and innumerable and successive

modifications arising in the origin of living beings, is a mammal occupying

the summit of the animal scale. His immediate precursor is the Pithecan-

thropus erectus of Java, which has strong affinities with the gibbons and

'Paris: Alcan, 1897; pp. 221 £f.
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anthropoids of southern Asia. It is then very probable that man originated

in these regions With man begins a new geological division— the

Quaternary.

The climate in relation to the dental system, the alimentary

regime— in a word, with the internal and external conditions—
has exercised, then, an incontestable influence on the evolution

of the human species.

As for the great ancient civilizations, and those which have

succeeded them, the same influences have continued to act, but

they have followed more special and complex methods. It is

necessary to reject, as inexact, the conception, still too gener-

ally accepted, of the general evolution of civilizations of the

Orient and Occident. The evolution has rather been from the

semi-tropical zone toward the temperate zone, and from the

latter more and more to the north of the equator. All the great

civilizations known before our era have been north of the

equator, and have continued to move in a northerly direction as

is shown by the following table:

Ancient Peru: between 2° north lat. and 37° south lat.; semi-tropical zone.

Ancient Mexico: between 15° and 30° north lat., semi-tropical zone.

Egypt: between 18° and 37° north lat. (not including the tropical regions

outside its own civilization).

India: between the equator and 35" north lat. (not comprising the tropical

regions outside its own civilization).

Assyria and Syria: between 30" and 38° north lat.; semi-tropical zone.

China: between 20" and 40° north lat.; zone, semi-tropical and temperate.

Bactriana, Media, and Persia: between 25° and 40° north lat.; zone, semi-

tropical and temperate.

Asia Minor: between 36° and 42° north lat.; temperate zone.

Greece, Thessaly, Epirus, Macedonia: 36° and 42° north lat.; temperate

zone.

Italy, from southern part of Sicily to the central Alps: between 36>^'' and

46^° north lat.; temperate zone.

Spain: between 30° and 44° north lat.; temperate zone.

Gaul: between 44" and 52° north lat.; temperate zone.

Brittany: between 50° and 55° north lat.; temperate zone.

Germany: between 48° and 56° north lat.; temperate zone.

Scandinavian countries and Russia (European): between 45° and 70° north

lat.; temperate zone.

The whole of Europe is comprised between the isotherms of
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20° and 0° centrigrade. In Asia and America this zone of

favorable social conditions is only one-half as large. While

civilization moves northward from the semi-tropical zones above

the equator, it also tends to develop in the semi-tropical zones*

north and south of the equator, and even in the south temperate^

zones.

South of the equator it is Africa which has the warmest

average temperature (29° to 50°), a condition almost as unfavor-

able for civilization as excessive cold. The nature of its climate,

together with the small development of its sea-coast relative to

its continental area— a development inferior to that of Asia,

North America, South America, Australia, and especially of

Europe—explains the backwardness of the civilization of the

greater part of the continent, save in the north and south. In

order to draw it into the current of civilization, Europe must

take it in tow, unfortunately in a manner generally too violent,

and of such a nature that it lowers its appropriate moral value

and civilization.

The geographical structure and limits of the earth, however,

must be considered as only relatively constant. The whole sur-

face of the globe was originally aqueous. It is, also, necessary

to recall that, since the appearance of land, certain portions

have sunk, making place for the seas, while others have risen.

The Mediterranean was once an inland sea, and then in the place

of the Straits of Gibraltar there was an isthmus joining Spain to

Africa. Since the appearance of man, England was united to

the continent, and Europe was joined to the northern part of

America. The South Sea once formed a vast continent, of

which the present islands were mountain peaks.

In the place of the Indian Ocean there was, perhaps, a conti-

nent along southern Asia from the Sunda Islands to the shore

of Africa. We have seen that this was Lemuria, where man
originated.

On the other hand, seas were replaced by land, with inland

lakes, such as certain deserts of Africa and Asia. Ancient Iran

evolved about one of these large lakes, now transformed into a

desert. The waves continually wear away certain shores and
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extend certain others. Although the geographical structure

changes incessantly, it can be considered as one of the relatively

constant factors of the structure, and consequently of the limits

of the distribution of societies. In all cases, the social bound-

aries are always in constant relation to the geographical limits,

and move, or at least are modified, in connection with the latter.

If we take a glance at the present geographical structure of

our globe, we note that the solid portions are divided into three

large masses, separated by the oceans. Europe, Asia, and

Africa form the oriental mass of the globe; the two Americas,

the occidental mass. Australia, the smallest of the continents,

forms the southeastern portion of the ancient world. Around

these three continental masses emerge islands, generally united

in groups or archipelagos. These are usually lands torn away

from the continents. Certain ones have been produced by

upheavals.

The total continental land area is about 4,000,000 square

kilometers; that of the islands, 200,000 square kilometers.

Asia is larger than Europe, Africa, and Australia together. The

area occupied by water is much larger; it is :: 2,8: i.

If one passes a meridian through the island of Ter, the orien-

tal hemisphere, from the point of view of land, is to the occi-

dental :: 25^:1; likewise the northern hemisphere is to the

southern, the two being separated by the equator, :: 3: i.

Thus our globe is divided into two hemispheres, chiefly water,

but one of which is more continental than the other. Geog-

raphers divide the globe into two hemispheres, still more dis-

tinct, the one being terrestrial, but where the water is still to

the land :: 1.22: i, the other being aquatic, where the water is

to the land :: 11.3:2. This classification is at least as natural

as the preceding, and aids in the interpretation of the evolution

of societies according to their situation in one or other of these

conditions.

In all these cases the earliest origins and the most general

present conditions are aquatic. Certain terrestrial mammals, as

the whale, have returned to their liquid element. Other animals

are amphibious ; man has carried everywhere, in himself, his
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liquid environment; we know that the human body contains

larger portion of liquid than solid material ; it is about 65 pel

cent, water; the later is to the solid substance as 1.54: I. This

environment accompanies each of us, in the same way that the

land and the seas accompany humanity. We, indeed, complete!

our ancient maritime environment by the indispensable saline]

elements in our food, which enter into our constitution.

This static correlation between humanity and the geograph-

ical structure seems to have been seen by Plato. When speaking]

of Greek civilization, more maritime than all others because of]

its shores and islands, he said: "We are seated on the shore like]

the frogs around a swamp;" and also by Strabo who, observing]

this same static relation between the geographical condition of]

Greece and its civilization, said that the Greeks are "Amphib-
ians." What for these ancient thinkers was, doubtless, only aj

figure is, indeed, a reality.

The natural islets emerging from the waves, the artificial]

islets created later in the midst of lakes, the banks of rivers, later

those of the large rivers and their deltas, then the shores of the]

inland seas, and finally those of the large oceans, were the s\xc-\

cessive steps of civilizations in correlation with the geographical'

structure. Each of these natural limits was transformed, sue-]

cessively, into means of more extended communication up to

the intercontinental structure, at the same time geographical and
social, which has been increasingly maintained in the last four

centuries, transforming the structure and function of boundariesj

of societies, and so necessarily their philosophy.

The frontier, the external limit of attack and defense, has'

been transformed into an internal organization for protection of

the group and development of the interior; in the degree that

the external barriers are broken down by the intersocial rela-

tions, this protective membrane, so to speak, disappears and is

transformed into intersocial organs; the envelope becomes more
and more distant from the internal co-ordinated centers. The
function of protection is not suppressed, but simply modified.

The function persists and is constant ; its forms vary.
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SECTION II. GEOGRAPHIC, OROGRAPHIC, AND HYDROGRAPHIC
DISTRIBUTION.

Now that we have discussed the constant and necessary limits

of all the abstract elementary forces which enter into the com-

position of social tissue and contribute to its equilibration, we
can look at these forces in their structure as a whole, as masses

of territory and population, and see how the latter are composed

in their natural distribution.

The two Americas are united by an isthmus, and continued

toward the east by the archipelago of the Antilles, and toward

the west by the peninsula of California. In like manner, Europe

and Africa were united by an isthmus, now destroyed, but the

apparent remains of which are the point of Italy, Sicily, the

island of Malta, and the peninsula bounding Cape Bon. The
archipelago here corresponds to that of the Antilles, and Spain

and France correspond in their structure and peninsular situation

to that of California.

For Asia and Australia the cataclysm has been more com-

plete, the whole continent having been parceled out ; Australia

is the principal vestige. The archipelagos of the Philippines and

of the Moluccas correspond to the Cyclades and the Antilles,

and Arabia corresponds to the Spanish-French peninsula and to

California.

To summarize, the earth has a geographical structure as a

whole, an incontestable symmetry, the result of forces which

have concurred in its formation. This symmetry has undergone

and continues to undergo variations, not only local, but also gen-

eral. Both have producd upon the animal populations corre-

sponding variations. These variations are, however, dominated

and limited by the constancy and regularity of the geographical

structure as a whole, which itself is determined by the most gen-

eral laws of universal mechanics.

The fact that the present continental masses were, at a certain

period, attached to one another, and the existence, at present, of

a submerged continent, renders possible the hypothesis of the

appearance of a unique couple of beings, descended from the

anthropoids, and which, being reproduced and ameliorated by
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natural selection, have extended over the surface of the earth,
I

adapting themselves successively to special environment, and

following directions the general order of which can be approx-

imately indicated.

Abstract sociology, however, does not need this hypothesis

;

it is sufficient to recognize the constant order which appears in

the geographical structure of the globe, and even in its varia-

tions; it suffices for it to make clear the fundamental unity and

identity of the human species, despite its accessory variations,

which, from all points of view, biological, psychical, and social,

are limited ; finally it suffices for it to be able to determine what

the environments are, especially climatic and alimentary, which

correspond to the anatomical, intellectual, and social conditions

of primitive man.

We can, then, with reference to this last feature, define the

geography of the ensemble in showing that the ancient world

extended from east to west over half the globe, but occupied,

with respect to latitude, a much narrower space. The northern

continents have been more extended and developed ; they are

distinguished by a greater continuity of mainland, by a greater

variety of contour, by a multiplicity of gulfs and inland seas,

islands, and peninsulas. To the south all is massive and nar-

rower; the internal and external structure is simpler and less

varied. Man has not been able to develop himself there. It is,

especially, in the northern continents that humanity has become
differentiated, developed, and highly organized.

If the oceans and seas furnish the most natural and general

divisions of the different parts of the globe, the most special

divisions result from the relief of the soil. Here let us observe,

if not a configuration of the ememble, absolutely uniform, yet, in

all cases, general, co-ordinated systems of the greatest impor-

tance for social statics, and especially from the point of view of

the distribution of natural limits, transitory or not, for the pop-

ulation. This solidarity of geographical and orographical

systems is the basis for the constant solidarity, past and future,

of societies— a solidarity affirmed both by their effective rela-

tions and by the absence of these relations. This solidarity in
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fact, establishes also among them a relative conformity of

structure and life.

In Asia and Europe the direction of the mountain chains is

chiefly from east to west ; this natural phenomenon is important.

It is in relation to the direction of the rivers and valleys, and

it explains the migrations, slow or rapid, peaceful or violent, of

Asia and Europe.

In Africa, America, and Australia, the general orographical

division is from north to south, save the Atlas, which is attached

to the European system, as, indeed, the country itself is allied to

Europe by the nature of its climate, vegetation, population, and

histor3\

As for the division in use between Europe and Asia, it is

arbitrary. From the Pacific to the Atlantic, by the Atlas, the

Thian-Chan, the Kuen-Lun, the Himalayas, the Caucasus, the

Taurus, the Alps, the Carpathians, and Pyrenees, the chain is

continuous, the system is unique. Europe is dominated oro-

graphically by the Asiatic system, of which it is the continua-

tion; the imperialism of Russia and Turkey still links it to Asia

and its system of absolute monarchies, to the tradition of which

even republican France is subjected. Furthermore, in Europe

as in Asia, the ramifications of the principal peninsulas which

project from the central trunk, such as Kamtchatka, Corea, the

two peninsulas of India, Arabia, Italy, and Scandinavia, run

from north to south. Only the Ural, from the Ural sea to the

gulf of Kars, constitute a natural barrier to the direction of rami-

fications, indicated above between Asia and Europe.^

This general orographical structure, with its special, though

regular, ramifications, has exercised considerable influence, not

only on the direction of civilization as a whole, but also on its

particular forms and tendencies. In the valleys, large or small,

bounded by mountains, groups are nomadic and isolated, living

during the centuries in isolation from one another, and produ-

cing varied social structures. The homogeneous and successive

waves of immigrations are divided into small groups; varieties,

•Elis6e Reclus, Giographie universelle ; HouzEAU, Histoire du sol de V Europe;

A. Maury, La terre et Vhomme.
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races, and nationalities are accentuated by this isolation. This

was notably true in central and southern Europe. Greece and

Germany are striking examples of this. Nevertheless these

variations are accessory; what dominates is the dependence of

all parts of Europe and Asia upon the general orographical

system. The same is true of Belgium, which, because of its

plains and mountains, belongs to this general structure of

Europe and Asia; it is attached to the Cimbric plains up to the

Ardennes; by the latter it is strongly united to the Alps;

beyond the Ardennes, it is joined to the Lorraine and the

Bourgogne, that is to say, to the Mediterranean watershed

which inclines Europe toward Africa. In its geography and

orography rest the early foundations of its civilization, not only

local, but also international.

The mountains furnish the natural and the most persistent

limits of territory and of populations ; they are the separating

walls. In the mountains vanquished peoples take refuge
;

here are conserved in a tenacious manner, secure from the

military and authoritative influences of the conquerors, the

communal and liberal, rigid and narrow, forms of societies

which have come in this manner to escape the despotic evo-

lutions almost universal. As for the subjected peoples, they

are usually huddled together in the valleys, or give them-

selves up to peaceful labor, while their conquerors are installed

on the high plateaus. Often, after centuries, the larger socie-

ties forced themselves out of their conquered condition, and,

throwing off their despotic structure, sought to adopt the more
liberal forms of organization of those peoples whose isolation

had made them more independent. The influence of these

groups can become more considerable as, in the course of civili-

zation, the military societies, already based on a division of

labor, more particularly military and industrial, are themselves

transformed into peaceful societies, possessing political and

nominal equality. Switzerland, for example, a veritable nucleus

of Europe, with its many valleys and mountains, exercised this

beneficent influence on France in the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, not only by its own evolution, but also by its edu-

cative and reformative influence.
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Other natural separations, still more insurmountable than the

mountains, are the deserts, such as the Sahara. Sea and desert

seem to have the same signification in the ancient languages

:

mare, "sea," in Latin, in Sanscrit, maru, "desert." In Asia it is

necessary to note the steppes, which extend into Europe, and

especially the salt desert, which replaced the inland sea around

which evolved the primitive tribes of Iran before they were dis-

persed in different directions. In India are the jungles which

were an obstacle to the formation of national unity and favored

the successive conquests of the country by isolating and dividing

the particular resisting forces. In America are the pampas,

where the wandering habits of the primitive hordes are still

preserved.

The forest regions can also, in certain conditions, serve as

limits and obstacles. Those of Belgium, Gaul, and Germany

presented the same difficulties to the Romans as the American

and African forests have in more recent times presented and

still present.

After mountains, deserts, forests, seas, and oceans, the rivers,

especially the larger ones, are the most natural separations.

Like the mountain chains, they form great lines of division, each

having its original constitution. One fact is important : often

the bed of a river cuts through a mountain chain, whose walls,

then become perpendicular to the river bed as, for example, the

Rhine, and also, in the upper part of its course, the Meuse. This

is a favorable factor in the development of social structure and

mass ; in fact, at a certain time the river will become a means of

communication between regions previously isolated by the moun-

tains which it pierces like the tunnels artificially made later.

Generally, in the upper part of the course, the slope of the

river bed is large, the banks high and steep, the width small, and

the current more or less violent, according to the height of the

mountains where it has its source. In countries like Switzer-

land, where several streams have their sources in the mountains,

these complications are added to other natural causes of the

isolation of local civilizations.

The floods and inundations of rivers and the large marshes
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were also factors of isolation. In Europe they were incon-

siderable in comparison with those of Asia and America ; the

Brahmaputra and Ganges in India, the Hoang-Ho and the Yang-

Tse-Kiang in China, the Paraguay, Amazon, and Parana in South

America, and the Mississippi in North America were, for a long

time, and still are, hostile elements to the extension of social

relations, although, like all others, they may have been able to

favor the earlier settlements.

The prehistoric civilizations on small rivers seem to have pre-

ceded those on the large rivers and lakes, then came those of

the inland seas; finally, when civilization became world-wide,

the large oceanic social structures appeared, those on the inter-

continental seas, and in this sense equally inland. Today the

most important cities, notably almost all the capitals, are on

rivers or on seas having a direct or indirect outlet to the oceans.

The oceans, formerly natural barriers, have been transformed

into organs of co-ordination of all civilizations— of things, ideas,

and men. Thus the foundations of a unified social structure have

been constituted, and the different stages of which, limited less

and less narrowly by conditions at the same time constant and

variable, but whose continued development, although world-wide,

is none the less limited in time as well as in space by the extent

and permanence of the planet.

The civilizations in the deltas of the large rivers, such as the

Egyptian, Assyrian, and Chinese, and later that of Italy, Gaul,

and Germany, required a large collective development, in extent,

duration, and intensity; they necessitated, in fact, the enormous

work of generations, collective, simultaneous, and successive,

such as canals, embankments, roads, etc. But let us note the

difference : formerly this work was performed by slaves or by

conquered peoples ; now, as for example, in Holland there is a

veritable little republic, with or without central administration,

which administers and directs all the work relative to the main-

tenance of embankments. In a part of Belgium and Holland

this requires constant work and a natural community of effort,

surveillance, and direction. Thus each polder forms a sort of

civil person {waterin^e); it is administered by a council elected
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by all the proprietors of the polder; this is the executive council

of the little agricultural republics, which orders and directs the

necessary work ; the cost of the latter is defrayed by a contribu-

tion proportionate to the extent of each individual's property.*

However, besides these variable methods represented by

Egypt on the one side and Holland on the other, we recognize

here again a constant statical law of the relation of work to the

environment; in the species it is the necessity of collective work

imposed by the conditions of the natural environment. This

large co-operation, servile or voluntary, which requires the

placing of deltas in civilization, is recompensed by their superior

fertility ; it contradicts the too absolute law of Ricardo in show-

ing that if the most fertile lands are first placed under cultiva-

tion, it is only these which present this character relatively to

each state of civilization and the means of which it makes use.

The most fertile lands have been for a long time the least

accessible to cultivation
;
placing them in cultivation produced

subsequent progress. Thus the deltaic civilizations, despite the

great antiquity of some of them, belong to a relatively modern

period. This was the case for the Nile, Euphrates, Tigris, Po,

Rhone; and, in later times, for the vast and unique delta formed

by the Rhine, the Meuse, and Escaut. These deltas, as well as

many others, have been, still are, and will be more and more, as

in India, China, and the two Americas, the seat of large societies

;

they will facilitate communication between the different civiliza-

tions and the different varieties of the human species.

Thus, social statics, with its particularities always present,

although often attenuated and transformed, is resolved finally

into universal statics, of which the geographical, orographical,

and hydrographical structure appears like tissue, at the same

time bony and fluid, not external and distinct, but internal to

the larger human society and the innumerable societies, of

varying degrees of complexity of structure, which compose it.

The seas and oceans, the valleys and mountains, etc., form an

integral part of human civilization in the same way that the

shell forms a part of the tortoise, the skeleton of man, and the

' E. DE Laveleye, Rapport au congrhs agricole de Paris, 1878.
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gas and liquids a part of animal substance. The theater of

humanity is inseparable from the actors who play the drama or

the comedy of life ; as man carries in himself his aquatic envi-

ronment, so the adaptation of society to the whole of nature is

not solely figurative, but real, that is to say expressed by organic

laws such that each society appears to us like a combination

sublimated from all the organic and inorganic elements of the

world, and sensitive even to the highest degree of conscious

sensibility, and, indeed, methodical/

SECTION III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF MINERALS.

Although the term "mineral" may be independent of the

notion of solid bodies, the water of the sea and the air containing

minerals, yet in general minerals are dependent upon certain

lands to which their distribution is intimately allied. Their

zones of distribution, are, then, delimited by the geological

strata. Nevertheless, as the latter vary with small distances, so

the mineral aggregates seem to have a distribution as incoherent

as the formations themselves. One does not observe, at first,

these general laws, which are more striking in the distribution

of the flora and fauna. Nevertheless, this relation between the

nature of lands and the existence of different minerals is a con-

stant law of inorganic nature, a law which is in turn in relation

to the conditions of social existence and evolution.

The form of the minerals themselves is not essentially con-

stant ; it depends chiefly on the temperature. The most of them
may pass from a solid to a liquid or gaseous condition. Yet

with the temperature now existing at the surface of the earth,

these inorganic bodies remain almost constantly in one or the

other of these three conditions. Those which have the solid

form are the most numerous.

The co-existence of the usage of certain minerals with certain

stages of civilization gives to societies a special industrial struc-

ture ; stone, iron, copper, gold, silver, and coal have played and

still play a considerable role in the evolution of societies. From
the point of view which we take, it is necessary to note that they

' Elis6e Reclus, Giographie universelle; Houzeau, Histoire du solde VEurope;
A. Maury, La terre et Vhomme; Meteknikoff, La civilisation et Us grands fleuves.
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aid at a certain time in the formation of industrial zones, at least

in part different from the zones purely military or political, the

contact of which with other zones creates, at once, either new

conflicts and barriers, for example the customs, or new com-

munities of effort based on the division of social labor.

The dispersion even of minerals, equally necessary, in the

different centers, is a favorable factor in social cohesion; it is

opposed to the selfishness and isolation of societies as well as to

the exclusive monopoly of one to the detriment of another. In

prehistoric times the existence of certain kinds of stone in cer-

tain regions, and the manufacture of stone implements and

weapons, established relations between groups less favored

under this relation and the first industrial centers.

Iron is found in Asia, Mexico, the Argentine Republic,

France, and Germany; copper on Lake Superior, in Cornwall,

Saxony, Savoy, Piedmont, Sweden and Norway, Hungary, and

Russia; silver, in Suabia, Saxony, Bohemia, Norway, Spain, the

United States, Peru, Mexico, Chili, and Bolivia. Silver is essen-

tially an American product. In 1895 ^^^ of 5.3 million kilo-

grams of refined silver, America produced 4.4 millions, or 83

per cent, of the total. Australia, which ranks next to America,

produced only about 500,000 kilograms.

Concerning the production of gold, M. de Foville, in his work

on the " Geographic de Tor," printed in the Annales de G^ographie,

May, 1897, classifies the centers of production of gold according

to their proportional importance at this time in the following

manner, letting one square centimeter represent the value of

twenty millions:

sq. cm. sq. cm.

United States of America, 241
.

5

Canada - - - - lo.o

Southern Africa - - 240.0 Japan and Corea - - 8.0
Australia - . . - 231.0 Venezuela - - - - 4.5
Russian empire - - 156.0 Chili - - - - - 5.0
Mexico 30.0 India (Dutch) - - - 3.5
China - - - - - 30.0 Guiana (Dutch) - - - 3.0
India (English) - - - 25.0 Central America - - 2.5

Columbia - - - - 15.0 The Gold Coast - - - 2.0

Guiana (British) - - - 12.0 Ethiopia - - - - 2.0

Guiana (French) - - 12.0 Madagascar - - - - 2.0

Brazil 11.5
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Platinum is found in Columbia, Brazil, Hayti, Canada, Borneo,

and in the Ural.

Finally, coal which supplies our economic and domestic life,

abounds in Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, Argentine Repub-

lic, Peru, New Zealand, China, Siberia, northern Hindoostan, in

France, in Northumberland, Staffordshire, Lancashire, in Belgium,

and in the Rhine provinces.

Each of these mineralogical zones coincides with special

industrial zones which are formed in proportion as each kind of

mineral is susceptible of being socially utilized ; each coexists

with societary structures, at first local and narrowly limited ; but

we see these local centers gradually blended into a general and

common activity. Gold and silver, for example, are drawn into

the stream of universal circulation, into the service, not of iso-

lated societies, but of a civilization the circle of which increases

every day. They become special organs in the service of interna-

tional economic life, and not solely of national life, to such a

degree that they are not always and necessarily the most abundant

in the countries which produce them.

Modern industry, with its increasing division of labor

—

which, however, is only the negative aspect of an equally

increasing co-operation—becomes a substitute, in part, for the

natural dispersion of the mineral beds which feed a progressive

and superior concentration, which implies an increasing lowering

of the natural limits in accordance with that which we have

already observed from the purely geographical point of view.

When to the heat and motor force derived from combustible

minerals electricity was added, then the world was ripe for its

unitary and conscious life.

G. De Grbef.
Brussels, Belgium.

\To be continued^
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II. SOCIAL LAWS.

The quick mastery of things that science assures us is due to

the fact that science presents all comers with truth packed away

in neat portable formulae. The strength of an ox in a tea-cup,

the virtue of a beef-steak in a capsule, the healing power of a

plant in a pellet— such is the ideal of the investigator as he

labors to establish laws. No branch is felt to possess in high

degree the scientific quality unless it has found regularities and

constant relations among the phenomena it contemplates. In

dealing with the more complex phenomena, to be sure, some of

the precision and absoluteness of physical and chemical laws

must be renounced. Out of the tangled skein we shall rarely

get anything better than an empirical law. Few, indeed, are the

formulae that can be so phrased as to hold for all occasions and

circumstances. But this has not discouraged the biologist or the

sociologist from trying to distil into vest-pocket phials the tinc-

ture and essence of innumerable cases. It is our present pur-

pose to sample and test the shelf of phials purporting to contain

the quintessences of social facts.

Sociology differs from its older sister sciences in that it was

built by great synthesists— Comte, Spencer, Lilienfeld, Schafifle,

de Roberty, and Fouillee— all of them more renowned for their

wide acquaintance with many provinces of knowledge than for

their close familiarity with any particular division of social facts.

In their spacious philosophic surveys, all of them came upon the

same great cantle of unknown territory, and in their endeavor to

stake off and explore this expanse they created sociology. It is

true this region was not quite a wilderness, having been occupied

in spots by the economists. But to their achievements the

philosophers paid about as much heed as the early explorers of

America paid to the constructions of the mound-builders.

The philosophers, no doubt, hastened the day of sociology,

but they burdened the infant science with two faulty methods.

105
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One is the fondness for the objective statement of the behavior of

associated men in preference to the subjective interpretation.

The other is the excessive reliance upon superficial analogies

between social facts and other facts. Owing to these errors the

earlier formulations of social law are not based upon the accumu-

lation and comparison of social data, but are built out laterally

from the more advanced neighboring sciences. Sociology is at

first a balcony— or shall I say a "lean-to"?— projecting from

physics or biology or psychology.

The first notable example is Mr. Spencer's demonstration that

the various propositions which make up his grand law of evolu-

tion apply to society.

That motion follows the line ofleast resistance is as true, he says,

for societies as for molecules. He instances the congregating

of men at places of abundant food supply, the lines of migration,

the growth of industrial centers, the location of trade routes and

many other economic facts. Now, this proposition can hold

only in so far as men economize. If there is 2. play side as well as

a work side to human life, if men are squanderers of energy as

as well as economizers of energy, they will not follow lines of

least resistance. The development of games and social festivity,

the self-expression of artistic and religious activity, as well as

the devotion to sport, adventure, and exploration, show that

there is such a thing as a surplus of human energy.

But even economic men do not follow "the line of least resist-

ance" in the same way as molecules. Compare the path of a

flood with that of an army. Water will meander a score of

leagues to find an outlet but a furlong away. An army clambers

over an intervening ridge to reach its objective. Each moment
of its course the river follows the line easiest at that moment.

Man knows his goal and, having foresight, takes the line that on

the whole is easiest. This is why man leads water by much
straighter channels to its destination than nature does.

The thesis that societies, like all other aggregates, pass from

less coherence to more coherence (law of integration) is tenable

enough, but the explanation of the process is unsatisfactory.

Mr. Spencer apparently lays it to the interdependence resulting
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from the division of labor. But later thinkers account otherwise

for the undoubted integration of men into larger and larger

social wholes. Gumplowicz derives it from the law that every

group strives to utilize all weaker groups within its reach. From

this result war, conquest, absorption, and finally the fusing of

conquerors and conquered into one people ready to repeat the

process with some other people similarly formed. Tarde, on the

other hand— the St. John among sociologists — finds the cause

of integration not so much in the constrained association of

victors and vanquished as in that peaceful intercourse between

contiguous groups which promotes reciprocal imitation, creates

a common plane of culture, and fits them to enter easily into a

larger human synthesis.

Mr. Spencer's law that, like the Cosmos, society passes from the

homogeneous to the heterogeneous (law of differentiation) is open to

the gravest objections. The illustrations are all taken from the

active and especially the vocational side of life. Now, it is true

that in a plastic society men specialize more and more with refer-

ence to the performance of unlike tasks ; but while they become

more unlike as producers, they become more like as consumers.

The longer men dwell together, the more readily they respond

to powerful currents of imitation which assimilate them in their

tastes, desires, and ideals. The sway of custom or fashion pro-

claims the instability of the heterogeneous. The triumph of a

national speech, religion, patriotism, music, costume, or sport

over old provincial and local diversities is unquestionably a more

pregnant fact in social history than is the specialization of

employments.

If Mr. Spencer's illustrations of the march of heterogeneity

are taken too exclusively from the industrial sphere, he falls into

just the opposite error when he strives to prove that societies show

increasing definiteness of arrangement. He draws all his facts from

the State, Church, and Law, from those spheres which touch

social order and therefore exhibit the greatest sharpness of out-

line and rigidity of form. Moreover, he cites from composite

societies where there are castes corresponding to races anciently

stratified, and where the iron distinctions of function and occupa-

tion are a heritage from successive conquests.
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Notice the fact that Mr. Spencer, after seeking to prove the

preceding thesis from a plastic society would prove his present

thesis from an ossified society, a tacit admission that the laws in

question do not apply to all social groups. It is true that a com-

munity long undisturbed is likely to exhibit crystallization and

rigidity. But it is no less true that a community agitated by

inventions, migration, conquest, or culture-contacts exhibits

fluidity and vicariousness of function. Here there is great insta-

bility of political and social position, great facility of individual

ascent and descent, a rapid subversion of old fortunes by new

wealth, of old classes by new groupings, of old inventions by

new standards and values.

Against the proposition that in society, as elsewhere, a single

cause produces a number of unlike effects (law of the multiplication

of effects), there is nothing to be said.

The statement that incident forces tend to collect the like and to

separate the unlike (law of segregation), is doubtless as true of

people as it is of particles. Nevertheless, by implying that

human segregation is the result of "incident" forces it veils the

real reason why like joins with like. That the recognition of

resemblance inspires a fellow-feeling which unites men into

unlike groups is a psychical fact and nothing is gained by assimi-

lating it with purely physical processes like the sorting of parti-

cles by wind, or water, or electrical attraction.

The thesis that social evolution tends toward a more perfect

equilibrium (law of equilibration) does not seem to be justified by

Mr. Spencer's evidence. It is true that electricity and steam are

facilitating the adjustment of economic supply to demand, but it

is likewise true that the increasing use of fixed capital entails

only too frequently that rupture between supply and demand
which we call a commercial crisis. As for what he styles the

better equilibration between the demand for government and the

supply of it, i. e.y the lessening oscillation between revolution

and reaction, one questions if it is at all bound up with the social

process. It appears rather to be a natural consequence of the

growth of capitalism on the one hand and the diffusion of

knowledge on the other. To say nothing of disturbances arising
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from general causes such as the unequal fecundity of classes,

races, or nations, it is evident that, until every Peter the Hermit,

Gutenberg, Watt, or Napoleon is strangled in the cradle, society

will never long remain in balance.

This case admirably exemplifies the danger of formulating

social laws on hints from other sciences. The law may be true,

yet if there is no patient digging into social facts to get at the

root of the matter, i. e., to uncover the specific cause of the

observed tendency, one is likely to state as valid, for all times

and all societies, something that holds only since the decline of

the tribal system, the advent of gunpowder, or the prevalence of

machine industry.

Although during the interval between First Principles and

his Principles of Sociology Mr. Spencer grew cautious in the

use of analogy, and came tg prefer the laws of life to the laws

of matter as the key to social processes, his treatment of society

as a mass rather than a consensus, as an aggregate of bodies

rather than an accord of minds, had meanwhile given much
encouragement to social physicists. The most extreme of these

is Carey, whose maxims, "All science is one and indivisible" and

"The laws of physical science are equally those of social science"

would throttle sociology in its infancy. To the combina-

tions of men he applies the chemical law of multiple proportions,

and the physical law of the composition of forces. From the

law of gravitation he deduces that the attraction of cities is directly

as the mass and inversely as the distance !

Writing early in the seventies at a time when the philosophi-

cal world was profoundly stirred by new and splendid generaliza-

tions in the field of life, Lilienfeld seeks to bring society under

biological rather than physical laws. He insists that society is

a "real organism," and declares, "It is an unscientific, dualistic

dogma which asserts that human society develops according to

other laws than natural organisms."

Following Haeckel's thesis that among the existing species

of organisms can be found types corresponding to the successive .

forms by which in the past the higher species developed out of

a simple cell, Lilienfeld lays down the law that within any social
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group can be found coexisting all the types of culture traversed by man

in his ascentfrom savagery. As an illustration of this grandiose

" Law of Parallelism " he adduces the fact that older and inferior

agencies of transportation— pack mule, stage coach, sailing

vessel— persist alongside of later and higher agencies. Alas

for hollow phrases, the explanation of the fact lies in quite

another quarter ! In every society there are transportation

routes of every degree of importance. On routes of little traffic

the earlier and technically inferior means of carriage, the pack

train or the stage coach, is economically superior and is therefore

retained. Hence the diversity.

But go deeper yet. In weaving or metal working or any

branch of manufacture we do not find primitive appliances sur-

viving as we do in transportation. Why is this ? Simply

because the agent of transportation produces a service and not a

commodity. Seeing that a service must always be supplied by

an agency on the spot, the Eastern four-track railroad cannot

supplant the Arizona mule team in the same way that the Minne-

apolis flour mill supplants the local grist mill.

From the law that the embryo of a creature recapitulates in

its development the entire life history of the species Lilienfeld

infers analogically that the individual in his developmetii from

childhood passes through the culture epochs traversed by human society.

But is this sound ? The embryo recapitulates the development

history of its species from force of heredity. As Haeckel puts

it, "Phylogeny is the mechanical cause of ontogeny." Now the

course of historical development in no wise determines personal

development. The boy does not camp out because his ancestors

did so in Caesar's time. Racial experiences of cave-dwelling, hunt-

ing and barter cannot get into the blood. The correspondence,

if it exists, can be explained only by assuming that the stages of

social ascent are determined by the stages of mental evolution
;

that culture epochs answer to the gradations in the intellectual

life of mankind ; that the thinking of savages is child-like, of

barbarians is boy-like, of civilization is man-like. It is vain,

however, to correlate closely the actual course of evolution of a

society with intellectual development, seeing that so many other
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factors influence it, e. g., the character of the geographical

environment, the movement of population, contact with and

borrowing from other societies, the presence or absence of

inventive geniuses,

De Greef is another of those who work out from the adjacent

built-up sciences. He prefers to project a generalization canti-

lever-fashion over the vacant lot, rather than to delve and lay

deep a firm foundation in the social soil itself.

From the general principle that aggregates are variable in pro-

portion to the heterogeneity of their parts, he infers that society will

be more plastic than an organism, seeing that it is larger and

more differentiated than the latter. But why make a simple

matter so hard ? A society can change more than an organism,

because its units are thinking persons and not blind cells. The
clamp of custom, moreover, is by no means so firm as the grip

of heredity.

It is a well-known fact that, whereas Athens, Corinth, Thebes

and other Greek communities passed through the same series of

political forms— patriarchal, monarchical, aristocratic, and demo-
cratic— their colonies in Asia Minor and elsewhere skipped the

earlier stages and began their existence with the political form

of the mother city. This natural and sensible proceeding strikes

De Greef as an illustration of the law that the development of the

enibryo recapitulates the development of the species !

In like vein a recent champion of "parallelism" (Collier)

discovers a grand " Law of the Evolution of Colonies." "Up to

the point in the growth of a colony when it ceases to be depen-

dent on its metropolis, the political and social evolution recapitu-

lates in a few years the entire evolution which the mother

country may have taken centuries to accomplish."

Well may the economist gibe at such sociology ! The
development of the mother country has, forsooth, no more to

do with the development of the colony than has the Dog Star.

The cause of the resembance is the fact that new countries begin

with a sparse population which gradually becomes dense. Hence
the sequence of hunting, pastoralism, agriculture, industry.

Hence the minor sequences of barter, merchandise money,
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coined money, and credit, of pastoral feudalism, plantation

slavery, and the wage system. The slow growth of religion,

learning, and literature is due simply to lack of numbers, of

intercourse, of leisure, and of cities. The irregularity of sex

relations in a colony is not an echo of primitive times, but the

consequence of the lack of white women and the abundance of

native women. There is no " law " discernible here save the

law that, for colony as well as for mother country, the increase of

population relatively to resources is a prime cause of social evolution.

In searching for the law of social decadence De Greef, instead

of interrogating the history of declining nations, makes wide

excursions into biology and psychology. He is struck by the

law that the organs and characters recently acquired by a species

are less stable and more liable to disappear than the older parts

more deeply rooted in heredity. Something very similar is true

of the mind. It appears that in mental disease, senility, asphyxia,

or dissolution, the higher, more complex, and more special fac-

ulties disappear before the lower, simpler, and more automatic

processes. As Ribot puts it: " Mental dissolution follows the

inverse order of evolution, the more complex voluntary mani-

festations ceasing before the simpler, and these before the

automatic actions."

Extended to society this principle yields the law that those

traits and institutions most special, complex, and recently acquired are

the first to disappear when social decadence sets in. Now, is there

really anything at all in this law ? It is true that the later-

acquired practices and institutions are unstable until they have

become fixed in the custom of the folk. Nevertheless, in not

all societies is custom strong. Where it is strong, the more

recently adopted institutions may be the last to be surrendered,

because they are most suited to present needs ; whereas the

more ancient institutions, being already partly obsolescent, are

the first to go when the strain comes. Adversity is a test of

the old rather than of the recent.

Nor does the law seem to apply, as De Greef supposes, to the

various orders of social facts. A religion begins with a faith

and later adds thereunto a liturgy. But when the religion
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decays the liturgy is not the first to go but the last. An art

beginning with an ideal acquires in time a technique ; but the

technique, exaggerated into a mannerism, persists long after the

ideal has vanished.

The hard-headed, clear-sighted Gumplowicz studies his facts

first hand and has no faith in long-range deductions from neigh-

boring sciences. He believes, however, that there are certain

laws which hold equally for the inorganic, vital, psychic, and

social spheres of phenomena. Before proceeding to establish

specific social laws Gumplowicz briefly indicates ten universal

laws, the recognition of which in the realm of social phenomena

justifies one's faith in the possibility of a social science. We
may compress them into the following seven

:

1. For every phenomenon there is an adequate cause.

2. Phenomena run in sequences.

3. These sequences are law-abiding,

4. Concrete objects have parts.

5. A developmental process is initiated by the contact or

conflict of unlike elements,

6. Forces differ only in strength and direction,

7. Identical forces produce similar effects.

The Austrian thinker does not illustrate these laws, and, as

they are exceedingly abstract and general, we may safely accept

them. His fifth law, be it noted, is one of the most fruitful

principles to be found in modern sociology and under the name
of " synergy" has been greatly developed by Dr. Ward,

We have tested the application to society of physical, bio-

logical and psychological laws and have seen that the method

does not yield lasting results. All this work will have to be

torn out and replaced by better masonry if the walls of sociol-

ogy are to rise very far. No one denies that the extension into

the social sphere of regularities discovered in other fields has

greatly helped to bring order out of chaos. It is better to

interpret the career of a nation analogically, than to interpret it

providentially, as did the old "philosophy of history." Analogy

has suggested what to look for. It has taught us to notice simi-

larities and to segregate like phenomena. To its life lines we
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have clung while exploring the unfamiliar social deeps. It is

certain, however, that no recognized science borrows its laws

from other departments of knowledge. The lasting possessions

of sociology will be regularities which, instead of being imported

from without, have been discovered by patiently comparing

social facts among themselves.

With Analogy has gone the vice of Exteriority. The social

group has been studied from the outside as if it were a nebula,

a crystal, or an ovule. But in the study of nature this reliance

upon sheer observation is not a sign of strength but a confession

of limits. How differently we should conceive the tasks of

crystallography if we could question the molecules and learn

just why they comport themselves as they do ! How otherwise

we should describe chemical processes if the atoms could tell

us of the "affinities" they obey! Not all our observations of

the canals of Mars are worth for science a five minutes' inter-

view with the Martian Commissioner of Public Works. Now,

by contenting himself with uniformities instead of causes the

sociologist, with his "law of differentiation" or " law of parallel-

ism" lightly renounces at a stroke the enormous advantage

of living inside of society and knowing just why its units behave

as they do.

We want to know causes, and the cause of a collective phe-

nomenon must be something that influences behavior. Society

is, indeed, not the temple of reason but neither is it the theater

of mechanical forces. There is little important human action

which is wholly blind and unconscious. A causative interpreta-

tion of social facts must consider the thoughts and the feelings

of the units whose behavior is to be explained. Until they are

adequately motived common beliefs or actions have not been

accounted for. Now, after eschewing analogy sociologists did

not at once proceed, as they should have done, to seek the

causes, i. e., the motivation of occurrences. They dallied away
precious time at a half-way house we may call the Genetic

Interpretation.

The aim of the genetic sociologist is not to show why, under the
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circumstances and taking folks as they are, a given institution

exists, but to establish a law of sequence within each department

of social life. Morgan insists that there have been five succes-

sive types of family, and that the order of appearance has been

everywhere the same. Gumplowicz avers that there is "a strictly

regular development from fetishism through anthropomorphism,

polytheism, and monotheism, to the atheism of free thinkers."

Letourneau declares that politically "human societies evolve

regularly by successive stages which are anarchy, the communal

clan, the tribe, at first republican, later aristocratic, then mon-

archy, at first elective and later hereditary. Finally certain

elite peoples repudiate monarchy and return to a regime repub-

lican but very unlike that of the primitive tribe." De Greef sets

up as the law of aesthetic development that "architecture always

precedes sculpture, and sculpture precedes painting."

Now formulae of this sort not only quarrel scandalously with

historical facts, but they rest on wrong notions of social causa-

tion.

Today we can foretell the series of transformations through

which a human being will pass from the earliest embryo stage on.

Tomorrow we shall be charting his mental evolution from the

first weeks of infancy to the end of adolescence. In vain, how-

ever, does the sociologist aspire to do for society what the

embryologist does for the body, and the genetic psychologist for

the mind. The organism obeys the wand of heredity, but

society has no heredity. It is not unfolding what was once

folded into it, as the embryo unfolds the predetermined parts

and organs. Institutions have not developed, as Morgan sug-

gests, from "a few primary germs of thought." "In any order

of social facts," says Tarde, "evolution takes place by successive

insertions .... thereby making the course of progress not

a smooth, gentle, upward slope, but a ladder with rungs at very

unequal distances." Far from traveling a common highway the

peoples have followed routes as various as have been their con-

ditions of life.

If the genetic sociologist does not conceive of an institution

as having an "organic development" of its own, he is very liable
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to conceive it as exhibiting continuous improvement, like a tool

or a utensil. The succession of political forms is regarded as a

perfecting of government, of domestic types as a perfecting of

the family, of industrial systems as a perfecting of economy.

Hence attractive sequences, such as autocracy, aristocracy, democ-

racy; promiscuity, polygamy, monogamy; slavery, serfdom, free

labor ! Each form is "higher" than the preceding, and the series

is never reversed. We can therefore arrive at a "law" for each

ascending series.

But the actual series of forms is sometimes neither "evolu-

tion " nor "progress." One will be disappointed if he looks

either for a uniform evolution of the family from "the small,

incoherent, and indefinite" to "the large, coherent, definite, and

complex," or for a steady progress from the ethically "lower"

to the ethically " higher." In its metamorphoses the family is

not piloted by the ethical ideal, nor does it exhibit an evolution

of its own. It follows closely economic changes. "To every

type of economy," concludes Grosse, " there corresponds a par-

ticular type of family." Thus polygyny thrives most where men
control the source of the food supply ; monogamy where woman
has a certain food-getting capacity. The family is strictly patri-

archal with the pastoral nomads ; the matriarchate appears only

when the woman disposes over economic resources of her own.

Among hunters and pastoralists the clan will be paternal. In

the Lower Agriculture it is often maternal. If now the family

form is intimately sympathetic with the economy of a people,

and if in the succession of these economies there is no fixed

order—some hunters skipping the pastoral stage to become

tillers, some nomads skipping the tillage stage to become car-

riers or traders—how will it be possible to establish an invari-

able sequence in domestic development ?

Vain, likewise, is it to frame a universal law for the succession

of political forms. These forms are not so many stages in the

perfecting of government but are adapted each to the prevailing

economy, the makeup of the population, or the relation of the

group to neighboring groups. Suppose the writer is justified in

his thesis that political power becomes concentrated during a
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Static epoch, when there is great inequality of economic opportunity-

coinciding with great inequality of possessions, and that it

becomes diffused during a dynamic epoch when the doors of

opportunity stand open to all. Suppose Professor Giddings is

right in declaring that political forms will be coercive if society

embraces marked diversities and inequalities in its membership,

liberal if between its members there is great moral and mental

resemblance. Suppose Gumplowicz is right in asserting that the

state is most oligarchic and coercive just after a conquest, and

that as the assimilation of conquerors and conquered proceeds it

becomes more mild and liberal. No one granting any of these

suppositions will venture, as does Letourneau, to contend for a

fixed sequence in political forms. For if political evolution is

at the mercy of general social evolution, it will not be the same

for all peoples unless general social evolution is the same for all

peoples.

But is general social evolution the same for all peoples ?

There is, to be sure, one great cause of uniformity in the

order of experiences in different societies. Seeing that the

human mind is at bottom everywere the same, those develop-

ments which have inner rather than outer causes are likely to run

parallel, even with peoples remote from one another in space or

time, to follow, as it were, a series of logical steps. A science

—

mathematics or astronomy, for instance— pursues everywhere the

same course. The same problems present themselves to all, and

are solved, if solved they are, in much the same order. How-
ever varied their surroundings all tribes flounder through anim-

ism, invent similar myths, or travel the same route of speculation.

It is not by chance that in the early developments of speech, of

sex-life, of the practical arts, of ceremonies, symbols, and games,

we come across those deeply worn paths which Tyler has called

"ethnographic parallels."

Regularity, then, will naturally characterize those species of

social phenomena which are functions of man's thinking, and

respond least to outer circumstance. The linguistic, aesthetic,

mythological, folk-lore, philosophic, scientific, and technological

developments have in them too much of the subjective not to
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repeat themselves under different skies and in diverse settings.

There is, moreover, in ethical, religious, and juridical development,

an assimilating subjective factor working along with external fac-

tors. But we cannot venture so far as did Comte generalizing

from his extensive studies in the history of the sciences. Had his

acquaintance with the metamorphoses of institutions been wider,

he would not have concluded that— as Mill puts it
—"the order

of human progression in all respects will be a corollary dedu-

cible from the order of progression in the intellectual convictions

of mankind."

For there are classes of social phenomena that are more

objectively determined, and these do not easily lend themselves

to laws of succession. Data vastly fuller than Comte had at his

disposal force upon us the conviction that the coarse structural

facts of society do not obey the lead of mind. The industrial,

domestic, military, political and ecclesiastical institutions do not

follow the same course for all peoples, but develop in thralldom

to outer conditions— in the final analysis, to the environment,

physical or human. Desert, steppe, forest, valley, seaport—
each working, be it noted, not directly but through the demo-

graphic and economic factors, moulds a social type which will

undergo certain transformations of its own. Then, too, much

depends upon access to alien social groups. The presence or

absence of other societies and cultures decides whether a people

shall stagnate or progress, be militant or industrial, develop as a

simple or as a composite society.

We may, in fact, think of society as developing with reference

to two foci, the subjective and the objective. The unfolding of the

mind being apparently the same among different peoples, those

social phenomena which lie nearest the subjective focus will

exhibit in their transformations a certain logic and regularity.

Environments, on the other hand, impose modes of existence

extremely unlike, and therefore in differently situated social

groups those social phenomena lying nearest the objective focus

will undergo not parallel but divergent evolution.

Moreover, owing to the fact that from the very unity of the

mind every culture stage presents itself as a whole, in which each
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element acts upon' every other element; owing to the fact that

the forms of industry, of family, of government, of law, of wor-

ship, and of art, are sympathetically adjusted to one another, it is

likely that even the forms about the subjective pole— art, philoso-

phy, religion, and the like— will be tinged with something local

and distinctive. Hence, I cannot but conclude that the devel-

opment of a particular order of institutions is, in a greater or less

degree, multilinear, and that the endeavor to establish in each

sphere of social life a single, typical sequence of changes is

bound to fail.

For a different reason we reject formulations like De Greef's

law of the development of exchange, viz., that merchandise

money gives way to weighed metallic money, this to coined

metallic money, this in turn to the bank note, and the bank note

to the clearing-house set-off. The succession here is indubitable,

but have we a law ? If we raise to the dignity of a law the

series of steps in the perfecting of any instrument or process,

social laws will be cheap. There will be volumes of them. The

history of the arts furnishes us with formulae for the evolution of

the plow, the pot, the gun, the loom, the process of weaving, of

smelting, of brewing, and of hundreds of other practical items.

Does anyone care to make these the building stones of a science

of society?

Let no one suppose that the foregoing aims to bar out true

dynamic laws disclosing a chain of cause and effect. It is because

an institutional form is not the cause of its successor that we

cannot admit a law of succession for each aspect of social evolu-

tion. But there is no objection to formulating the relation

between a prime motor of social change, and the developmental

process it initiates, between the leaping spark and the train of

consequences it ignites. We can, therefore, welcome as a foun-

dation pier of sociology the law established by Gumplowicz and

Ratzenhofer that the conjugation of two societies through conquest

and subjection is followed by a rapid evolution of structure, and the

law of cross-fertilization adumbrated by Buckle and Tarde and

formulated thus by Tiele : ^'All {spiritual) development, apartfrom

the natural capabilities of men and peoples, results from the stimulus
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given to self-consciousness by contact with a different stage of develop-

ment, whether higher or lower." Spencer's dictum, that increase

of social mass is followed by greater differentiation and higher

organization, can be adopted in the amended form suggested by

Durkheim. ^^The division of labor varies directly as the size and

density of society, and ifit progresses continually in the course of social

development, it is because societies becom£ regularly denser and gen-

erally larger." With the time-honored thesis that cls the arts are

perfected the state of society becomes less dependent on local conditions,

may, perhaps, be joined Patten's law that as a race emerges from a

local environment into a general environment a pain economy gives

way to a pleasure ecorwmy.

Besides the agencies of social change the operation of which

is recognized in the foregoing laws, there is the movement of

the human intellect to be reckoned with. Ward's law that spon-

taneous progress gives way to telic progress and individual telesis in

turn yields relatively to collective telesis, expresses better even than

Comte's famous formula the necessary course of intellectual evo-

lution, because it is founded on the demonstrable tendency of an

expanding intelligence to substitute the indirect method of

obtaining ends for the direct method.

The most promising field for the discovery of valid laws is,

however, the coexistence of social phenomena, rather than their

succession. In social life, what goes with what? Which phe-

nomena always occur together or never occur together ? Of

these laws of coexistence the less ambitious relate to the mode

of occurrence of phenomena. As examples of such laws ofman-

ifestation may be cited Giddings's proposition that '^ Impulsive

social action tends to extend and intensify in a geom£trical progres-

sion," and Tarde's thesis that imitations proceed from the reputed

superior to the reputed inferior.

Other correlations are expressed in laws of repugnance. Thus

Ward announces that the less a type is specialized the more likely it

is to persist. Tarde asserts that where custom-imitation is strong,

mode-imitation is weak, and vice versa. Durkheim concludes that

suicide of the egoistic type *^varies inversely with the degree ofintegra-

iion of the social group to which the individual belongs." Giddings
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declares that ^^Impulsive social action varies inversely with the

habit of attaining ends by indirect and complex m,eansy and that

^^The degree of sympathy decreases as the generality of resemblance

increases.^' The writer believes it safe to assert that the more

prevalent the m/in-to-man struggle in a society, the less pronounced is

the group-to-group struggle.

The typical relation, however, that the investigator aspires

to establish is that of cause and effect. The number of such

relations established is a true measure of scientific advancement,

and it is therefore a great pity that a generation of sociologists

spent their time gathering the Dead Sea fruit of analogical and

genetic laws, instead of seeking those laws of causation which are

the peculiar treasure of a science. Within the last dozen years,

however, scholars have thrown themselves into the quest for

true causes, and their gains have availed to take away from soci-

ology the reproach of barrenness. Those spokesmen of the

more developed branches of knowledge who, because of her

early errors of method, dispute the youngest of the sciences her

rightful place, are simply ignorant of what is being done.

We have Tarde with such laws as Tradition is authoritative and

coercive in proportion to its antiquity, and The likelihood of a given

invention varies directly as the number of minds possessing and capa-

ble offusing the ideas composing it, and inversely as the number of

antecedent inventions necessary to be made. With regard to social

organization Giddings sets up two laws, one that it is coercive m
proportion as the population is heterogeneous, and the other that it is

coercive in proportion as sympathetic and formal like-mindedness

predominates over deliberative like-m,indedness.

Veblen has established the vielsagend law that in proportion as

a leisure-class becomes influential, the reigning standards of right, of

decency, of beauty, and of ritualistic fitness, conform to the principle of

Conspicuous Waste. Bougie has won ground from the ideologists

by proving that notions of human equality make their way in pro-

portion as society becomes large, dense, mobile, complex, and unified.

Miss Simons has formulated for assimilation five laws which so

thoroughly reveal the process that the subject is for the present

done with. The writer, in addition to the laws he has formu-
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lated in Social Control, believes the following to be true: Social

order is stable in proportion as the power of each to resist exceeds his

power to aggress, aTid his will to resist exceeds his will to aggress.

Although some set up a law for any constant relation dis-

covered between facts, the usage of the long established sci-

ences restricts the term " law" to the relation between facts of

variation. The relation between one set of unvarying facts and
another set is expressed in a generalization. Of valuable formulae

of this kind the progress of sociology furnishes numerous exam-
ples. There is Buckle's thesis, that intellectual progress rather than

moral progress is the drivingforce of civilization. Recall Spencer's

conclusion that the kind of activities {militant or industrial) pre-

dominant in a society determine the type of military or industrial

organization, the principles of law, the spirit of religious and ethical

ideals, and the status of the weak. Ratzenhofer sets up the propo-

sition that conquest and subjection entail necessarily the passage from
the tribal to the civil organization. Tiele avers that the influence of
general development manifests itself later in religion than in any other

department ofhuman life. Dr. Ward has made it clear that social

structures are the products of the interaction of unlike social forces,

and sets us right as to method with the principle that in

the complex sciences the quality of exactness is perceptible only in

their higher generalizations. De Greef is convinced that the more
general social phenomena determirie in a general way the more special

social phenom£7ia. Tarde has demonstrated that imitations are

refracted by their media, and that imitation is unilateral before it is

reciprocal.

Such are the principal formulae contributed by sociology to

the common stock of scientific truth. When these have been
criticised, broken up and recast half a dozen times, we shall

begin to possess a stable body of doctrine. The exhibit cer-

tainly ought to reassure all sociologists. "The lips of the morn-
ing are reddening." Shafts of light pierce the jungle in many
directions. Every year sees new roads and clearings, and the

time draws near when the whole region will lie open to the day.

The question sometimes arises as to whether a certain law is

to be counted to sociology or to economics, politics, or jurispru-
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dence. It seems well to apply here De Greef's distinction

between simple and compound laws, the former expressing rela-

tions between phenomena of the same class, the latter relations

between phenomena of different classes. When we unite two

economic facts, as in the proposition that the investment of capi-

tal varies directly with the rate of interest, we have an economic

law. When we unite two political facts, as in the proposition

that as national oppositions grow, party oppositions weaken, we have

a law of political science. When, on the other hand, we join a

political to an economic fact, as in the proposition that with the

diffusion of economic opportunity the tension between classes declines,

we have a social law. By the same right we may count as social

Robertson Smith's law that the rise of a commonwealth or hierarchy

ofgods follows step by step the coalescence of small social groups into

larger unities, and Nieboer's generalization that ''Slavery as an

industrial system is not likely to exist where subsistence depends on

natural resources which are present in limited quantity."

In general, however, the typical social law is not the state-

ment of a relation between facts of different classes. It is more

apt to develop a fundamental truth underlying, rather than con-

necting, the special social sciences. The action of one ethnic

group upon another as formulated in Gumplowicz's law is deter-

minative of political, military, economic, and domestic facts. In

other words the law discloses a basic truth. Veblen's principle

is of equal interest for ethics, aesthetics, and the science of

religion. The laws of imitation formulated by Tarde are helpful

to the linguist as well as to the economist, to the demographer as

well as to the political scientist. Many of Professor Giddings's

laws disclose characteristics of all manner of associations, or

tendencies present in all departments of social life. In sooth,

an inventory of its results convinces one that sociology is not

so much a sister science to politics or jurisprudence, as a funda-

mental and comprehensive discipline uniting at the base all the

social sciences.

Edward Alsworth Ross.
The University of Nebraska.

[ To be continued^



INFLUENCE OF THE FORM OF SOCIAL CHANGE
UPON THE EMOTIONAL LIFE OF A PEOPLE.

One of the most important problems in social psychology is

that of the relation of the mental characteristics of a people to

the form of their social evolution. Intellectual and emotional

elements are not to be regarded simply from the standpoint of

their being the causes of social change. Neither are they there-

fore only the epiphenomena of a deeper series of changes. They
are rather specializations occurring within a larger process, bear-

ing a definite relation both to the onward movement of the

process and to its historical aspects. In this larger whole are

the habits and beliefs of generations, environing conditions both

physical and social, and the ideas and feelings that arise from

time to time for effecting readjustments.

If mental elements have a functional significance in the his-

tory of any people, they manifestly must be stated in terms of

the conditions out of which they arose and with reference to

what they accomplish. The genealogy of any idea or sentiment

does not, however, consist simply in previous ideas or sentimentsJ

but in the entire preceding social situation. The particular

psychical characteristics of any people then bear an intimate

relation to the manner of their social development. It is per-

haps commonplace enough to hold that the characteristics of

today are the outcome of those of yesterday. But our point is

more than this. It is to be shown that the manner of the change

from one period to another, not simply its mere fact, exerts a

determining influence on the mental life that is involved. If

then we find a certain people distinguished by strong intellectual

or emotional tendencies, we should look for explanation to the

form of their development, the way in which change has been

wrought among them, as well as to the less tangible qualities of

racial temperament and environmental conditions. In other

words, it is the manner in which these forces exert their influence!

that is the important point. There is no such thing as mere\

influence of surroundings and of social temperament in general.

124
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The particular theme of this paper is that the emotionalism

that seems to belong to certain times and peoples is definitely

related to the form of the social evolution of the peoples con-

cerned. The solution of this problem has important bearings

on certain aspects of the psychology of religion.

The emotionalism that certain forms of religion at all times

naturally tend to foster must be carefully distinguished from the

social tendencies to emotion that appear at certain periods and

in time pass away. The latter is due to the form of the social

situation. The explanation of the former involves us in the

question as to why religion has tended to select certain mental

states as peculiarly expressive of its attitude and why it has

excluded others. It involves the whole question of the psychol-

ogy of the religious attitude and the functional relation of emo-
tion to the entire mental economy. We are concerned with this

aspect of the question only in so far as the tendency to select and

emphasize certain emotional elements of experience as of special

religious value has made religion particularly susceptible to those

elements in any situation that predispose to emotionalism. That

is, if a given situation can be described as tending to produce an

emotional tone, the stimulus it offers will be readily responded

to by religion from the fact of its natural leaning in that direc-

tion. The main problem that concerns us here is as to the extent

to which various combinations of influence may predispose to

this emotional attitude.

From the functional point of view, emotion is connected with

the interruption of previous co-ordinations, either habitual or

instinctive, and under normal conditions it may be supposed to

assist in the formation of new co-ordinations. The more readily

the new co-ordinations are formed, the less consciousness is there

of an emotional tone from the previously broken habit. This

statement of the nature of emotion is usually confined in its

reference to the individual, but it may, under certain conditions,

apply on a larger scale to nations and races. Just as the break-

ing up of the habitual or instinctive adjustments of the individual

results in bringing to his consciousness the internal attitudes,

physiological and psychical, that were previously organized with
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the overt activity and hence were not attended to as such, so

the break-up of the fundamental habits of a nation, or even an

interference with its customs by some external agency, may
result in a social attitude analogous to that of emotion in the

individual. In the individual this condition may be described

as one of suspension following the coming to consciousness of

the insufficiency or the impossibility of the old adjustment before

a new one can be formed.

For the best examples of this state on the social side we must-

go to those peoples to whom custom means a very different

thing than to ourselves. We are living in a period of perpetual

readjustment, but there have been times and races to which the

stoppage of old usages, in fact all change, has meant everything

that is serious and fraught with danger. The consciousness of

such a people seems to be wholly expressed in their customs.

If any individuality arises, it is ignored or repressed. Whatever

initiative occurs outside the recognized lines is regarded as dis-

graceful, impious, or as a sin against society. The habits of a

people who have lived in comparative isolation in their formative

period come to have an inclusiveness and a validity that it is

difficult for us to realize. What now will be the result if such a

people, through external influences of some sort, as contact with

other races, or through the process of their own development,

are forced to break with their traditions more or less suddenly ?

Try to conceive such a race brought suddenly into intimate con-

tact with a people of widely differing customs and perhaps of

another plane of culture. For the first time they will feel the

narrowness of their own traditions. They see others living and

prospering without doing the things that they themselves have

grown to consider such an essential part of life. They are not in

a position to see that customs are simply methods of living.

Instead they have set them up as absolutely valid, and when

their old faith in them is clearly proved groundless, they are

apt to cast them aside entirely, as having no value.

Old habits may gradually be found to be inadequate as con-

ditions change, and the result may be as gradual a readjustment.

But when the old is simply cut off or rendered inadequate there
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is no means for any movement toward a new and better adjusted

set of habits. The previous standards of action, the regulative

principles, are gone. The mental condition of a people under

such circumstances is apt to be an emotional one. The particu-

lar form that the emotional attitudes will take will, however,

vary indefinitely according to previous habits, temperament, the

nature of the interrupting influences, etc.

The Malays, especially of the Malay peninsula, furnish an

interesting study from this point of view. They are character-

ized by a peculiarly emotional temperament, as is proved by their

passion for gambling, dramatic performances of all kinds, cock

and bull fighting, etc. We can trace these well-nigh universal

characteristics of the Malays to certain peculiarities in their

social evolution. Their normal development was interrupted

at least twice within historic times by different foreign

invaders, and twice did they have thrust upon them alien cus-

toms and alien religions.* They have been Muhammadans since

the fifteenth century, and beneath their Muhammadanism is a

layer of Hinduism which goes back perhaps to the twelfth cen-

tury. Many fragments of their native religion have, however,

persisted in various forms, unabsorbed or unreconstructed by

the foreign faiths. The customs of the invading races have

been in large degree superposed on the conquered, merely

checking and suppressing the native habits without supplying an

organized channel of expression that would take up and utilize

the old values and thus furnish the basis for real progress.

It is a matter of indifference to the present inquiry whether

the Malays, if left to themselves, would ever have perfected

their primitive social institutions, or whether their development

would have been arrested, as it has been with most of the natural

races. In either case the effect on themselves of these foreign

elements would have been the same. Their organic forms of

social control were not only crippled, but isolated from their

normal setting, and hence brought to consciousness with no very

definite demands for reconstruction, so that the crises ended in

emotional states of mind instead of in rapid adjustments for

' Skeat, Malay Magic. The Macmillan Co., 1901.
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further action. Applying the psychology of inhibition to situa-

tions of this kind, we can see why mere repression results in

emotionalism. While reconstruction of the old, and hence real

progress, is a possibility in all such cases, it seems to be only

the highest races that are practically able to meet new conditions

and customs, and either adapt or adopt them. Most peoples,

and a vast number of individuals in even the highest races, are

helpless when they are deprived of their habitual or perhaps

hereditary modes of activity and expression. The internal

adjustments of the organism, deprived of their normal setting

in overt action, are brought to consciousness. The attention is

centered on them instead of on the ends with which they were

originally organized, and for which they had their existence.

They thus in themselves become interesting, and interest in

organic adjustments, instead of in the ends they are meant to

serve, is an attitude closely analogous to the emotional, if not

identical with it. On the whole, then, we should say it is very

disastrous for a people thus to come to consciousness of the

more or less subjective elements that are normally organized

with their overt social processes, unless they have an accompany-

ing consciousness of how to reconstruct these processes.

The Malays and the Hebrews form an interesting contrast in

this respect. Without pushing the comparison too far, we may
say at least that as the tribal consciousness of the Hebrews was

gradually dissolved because of the national calamities that befell

them, the local rites that could, in consequence, no longer be

performed in the primitive objective fashion, were gradually

idealized and given a significance far beyond that which origi-

nally belonged to them. When through disasters of foreign

invasions they could no longer perform the ancestral rites at the

tribal sanctuaries nor at Jerusalem, there were some who were able

to point out that Jehovah might still be worshiped if they would

but raise up altars to him in their hearts.^ In other words, when
the grounds for a detached emotional consciousness arose, there

were forces already active among the Hebrews that made pos-

sible a reconstruction on a higher level of what had proved both

' Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites.
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inadequate and impossible on the lower plane. With the Malays

it was entirely different. In their case the emotional conscious-

ness that was developed had no ultimate significance. By being

unable to make readjustments, they developed a useless emotion-

alism. The Malays stand for a type of emotionalism in which

there is permanent failure to effect readjustments, and conse-

quently to turn the attention again into overt channels.

There are periods, however, to be found in which such an

emotionalism gradually passes away and the normal mental

balance is restored. There are many mental characteristics of

the centuries immediately preceding and following the beginning

of the Christian era that become most intelligible when we con-

sider them in the light of the social changes that were then going

on. There is certainly abundant proof that these times had

many emotional tendencies. Sports of the most exciting charac-

ter flourished as never before nor since. A peculiar religious

enthusiasm prevailed, involving the formation of many new

sects, the origin and spread through the Mediterranean countries

of a great religion, and the development of a type of mind that

found expression in trances, asceticism, visions, etc., all essentially

the phenomena of emotionalism. The question is whether these

phenomena can be interpreted in the light of any strong sub-

jective tendencies of the people of those times.

The hosts of vagarious religious sects that sprang up at the

time of the Roman empire are evidence of such subjectivity.

"Almost every variety of charlatanism and of belief displayed

itself unchecked and boasted its train of proselytes." ^ The attitude

of mind underlying these phenomena had begun to develop sev-

eral centuries before. The first evidence of it had been in the

rise of the mysteries and similar sects in Greece and other of the

eastern countries. Such organizations marked a certain disinte-

gration in the power of the primitive religions. They seemed

to be attempts to realize values to which the old religions had

failed to give the key. They were reconstructions of certain

elements in the previous experience of the adherents to effect

ends that they realized the more vividly because of the failure

'Lecky, History of European Morals, Vol. I, p. 235.
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of the old forms of worship to furnish them. The movement

beginning in the mysteries thus culminated in the vagaries of

religious belief in the time of the empire. Originating in the

failure of the old habits and the effort to reconstruct them for

more adequate experience, they gradually degenerated into

mere thirst for novelty. There is always danger, as has been

said, when the impulse to reconstruct is aroused, that the atten-

tion will be diverted to the process of reconstruction and that

the end for which alone the intermediate activities have signifi-

cance will be lost sight of. This is especially apt to be true if

the new adjustment is not easily effected. These later religious

sects represent, then, the morbid interest in the process of making

adjustments rather than the desire to obtain a better life through

them.

It was inevitable that forms of worship set up outside the

traditional religions should tend to create a certain amount of

subjectivity, the more noticeable because of its contrast with the

extreme objectivity of the older forms of belief. To anyone who
had given up the old worship, the only means of judging the rela-

tive value of the new systems would be their efficiency in stirring

up emotional responses. If there was nothing in objective prece-

dent or tradition to commend one series of rites over another,

the subjective criterion must inevitably be set up. Religious

practices would be distinguished from one another, not by

variety of function in an objective social order, but by the

variety of emotional suggestion they were able to afford. The
subjective standard would be the only one that would be avail-

able under such circumstances. The ascetic mania of many of

these sects, and of Christianity as well, is additional proof that

the evolution going on was essentially a subjective one. Asceti-

cism is one of the directions in which a morbid interest in

internal conditions may lead. It is not meant that people have

no subjective states in those times when the objective social

order keeps the attention fixed on overt ends. The point is

that under such circumstances the subjective states have no

validity in themselves, they stand for nothing distinct from the

objective interests, and thus the conditions of discrimination, as

described by James, are not present. The feeling exists, but it
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is essentially a part of an overt interest. There is no other way

to account for the terrible excesses of asceticism in the early

Christian centuries. We look in vain in the New Testament for

teaching that could be even wrenched into a justification of such

practices. It was not any direct teaching of Christianity, but

the general subjective attitude, that caused healthful precepts to

be thus distorted.

This subjective and emotional attitude in religious matters

was only a part of a larger process of this period. That it found

its best expression in the religious sphere is accounted for by

the nature of the religious attitude itself. The latter is the most

delicate of all indices to deep-lying subjective, or emotional,

tendencies. But it must be remembered that the movement is

itself the fundamental thing, and that religion is simply the one

element in the social organism most susceptible to such stimuli.

Several centuries before the Christian era were the beginnings

of an absolutely unique upheaval for the nations of the Medi-

terranean. It began in the disintegration of the primitive forms

of social control, and, before new and more adequate forms

could be built up, ancient civilization was engulfed in north-

ern barbarism. The reconstruction that should have followed

at once upon the breaking down of the old was postponed for

many centuries, thus prolonging a psychological state that has

no parallel in history. In the most general terms, the epoch

began in a transition from tribal institutions and religion to

national and international customs and religious codes. The
primitive forms of tribal organization and control may be said

to have continued to form the basis of the civilization of south-

-ern Europe long after the tribes themselves had ceased to exist

except in name. The national governments were little more
than the result of attempts to apply tribal institutions on a large

scale without any genuine reconstruction of them. There were

naturally limits beyond which such a procedure could not be

carried. Whatever forces tended to weaken the hold of primi-

tive custom, and especially of primitive religion, hastened the

time when reconstruction could no longer be deferred. Promi-

nent among these causes must have been the great increase in

intercourse through war and commerce between the various
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nations. In this way great differences in customs and religion

were gradually brought to consciousness. The influx of Greeks

into Rome in the centuries immediately preceding our era no

doubt contributed largely toward the breaking up of primitive

Roman morality. It is customary to regard the vice and luxury

that reigned in Rome during the times of the foreign conquests

as the cause of the decadence in its morals. It would be more

correct to regard it merely as a concomitant. They fell an easy

prey to the vices of conquest because their primitive social

structure, the real basis of their morality, was already under-

mined. The old standards of conduct had given way, and the

people as a whole were left in that state of suspense so closely

akin to emotionalism. They had lost faith in the old, and there

was as yet nothing to take its place. With the decay of primi-

tive standards of conduct the primitive systems of control also

fell away. Thus it is not strange that in the time of the empire

the conduct of the people was often marked by wild caprice.

While this state of mind did not necessarily seek expression in

games and combats, the fact that they met with such popular

favor and were indulged in to such excess when they were

offered, indicates that there was then at least a state of mind
ready for just such expression.

Another evidence that they were fast breaking with the old

was the fact that even national feeling was declining, or perhaps

it was only the tribal feeling that was losing its hold, no real

national sentiment having as yet ever existed. Lecky says

in his History of Europea7i Morals that "the period between

Panaetius and Constantine exhibited an irresistible tendency to

cosmopolitanism. The convergence, when we consider the num-
ber, force, and harmony of the influences that composed it, is

indeed unexampled in history. The movement extended to all

the fields of religion, philosophy, political, industrial, and domes-

tic life. The character of the people was completely trans-

formed, the landmarks of all its institutions were removed, and

the whole principle of its organization reversed. It would be

impossible to find a more striking example of the manner in

which events govern character, destroying old habits and associa-
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tions and thus altering that national type of excellence which is

the expression of national institutions and circumstances."

Stoicism and Epicureanism may be regarded as typical

expressions of the remnants of older sentiment in the midst of

just such periods of decay before the later reconstruction has

had time to be effected. These philosophies were efforts to get

an orientation in the midst of disintegrating primitive morals.

In the emotional turmoil that accompanied the loss of old

beliefs, the Stoic endeavored to turn in on himself and there find

the moral stability that was lacking in the external world. The
Epicurean tried to ignore the wants implied in these primitive

religious forms, seeking happiness in what came to hand, worry-

ing not over ultimate values. In short, we have in these two

philosophies two characteristic points of view for a period of

disintegrating morals. They did not attempt to reconstruct, but

to state the kind of comfort the wise man might get out of what

was left. The barren casuistry that they fostered was the nat-

ural expression of an age that had lost its old standards and had

not as yet worked out new ones.

Whether or not we regard Christianity as simply another

expression of this period of disintegration in a further stage of

its development, we must at any rate admit that its tremendous

progress was due to the state of mind of the people among whom it

was propagated. It was essentially a reconstructing force, while

the philosophies of the time.were merely statements of the way
the individual could, in the midst of the present ruin, retain his

sense of moral values or dispense with them. The Christianity

of that time did not seek simply to retain in the individual the

sense of values lost to the community as a whole. It attempted

rather a statement of the best elements of the old worships on a

new basis. It offered the charm of sympathetic worship, the

joyous fellowship of the primitive religions, adding to it the

subjective evaluations that had in the earlier period been held of

only minor importance.

In no wise is the changed temper of the people more clearly

to be been than in the growth of the subjective as over against

the objective emotions. Benevolence and sympathy were set
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up as the ideal virtues rather than love of country. In the early

Christian centuries, Lecky tells us, the civic virtues were on the

whole greatly diminished and sometimes almost extinct. "The

quarrels between the factions of the chariot races for a long

period eclipsed all political and intellectual differences, filled

streets with blood, and determined revolutions of the state,"

Christianity, by laying emphasis upon the value of the subjective

attitudes of the individual, tended to underrate the worth of the

civic and intellectual virtues. The whole power of the doctrine

of the other world, the New Jerusalem, lay in the fact that the

present world, with its institutions, had disintegrated, and it was

easier to construct an ideal world than to reconstruct the ruins

of the real world. The treachery toward every department of

government, the cowardice of the army, the frivolity of charac-

ter that demanded violent emotional excitement even in the

midst of great material disaster, the subtle controversies of the

Pelagians, the frequent willingness of the religionist to betray

his country, all these things are evidences of the loss of the

power of the objective order upon men's minds and the substitu-

tion of more or less personal interests.

The multiplication of illegitimate organizations and commu-
nities outside the state were but the further expression of the

deep disintegrating movement. The members of these organiza-

tions boasted that they had no interests more indifferent to them

than those of their own country. This is the natural confession

of the subjectivist. Patriotism was the expression of the soli-

darity of the primitive state. Hence, when the state gave way
the objective emotion of patriotism gave way with it. The
broader life into which the ancients were irresistibly led rendered

it impossible for the primitive solidarity to endure. Thus the

decay of the state and the changed attitude toward it were

co-ordinate results of a single process.

These facts, familiar to all, are offered in support of the

proposition that the emotional characteristics of a people are

largely dependent on the form of their social evolution. There

can be no doubt but that the period just considered was a time

when, under the stress of growth, the old order was disintegrat-
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ing. It has been shown that under such conditions subjective

standards tend to be set up and emotional states emphasized.

If, then, it is true that these centuries were abnormally emo-

tional, the fact can be explained in terms of the social situation

of the time. It was because the transition from the old to the

new was long and difficult that the emotions lost their hold on

the objective world and gained a validity of their own.

If the mental life of a people is so closely related to its insti-

tutions and traditions, it is questionable whether it is ever right

for a so-called higher race to bring strong pressure to bear upon a

lower one, even in the name of civilization or religion. It is much
easier to destroy the hold of the old than it is to force an adjust-

ment to the new. Hence it is that the natural races upon con-

tact with civilization seem to be affected, in the main, by its

vices rather than its virtues. The movement away from the old

must have its chief motive from within, if that movement is to

result in a more adequate social system. A people should never

be forced to break with their past except as this past appeals to

them as inadequate. Otherwise the result can only be the

destruction of their own systems of control, and with them the

virtues connected therewith. If changes are not motivated by

elements having organic connection with the past life, a people

finds itself deprived of those regulative conditions essential to

all morality, whether among civilized or savage. There being

no movement from within that calls for the change, there is no

basis for a new system of control and hence for a new morality.

The virtues of the culture races, which have caused them to break

with their past, are dependent upon their complicated social struc-

ture and are therefore incapable of being assimilated by the bar-

barian. The superficial character of the religious awakening

occurring in the Hawaiian Islands during the early days of the

missionary propagandism there is a remarkable instance of the

futility of a natural race attempting to adopt the morals of a

culture people. It amounts, with the masses of the people, to

little more than the loss of their own systems of control. The
last state of such a people is apt to be worse than the first.

Irving King.
OsHKOSH State Normal School.
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The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches. By W. E. B.

DuBois, Professor of Economics and History in Atlanta

University, Atlanta, Ga. Chicago : A. C. McClurg & Co.

Pp. viii + 265. $1.20, net.

In this volume of essays and sketches Professor DuBois approaches

the many-sided negro question with the confidence and conviction of

a master, and with the grace and beauty of a poet. The crux of the

problem, as he views it, is the adequate training of the black man in

the higher industrial and intellectual education. To him the all-

important product of this education "must be neither a psychologist

nor a brickmason, but a man;" and in this particular the efforts of

the southern universities for the training of negroes are of great and

far-reaching importance.

The author is at his best in an unbiased consideration of the

negro's emotional nature. In the chapter " Of Our Spiritual Striv-

ings" he outlines the struggles in which this emotionalism involves

the black man. That there can be no doubt of the preponderance of

misdirected emotionalism is evidenced in the rapidity with which the

negro swings from love to hate, from laughter to tears.

But Professor DuBois most clearly comprehends that peculiar phase

of interracial strivings which brings about the control of a man by the

possession of those agents and forces which furnish him the means of

subsistence. It appears that, through ignorance of conditions and

lack of business foresight, the negro farmer is a ready victim for the

white trader and cotton buyer. Being generally restricted by his land-

lord to the raising of cotton, he makes the crop either on shares or

under a crop or chattel mortgage for provisions advanced during the

period of cultivation. The chances of freedom from debt are thus

the slightest, being dependent upon the success of a crop planted in

an already over-worked soil and upon the price offered by the buyer.

The relation which the white "furnisher" sustains to the black farmer

thus becomes practically that of slaver and enslaved. The struggles

and the unhopefulness of the negro under this industrial bondage are

thoughtfully discussed in the two chapters which deal with the " Black

Belt."

136
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Under the caption "Of Booker T. Washington and Others" he

gradually delineates the origin and evolution of negro leadership and

the conditions incident to each cycle of change and progress. His

attitude toward Mr. Washington is one dictated by radical difference

of opinion. While tolerant of Mr. Washington's views and deeply

grateful for his assistance in the efforts for racial uplift, he does not

fail to emphasize the possible interpretation that Mr. Washington,

by his silence in regard to the political activity of the negro, lends

influence and confirmation to the advocates of negro disfranchisement.

The chapters "Of the Faith of Our Fathers" and "The Sorrow

Songs" give a vivid picture of the credulity of the negro and the

power of his soul to express in plaintive melody his soul-sorrows and

strivings.

As a practical solution of the color-line problem, which is assuredly

assuming national importance. Professor DuBois's book cannot be said

to do more than offer the rich hints from a vast store of sympathy and

knowledge. Yet it is, indeed, the best statement of the factors that

greatly complicated the negro's life and destiny in America and which

tend largely to segregate him as a "group within a group." The
author feels intensely and expresses beautifully the soul-sighs and the

spirit of unhopefulness, which are the heir-looms of slavery and oppres-

sion, of those "who dwell within the Veil," shut out from the greater

and freer life by ignorance, oppression, ostracism, and infant strength

of purpose and ambition. Although conscious of the fact that the

negro is hardly self-effectual and that the future's sky is over-dark, he

has shown a depth of sympathetic investigation and a seriousness of

purposeful expression which everywhere strive with the reader and

influence him to the thought that now we are coming to a systematic

discussion and an intelligent striving from which shall ultimately be

born that time, long written of and striven for, when all men shall

enjoy the inalienable rights of "life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness."

Theophilus Bolden Steward.

Lorigine degli hido-Europei. By E. De Michelis. Torino :

Fratelli Bocca, 1903. Pp. viii+ 699. Lire 15.

This bulky volume is No. 12 in the Biblioteca di Scienze Moderne,

which includes, among works of native authors, Italian translations of
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Nietzsche's Beyond Good and Evil and Thus Spake Zarathustra, and

Spencer's First Principles and Facts and Comments, the latter being

No. 13 and the last volume issued.

The present volume presents the results of the various researches

in Indo-European ethnology, especially those of recent years, which

have revolutionized the opinions of scholars in regard to the Aryan

question, and advances a tentative theory in regard to the origin and

diffusion of the Indo-Europeans and the Indo-European culture. After

setting forth the data of the problem and its traditional solution, the

writer discusses the inductions of philology concerning the proto-

Aryan epoch, and then passes to a consideration of the results of

anthropological investigation concerning the primitive inhabitants of

Europe. He stands with the anthropologists rather than with the

philologists, holding, with Broca Topinard and others, that a primitive

unity of speech does not imply a primitive unity of race. The genesis

of the Aryan language and culture, he says, is something quite different

from the genesis of the anthropological type or types which constituted

the people who spoke that language and possessed the Aryan culture.

Finding a brachycephalic type present and preponderant in all the

primary and secondary centers of Indo-European ethnology, he con-

cludes that such a type was the principal, if not the only, propagator

of Aryanism. In this he is partially in accord with Sergi, whose recent

contributions to the Aryan controversy have attracted wide attention,

but unlike Sergi he rejects in toto the whole Asiatic hypothesis. The
brachycephalic type from which sprang the Aryan culture has been

recognized with certainty in France, Belgium, Switzerland, in the

Balkan regions and the countries of the Danube, and existed there

long before the formation of the proto-Aryan people. The ancient

home of our ancestors, then, according to this writer, is not in Bactria,

as Professor Max Miiller and others long maintained, or in Scandinavia,

as Penka contended, or in the Rokitno swamp, as suggested by Posche,

but in Central Europe, which Cuno, as long ago as 187 1, declared to

be the cradle of the human race. The Urheimat, says our author, must

have been between the Danube and the Volga, that is, in the eastern

part of the middle zone of Europe. "The most probable conclusion,"

he says, " is that the evolution of the proto-Aryan language took place

at some point in the median zone of the European continent, in a

group of tribes, in which the brachycephalic element was certainly

represented, and in which just as certainly were more or less of other

elements of European ethnology, each of which brought its own con-
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tribution now impossible to distinguish in the unity of the final

resultant " (p. 691).

Any new theory of Indo-European origins must, of course, contend

with the various hypotheses that have been hitherto advanced. It is

not surprising, therefore, that a large part of the present work consists

in a critical exposition of these hypotheses and a demonstration of

their inadequacy. The conclusions of the author are set forth with

becoming modesty, and he closes his work with a recognition of its

relative value, and the assurance that he stands ready to change his

opinions with the discovery of new facts showing his present position

untenable.

Ira W. Howerth.

La recherche de la paternite. Par Abel Ponzal. Preface par M.

Berenger, Senateur, Membre de I'lnstitut. Paris : V. Giard

at E. Briere, 1902, Pp. 579.

The title page declares that this book is a study in sociology and

comparative legislation. The argument is sociological; the conclusion

is framed in the form of a projected amendment to civil, penal, and

administrative law. The volume is a practical proof that neither the

science of economics nor of jurisprudence is adequate for the treat-

ment of problems of this class, because every interest of society is

affected and many agencies are required to co-operate in providing a

remedy. The first part is historical, traces the development of the

French law from early times down to the present, and gives a com-

parative view of legislation in other modern countries. The second

part criticises the general principles of that part of the code known as

Article 340; answers objections; discusses modes of proof, seduction

as a crime, and necessity of penal repression.

By an elaborate presentation of statistics the author fortifies his

argument by showing how the French law affects birth-rate, mortality

of illegitimate infants, marriage, and juvenile crime.

Then he discusses reform measures proposed and offers his own
solution. A full bibliography adds to the value of the volume. There

is every evidence of conscientious study of facts and of a high moral

purpose.

Charles Richmond Henderson.
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The Lower South. By William Garrott Brown. New York

:

The Macmillan Co, Pp. 271

What might be called the sociological aspect of American history

finds a good illustration in the title essay of The Lower South, by

William Garrott Brown. Several of the five essays have appeared in

different periodicals, where they called attention to one of the few

unprejudiced students of past and present conditions in the South.

In both his essays and lectures Mr. Brown has shown an appreciation of

the tragedy of defeated ambitions and misplaced hopes, but he has never

attempted to condone a fault or to explain away a mistake. Contrary

to the expectation aroused by the title, his "lower" South is not so

much a relative social rank as a geographical classification. He shows

how the more southern or Gulf states, through the cultivation of cotton,

gradually superseded Virginia in the leadership of the South. He
finds in Yancy, McDuffie, Soule, and Toombs the successors of Wash-

ington, Jefferson, Madison, and Monroe ; but leaders whose prosperity

made them arrogant and whose fear lest they be deprived of the source

of their wealth made them resort to threats. The writer does not

hesitate to show the faults of this oligarchy, nor does he spare the

northern "doughface" who bowed down to them to curry political

favor. This one thought— that the South did not change its opinion

concerning the desirability of slaveholding between the time of Thomas
Jefferson and that of Jefferson Davis, but that the leadership shifted

and brought new views— this is alone worth the volume. The four

additional essays are of minor merit. A careful study of the resources

of the Confederacy is the most valuable and a sophomoric eulogy on

Hobson of the least merit.

Edwin E. Sparks.
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NOTES AND ABSTRACTS.

The Influence of Social Habits on the Spirit of Initiative.—The idea that

the spirit of initiative is dying out in France is widespread. Although it may have
been somewhat exaggerated, there are justifiable grounds for the belief.. We shall

consider the causes at work in the nineteenth century which have opposed the spirit

of initiative. No one can doubt that the kind of life, the occupation, the means of

employing the time, and the customs which control the establishment and develop-

ment of the family have a strong influence over personal effort. It will, therefore, not

be useless to attempt to determme the relations existing between the social habits and
the spirit of initiative. The subject will be discussed under two divisions : (i) the

family; (2) the method of gaining a livelihood or the occupation.

I. The family.—The family is the principal factor in the formation of social

habits. In the family the child receives the most permanent and efficient motives of

life. The conception of the parents as to the kind of life the child should lead and
the ends it should attain has a decisive influence in favoring or suppressing the spirit

of initiative. If there existed the custom that the young people in entering upon
marriage would be compelled to depend upon their own resources for their living, it

would act as an incentive to independent activity and initiative. But the young
Frenchman is confronted by no such problems. Custom and law assure to him a

part of the family fortune. This he anticipates on the day of his marriage, not only
in the form of the dowry, but also in that of an annuity. It would never occur to a
French family to reduce a young man to those pecuniary resources which he can sup-

ply for himself. Such customs, far from stimulating a young man to take up an occu-

pation where he may be able to make for himself a bright future, lead him to pursue
for several years those studies which allow much leisure, and finally he takes up
some very mediocre position. From early childhood the children see the efforts

which their parents make to remove for them every necessity of personal effort and to

make their pathway entirely smooth. It is the ambition of most parents that their

children may have an occupation in which the cares and responsibilities of life may
be avoided to the largest possible extent, such as employment under the government,
in the army, and in administration, the whole tendency being to kill every desire for per-

sonal effort. Many of the sons of rich business-men and of the aristocracy are utterly

incapable of filling a useful position, and squander in vulgar pleasures the fortunes of

their parents, acquired by work and intelligence. If a young man should escape
these influences and desire to make a place for himself in a foreign country, he meets
with the resistance of the love of his parents, especially that of his mother. The
force of the bonds attaching parents to children in France is very great, and we are

not attacking this tie; but the perversion of it that kills the initiative of the young
man is disastrous. Many very capable young men are induced to remain in Paris on
a meager salary, when they know that they could earn many times as much in Amer-
ica or Africa, simply because their parents fear they will not be cared for so well

there as at home. It is this egoistic affection of the parents which causes many young
men to vegetate in mediocrity, kills all initiative and independence, and deprives our

commerce and industry and our colonies of the better elements in development and
prosperity.

The same influence which directs the sons toward government careers leads the

parents to desire a government officer for a son-in-law. There is a feeling against

the young men in commercial and industrial occupations, and young women are not

willing to leave the large cities of France or accept a marriage that involves any
cares or responsibilities. The habits in regard to both choice of an occupation and to

marriage are opposed to the spirit of initiative.

In addition to these obstacles to initiative may be mentioned those of the mar-
riage relation in France. It no longer furnishes the strong motive that it naturally
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should in industry and general progress. The marriage relation has lost much of its

dignity and high value, and in the increasing sterility of marriages is found one of the

greatest causes of stagnation in commerce and industry.

2. The method of gaining a livelihood or the occupation.— With the exception

of government officials and soldiers, there are very few Frenchmen in the French colo-

nies. The French do not profit from their colonies, because their people are too

closely attached to the mother-country. Their lack of adventure and of a desire for

colonial undertakings is due to the nature of their patriotism. The natural resources

of the country, its fine climate, the varied fertility of the soil, and the pleasant social

relations are some of the causes which hold them to the motherland and make them

consider emigration as a sad event in life, while it is emigration which is chiefly

sought by the Anglo-Saxon and seems to be the normal and happy consequence

of his whole existence.

This attachment of the French to their native soil should be noted, for it is one of

the important causes of their lack of national expansion. It has its good side, and is

an element of strength, but its influence has been exaggerated. One of the causes of

this attachment is the wide diffusion of the means for comfortable existence at home.

Saving is a national virtue, few marriages are contracted without the dowry, younger

sons are not discriminated against in inheritance, as in England, the families are not

large, as in Germany, and wealth is distributed among all classes. In addition

to the help received by inheritance, which in general is not large, attention should

be given to the national habit of saving as another means of keeping the people

at home. It soon brings them sufficient capital to enable them to be contented

with a small income and to lead the idle life of the independent. It is not neces-

sary to combat their habit of saving, but that which is deplorable is their exagger-

ated love of a life exempt from hard work and close application. This exces-

sive desire for repose and the lack of ambition are very reprehensible social habits,

and are due in large measure to their education, to legislation, and also to the

economic conditions in France in the last century. In this respect the difference

between the French and the English is very great. The English push effort and
enterprise almost to excess and seek the occupations in which gain is large. The
Frenchman, without much ambition, an enemy of effort, contenting himself with

little, of modest tastes, defended against need by a small number of desires and
by a small fortune resulting from inheritance and saving, will choose a career in

which pecuniary profits are small, but which offers quietude, security, and especially

the allurement of a retiring pension. The occupations most sought in fulfilment of

such tastes are those of an employee of the public offices. A large number of the bour-

geoisie, attracted by the prospect of an assured salary and a retiring pension, enter the

service of the state and find a satisfaction of their tendencies there, the number of

public offices having been greatly increased during the nineteenth century. More-
over, the industrial evolution of the last century, characterized by invention, by
prodigious development of railroads, and by great organization of business under the

form of limited joint-stock companies, has extended still farther the taste and search
on the part of the bourgeoisie for places as employees and officials. These bureau-
cratic positions and the employments with a fixed salary and a limited responsibility,

sought by the majority of the nation, because of habits and tendencies contrary to

the spirit of initiative, are themselves destructive of this spirit and of personal effort.

Unfortunately the habit of indecision and carelessness contracted in these occupa-
tions becomes the predominant note of life. If this lack of initiative were confined to

the employment it would not be so bad, but in the personal interest and in the part
which individuals play in public affairs this lack of initiative is manifested. The
influence of the mode of employment creates by habit a second nature, it develops or

atrophies the natural qualities, and it is certain that one of the principal obstacles to

the spirit of all initiative in France, after the system of education, is found in the
manner in which most of the French are occupied.

—

Charles Hardy, "De I'influence

des habitudes sociales sur I'esprit d'lnitiative," in La riforme sociale, November, 1902.

E. M.

The Concept of Society.— The word " society " implies the idea of a complex
unity, of an ensemble of beings united by a band and by a tie of which they are con-
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scious, at least to some degree. When these beings are human beings, which is by
far the most interesting case for us, whence comes that tie? It is found by a certain

similarity, more or less narrow, (l) of habitat; (2) of race
; (3) of education and lan-

guage
; (4) of occupations (by the division of labor, the tasks of the different members

of a society are very various, but they co-operate for the accomplishment of a great

collective work : there is a co-ordination rather than a similarity of occupations); (5)
of domestic life; (6) of moral, religious, sesthetic, and technical conceptions and prac-

tices
; (7) of legal and political government.
All these likenesses cannot date from today; they must have had some duration

;

they should mark by a certain impress the associating members; they should have
established among them the tie of a common tradition. This indication suffices to

point out that one should know not to speak, all the time at least, of a human society

in general, of a societas humani generis. For humanity never recognizes itself and
has not up to the present time felt itself one. The human species is then only an
anthropological expression. Sociologically speaking, its cohesion does not exist.

One comes to see that in order to find society it is necessary to divide the human
genus into nations. But does that suffice? Should the true social unity be something
yet more limited than the nation?

To that question there is perhaps no general response to make. We are led to

believe that in ordinary cases it should be answered in the negative. Some nations,

like France, England, Italy, the United States, each form only one society. For in

each of these the members are considered as fellow-citizens, as belonging to the same
fundamental collectivity, and that is the criterion, subjective no doubt, but on the

whole precise, which permits recognition of the existence of a society. The question

becomes more doubtful for a country like Germany, where the particularistic spirit

has remained very long-lived in certain states of the confederation. It is especially

so for Austria, where differences of race, of language, of culture, are so apparent
between the parts of the monarchy. We should not hesitate to say that Hungary con-

stitutes one society distinct from that of Austria properly speaking.

The temptation to subdivide is so strong for some investigators that they will-

ingly make societies out of the smallest human groupings. Without doubt there is a

harmony more intimate between the members of small groups than between them and
the remainder of their fellow-citizens. But it must not be forgotten that the tie which
unites these groups has only a special object, while the tie which forms true society

has a general object. Society is a collective unity of which the existence is necessary

to the maintenance of individual lives. And that unity, at present, is a whole nation.

The limits of society should not in principle be more restricted than those of the

corresponding state. But may they not be larger? Might it not be said that there are

some societies which exceed the boundaries of states? It can be maintained, for

example, that, notwithstanding the political partition of the ancient kingdom of

Poland between Russia, Austria, and Prussia, there continues only one Polish society,

extending on the territories of these three states and still holding together the dis-

jointed members of that ancient nationality. Of the seven characteristics which we
have before recognized as constituting the social tie, the first six exist between all the

Poles. But we should be careful to note that the social unity maintains itself here

because the remembrance of political unity has not perished and the expectation of

its reconstitution has not disappeared. There exist some associations diffused

throughout the Occident, and occasionally obedient to a rigorous discipline, the

monastic orders, for example. Their unity of thought has not made them true socie-

ties. For they know they are not sufficient of themselves.

From the discussions which precede it follows that society is constituted by a

nation politically organized ; that it corresponds to a state. That is not to say, how-
ever, that there is a synonymy between these terms. Four words are employed often

enough the one for the other — "people," "nation," "society," "state." The terms
" people " and " nation " designate a group looked at in its structure. The terms

"society " and " state " designate it when it is looked at in its functioning. It is the

difference between the anatomical and physiological points of view.

The terms "people " and " society " are employed when the multiplicity of ele-

ments which make up the group is thought of, or the multiplicity of phenomena that

its life presents. A " nation " is an ordered people ; a " state " is a society disciplined
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by a government and laws. The life is spontaneous in society. It has something of

constraint in the state. Likewise people can be a dispersed multitude. The nation

is a coherent mass. In the earlier stages of history, in primitive humanity or with the

arrested types of present humanity, there are already peoples and societies ; these are

not known either as nations or as states.

—

Ren6 Worms, in Revue Internationale de

sociologie, March, 1903. A. B.

Socialism in Japan.—The vigorous manner in which the police authorities

recently prevented the holding of a gigantic labor meeting organized by the Niroku
Shimpo has given rise to a considerable amount of journalistic criticism. Why the

police took this apparently high-handed measure we do not know for certain, as no
official explanation has been given. It is, however, suggested in more than one
quarter that the police interfered with the Niroku's project because they had reason

to suspect the promoters of the meeting of socialistic aims. This suggestion has an
air of probability in view of the preponderance of avowed socialists among those who
were to speak at a lecture meeting, which the disappointed projectors of the labor

meeting proposed to hold afterwards, and which was also suppressed by the police.

If this explanation be trustworthy, we should think that the police were extremely ill-

advised in interfering with the carrying out of the Niroku's labor gathering and
lecture meeting. If it was the socialistic bugbear that frightened the police into the

summary procedure in question, we are inclined to believe that their excited fancy

conjured up a danger which has no substantial existence. Socialistic doctrines have,

it is true, found a lodgment in the section of the educated class, and their votaries

appear to be increasing in number and importance. These doctrines occasionally find

expression in the columns of the Rodo Sekai, the Niroku, the Yorozu and a few other

organs, as well as from the popular platform. With all this apparent practical

vitality, we may safely state that socialism is in this country still in the stage of

academic discussion, and that the day when it will assume practical significance is as

yet, if such a day is ever to come, in the far distant future. So far as the mass of the

people are concerned, they show as yet no sign of fundamental discontent with the

present social order. This is so, not because they are less intelligent than people of

the same class in the Occident, but because the conditions of life among us are such
that there is little occasion for them to wish for any radical change in the social con-
stitution. Happily or unhappily, according to the way in which the matter is looked
at, the struggle for existence here has none of that sharp and unfeeling intensity

which is calculated to engender in the breasts of its unfortunate victims in the West a
deep and sullen hostility to the present order of things. Society here has, for centur-

ies, been constructed on principles fundamentally different from those obtaining in the
West. Our society is more communistic in its character than theirs, and we are more
forbearing with, and helpful to, each other than the European peoples. It is true that,

since the introduction of occidental civilization, great changes are taking place in our
conditions of life, but amidst all these changes the fundamental characteristic of our
social organization still remains intact, and is not likely to be fully effaced, although
it will probably be modified more or less owing to the new influences at work. Under
these circumstances, it seems to us that socialistic doctrines may spread among us and
may possibly benefit us in various ways, but are not likely to lead to popular agitations
of a character inimical to the public order and tranquility. If anything tends to pro-
mote the growth of such dangers, it may possibly be, it is to be feared, cases of
unnecessary official interference like that under consideration.

—

Japan Times, April 8,

1903.
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ON THE ORIGIN AND USE OF THE WORD
"SOCIOLOGY,"

AND ON THE RELATION OF SOCIOLOGICAL TO OTHER
STUDIES AND TO PRACTICAL PROBLEMS.'

Only after a severe and protracted struggle has the word

"sociology" established itself in international usage. It was

introduced by Auguste Comte in the series of lecture courses

which resulted in the publication of the Positive Philosophy— the

final instalment of this appearing in 1842. Comte's intention in

introducing the word has been widely misunderstood. It has

too often been confused with the suggestions of practical change

in polity and in religion which Comte in the later part of his life

advocated. It seems advisable, therefore, to recall the historical

circumstances out of which the word "sociology" arose.

Comte considered himself to be in succession with a line of

thinkers historically beginning with Thales and Pythagoras, con-

tinuing with Bacon and Descartes, and (for Comte) culminating

in Hume. With the work of Kant, Comte was very imperfectly

acquainted, being in all probability familiar only with the Idea of

a Universal History. Of Hegel's work, too, he had only a gen-

eral and probably vague knowledge, apparently regarding him,

at one time, as an elder contemporary engaged also in the task

of constructing a sort of positive philosophy. For Comte, then,

'This paper was recently printed for private circulation in England. It is one of

the signs that English scholars are beginning to consider the claims of sociology.

The author has kindly consented to allow this republication.— Editors.

M5
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Hume's Treatise of Human Nature was the highest expression of

philosophy endeavoring to unify the total available knowledge

of man. But between the publication of Hume's Treatise in

1739 and Comte's attempt at a fresh synthesis almost exactly a

century intervened. It is, indeed, a coincidence worthy of

remark that the particular volume of the Philosophie positive which

introduced the word "sociology" was actually published in 1839.

In this intervening century the range of verifiable knowledge was

enormously extended in all departments of investigation. It

was a period of immense activity, analytic and synthetic, in

the mathematical and physical sciences— witness the names of

Fourier, Lagrange, and Laplace, of Carnot, Coulomb, and Volta,

of Scheele, Lavoisier, Cavendish, Davy, BerthoUet, and Dalton.

But, as affecting the genesis of sociology, the main features of

the century were, in the first place, the creation of the biological

sciences as definite systems of study, and, in the second place,

the growth of the conception of a science of history. In whole

or in part belong to the period 1 739-1 842 the labors of Linnaeus,

Haller, and Jussieu, of Buffon and Cuvier; and, finally, the

attempt of Bichat, of Lamarck, and of Treviranus to institute a

general science of the phenomena of life, for which both the

latter used the title "biology." The idea of a science of human

history, if it belongs to any one individual, belongs to Vico, who
held that he had established it by his "new science" in 1725.

This idea, in the interval between Hume's Treatise and Comte's

Positive Philosophy, had been notably developed by Montesquieu,

Turgot, Condorcet, and St. Simon, by Lessing, Herder, and Kant,

by Adam Smith, Ferguson, and Millar.

The particular task which Comte proposed to himself was to

survey with the eye of philosophy the scientific and historical

labors of this prolific century intervening between Hume and

himself. His attempted unification was propounded under the

name of the "positive philosophy," and for that portion of the

"positive philosophy" which set forth the bearing of the new

scientific and historical knowledge on the conceptions of human
nature and society he proposed the name "sociology." These

he understood to be the two perennial problems of philosophy
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— to unify the extant body of knowledge, and to show its bear-

ing on human life past, present, and future. And in the increase

of the mass and definiteness of knowledge, in the growth of the

demonstrable and verifiable element in the social synthesis, lay

the justification of instituting a new department of study which

was to be at once an organ of science and of philosophy.

The particular word, "sociology," chosen for the new branch

of philosophy was justified philologically on two grounds. In

the first place it was urged that the Greek language afforded no

word so appropriate in significance as the Latin socius. In the

second place the hybrid character of the word—justified in any

case by analogy with mineralogy—was declared to be a con-

venient memento of the twofold nature (at once material and

spiritual) of human society, and the derivation of these two

phases of modern western civilization, the one mainly from

Roman and the other mainly from Hellenic sources.

Between Vico's "new science" and Comte's "sociology" the

infiltration of the phrase "social science" would seem to mark a

general tendency toward the expansion of science into the field

of humanistic studies. Among Comte's contemporaries J. S.

Mill (only eight years younger than Comte) held pronouncedly

that the time was ripe for marking off from other studies—both

scientific and philosophical— a general social science, and for

this he himself proposed a particular designation. In 1836 Mill

defined the scope and character of this department of studies,

using as titular synonyms these, among other phrases: "social

philosophy," "social science," "natural history of society,"

"speculative politics," and "social economy." This essay of

Mill {On the Definition and Method ofPolitical Economy) appeared

six years before the completion of the Positive Philosophy.

Lacking the large historical interests of Comte, Mill necessarily

conceived of social science in a considerably different way from

Comte. But after the appearance of the Positive Philosophy, Mill

very considerably modified his views of social science. He
abandoned both the phrases he had previously recommended as

being the most suitable titles— "social economy" and "specu-

lative politics." He even denied to the latter any right to exist
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as a separate department of scientific studies. The word "soci-

ology" he sanctioned by frequent use in the final book of his

Logic— that "On the Logic of the Moral Sciences," perhaps the

least studied and most valuable of all the parts of the famous

treatise. Writing in 1843, Mill said:

If the endeavors now making in all the more cultivated nations, and

beginning to be made even in England (usually the last to enter into the gen-

eral movement of the European mind), for the construction of a philosophy

of history, shall be directed and controlled by those views of the nature of

sociological evidence which I have (very briefly and imperfectly) attempted

to characterize, they cannot fail to give birth to a sociological system widely

removed from the vague and conjectural character of all former attempts,

and worthy to take its place, at last, among the sciences. When this time

shall come, no important branch of human affairs will be any longer aban-

doned to empiricism and unscientific surmise.

Anticipating the practical effects of sociological study on

statesmanship, Mill said:

By its aid we may hereafter succeed, not only in looking far forward into

the future history of the human race, but in determining what artificial means

may be used, and to what extent, to accelerate the natural progress in so far

as it is beneficial ; to compensate for whatever may be its inherent incon-

veniences or disadvantages ; and to guard against the dangers or accidents

to which our species is exposed from the necessary incidents of its progression.

Such practical instructions, founded on the highest branch of speculative

sociology, will form the noblest and more beneficial portion of the political

art. That of this science and art even the foundations are but beginning to

be laid is sufficiently evident. But the superior minds are fairly turning

themselves toward that object.

For a long time the word "sociology" made little headway,

and this notwithstanding Mill's sanction and usage of it, and the

rapid acquisition and long maintenance by his Logic, of classic

rank throughout the western world ; carrying as it did the new
term into quarters— notably in Germany and America—where

the Positive Philosophy did not penetrate. It was not, in fact, till

more than half a century had passed that the word could be said

to be accepted as part of the international vocabulary of the

learned world. In this, to be sure, it followed the general ten-

dency of ideas to outstrip words. No one, for instance, today

denies the legitimacy of general studies in the natural sciences,
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and yet there are universities in which the word "biology" is not,

yet officially recognized. And "biology," it has to be remem-

bered, had more than a generation's start of "sociology" as a

piece of technical nomenclature. It is therefore not surprising

that what Huxley said of "biology" in 1876 should be widely

applicable to "sociology" still: "There are, I believe, some per-

sons who imagine that the term 'biology' is a new-fangled

designation, a neologism in short." Incidentally it is worth

noting that Huxley in that same address in 1876 spoke of soci-

ology as a "constituted science." By this he did not, of course,

mean that our knowledge of social phenomena was scientifically

organized. He merely meant that to the needed work of organ-

ization a group of trained investigators was pledged to contribute

co-operatively— that, in short, a system of organized study was

being built up.

One important factor in the ultimate establishment of the

word "sociology" was, of course, Spencer's adoption of it. His

book The Study of Sociology won recognition in almost every civi-

lized country during the two decades between 1870 and 1890.

The first volume of the Principles of Sociology appeared in 1876

and the last in 1896. Though comparatively neglected by

British universities, the work has been extensively studied in

German and still more in American universities. In France, too,

Spencer's influence has tended to the dissemination both of the

idea and the word ; for he is there considered as the chief con-

tinuator of the philosophical and scientific work of Comte—

a

continuation in some respects the more emphatic and convincing

by Spencer's repudiation of discipleship and total rejection of the

political and religious deductions made by Comte in his later

years from his sociological and philosophical system.

In the last decade of the nineteenth century there was a very

considerable development of interests and studies specifically

sociological. It was a time of growth characterized by the cus-

tomary symptoms both of expansion of studies and of co-ordi-

nation of them— the establishment of chairs, lectureships, and

institutions; the multiplication of literature (much of it, to be

sure, calling itself sociological with little justification) , and the
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founding of sociological journals. Outstanding marks in the

history of the word during this decade were: in France, the

sociological lectures and writings of Tarde and of Durkheim,

the establishment of the International Institute of Sociology

(1893), the publication of the Revue intemationale de sociologie

and the addition ( 1 894) to the Revue philosophique of a section

under the title j" Sociologie," and the publication of the Ann^e

sociologique (1898); in Italy, the publication of the Rivista

Italiana Sociologia (1897), and the growth of sociological courses

in the universities; in Belgium, the foundation of the Universite

Nouvelle in Brussels, under de Greef, on a specifically sociologi-

cal basis ; in Germany, the specifically sociological courses of

Simmel in Berlin, and of Barth in Leipzig, and the publication

of the latter's Die Philosophie der Geschichte als Sociologie (1897) ;

in the United States, the wide extension of sociological courses

in the universities, colleges, and theological seminaries, and the

publication (in 1895) by the elaborately equipped sociological

department in Chicago University of the American Journal of

Sociology, at once accepted in Europe as an important addition

to the periodical literature of scientific studies.

During the past two or three years the further growth of the

word in international usage is marked by the foundation of the

Institut de Sociologie in Brussels, by the inclusion of an article

under the heading "Sociology" in the supplement to the ninth

edition of the Encyclopcedia Britannica (following in this the recent

example of the Grande Encyclop^die, and by the addition (in 1902)

of the word " sociology" to its title by the well-known quarterly

( Vierteljahrschrift fur wissenschaftliche Philosophie u?id Soziologie)

founded by Mach, Avenarius, and Riehl. In Great Britain,

almost alone of leading nations, sociology is today unrepresented

by any special institution or periodical of scientific studies, and

our universities stand in conspicuous isolation ; whether on the

implicit assumption that sociological studies are adequately pur-

sued under some other title, or that means and men are needed,

we need not for the moment inquire.

In contending that the word "sociology" has established

itself in international usage, it is not, of course, intended to
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convey the impression that hostility has ceased, indifference

been expelled, or misundertanding corrected. There is, for

instance, in many quarters a prejudice against sociology on the

ground of its supposed antagonism to specialist studies of social

phenomena. Sociology is, by these critics, conceived as an

exclusive alternative to the group economics, politics, ethics,

etc. As well accuse the architect of being inimical to the mason

and the carpenter. For this and other reasons it remains a fact,

evident to the most superficial observer, that numerous influential

groups of philosophers, scientists, and critics still reject the word

or restrict it either to some specialist application in science (as,

for instance, to empirical anthropology), or to the vague purposes

of popular usage. Of those who take up this position, some

still do so on the grounds of genuine, though unconscious, ignor-

ance of what scientific sociology stands for. Others—and to be

sure they are both numerous and influential—have been at pains

to investigate the case. Of these there are two main groups.

The first group either denies the possibility of a general study

of social phenomena in terms of causation, or admits it as an

intangible contingency of a remote future. The second group,

while admitting the present need and opportunity for a general

study of social phenomena, yet denies the relevancy and legiti-

macy of the work of professed sociologists. This second group

of investigators customarily pursues general social studies under

some other title than "sociology." Some of them do so by

broadening out their own particular specialism—economics,

politics, jurisprudence, psychology, anthropology, etc.— till it

yields them a theory of social development, function, and organ-

ization, which, however, is almost of necessity colored by the

initial sectional bias. Students of economics, for instance, have

been fertile in constructing systems rejected by economists as

theories of business, but not admissible by sociologists as theories

of society. From this particular source of error—a fallacy of

which yEsop made a well-known study— other students of social

theory free themselves by starting from the more comprehensive

standpoint of philosophy or of history, and the resulting study

is pursued under the title of "social philosophy" or of "philoso-

phy of history."
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Of all these different groups of social investigators working

outside the conception of a sociological science, it has to be

remarked— in no disparagement of their work, but as matter of

observed fact—that they are apt to be deficient in some one or

more of the necessary elements of a comprehensive sociological

equipment. Those who deny to general social studies a scientific

status are customarily specialists lacking in philosophical or

broad historical training, and consequently habituated to narrow

their range of vision by a too strict confinement within the rigid,

yet often arbitrary, boundaries marked off for them by the divi-

sion of scientific labor. Those who make some sectional study

or groups of studies a point of departure for the pursuit of a

general social theory are customarily men of broad mind, but

may be limited in philosophical or historical knowledge; while

those who seek a social theory under the title of "social philoso-

phy" or "philosophy of history" are apt to be defective in their

equipment of exact science. To the last two statements there

are, to be sure, notable exceptions in individual cases ; but the

broad truth of the description will probably pass without chal-

lenge. It remains nevertheless a fact that a steady flow of

excellent contributions to sociology comes from each of the

foregoing groups, and not the least in either excellence or num-

ber from those specialists who repudiate the existence of general

studies in social phenomena. In this, in fact, lies the main

strength of the sociological position and its fulness of promise

for the future— that each one of the sciences that directly deal

with the phenomena of man is gradually organizing and orienting

itself toward a sociological position. The more that process of

reorientation can be brought within the conscious and educated

intention of the specialist investigator, the more rapid will be

the growth of the still nascent science of sociology. On these

grounds alone it behooves those interested in the development

of sociological studies to organize the alliance and co-operation

of all who, under whatever titular mark, pursue studies that

touch upon man. To disclose these common truths, to advance

these common interests by bringing together representatives of

the different groups, is one of the main purposes of the proposed

Sociological Society.
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The accompanying analysis of a year's output of sociological

literature, noticed in the Annie sociologique for 1902, will serve, in

the first place, to indicate the scope of sociological studies as

understood by at least one large group of active sociological

workers, and, in the second place, to exhibit the relative strength

and direction of the sociological movement in the different

nations. Here, then, are nearly five hundred different publica-

tions selected by the editors of the Annie for summarization, on

the ground of being contributions made to sociology during the

year. These contributions do not, of course, all come from pro-

fessed sociologists. On the contrary, the great majority of them

issue from investigators working under other designations

—

those e.g., of philosophy or history, jurisprudence or politics,

psychology or philology, ethics or aesthetics, folklore or compara-

tive religion, anthropology or demography, geography or statis-

tics, etc. Assuming that contributions may be made to sociology

from each and all of these specialist points of view, the ques-

tion arises : How to distinguish, in the researches of psycholo-

gists, anthropologists, or other specialists, what is pertinent to

sociology, and set it apart from what is, as it were, technical and

internal to the particular specialism from which it emanates ? The
answer to that question will depend, of course, on the precise

meaning attached to the word "sociology," and the degree to

which it is co-ordinated with other studies. A better way, per-

haps, to put the question is to ask what is the distinguishing

mark of the sociologist as contrasted with the specialist investi-

gator who studies man under one or other of the different mani-

festations called business, law, politics, history, health, mentality,

language, fine arts, education, manners, morals, religion, etc.

Before trying to answer that question, let us make the assump-

tion that " sociology" is not another name for social psychology

or any other sectional study or group of sectional studies. There

is, indeed, at the present moment some tendency that way even

among sociologists themselves, and the logical result is either the

fall of sociology from the rank of a general to that of a special

study, or the rising of as many sociologies as there are sectional

approaches to the central problems of social development,
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function, and organization. There is a synthetic standpoint

which is not to be confused with the search for a unificatory

social principle which has been a will-o'-the-wisp to so many

sociologists. Let us assume, then, that the sociologist—whether

or not he be a sectional investigator, yet as sociologist— is faithful

to the general conception of the science and seeks some higher

ultra-sectional standpoint, from which all available knowledge of

man, and his action and reaction with environment, may be drawn

together and focused for two purposes. The first of these two

puposes is a speculative one— the understanding and interpreting

of that unfolding process or drama of social evolution in which

we are all interested as spectators and participants. The second

purpose is practical— the utilization of our knowledge, gathered

and unified from its manifold sources, for the directing, as far as

may be, and in part controlling, of this evolutionary process.

The first task of sociology—as pure science— is thus the delib-

erate, systematic, and ever-continuing attempt to construct a

more and more fully reasoned social theory— a theory of the

origin, growth, and destiny of humanity. The second task of

sociology— as applied science— is the construction of principles

applicable to the ordering of social life, in so far as concrete

problems can be shown to come within the range of verifiable

knowledge.

Regarded from this point of view the closeness of sociology

to philosophy and to religion, on the one side, and to the arts of

statesmanship and of education on the other, is manifest. And
this juxtaposition of the sociologist to the philosopher and the

theologian, to the statesman and the educationist, profoundly

distinguishes the sociologists from the specialist investigator who
occupies himself exclusively with the study of some particular

one of the many recognized approaches to social knowledge.

The sociologist derives his general attitude, his mental tendency

and outlook, from philosophy, but the positive contents of his

study he derives from the sciences, drawing in turn upon the

whole circle of the positive sciences— material, mental, and

moral. Thus, as Comte, Spencer, and subsequent sociologists

have so fullypointed out, inorder to acquireanadequateequipment
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for sociology, an investigator not only must have some command
of the special sciences, but also must grasp at least one branch

—and that a central one— of each of the three great groups of

the preliminary sciences, the mathematical, the physical, and the

biological. From these he acquires a training in precise obser-

vation and rigorous logic, a familiarity with the sources of

accumulated knowledge, a habit of detached and impersonal

generalization, and an instinct for verifiying his generalizations

by reference to matters of concrete fact. Yet if his education

stop here, the sociologist is not unlikely to miss some of the

most indispensable qualities, if not even acquire some of the

most ineradicable of defects. The remedy lies in an adequate

training in philosophical and in historical studies—which, by

old convention, based on use but not on reason, we speak of as

outside the sciences. To test the adequacy of studies of the

past, we must ask how they help to build up the student's con-

ception of the future. From historical studies (interpreting

these words in a broad sense) the student of sociology acquires

most readily and fully the conception—above all necessary to

the statesman and the educationist—of an evolutionary process

in which nature is not necessarily the dominating, but may be

the dominated, factor. This conception of man as conquering

nature and determining for himself the conditions of life throws

back the sociologist on the positive sciences with certain specific

inquiries— addressed in turn to the representatives of each one

of the scientific specialisms of the day. The particular form

and content of each of these inquiries will depend on which of

the sciences is appealed to, but the general purpose of the ques-

tion will be to ask: Under what limits and conditions, here and

now, may man become master of his fate ? What ideals of action

' are sanctioned by the sciences ? What resources of contemporary

science are available toward the realization of social ideals ?

How to construct by the aid of the sciences a pathway to a fuller

life? Here the student reaches a point of view from which the

scheme of the sciences is seen to be no other thing than a con-

venient, and hence a continuous, indeed ever-extending, device

for parceling out a difficult piece of work among squads of
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laborers. The general aim underlying this division of labor is

the directing of cosmic and human energies to the service of

certain ideals of life. Each laborer works at his own job, what

he conceives to be his specifically appointed task ; and so far

well ; but unless there is some common and correspondingly

increasing understanding as to criteria, methods, and desired

ends of work, there will be friction and waste of effort among
the workers, and a struggle of ideals, in which the lower ones

too often eliminate the higher. The study of these underlying

unities— criteria of the principles of knowledge, a theory of

method, and a theory of ideals—has hitherto lain for the most

part with philosophy, under its branches of epistemology, logic

and methodology, and teleology (doctrine of ends) , or the like.

From philosophy, then, the student of sociology must borrow

the aptitudes and inclinations associated with these studies, leav-

ing, of course, to their special cultivators the internal and techni-

cal questions of each.

To philosophical studies also the sociologist must owe another,

and perhaps the very first, of his qualities— if we mean by

philosophical studies the persistent endeavor to rethink the ele-

mental thoughts that have occupied the great philosophers of

history. The elemental questions about human personality, its

origin and destiny, its relation to humanity and to the world, its

degree of freedom and of determinism— these elemental ques-

tions touch the very bed-rock of sociology. And the sociologist

claims it as differentiating his subject, both from metaphysical

philosophy and from theology, that it belongs to him to restate

these questions and the available answers from the point of view

and in terms of contemporary science. But in claiming this

province, the sociologist is far from denying legitimacy and

justification, either to the dialectic of metaphysics or to the dogma
of theology in a field where, beyond shifting limits, the rigid

canons of scientific method do not reach.

It is, on the contrary, contended that contact with the living

tradition of metaphysics, in the above sense, must be sought, if

the student of sociology is to acquire in full measure that mental

attitude which is the special characteristic of the philosopher

—
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his all-roundness and comprehensiveness of view, his insatiable

but disciplined curiosity, his tendency to "think things whole."

The sociologist will inevitably fall short at some stage of his

work unless he, too, is possessed by the philosopher's " univer-

sal homesickness"—the unquenchable desire to feel at home in

all the representative departments of thought and action. It is

by the cultivation of this tendency that the specialist in any

department of social science may hope to pass from the abstrac-

tions of his special studies to an approximate unification of

available sociological knowledge, and from this concrete unity

may, and indeed must, proceed to consider its practical appli-

cation to contemporary life. In other words, it is by combining

philosophy and science (and these again alternating with practi-

cal effort, though in that the sociologist passes beyond his own
definitive sphere) that the student may enjoy the necessary

discipline of specialism in science, and, transcending that by the

aid of historical and philosophical studies, may rise into the

sphere of pure and applied sociology.

But the great body of instructed people, who are neither

specialists in science nor professed students of philosophy— of

what immediate interest to them are sociological studies ?

There is a set of questions which popular custom sanctions

and even enforces as an appropriate social catechism. We ask

about a given person (i) What is he ? (or, if a woman. What is

her husband?)— a form of question which implies a popular

belief in the dominance of the economic factor, for the question

is universally interpreted to mean. How does he get his living?

(2) What ideas has he? What does he know? (3) What about

his character ? (4) Is his health good ? Does he come of a good

stock ? and so on.

The asking and the answering of these apparently simple

questions imply the dissemination throughout the community of

a certain accepted body of knowledge, thought, and sentiment

—about the classification of occupations and their grading in

social repute; about social criteria of wealth production, acqui-

sition, and consumption; about standards of physical develop-
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ment, health, and beauty in the population; about behavior

and bearing in domestic and social life ; about the appropriate

education of the individual in relation to contemporary standards

of requirement in literature, science, art, and religion; and,

finally, about criteria of conduct in business and in public life.

There is, in short, implicit in the talk of daily life a theory of

social organization and social function— a popular sociology.

This common-sense sociology is, in the language of the schools,

static and not dynamic ; it may be in a certain sense historical,

but it is not yet evolutionary. It is a theory (or at least, if not

a theory, a collection of ideas) of social types, of social form,

structure, and function, but not a theory of social growth and

development. Such notions as are contained in the popular

sociology as to the origin, history, and destiny of man are usually

taken uncritically from other sources and customarily held as

dogmas practically unaffecting the theory of social organization

and function. The popular sociology rests for the most part

upon contradictory assumptions as to the "essential nature" of

society, and these are usually held unconsciously, and, therefore,

may equally affect the thought and conduct of the same person.

Hence, in large measure, the frequent charge of inconsistency,

leveled especially against politicians and social reformers. Of
these two contrasted assumptions (stated in their extreme form),

one is that society is cast in a mold practically unmodifiable by

mundane arts, and the other is that society is a piece of mechan-

ism devised by man and alterable at will.

These two equally mechanical preconceptions, surviving in

the popular scheme of sociology from pre-evolutionary political

theories, have unfortunate effects on practical life. From ideas

of the relation in which stand to each other the past, the present,

and the future

—

i. e., from conceptions of development—are

necessarily derived the systems of ideals. For what is an ideal

but a generalization of past and present experience from the

point of view of the future ? Hence it happens that when, in a

time like the present, popular notions (if any) of social origins

and social development are not in close correspondence with

popular notions of social structure and function, duty and reputa-
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bility, then one of two things is likely to happen : on the one

hand, ideals of social life are apt to be so vague and shadowy as

to seem hopelessly remote, with a consequent perfunctoriness

and, it may be, hypocrisy in the attempt to organize means

toward their realization ; or, on the other hand, they are apt to

be mere generalized social appetites— in fact, no ideals at all,

or at best very crude ones, mere nostrums compounded out of

prejudice and abstraction, and conceived in such disregard of

the real tendencies and possibilities of human nature and society

that any attempt to apply them to social regeneration necessarily

ends in disillusionment and reaction. In this direction doubtless

is to be sought an explanation of a certain popular confusion of

sociology with socialism ; for the mind of the multitude has no

nice discrimination in the matter of nomenclature, and is ever

ready to identify theory either with propagandism or with illu-

sion, or with both at once.

The great want then of popular sociology is a foundation of

precise, systematic knowledge, and a relevant scheme of evolu-

tionary ideals. Whence is to come the means of diffusing the

spirit of humanistic science through the social community ?

How far is a general education capable of doing this ? The ques-

tions noted above as constituting the elements of the popular

social catechism belong also, it will be observed, themselves to

definite groups of specialist studies. Some of them are the ele-

mental inquiries and starting-point of the sciences of economics,

ethics, and psychology. Others are fundamental to important

branches of biology, physics, and aesthetics. The popular social

catechism, in short, is, in a sense, itself the basis of the social

sciences, and, moreover, its range touches the whole field of the

encyclopaedia of the sciences.

How, then, does the mode of questioning adopted by the

scientific investigator of social phenomena differ from that of

the ordinary man ? In a great many ways ; but one point only

calls for notice here. The aim of the pure scientist is to construct

a moving panorama depicting the drama of social evolution as it

proceeds through its various scenes and acts. In fact, the chief

concern of the scientist is to get a good place from which to
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view the play on the stage, and to be able between the acts com-

fortably to occupy himself in thinking about what he has seen.

In other words, the interests of the pure scientist are, as a mat-

ter of fact, aesthetic and theoretical. The ordinary man, to be

sure, also wants to enjoy the play, to feel the pleasurable sensa-

tions that accompany a stream of vivid impressions ; and inci-

dentally it is to be observed that his enjoyment would be

immeasurably increased if he were trained to see only a small

fraction of what the scientist sees. But the chief concern of

the ordinary man is naturally rather as actor than as spectator,

and then with his own part in the play. His interests are partly

contemplative, but mainly practical. He wants, above all,

maxims of conduct, rules of action. For the latter he has for

the most part to rely upon his own personal experience. The

former customarily descend to him from previous generations of

thinkers. Outside the material interests of life, the ordinary

man has received little aid from the science of his own time or

generation. The divorce of theory and practice in the higher

relations of social life has been for more than a century a con-

stantly expressed lament. The ordinary man has seen not a few

of his long-cherished maxims overthrown by the scientist, and

others challenged and made the subject of partisan strife. But

from the verified body of contemporary knowledge there have

as yet been derived no accepted principles out of which could

be constructed a system of rules for directing the relations of

domestic, social, and public life. In former times this inter-

mediary service between thought and action has been performed

by men under various designations— that of priest, philosopher,

moralist, theologian, humanist, statesman, educationist, etc. But

life has grown immeasurably complex ; hence do not even these

tend, like the scientist, to be absorbed, in various degrees, in

interests of a relatively special kind ? Is it not the case that

among each of these groups it is the men of broadest sympathies

and widest knowledge who feel most keenly the desire for

increased powers to enable them adequately to handle their

allotted problems and tasks ? In such circumstances the common
device of racial experience is a further subdivision of labor, as a

I
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preparatory step to a further concentration of knowledge and

effort. To meet such needs new social types originate and

develop. It is the essential thesis of this paper that a new variety

of the cultural stock is, here and now, in process of development.

As the type itself, the sociological— to say nothing of its sub-

varieties— is of necessity in its early stages wanting in precise-

ness of characteristic, so the name "sociologist," with its own
subdivisions, is correspondingly indefinite. But these deficiencies

are surely arguments, not for the elimination of this incipient

movement, but for care in its development.

The appropriate place of this in the division of labor would

seem to be this : that it lies with the sociologist, as a student of

pure science, to discover and deduce such social generalizations

and such ideals as he may in the contemporary state of science

and progress. And to the sociologist, as exponent of applied

science, it belongs to define the social conditions under which

these general ideas are applicable, these ideals approximately

realizable. It is as such foundations of sociological doctrine

become established— not, of course, as immutable tenets, but as

progressively modifiable—that the various groups of practitioners

build up for their times the great social arts of education, of

policy, or of ecclesiastical organization. The general precepts

and maxims of these arts would be increasingly derived from

sociological principles, while immediate practical applications

would be guided, not only from general principles, but increas-

ingly by the specialist sciences.

And where, in this scheme of things, would be found the

ordinary man (with whom, of course, goes the specialist outside

his specialism)? It will be easier to answer this question when

that branch of sociological science which is growing up under

the title of "social psychology" has advanced farther in its task

of studying the mind of the ordinary man from the natural-

history point of view. As the zoologist deals with the fauna of

a particular region, describing and classifying its animal types,

so is the psychologist now beginning to study the mental types

of given populations. But this much may be said, that in every

adequate scheme of education, the sociologist has already some
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place and function ; and educationists of all schools practically

agree that increasing effort should be made to impart to every

sane adult of the population what we would here call the socio-

logical habit of mind. Of this mental attitude is not a chief

trait the power and habit of picturing any particular social phe-

nomenon (say, a loaf of bread, or a band of musicians, a police-

man, or a horse-race), not merely as an object of personal use

or enjoyment, as something to be sought or avoided, but also as

something to be seen and felt in a larger way— as an element in

that unfolding series of actions and reactions which we are

learning to call social evolutions. Everyone is doubtless capable

of acquiring in varying degrees of thoroughness a certain power

of sociological interpretation, a certain capacity of observing the

tendencies of facts and events, and judging of their significance

by reference to sociological ideals.

But how to pass from sociological observation and interpre-

tation to the practice of social conduct ? It is, at any rate, among
the supreme problems of the sociologist to work out the con-

ditions of normal evolution under which each type may develop

to its highest perfection, yet also those by which the lower types

tend to be replaced by or transformed into the higher; it may
be regenerated into types higher still. To the moral ideal, so

well expressed by Schiller, of a society in which the normal

type is a beautiful soul, biology adds as material accompaniment

the conception of a stock which breeds true to a norm of physi-

cal health and beauty. These two ideals are sociologically

inseparable, and to inquire what are the social conditions that

make for such individual realization is the ceaseless quest of

applied sociology. Toward such studies, then, philosopher and

scientist, man of affairs and philanthropist, have long been con-

tributing ; is it not time that they increasingly unite ?

Victor V. Branford.
London.



THE UNION LABEL.

"The union label is organized labor's most powerful weapon

today." This remark was made to the writer by a prominent

manufacturer, employing some twelve hundred union men. The
object of this article is to examine the actual workings of this

label, and to determine, if possible, its real significance.

What is the actual demand for goods bearing the union label?

What can be said of the label's effect on quality and price of

goods ? These are obviously the important questions to answer.

I will answer these for one city, and let the reader draw what

conclusions he will for other cities.

The city investigated was Milwaukee, one of the principal

manufacturing centers of the Great Lakes. The following

important facts must be borne in mind : Of a population of

300,000, some 90,000 are foreign born, the chief nationalities

being represented, first, by the Germans (54,000); second, by

the Poles (17,000); and the remainder distributed among over

twenty other nationalities. There are sixty-eight labor unions

affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, representing

twelve thousand workingmen with their families. An official

report states that by these men "all union labels are pushed."

Hence we clearly see the potential demand for union-label goods.

A thorough investigation was made in all parts of the city,

and of all sorts of stores, in order to determine precisely the

truth about the union label as the merchants see it.

In all two hundred and five establishments were visited, of the

following kinds

:

Department stores - - - - -- -5
Clothing stores --.--.-27
Hat stores -i
Shoe stores --------21
Cigar and tobacco stores ------ 34

Bakery and confection shops - - - - 10

Saloons ---------36.
Grocery stores - - - - - - - 71

163
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Results are given in order and carry with them their own

conclusions.

I. DEPARTMENT STORES.

Tabulating general results we have the following

:

No demand for union-label goods - - - - 3

Some demand .......2
One of the above stores, a very large one carried a strictly

non-union stock. All of these stores had a substantial patronage

among union people. This was apparently due to price and

quality of goods, irrespective of labels. The label was on the

cheaper class of goods only, and yet on these goods it made the

prices a little higher. The proprietor of the large store with the

non-union stock expressed his opinion in these words

:

I have no demand whatever for label goods. A department store must

stand for bargains. We cannot afford to pay union prices for goods. We
have a big union trade on our non-union stock, because we buy cheap and sell

cheap.

II. CLOTHING STORES.

Of the twenty-seven stores visited, one handled only non-

union goods ; one only union-label goods as far as these were

obtainable. The non-union establishment was perhaps the

largest men's clothing store in the city. The union store, on the

other hand, was a small shop, located in the factory district, but

among the best stores of that section. Its proprietor was a man
of strong and forceful personality. He employed one clerk and

one tailor.

"I have," he said, "been in business here three years. About

half my trade is union, half non-union. My stock is all union-

made where possible, but I cannot get union-label underwear,

hosiery and neckwear. Across the street there is a union man
now, going into a cheap, shoddy store, where he can buy a few

cents cheaper. So it is with union men. They rant and bellow,

and then sneak around to some scab shop to find sweat-shop

clothes made by little children. They want to receive union

wages, but don't want to pay union prices. I am building up

my business and will enlarge my store soon. I depend upon

handling a good line of clothing and keeping my good customers.
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I get only well-made clothing. It costs a little more than cheap

stuff, of course, but I consider it as cheap as scab-made of the

same grade. I show my customers that I handle only reliable

goods, free from sweat-shop diseases, and that they are cheapest

in the long run. I believe in unions, and have helped them

through several strikes. But they don't stand by me. I don't

expect anything from them, for I have learned better. They

will not support me."

This shows the position of the union merchant. He has car-

ried on a successful business, thanks to his own business ability,

but certainly not to the fact that he has maintained the only

union store in the city.

Conditions in the remaining twenty-five stores were as follows

:

Strong demand for union-label goods - - - 3

Small demand ----... 16

No demand ------ --6
The largest stores reported "no demand." The label went

with cheaper grades of goods ; in fact, some merchants declared

it a badge of cheap goods. This suggests an important truth,

patent to any investigator, namely, that the label should be a

trademark of good workmanship, but is not. It enhances the

price, necessarily, for it stands for union wages and union hours.

The merchant must pay more for the goods, however he sells

them.

The label clothing in greatest demand was workingmen's

overalls. In some cases purchase of these was compulsory, by

reason of the one-dollar fine imposed by the union for wearing

so-called "scab" overalls.

A few typical interviews will shed considerable light on the

whole subject.

One merchant in the working district said: "I began with a

small store in a factory suburb. Union men came in and asked

for union-label goods. Their unions were strong, and so I

ordered a big stock of union-label overalls and jumpers, which I

sold on a narrow margin at fifty cents each, one dollar a suit. I

sold them well till a store opened near by and put in a line of

non-union overalls and jumpers at seventy-five cents a suit. That
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soon killed my trade, and I had to close out my union line at a

loss. That cured me."

Another merchant, located in the central part of the city,

gave this testimony :
" I hear little demand for union-label

goods. Again, sometimes we remove old labels and put them

on new garments to satisfy a union purchaser. Union-label

goods cost more than others of same quality, and of course

union men like to buy what they can get the cheapest. Women
buy a great deal of clothing for the family, and they never ask

for the label."

Another merchant was more pronounced in his views of the

label. He said: "The union label is a fake. It does not stand

for sanitary conditions, as claimed. It goes on poor and cheap

goods and makes them cost more. I pay seventy-five cents a

dozen more for union-label overalls than for non-union, but sell

them at the same price, forty cents each. They are poorly made,

are scant by actual comparison, and should cost seventy-five cents

a dozen less than non-union goods. Two customers came into my
store recently, one for an overcoat, one for a suit of clothes.

Both wanted union-label goods. I argued the point with them

and convinced them that they were making a mistake. Both

bought non-union goods. Some time ago a customer wanted a

certain kind of hat. I showed him a one-dollar non-union hat.

He asked for the union label. I gave him a union-label hat,

price one dollar and a half, 'Why is this?' he asked. I said:

'You support the union ; it's good pay, short hours, etc., and

you must pay more for your hat, of course.' ' Give me a non-

union hat,' he said."

These interviews are given because they are strictly repre-

sentative of the attitude of all the clothing merchants seen.

Merchants, as a rule, are hostile to the label in the clothing

industry. This is easy to understand. They want no questions

raised as to the source of their supply. They do not want to be

limited to a few manufacturers, but are anxious to be perfectly

free to play one manufacturer against another. Cut-throat com-

petition of other merchants makes a small margin of advantage

a vitally important thing. Again, when their expectations of
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union support are not realized they view the label with con-

siderable disfavor, and look upon it as a mere outside interference

with their business. A persistent demand for union-label gar-

ments would soon change the attitude of the merchants from

one of hostility to one of friendship.

III. SHOE STORES.

Twenty-one shoe stores were visited. Four of these repre-

sented large eastern manufacturers, two being strictly non-union,

and two being strictly union. All were apparently in a thriving

condition, and were thoroughly first-class establishments.

Seventeen stores, however, carried both kinds of shoes, union

and non-union. Their demand was found to be, in general, as

expressed in this table

:

Strong demand for union-stamp shoes - - 2 stores

Small demand - - - - - - 12"
No demand -- - - - - -3"

In shoes the range of choice in union-made is very wide, run-

ning from the cheapest working shoe to the high-priced shoe.

The claim was not once heard that the union stamp made the

shoe cost more. Customers as a rule, however, here as else-

where, according to the investigation, are governed by considera-

tions of price and quality, and not by the label. One German
merchant who had handled a large union stock gave briefly as

his conclusion of the whole matter: "Sie laufen hin und her

und kaufen wo sie am billigsten kriegen."

The only complaint heard from shoe merchants was that they

were forced, in some instances, to carry a double stock, union

and non-union, to meet the occasional demand of a person who
would insist on having a union-stamp shoe, and who would walk

out of the store if he couldn't get it. At this stage of develop-

ments the merchant is unwilling to displace his non-union stock

with a union stock. This means in a few cases a practical

reduplication of stock so that all demands may be met.

IV. HAT STORES.

But one hat store was visited. Both union and non-union

hats were sold, and the label was considered a good thing by the
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merchant. He claimed that the label was often demanded,

partly from choice, and partly to avoid the payment of a fine.

V. CIGARS AND TOBACCO.

The cigar industry is well organized in Milwaukee. One

would naturally look for a very strong support of the union

label on cigars and tobacco, since these are articles used so

extensively by union men. But the results of the investigation

here are most surprising. They may be briefly tabulated for the

thirty-four shops visited as follows

:

Selling union-label goods only - - - 2 shops

Strong demand for union label - - - - o "

Small demand - - - - - -12"
No demand - - - - - - -20"

Of the two union shops above, one was a small manufacturing

concern, selling its own product. The other was a small retail

shop, and has now failed and gone out of business.

The remaining thirty-two shops sold both union and non-

union tobacco, but twenty of these felt no appreciable demand
for the union-label product as such. The union-label goods

were sold as extensively as the non-union, but no questions were

raised concerning the label.

The larger establishments, catering to the demand for higher-

priced goods, heard no call whatever for the union-made article.

The label was almost wholly confined to the cheaper grade of

cigars. In only one instance was it found on a ten-cent cigar.

In other cases ten-cent cigars were sold without the label, while

five-cent cigars from the same shop bore the label. Three prom-

inent and well-known brands of tobacco, "made by a trust," and

under the American Federation of Labor boycott, were greatly

in demand in all classes of shops and in all parts of the city.

A merchant in one of the largest establishments summed up

the situation in this way : "I handle both the union and the

non-union goods, but hear no demand for the union-label. Union

men like to use trust-made goods. They smoke Duke's Mixture,

chew Battle Axe plug, and smoke Henry George cigars— all

trust-made (and under the boycott of the American Federation
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of Labor). If they must pay more for a union-label piece of

goods than for a non-union of the same grade, they forget their

co-operation and remember their pocketbooks. My trade

depends upon the quality of my goods altogether. Rarely do I

hear a man ask for the label."

Here, as elsewhere, it seems that the individual lacks the social

sense. "Fraternity" and "co-operation" are words that have a

charming sound, but he doesn't care to invest any money in

them.

VI. BAKERIES AND CONFECTIONERY SHOPS.

The investigation of bakeries brings out the position of

women toward the use of the union label on bread. Ten shops

were visited, and conditions found as follows

:

Strong demand for union label . - - o shops

Small demand - - - - - - -i"
No demand -------g"

Six of these shops were strictly non-union, and sold only their

own bread. Four were general confectionery shops, and sold

bread, pies, and pastries of several different bakers.

The evidence seems to prove that women are generally

apathetic toward the efforts of organized labor to push the union

label, at least, the label on bread. Some object to the label

being stuck on bread after the manner of a postage stamp on a

letter.

Bakers, in their turn, had no objection to the label in itself,

provided it was placed on the wrapper of bread, and not on the

loaf itself.

A leading baker said, when interviewed: "My bakery is a

non-union shop, and has been during my eighteen years of busi-

ness. One of my foremen is a union man, and I told him to

organize the shop and I would join the union. But the men are

all satisfied, get good wages, and so have never organized.

About twenty-five per cent, of the bakeries of the city, I should

judge, are union shops. Milwaukee people do not want a label

stuck on bread ; it doesn't look clean. I tried a private label,

but had to give it up."
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VII. SALOONS.

It is necessary to state at the outset that all beer made in

Milwaukee is union beer. The saloons handle practically

nothing but the famous Milwaukee product, and hence are,

in that sense, union shops. Therefore the only investigation

made in connection with saloons was to determine what kinds of

cigars they sold, whether union only, or both kinds. Union

saloons, it is hardly necessary to add, are supposed to boycott

non-union tobacco.

Here are the conditions:

Selling only union-label tobacco - - - 2i saloons

Selling both kinds - - - -*- I5"
Union men, when in groups, bought only union-label tobacco,

but singly they were not particular. Almost without a dissent-

ing voice saloon-keepers pronounced in favor of the union label,

and showed a disposition to ally themselves on the side of

trades unions. Their sincerity was, in general, not to be

questioned. A few, no doubt, took this stand merely to please

the majority of their customers.

VIII. GROCERY STORES.

A large number of grocery stores were visited, because here

so large a part of the laborer's wages is spent. The four com-

monest commodities kept at grocery stores, which bear the union

label, are flour, brooms, tobacco, and bread. Concerning these

articles, then, conditions were found in the seventy-one stores

as follows

:

No demand for union labels of any kind - - 52 stores

Demand for union-label flour ... 2 "

Demand for union-label brooms - - - 2 "

Demand for union-label tobacco - - - 15 "

Demand for union-label bread - - - - o "

Of course it is the women of the family who do the princi-

pal part of the purchasing at grocery stores. This but emphasizes

the fact already alluded to, namely, that they do not, as a

general rule, feel any interest in the union label. There are,

however, noteworthy exceptions. Two stores referred to above
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recognized a demand for union-label brooms. In each case, one

woman customer had demanded that kind of a broom, and in

response to this demand the merchant had in each case placed

in stock a line of union-label brooms. This is a hint, at least,

of the potentiality of the label.

A representative interview will illustrate the unfavorable side

of the matter, as seen from the merchant's standpoint.

"We sell both kinds of flour," said a merchant in the manu-

facturing district, "but people don't care anything about the

label. It is all in the goods. A walking delegate of a certain

union opened up a general grocery store farther up in the city,

and sold only union-label bakery goods. He soon heard a

strong demand for five-cent pies, but could not furnish them

union-made. He got them from a non-union shop, and at this

his union baker withdrew, for his rule was, all union goods or

none. Then the grocer got all his bakery goods from non-

union shops, thus meeting the demand and letting the label go.

People buy where they think the best bargains are."

Some local elements in Milwaukee must be mentioned as

partial explanation of this unfavorable showing, on the whole,

which this investigation makes for the union label. The foreign-

born element is strong, especially the German and Polish.

Women's label leagues are not yet formed, as in many other

cities. And, finally (and significantly, too), some labor leaders

of this city are not in full sympathy with the label movement,

and their attitude is reflected in their followers. A high official

expressed himself in these terms: "The label is a mistake; it is

contrary to human nature. It puts unnecessary burdens on the

union man who is expected to purchase the label goods. The
label is costly to print, to advertise like patent medicine on street

cars and bulletin boards, to defend in court against counterfeits.

A uniform label would have been better than the sixty or seventy

labels now in use, but it is too late for that. There would be

too much work to do all over again. We hope nothing from the

label. We appreciate the fact, too, that there are many frauds

connected with granting and using the label."

Some observations are timely in conclusion. Strict labor
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laws in Wisconsin forbid both boycotting and blacklisting.

Denied the boycott, the label loses at once a large part of its

power, for it has more success in boycotting an "unfair" merchant

than in building up a "fair" one.

Success of the label would affect four kinds of labor at which

it is professedly aimed : convict labor, child labor, union labor,

and non-union labor. Convict labor would be forced into indus-

tries competing little or not at all with organized labor. Child

labor would be abolished in sweat-shop and factory. Union

labor would be triumphant with its short hours, fair wages, and

good sanitary conditions. The non-union man, now known as

"traitor" and "scab," would certainly find himself in a precarious

condition if he refused to ally himself with any labor organi-

zation.

Will the public accept the union label as a necessary part of

the industrial situation, or will they reject it as an unwelcome
and undesirable interference with the normal course of business?

James E. Boyle.
University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.



SOCIAL DISCONTENT AND THE LABOR TROUBLES.

A MAJORITY of men and women find it necessary or expedient

to work for others, and the question of a fair compensation for

labor and of a fair and equitable division of the products of toil

is a most important one. With the growing complexities of our

social and industrial life, a satisfactory adjustment of these prob-

lems becomes more and more difficult. Religious animosities

are dying out, or are becoming greatly softened
;
political dis-

cussions are losing their sharpness ; but the question of capital

and labor is agitated with more and more bitterness, in many

instances with insurrection, violence and assassinations. Indus-

tries are crippled, commerce paralyzed, liberty violated, and

cities placed at the mercy of mobs. Selfishness, inordinate

greed, and reckless ambition are engendering envy, prejudice,

and class hatred that prevent a calm and rational consideration

of these questions.

The conflict between capital and labor could have had no

reason for existence in the origin and development of capital.

In the beginning man found himself alone, with only his natural

faculties, " face to face with brute nature," His first struggle was

to provide food, clothing, and shelter. One by one he invented

simple instruments to aid in the work of his bare hands. In

times of plenty he stored up against times of need. When a man

gathered food enough for two meals and stored the surplus, to

that extent he became a capitalist. A club or stone ax of more

avail than one gathered by chance gave to its owner an advan-

tage, and he became a property holder, and had something to

protect against violence and theft. Painfully and slowly men

acquired knowledge and skill, and multiplied the agencies

through which their increasing wants might be supplied. They

accumulated capital in tools, machinery, buildings, means of

transportation, lands cleared, drained, and inclosed; and in many

other products of their industry and thrift.

The crux of the social and industrial questions is distribution,

173
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or the division of the revenues of society among all its members.

The laborer thinks he receives too little, which is doubtless often

true ; but the losses and risks of capital are not light or imaginary.

The employing manufacturer, farmer, or great merchant is only

the distributor of the final product among the various producing

factors— labor, raw material, interest, taxes for various public

purposes, and a score of other objects, he receiving the remain-

der for his services and profit. Instead of a surplus, he may be

confronted with a deficit. The payments he makes and the

prices he may obtain are regulated by a force greater than his

own. More than 40 per cent, of all enterprises fail, but the

laborer gets his pay. More than two hundred million dollars

were sunk in the Panama Canal.

Our present economic system may, briefly, be said to be dis-

tribution according to contribution, or services rendered, sub-

stantial equality of opportunity, free competition, and value

fixed by the law of supply and demand. Among other systems,

some have proposed an equal distribution of products ; these

would pay every man the same, without regard to the value of

the services rendered. The woman who could knit one pair of

stockings should receive the same as the one who could knit four

pairs. This might be a simple plan, but it would be unjust.

Men differ greatly in their abilities, and their products differ

greatly in quality and value. Within the knowledge of the

writer, a man doing piece work, in a shoe factory in Chicago,

earns from $ 1 2 to S 1 5 per week ; another, working under precisely

the same conditions and at the same prices, earns from %2^ to

S30 per week ; while a third, because of irregular habits, earns

but $%ox $\o per week. To limit the production of the best

man, or to compel him to share equally with the unskilful, incom-

petent, or lazy, would be grossly unjust and uneconomical. To
make no distinction between thoughtful care and industry,

and inaptitude and sloth, would be to remove that incentive to

honest endeavor that has ever been the greatest factor in human
progress.

Some have proposed a distribution according to needs or wants.

They do not say what is meant by wants. Men's wants or
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desires vary greatly ; and if such a formula were acted upon,

some people's needs would increase enormously, and their

efficiency would decrease in proportion.

There is a large propaganda of collectivism, which means the

abolition of private property and the wage system, and the col-

lection into a common fund of all the products of society, and

its distribution among all its members according to some arbi-

trary method, usually by a government agent, who would be a

dictator, and might be a political boss or a labor delegate. This

would mean an interference with individual liberty and the

tyranny of an organized section of the community, to which

strong, self-reliant, liberty-loving Americans will never submit.

Herbert Spencer speaks of collectivism as the coming slavery.

Emile Vandervelde, in his recent book Collectivism, urges, as a

means of bringing about this system and the abolition of private

property, "the expropriation of the expropriators"— including

in the latter class (according to the apostles of socialism) all

those who, by thrift and industry, have saved in order that they

might not want in sickness and old age, and that they might

rear and provide for their children.

There are many people who do not believe in injustice or vio-

lence, and yet think there must be something wrong in an order

which admits of such disparities in social conditions as are every-

where apparent ; "which permits one class to live in compara-

tive ease or luxury, while another suffers in poverty or is forced

to incessant toil." They are groping, honestly no doubt, for

some remedy through socialism, paternalism, semi-collectivism,

state socialism, or a large increase of the functions of govern-

ment, and the assumption or confiscation by the state, forcibly

or by statute, of land, means of production, transportation, and

communication.

It is easy to see the many evils and inequalities in social con-

ditions, which all deplore ; but to demonstrate clearly the cause

of these conditions, to state definitely which section of society

is most to blame for their existence, and to point out a remedy,

is more difficult. The great social and economic questions of

our modern complex life cannot be settled upon a sentimental
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basis alone. If all men were born equal, morally, physically,

and intellectually, and if all were wise, virtuous, and altruistic,

more ideal conditions would long ago have been attained. In

numerous experiments, extending over a period of two thousand

years, voluntary communistic and socialistic associations, made

up of selected and sympathetic members, have proved disastrous

failures ; however well intentioned, the system has failed to elimi-

nate the element of selfishness from human actions, and has

dulled and dwarfed the energies of men. Compulsory com-

munism, which must include the idle, vicious, and incompetent,

would prove even more disastrous.

The complex business of modern life cannot be administered

collectively. It is the experience of mankind that individuals,

working under the stress of competition, are able to manage

great productive and commercial enterprises more efficiently and

economically than government agencies with their handicap of

officialism. Collectivism, in substance, has been tried on a large

scale in Russia. Alexander II. was hailed with world-wide

applause when he attempted to extend liberty to his people and

freed, not three, but thirty million serfs. He intrusted the car-

rying out of his plans to the most liberal reform element of the

empire, which was especially friendly to the serfs. What has

been the result ? According to the best authorities, the serfs are

suffering greater hardships under the mir than under the dis-

placed seigneurs who were restrained by the government. Land

is held collectively for the people, and the authority has become

collective.^ " From the time of Proudhon to the present time

all the world has recognized that there is no greater tyranny

than that of collectivism. Thirty million serfs are oppressed

by bonds stronger than those which the edict of 1861 was

intended to break." Alexander II. was struck down by an

anarchistic bomb after he had emancipated the serfs and tried

to extend freedom to his people.

The socialistic legislation in Australia has not, according to

credible reports, resulted in the general prosperity of the com-

' See De Disprades, " Present Conditions of the Peasants of Russia," American

Academy of Political and Social Science, No. 34.
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munities which was predicted by its promoters. The people

have been heavily taxed to meet the deficiencies in the opera-

tion of the railroads and other state ventures. In Victoria, with

a population of 1,200,000, the annual deficiency for ten years

has been from three and a half to four million dollars. In New
Zealand, with a population of about 725,000, the annual defi-

ciency for ten years has averaged about one million dollars. In

New South Wales it costs as much to transport grain an average

distance of two to three hundred miles to market as it does to

send it from Chicago to Liverpool. The public debt has had to

be scaled down, capital has been driven out, population dimin-

ished, and general prosperity checked.

A centralized government, to which the theories of state

socialists lead— with but one employer, one producer, one manu-

facturer, and with no competition or voluntary co-operation—
must assume dangerous power over the lives, conduct, and prop-

erty of the people, and individual freedom must disappear.

Liebknecht, the great exponent of socialism, introduced in the

socialistic congress in Berlin this resolution : "The nationalization

of industry for fiscal ends will set the state in the place of the

private capitalists, and give it the power of imposing on the

working classes the double yoke of economic exploitation and

political slavery," which was adopted.

The socialists are split in two sections— the revolutionary,

and the moderate or evolutionary. The latter branch seeks to

gain support by urging reforms supposedly in the interest of the

working people, hoping to attain their ends, gradually, through

political methods. Rae says :
" Notwithstanding the break of

the moderate socialist (social democrats) from the revolutionary

party, from habit they look tenderly upon revolutionary attempts.

The recent national congress in Paris went in force to place

wreaths upon the graves of the communists."

The moderate or "sentimental" socialists, who would shrink

with horror from schemes of injustice, murder, and assassination,

indirectly lend encouragement, perhaps unwittingly, to most

dangerous tendencies and give aid and comfort to the worst
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enemies of human progress.' Prince Kropotkin, an avowed

anarchist and a prominent socialistic propagandist, was, during a

recent trip to this country, well received and entertained by

anarchists, socialists, as well as by many who do not share his

views. This distinguished advocate of socialism put forward

mild views in his speeches here, but in his book published in

Paris, La conquite du pain, after speaking of the great material

progress and achievements of modern society, rehearses the

socialistic argument of the "robbery" of the masses by the rich

which has been going on for years, and, summing up the social-

istic plan, says: "If men and women bring their quota of work,

they have a right to their quota of all which shall be produced

by everybody, and this share will give them ease." And he

continues:

In order that this ease may become a reality, it is necessary that the

immense capital, cities, houses, cultivated fields, factories, avenues of com-

munication, education, shall cease to be considered as private property, [and]

must become common property Ease for all is the end; expropriation

is the means The obstacles must be swept away by force, and it must

become a reality by revolution. Whence will come the revolution ? Work-
men and explorers, revolutionists and conservatives, thinkers and practical

men, all feel that it is at our doors.

And he proceeds at length to show how this is to be brought

about, and how affairs are to be managed by the unorganized

leaders of the men in revolt, and how the seized goods are to be

distributed. He says it will not do to make confiscation of the

property only of the rich, as some socialists advise, but that a

clean sweep must be made. This would include the houses and

meager savings of thrifty farmers and laborers, who must divide

with the idle and vicious. He outlines his plans for seizing the

homes and lands of the well-to-do, and piecing out the apart-

ments to the "comrades." Any householder who objects "will

be dealt with by the people in arms," and naturally anyone who
opposes them is to be "removed." All government is to be

'"The vast majority of socialists, whose ranks shade through the different degrees

into red anarchism, gather encouragement and strength from the little section of

sentimentalists who compose the wing that is in sight and does the theorizing."

—

Political Economy ofHumanism.
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overthrown, and anarchy is to take its place. M, Kropotkin

does not believe in government, and yet his schemes can be

carried out only by some organization which implies government

and a head to make it effective ; and mob rule government is the

most cruel and tyrannical ever imposed upon men.

On January 24, 1898, M. Kropotkin lectured in Memorial

Hall, London, on "Trade-Unionism." James MacDonald, secre-

tary of the London Trades Councils, presided. According to the

reports, the speeches were of a character to stir up the most

bitter class-hatreds and to incite men to riot. Mr. MacDonald
announced from the chair that certain publications of M.

Kropotkin were for sale in the hall. One of these was found to

be an anarchist journal called Freedom, in which men were urged

to acts of violence and confiscation. Angiolilio, the murderer

of Canovas, the prime minister of Spain, was commended in the

highest terms. In another journal offered for sale, entitled

Anarchist Morality, he said that the "great causes of moral

depravity were capitalism, religion, justice, and government, and

it was the duty of every friend of freedom to overthrow these

sources of evil."

A journal called the Aurora, published in Spring Valley, 111.,

supported by socialists, anarchists, and a considerable labor

element, in April, 1901, put forth the following program:

Free work — free use of all things. Communal possession of all means

of production, of ways of communication, of land, of mines, of water, etc.

The abolition of private property. Doing away with government, with

classes, with militarism, with privilege, with nobility and bureaucracy-

Social emancipation. Anarchy.

In the last Bryan campaign a banner was carried at Sioux

Falls, S. D., with the inscription: "A day will come when bankers

will be hung in Boston and New York like horse thieves in

Texas." Ten years ago the hanging of rich men to lamp posts

with grass in their mouths was advocated in a public meeting in

Hyde Park, London.

Is it strange that violence, outrages, and assassinations are

becoming alarmingly frequent; that sections of the community

have been encouraged to consider "the knife, the bullet, and the
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dynamite cartridge" legitimate instrumentalities through which to

attain their ends; that three of our noblest presidents have fallen

victims to the spirit of hate and lawlessness ? The preachers of

these inhuman doctrines are the moral lepers of the body politic,

more dangerous than the physical, and, like them, should be

segregated from the society they would destroy.

Workingmen are, by no means, all or generally socialistic;

but the ranks of the socialists are recruited from the labor

element.^ When it comes to a working theory of government,

the socialists and anarchists are as far apart as the poles, but we
find all these radical propagandas working together in socialistic

and political agitation. Collectivism naturally melts into com-

munism, and anarchism represents the extreme element of revolu-

tionary socialism. Sombart says: "Anarchism is the bloody

renaissance of the social Utopia of the past."

Agitation may be good ; in a worthy cause better than stag-

nation; but it must not run counter to the well-established prin-

ciples lying at the foundation of social order and progress.

While the present social order is imperfect, as all human con-

trivances are, it is the outgrowth of centuries of human struggle

and development. Theorists and poets have dreamed of Utopias

and experimented in innumerable ways ; communists and social-

ists have drenched cities in blood ; anarchists and nihilists have

murdered ; only to make man's upward struggle harder and slower.

Violence has ever tended to block the wheels of progress.

Reform has achieved much ; her march may have been slow, and

sometimes backward, but her triumphs are recorded on every

page of history.

There would seem to be little ground for socialistic discon-

tent in this country. Nearly all the reforms demanded by the

moderate German socialists have been enjoyed here for years.

'The English trades unions in their national congresses, held successively in

Norwich, Edinburgh, and Birmingham, adopted strong socialistic resolutions, and their

organization sent delegates to the last International Socialistic Congress held in Lon-
don. The'American Federation of Labor (federation of trades unions) in its national

convention, held at Kansas City in 1898, gave the socialistic resolution the very large

minority vote of 500, and in its later congress in New Orleans the socialistic vote was
relatively stronger.
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Countless thousands have come to our shores in search of civil

and religious privileges and material prosperity which in lands

beyond the sea they could never hope to obtain. Eminent

students of civil government— De Tocqueville, Macaulay,

Maine, and others— have foreseen in socialism the greatest

danger to American institutions, but thus far, their fears have

proved groundless. German and French democracies have

leaned toward socialism, but American democracy is grounded

upon individual liberty, for which our forefathers so steadfastly

fought. Public sentiment in this country has ever set strongly

in favor of law and order. This was shown at the time of the

Pullman or Debs strike in Chicago in 1894. Before that now
historic outbreak, its leaders, who expected to start a revolution,

claimed that 80 per cent, of the people were with them, but the

sequel showed that less than 15 per cent, were in accord with

their methods. When a Democratic President called a halt to

riot and destruction of property, he was promptly and over-

whelmingly sustained by the whole country.

In the future, as in the past, outbreaks may occur, accom-

panied by lawlessness and disorder. More than two hundred

millions of dollars are now being expended in New York in the

construction of municipal and railroad tunnels, and in other

public or quasi-public improvements ; and probably proportionate

amounts in other industrial and commercial centers. Hundreds
of thousands of men, mostly of foreign birth or descent, are

employed in this work. When these undertakings are complete,

and, by reason of the exhaustion of the funds available for such

enterprises, or b}' reason of financial depression, others are not

commenced, many of the men will be thrown out of employment,

and there will doubtless be suffering, discontent, and disturb-

ances. The situation will afford the professional agitators their

real opportunity; and the sentimental socialists— strong in

sympathy, weak in judgment, long in theory, short in practice

— are paving the way to make the outcome as disastrous as

as possible.

The preachers and prophets of socialism and disorder have

come to this country generally from Germany ; of anarchy and
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nihilism, from Italy and Russia. Their followers are largely drawn

from the foreign elements of our society, but, with a better

knowledge of American institutions, the numbers of these tend

constantly to decrease. The socialistic leaders complain bitterly

that American workingmen have up to the present time, been

slow to conform to their doctrines. Herr Kerchner, a socialistic

delegate from this country to the recent socialistic congress in

Paris, said in his report: "If the class-spirit is at last aroused

among workingmen of America, it is owing to German immi-

grants ; the latter are indefatigable in their task of organizing

the still blind masses^ The great bulk of our socialistic literature

is of foreign authorship. Six of our most radical daily news-

papers are printed in the German language, America is leading

the world in industrial and social progress, and has no more need

to go to Germany or Russia for social doctrines, the outgrowth

of other times and other conditions, than for worthless machinery.

Most of the radical socialistic propaganda of the day, under

various names, are reproductions of theories put forward cen-

turies ago. The usual accessories of their agitation have been

attacks upon religion, patriotism, and the family.' Pope Leo

XIII., speaking of the inequalities of which socialists complain,

in his encyclical letter says :

To remedy these evils the socialists, working on the poor man's envy of

the rich, endeavor to destroy private property and maintain that individual

possessions should become the common property of all, to be administered

by the state or municipal bodies. But their proposals are so clearly futile for

all practical purposes that, if they were carried out, the workingman himself

would be among the first to suffer. Moreover, they are emphatically unjust,

because they would rob the lawful possessor, bring the state into a sphere

that is not its own, and cause complete confusion in the country.

If there is any one thing that a study of humanity has demon-

strated, it is that countries in which law has been most respected

and most efficiently administered, private rights most guarded,

individual effort and individual talent most encouraged, have, in

' Marx, the father of sucialism, in his treatise on Secret Society in Switzerland^

said :
" We shall do well if we stir hatred and contempt against all existing institu-

tions ; we make war against all prevailing ideas of religion, of the state, of country,

of patriotism. The idea of God is the keystone of perverted civilization ; the true

root of liberty, of equality, of culture, is atheism."
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all that makes for human progress, far outstripped those in which

socialistic and revolutionary ideas have predominated. In com-

munities where the industrious are constantly liable to be robbed

of the fruits of their labors there is little inducement to save, and

capital seeks other fields of investment and enterprise.

Desmolins, in his noted hooV Anglo-Saxon Superiority, sdiys:

"Socialistic countries are the poorest, weakest, and most back-

ward of any in the world."

Political demagogues and socialistic speakers delight to pic-

ture the ills of society and to portray to the toilers some Utopian

plan which is to remove the inequalities of fortune, supply all

their wants, and administer to their pleasures, with but little care

or labor on their own part.^ They will not admit that there has

been any improvement, and, without offering proof, assert that

the benefits of progress are more and more confined to a few,

that the masses are forced into deeper and deeper poverty, and

that the chances of making a living are growing more and more

uncertain.

Now, let us examine briefly into the actual conditions, past

and present. It is true that a few enormous fortunes have been

accumulated, and these have attracted much attention. In the

meantime the number of moderate fortunes and the number of

fairly well-to-do people has increased, relatively, faster. In

regard to the assertion, so often disproved, that the "rich are

growing richer and the poor poorer," Mr. Carroll D. Wright, in

The Elements of Practical Sociology, says: "The doctrine is a

false and misleading one ; to the investigator the real statement

should be, the rich are growing richer ; many more people than

formerly are growing rich, and the poor are growing better off,"

Mr. William H. Mallock and Sir Robert Giffen, after most care-

ful examination of statistics as to the respective amounts of

wealth distributed to the various classes, say that, in England,

the greater part of the enormous gains of the last fifty years has

' Lecky, the English historian, in Democracy and Liberty, in speaking of Ameri-

can politics, says :
" If the poorest, most ignorant, and most numerous class can be

persuaded to hate the smaller class and to vote solely for the purpose of injuring

them, the party manager will have achieved his end."
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gone to the masses. The average of earnings of each man in

this country has been more than doubled in the last forty

years.

We have to go back only a few generations to find in Euro-

pean countries the toilers living on the brink of starvation.

Passing down through recent decades, we find in England and

this country unmistakable improvement in the condition of the

masses. The wages of almost all classes have risen, and the

purchasing power of money has, with a few temporary excep-

tions, increased; the hours of labor are fewer, and the conditions

surrounding work have been made more pleasant and healthful

;

the means of education, amusement, and recreation are greatly

extended. Savings banks— depositors and deposits— have

shown a steady growth. The houses in which the masses live

are better, and are constantly increasing in comfort and value.

Children, generally, pass to a higher grade of labor than that of

their fathers. The voting power of the poorest man is equal

to that of the richest. Political power is in the hands of the

masses.

While wages have greatly advanced, the rate of interest on

capital has decreased nearly one-half. Mr. Goschen, the Eng-

lish financier, has announced that the interest rate on consols

will be 2j^ per cent, by 1904. Some of the recent issues of the

United States securities pay less than this ; at current market

quotations they now pay only about i ^ per cent.—less than

one-half the rate paid twenty-five years ago.

In regard to the deplorable destitution and misery in our

large cities, statistics, careful investigations, and observations

show that the percentage of the very poor has not increased in

the last few years, and that their conditions are not worse,

although a few, contrasted with the well-to-do, may appear to

be so. In London the population has tripled in the last seventy

years, while the number of paupers remains about the same.

The population of Chicago has more than tripled since 1876,

and the number of the very poor and destitute has less than

doubled. In the consideration of this vital question agitators,

and sometimes charitably disposed persons, overlook the welfare
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of the seventy millions and concentrate their thoughts upon the

seven millions, or 10 per cent.

Poverty cannot be abolished by philanthropy alone, nor by

leading men to depend upon the state or some new social order

;

but it may be lessened and alleviated by lifting men to a higher

level of intelligence and efficiency.

Overcrowding in certain callings and professions is responsible

for many of the hardships and inequalities complained of. Clerks

are frequently underpaid. The man who sells shoes receives

perhaps half as much as the man who makes them. The poor

shop girl gets three or four dollars a week, and her sister, the

cook, six or seven dollars a week and a home (equivalent to nine

or ten dollars) ; while her cousin, the seamstress, with some

knowledge of dressmaking, may earn twelve to eighteen dollars

a week. The stable man earns a dollar a day ; and his brother,

who has learned his trade well, may make five to six dollars a

day, by shoeing horses at union rates. Many a lawyer has to

struggle for his bread, while the abler and better-known man

makes his ;^2 5,000 a year. The same may be said of the doctor,

and of many other professions and callings. But is the whole

social system to be indicted on such charges ? If too many come

into a trade, society cannot guarantee to all the same wages as

might be secured where their services were needed. Where there

is a surplus of capital the rates of interest decline. If all the

young men of a community were to take up the study of law or

of medicine, while they might become good lawyers and physi-

cians, they would probably earn less than the man employed in

raising vegetables. There need be nothing to prevent these men

from engaging in the cultivation of cabbage, but many of them

would probably become socialists and ask the state to pare off,

from the earnings of those who were engaged in supplying the

world's actual wants, for their benefit, or to enact laws enjoining

a wider employment of lawyers and doctors and the payment of

larger fees.

The demand for labor, in this country, is generally in

excess of the supply. The more skilled and efficient workmen
are seldom out of employment or poorly paid. Those who
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suffer, who are poorly paid, imposed upon, preyed upon by

sweaters, misled by agitators, and easily stirred up to disorder,

are generally lacking in physical strength, intelligence, or skill.

Never has there been a more profound sympathy among the

best and most intelligent citizens of all classes for the hardships

and sufferings of the poor, and never before was so much being

done to improve the condition of the employed class, as at the

present time.

During the last ten or twelve years more than sixteen hundred

laws bearing upon labor and industrial questions have been

enacted in the forty-eight states and territories. Most of these

have been constructive and along the line of progress, in solving

industrial problems, in affirming individual liberty, and in pro-

tecting class from class and individuals from individuals. Some,

secured through demagogic influences, may be said to be retro-

gressive— tending to undermine individual liberty, and destroy

equality of rights by giving special privileges, rights, or exemp-

tions to one class over another.

Of late, especially in the far West, there has grown up an

exaggerated belief in the power of legislation to do all kind of

things— to change the laws of nature and of human nature, to

place the incompetent, the intemperate, the idle, and the improv-

ident on the same plane as the able, the temperate, the indus-

trious, and the thrifty, in the competition of life. Neither laws,

charters, nor ordinances, however wisely devised, can insure

industrial harmony and prosperity unless founded upon principles

of justice and sustained by a sound, enlightened public sentiment.

It is recognized that present social and industrial conditions

are susceptible of vast improvement. It cannot be claimed that

all employers treat their employees fairly or justly. Great mer-

chants and manufacturers are too often dominated by cruel

commercialism, and entirely wrapped up in money, selfishness,

and egotism. Not a few of the rich make a foolish display, and

a wasteful, frivolous, corrupting use of their wealth. The inor-

dinate greed of great corporations furnishes a basis for many of

the current socialistic arguments. The sins of a relatively few

endanger the welfare of all, and are largely responsible for the
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rumbling of unrest that is everywhere heard. On the other hand,

it cannot be said that all workingmen are honest, consistent,

temperate, and industrious. Professor Sombart, a philosophical

socialistic writer, speaks of the "arrogance of wealth," and also

calls trade unions "exclusive, narrow, brutal toward those

beneath them— toward four-fifths of the outsiders— the poorer

classes of workmen."^

It is generally recognized that unions have an important and,

on the whole, a beneficent function in economic development,

but the true friends of labor most deeply deplore the violence,

cruelty, and wanton waste that follow in the wake of ill-advised

agitation, the restriction of apprentices, and the limitation of

production, by which the amount available for distribution is

lessened and all suffer.

Summing up, it may be asserted that we have, in this country,

under a fairly harmonious working of the existing order, gained

the mastery of modern production, increased the earnings of

workingmen, raised all classes to a higher level of general com-

fort ; have broadened the avenues through which the employed

become employers, the dependent independent; have made edu-

cation common, and, nearer than any other nation, maintained

equal justice between the strong and the weak, the rich and the

poor; have endowed men with nobler altruism, and dotted the

land all over with great institutions for the elevation and amelio-

ration of the conditions of the people. It must be apparent to

the most casual student of social problems that our country's

continued contributions to the cause of human progress depend

largely upon the good-will, real community of interests, and

harmonious activities of its people; and to invoke and cultivate

the spirit of envy, class prejudice, hate, and anarchy must

inevitably tend to undermine the foundation upon which our

institutions rest.

William A. Giles.

^Socialism, p. 79.
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III. THE UNIT OF INVESTIGATION.

In Bunyan's allegory the pilgrims to the Celestial City find,

even at the very gateway of heaven, a little wicket that admits to

a path leading down to hell. In like manner the student of society,

after he has traversed the theological and the metaphysical meth-

ods of explaining his facts, and has attained to the very threshold

of the scientific method, finds innocent-looking side-paths that

lead off into the waste. Two of these— the analogical and the

genetic interpretations— have been pointed out in the last paper.

I now propose to show how one wanders off into the wilderness

by adopting a wrong unit of investigation.

That bizarre forerunner of sociology, the philosophy of his-

tory, assumed that the experiences of a particular society—Sicily

or Poland, for example— are but parts of a single mighty process.

The life of humanity— or at least of occidental humanity— can

be brought under a single formula. History is a swelling stream

formed of the confluence of many tributaries, all taking their

rise within the limits of a single vast basin. To explain history

as Bossuet would explain it, is to discover the goal of the whole

process and the contributory action of each of the various parts.

The widening of the ethnological horizon, however, kept

bringing into view other valleys traversed by other streams.

Hundreds upon hundreds of currents of social development were

discovered— no Father of Waters, it is true, like the flood that

bears along us occidental millions, but still rivers having a source

and a direction of their own. All the variety the philosophers

of history could get came from tracing up some tributary of the

occidental current, the Etruscan, the Egyptian, Phoenician, or

Hebrew culture. But we have found many independent streams

of civilization, such as the Peruvian, Cambodian, Mayan, and

Chinese civilizations. What of the Ashantees, the Damaras, the

Bantu, the Aztecs, the Amerinds, the Samoyeds, the numerous

i88
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hill tribes of India, or the little human clusters in the islets of

Oceania ? What of the Japanese, the Javanese, the Coreans, the

Afghans ? What of the early Celts, the Germans, the Slavs, the

tribes of the Caucasus ? Each of these has a development and

a fate of its own ; and if its language, its arts, or its speculations

be partly borrowed, it nevertheless passes through stages of

industry, law, and government which are determined by local

and special conditions and not by foreign influences. Here are

(or rather were, for some have sunk into the sand, and others

have emptied into larger rivers) so many social streams, each

with its own slope and cataracts and fluctuations betraying

nothing of the ebb and flood we have gauged in the Nile of our

European civilization.

It is the signal merit of Mr. Spencer that, like Aristotle, he per-

ceived that humanity has toiled upward in separate bands and along

many paths. By heavily ballasting his sociological theses with

facts gathered from numerous remote and outlandish societies, by

sternly denying us the panoramic effects so dear to the philoso-

phers of history, he broke the spell of the near, and taught us how

vast and how varied is the field of social evolution. It is now clear

to all that the independent linguistic, religious, political, and domes-

tic evolutions brought to light are sufficiently numerous to afford

a fair basis for comparison and induction. By assembling facts of

a given kind from every society past and present of which we

have any knowledge, Letourneau has been able to build up his

great studies in marriage, slavery, commerce, education, and

religion. ^ These, although they are not sociology, are so many
collections of sorted materials ready to the hand of the inductive

sociologist.

In the last paper it was shown how futile is the endeavor to

establish laws of succession based on the parallelism in all socie-

ties of any special development, e. g., domestic or political, taken

in its entirety. Since there is but one sequence of this sort for

each society, the number of cases cannot exceed the number of

societies ; but as the known societies are under very dissimilar

conditions, their particular developments are not sufficiently

parallel to yield a valid law of succession. The error here lies
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in taking too large a unit. To reach inductively true laws of suc-

cession, we have only to pass to the little series of transforma-

tions that occur repeatedly in the life of a single society. Such

are the consecutive changes by which a luxury becomes a conven-

tional necessity, a difference in means becomes a difference in

status, an elective head becomes a hereditary head, a usurping

dynasty becomes legitimate, an innovation becomes orthodoxy, a

custom becomes a right, a vice becomes a sin. Such is the cycle

that lies between two conquests or two economic crises, or two

revivals of religion. Thus from numerous cases it is possible to

formulate the normal development of an innovation or a fashion,

to declare what is typical in the formation of a myth, the fixa-

tion of a tradition, the canonization of a hero, or the assimilation

of an immigrant.

In social life there are indeed ricorsi, only they are much more

minute and numerous than Vico supposed. It is only the petty

phenomenon that is often repeated. The bane of sociology has

been the employment of large units, the comparison en bloc

instead of the comparison en detail. Parallels have been drawn

between the English Revolution and the French Revolution,

between Caesar's usurpation and Napoleon's, between classic

society and modern society, between England and Carthage,

between the Roman empire and the British. We have, further-

more, the supposed similarity of all nations with the same form

of government, of all civilizations developed in the same climatic

zone.

Tarde is perfectly right when he says: "This attempt to con-

fine social facts within lines of development, which would compel

them to repeat themselves en masse with merely insignificant

variations, has hitherto been the chief pitfall of sociology."

Advance there will not be until, renouncing the comparison of a

few huge and only superficially integrated complexes of phe-

nomena—such as nations, epochs, and civilizations—we conde-

scend to compare and group together numbers of small and

elementary social facts. Instead of generalizing on the basis of

a few gross and fanciful resemblances, we ought to generalize

on the basis of numerous minute and exact resemblances. Just
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as the scientific classification of plants and animals founded on

the minute evidences of relationship in cells and organs super-

sedes the classification based on broad superficial characteristics,

so every step toward a true science of society removes us farther

from those groupings of social facts which appeal to the tyro.

It is better to look for the common features of crowds or gentes,

or secret societies, or mining camps, than to compare nations.

It is better to draw parallels between systems of kinship or

tenures of land, than between civilizations. Still better is it

from the inspection of many cases of the same kind to arrive at

general conceptions or laws concerning imitation or discussion

or compromise.

What would have been the fate of economics if it had conceived

itself as Comparative Industry, if it had contented itself with

drawing parallels between national economies ? Economics has

become a true science because within the same national economy

it has found hundreds of commodities, of establishments, of mar-

kets, of prices, of bargains, of individual acts of saving, or invest-

ment, or readjustment. Sociology, likewise, in order to arrive

at universals, must penetrate from the mass to the molecule. It

must select some simple relation or interaction and pursue it

through all the infinite variety of its manifestations. From
detecting vague and superficial analogies among a small number

of complex wholes it must pass to the discovery of true and

deep-lying resemblances among a large number of simple ele-

mentary facts.

The contrasts that first attract the notice of students of society

are no less ambitious and sweeping than we have found the

resemblances to be. St. Augustine makes the history of humanity

turn on the antithesis of the Pre-Christian and the Post-Christian

epochs, Bossuet on the contrast of the Chosen People with the

heathen peoples. Cousin on the opposition of the Finite and the

Infinite. Among the crude attempts at the differentiation of

social phenomena are Hegel's balancing of Orient against Occi-

dent, Renan's opposition of Semite and Aryan, St. Simon's alter-

nation of organic with critical periods in the life of society,

Buckle's broad contrast of the Asian with the European environ-
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ment, Benloew's division of history into periods ruled respect-

ively by the ideals of the Beautiful, the Good, and the True.

Even the clairvoyant Marx opposes to a social Past, dominated

by class struggle, a classless, strifeless Future under the col-

lectivist regime. Living exemplars of this way of treating things

are Mr. Kidd, with his polarity of "Western" with "Ancient"

civilization, and (on a much higher plane) Mr. Brooks Adams,

whose fondness for pivotal events and moments causes him to

see in history, not the sinuosities of a stream, but the zigzag path

of the lightning.

A great stride is taken when it is perceived that many broad

contrasts of periods, races, and civilizations resolve themselves

on closer inspection into simply a more or less of contrasted

social phenomena, which are found in varying proportions with

every people and at every period. Why should we with St. Simon

oppose so sharply organic and critical epochs, when the essential

contrast is between organic and critical tendencies, which coexist

in every society? Why confront the "Age of Authority" with

the "Age of Reason," when the two principles are found oper-

ating side by side in every community and bringing forth fruits

each after its kind ? Why with Maine and Bagehot fare afield

to contrast Stationary and Progressive peoples, when progressive

and unprogressive types are all about us, and without leaving our

own time, or even our own town, we can fathom the principal

conditions of stagnation and progress ? Even Mr. Spencer's

antithesis of militant and industrial societies resolves itself, see-

ing that hardly any society is wholly the one or the other, into

the contrasts in effects between militant activities and industrial

activities.

The diametrical oppositions that should figure in sociology

are such unlikenesses as conflict and compromise, competition

and combination, class struggle and social solidarity, status and

contract, coercive co-operation and voluntary co-operation, imi-

tation and innovation, custom and fashion, persecution and

toleration, rural life and city life, honorific employments and

humilific employments, pecuniary occupations and industrial

occupations, the leisure class and the productive class, the

I
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self-supporting and the pauper, interest groupings and likeness

groupings, differentiation and assimilation. These dateless and

placeless antitheses that appear not once but continually, not

between societies but within the same society, and so frequently

that the society or the epoch often derives its distinctive charac-

ter simply from the numerical preponderance of the one term of

the antithesis over the other— these are the proper construction

materials of a science.

As it has been with resemblances and contrasts^ so has it been

with causes.

The theocratic philosophy of history predicated for all events

of consequence a single cause, namely, the Divine Purpose.

Then came metaphysicians such as Hegel, who detected behind

history the Idea striving to realize itself, and Cousin, who sup-

posed each nation to embody a particular idea, so that war is

simply the violent collision of Antagonistic Ideas, Akin to this

is the theory of a national or racial "genius," which so domi-

nates all the individuals of a given nation or race that they

cannot think or act save conformably to it. Even today large

vague terms such as "Christianity," "democracy," and "evolu-

tion" are constantly used as if they stood for primary history-

making forces.

When sociologists, emerging at last from the metaphysical

into the positive stage, began to come upon real and ultimate

forces, they erred by recognizing only a few large causes. Envi-

ronment is a true factor, but who nowadays would take continents

as unit areas of characterization, as did Guyot, Draper, and

Buckle ? It is now perceived that within the four corners of a

country are several distinct milieux, each sculpturing the souls of

its denizens in its own way. Race is a true factor, but instead of

definite race-areas— Latin, Teutonic, Slavic— identified broadly

with the domain of a particular family of nationalities or lan-

guages, we have come to recognize in the European population

three ethnic types, mingled in every conceivable proportion and

crossed in every possible way. The individual is a true factor,

but there is little of value in the Great-Man theory, which sets

up a Hero for each epoch or movement and subjects multi-
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tudes of men through centuries to the spell of his purpose or

ideal. For every genius whose name is remembered a hundred

minor innovators have fallen into oblivion. As for the leader,

he accomplishes nothing without the consent of the led.

There are, in brief, as many causes to a social phenomenon as

there are human wills involved. Every free individual is a cause.

If, nevertheless, it is possible to discern large and simple factors

behind human affairs, it is because a few omnipresent needs or

conditions or influences incline many wills in the same direc-

tion. Just as a wave passes over a wheat- field because the breeze

strikes and bends every stalk, so a historical movement occurs

because a common desire, dread, confidence, or admiration shapes

the choices of multitudes of men. For the ultimate cause of a

social manifestation must be motive or something that can affect

motive.

The more minute the fact or relation we study, the more fre-

quent will be the cases of its occurrence, and the more likely

they are to be so similar that they can be treated as equivalents.

The adoption of elementary units will therefore hasten the advent

of the day when, by the simple counting of cases, we can measure

the degree of agreement or repugnance between one kind of

social phenomenon and another, or between a social phenomenon

and a physical, vital, or psychical phenomenon. Only recently we

have gotten new light by counting suicides, conversions, and

lynchings. In time we shall tabulate feuds, mobs, insurrections,

riots, revivals, custom imitations, mode imitations, race inter-

marriages, etc. The statistical method, which enables us to

measure social phenomena exactly and to substitute quantitative

truths for qualitative, is an ideal instrument of precision, and is

certainly destined to be applied to sociological problems in ways

yet undreamed of.

"But what of the historical method?" I hear it said. "If

you insist on the simple, how can you utilize the critical occa-

sions, the momentous events, the dramatic facts furnished by the

historian ?
"

"History repeats itself." "History never exactly repeats

itself." Here are two truths, the one the corner-stone of soci-
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ology, the other just as surely the basis of a science of history.

There is a notion abroad that the scientific historian turns out

partly generalized matter, whereas the sociologist turns out wholly

generalized matter. The truth is the two men do not usually

deal with the same materials and, when they do, they handle

them differently.

Sociology is one of the abstract sciences. The sociologist

aims to rise from particular cases to general terms which he can

employ in formulating generalizations and laws. He wants not

unique facts, but recurrent facts, for which he can frame a con-

cept that shall neglect details and emphasize common properties.

The facts he uses are in many cases too numerous and too insig-

nificant to attract even the notice of the historian. Take, for

instance, the data that seem to warrant the generalization that

every new article of consumption is prized for its prestige before it is

prized for its utility. So far as they are not thrust upon us by

common observation, they are gleaned from myths, literature,

biography, descriptions of manners, records of travel, etc., from

anywhere almost save the stately page of history!

History is not, as many suppose, the quarry to which sociolo-

gists resort for their material. The records of the past— its

monuments, survivals, legends, documents— are the common
quarry for both historian and sociologist. The former explores

them for events, i. e., things that occur only once, and are definite

as regards date, place, and person. The latter prizes most the

humble facts of repetition, which interest the historian only at

those rare intervals when he interrupts the current of his narra-

tive to exhibit the state or transformations of domestic life, man-

ners, industry, law, or religion.

The iridescent personages, deeds, situations, and scenes that

most engross the historian and justify his purple patches— the

impeachment of Hastings, the execution of Mary Queen of Scots,

the death of Mirabeau, the massacre of St. Bartholomew, the

battle of Waterloo, the siege of Leyden, the sack of Magdeburg,

the Field of the Cloth of Gold, the Diet of Worms— these are

intractable to the sociologist until abstraction has been made of

the particular in them. Ere he can use them he must fade their
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brilliant tints to sober colors. On the other hand, he is intent

on those numerous and minute occurrences which record them-

selves in the movement or redistribution of population, the

changes in the tenure or tillage of land, the shifting of routes

and markets, the rise of cities, the multiplication of wants, the

accumulation of capital, the growth of organization, the rearrange-

ment of classes, the alteration of standards, the hardening of

dogmas, or the mutations of opinion.

These duU-hued materials, while they do not lend themselves

to picturesque narrative, while they lack the epic or dramatic

flavor of riots, battles, sieges and pageants, aie the only kind

of stuff from which we can distil general truths or laivs. This is

why, as we turn the pages of the best sociological writing of

today, we see so few proper nouns, we are struck with the dearth

of allusion to dates, places, persons, or events. The phenomena

explained are so common that everyone is familiar with them,

and so numerous that none of them ever attains the dignity of

a historical event.

If history really repeated itself, every historian would be a

sociologist in the gristle. But the life of a people is not like

a game of bowls, where the pins are set up again and again. It

is rather a drama in many acts and scenes. Centuries, dynasties,

rulers, parliaments, always differ, and this individual quality is

the staple of the historian. He does not disown the particular,

he does not shut his eyes to all but the common quality in his

facts, in order therewith to build a general notion. He clings

to the particular, whereas the sociologist cancels out the par-

ticular. The historian who aspires to be "scientific"— rather

than a mere chronicler or litterateur— is eager to know causes, to

find the connection of events with one another and with their

underlying conditions, to fuse a complex of many individual

facts into a characterization that will give you the Reformation

or the Victorian Era in a nutshell. But with all his bird's-eye

views of nations and of epochs, he never ventures on a law,

lest he should therewith divorce himself from his subject-matter,

which is always unique.

The sociologist, on the contrary, pursuing as he does the
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same ideal as the natural scientist, has no use for the fact that

occurs but once, unless, by driving out of it that which is indi-

vidual, he can break it up into familiar components. For him,

the Neronian, Decian, Diocletian, Albigensian, Waldensian, and

Hussite persecutions disappear as historical events in order to

yield up to sociology something in the way of general notion or

statement with respect to religious persecution. The crusades

are too unique to furnish a law of crusades. But they may con-

tribute to the framing of concepts or truths under such rubrics

as crowd psychology, co-operation, colonization, race-struggle,

cross-fertilization of cultures, etc.

Just as the Ionic philosophers sought to resolve the universe

into a primitive element— matter, water, fire or air— so the

thinkers of ten or twenty years ago imagined a single elementary

fact, which should be to sociology what the molecule is to physics

and the cell to biology. Some held contract to be the character-

istic social fact; others, mutual aid and the division of labor. On
the one hand, conflict was held to be the essential social process;

on the other, imitation was brought forward as the distinctive fact

antedating all co-operation or contract. Finally it was insisted

that at the bottom of every social phenomenon lies the constraint

of the individual by conventions and institutions.

Now, there never has been a good reason for supposing we
shall be able to reduce everything social to a single element.

The straining for an elementary social fact was really due to the

desire of the best minds to break away from the deadening

clutches of the organic analogy. The society-is-an-organism

philosophy drew social phenomena into such close relations with

vital phenomena that sociology had not room to live. Hence,

the restless casting about for that in society which differentiates

it from the organism, for some quality in social phenomena

which is specific. Now that the analogy incubus has been shaken

off, there is no reason to look for a single elementary social fact.

When the assay is completed, at the bottom of the crucible will

probably be found several ultimates.

What, now, are the final units of investigation in sociology?
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We cannot take the individual as our unit unless we rob

anthropology of its unit. Only a part of man— the spiritual

part— is molded by association. He gets hungry, tired, or

sleepy as a man, not as a socius. Many of his instincts, cravings,

and thoughts are pre-social, or, if you prefer, extra-social.

Like the walls of old castles that have weathered into oneness

with the cliff, the socialized part of us is so weathered that you

can hardly tell where it leaves off and temperament or individu-

ality begins. It is certain, nevertheless, we cannot reduce the

whole man to a "cell" in a "social organism." Some of us do

get printed with the full design of our time and tribe. But most

of us take the pattern only in spots, and there are, moreover,

eccentrics and recalcitrants who utterly refuse to be drawn in

between the social rollers.

Nor can we take as our unit the " social organ," meaning

thereby the functional group. So long as division of labor was

regarded as the leading feature of society, it was natural to be

chiefly interested in the co-ordinated groups of workers, fighters,

or directors. But it has come to be perceived that there are

many groups which can in no sense be said to fulfil in society an

office analogous to that of an organ in a living body. Along-

side of their functional groupings, men are found associated into

guilds, corporations and parties, bound together by a community

of aims, and striving each to gain an advantage at the expense

of the rest. Nor is this all. Besides these iTiterest groups, we
recognize in classes, castes, and sects likeness groups, held

together by the consciousness of kind. Beyond them we may
distinguish natural groups, such as family and neighborhood, and

fortuitous groups, such as crowd or public.

In truth, people are ever clasping and unclasping hands,

uniting now for a day, now for life. Could we run history

through a kinetoscope, we should see groups forming, dissolv-

ing, and re-forming, like the figures of dancers on the floor of a

ball-room. What, then, is more natural than to conclude: "The
group is the true unit of investigation in sociology"?

Now, whoever will acquaint us with the genesis, development,

and maintenance of all kinds of groups will lead us far, very far,
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toward our goal. But social bonds appear in relations, as well as

in groupings. Here are friends, comrades, partners determining

one another. Here is a nexus between apostle and disciple,

leader and follower, principal and agent, pastor and layman,

liege and vassal. To set forth the content of the various typical

relations that exist or have existed is surely a duty of the

sociologist.

Even group and relation do not exhaust the aspects of social

life. These are objective facts. They evince themselves in

behavior, and there is no reason why our neigbors on Mars

might not study them on this planet if their telescopes are

strong enough. But there are subjective facts that solicit the

attention of the sociologist. A rubric must be provided for the

mythologies, sciences, and arts erected by the joint efforts of

men, and for the conventions precipitated from their inter-

action.

There are some who think to unite the subjective with the

objective facts by adopting as their unit the institution. But this,

too, is narrowing. Intent on the institution sociologists have

neglected temporary groupings like the crowd, and so raised up

a swarm of crowd psychologists, who make sport of their institu-

tional lore. They have also neglected illicit social formations,

such as have not received the baptism of social recognition and

approval. To the scientific eye your Camorra or Mafia, your

furtive gang of criminals or "combine" of boodlers, is as inter-

esting and significant as a College of Cardinals or a Supreme

Court. But the institutional bias scorns them, and so writers on

government have enlarged on the parts and organs duly con-

stituted and presented to the public view, and have ignored the

veiled apparatus of parties, caucuses, rings, machines and bosses,

that work the mechanism in front of the curtain. Only recently

have political scientists shown a disposition to explore the real

springs and forces behind the government.

There is, moreover, a distinction between institution and struc-

ture the neglect of which has created much confusion. An insti-

tution is a grouping or relation that is sanctioned or permitted

by society. The actual may or may not conform to the sanctioned.
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The polyandry of our great cities, however rife, is not an institu-

tion. The monogamic union, however rare, would be, neverthe-

less, an institution. Spencer, confounding monogamy de jure

with monogamy de facto is unable to find "that social progress

and progress toward a higher type of family life are uniformly

connected." Had he drawn the above distinction, he would

have viewed the pairing family of the Veddahs and other low

types as a fact, but not an institution. " Property," too, is used

in both senses. Sometimes it designates "things possessed;"

sometimes it means "a conventional right to things." As an

institution, property is certainly a subjective fact, to-wit, a gen-

eral willingness to enforce by social sanctions a man's claim to

things that have come to him in approved ways.

Again, if the institution is the thing to be explained, the

ground is cut from underneath the lower human and sub-human

sociology. For in a group of animals we find interactions,

modes of mutual aid, habits of co-operation, etc. But do we

find modes of life with a collective sanction annexed ? Can we

detect authorized relations imposed by the community upon

reluctant members?

Since not only our relations to others are matters of social

surveillance, but also our private life, some suggest that we

adopt the social imperative as the unit. Now, an institution is a

sanctioned relation ; an imperative is a sanctioned action or

belief. But in addition to these there exist important uniformities

of belief, action, or feeling, which are in no wise binding on the

individual. Imitation, or the influence of a common environ-

ment, extends through a population great platies of knowledge,

opinion, or desire, which support the forms of collective life.

Upon these platforms of common opinion or common will are

erected imperatives and institutions. It is true that a uniformity

of any kind tends to stiffen into a convention, tends even to

develop the hard cutting edge of a social imperative. It is true

that the prevalent tends to become the uniform, the uniform the

expected, the expected the obligatory, the obligatory the com-
pulsory. Still Durkheim is not warranted in enlarging the term

"institution" so as to include myths, dogmas, legends, languages.
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arts, and sciences. Not until these planes extend themselves by

constraint is it proper to term them institutions.

Moreover, unless we include the uniformity among our units,

we shall have no place for the phenomena of crowds, since the

social nature of these agglomerations is too undetermined to

leave a precipitate in the form of an imperative or institution.

Durkheim, indeed, sets these crowd-unanimities apart as "social

currents." It seems better, however, to bring them under the

rubric of uniformities.

The five units so' far favorably considered— groups, relations,

institutions, imperatives, uniformities

—

Sixe^ products. They pre-

cede the individual and they survive him. To the onlooker they

appear as gods or fates, molding the lives and disposing over

the destinies of ordinary men. Nevertheless, they have all arisen

at some time out of the actions and interactions of men. To
understand their genesis we must ascend to that primordial fact

known as the social process.

Take, for instance, a social uniformity. In what ways may it

originate ? It may arise through exposure to similar external

influences, such as climate or occupation. It may come about

through the propagation of an idea or a practice from person to

person, from class to class. It may be due to transmission within

the family, or to identity of instruction. It may come from the

orientation of many minds by a common shock or experience. It

may come from the fascination of the Many by the One, or from

the intimidation of the One by the Many. At the beginning,

then, of every uniformity may be found 3. process, which occurs

according to law.

Certain influences have conspired to divert the attention of

social investigators from processes. The product uprears itself

like the mast of a ship or the steeple of a church. Here is the

institution— primogeniture, lex talionis, trial by jury—huge, con-

spicuous, enduring. We inspect it, handle it, describe it, but

neglect the generative process, that which Emerson terms "the

quick cause before which all forms flee as the driven snows, itself

secret, its works driven before it in flocks and multitudes."
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Mr. Spencer, in his Descriptive Sociology, has listed the institu-

tions and structures of vanished peoples, these being the hard,

durable parts of a society, that can most easily be recovered

from the records. But of the processes that brought them forth

we have no hint. Just as the cave breccia yields us fossil bones,

but not fossil flesh, so the past renders up its institutions, but

not its social life. Mr. Spencer, attacking the problems of social

evolution— rather those of socionomy— had to work much with

bygone societies, and hence missed many processes which later

observers have detected in the life about us. This is why he

makes his institutions arise and evolve almost without the inter-

vention of the human will. His phraseology seems to endow
them with inherent tendencies to become this or that.

A product is, moreover, discovered sooner than the process

that lies behind it. It is easy to perceive that the commonplace
person is what he is by reason of the culture and conventions

which have surrounded him from childhood, But it is difficult

to rend the veil that enshrouds these elements and detect how
they themselves arose out of the initiatives and interactions of

bygone men. Just as anatomy was developed long before

embryology, so the presence of deposits of collective thought

and action was perceived long before the chemistry by which

they were precipitated. Professor Durkheim's case well illus-

trates this point. Here is a thinker who realizes vividly the

constraint exercised upon the individual by the plexus of social

forms about him, yet stands helpless before the task of explain-

ing just how these forms came to be.

The study of products to the neglect of processes leads men
to impute to an institution a kind of individuality, to imagine

that it is endowed with a vitality of its own and endures until

this life-force has departed from it. For instance, the origin of

the stigma currently attaching to manual labor is attributed to

remote servile conditions, and its presence here is ascribed to

vis inertice. The true explanation is that this spiritual attitude

is natural to the members of a leisure class, and from them it

spreads out through society, until, strange to say, it infects the

manual laboring class itself. The stigma, far from being a mere
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survival, is constantly reproduced by the process of invidious

comparison.

Again, we commonly hear contemporary aristocracy inter-

preted as a remote historical phase petrified into a rigid insti-

tution. But it is, in point of fact, the visible product of an

unceasing process of economic differentiation. Save as it

attaches itself to permanent forms of wealth, a superior caste

cannot endure without taking in new blood. Should it close its

doors on the rich, it would soon cease to dominate. The
differentiation process is continually bringing to the top a new

crop of successful men, who will undermine the position of the

nobility unless they or their children are admitted into its ranks.

The studied archaism which a nobility habitually affects should

not blind us to the fact that it is the product, not of a remote

past, but of a continuing process.

In fact, institutions, however hoary their brows, are not really

old, for they are ever re-created. The authority of pope or

kaiser persists, not from the momentum accumulated in the far

past, but because our generation builds it up as rapidly as it is

torn down. The power of noble or prelate endures only because

it is ever renewed. The load the past rolls upon us is not its

institutions—we shake them off impatiently enough when we find

them really burdensome— but its ideas, which constrain us to go

on and on reproducing an arrangement unsuited to our present

needs.

The mistaken endeavor to make social life hinge on a single

typical or characteristic process has stamped with one-sidedness

nearly everything that has been written on sociology. The
economists, preoccupied with competition, overlook combination.

Mr. Spencer, busy with the division of labor, disregards imita-

tion. Gumplowicz, engrossed in the struggle of races, fails to

note the process of pacific assimilation between peoples. Tarde

is so interested in the propagation, opposition, and adaptation of

ideas that even war appears to him as a collision of ideas rather

than a clash of desires. Accommodation so monopolizes Durk-

heim's vision that he has no eyes for innovation. In short, each

of the paladins has seen a part of the truth and only a part.
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Social life reveals a variety of processes which arise from diverse

conditions, obey different laws, and have dissimilar effects.

The appearance of planes of thought or feeling, as well as

the formation of groups, is conditioned by certain preliminary

processes, which do not involve the action of man on man, and

are not, strictly speaking, social. These may be termed socializ-
.

ing processes. All the denizens of a given geographical area,

inasmuch as they are being insensibly molded by the same

physical surroundings, are thereby being fitted to receive the

same culture, or to draw together into one society. All persons

of the same calling are assimilated by the impressions and

experiences connected with their work, and are thus qualified to

embrace the same class ideal or to unite in defense of their class

interests. Those who have the same manner of life, or receive

the same education, become by that fact potential socii. Ante-

rior to all these assimilations there goes on in childhood the

"dialectic of personal growth" (Baldwin) by which the thought

of the other person is built into the very foundation of the

thought of oneself.

The chief ways in which the potentially social become actually

associated are the collision of groups and the congregating of

individuals. In the former case a series of processes is set up

which leaves a rich sediment in the way of institutions and

groupings. These have been fully described by Gumplowicz,

Vaccaro, Ratzenhofer, and Ward. The processes that follow

upon the pacific association of strangers have been described by

Sighele, Rossi, Le Bon, Tarde, Giddings, and Cooley.

Whatever the mode in which grouping takes place, the inter-

actions do not long remain on the psychic plane. Co-operation,

either voluntary or compulsory, is instituted, and ranges from

the simplest cases of mutual aid to the highest organization of

industry and exchange. All these processes have been copiously

treated by the economists and by such writers as Spencer,

Schaffle, Lilienfeld, Durkheim, and Kropotkin.

An incidental effect of nearly every social process is that it

renders men more unlike. If they do not compete with equal

vigor, combine with equal promptness, or imitate with equal
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discrimination, they become differe?itiated as regards wealth or

culture or mode of life. Hereupon ensues an invidious comparison

of self with others, and the segregation of the members of a

society into non-fraternizing classes or castes. Professor Veblen

has made this process peculiarly his own. Stratification is, how-

ever, limited by certain processes of socialization which tend to

assimilate the members of different classes, and to oppose a

barrier to the growth of extreme heterogeneity. These have

been set forth by Tarde, Giddings, Baldwin, Royce, and

Cooley.

Thus forms the crust, the firm fabric of arts, sciences, world-

views, conventions, and institutions, upon which generations of

men dwell in concord and security with perhaps no inkling of

the time when this crust was fluid. But from time to time

there occur elevations and subsidences of the social crust, akin

to those which disturb the terrene crust. These processes we

may term reconstructive or dynamic. Natural increase in numbers

compels men to adopt a more intensive economy, which in turn

brings many changes in its train. From prolonged saving there

result in time great accumulations of capital which react power-

fully upon the industrial organization, the constitution of classes,

and the political system. Through draining, deforesting, the

domesticating and diffusing of animals and plants, there are

wrought lasting changes in the environment which react upon

the social life of later generations. The gathering of men into

cities quickens the movement of ideas and forms centers of

incandescent intellect which flood with light the rest of society.

By migration to new seats men rid themselves of the old con-

fining shell, and become free to wind for themselves a new and

better cocoon. The springing up of intercourse between peoples

that have advanced on independent lines permits a cross-

fecundation between their marriageable ideas, and brings about

a rapid elevation of culture. Lastly, there is the man of origi-

nality, the innovator, who, with his invention, or discovery, or

example, switches men on to a new track. To recur to our

former metaphor, no matter how tough the social crust, sooner

or later there " comes by a great inquisitor who with auger and
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plumb line will bore an artesian well through our conventions

and theories, and pierce to the core of things."

The program herewith outlined is broad, but it is not too

broad. Some will complain of omissions, but certainly no one

will here discover anything that ought not to be considered by a

science of society. Recently social investigators have shown a

slight tendency to narrowness. Each has been sure that the

center of sociology lies just where his pick- ax turns up the

richest ore. This is perhaps a good sign. It means that the

promised land once surveyed afar from a mountain peak by Comte

and Schaffle is now overrun with prospectors. It is well, how-

ever, for each of us occasionally to climb out of his gulch,

inspect the nuggets his brethren are finding, and from some

commanding point realize how vast are the dimensions of this

new El Dorado,
Edward Alsworth Ross.

The University of Nebraska.



WHAT ATTITUDE SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT
ASSUME TOWARD THE TRUSTS?

Every generation has problems peculiar to itself for settle-

ment. This fact might well be said to be the test of progress.

If a people were dormant, no new questions of any moment

would arise. It is only when new policies are entered upon,

calling for a determination of conduct toward that policy, that

the most serious reflection, followed by action, is demanded and

commanded. Judging from discussions, both by the press and

by legislative assemblies, the trust problem must be conceded

as one of those grave questions with which we must cope.

The principle of combination is not a new one, and the main

difference between the combination of today and that of a hun-

dred years ago, aside from the mere matter of form, is but a

difference of degree. The industrial surroundings, however, in

which each existed are quite diverse. A hundred years ago

there were no elaborate systems of railroads, no telegraph sys-

tems, no telephone lines, but all communications were through

primitive methods. As a result of such conditions the effect of

any combination, for good or for evil, was necessarily limited to

a very small market area. The combination of today— or the

modern "trust," as it is popularly called— possesses a more far-

reaching influence. With the improved means of communication

that have been developed in the United States, combinations

have been effected uniting plants as far distant as is the Atlantic

from the Pacific. For instance, the American Sugar Refining

Co. owns plants, that once were independent, in Philadelphia on

the east and San Francisco on the west. Under such conditions

the effect of a combination in a single industry may extend over

the entire area of the United States, and in some cases even

beyond the seas.

It is evident that, through a more or less gradual transition,

we are confronted with a new problem, which has of recent years

been agitated with great vigor, seemingly for the purpose of

208
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making political capital, though this may be a mistaken infer-

ence. State and national legislation has been enacted, courts

have rendered decisions, further combination has, in some

instances, been enjoined ; but from all appearances no perma-

nent solution has been adduced.

Much as has been said, both pro and con, upon this question,

one need not apologize for attempting something new, or even

a repetition of old arguments in a new way; for should no influ-

ence be manifested upon others, the author himself will have

gained much that may materially aid him in taking action.

Realizing the difficulty of intelligently discussing the action that

has been taken on the trust problem, and much more in attempt-

ing an offer of suggestions for a solution, without understanding

the real nature of that problem, I propose to discuss the three

following divisions:

1. The true nature of the trust problem, so far as it applies to

industrial combinations, exclusive of railroad mergers.

2. The action that has been taken toward the movement by

legislatures and courts.

3. The attitude that should be assumed toward the concen-

tration of capital in order to preserve the benefits of that move-

ment, at the same time eliminating, as far as possible, the

dangers connected therewith.

Now, as to the first, what is the true nature of the trust pro-

blem ; that is, is the question, How shall we destroy or prevent

combination and concentration? or is it. How shall we utilize and

control, if need be, the consolidated units? To give an answer,

one must consider the movement itself and determine whether it

is the resultant of natural economic forces, or merely an artificial

device for reaping great returns by the capitalist at the expense

of the public, and endangering the existence of free government.

While it is true that, in the recent craze for combination, the

movement has been characterized somewhat by a spirit of specu-

lation, yet the general movement has been the result of economic

forces. Everyone recognizes that the change from domestic

manufacture to the factory system was an economic one, but

some are inclined to doubt as to the more recent consolidation
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of these already large units of production. It is not within the

scope of this thesis to enter into a detailed process of reasoning

to show that even this recent trust movement is economic in its

nature. We have, however, ample testimony to that effect from

men most qualified to speak. Says John Bates Clark, the dean

of American economists, in his Modern Distributive Process:^

"Combinations have their root in the nature of social industry,

and are normal in their origin, their development, and theit

practical working." Again in The Control of Trusts'" he says:

"American industry has gone through a rapid and startling evo-

lution." Says John A. Hobson, the noted London economist, in

The Evolution of Modem Capitalism:^ "The trust is the logical

culmination of the operation of economic forces." Judge Peter

S. Grosscup, of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the seventh circuit, in an address before the University of

Nebraska College of Lajv, last fall, after characterizing the move-

ment as the "instinct of the times," asks: "Can a development

so persistent be entirely unnatural? Can we successfully repeal

what appears to be the fixed law of economics?" And President

Roosevelt, in an address before the Merchants' and Manufac-

turers* Association of Milwaukee, April 3 last, said: "We recog-

nize them [the big corporations] as being in many cases efficient

economic instruments, the result of an inevitable process of

economic evolution." As to the speculative nature of the move-

ment, J. W. Jenks, of Cornell University, says in The Trust

Problem:'' "The worst period of speculative organization has, in

all probability, passed;" which conclusion is also reached by the

United States Industrial Commission in its final report.^ We
may conclude, then, in the words of President Hadley, of Yale:

"So far as the present tendency toward industrial combination is

a financial movement for the sake of selling securities, it is likely

to be short-lived. So far as it is an industrial movement to

secure economy of operation and commercial policy, it is likely

to be permanent."^

'Edition 1888, p. Ii. ^Edition 1903, p. 95.

"Edition 1901, p. i. sVol. XIX, p. 600.

3 Edition 1899, p. 126. ^Education ofAmerican Citizen, p. 50.
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Not only is the movement toward combination the work of

natural economic forces, but it possesses certain positive advan-

tages for society, which may be said to be either actual or

potential. Without attempting to discriminate between these

two classes of benefits, suffice it to say that, if they are actual,

then we are already enjoying them, and if they are potential,

there must be some way to secure them for the use of society.

Some of these advantages are : (i) the opening of new mar-

kets; (2) the production of new inventions, resulting in

better machinery; (3) the employment of minor processes in

connection with the main process; (4) increased efficiency in

management; (5) the utilization of waste product; (6) capacity

to try new experiments
; (7) the reduction in the cost of selling,

especially when the reputation of any commodity depends upon

the establishment of popular brands through advertising; (8)

the saving of cross-freight rates; (9) the steadying of prices

and the regulation of production to meet demand, which reduces

the likelihood of panics ; and (10) the bettering of the conditions

of labor, by improved sanitary environment, shorter hours, higher

wages, continuous employment, and by the facilitation of labor

organizations.^

Great as these advantages may seem, there are manifest evils

apparently connected with the movement. For instance, the

large combinations, mainly through the enjoyment of freight-

rate discriminations, are able to crush out competition by local

rate-cutting, and abnormally raise prices in other localities ; they

corrupt our courts and legislatures ; they float their securities

upon the market, thereby causing great speculation ; they over-

capitalize their earning power, and thus rob the investor of his

legitimate dividends.^

However, the greatest evil charged against the combinations

'HoBSON, Evolution of Modern Capitalism, p. 117; Ely, Monopolies and Trusts,

p. 195; Report ofIndustrial Commission, Vol. XIX, pp. 608, 610-12, 614; Burton
Crises and Depressions, p. 301 ; Le Rossignol, Monopolies, Past and Present, p. 233;

GuNTON, Banker''s Magazine, February, 1903; Census Report, Vol. VII, p. Ixxxi.

^Report of Industrial Commission, Vol. XIX, pp. 615, 616, 621; F. A. Vanderlip
Banker's Magazine, November, 1902; J. R. Commons, Independent, May i, 1902;

Jenks, The Trust Problem, pp. 93, 106.
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is their monopolistic power, enabling them arbitrarily to raise the

prices of the finished product, or depress prices of the raw

material, in either case exacting or obtaining an increased

margin of profit. What is the cause of this monopolistic power ?

Does mere mass of capital produce it ? What do the authorities

say? Professor J. B. Clark, in The Control of Trusts,^ says:

" Great corporations would never be monopolies if competition

were not abnormally fettered." Professor R. T. Ely, in

Monopolies and Trusts,^ says: "No one has yet adduced an

instance of an important monopoly based upon mere mass of

capital, or upon mere combination without external aid." And
again,3 he says one must "fail to discover any approximation

whatever toward a proportion between mass of capital and the

extent to which monopoly obtains, or the progress made in the

direction of monopoly." The committee appointed to revise the

Massachusetts corporation laws, reporting in January, 1903, of

which F. J. Stimson, the legal adviser to the Industrial Comis-

sion was a member, says "» in its report

:

Moreover, it is apprehended that the question of monopoly, or rather the

abuse of large corporations, does not result necessarily from the size of the

corporations engaged in business throughout the United States In

the opinion of the committee, the question of capitalization is not a contribut-

ing factor in the fight for monopoly.

Why is it, then, that the possession of vast aggregations of

capital cannot give true monopoly power? So long as wealth

exists throughout the community, just so long can capital be

amassed to compete with other units of amassed capital. This

possibility of creating competing units of capital is known as

"potential" competition, and its effect, when not abnormally

fettered, in restraining monopoly, is of no small value. But it

is said that the combinations do "abnormally fetter" competi-

tion. The only way any combination can unduly fetter competi-

tion is by practicing what is known as "local rate-cutting;"

that is, whenever a competitor springs into existence, the com-

bination will sell in that community below cost and drive him

to the wall. But this practice can be successfully carried on

»P. 12. 'P. 174. 3 p. 177. «P.23.
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3

only through special privileges from railroads in the form of

secret rebates. It is reasonable to believe that if there were no

freight-rate discriminations, there could be no killing of com-

petitors without making use of the economies resulting from

combination, and thus at the same time giving the public the

benefit of a low-priced commodity.

So long as there are economic benefits resulting from com-
bination, that movement should not be checked merely because

competition is apparently fettered, unless it be shown, not only

that these benefits cannot be secured for the consumer, but that

independent dangers accompany concentrated capital of such a

nature as to necessitate its destruction. The Industrial Commis-
sion, than which there is no higher authority in the United States,

says, in its final report on " Industrial Combinations," ^ that the

advantages of superior management, saving of cross-freight rates,

and the introduction of improved methods in all the combined

plants immediately must* always remain with the combination.

To the writer's mind, then, the present movement being a

natural economic evolution, possessing benefits for society, and

likewise apparent dangers, the real problem is to see if it is not

possible to minimize, if not eliminate, the evils, at the same time

retaining the advantage they present. President Roosevelt, in

his speech at Milwaukee on April 3, mentioned above, presented

the real problem when he said :

I think I speak for the great majority of the American people when I say

that we are not in the least against wealth, as such, whether individual or

corporate ; that we merely desire to see any abuse of corporate or combined
wealth corrected and remedied; that we do not desire the abolition or

destruction of big corporations ; but, on the contrary, recognize them as being

in many cases efficient economic instruments, the result of an inevitable pro-

cess of economic evolution ; and only desire to see them regulated and con-

trolled so far as may be necessary to subserve the public good.

Accepting this, then, as a statement of the real problem with

which we must deal, let us next consider what action has been

taken to effect a solution.

The general character of legislation enacted by some thirty-

seven states and territories of the Union has been truly "anti-

'Vol. XIX.
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trust." The aim seems clearly to have been the prevention of

combination and concentration. The first movement toward

combination was the true trustee agreement, under which the

management of several formerly independent concerns was given

over to a central body of trustees who issued trust certificates

which were exchanged for the stock of the formerly independent

concerns. Whenever this was done it was almost certain that

some of the plants were closed, as in the case of the original

whisky trust. This was considered injurious by the popular

mind, since it prevented the full effect of competition ; and the

anti-trust enactments resulted. The Industrial Commission in

Vol. II of its report, through J. W. Jenks, expert agent, has col-

lated all the anti-trust laws, together with the leading cases

decided under them. The general character of these laws thus

brought together may be readily ascertained, and the striking

feature about them is their similarity in phraseology and aim.

To illustrate the general type : Arkansas prohibits all combina-

tions which tend to lessen free competition in importation, pro-

duction, or sale of goods ; or to regulate or fix prices.^ Illinois

prohibits any trust, pool, combine, confederation, agreement, or

understanding for regulating or fixing the price of goods, or to

fix or limit the quantity to be made or sold ; also owning or

issuing trust certificates.' Missouri prohibits creating or main-

taining a trust, pool, combine, agreement, confederation, or

understanding to regulate or fix prices on goods, or to fix or

limit the quantity to be made or sold.3 Nebraska prohibits con-

federation to regulate prices on goods, or to fix the quantity to

be made or sold ; combinations to prevent competition between

grain dealers.'* New York prohibits combinations creating

monopoly in the production or sale of any commodity of com-

mon use, or restraining competition in the supply or price.s

This is sufficient to show that the popular mind considered any

^ Laws, 1897, Act 46, and 1899, Act 41.

^ Laws, 1891, p. 206; 1893, P- 182.

^Laws, 1891, p. 186 ; 1899, pp. 316, 318, 320.

*Laws, 1897, chaps. 79, 80.

^ Penal Code, sec. 168; Laws, 1897, chap. 384, sec. 7; 1899, chap. 690.
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movement toward a combination of independent concerns as

detrimental to the public welfare.

Many states in their hasty legislation made exceptions to

their sweeping enactments, as a result of which they contravene

the federal constitution, and consequently are a nullity. The

usual exception seems to be agricultural and labor interests.

For instance, the Illinois act of July i, 1893, provided that "the

provisions of this act shall not apply to agricultural products or

live stock while in the hands of the producer or raiser." In

Connolly vs. Union Sewer Pipe Co.^ the court held that this

exception clause tainted the whole act and rendered it void,

since it denied equal rights as guaranteed by the Fourteenth

Amendment. This decision by the United States Supreme Court

really invalidates, for the same reason, the anti-trust legislation

of Georgia, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana,

Nebraska, North Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, and

Wisconsin.

Such has been the state legislation against the trust. It has

been effective in its aims so far as it sought to destroy the old

trustee agreement, but as to the prevention of the working out

of the principle of combination, it has been equally ineffective.

No sooner had the trust been dissolved than a new corporation

was formed, which, exercising the right of free contract, pur-

chased outright a controlling interest in the stock of the

independent concerns and issued its own in return.

National legislation concerning combinations has been crys-

tallized into three enactments :

1. "An Act to Protect Trade and Commerce against Unlawful

Restraints and Monopolies."^ This act provides:

Every contract, combination in any form or trust or otherwise, or con-

spiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several states, or with

foreign nations, is hereby declared to be illegal.

2. "An Act to Reduce Taxation and Provide Revenue for

the Government and for Other Purposes." 3 Beginning with para-

graph 73, this act provides:

That every combination, conspiracy, trust, agreement, or .contract is

' 184 U. S., 540. ' 26 Statutes at Large, 209. 3 28 Statutes at Large, 570.
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hereby declared to be contrary to public policy, illegal and void, when the

same is made by or between two or more persons or corporations either of

whom is engaged in importing any article from any foreign country into the

United States, and when such combination, trust, conspiracy, agreement, or

contract is intended to operate in restraint of lawful trade, or free competi-

tion in lawful trade or commerce, or to increase the market price in any part

of the United States of any article or articles intended to be imported into

the United States, or in any manufacture into which such imported article

enters or is intended to enter.

3. "An Act to Regulate Commerce."^ Sec. 5 provides:

That it shall be unlawful for any common carrier subject to the provisions

of this act to enter into any contract, agreement, or combination with any

other common carriers for the pooling of freights of different and competing

railroads, or to divide between them the aggregate or net proceeds of the

earnings of such railroads or any portion thereof.

The aim of these acts is a good one. The ultimate result

sought, I take it, is not the prevention of combination as such,

but of the abnormal restraint of trade. The anti-trust act of 1890,

however, with its sweeping words, condemns every combination,

no matter how reasonable its effect in restraining trade might be.

Under this act the whisky trust was dissolved,^ but through the

organization of the Distilling Co. of America, the interests were

nevertheless unified ; and similar results were produced in other

lines of industry.

Probably the three most interesting, as well as instructive,

cases arising under the National anti-trust legislation are United

States vs. E. C. Knight Co. ,3 Addyston Pipe and Steel Co. vs.

United States,* and the recent Northern Securities case.s To
the writer's mind, these three cases represent a gradual extension

of governmental power through judicial decision. The facts in

the Knight case were as follows : The American Sugar Refining

Co., a New Jersey corporation, controlling a large majority of

the sugar refineries in the United States, purchased a controlling

interest in the stock of four Philadelphia refineries, thus obtain-

ing a practical monopoly of the sugar business throughout the

' 24 Statutes at Large, 379.

In re Corning et. al.; U. S. vs, Greenhut et. al., 51 Fed., 205.

3iS6i/. 5., I. * 175 U^. 5'., 211.

5 U. S. Circuit Court, eighth circuit, not yet officially reported.
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United States. The United States filed its bill to have the pur-

chases set aside as contrary to the anti-trust act of 1 890. In

dismissing the bill, the court pointed out that:

The regulation of commerce applies to the subjects of commerce and not

to matters of internal police. Contracts to buy, sell, or exchange goods to be

transported among the several states, the transportation and its instrumen-

talities, the articles bought, sold, or exchanged for the purposes of such transit

among the states, or put in way of transit, may be regulated, but this is

because they form a part of the interstate trade or commerce. The fact that

an article is manufactured in another state does not of itself make it an article

of interstate commerce, and the intent of the manufacturer does not determine

the time when the article or product passes from the control of the state and

belongs to commerce.

After concluding that monopolies in the manufacture of a neces-

sary of life are not covered by the act, the court says : "There

was nothing in the proofs to indicate any intention to put a

restraint upon trade or commerce." Note the word "intention,"

for its use in this connection seems to indicate that, if there had

been proof of the intention, together with the indirect restraint

of trade, the court might have sustained the bill.

In the second case, Addyston Pipe and Steel Co. vs. United

States, the United States sought to break up, under the anti-trust

act of 1890, an association formed between six corporations

manufacturing cast-iron pipes, supplying thirty-six states, for the

purpose of eliminating competition. The court in dissolving the

association said

:

As has frequently been said, interstate commerce consists of intercourse

and traffic between the citizens and inhabitants of different states, and

includes not only the transportation of persons and property, but also the pur-

chase, sale, and exchange of commodities If, therefore; an agree-

ment or combination directly restrains not alone the manufacture, but the

purchase, sale, or exchange of the manufactured commodity among the sev-

eral states, it is brought within the provisions of the statute.

Now, it will be readily seen that the purchase of the Philadel-

phia refineries by the American Sugar Refining Co. would pro-

duce practically the same effect upon the " purchase, sale, or

exchange of the manufactured commodity among the several

states " as it did in the association of the cast-iron pipe manu-

facturers, and the former combination seems to have been
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upheld solely because the intention of restraining interstate com-

merce was not shown.

In the recent Northern Securities Co. case the court seems

to have gone one step farther. This case does not properly

come under our discussion, because it has to deal with the law

of railroad mergers, which has been excluded from this thesis, as

pointed out above. It is invaluable, however, as indicating the

development of the criterion in determining whether or not an

act or combination is in violation of the anti-trust act of 1890.

It is for the purpose of illustrating this development, and that

alone, that the case is introduced here. The facts in the case

were as follows : The Northern Pacific and the Great Northern

Railroads are parallel, and heretofore competing roads, running

from the Mississippi River to Puget Sound. The Northern

Securities Co., a corporation organized under the laws of the

state of New Jersey, purchased a large majority of the stock of

both the competing roads. The question before the court was

whether such a combination was a violation of the anti-trust law

which forbids all combinations "in restraint of trade or com-

merce." The defendants urged that it was not, on the following,

among other grounds : (
i

) that anyone may legally hold prop-

erty to any extent, and the anti-trust act only restricts the use of

that property
; (2) that they can be enjoined from doing any

act in restraint of trade, but that mere combination does not

constitute such an act; (3) that the combination was formed,

not to restrain, but to promote commerce, thus benefiting the

public. The court, four judges sitting, unanimously held that

the combination was illegal and void, and thus overruled the

defenses interposed. This means that under the anti-trust act of

1890, combinations, though legally incorporated, may be dis-

solved, even though there be no intention to restrain trade, but

even where benefits might inure to the public. The mere fact

that competition is eliminated is sufficient to condemn the combi-

nation under this act, providing it affects interstate commerce.

Besides enlarging the construction of the anti-trust act,

many think this recent decision announces the principle that

shall solve the problem of corporate abuses in the United States.
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William R. Merriam, formerly governor of Minnesota, and

until recently United States census director, voiced this idea in

an address before the St. Paul Credit Men's Association, April

16 last, when, discussing the decision, he said :

While the right of private ownership is bestowed upon every citizen of

this country under the constitution, no man and no corporation shall be per-

mitted to use that ownership to the extent of injuring his neighbor or mena-

cing the public good. If I am right in this conclusion, no corporation doing

business in the states can destroy its rivals by a disastrous cut in prices, or

raise prices of products to the point of oppression The conclusion is

irresistible that in the central government rests the power to determine that

the individual or the corporation doing business that is interstate in its char-

acter cannot hold, maintain, or operate any property that results in injury to

the public.

These sanguine views may be correct. However, it is well

to consider whether or not it would be possible so to frame our

legislation as to secure the benefits of combination and remove

the sources, external to the combination itself, from which many

evils flow.

It was stated above that the three anti-trust acts enumerated

constituted the sum of the federal enactments upon this subject.

This statement, however, is not technically correct, for during

the last session of Congress two acts were passed, the ultimate

effect of which cannot as yet be foretold, namely, the Elkins

anti-rebate law and an act establishing a Department of Com-

merce and Labor, with a subdepartment known as the Bureau of

Corporations.

The Elkins law aims at strengthening the Interstate Com-

merce Act, and provides that the taker of rebates, as well as the

giver, shall be criminally liable. It seems that a rigid enforce-

ment of the law would make discriminations practically impos-

sible, since under this law discrimination does not need to be

shown, but merely a departure from published rates ; and the

failure to publish rates is itself punishable. Again, this law

abolishes imprisonment for violation of the act, and substitutes

therefor a fine upon the corporation of from $1,000 to $20,000.

This makes punishment more certain, for it is said that under

the old law evidence that would lead to the imprisonment of
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persons was almost unobtainable. Another very important

change introduced by this law is that courts are authorized to

proceed civilly, and to enjoin illegal actions, which are more
elastic than under the criminal procedure. Complaints are

already being filed under the new law with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the first one being by the Central Yellow

Pine Association, a voluntary association of forty-one firms in

Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama, and engaged in

the manufacture and shipping of pine lumber in and from Louisi-

ana (east of the Mississippi), Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia,

against the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, the Kansas City

Southern, the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railroads,

because of alleged rebates to firms engaged in the same business

in Arkansas and Louisiana (west of the Mississippi). As yet,

however, no decisions under the Elkins law have been handed

down.

The act creating the new Department of Commerce and

Labor declares that the commissioner of corporations " shall

have power and authority to make, under the direction of the

secretary of commerce and labor, diligent investigation into the

organization, conduct, and management of the business of any

corporation, joint-stock company, or corporate combination

engaged in commerce among the several states and with foreign

nations, except covcvi^oxi carriers;" and "to gather such informa-

tion and data as will enable the president of the United States to

make recommendations to Congress for legislation for the regu-

lation of such commerce." In furtherance of these provisions

the commissioner is given power to " subpoena and compel the

attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production of

documentary evidence, and to administer oaths." This truly

constitutes an extension of governmental power, and is made to

apply to concerns, exclusive of railroads; or, in other words,

mainly to manufacturing " corporations, joint-stock companies,

or corporate combinations." The movement is purely experi-

mental and is, in a way, an application of the much-talked-of

publicity; but, nevertheless, important and surprising conse-

quences may follow these investigations by the government into

the conduct of big corporations.
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To summarize, then, as regards the attitude assumed toward

combination by both state and national legislatures, it has been

destructive with the exceptions of the federal act establishing

the Department of Commerce and Labor, and the anti-rebate

law. If the conclusion reached above as to the real nature of

the problem is correct, then the entire legislation relative to

industrial combinations, with the exceptions just enumerated, has

been based upon a false principle. The futility in the accom-

plishment of its aim seems to demonstrate this beyond a reason-

able doubt.

If, then, improper action has been taken regarding this

important problem, what stand shall we now take ? It is often

popularly charged that one disapproving of the strictly "anti-

trust" attitude, heretofore assumed, is in favor of trusts, in favor

of monopoly, in favor of crushing out competition, and in favor

of all the evils that may accompany the concentration of capital

in the hands of single private industrial corporations. This is

hardly fair. It may be that some do favor a strictly laissez-faire

policy. The writer, however, believes that James B. Dill, the

noted corporation lawyer of New York city, stated the proper

doctrine in an address before the Seminary in Economics of

Harvard University, March lo, 1903, when he said:

The safe principle, however, is found in the statement that the "trust

problem" is not the problem of abolishing industrial combinations, but of

properly applying the principles which they represent, recognizing that they

are a power national in extent and a necessary subject of federal jurisdiction.

The basis of discussion as to the legal control of combinations must be

not primarily utility, and secondarily control, but utilization and control stand-

ing ^arz^aj^z^.

Granting that some sort of control is necessary, one question

of prime importance is whether that control should be exercised

by the several states and federal government dually, or whether

the entire responsibility should be assumed by the latter. To
me the last plan is preferable. The trust of today is a force that

exerts a national influence. The large corporations, creatures of

the states, are not confined to state boundaries in their dealings,

but, on the contrary, many of them operate in almost every state
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of the Union, and 1 dare say that of the 183 industrial combi-

nations enumerated in the twelfth census none operate in one

state alone. Not only are their operations across state lines, but

their stock is also owned throughout the United States. So, from

that one standpoint alone, it would seem that a proper subject

for national consideration was presented.

But there is another reason why federal control would be

preferable to the present scheme. It is a notorious fact that

there is no uniformity in state legislation concerning industrial

combinations. For instance, Massachusetts requires "public"

publicity of all corporations. New Jersey requires only " private"

publicity; that is, gives only the stockholder the right of

inquiring into corporate conditions. Different states likewise

differ as to what constitutes the proper basis of capitalization.

Not only is there this lack of uniformity, but there appears to be

a tendency toward a still wider diversion. James B. Dill, in the

address above referred to, sums up the situation very clearly,

and I quote his words:

We find some charter-granting states legislating for the following classes

of corporations

:

1. Corporations organized primarily for the purpose of doing business

outside the state.

2. Corporations organized for the purpose of doing without the state

business which is forbidden within the state which created them.

3. Those formed for the purpose of doing their business as an entirety

outside the state, being specifically forbidden by their charters from operat-

ing or carrying on such business in the state which created them.

4. For the express purpose of doing business in evasion, sometimes in

violation, of the law of a state into which they purpose to go and operate.

On the other hand, we have states attempting to tax property of corpo-

rations— as the state of New York in the case of United Verde Copper Co.

(People ex rel. U. V. C. Co. vs. Feitner, 54 App.Div., 2iy)— not within their

limits and therefore taxed elsewhere ; we have some states attacking

domestic and foreign corporations with laws intending to make it difficult to

associate capital for commercial operations too large for individuals.

The creation of the Land Grant Railway and Trust Co. by

Pennsylvania in 1870 gave that company the right to exercise

banking powers " in any state, territory, or country except the

state of Pennsylvania." In writing the opinion in a case decid-
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ing that this corporation could not do business in the state of

Kansas, Judge Valentine said

:

At the very creation of this supposed corporation, its creators spurned it

from the land of its birth as illegitimate and unworthy of a home among its

kindred and sent it forth a wanderer on foreign soil. Is the state of Kansas

bound by any kind of courtesy, or comity, or friendship, or kindness to Penn-

sylvania to treat this corporation better than its creator is bound ?

No rule of comity will allow one state to spawn corporations, to send

them forth into other states to be nurtured and do business there, when the

state first among states will not allow them to do business within its own

boundaries,'

This illustrates one of the tendencies in state legislation on

this important topic, and the lack of uniformity and comity is

amply demonstrated. For this reason, then, that legislation,

already lacking in uniformity, is becoming still more adverse,

national legislation should be substituted for state legislation

upon this topic which has passed from local to national interest.

Considerable discussion has been indulged in as to the power

of Congress to legislate for the control of the industrial com-

binations. Many have expressed the opinion that an amendment

to the federal constitution is a necessary prerequisite. The

weight of authority, however, seems to be that no such amend-

ment is necessary, and that Congress has ample power to deal

with the problem under its powers over interstate commerce.

So says F. J. Stimson, the legal adviser to the industrial com-

mission ;" E. W. Huffcutt, of Cornell University; 3 and Attorney-

General Knox expressed himself as follows at Pittsburg, Pa.,

October 14, last

:

Conceding that the present law is not effective throughout the situation,

we come to the final alternative : May not Congress, under the existing con-

stitutional grants, amend and extend the law, and thus remedy the defects,

and so effectively regulate national and foreign commerce as to prevent the

stifling of competition, the regulating of output and price, and the restraining

of national and international trade ? If the answer to this question should be

in the affirmative, a second question follows : How might Congress so amend

the present law ?

' Land Grant Railway and Trust Co. vs. Board of County Commissioners, Coffey

County, 6 Kansas, 149.

^Report of Industrial Commission, Vol. XIX, p. 628. "^ Ibid., p. 712.
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I do not scruple to say that in my judgment the more a thoughtful mind

reflects on the first question, the more unhesitatingly will an affirmative

answer be returned.

That regulation by Congress in this way would indirectly or remotely

affect production would be no bar. The very point of the sugar-trust case

was that a consolidated scheme of production might lead to commerce, or

might indirectly or remotely affect commerce, but did not for that reason

invoke the federal power over commerce ; and the illustration from the con-

verse of the situation is significant on the point just stated.

Congress under this power prevents the importation or transportation of

articles deemed injurious to the general welfare. Thus the laws subject the

movement of explosives to safeguards and burdens ; absolutely excludes

impure literature and diseased cattle, convicts and contract labor; and scru-

tinizes and prevents or checks many foreign and interstate movements,

throughout the entire field of national and international intercourse, in the

interest of all the people, on the ground of commercial, hygienic, or ethical

policy. Who shall set limits now, in advance of a carefully framed and judi-

cially tested law, to the competence of Congress to regulate commerce in the

way suggested, in the exercise of the legislative wisdom and the wide discre-

tion confided to it ? Who shall say that the power of Congress does not

extend so far ? I think it does. I am quite sure that no one can now say

that it does not.

As to suggesting specific legislation for the control of indus-

trial combinations, that is beyond the scope of this thesis. To
the writer, however, it seems that we know too little of the real

nature of the problem presented to rush headlong into any legis-

lation. Attorney-General Knox in the address above referred

to stated well the conditions when he said

:

The conditions of our commercial life are, as I have said, the result in

part of an evolution of forces of world-wide operation. They have developed

gradually and are not, perhaps, fully understood. Laws regulating and con-

trolling their operation, before they ripen into a complete system of jurispru-

dence, will be of gradual growth.

It is to be hoped that from the investigations that undoubt-

edly will be pursued by the new Department of Commerce and

Labor some proper basis may be formed to determine the pre-

cise nature of action necessary. If it be found necessary to

institute publicity, then, by all means, let us have publicity

through this new department. If it is found that combinations

are given abnormal power through the possession of special

privileges, as freight-rate discriminations or a prohibitive tariff.

f
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then let us first abolish those special privileges and place all on

an equal footing.

Then, in conclusion, what have we found? We have found,

first, that the industrial combination is the resultant of economic

forces, possessing advantages for society, also perhaps real dan-

gers ; second, that legislation, without attempting to preserve

these advantages and destroy the apparent evils, has aimed at a

destruction of the combination ; third, that the attitude now to

be assumed is that of an inquiring student, and attempt to locate

the source of abuses, and see if a removal of these sources will

not do much toward bringing about a solution. By assuming

this impartial attitude, and by guarding carefully against mistak-

ing cause for effect, it seems reasonable that much can be done to

aid materially in building up and perpetuating the industrial and

commercial supremacy of the United States.

Walter Frederick Meier.
The University of Nebraska.
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PART III. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETIES.

CHAPTER V. AGGREGATES. Continued.

SEC. IV. DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS.

Alphonse de Candolle in his analytic botanical geography

admirably presents the static and also the dynamic laws of the

distribution of plants over the surface of the globe. A rapid

glance at the most essential laws relative to vegetable organisms

will prepare us naturally for this positive conception of a philoso-

phy of the social functions— a philosophy which forms the

object of this fundamental part of the static at present under

discussion.

The distribution of plants from the first is in connection with

the several geological epochs. The existing distribution is in

connection with the vegetables of former periods. Hence there

is a double static correlation of the past with the present. In

general, the distribution of vegetable species depends, first, upon

the constitution of the different parts of the surface of the

globe; secondly, upon the exposure of the vegetables to the

action of the sun and light ; thirdly, upon heat ; fourthly upon

humidity.

The plant is a function of the soil and climate. Below o°

vegetation is arrested, and also beyond a certain degree of heat.

The distribution of plants, however, cannot be determined by the

average isothermal lines. It depends upon the amount of heat

useful for their growth, varying according to the periods of vege-

tation, character of soils, etc.

Each species of plants upon the globe, as remarked by Hum-
boldt, has its limit, which it is not able to cross; and Schaw has

counted upon the earth more than twenty botanic regions, of

which each is the domain of a group of plants altogether dis-

tinct, so that, if these groups should become fossils, the geol-

ogists would have difficulty in relating them to the same period.

226
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Each species occupies a region the limits of which are fixed by-

natural obstacles, such as the sea, deserts, and mountains, or by-

climatic conditions. Plants sometimes surmount these first

obstacles, thanks to their natural means of dissemination, or even

ERRATUM.
Through an oversight, the table of suicides in Belgium by sexes,

from 1836 to 1900, appearing on p. 79 of the July number of this

Journal, in M. De Greef's article on "Introduction to Sociology,"
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surface and configuration. We see that it is the same for the

several varieties of the human species, not only by reason of their
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original or acquired variations, but by reason also of their state

of civilization. In regard to plants, the habitats extending from

east to west are found principally among the numerous fami-

lies of the north and under the mean degrees of latitude. On
the contrary, the species whose habitat extends from north to

south are found especially in the tropics. The families of the

temperate and northern zone more often present the phenomena

of habitats of very unequal diameter.

If we generalize these special distributions, we recognize

three great lines along which the vegetable species propagate

themselves or were formerly propagated : First, the countries

around the arctic pole ; second, the zone of the Mediterranean,

extending westward to the Canaries, the Azores, and Madeira

;

eastward, to the Caucasus and Persia ; third, the great line of the

Floridas, or from Texas to Montevideo. To these lines of main

distribution one may add those of the mountains of Europe and

the empire of Asia, those from California to Chili, and that from

India to Senegal. In general, the configuration of the habitats

of species appears to belong more to the physical and geo-

graphical conditions than to the peculiar nature of these species.

This static law will be more strongly affirmed among the ani-

mals, and also among men, who form a single species.

The vegetal stations are localities uniting conditions peculiar to

the fixation and to the development of each species. The

environments—that is to say, the indispensable supports to the

existence of each»'plant—form the primary conditions for each

station; thus fresh or salt water for the aquatic plants, the soil

for the tuberous mushroom, certain vegetable species even for

the parasitic plants, and the ordinary atmosphere for the great

majority of species. Each one of these stations excludes the

totality of the species of other stations. One should notice at

once the fundamental distinction which separates, from this point

of view, the varieties of the human species from the manifold

vegetable species. The human varieties, though having distinct

habitats appropriate to their special natures, are far from being

as exclusive, and are becoming less and less exclusive, in refer-

ence to each other.
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One observes two modes of occurrence of the species upon the

globe: first, either they abound in one locality, the individuals

being grouped near each other, and forming the social species;

or else, secondly, they predominate in a whole country; then one

calls them frequents or scattered. The agglomeration of the

individuals of the same species belongs to the constitution of the

species itself and to the conditions of each local station.

There are some plants which injure very much their neigh-

bors: {ji) by the rapidity of their growth (willow and other

white wood); (<5) by the length of their stems (Gramineae and

perennial cypress); {c) by the shade of their foliage (beech, fir).

These are anti-social toward each other. Other species have

an extraordinary abundance of seed, which the wind is not able

easily to disperse, or which germinate rapidly and continuously

(spinach, mercurialis, wild poppy) . Finally certain plants are

provided with means of multiplication very favorable for sub-

divisions or xdSs\\^cdM\ov\.s {Ranunculus ^^«^/?V«j, strawberry plants).

Their constitution in each case renders them naturally social.

As to the conditions of each local station, the presence of

matter favorable to the vegetation of a certain species ought to

multiply it ; and, on the contrary, the absence of such other

matter necessary to the life of other species ought to exclude the

latter (Leguminosae in the calcareous soils, briar in the sterile

places, nivale plants on the summit of mountains). The climate,

on the contrary, has no influence upon the sociality of plants. A
species remains social up to the limit where it is able to live. At
the north there are some forests of a certain species up to the

geographic limit of the species itself. Going from the center of

France toward the south one sees, following one another, the

social species of this zone in a state of decided agglomeration

(cistus, turpentine trees, lavender).

In general, the more there are in a country of different species

which are able to dispute the territory over each station, the less

there are of the agglomerated species. Thus in equatorial coun-

tries, the vegetation being more rich in species than in the northern

regions, there are fewer social species. Contrary to this, the

uniformity of the human species is favorable to sociality.
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The commonness or rarity of a species in a country is due to

the constitution of each species and to exterior influences.

Species are scarcely ever common in a country in proximity

to their geographic limit. The individuals are more congested

toward the center of the habitat. In the present human divisions

the frontier districts are more thinly populated.

Calculation has shown that the average area of species is all

the smaller as the class to which they belong has a more perfect

organization. This consideration has its importance for sociology.

The perfection of the organization is one of the principal factors

in the extension of human societies. According to the above

law, the cryptogams have the most extensive area; annual plants

have a more extensive area than bi-annual ; next come perennial

plants; then shrubs and bushes; and, lastly, the most restricted

area is that of trees. The average area of planerogamic plants

appears to be the greater as the duration of their life is shorter.

Among the secondary conditions it is necessary to reckon the

consistence of the soil, the degree of humidity, the abundance of

light, etc. There result some stations equally well defined

—

rocks, sand, marsh, and forests. Rarely can the same species

live in two of the stations, at least in the same climate.

As to the tertiary conditions, they result from special and

numerous modifications which react upon the precedent stations.

Thus forests may have deciduous or persistent leaves. The more

a station is habitually cold or humid, the more considerable is

the proportion of the common species. These causes, in reality,

become the predominant factors, which oppose themselves to the

variations of the local causes. In this manner is explained the

uniform life of northern populations or of those of zones princi-

pally maritime, even among the most complex civilizations; with

a character, however, less exclusive, as is shown in the industrial

development of certain maritime centers.

In dry and warm regions the special and local causes, on the

contrary, resume their importance; differences are more con-

siderable between the stations, and the vegetation is less uni-

form. " It is necessary," says A. Maury, "that in a warm region

the same station be very vast, as that of Sahara in Africa and the
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Pampas of South America, in order that the uniformity may

appear." This uniformity in the same conditions appears to us

in a striking manner in the structure and life of human popu-

lations.

One other static vegetable law is that the average area of

species is the greater as their average height is less. Thus the

domain of mosses and lichens is excessively extended. We know

that civilizations little advanced, and uniform, can occupy

immense spaces, as in Africa, and in America during the Indian

period.

It seems, however, that there is no correlation between the

human static and the vegetable law according to which the

average area of the species of a single family diminishes in

proportion as one travels from the arctic pole to the southern

extremities of continents— a law which is pretty applicable to

the general average area of the species.

The regions farthest separated from others by seas or deserts

are, in general, those which offer most to the special species

;

for example, the Cape of Good Hope and Australia. We have

noted the same law in connection with our observations con-

cerning the influence of general geography and orography upon

the formation of races and nationalities.

Among the phanerogamic species, whose area is, however,

the greatest by reason of their perfect organization, none extends

itself over the entire surface of the globe ; none, notably, is

found directly under the equator (at least in the plains) , and at

the opposite extremities of the continents, towards the two poles.

In fact, the same mass of physical environment, through its

extent and its natural variations, opposes an obstacle in such a

way that the vegetable line forms a single and uniform empire.

The sea itself constitutes a peculiar botanic region, where,

besides extensive and powerful kingdoms, there are in the small

islands most distant from other lands some very small specific

areas, some very minute principalities.

Outside of these limits, more or less special, the plant king-

dom has some general impassable limits. It does not extend

above 5,000 meters in the Cordilleras, 2,700 in the Alps and.
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1,000 in Iceland. At sea-level the limits are reached near the

temperature of 75° C.

So long as the conditions of the localities do not change,

the same species continue from year to year, barring the inter-

vention of man and of domestic animals. However, one may
observe some spontaneous phenomena of rotation and alteration.

Thus, some species, at first abundant and exclusive, become rare

and give place to others. For example, in a prairie the

Gramineae give place to the Leguminosae ; forests of oak or of

beech replace each other without the intervention of man, etc.

Plants also naturally form certain classes. These individual

aggregates of the same species are determined, on the one

hand, by the structure of the species itself ; on the other, by the

conditions of each station. Some plants are in continual war

with their neighbors on account of their roots, their height, their

foliage, or their excessive propagation. Sometimes, if the battle

is permanent, the co-operation is permanent also. The tall

forests as well as the feeble Gramineae conserve and develop

themselves especially as masses and not as individuals. Further-

more, even isolated plants, in spite of their excellence of indi-

vidual constitution, have their existence bound up with the fixity

of their habitat. The social solidarity has for indestructible

foundation the solidarity of everything that lives in the physical

environment.

The distribution of cultivated plants obeys the same struc-

tural laws. They are domestic species, and each of them has

its frontier. The cereals, properly speaking, fulfil their functions

only on condition of being annuals ; otherwise they would yield

no harvest. But they are annuals only if cultivated outside of

the tropical zone, unless in regions quite elevated, so that the

cold may cause the stubble to die every year, or unless they

become perennial like grass and propagate by sprouts without

producing either grain or clusters. This example shows once

again in a striking manner the constant static relation which

exists between all organic structure, its environment, and its

dynamic function.

Barley, oats, and potatoes cannot be cultivated in Europe
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beyond the line which passes Finmark, the mountainous districts

of Scandinavia, the islands of Faroe and Shetland; that is to

say, these plants have a frontier which rises in certain points up

to 70° north latitude and redescends in Scotland to 57° and even

in Ireland to 52°. Rye does not go beyond 65° north and

descends to 48°. It is scattered in the greater part of Europe

north of the Alps. Wheat, ordinarily as barley, oats, and rye of

central Asia, is arrested at 48° or 57° north latitude and ceases

to be cultivated in the intertropical regions of Africa and

America; already in the south of Egypt it is replaced by

millet, and we see it reappear naturally near 23° central latitude.

The warm countries are the habitat of corn and rice. The latter

extends little beyond 40° north latitude, and in Brazil it does not

cross 30°.

The cereals necessarily have some limits in altitude as well

as in latitude. On the Himalaya rice ceases at 4,000 meters

;

barley and oats are arrested slightly above 4,000 meters ; in

America, corn at 2,000 and the cereals at 3,000 meters. In

Peru and in Mexico the potato is cultivated up to 3,500 meters

above sea-level.

This distribution of plants upon the surface of the globe, as

we shall see later, interferes in the same manner with the struc-

tures of human societies as the geographic formation of our planet,

the differentiation of climate, orography and hydrography, and

the distribution of minerals; and it explains in part some
secondary variations. We have seen that the distribution of

minerals occurs in connection with the geologic strata. The
latter are in particular superficially connected with the vegeta-

tion. Edible products, natural or not, are, on their part, con-

nected with the elementary static, and thence with the several

grades of civilization the structure and limits of which they

unite in forming.

The distribution of cultures is only in part effected by man.

It depends upon the natural distribution of plant life in general,

and this depends upon the geologic and climatic environment.

Civilization, in its turn, in each of its stages is subordinated to

these partly stable and partly variable inorganic and organic con-
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ditions. In proportion as we study, we pass from inorganic to

vital phenomena, and especially to social phenomena. We
ascertain that the growing complexity of phenomena follows a

course parallel to that of their modifiability. We cannot at all

modify the astronomic structure. We can modify very slightly

the geographic and climatic structure of our globe. Climates,

continents, and seas have relatively immovable limits. Some

plants and animals cross these limits with difficulty, while man

transforms the rivers, seas, and oceans into highways of com-

munication. He pierces mountains, traverses deserts, and, what

is more, he continually modifies and ameliorates himself. How-

ever, let it not be forgotten that all of his variations and all of

his progress are limited at each moment of time and in each frac-

tion of space by constant static laws ; similarly, everywhere and

always, each part of every social structure is necessarily in cor-

relation with all the others and in the service of the ensemble.

In societies, as among individuals and in nature generally, every

movement implies a constant equilibration. •' Order " and "prog-

ress" are two terms which express two inseparable aspects of

the same law— the law of constant solidarity of every constituent

part of social bodies.

SECTION V. DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMALS.

A relatively constant fixity is the law of geographic, climatic,

geologic, and mineral structure. This aspect becomes less pre-

dominant in the distribution of the vegetable zones and species.

Here already, besides the influences of the external environ-

ment, other natural causes intervene, of which selection is the

principal one, tending to adapt vegetable organisms to special

conditions by differentiating them into varieties and species.

The physio-psychic structure of animals introduces in this

static complexus new modifying elements, resulting principally

from the superior motility derived from their more or less highly

developed muscular and intellectual constitution in connection

with their nervous system. Muscles and nerves are organs of a

more special and more complete life-relation. So the study of

laws which involve the distribution of animals upon the surface

of the earth is the natural transition to the search after those
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which are connected with the distribution of the human species.

The study of the distribution of the human species, in its turn,

is, properly speaking, the basis of the philosophy of social and

political frontiers.

The present state of the distribution of animals has its point

of departure in the previous geologic and geographic transforma-

tions. The distribution of animals corresponds always to these

two conditions, as the flora and fauna themselves, at the expense

of which certain animals subsist.

As explained by Professor A. Lamcere in his lectures upon

transformism, the geographic distribution of organisms is proof

of their tranformism. This principle had been clearly estab-

lished by Charles Darwin, and also by Wallace {^Island Life).

This distribution is, indeed, dependent upon exterior conditions;

upon the geological constitution of the soil which causes varia-

tion of the flora, and therefore of the fauna : it depends upon

climate, natural barriers (deserts, mountain ranges, seas, etc.),

and upon the interior state of the planet. Hence the large

islands contain the same animals as the neighboring continent,

for the reason that the lands were formerly joined together.

The geographic distribution of animals testifies also in favor of

natural selection, that is to say, the survival of the fittest. For

instance, the little islands rising from the ocean include only

some types that have been able to transport themselves thither,

as birds, bats, insects ; or to be thither transported, as lizards,

rats, etc. The insects are for the most part apteral. Those

which had through variation lost their wings had, indeed, a

greater chance of survival, because not so liable to be swept

by the wind into the sea. These interpretations should not be

lost sight of when we come to consider the distribution of the

varieties of the human species.

Although in some respects the means of locomotion of ani-

mals are superior to those of plants, it seems that the animal

forms and their habitats have varied very little in fifty centuries

among the most ancient historic civilizations, Egypt, Babylon,

Persia, India, China, and Greece, if one may judge from the

remnants and documents of these antique civilizations. This
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remarkable stability, which extends partly to the social world,

belongs evidently to the strict static connection which binds

together the physical, botanical, zoological, and sociological

phenomena. This interpretation is the natural and positive

explanation of the origin of species.

The formation of species is the outcome of the general phe-

nomena of the variability of organized beings. This variability

is dependent upon the influence of the environment and accesso-

rily upon modifications accidentally introduced in their structure.

Heredity fixes the variations and transmits them to the descend-

ants. Every cell in dividing distributes among the daughter-

cells some essential characteristics of the mother-cell, including

those characterics which are the result of variation. Then ensues

the struggle for existence, which proceeds by the elimination of the

less fit, in the relative sense of the word. This struggle is mani-

fested

by a frightful destruction of organisms, and principally young organisms not

yet arrived at the age when they are able to reproduce themselves. It is

caused, first, by the limitation of subsistence upon the surface of the globe

;

secondly, by accidents, inclemency, cataclysms, diseases, parasites, etc., which

assail living beings. It is not a battle open to the individuals of a single

species, one against the other ; but, indeed, it is a blind fury to procure the

subsistence furnished often by other species, and in this case it presents an

active character; or it is in a resistance to inclemency, etc., and in that case

presents a passive character. The struggle for existence is, above all, the

struggle against death.'

This natural selection has as its result the survival of the

fittest, repeated from generation to generation, and ending in

the creation of new species. Darwin and Haeckel agree, espe-

cially in regard to the most perfect organisms, plants, or ani-

mals, among which cellular differentiation has reached a certain

degree, that each animal and vegetable species was produced by

natural selection only once, at a single moment of time, and at

a single point in space. It is the center of creation of a species.

The multiplicity and complexity of the conditions for these

higher forms could with difficulty, according to Darwin and

Haeckel, occur more than once.

' A. Lamcere.
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Positive sociology is not directly interested in the adoption of

this hypothesis of special centers of creation. Even supposing

it incorrect, sociology can satisfy itself with the statement, con-

formable alike to the champions and adversaries of this doctrine,

according to which from the beginning there has been a natural

tendency for each species to multiply, then to come out of

its one or several centers of creation, which had become too

narrow, and to adapt itself to the conditions, at first poorly, and

afterwards with more and more facility. These eccentric dis-

placements are active or passive, voluntary or involuntary.

They are involuntary when they are occasioned by displace-

ments of other natural bodies.'

The more easily a species displaces itself, the more rapidly

it scatters itself. So it is with winged articulate and vertebrate

animals. Hence the great uniformity of their structure, in spite

of the enormous diversity of their superficial exterior forms.

This law finds its most complete application in the human spe-

cies, the most mobile of all, and whose peculiar uniformity

dominates all of the special varieties.

Adjoining centers never contain radically different faunas.

The transition is by imperceptible degrees from one fauna to

the other. These transitions, however, are less in man than in

other species. The identical species of animals are found over

vast continents, and present, from one region to the other, only

some local differences or varieties, due to special influences.

Thus each region from the north to the south of Africa has, so

to speak, its special variety of antelope. These graduated differ-

entiations are observed equally, or still more, in the distribution

of the human species, whose extreme types are connected, even

in their geographical distribution, by quite regular transitions.

Throughout, where there exists a certain congeniality of habi-

tat, not necessarily perfect congeniality, races and varieties of

the same species are found. Some conditions of habitat serve to

limit them. For instance, in Borneo and Sumatra, according to

the naturalist Schlegel, the orang-outang is always found in

analogous localities. It never frequents different localities of

'Darwin, The Origin of Species, chaps, xi, xii.
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the same neighborhood, although there is no obstacle or physi-

cal barrier to prevent. Certain species common to North

America are found under the same latitude in South America.

On the contrary, the animals of two countries relatively con-

nected, those of the western slope of the Cordilleras and those

of Brazil, differ specifically.

The influence of climate and of habitat is generally limited

to a more or less complete development of certain members and

to a diversity of colors. In other respects this influence oper-

ates differently according to the kind or species, each having a

power of conservation of type more or less pronounced. But

there are for certain determined types impassable barriers, and

within the limits assigned by nature this type submits to slow

modifications, so that one is not able to determine whether these

varieties have come out of the same stock or are products

different from each other,'

To summarize, the exterior geographical, climatic, geological,

and elementary environment, in connection with the internal

structure of animal species, determines and defines their habitat.

The latter extends itself the more easily as the species is the

more mobile or becomes more mobile by natural selection and

progressive adaptation to the environment. Therefore the

fundamental character of the population of the great empires

of fauna and the uniformity of structure are disguised only in

their exterior appearance. For the human species, which is the

most scattered animal species of all, the essential uniformity is

altered only by some very limited and, above all, superficial

variations which do not destroy the common type.

Let us pass now from these static laws of the distribution of

fauna in general, to the observation of the limits of some one of

the particular kingdoms. The crustaceans have their peculiar

system of distribution. The distribution of their habitats is

principally conditioned upon the temperature of water. Accord-

ing to Dana, they occupy five principal regions : first, the west-

ern region, embracing the American shores of the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans; second, the European region, from Cape Horn

'A. Maury, La terre et Vhomme.
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to Shetland ; third, the eastern region, comprising the eastern

coast of Africa, the shores of southeastern Asia, the islands of

the Indies and of the Pacific Ocean ; fourth, the Arctic region,

from Kamtskatka to Norway; fifth, the Antarctic zone, compris-

ing Terre del Fuego, the Falkland Islands, and New Zealand,

Reptiles, crocodiles, ophidians, lizards, and even some batra-

cians are the most sedentary of all the animals. They replace

migration by hibernation and lethargy. Their diOvs\^\n par excel-

lence is therefore the intertropical centers. The number of spe-

cies, and of individuals of each species, diminishes in proportion

as one advances toward the poles. The batracians are those

which are found nearest the poles. The domain of reptiles,

formerly very extended, limits itself with the differentiation of

climates.

The distribution of birds is as much deprived of definite

limitations as that of reptiles is circumscribed. One has yet to

conjecture, since the invention of balloons and the experiments

in air navigation, the enormous influence, not only economic, but

moral and political, which aerial locomotion would exercise

upon the social frontiers of the human species. This is a fine

example of the constant correspondence between the internal

and external social structure and the structure of frontiers. The
powerful means of locomotion of birds naturally explains, for the

greater part of them, why their geographical distribution changes

only with the seasons. This influence of seasons is, however,

not a simple and absolute cause. It is related to one other

fundamental and primary condition— the necessity of providing

nourishment, of which the means are facilitated or prevented,

according to seasons. These alimentary conditions, as well as

variations of temperature, compel migration, as is shown in the

experience of birds. "Wherever the little animals disappear

that furnish the birds with nourishment; wherever the plant

forms cease to grow whose grains and buds are their ordinary

subsistence, there the birds disappear."

The atmospheric variations of North America being more

pronounced than in our climates, the migratory species are there

more numerous. Some migrate in couples, other species in
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little companies, and many in flocks of several thousand, with a

chief and often in a definite order. The structure of these aggre-

gates of animals relates evidently not only to the action of

climates, winds, etc., but also to the abundance or scarcity of the

alimentary resources at their disposal, to the exterior dangers

with which they are menaced, to the instincts, and to the habits

born of these repeated experiences.

There are cosmopolitan species such as the common crow

which endures equally heat and cold, from the Cape of Good

Hope to Greenland, and from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson's

Bay. One meets it wherever it finds its normal food. Those of

the North, like the human species of the same countries, are dis-

tinguished from those of the South only by an extreme voracity.

There are, however, some sedentary species of birds, particu-

larly in certain regions. Such are those which through selection

and adaptation have in a constant manner acquired the faculty

of equilibrating their peculiar constitution and the necessity of

the conservation of the species with the geographical, climatic,

and alimentary environment. They never migrate because they

have no interest in displacing themselves.

The distribution of the terrestrial mammals is naturally more

fixed. It is also historically more recent. The natural classifi-

cation of the several groups of fossils shows us, indeed, the

succession of animal forms in the geological strata according to

the order of their relative superiority : first, fish ; second, amphib-

ians ; third, reptiles ; fourth, birds ; fifth, mammals. This historic

classification is confirmed by the parallelism of the appear-

ance of the same forms with the law of succession of the states

through which the embryos of the superior types pass.

In area, geographically limited as it is today, the arctic fauna

differs from the temperate fauna, the latter from the tropical,

and even the northern temperate fauna from that of the southern

temperate zone. Furthermore, in this latter, one finds two

regions—that of central Africa and that of South America.

These are dissimilar in their mammals as well as in their birds,

their reptiles, their mollusks, and their insects. Europe itself

has some distinct mammiferous regions.
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The northern region, whose limit is not far south of the

isothermal zero line, has its peculiar mammifers— the polar fox,

the reindeer, and the white bear. The country of the bear is

less extensive than that of the fox ; that of the fox, less than

that of the reindeer; the latter reaches to the interior of the

northern forests, where the polar fox does not penetrate.

The region of middle Europe is bounded on the north by the

frontier of the reindeer ; on the west, by the ocean ; on the

south, by the Pyrenees, the Cevennes, the Alps, the Balkans,

and the Caucasus ; east of the Ural, as we have said, there is only

an imperfect frontier between Europe and Asia. Asia and the

vast plains to the southwest of Siberia continue from the steppes

of European Russia.

The Mediterranean slope, so remarkable for its multiform

geographic structure, is equally remarkable for the great number

of small regions each having its peculiar animals. Is it not also

remarkable that in the archipelago, in Greece, in Sicily, in Italy,

in the Island of Sardinia, in the south of Gaul, in the retreats

in the midst of mountains, so difficult to cross for man as well

as for other mammifers, are settled a crowd of little local civili-

zations, municipal districts, whose influence is felt even today ?

In regard to mammifers, Australia is totally different from South

America and Africa.

Dr. Richardson has ascertained the existence of a large

kingdom of maritime fauna in the Pacific Ocean, occupying a

zone of 42° north and south of the equator. This kingdom

comprises the whole of those waters which border Australia,

New Zealand, the Malay archipelago, China, and Japan. Its

population consists of almost the same varieties. At the frontier

of this vast region appear other varieties peculiar to polar

countries and which are confounded in certain points with the

tropical species. This maritime realm is not without analogy

with the great terrestrial domain which it borders. They are

equally enormous in their al"ea and their population. It is

necessary also to keep in mind this mixture of varieties operat-

ing at the frontiers in general, of the several zones of fauna, and

which corresponds to an analogous phenomenon in the frontier

zones of political societies.
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As the organs of social transportation in becoming interna

tional extend the limits of societies, so similarly the existence of

marine currents tends to expand the boundaries of this vast

domain. Certain species of the Indian Ocean are thus driven as

far as Japan. From the Malay archipelago the fauna of the

Polynesian seas presses its advance guards and its colonies as far

as the Red Sea and the eastern coast of Africa. So throughout

one zone, which measures not less than three-fourths the circum-

ference of the globe and which embraces 60° of latitude, are

found in general the same fish and the same mollusks. "The

Cape of Good Hope forms a great barrier at which this gigantic

empire terminates." *

The Atlantic is less homogeneous in its fauna than the

Pacific. Between the fauna of the coasts of America and that

of Africa there are some important differences. These are caused

by the absence of islands and the great depth of the waters.

Naturally, then, beyond 44° north latitude in the narrowest

part some common species increase, such as salmon and codfish.

Maury appropriately adds:

In the water as in the air the necessity of finding nourishment and of

assuring their reproduction forces some animals to long peregrinations. Most

birds and fish are more or less migrator)'. Few species are absolutely con-

fined to the same district; following the seasons or atmospheric variations,

they change their residence. Among fish some travel singly and others

migrate in pairs— mackerel, sardines, codfish, and herrings; and so long as

the geographical and climatic conditions are constant, their itineracy is con-

stant also. Although confined to the polar sea, the several species of seals

are not scattered indifEerently upon the surface of the frozen water. Each

has its particular district more or less extended.

Fish, of course, rise less in altitude than insects, birds, and

mammals.

The same geographic, climatic, alimentary, and genesial con-

ditions have exercised, and continue to exercise, a considerable

influence upon the peregrinations and habitats of primitive human

societies, and even upon modern societies. They continue to

act in the present as in the past, although in a less simple and

less general fashion, in proportion as societies adapt themselves

' A. Maury.
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belter to the more and more special external necessities ; and in

accommodating themselves they even modify the earth to their

advantage. This superior power of adaptation of the human
species involves at once its greater relative fixity and superior

adaptation in temporarily or permanently displacing itself. Thus

the highest civilizations are at the same time the most sedentary

and the most mobile—more mobile, in fact, in that which con-

cerns their constituent units than primitive societies, which are

especially altogether sedentary or altogether nomadic ; but even

when nomadic they are sedentary in the sense that they transfer

themselves only into simple and analogous regions. The

advanced civilization enjoys in the highest degree a mobile

equilibrium through an apparent reaction, which is, in fact, a

superior combination of the double power of fixation and displace-

ment. It is sometimes in the laws of the ordinary animal life

that we discover the foundation of the most complex laws of

the distribution of the human species, from its origin up to the

most advanced stages. In them we also comprehend that the

structure and life of societies, through the intermediation of the

flora and fauna, are connected with the great laws of universal

mechanics. That which is especially important to remember, from

the point of view of the mammifers, is that each species has, it is

true, its area of habitation, more or less determined by geography,

climate, and the mode and quantity of elimination in relation to

its peculiar structure, but that, aside from the great climatic

mutations of which we have spoken, some of the habitats of the

mammifers are relatively fixed. In others, although there are

sundry zoological regions, these regions, as natural history shows,

are bound together by some common characters. This com-

munity and this fundamental zoological solidarity join with the

unity and solidarity of the physical world, recognized by us

previously up to the orographical and hydrographical structure

•which produces the most impassable obstacles and natural

divisions.

We are now prepared to examine the same problems with

j*espect to the human species—a species which is becoming more
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and more interdependent, not only in reference to its members,

but in reference to all of its natural relationships.

CHAPTER VI,

SECTION I. THEORIES RELATING TO THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE HUMAN
SPECIES.

The human species is in constant equilibrium with itself and

with its environment. This equilibrium may be considered as

relatively progressive, stationary, or even retrogressive, according

as the adaptation of the species to the environment harmonizes

with the more and more special and complex conditions, or

stands still in established relations, or abandons its conquests,

returning to simpler and more general relations. In fact, an

unchangeable, stationary state no more exists than absolute

mutation. Movement is inseparable from every living structure.

Every society recedes or progresses, maintaining at each step a

static condition which corresponds with its dynamic evolution.

The relations of societies to their environments were not at

first comprehended in this manner, namely, as constituting solely

relations of this kind ; that is to say, constituting solely static

and dynamic relations. Christian philosophy, up to recent times!

impregnated with the metaphysical spirit, has by turns attributed]

either to the physical environment

—

i. e., to the world outside of I

man— or to man himself, considered as independent of the world,

an excessive and absolute value in the search for the causes of)

social forms. It is notably thus that the metaphysical philosophy]

of history divides into two great schools. One, primarily]

mesological, sees in the influence of environment the cause of]

social phenomena; the other, especially anthropological, intro-

duces into specific natures some different human varieties and,'

particularly into their own race, some structural and dynamic

variations which show us each step in the history of societies.

Rochell, in his Introduction to the Philosophy ofHistory (Gottingen,

1878), and after him M. L. Gumplowicz, in his Struggle ofthe Races,

divides the history of the systematic conceptions of societies and

of humanity into three phases, partly successive and partly con-

comitant. The first, chiefly theological, would be represented
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by the sacred writings of India, China, Persia, by the Bible, the

Koran, and the gospels. The second would be distinctly rational,

idealistic, or realistic, according as it proclaims that the absolute

free will of man has complete power over the object. Almost

all of the Greek and Roman historians and philosophers belong

to this school. The third phase, finally, would be that of natural

conceptions, where the philosophy of history "seeks the natural

laws which direct this particular part of nature, known as humanity,

into inflexibly prescribed paths in virtue of an eternal necessity."

This classification is only partly exact and complete, though

in its main lines conformable to the three stages of Comte. It

differs in that it does not sufficiently distinguish the several

stages of religious forms, the transition forms between religion

and metaphysics, the several conceptions of the latter, nor its

evolution toward the purely scientific and positive philosophy.

The fundamental conception of this latter is even completely

neglected, namely, the negation of the absolute, which is the

bond and the common fault of the first three phases. It equally

loses the view, and seems to deny the possibility, that societies

may interfere, within certain limits, with their particular structure

and with their particular movements, which would presuppose no

"eternal and inflexible" laws, but simply the determinism and

the relativity of natural laws in the constitution and activity of

societies. The natural laws, indeed, are only abstract and general

relations. They do not direct and do not determine humanity

as exterior forces. The social forces in their reciprocal relations

are other than the properties of the social matter. Some expres-

sions used by Gumplowicz are vestiges of a metaphysical and

anthropomorphic language. Only the positive laws, which are

the works of man, although equally subjected to social deter-

minism, practically rule and govern in certain historic move-

ments, through physical and moral constraint, the relations of

men in civil and political societies. Finally, this classification

gives no place to the conception that is really new, and which is

my own, according to which, in sociology, the physical and

organic environment is made one with humanity, in such manner

that every society, from the most simple up to the universal
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society, is a superior combination of the constituent elements of

the whole of nature. Men and their environments can differ,

change, but societies are always inseparable from their environ-

ments. Sociological monism is the most advanced phase of the

philosophy of history. The doctrine ought to formulate itself

naturally when, as today, the unity of structure and life is imposed

upon the collective conscience by its worldly nature.

The philosophy of history, the first form of sociology, began

as a legitimate and natural reaction against the spiritual and

anthropomorphic conceptions of religions, and notably against

the Graeco-Roman polytheism, during, and even before, its

monotheistic evolution. Its progress coincides with that of the

natural sciences, though the latter had not fully comprehended

man, and the societies in particular were always interpreted as

distinct from the environment which they dominate or through

which they are dominated.

Hippocrates of Cos, the great doctor of the fifth century

before our era, and Herodotus, his contemporary, contributed to

the European world the bases of social mesology. According

to the principle of Hippocrates,

Everything that the earth produces is comformable to the earth itself.

[That is why] elevated countries produce beings of high stature and low

countries beings of little height. In regions where the seasons are not

extreme all of the men resemble each other, but where the differences

between the seasons are considerable one observes great differences in the

forms of the individuals In Scythia the seasons undergo only slight

variations and depart little from uniformity, and hence arise the resemblances

that the Scythians bear to each other In Europe the vicissitudes of

seasons are considerable and frequent, the heat severe, the winters rigorous,

and the rains abundant ; there intervene prolonged drought and winds, which

multiply and diversify the atmospheric variations. It is natural that these

influences should make themselves felt among the people, and that the con-

formation of the embryo should vary and not be the same for each person, in

summer and winter, and during the rainy and dry seasons. It is on this

account, speaking for myself, that Europeans differ more among themselves

than the Scythians in form, and that in each city one observes among the

inhabitants such irregularities of stature.'

» Traiti des eaux, des airs et des lieux (edited and translated by De Littr6), Vol.

II, pp. 53 £f.
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Theodectes of Phaselis, cited by Strabo, said the same: "The
sun colors the head of men with a somber hue of soot and curls

their hair by its burning heat."

The theory of Hippocrates, apart from the richness but incor-

rectness of observations, contained in germ all the development

which later, through Lamarck, Etienne Geoffroy, Saint Hilaire,

Goethe, and their school, ripened into the doctrine of biological

transformism, through the influence of the environment and

through hereditary transmission of variations produced by the ex-

ternal environment. This doctrine of transmission by heredity of

acquired characteristics has only in these later years come to be

seriously questioned, notably by A. Weismann in his essays upon

Heredity and Natural Seleciioti, etc.

Herodotus (484-405), with a scientific training less extensive

and less thorough than that of Hippocrates, though still strongly

imbued with the theological beliefs of his epoch, is subject in

his historic works to the trend of the conceptions of the natural-

ists of his time. With the Bible and all antiquity, he believed in

moral heredity, but this heredity of good and evil was divinely

ordained. The influence of environment appeared to him always

as a natural factor. "The most delightful countries produce

ordinarily only weak and effeminate men, and likewise the soil

which bears the most beautiful fruits produces men of indolence."^

On the contrary, the social conception of Plato (430-357) is

idealistic, subjective, and anthropocentric. To him the natural

character of the individual determines the nature of the state:

The character and customs of a state are in each of the individuals who
compose it. It is from man that they are passed into society. It is ridiculous to

pretend that this impassioned energy which one attributes to the people of the

North as the Thracians and the Scythians, that this taste for instruction which

one can believe natural to the inhabitants of our country, and that this love of

gain which characterizes the Phoenicians and Egyptians, are not in the indi-

vidual before being in the state.^"

Thus is affirmed in the essays upon social science which the

civilization of Greece has bequeathed to us this absolute antago-

nism, which in sequel continued during a long time, and still

' Book IX. "Republic, Book IV.
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divides the metaphysical schools into two very distinct groups

:

the first, seeking the cause of social forms and movements in the

outer environment ; the second, in the constitution and faculties

of man; both accordingly deducing their respective social con-

ceptions. Each of these two schools invokes, however, some

more or less scientific observations, but science is yet only the

auxiliary of these formulas.

Aristotle (384-322) rebelled against the idealistic subjec-

tivism of Plato. He restored to the environment its influence

upon societies

:

People who inhabit cold climates, as Europe, are in general full of courage,

but they are certainly inferior in intelligence and in industry. If they retain

their liberty, it is at the price of anarchy, and they have never been able to

conquer their neighbors. In Asia, on the contrary, people have more intelli-

gence, and aptitude for the arts, but they lack heart, and they remain under the

yoke of a perpetual slavery. The Greek race, which is topographically inter-

mediate, unites all of the qualities of the other two. It possesses at once

intelligence and courage. It is able at the same time to protect its indepen-

dence and to form very good governments. If it were united in a single

state, it would be capable of conquering the world.'

It is necessary to note, outside of the almost absolute contra-

diction given to this mesologic theory by history, the tendency to

the abolition of political frontiers through the rudimentary force

of conquest. Alexander will be the executor of the theories of

his master.

It would be an exaggeration to appose in an absolute fashion

the idealistic socialism of Plato, based upon human nature, to

the realism of Aristotle, otherwise equally socialistic, as we are

too apt to forget. Indeed, according to the illustrious peripati-

cian, "it is evident that in the order of nature the city exists

before each individual."" He conceives of society as a superior

differentiated organism: "Society is a giant having hands, feet,

and innumerable senses, and a mind and an intelligence in pro-

portion. "3 By that Aristotle attaches himself to the contempo-

rary biological sociology.

In the Laws Plato subordinates more his absolute ideal to

^ Politici, Book IV, chap, vi, p. i.

"Book I, chap, i, p. 12. 3 Book IV.
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reality. He recognizes the influence of environment, and nota-

bly that of the alimentary environment.

Here men are of a bizarre and fiery character by reason of the winds of

every kind and the excessive heat which prevail in the country that they

inhabit. Elsewhere it is the superabundance of water which produces the

same effects. In still other places it is the aliments furnished by the soil

—

aliments which affect not only the body, strengthening or enfeebling it, but

also the mind, and producing upon it the same consequences.'

The two schools are not necessarily exclusive. They come

together at certain points, but they have this in common with all

those who have succeeded them, that neither has reached the

conception of society as a combination of the inorganic and

organic laws, which in itself carries this double character of

environment. The contradictions themselves, when one theory

or the other necessarily fails, are the best proof that sociologically

man and the environment are only one. With the Stoics the idea

of equality and of universal fraternity, parallel to the abolition in

fact of the frontiers of small Graeco-Roman cities and the con-

stitution of the Graeco-Roman world, is substituted for the con-

ception of the antique city. At the same moment appears for

the first time the metaphysical notion of the absolute free will

of man. From the Stoics this subjective conception passed into

the writings of Philo Judaeus. The virtuous man was called free

and the vicious man a slave, without taking account of the social

and real situation of the citizen or the slave. Social science, or

rather its metaphysics, tends to become psychic, moral, and

juridic.

The more limits there are among men and among societies,

the more frontiers. According to Pseudo-Plutarch,^ Zeno in his

Treatise upon Government proposes to show us that we do not

belong to such and such a tribe or city, separated from each

other by a definite right and by exclusive laws, but that we

ought to see in all men fellow-citizens, as if all belonged to the

same tribe in the saqie city. Marcus Aurelius said : "As

Antoninus, I have Rome for country; as man, the world."

Epictetus, speaking of slaves, wrote: "You should remember

"^Laws, Book V, 'Fortune ofAlexander, Book I.
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that they are by nature our fellow-men, our brothers, the

descendants of God."

Thus the conception of a natural and universal human law

was introduced in the Roman world at the same time that its

interior limits were being broken in order to reach out over the

most assimilated parts of the three known continents.

The monogenism of the human species was then conceived

as an ideal and of divine origin. The parallel evolution of the

doctrine with the historic evolution of society was not even

caught sight of ; the unity of the human species had its origin in

the unity of the God of the universe. The idealistic and super-

natural conception formulated itself in Christianity through the

divorce of the spiritual and temporal— a divorce which the

Catholic Middle Ages extended to the two corresponding powers.

The idea is separated from the fact. All men are equal and

brothers in God. Among them there are no inequalities, no

barriers before the Creator; but said Jesus: "My kingdom is

not of this world ;" " Render to Caesar that which is Caesar's and

to God that which is God's." That is to say, pay to Caesar the

tribute, symbol of political submission. The Christian equality

is extra-mundane, neither political nor social. It is, however,

voluntarily possible here below, if the great consent to be little.

Let us remark, however, that henceforth the abolition of

frontiers among classes and societies is conceived of as one of

the essential aspects of equality. It was, indeed, one of the his-

toric functions of frontiers to maintain among men and peoples

at least an external equilibrium effected by restrictions and pro-

hibitions, i. e., by exterior constraint, awaiting their internal

social equilibrium.

We know that the separation and relative limits of the

spiritual and temporal, were the great problems of the Middle

Ages. The separation still forms a part of the heavy debt of

our heritage, and its dualism will finally resolve itself only into

the monistic conception of society— a conception already pre-

pared by the psycho-physiological monism which is slowly but

inevitably being substituted for this correspondins" dualism of

mind and body.
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Naturally primitive Christianity, antagonistic to the social

and political frontiers, was equally antagonistic to the exclusive

and private property which is one of the forms of sovereignty

and of inequality in and among societies. Paul, Justin, Tertul-

lian, Ambrose, and Chrysostom are communists as well as cos-

mopolitans.

Said Paul

:

All those who are converted to the faith put their property, their labor,

and their life in common. All have only one heart, only one soul. They

form altogether only a single body. No one possesses anything of his own, but

all things are in common. This is why there are no poor among them. All

those who have property sell it and place the price at the disposition of the

apostles, who then distribute it to each according to his needs.'

In a single body there are several members, but all of the members have

not the same office ; similarly all believers, though several, have nevertheless

only a single body in Christ Jesus, being all reciprocally members one of

another.'

However, in spreading itself throughout the world, Chris-

tianity insensibly accommodates itself to circumstances. For

Clement of Alexandria it was not necessary to renounce private

property, but only to despise it: "When it is commanded of us

to renounce all of our wealth and sell all of our goods, it is

necessary to understand these words as meaning to discard the

passions and bad sentiments of our minds." So the economic

revolution equally implied in the evangelistic doctrine is no

longer relegated to second place, but abandoned. Hence natu-

rally, with the private demesnial conception exclusive and

limited, the idea of social and political sovereignty and inequal-

ity makes its reappearance in theory. Augustine founded the

right of property upon the right of sovereignty; the latter is the

creature of human right, to dispute the first is to place the second

in doubt. Logical to the end, he justifies slavery. In this path

the idea travels across the Middle Ages up to the end of the

seventeenth century—Thomas Aquinas and Bossuet. During

all this period a hiearchy of princes has its base in a hierarchy

of proprietors, and both evolve in a manner parallel to the

spiritual hierarchy, which is also represented among its leaders

by sovereign proprietors.

'Acts 2:44; 4 :32. =iCor. I2:4f.
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Altogether—and here is the important point of our study—
the transformations of doctrines relating to the nature of

societies, and especially to their internal and external limits

and frontiers, are always in correlation with the constitution of

property and of social classes, and with the enfeeblement and

abolition, or the restoration and reinforcement, of the intersocial

frontiers. States whose frontiers are more or less rigid are only

vaster forms of private proprietary sovereignty.

With the scholastics, and notably with Thomas Aquinas

(1227-74), the metaphysical conception makes its return into

the domain of the social theory. The doctrines of Aristotle

again begin to bear upon the Platonic idealism and the Chris-

tian mysticism. Then sovereignty and property cease, at least

in part, to be recognized as absolute. The law, organ of reason,

interferes with their institution and with their exercise. This

movement is accentuated through the influence of the juris-

consults.

The doctrines of free will and of necessity are mutually

checked, and against the debauchery of reasoning and of the empi-

ricism of the Jesuits and of Machiavelli (1469-1527) positive

science regains its foothold upon the question of the influence

of environment and of races upon the distribution, structure,

and evolution of the human species. In the Six Books of the

Republic, by J. Bodin (1577), this illustrious precursor of

Montesquieu brought the problem of the influence of environ-

ment upon human nature and upon social forms to the observa-

tion of relations which establish themselves naturally between

the surrounding physical nature and the population. In chap, i

of Book V, pp. 663 ff.,^ he occupies himself particularly "with the

principles which are necessary in accommodating the republican

form to the diversity of men and to the means of knowing the

nature of peoples." He studied the influence of the environ-

ment, and especially of climate, upon the physical and moral

nature, and upon the political forms of men in societies. " It is

necessary," said he, "to accommodate [we always say today "to

adapt"] the form of the political action to the nature of the

'Pays edition, Paris, 1580.
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localities, and the human regulations to the natural laws," and

furthermore "to the nature of the subjects." Bodin also took

account of the alimentary necessities, and he pointed out the

important influences of mountains upon civilizations. What he

connected directly with positive political science is that he recog-

nized the possibility for societies to interfere with their par-

ticular organization and to modify it to their advantage. He is

not a fatalist, and he is not a simple partisan rationalist of free

will, but he is a determinist. He shows, indeed, with an impos-

ing certainty and a wealth of erudition equal to that of Montes-

quieu, "how much the food, the laws, and the customs, are able

to change life." He compares, for example, from this point of

view, Germany in the time of Tacitus and in his own epoch.

With all of the historians and political theorists of antiquity he

also proclaims that "the inequality of fortunes— poverty and

wealth—are the two calamities of the republic." But what he

did not see is that the internal barriers which separate men in

each society have their analogue in the political frontiers between

the societies. Both manifest the existence of inequalities and

the temporary necessity of substituting this equilibration, based

upon force and constraint, for one altogether broader and higher,

based upon justice.

More than a century after Bodin, Montesquieu (1689-175 5)

devoted five books of The Spirit ofLaws to the same problems.

He also defined natural laws, and distinguished them from posi-

tive laws. With an erudition scientifically more methodic and

better chosen than that of his predecessor, he shows the con-

nection of laws with the nature of climate and with the relative

sobriety of peoples. He sets forth how, among other things,

laws of civil and domestic slavery are connected with climate,

and he combats the error, still in vogue today, that polygamy

exists only among the wealthy classes. According to him, poor

and rich civilizations are equally favorable to this state of pro-

miscuity, which we find, indeed, in vigor in very opposite stages

of civilization, although without different forms. Political servi-

tude itself, according to him, is connected with climate. In

reality, Montesquieu attributed to climate an exaggerated influ-
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ence, almost absolute, which afterward more accurate observa-

tions discredited. In Book XVIII he studies laws in their

connection with the nature of the soil, but without attaching to

this latter the same importance as to the preceding factor.

One can reproach him in that, after having quite well defined the

natural laws, he almost completely neglected them for the posi-

tive laws. It is necessary, however, to render him this justice,

that he did not hesitate to affirm repeatedly that positive laws

ought to react against the baneful tendencies of certain jiatural

laws, such as deficient hygiene and the peculiar indolence, accord-

ing to him, of the orientals.

With Bodin and Montesquieu, representing the mesologic

school, appears again the theory of natural frontiers, conformably

to the constant parallelism between institutions, facts, and doc-

trines already previously indicated. The French monarchy was

an absolute monarchy, a great domain shut in; and the colonies

even were exploited as dependencies, or as farms of this domain.

The climatic school, actually a transitory stage between the

metaphysical rationalism and positivism, continued to the end of

the eighteenth century, first with Herder, who in his Ideas upon

the History of Humanity identifies God and nature, and later with

Friederich Schlegel. Finally, with the great historian Buckle,

who founded his philosophy of history altogether upon climate

and the constitution of the soil, and of the alimentary conditions,

the climatic theory comes to be more and more connected with

sociology.

The school arising directly from Herder divided itself into

two branches: one theological, with Bunsen {^God in History);

the other strictly naturalistic, with Schelling. The latter con-

sidered the world as an animated organism, developing according

to determined laws. The idea was still certainly metaphysical,

but it was an admirable prelude to the purely scientific movement

which went to transform the natural science after the latter half

of the nineteenth century.

In opposition to this chiefly naturalistic current, Hegel denied

the influence of climate in these terms :
" One never comes to

me to speak of the climate of Greece since the Turks have come
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to dwell where formerly the Greeks dwelt. Climate should no

longer be a question ; I hope I shall not be annoyed by this

question any more.," He denied with reason the absolutism

of the climate, but what does he put in its place ? Another

absolute idea— the absolute spirit, which develops successively

in history. The thesis, unity, is the spirit of the immobile

Orient. The antithesis is the spirit of classic antiquity. It is

variety. The synthesis is realized in the Germanic peoples.

It was there, however, under its metaphysical form, one of the

sources of origin of the evolutionist conceptions. Idealism

evolves and develops from Hegel himself. With Kolb, Klemm,
Lazarus, and Steinthal, we see it bordering upon a psychology

of peoples— upon a collective psychology, which by degrees

comes to be founded upon natural and experimental psychology.

The latter, on its side, takes at this moment for a basis the study

of races. It is from this standpoint, at first equally absolute,

that Jodl in Die Kulturgeschichte, ihre Entwicklung und ihr Prob-

lem (Halle, 1878), denies the influence of climate.

In the environment and the race there are then two terms of

the problem. They are present, though no longer as formerly,

by right of elementary units, man and soil or climate, but as

masses, as every modern sociological problem. The question

still reflects the dualistic and exclusive aspect. From their side,

Conrad Hermann'' and Lotze in his Mikrokosmus continue the

anti-rationalistic school and end in the organic conception of

societies. This analogy, at first purely formal, between societies

and the organisms, assumes with A. Schaffle and Lilienfeld a

more and more real character.^

Finally Gumplowicz seeks to put an end to the antagonisms

of the system and to the anthropological theory by aflfirming,

under the name of realism, the unity of nature and of mind, and

the absence of liberty of the latter. In evoking only the races,

he conceives as one, mind and matter, man and his habitat. Fall-

ing back into a new mysterious absolute, no longer individual,

^ Philosophic der Geschichte, Leipzig, 1870.

'A. Schaffle, Leben des socialen Korpers, Tiibingen; Lilienfeld, Gedanken

fur Socialwissenschaft der Zukunft, Mitau.
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but collective, whose enigma becomes more and mDre indecipher-

able with the mixture of civilizations, he ends in a fatalism and

an immobilism no less redoubtable than that of the physical

environment considered as exterior. There is no longer prog-

ress. Sociology having for its object only natural groups and

not individuals, everything for him centers in the struggle of

races. The issue of the combat is always the same. The most

powerful ethnical element prevails, since the influence it exer-

cises is always and everywhere civilizing. This group assimilates

the production of another. It divides the labor, it favors intel-

lectual culture, and it forms races. And always one of the two

civilizations ceases to exist. It disappears before barbarism,

which recommences the process, but upon a larger scale, which

shows higher collectivities, and better equipment in every respect,

from the social and national point of view. And the result of

this process ? Some groups triumph, affirming that it is prog-

ress; others lament, pretending that it is regress and decadence.

Surely, it is neither the one nor the other. It is always the same

thing.'

This philosophy, called realistic by Gumplowicz, but better

termed subjectivo-collective, is only one of the numerous and

rash deductions which sociology has been thought to authorize

in harmonizing itself with the theories of Darwin. It is also a

pessimistic adaptation— with certain variations, more or less

brilliant— of the similar, but much more serious, theory advanced

by Gobineau in his remarkable Essay upon the Inequality ofHuman
Races, published in 1854. Gobineau denies all influence of cli-

mate upon historic development. He makes development depend

entirely upon the different mixtures of blood of the races. For

him, central civilization is always located where there

lives at a given moment the most purely white group, the most intelligent

and the strongest Should this group, through a concurrence of invin-

cible political circumstances, come to reside at the foot of the polar ices or

under the rays of fire of the equator, it would be there only that the intel-

lectual world.would exist. It is there that all of the ideas, all of the tenden-

cies, and all of the efforts would never fail to converge, and no natural

^La butU des races, p. 345 (French translation).
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obstacles could prevent the commodities, the most distant products, from

reaching the place across seas, rivers, and mountains.

If all of these great theorists, instead of fruitlessly attempt-

ing to construct superficial systems, and instead of the expendi-

ture of enormous ingenuity in formulating them, had worked a

little in comparative and elementary statistics, bearing upon

economic phenomena and upon their relations to population,

they would have ascertained that, without its being the only fac-

tor, the physical environment, and particularly the climate, exer-

cises an important influence upon the economic and genesial life,

and consequently upon the ensemble of societies. Their adver-

saries would also have ascertained that a certain influence is

equally exercised by the anthropological factors. Unfortunately,

there is an inevitable tendency in the human mind to consider

things upon the surface rather than to resign itself to studying

them at the beginning.

In fact at the present time the question is presented to us by

the philosophy of history, i. e., by the schools in reality meta-

physical, but which attach themselves more directly to positive

sociology in the following manner. On the one hand, the meso-

logic school, properly speaking, accords to the different environ-

ments, including the alimentary, a preponderant, if not an

absolute, influence upon the distribution and evolution of the

human species. On the other hand, the principally anthropological,

ethnological, and psychological school attributes this same abso-

lute influence particularly to the races.

It is incontestable that the common tendency in both is to

connect themselves more and more with the conclusions of the

natural sciences, including biology, psychology, and sociology.

The evolution of the several schools, from Hippocrates down

to the nineteenth century, can leave no doubt in that regard.

Comte and Spencer have only followed the scientific movement

in attempting to co-ordinate and complete it through sociology.

The laws of structure and of the development of the human

species can never be required in any a priori formula. The laws

were borrowed from the sciences, most directly in connection

with social science, biology, and psychology, not from the most
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simple inorganic sciences, whose prior constitution explains the

priority of the mesologic doctrines.

The philosophy of limits and of frontiers ought to be solely

the generalization of the special laws of limitation, which the

several natural sciences offer. We have attempted to take a

point of view equally abstract and concrete, for all the orders of

phenomena other than those relative to the human species. It

remains for us, therefore, to seek in the special sciences, and

lastly in social science itself, the natural laws of distribution

applicable to humanity.

Here, however, we shall see that there is nothing absolute in

the philosophy of limits and frontiers ; that its laws are always

generalizations from relations not absolutely constant, not abso-

lutely variable, where neither the self, nor the non-self, neither

the body nor the mind, neither the race nor the environment,

intervenes to the exclusion of the other. We see that they form,

on the contrary, a continual equilibrium ; that they manifest a

static state which accompanies, everywhere and at each moment,

the structure and the functioning of all societies. The human
species, however, is also an environment, which not only equili-

brates with the other exterior environments in the formation of

particular societies, but which, considered in its universality,

carries its environment in itself, or is carried by this environment,

from which it can no more be separated than the tortoise from its

carapace or the soul from the body. Similarly, each particular

society is one with its so-called environment; the latter forms

an integral part: it is a whole ; with the difference that the other

particular societies are to it relatively exterior, while for human-

ity in general, according to the profound vision of Spinoza, all is

in all. We shall see, in a word, that in sociology the fusion and

and conciliation of the antagonism of the two schools, mesologic

and anthropological, has its natural solution in the monism of

phenomena and social forces. In sociology, the philosophic

solution ought to be analogous to that already brought about in

physio-psychology.

G. De Greef.
Brussels, Belgium.

[To be continued.']



THE CIVIL WAR AS SEEN THROUGH SOUTHERN
GLASSES.

It is a mistake to suppose that the war between the states was

fought in defense of slavery. The emancipation of the slaves

was neither its producing cause nor its object. That emancipa-

tion was an afterthought, a kind of dernier resort on the part of

the North to bring about the desired end, when other means

seemed failing, is a matter of history. "Submission ^r emanci-

pation!" was the ultimatum submitted to the southern states by

President Lincoln. It was not the fear of losing its slaves,

therefore, that drove the South into arms in 1861, but rather the

fear of losing those rights bequeathed to it by its revolutionary

sires and solemnly guaranteed to it by the constitution of the

United States.

The real question at issue between the sections was a political

one, viz., the relative claims and advantages of a Republican or

a Federal form of government. The South stood solidly for the

former; the North, as a whole, as solidly for the latter; and

from the southern point of view the war was fought in defense

of constitutional rights, and was quite as much a struggle for

liberty as was the earlier and more successful struggle of 1776.

In proof of which assertion let us betake ourselves to a con-

sideration of the facts.

Our investigation will carry us up the stream of national

history until we reach its source, and there, in what may be

termed the political "protoplasm" out of which the government

was evolved, we shall discover the "germs" from which sprang

the original party differences of North and South.

Luther Martin, himself one of the distinguished members of

the Constitutional Convention, informs us that "there was one

party whose object and wish was to abolish and annihilate all the

state governments, and to bring forward one general government

•over all this extended continent, of a monarchical nature." The

259
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reference is, of course, to the Federalists, whose leader,

Alexander Hamilton, was the idol of the North, as Thomas

Jefferson, the leader of the States* Rights party, was the idol of

the South. Hear Hamilton's own utterances on the subject

:

For my part, I avow myself a monarchist. I have no objection to a trial of

this thing called a republic, but I own it is my opinion that the present gov-

ernment is not that which will answer, and that it will be found expedient to

go into the British form There is no stability, no security, in any form

of government but a monarchy.

These opinions were expressed, be it remembered, but three short

years after the present constitution had been adopted. And
here, in view of later events, and the charge of disloyalty to the

republic so often brought against the South, it is curious to note

the relative positions of the two sections toward the national

government. The truth is, from the beginning down to the

present time, the South has always maintained the ideals and

principles embodied in the constitution, and the rights and

privileges guaranteed therein. It has been in favor of "a

government of the people, with powers cautiously limited and

clearly defined." In other words, the southern, or Jeffersonian,

idea was that "the people are the masters of the government,"

whereas the Federalists were in favor of what they called "a

strong government," the northern, or Hamiltonian, idea being

that "the government is the master of the people." I use the

terms "Jeffersonian" and "Hamiltonian" advisedly, to avoid

misconception. It is greatly to be regretted that in the United

States political parties have changed names more than once,

thus introducing an element of confusion into political history.

The Republican party of the present day, for example, is the

lineal descendant, not of the Republican party of Washington's

time, but of the Federal party, which, in its turn, traces its

pedigree back to the Tories ; while the Democratic party of

today represents the Republican party of Washington's day, and

is descended from the Whigs. Why this last party ever yielded

up its most appropriate name to its opponent it is hard to guess.

Certainly, so far as the old South was concerned, the term

" Republican " exactly defined its political status, whereas the
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term " Democratic," as applied to it, was a misnomer, inasmuch

as the South was not, properly speaking, a democracy, but

rather an oligarchy ; while, even among the whites, the franchise

was practically limited by a property and an educational qualifi-

cation, the class of whites at the South possessing neither, being

in too small a minority to make any appreciable impression on

electoral results.

This, however, is something of a digression. To return.

That there have always been Democrats at the North and Repub-

licans at the South goes without saying. But this fact by no

means invalidates the truth of the statement that, taken as a

whole, party lines corresponded with geographic boundaries.

As early as 1790 there was a difference of opinion between the

leading statesmen of the North and South on the subject of gov-

ernment.

Failing to get his principles incorporated into the Constitution, Hamilton

next tried, as a prominent member of Washington's Cabinet, to give a

monarchical interpretation to a democratic constitution, but Washington's

popularity was so great that during his term of office no headway was made

by the Federalists in subverting the Constitution.

Under the presidency of John Adams, however, conditions

were reversed. Adams was originally a Republican, but, accord-

ing to his lifelong friend and rival, Jefferson,

the glare of royalty and nobility during his mission to England had made

him believe their fascination to be a natural ingredient in government. And
on his return to the United States he was taken up by the Federalists and by

them made to believe that the general disposition of our citizens was favor-

able to monarchy.

Under Mr. Adams's administration many oppressive acts

were passed by a Federal majority in Congress ; among them

the "Alien and Sedition laws," which endowed the president

with truly despotic powers. But with the year 1800 this state

of things was brought to a close by the election of Mr. Jefferson

to the presidency.

The defeat of the Federal party was brought about by the action of the

united South under the leadership of Jefferson and Madison. These patriots

drew up the celebrated "Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions" which were

adopted by the whole South, the substance of which may be given in few
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words :
" They condemn the revolutionary acts of Adams's administration as

subversive of the free government of the United States, and clearly set forth

the powers of the Federal Government as resulting from a compact or agree-

ment between independent and sovereign States, each State possessing an

equal right to decide for itself as well of infractions as of the mode and man-

ner of redress."

In short, these "Resolutions" reaffirm the assertion of the

Declaration of Independence that "all just government derives

its authority from the consent of the governed."

That political opinions are no criterion of moral worth is a

self-evident fact, men of character equally pure and high being

invariably found on both sides of every political question. Thus

no one will deny that Adams and Hamilton were as sincere and

ardent patriots as Jefferson and Madison. Every man has an

undoubted right to his own political ideals, and is at perfect lib-

erty, so far as in him lies, to mold public opinion according to

these ideals by all legitimate methods. Morally considered, all

equitable governments stand upon precisely the same level.

There is no special virtue inherent in a republic above a mon-

archy, or in a monarchy above a republic. Consequently, the

honest advocates of one form of government are quite as much
entitled to respect as the equally honest advocates of the other.

While the fact remains, therefore, that the leaven of centraliza-

tion had been introduced into the body politic, up to this point

there was no taint of dishonor connected with its workings.

This fair and above-board struggle for supremacy on the part

of the Federalists, however, was not of very long continuance,

for, finding themselves worsted on their old issues, they saw that

in order to get back into power it was necessary for them to

adopt a new name and bring forward new issues. This Wcis in

1820. In a letter to Lafayette ex-President Jefferson described

the situation as follows

:

On the eclipse of Federalism with us, its leaders got up the Missouri

question under the false front of lessening the measure of slavery, but with

the real view of producing a geographical division of parties which might

ensure them the next president. The people of the North went blindfold

into the snare.

While in another letter Mr. Jefferson wrote

:
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The question is a mere party trick. The leaders of Federalism, defeated

in their schemes of obtaining power by rallying partisans to the principles of

monarchism— a principle of personal, not of local division—have changed

their tack. They are taking advantage of the virtuous feelings of the people

to eflfect a division of parties by a geographical line ; they expect this will

ensure them on local principles the majority they could never obtain on prin-

ciples of Federalism.

The "question" designated by Jefferson as " a mere party

trick" was, of course, the burning "negro question."

So far as history informs us,

This idea of using slavery as the opening wedge with which to cleave

asunder the Union was first suggested to the Federalists by John Henry, a

British emissary sent to this country in 1809 to lay plans for the destruction

of the Republic. The following is an extract from the letter of Governor

Craig of Canada, by whom Henry was commissioned :

Quebec, February, 1809.

"I request you to proceed with the earliest conveyance to Boston. ....
The known intelligence and ability of several of its leading men must give

Massachusetts a considerable influence over the other states, and will prob-

ably lead them in the part they are to take It has been supposed

that if the Federalists of the Eastern States should be successful, and obtain

the decided influence which may enable them to direct public opinion, it is

not improbable that, rather than submit, they will exert that influence to bring

about a separation from the general Union I enclose a credential, but

you must not use it unless you are satisfied it wiU lead to more confidential

communications."

Henry wrote back to the authorities who had employed him in Canada

that, although he found the New England Federalist leaders ripe for any

measure which could sever the Union, yet that the Union sentiment was so

strong among the masses of the people that he doubted if it could be immedi-

ately dissolved. He suggested that the best way to further this scheme of

disunion would be to get up some sectional domestic question on which the

prejudices and passions of the people could be permanently divided. This

policy he was sure would finally accomplish the result. The "sectional

question" at which he hinted was slavery. Nor did he miscalculate!

The object of this intrigue on the part of the British govern-

ment was simply to destroy the American republic either by

fair means or by foul, as the following circumstance will show

:

Mr. Aaron Legget, a merchant of New York and a Quaker abolitionist,

stated that while in Mexico, he met Deputy Commissary General Wilson of

the British army, at that time engaged, as an agent of the British govern-

ment, in making the final arrangements connected with the abolition of slav-
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ery in the West Indies. General Wilson told him that in abolishing slavery

in that colony, the government was not moved by any consideration for the

negro, but that the measure would naturally create an enthusiastic anti-

slavery sentiment in England and America. And that in America this would

in time excite a hostility between the free states and the slave stales which

would end in the dissolution of the American Union, and the consequent

failure of the grand experiment of democratic government. While the ruin

of democracy in America would be the perpetuation of aristocracy in England.

This view of the matter was evidently taken by Sir Robert

Peel, also, as he said of the money paid to free the negroes in

the West Indies, that in his opinion " it was the best investment

ever made for the overthrow of republican institutions in

America."

This conspiracy between the agents of the British govern-

ment in Canada and the leading Federalists of New England

came to the knowledge of President Madison, who laid all the

proofs before Congress. In his message he said:

I lay before Congress copies of certain documents which remain in the

department of State. They prove that at a recent period on the part of the

British Government through its public minister here, a secret agent of that

government was employed in certain states, more especially at the seat of

government in Massachusetts, in fomenting disaffection to the constituted

authorities of the country ; and intrigued with the disaffected for the purpose

of bringing about resistance to the laws, and eventually, in concert with a

British force, of destroying the Union, and forming the eastern part thereof

into a political connexion with Great Britain.

In the war of 1812 the New England Federalists took sides

with England, so far as this was possible without actually tak-

ing up arms against the United States. At this time General

Fessenden introduced the following resolution into the Massa-

chusetts legislature:

And therefore be it resolved, that we recommend to his Excellency,

Caleb Strong, to take the revenue of the State into his own hands, arm and
equip the militia, and declare us independent of the Union.

About the same time Fisher Ames said: "Our country is too

big for union, too sordid for patriotism, too democratic for lib-

erty. Our disease is democracy." And one of the leading

Boston papers declared: "We never fought for a republic. The
form of our government was the result of necessity, not the off-
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spring of choice." While Rev. Dr. Dwight went so far as to

say: "The Declaration of Independence is a wicked thing. I

thought so when it was proclaimed, and I think so still!"

Jefferson saw the full extent of the disaffection prevailing in

the eastern states and in a letter to Governor Langdon he thus

expressed himself

:

For five and thirty years we have walked together through a land of trib-

ulations, yet those have passed away, and so, I trust, will these of the present

day. The Toryism with which we struggled in 1777 differed but in name

from the Federalism of 1799, with which we struggled also ; and the Angli-

cism of 1808, against which we are now struggling, is but the same thing in

in another form.

These extracts clearly show the fundamental and radical dif-

ferences in the political creed of the two great governing parties

of the country, and the antagonism which has always existed

between them. It is not necessary for our purpose to trace this

antagonism in all of its subsequent developments. Suffice it to

say that, as years rolled on, while the real original cause of con-

tention between the two parties remained unchanged, viz., the

respective claims of Federalism or Republicanism— centralism

or states' rights— as represented generally by the North and the

South, the question was intentionally befogged, and rendered far

more complex by dragging into it the side issue of slavery.

Beyond doubt thousands throughout the North regarded the

Civil War as a "war of humanity," a glorious crusade in behalf

of an oppressed and down-trodden race. Therein lay the astute-

ness of the northern politicians. Knowing full well that the

questions really at issue would not on their own merits enlist

popular sympathy or arouse popular enthusiasm, they adroitly

introduced slavery into the controversy. And, if success can

justify a measure, never was policy more admirable

!

Now (parenthetically) had slavery really been the cruel bond-

age and galling tyranny pictured by the northern imagination, its

extermination would have been demanded by humanity at what-

ever cost. And the South did not blame the North for condemning

the institution as viewed from the northern standpoint. But the

South did blame the North in that, before undertaking this
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crusade it failed to acquaint itself with the real facts of the case,

and the conditions actually existing. For, be it remembered, the

question was not whether the dower of negro slavery bestowed

upon the South by her English mother, and still more firmly

settled upon her by her northern sisters, was a blessing or a curse,

but simply whether under existing conditions (conditions in no

wise the result of her own choice) there was any alternative left

her?

I do not arrogate to myself a prophet's powers, but judging

from the signs of the times it may yet be that ere the close of

this new century the world will have discovered that, in face of

the facts confronting it, the institution of negro slavery as it

existed in the southern states of the American Union, so far from

being an outrage on civilization, was, on the whole, at once the

most humane and the most practical method ever devised for

"bearing the white man's burden."

In conjunction with this slavery agitation the great northern

heart was still further fired by an artful appeal to its patriotism.

That the masses responded readily and heartily to this appeal is

greatly to their credit. But in view of the facts we have just

been considering it is impossible to escape the conviction that

those most potent catch-words, " Our flag!" and "Our country!"

were catchwords merely, on the lips of the leaders, who used them

to stir up popular feeling and secure their personal ends thereby.

Magic words, they are, to conjure with always, the whole earth

round ! Yet do they sometimes represent a sentiment rather than

a substance. Or, to change the mode of expression somewhat,

the better to suit the case in point, they may stand for an outward

semblance from which the animating essential spirit has departed.

Thus with the fetich of "the Union," the federation of the

states under the constitution as it existed up to 1861 was, as a

northern writer well expressed it, "justly to be regarded as one of

the greatest and most momentous political experiments the

world has ever seen." But when the same writer goes on to ask

whether "such a unique political combination should have been

allowed to goto pieces in order to retain the continuation of negro

slavery in the South " the reply is self-evident. For the peculiar
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feature of this American federation of the states consisted in the

fact that the bond between them was a purely voluntary bond,

each "sovereign and independent" member entering of its own

free will into the mutual compact. Consequently, so far as the

political experiment of a voluntary union of sovereign states is

concerned, the Civil War did not conserve the end proposed,

inasmuch as it is a manifest moral impossibility to preserve a

voluntary union by compulsion.

In point of fact, the guns of the Civil War shattered

forever the American "republic." The American "nation" it has

been since 1865. The American "empire" it may in the future

become, but "these United States of America"— in the original

and constitutional sense of the words— it can never be again.

H. E. Belin.
Charleston, S. C.
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Philosophie des sciences sociales. Tome I ; Objet des sciences sociales.

Par Rene Worms. Paris: V. Giard & E. Bri^re, 1903.

Pp. 230.

This is the first of three volumes which are designed to set forth a

systematic sociology. M. Worms belongs to the ultra-organic school,

and his preconceptions are to be traced in the present work, although

much of the ingenious analogy of his Organisme et societe is here recast

in less biological terms.

This book is not likely to soothe those who are irritated by

methodology and the .making of many phrases. There are barely a

half-dozen concrete statements and illustrations in the whole volume.

The author is fond of antitheses which he synthesizes in a true Hegel-

ian manner. Thus Tarde's imitation and Durkheim's constraint are

blended in "concours," described as the larger social fact which includes

the others. There is much "elaboration of the obvious," as, for

example, when social facts are somewhat ponderously characterized as

multiple, complex, distributed in space, and varied in time. The book

as a whole lacks system and coherence in substance, in spite of its

formal appearance of unity.

Part I deals with " Society," which is defined as a nation politically

organized. Moreover, this sufficiently ample unit seems likely still

further to expand as a result of the present tendency toward interna-

tional agreements and the ultimate federation of the world. The dis-

cussion of natural growth vs. the theory of contract, which closed the

first division, adds nothing to Fuillde's treatment of this subject. In

the second part, " Elements, Life, and Evolution of Society," M.

Worms elaborates the composite group-character of all societies, points

out in a rather commonplace way the effect of physical environment

on social life, enunciates the characteristics of social facts mentioned

above, and then undertakes to classify social phenomena. After rather

desultory criticism of De Greef's sevenfold hierarchy of social facts, the

author advances a biological scheme which suggests Spencer's three

systems of organs, but introduces a variation. Instead of the familiar

" sustaining, distributing, and regulating " agencies, Worms asserts

268
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that the functions of nutrition, reproduction, and co-ordination ( rela-

tion) furnish categories for a proper classification. Into the first of

these he reads all economic phenomena ; into the second—"which is

singularly amplified in social life"— love, marriage, education, family

relations, etc. The third function is made to include moral, religious,

intellectual, and aesthetic facts. This whole treatment affords an

admirable illustration of the futility of mixing terms and confusing

ideas. From all this elaborate analysis emerges an enumeration of

social facts which differs only in unessential details from De Greef's

hierarchy.

On the other hand, the chapters dealing with " The Correlation of

Social Facts" and "The Evolution of Society" bring out clearly and

effectively the truth that society is a unity to be studied in many aspects,

no one of which dominates the whole, and that social change and

progress are far from being interchangeable terms.

Part III treats of " The Social Sciences." A somewhat trite dis-

cussion of science and art is followed by an equally barren attempt to

correlate dynamic and static with anatomy and physiolgy. Then

comes a discrimination between descriptive and comparative social

sciences, which in turn yields to an enumeration of true social sciences

as distinguished from certain pretended sciences. Statistics, ethnology,

and history are included in the latter category, the first as an instru-

ment of all sciences, the other two as dealing in a different way with

materials already assigned to or appropriated by other sciences.

The final question is as to the character of sociology itself. M.

Worms avoids the pitfalls of definiteness and finality with much
ingenuity. There can be no single social science except in the same

sense that biology includes all the sciences of the organic world.

Hence the function of sociology is synthetic; it unifies the special

social sciences. Moreover, it is scientific in its spirit and method,

although it lacks phenomena peculiarly its own. Its function, however,

is a philosophic one. Perhaps, therefore, it would be best to describe

sociology as the philosophy of the social sciences. Thus the volume

ends.

On the whole, the book adds little or nothing to existing con-

ceptions or terminology. It serves however, to bring out in bold

relief the difference between organizing concrete material and simply

making phrases about it.

George E. Vincent.
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La Delinquenza in Vari Stati di Europa. Per Augusto Bosco.

Roma: Tipografia della R. Accademia dei Lincei, 1903.

Estratto del Bulletin de rinstitut international de statisiique,

tome XIII, 4""* livraison.

This valuable contribution to the study of the statistics of crime

discusses in an introductory chapter the difficulty of interpretation of

criminal statistics, makes a clear statement of the standards of judg-

ment employed in the work, and shows how far the figures are com-

parable and adequate. The official reports of eight countries are

employed—those of Italy, France, Spain, Austria, Germany, England,

Ireland, and Scotland. The absence of judicial statistics for the entire

country, and the inadequacy of the prison statistics, excludes the

United States from consideration. Here is a solid and convincing

argument for extending the activities of the new bureau of the federal

government at Washington.

So far as possible, the statistics of each country are presented in

the same order for purposes of final comparison and for discovery of

general tendencies. For example, in dealing with England the author

sketches the social history of England during the nineteenth century,

so far as it throws light on the causes of crime and on the fluctuations

in the phenomena studied. Tables are given from the official reports

which show the absolute numbers of crimes, misdemeanors, and minor

offenses from 1861 to 1899, and also the numbers of each offense to

100,000 inhabitants. In connection with each table there is an inter-

pretation of the tendencies, an estimate of the value of the figures, a

suggestion of facts not presented in the tables, and the causes which

seem to account for the fluctuations and tendencies. The conclusions

reached do not differ essentially from those of Hall, in Crime and Social

Progress, and from other recent writers who have had the original

reports before them. Serious crimes, especially attended with violence,

seem to diminish. Offenses against social regulations would appear to

be increasing, although the apparent statistical increase is caused in

many cases, not by greater lawlessness, but by better enforcement of

law, as is true in respect to drunkenness.

The variations of the phenomena by countries, by districts, and by

offenses are contrasted with the social conditions of geographical areas

and time periods in a way to disclose the varying stress of different

forms.

At the close of the volume the movements of criminality are repre-
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sented in extended tables which enable one to gain a general view of

all crimes for each country ; and the notes in the appendix carefully

explain the Italian technical phrases in the language of the codes of

the countries from which the reports come.

Altogether this work is a decidedly helpful arrangement and explan-

ation of the principal data concerning the phenomena of crime. One

of the merits of the footnotes is that they bring up the bibliography

of the subject to date with great fulness and discrimination.

Charles Richmond Henderson.

Das offentliche Armenwesen in Hamburg wdhrend der Jahre i8gj-

igo2. Darstellung seiner Reorganisation und weiteren

Entwickelung. Hamburg: Herausgegeben vom Armen-

Kollegium, 1903.

Hamburg presents all the problems of poor relief in a seaport town

with a cosmopolitan population and a complex system of public and

private agencies of benevolence. Its methods were radically revised in

the eighteenth century and improved when the "Elberfeld" system

was adopted in the nineteenth century. With changed conditions it

was found in 1892 that new adjustments were required, and Dr. E.

Miinsterberg, then a mayor of another city, was called to be director

and guide of the new arrangements. After he went to Berlin, Dr.

Buehl succeeded him and carried out the plan.

The pamphlet issued to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the

reorganization is before us, and it gives a full and satisfactory account

and explanation of the history of poor relief in Hamburg since 1892.

The- methods and results of outdoor, institutional, and medical relief,

and the care of dependent children, are minutely presented with a

wealth of statistical material beautifully printed. One seems to see into

the very heart of the German municipal methods of charity.

Charles Richmond Henderson.

PoHHsche Geographic, oder die Geographie der Staaten, des Verkehres

und des Krieges. Von Friedrich Ratzel. Zweite umgear-

beitete Auflage. Mit vierzig Kartenskizzen. Miinchen

und Berlin: R. Oldenbourg, 1903. Pp. 838.

The first edition of this important work by one of the first masters

of the subject appeared in 1897. This second edition not only gives
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additional material on points already treated, but also furnishes new

discussions of the geography of commerce and of war. The work is

already too well known among students to require a characterization

here.

Charles Richmond Henderson.

Les graves. Par Leon de Seilhac. (" Bibliotheque d'economie

sociale.") Paris: Librairie Victor Lecoffre, 1903. Pp.

vii + 256. Fr. 2.

This little book on "Strikes," by a "permanent member of the

Mus^e social," deals principally with conditions in France, although it

makes reference to the experiences of England, the United States, and

New Zealand. After some discussion of current opinion in regard to

strikes, their general nature, and their cost, M. de Seilhac reviews at

some length the history of the strike movement in France from 1791

to the present time, French legislation bearing on the right to strike,

and the socialist support of the strike as an instrument of social recon-

struction. A chapter on the details of a particular strike, and a classifi-

cation of strikes into different types, with concrete instances of each,

throws some light on the way these things are managed in France. The

book ends with a description of the feeble efforts toward arbitration

hitherto made in France, and with an exceedingly brief statement of

the further possibilities of the policy of conciliation. M. de Seilhac

appears to have a needlessly unsympathetic attitude toward his subject

;

and it is difficult to determine to what readers the book is addressed.

It is too sketchy to be of value to students and too technical to appeal

to the general reader. Like many French books of its type, it is

unprovided with an index, and has scanty references to authorities.

La ddmocratie socialiste allemande. Par Edgard Milhaud, pro-

fesseur a I'Universite de Geneve. Paris : Felix Alcan, 1903.

Pp. iv + 59i-

In no other country has socialism achieved so definite and impor-

tant a political organization as it has in Germany ; and an adequate study

of the German Social-Democrat party is bound to be of the utmost

value to students of modern (social, industrial, and political) conditions.

Such a study M. Milhaud appears to have supplied. Of socialist sym-

pathies, he had, according to his preface, exceptional opportunities for

personal contact with both the leaders and the rank and file of the
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party besides access to a mass of documents bearing on its history and

aims. His method of treatment is that of the practiced investigator,

and his sources of information are fully and carefully indicated. He
gives due prominence to the economic aspects of his subject, which are

so inextricably involved in the political.

Lidh cT(^voluiioti dans la nature et Vhistoire. Par Gaston Richard,

agrege de philosophie, docteur es lettres, charge du cours

de sociologie a I'Universite de Bordeaux. Ouvrage couronne

par I'Academie des sciences morales et politiques. Paris

:

Felix Alcan, 1903. Pp. iv+403.

This weighty volume, which has met with high commendation from

M. Th. Ribot, represents a method that becomes increasingly popular

— the application of philosophic generalization to biologic, sociologie,

and historic material. It is divided into three parts: "The Biologic

Problem," "The Psychologic and Sociologie Problem," and "Con-

science and the Genetic Explanation ; " and makes use of recent philo-

sophic standpoints; in fact, is perhaps somewhat overweighted with

the latest floating terminology. The treatment is throughout philo-

sophic as opposed to sociologie, if one may use a rough (and rather mis-

leading) popular distinction. The first part follows the custom of

continental works of this class in pointing out the shortcomings of

Mr. Herbert Spencer and the contradictions and deficiences of the Dar-

winian view of evolution. M. Richard finds the law of evolution

through natural selection merely one expression of the law of the con-

servation of energy ; and holds that a more adequate dynamic state-

ment of the universe as a whole is to be made through tracing the

development of specific phenomena by means of the genetic method,

and working toward a system in which these various series may be

shown to be reversible and mutually convertible.

La condition de la femme dans les diverses races et civilisations. Par

Ch. Letourneau. Avec une notice biographique par G.

Papillaut. ('• Bibliotheque sociologique et internationale.")

Paris: Girard & Briere, 1903. Pp. xvi + 508. Fr. 11.

This posthumous work of the indefatigable Ch. Letourneau is the

last volume in his well-known series of comparative studies of social

institutions. It has the merits and the grave defects of its predeces-

sors.
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Principes de morale sociale. Par Louis Deschamps. Paris : Felix

Alcan, 1903. Pp. 269. Fr. 3.50.

The theme of this book is the social necessity of Christianity, and

particularly of Catholicism. It makes much of the outworn philo-

sophic antithesis between materialism and spiritualism, and is, although

fortified with a brief bibliography of recent French works, conspicu-

ously valueless as a contribution to the scientific study of social ethics.



NOTES AND ABSTRACTS.

Formation of a Sociological Society.—There was held last week, in the

rooms of the Royal Statistical Society, a conference to consider the question of the

formation ot a society for the promotion of scientific and philosophical studies in

sociology. In the unavoidable absence of Mr. Bryce, who had agreed to take the

chair, the meeting was presided over by Mr. E. W. Brarook, president-elect of the

Economic Section of the British Association. Among those present were : Professors

Adamson, Bosanquet, Haddon. Hewins, Geddes, and Carveth Read, Dr. C. M.
Douglas, M.P., Mr. H. Samuel, M.P., Dr. J. H. Bridges, Mr. Oscar Browning, Miss
Collett, Mr. T. C. Horsfall, Mr. Leonard Hobhouse, Mr. Benjamin Kidd, Mr. C. S.

Loch, Dr. R. D. Roberts, Mrs. Sidney Webb, and Mr. J. Martin White.
Approvals of the project to form a sociological society were read from the follow-

ing, among others : Professor Alexander, Professor Bain, Professor Bastable, Mr. A.

J. Balfour, Mr. F. H. Bradley, Rev. Professor Caldecott, Professor Chapman, Sir John
A. Cockburn, Mr. E. Clodd, Rev. Professor E. W. Collins, Mr. A. Emmott, M.P., Rev.
Principal Fairbairn, Rev. Professor Flint, Sir W. Foster, Professor Graham, Professor

Ingram, Rev. F. B. Jevons, Dr. Scott, Keltic, Professor Ray Lankester, Professor

Latta, Master Macdonell, Professor J. S. Mackenzie, Dr. Henry Maudsley, Dr. Leslie

Mackenzie, Mr. R. Nevill, K.C., Mr. B. S. Rowntree, Mr. Bertrand Russell, the bishop
of Stepney, Mr. M. E. Sadler, Mr. A. Sherwell, Professor James Seth, Professor Sorley,

Professor Sully, Professor J. Arthur Thomson, Mr. H. G. Wells, and Dr. Wynn
Westcott.

The following letter was read from the prime minister

:

" 10 Downing street, Whitehall, S. W., June 26, 1903.
"Dear Sir: I am obliged to you for your letter of June 24 and its inclosures.

I welcome any attempt to organize sociological investigations on a strictly scientific

basis. I understand this to be the object of the proposed society, and, if so, I heartily

wish it success. " I remain yours faithfully,

"Arthur James Balfour."
Professor White wrote :

" I regard the formation of such a society as very desir-

able, and the want of one with an appropriate literary organ as a very serious defect."

On the motion of the chairman, seconded by Dr. C. M. Douglas, M.P., the follow-

ing resolution was submitted to the meeting and unanimously adopted : "This meet-
ing resolves that a society be formed for the promotion and organization of those

studies which are increasingly pursued under the title of sociology."

In support of the resolution the chairman said that any sociological society

formed at the present moment would start with the great advantage over the old

Social Science Association, in that a body of sociological doctrine had since then been
built up by the labor of Spencer and others. But, even apart from that, it was not

altogether a disadvantage for societies which had existed for a generation to be dis-

solved and reconstituted. The present society would be a revival of the best interests

of the old Social Science Association, strengthened by the scientific work which had
been done in the interval. He asked those present to very carefully consider the

question whether the work that was proposed for the new society was being, or

could be, done by any of the existing learned societies. For his part he thought
the proposed society had work of its own to do which was not being done at present,

and he asked the meeting to support this conclusion.

Dr. Douglas, M.P., stated his conviction of the desirability of the formation of

the society, both for the encouragement of scientific studies in sociology and also for

the diffusion of the scientific spirit in popular thought about political, and social phe-

nomena. He referred to his connection with a sociological society which formerly

existed in Edinburgh— a city which Profes.sor Geddes had made a home of sociology.

The resolution was supported by Dr. Bridges, Professor Haddon, Professor
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Hewins, Mr. J. M. Robertson, Mr. Benjamin Kidd, Dr. Roberts, Mr. J. A. Hobson,

and by Mr. J. Martin White, who announced an offer of £1,000 to London University

for the establishment of a preliminary course or courses in sociology, meaning, he

said, thereby the study of social development, organization, and ideals in all forms of

society from the highest to the lowest, with the view of constructing, not only a rea-

soned theory of society, in relation with the highest philosophical thought of the day,

but also of enunciating principles of action suitable to the guidance of contemporary

life.

On the motion of Mr. Oscar Browning, seconded by Mr. Leonard Hobhouse, and
supported by Professor Geddes, a committee was appointed to consider the question

of the scope and aims of the proposed society, and to draft a constitution to be sub-

mitted to a meeting in the autumn.
Mr. Oscar Browning, in speaking to this resolution, recalled the fact that Sir John

Seeley had frequently said to him that in founding the Historical Tripos in Cambridge
he had intended that it should develop into a Sociological Tripos, and Mr. Oscar

Browning considered that the Historical Tripos had been successful in so far as it had
been sociological and had been unsuccessful in so far as it had not been sociological.

—London Times, July 6, 1903.

Economic Independence of Woman.—Two great revolutions are in process

of accomplishment : the emancipation of the workman and the emancipation of the

woman. As the emancipation of the workmen ought to be accomplished by the

laborers themselves, that of woman ought to be accomplished by woman herself.

Since it is by labor that men have been able to organize themselves and gain their

independence, it is by labor that women must organize themselves and gain their

economic and political independence. But it is necessary to distinguish between the

organized labor which elevates the laborer and the overdriving and exploitation

which brutalizes and annihilates. It is this latter form of slavery that women too

often suffer.

Domestic labor is scarcely yet organized and has not been modified throughout

the centuries.

The bourgeoise woman retards this emancipation, as she too often does not

possess as much economic independence as the working woman. She follows the

tradition which permits her to exchange some domestic duties, more or less badly

fulfilled, and some sexual functions, for the necessities and luxuries of life. She

contents herself with an economic state in which no proud man would allow himself

to be held by another.

It is true that a pretty extensive choice of employments is offered to woman, but

such employments are for the most part so poorly paid that men do not want them,

and as parents are not in the habit of preparing their daughters in the technical and
professional instruction given to boys, working women are almost all known as

unskilled workers. Woman has some traditional and false ideas upon obligation and
domestic devotion. She fritters away her time, and too often renders her home
uninhabitable, in futile efforts to be at the same time tailor, laundress, ironer, cook,

and mother of the family. These labors are carried on from early morn till night,

and the odors of the washing and cooking charge the air and render it unwhole-

some. The children are neglected or employed as aids in this unorganized labor at

the age when they ought to be receiving an education and learning orderly habits.

The care of children, after the first year, ought to devolve upon the municipality,

which should establish creches and some recreation parks under the supervision of

specialists. The children would there be free from the contaminations of the street

and receive scientific care up to the age of entering school. The woman would then

be free to work in the interest of the community during five or six hours of the day.

At present, conscience and initiative are relatively awakened in the woman of

every class. The aristocratic woman begins to discover that labor often renders life

more interesting. The bourgeoise woman begins to learn that the education of her

daughters ought not to consist in a mixture of the arts of pleasure and household

work ; that it is better to prepare children to earn economic independence.

It is only the work outside of the home which can be organized and made to

elevate the worker. By degrees the woman learns that to earn a little sum weekly
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represents an economic and social independence that her non-paid labor at the hearth

had never given. The economic independence of woman renders possible for the first

time the realization of the highest human relations, based upon affection and above
the suspicion of constraint and of the commercial spirit. Those who object to the

married woman working in factories forget that her cares and hardships are none the

less in the home. It is necessary that women organize themselves into mutual-aid
societies, with or without the aid of the state, in order to secure a pecuniary aid at the

period of maternity. All women who work should interrupt their occupations at the

time of couches and during the months of nursing. It is necessary that they have a

subvention for such interruptions, so that they may not be tempted to resort to vice

for a livelihood. Under the rdgime of socialism this subvention would be granted by
the state. Every adult, not physically incapacitated, would labor as a member of the

community and be paid for the work done. A woman in giving to the state a new
citizen would have a right to a payment under form of a subvention. At present,

governments deem it better to spend the millions contributed by the people in manu-
facturing destructive arms and in encouraging inventions designed to kill or wound
the greatest number upon the field of battle. If by means of private organization or

state aid women could have a subvention at the time of couches and a pension during
the first year of the life of the infant, they would escape an economic slavery which,
during the centuries, has had a most grievous influence. Under this insurance
rdgime, the pension ceasing at the death of the infant, it is probable that many more
of the little children would survive.

" In acting conformably to these principles the woman of the twentieth century
will come out from her isolation and inconscience and will begin to enter in line with
the progressive movement of the new century, which someone has predicted will be the

century of the woman."—Dora B. Montefiore, "L'inddpendance dconomique de
la femme au XX' si^cle," in Hu7naniti nouvelle. No. 47, May, 1903.

J. D.

Inter-Psychology.—This expression, "social psychology," or its equivalent,
" collective psychology," does not satisfy me. It is ambiguous. It has been abused by
mystic spirits who have given currency to a certain conception of society— making of

it one gigantic brain composed of our smaller brains, with a social self distinct from
each individual consciousness. Moreover, this expression presupposes in fact the

existence of what is called a social environment, that is, a social group already formed
and numerous enough for each individual self to receive in it, from the mass of the

other selves joined in one confused whole, a suggestive influence which has become
somehow impersonal and anonymous, and which, moreover, is usually reciprocal.

I think we should substitute the study of a science at once more general and more
exact, and which may be called inter-mental or inter-cerebral psychology, but which I

should prefer to call, more briefly, "inter-psychology." This term is more general,
because it includes not only all social relationships, looked upon subjectively, but also

many inter-cerebral relationships which are in no way social. Not all inter-psychic

relationships are social phenomena. Many inter-mental actions, so far from being,
in themselves and considered separately, social phenomena, are rather obstacles to the
social bond ; e. g., the suggestion of hatred, or of cannibal appetite, or of fear, or of a

cruel scientific or political experiment to be made in anima vili. It is quite otherwise
with the suggestion of sympathy, of confidence, of obedience. When a living being,
by his mere presence, fascinates or tames another, even of a different species, a social

bond begins to be forged between them. Every social bond consists, directly or

indirectly, in the reflection at a distance of one self in another self. Social psychology,
of which sociology is the outgrowth and the objective complement, is only a part of

inter-psychology—the part dealing with imitation.
" Inter-psychology " is a more general and a more exact term than " social psy-

chology." New distinctions must be made. When the object of our perception,
thought or will, is itself a perceiving, thinking, and willing subject, the case is already,
as we know, highly differentiated from all acts of perception, thought, and will which
have for their object an inanimate thing. But further, when the person whom we
perceive is perceived by us as perceiving us ; when we conceive the person we think
of and seek to understand as thinking of us and trying to understand us ; when the
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person we wish to possess or master appears to us as striving to master us and use us
for his own ends— then a second step has been taken, as significant as the former.

These are marvelous phenomena of psychic symmetry, like that of two mirrors which
reflect each other and so give to each other the mutual illusion of infinite depth.

Elementary inter-mental action has been thoroughly studied, on its abnormal and
pathological sides, by the hypnotists ; and they may be regarded as the earliest

founders of inter-psychology. Alienists and criminologists, who have produced such
interested monographs on double insanity, and double suicide or crime, have also

made exact contributions toward elucidating this fundamental problem. Studies on
timidity, and especially those on crowds, have also been valuable contributions. But
it is essential that we give them their place in the outlines of a psychology of the
sane and normal, and these outlines we must first lay down.

Inter-psychology has its own divisions and methods. From the genetic point of
view, it begins with the study of the infant from the time of its first mental relations

with people about it ; and the evolution from this inter-psychology of the infant to

that of adults is of the highest social interest. From the theoretic and general point
of view, we should study in the abstract, and separately, the action of sense-impressions
upon sense-impressions, or of will upon will, and of intelligence upon intelligence.

It is to be noted in this connection that sensations, and the concepts of sensations, are

by no means communicable as such ; but only ideas, plans, beliefs, and desires.

Feelings are to inter-psychology what sensations are to the psychology of the indi-

vidual. Sensations are a tangled skein, complex and confused, which the individual
brain unravels as best it may, and from which it draws its ideas of space, time, matter,

and force— not to mention the antithesis of pleasure and pain. Feelings are another
skein, far more complex and richer yet, which the life of society both produces and
disentangles, and from which it draws the social categories of right and duty, as well

as the great antithesis of good and evil. Feelings are signs of our social relationships,

just as sensations are signs of our physical relationships with natural agents. Three
questions arise : first, why some feelings are or are not propagated in a given
environment, at a given moment ; second, how they are propagated, and by what
methods ; third, the transformations they undergo in the process.— Gabriel Tarde,
" Inter-Psychology, the Inter-Play of Human Minds," in International Quarterly,
Vol. VII, No. I.

A. D. S.

Religions and Their Social ROle.— There is a certain temerity in subjecting
religions to the scientific method of study. But it is difficult to see why such a
method should not be faithfully employed in so great a subject, especially when we
are in possession of a large and accurately dated body of knowledge on the great
religions, their principles and practices. We purpose to study the Hebrew-Christian
religion— it being the prevailing religion in the most advanced civilization— with
special reference to the social organization accompanying it. What part has the
religious factor had in determining the contemporaneous social order ? Let us go back
to the early history of the Jewish religion. This religion was in its strength about
four centuries before the Christian era among a small people in a mountainous
country between Syria and Egypt. Previous to the fourth century B. C. this religion

seems to have been a sort of mixture of the cults of the neighboring tribes. It had
many gods, but there was one patron god, a chief, Jehovah.

After every hope of a national existence had been cut off by the captivity of 586
B. C, the Jews had the extraordinary chance of renewing their existence under the
form of a religious group at the time of the restoration under Ezra and Nehemiah.
Then was established the religion that for so many centuries was destined to dominate
in the civilized nations. This Judaism, greatly modified by the Christian element
grafted upon it, is the point of departure for the religious history of civilization.

What has been the social role of Judaism ? What its political significance ?

The object of religion is not social progress, though it must be inseparably united to
this. Has this Judaism-Christianity respected the rignts of the citizen and the
government of the state ? Has it encouraged the progre.«s of science and education?
Has the religious man been interested in all movements of moral betterment ? The
great ancient states, Sparta, Athens, and pagan Rome, non-Christian states, respected
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the liberties of the individual, freedom of thought, right of private property, security

of person, rights as citizen. Not only in their internal affairs, but also in their foreign

relations, were these nations quite advanced.

In modern times as in all times the position of a strong and able-bodied man is

determined by his labor. But to the aged, the women, and the children, those not

able to work, the state should guarantee a living. It should also protect those who
do labor by a minimum wage and maximum hours. But do we find in any religion a

feeling of this responsibility except perhaps in the form of alms-giving ? Further,

the state should take the lead in publishing statistics of public value, on questions of

public health, on the housing of the working people, etc., etc. The state, too, should
give to its youth the best opportunities of education— an education by frank, rational,

and sincere methods, without fraudulent reticence or attenuated deceptions. But what
does this religion say on this point ? It makes but a sorry attempt in doubtful for-

mulas and categorial declarations. It does not provide even for the health of the

mind, so essential to the health of the body.
If we go back to the accepted records of Judaism, the essence of the prevailing

Christianity, and ask what part it has had in the evolution of society, under such
headings as: the rights of the individual; public freedom, or liberty of the state

;

the condition of man, of woman, and of minors; public health, public instruction,

progress of the arts and sciences ; the reform of justice, and the abolition of war, we
shall find that Judaism has been found wanting.

The littte kingdom of Judah, situated between the great powers of Africa and of

Asia, and furnished with few warriors, could not reasonably hope for political inde-

pendence. To ally themselves with the peoples of Asia or with those of Egypt would
mean to give up their God, Jehovah. But in spite of this reasonable and inevitable

political dependence, we find Jeremiah and all the other prophets declaring, in sub-

stance, that for such a political alliance Jehovah will be avenged upon them, and,

moreover, declaring that all the misfortunes of Israel had been visited upon her

because she had forsaken Jehovah. The religion was not only not a good thing for

the political welfare of the Jews, but was a weakening and terrifying element. The
religion of the Jews as set forth in the Bible was such as to render good internal

affairs and foreign relations impossible. The role of Judaism has been, on the whole,

more hurtful than helpful in the social development of the countries in which it has
been perpetuated in Christianity.— Maurice Vernes, "Les religions et leur role

sociale," in Vhumaniti nouvelle, July, 1903.
T. J. R.

Sociology and the Social Sciences.— Sociology is said to be the science of

social facts, but these facts are already the subject-matter of a multitude of special

sciences such as history, law, statistics, economics, etc. If sociology has the same
object as the special sciences, then it is confounded with them, and is only a term to

designate them collectively. If sociology is a separate science, it must have an
object peculiar to it and different from that of the other sciences.

In fact, neither of these suppositions is tenable. Sociology is only the system,

the corpus, of the social sciences, and it necessitates a radical change in the method
and organization of them.

To define sociology as only the system of the social sciences would seem at first

to put it in opposition to its founders. However, it is certain that Comte recognized
sociology only as an integral speculation, closely attached to general philosophy ; not

a special science, but a universal science. Positive philosophy is itself sociology.

The special sciences form one homogeneous system. The unity of the positive

method does not prevent their specialization. Comte considered political economy
outside of the positive philosophy simply because of its false method, its sterile

discussions of elementary notions of value, utility, production, which recalled the

debates of the scholastics of the Middle Ages upon the fundamental attributes of pure
metaphysical entities.

In the last twenty years there has been a veritable efflorescence of sociological

literature and many new systems. In nearly every case the effort is made to reduce
the science to a single problem. For one writer it is the law of imitation, for

another the law of adaptation, or the struggle for existence, especially among races.
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etc. Indeed, to see all of these workers searching the supreme law, the cause which
governs all causes, the key that opens all locks, recalls the efforts of the alchemists to

discover the philosopher's stone. The result has been a recoil rather than progress.
For Comte, at least, sociology was an integral science of all of the social facts ; no
category of phenomena was systematically excluded.

Some writers attempt to find a distinct field for sociology by assigning to it the
consideration of what is general, as distinguished from what is special. For instance,
Stuart Mill defines sociology as having for an object the consideration of the "state of
society," including only the most important social phenomena, such as the form of
government, laws and customs, moral culture, etc. Thus sociology is made indepen-
dent of the other social sciences and is to furnish deductions as a basis for them.
Manifestly the position of Mill is untenable. To generalize from so manv different

phases of life is a task too large for one man, and furthermore the definition of
"general" is vague.

Mr. Giddings uses "general" in another sense. He considers the elementary
forms of social life as distinguished from the higher and more complex forms. His
sociology is a science of first principles which are to be a basis for the special social

sciences. Other sciences suppose sociology, but it does not suppose them. Unfor-
tunately these elementary forms do not exist anywhere in isolation and available for

observation. The most elementary societies are complex and contain all the elements
which differentiate in the course of evolution. To limit the sociology to special

societies is to reduce it to a study of comparative ethnology. The general is found
only in the particular, and that which is called human association is a characteristic
of all societies. There is already a science which studies the laws of population—
demology. Mr. Giddings goes into still other fields of science, discussing the family,

etc. The object thus assigned to sociology is indeterminate ; it is a sociology which
determines itself, arbitrarily according to the personal inclination or taste of the
author.

The sociology of Messrs. Tarde, Gumplowicz, Ward, and others would be still

more difficult to define and separate from the special social sciences.

There is no need to isolate such or such aspect of society and make it the object
of a new science, as there is no need that biology treat such and such aspect of vital

phenomena rather than another. Sociology is nothing if it is not the science of

societies, considered altogether. The multitude of the phenomena renders it

necessary that the study of society be divided into specialties. Hence sociology is

only the system of the sociological sciences.— E. Durkheim et E. P'auconnet,
"Sociologie et sciences sociales," in Revue philosophique, No. 5, May, 1903.

J.D.

The Race Problem.— Three years ago I said that, unless heroic measures were
adopted, we should soon have civil war between the races. The Evansville riot is an
example of what we may expect tomorrow wherever negroes are numerous, and very
little later in such cities as New York and Boston and Philadelphia. The North is

already almost as fully inoculated as the South, and the young white American of the

lower classes is becoming educated everywhere with appalling rapidity to understand
that any negro accused of crime is public spoil, to be played with as long as the fun
will last. Attempts at general massacres of negroes are certain to be the next thing
in order, and collective reprisals by negroes are equally certain.

Negro-lynching is already a permitted exception in the midst of our civilization.

Bloody orgy and diseased idea emotion have struck an unholy partnership, impunity
is agreed upon, and an anonymous mob is the power to which the license is accorded.
The newspapers are doing all they can to convert the custom into an established
institution. I first learned of the recent negro-burning at Wilmington by seeing the

scare head of a paper which a man on a seat before me in a car was reading.
"Charred in Chains, Lynching Well Done," was printed in tall capital letters in this

Boston daily. One of our most influential New York weeklies, formerly an inde-

pendent journal, printed an editorial on the same atrocity, of which the only influence

on a susceptible mind could be to make it seem excusable. Everywhere we find edu-
cated men and women makmg light of the baseness, as being, after all, only a rude
sort of justice, just as old-fashioned Christians used to say that Jews must continue to
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be baited for the honor of our Savior. Negro lynching claims more and more the

character of a public right. It appeals to the punitive instinct, to race antipathy, and
to the white man's pride, as well as to the homicidal frenzy. One shudders to think

what roots a custom may strike when a fierce animal appetite like this and a per-

verted ideal emotion combine together to defend it.

One or two real fanatics there may be in every lynching, actuated by a maniacal
sense of punitive justice. They are a kind of "reversion," which civilization par-

ticularly requires to extirpate. The other accomplices are only average men, victims

of the moment when the greatest atrocities are committed, of nothing but irrespon-

sible mob contagion, but invited to become part of the mob and predisposed to the

peculiar sort of contagion, by the diabolical education which the incessant examples
of the custom and of its continued impunity are spreading with fearful rapidity

throughout our population. Was ever such a privilege offered ? Dog-fights, bull-

fights, prize-fights, what are they to a man-hunt and a negro-burning ? The illiterate

whites everywhere, always fretting in their monotonous lives for some more drastic

excitement, are feeding their imaginations in advance on this new possibility. The
hoodlums in our cities are being turned by the newspapers into as knowing critics of

the lynching game as they long have been of the prize-fight and football. They long
to possess " souvenirs." They agree on the belief that any accused negro is their

perquisite and property, and that to burn him is only the newest form of the white
man's burden. How far this education has already proceeded we are likely to learn

any day in a startling manner. And the supineness of our officials and the mealy-
mouthed utterances of our journals seem to me to reveal an incredible misunderstand-
ing of the real situation. No student of history or knower of. human nature could be
so fooled for a moment.

I unhesitatingly stand by my prophecy, for there is nothing now in sight to check
the spread of an epidemic far more virulent than the cholera. The fact seems recog-
nized that local juries will not indict or condemn ; so that, unless special legislation

art^^c?^: is speedily enacted, and unless many "leading citizens " are hung— nothing
short of this will check the epidemic in the slightest degree, and denunciations from
the press and pulpit only make it spread the faster— we shall have negro burning in

a very few years on Cambridge Common and the Boston Public Garden.— Letter of

Professor William James, in the Springfield Republican.

The Promotion of Industrial Efficiency.—The present inquiry deals with
methods and systems used in Germany, England, and the United States for obtaining
that active co operation between capital and labor now essential for the maintenance
of position as a manufacturing country.

In Germany the movement has been in the direction of reform in the social con-
ditions of the workers rather than toward high wages and bonus systems. In most of

the larger German engineering works we find elaborate arrangements and organiza-
tions for the comfort of the workers during working hours. The state system of

insurance against sickness, accident, and old age also assists in ameliorating the lot

of the German worker and renders him content with longer hours of work and with
lower wages than those customary in the United Kingdom and America. Mr.
Barnes, secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, remarks in his report:
" The general protection of workmen and provision for their comfort is much more
complete than in this country (England), and the shops are much more spacious and
cleanly Another common feature is the use of first-class appliances. A no
less marked feature .... is the leisurely manner in which the men go about their

work. With one exception, in all the shops visited, men smoked during working
hours, and in most of them there were canteens or other provision for getting refresh-

ments while at work."
In the United Kingdom the majority of works are still conducted on the laissez-

faire principle of the Manchester school of economists. The teaching of this school
results in paying the worker the smallest possible wage, and in making none but the
legally necessary provisions for his social or physical comfort. Under these conditions
the usual relation between employers and employed is one of antagonism. The con-
version of private firms into joint-stock companies in recent years has still further

tended to widen the breach between capital and labor. The directors of a few of the
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larger and better-managed works have recognized the unwisdom of treating their

employees rather worse than their machines, and have instituted social and other

agencies for the amelioration of the life of the workers. In these cases the agencies

are on the same lines as those found in Germany. Systems of profit-sharing and
other schemes for the social and educational advancement of the workers are excep-

tional in English works and factories.

American methods : In the United States we find elaborate arrangements for

obtaining the co-operation of the workers. In some few instances these take the form
of social agencies, but in the majority of instances a bonus system, based on a high

normal level of wages, is employed, and every man is allowed free scope for individual

effort and ability. The comparative feebleness of trade-unionism in the States has
undoubtedly facilitated the introduction of this system of allowing each man a free

hand, and of paying him exactly what he can earn. Whether the conditions which
have favored its introduction will continue is doubtful in view of the spread of militant

unionism in the States.

On account of the widespread adoption of bonus and premium systems of pay-

ment in the United States, there is considerably less activity in the promotion of social

schemes and agencies for the benefit of workers than in England and Germany. The
details of the organization of such workers as the National Cash Register Co., of

Dayton, O., which maintains a number of social and educational agencies for the

benefit of its workpeople, and the pickle factory of H. J. Heinz & Co., at Pittsburg,

with its baths and concert and dining halls for the entertainment of workers, show
that America is not without examples of enlightened treatment of work people, apart

from pecuniary rewards of labor.—J. B. C. Kershaw, in Engineering Magazine for

June. A. B.

Decrease in the Size of American Families.— The failure of the Har-
vard students to produce their share of the present generation is but a single example
of a widespread condition. Statistics of Middlebury, Wesleyan, and New York Uni-
versities show that the students of those institutions also multiply at a diminishing

rate.

The most plausible explanation is that of conscious restriction of offspring.

Greater prudence, higher ideals of education, more interest in the health of women,
interests of women in affairs outside of the home, the increased knowledge of certain

fields of physiology and medicine, a decline in the religious sense of the impiety of

interference with things in general, the longing for freedom from household cares—
any and all of these may be assigned as the motive for the restriction. The only

other explanation is the physiological infertility of the social, and perhaps of the

racial, group to which college men and their wives belong.

It is possible to do more than speculate about the relative shares of unwillingness

and incapacity. The figures themselves tell a plain story to the student who
examines them in the light of recent knowledge of the variability of physical traits.

In the case of artificial restriction, there would appear in the statistics an increase

in the number of small families and a porportionate decrease in large families, whereas
in cases of diminished reproductive capacity, there would appear in the statistics a

falling off in the size of all families, and not an increase of small families and a decrease

of large ones. As a matter of fact, the statistics show a general decline in the size

of all families, and point to the conclusion that the decrease is due to incapacity

rather than voluntary restriction.

So far as our general mental prepossessions go, a real decrease in fertility seems
at first sight a preposterous doctrine. One can well imagine the sneer of the physician

whose experience emphasizes the frequency of restriction, and the pitying smile of the

biologist who discerns that a progressive decrease in fertility of a species is a flat

contradiction of the doctrine of natural selection. " Play on with your statistical

hair-splitting," they would say, " nothing that you find will disturb our beliefs. We
know better."

But the experiences of metropolitan physicians will not serve to prophecy the

social psychology of the species we have studied. Their opinions may be as wide of the

mark as the common belief that unwillingness is the main cause of the failure of the

women of the better classes to nurse their children. As to the contradiction of natural
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selection, it is to be remarked that tlie existence, amount, and results of the elimina-

tion of types by their failure to produce their kind constitute a problem which only
statistical inquiries can settle, and if the doctrine is to be used as an excuse for evad-
ing certain obvious facts in human history, it is perhaps time that it should be
questioned.

" So far as present facts go, the probability is against natural selection in the case
of fertility in man. The contrary hypothesis, that a stock like an individual has a
birth, growth, senescence, and death; that, apart from the onslaughts of rivals or the

privations of a hard environment or the suicide of universal debauchery, races die a
natural death of old age, lends itself very well to the interpretation of human his-

tory, and perhaps to the history of animal forms as well. It leaves the causation of

this race life and death as a mystery. But a mystery is less objectionable than a con-
tradiction."

—

Edward L. Thorndike, in Popular Science Monthly.

J. D.

Juvenile Criminality.— After a study of statistics and from personal observation

of the size of the families from which the young offenders came, and of the incomes
of these same families, I am persuaded that crime among children is the product of

their surroundings and misery rather than of heredity. I have sought in vain for that

type described by Lombroso. I have seen youths bearing many marks of degeneracy,
adolescents deeply perverted, wilfully rebellious against discipline, capable of every
excess, evidencing complete contempt for authority; but I have never found that type
that is said by the Italian school to be the immediate product of heredity. I do not

deny that heredity may have an influence, but the origin of the tendency to crime has
wretchedness {misire) for the prime factor. I am absolutely convinced of its predom-
inating influence. The child is not born a criminal ; he becomes a criminal.

The wretchedness that is so fruitful of crime may be resolved into lack of good
food, and often of any kind of food ; lack of clothes ; lack of room, light, ventilation,

and soap ; absence of any moral influence in the home and no parental supervision.

Children are pushed out into the streets to earn a penny; no questions are asked by
the parents of their whereabouts. The salvation of this class can be found only in a

system of schools under the management of correctional and penal institutions, or

perhaps in the state taking the place of parents to these children. The great prob-

lems in giving these children a school training are in providing the means and the

method of separating them into groups or classes according to their intellectual and
associational needs.

P'rom statistics on repeated arrests grouped according to ages ; from statistics on
arrests distributed among different ages; from a classification of offenses according to

ages of the offenders ; from experiences with various "colonies" of correction; and
remembering that groupings must be for averages rather than extremes, I believe that

the age at entrance into these schools should be made the basis of classification.

Promotions and " demotions " can easily be made when evidently demanded. Because
there is a close parallelism between the age and the viciousness of the criminal tend-

ency, such a classification promises best to protect the younger from the hurtful

influence of the older. There is seemingly a closer relation between age and criminal

tendency than between literacy and criminal tendency. Where the isolation of

younger from older has been best carried on in France there has been a gratifying

decrease in criminality among the younger. More perfectly to isolate the older

group— from fourteen to sixteen years of age— it would seem advisable even to have
entirely separate institutions.

Another change that would be quite helpful in the effort to reclaim these youths
and children is a system of juvenile courts in which the individual boys should be
regarded and large discretion be given the judge, and the method be such as not to

belittle, but to encourage, the boy brought before the court.

The results of the efforts in France in the direction of schools and reformed
judicial procedure seem to be a decrease in the extent of juvenile crime, but not a

corresponding change in the character of the offenses. Indeed, the average of

offenses seems to grow worse. This is explained by the cutting off the minor offenses

of the younger ; and the greater difficulty of reforming the older and worse offenders.

— M. Grosmolard, "Criminality juvenile," in Archives d'anthropologie criminelle,

April and May, 1903. T. J. R.
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World-Currents in Charity, Theory, and Practice.— In the past there has
been great lack of system, co-operation, and regulation of all charitable institutions.

The tendency now is toward a federation of philanthropy. As persons of various

occupations, trades, arts, and professions federate and confer together with advantage
to themselves and the public, so charitable workers and students are forming associa-

tions in local, state, national, and even international societies for kindred purposes.

An uppermost question is that of state supervision and control of public and even
of private philanthropy and relief. In the administration of penal and charitable

institutions the necessity for central control has been everywhere legally recognized
except in the United States. In Germany alone there is no such system of public

supervision in relation to outdoor relief. This defect is due to the efficiency of the

municipal system, which is independent of voluntary charity. By combining central

supervision with local responsibility for details, the best results are obtained. State

boards of control should be salaried administrators and experts, but it is desirable that

they be subject to supervision ; otherwise such boards will come to feel infallible and
ominscient. Secrecy, which hides all perils and abuses, is unavoidable with a board
of control without a legal method of supervision independent of it. Reports on forms
provided by statute are deceptive ; there is no substitute for the inspection of a living

person. There are various methods of organizing for free and independent inspec-

tion of public institutions. In the English prison system a board of visitors has con-
siderable influence. The New York Charities Aid Association is a typical example of

an independent society, legally recognized and exercising a vast influence.

Private charities must ultimately be subjected to governmental supervision and
control. This suggestion will be resented by those who have been brought up in the

frontier conditions. Some states have already made progress in that direction, begin-

ning with those associations which receive subsidies. It is true that such control is

often a mere pretense, and, at the best, public inspection is not infallible, even with
national banks and interstate commerce boards. But this is true of administration

generally in American cities and commonwealths, and the remedy lies in improving
the service, not in inviting anarchy to remain.

Notable efforts are now being made in the matter of preventing crime, pauperism,
etc., by instituting savings banks, playgrounds, insurance against economic ruin from
accidents, sickness, and the feebleness of old age. So important has this subject of

preventive methods seemed to many practical workers that the National Conference
of Charities and Correction in 1902 provided for a commission of seven persons to

consider and report on plans for insurance of wage-earners against accident, sickness,

invalidism, and old age. The commission is to be continued for at least three years

before making its final report. It has already mapped out an investigation and
divided the topics among the members, and invites contributions.— Charles
Richmond Henderson, in Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science. J. D.

Conditional Condemnation of Criminals.—In 1842 an English magistrate,

without precise legal authority, began the practice of suspending all condemnation in

the case of young delinquents brought before him, placing them under the oversight

ot a suitable person and reserving the right to apply the penalty later, if necessary.

In case of a second offense by the same child, the two acts were subject to a double
condemnation. Later this practice became legalized. In 1869 the state of Massa-
chusetts, inspired by the English example, inaugurated a similar practice, appointing
a probation officer to look after each young delinquent. The period of probation for

each was two years. The policy having produced good results, the city of Boston in

1878 extended the law so as to apply to adults in the case of the first offense, or in

case of an offense of little importance. Twenty or more of the United States have
since adopted the same general policy.

In 1886 New Zealand passed an act permitting the conditional release of first

offenders on probation.

France and Belgium adopted the conditional condemnation in the year 1891.
A peculiarity of the French system is that the court pronounces condemnation

and fixes in advance the exact amount of punishment, then suspends the punishment
upon condition of good behavior. The advantage of this system is that it gives the
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condemned no hope of escape in case of a relapse. If the penalty were not fixed in

advance, one might hope to escape the penalty for the first offense through disap-

pearance of the witnesses, failure to preserve the evidence, etc. With the penalty

fixed in advance, it is a menace more certain and consequently more efficacious. In

France the suspension can be applied in case of all sentences to imprisonment and
the period of probation is five years. In Belgium the suspension applies only where
the penalty is not more than six months' imprisonment. The duration of the proba-

tion IS left to the discretion of the judge.

Statistics as to the result of this policy in the several countries are incomplete in

that some countries have no correct record of the number of relapses.

However, the progressive application of the system and the low rate of relapses

where statistics are available, testify sufficiently to the good results of the policy. In

France about one-fourth of the criminals entitled to the suspension have had it

applied to them. The number of suspensions has increased from 11,807 ii^ 1891 to

28,497 in 1899. The relapses in 1899 amounted to only 1.4 per cent.

The French system has been adopted in Portugal, Norway, Switzerland, and other

countries.— R Berenger, " Des rdsultats de la condamnation conditionelle," in Bul-

letin de V Union Internationale de Droit Pdnal, Vol. X, No. 2, p. 302.

J. D.

The Formative Principle of Sociology.— Every science has a great forma-

tive principle. It is ever at work transmitting constructive energy. The lines of its

operation may be new to men, but in reality are as old as creation. Wherever on the

face of the earth two or more men and women have lived and labored and loved,

there the rudiments of the science are traceable. All the time they have throbbed in

the social body and moved it on to destiny.

The present need of understanding as clearly as possible the formative principle

of the science is very real. There are many voices in the air seeking to make the

matter plain. The practical effect of one is this : Separate out the really good people,

and consign the rest to dealings of an uncertain providence. This is the old argument
of "the remnant." It has always resulted in failure for all concerned. Another says :

"Begin society anew; wipe out the past, and begin on a new basis." There is no
such thing as freeing the present from the past : tomorrow, today will be a part of it.

The unseen cords of moral gravitation bind all members of associated life

together. A particle of lifeless matter might as well try to escape the power of

gravitation exercised on it by all the rest of the round world, and of the stars in heire

course, as for one to attempt to cut the invisible cords of connection and influtenc

which vitally make him one of the social body. One particle of reality touches every

other particle, whether it be of matter or spirit. So that the social problem is this :

How can I and my neighbor live and work together for mutual advantage ?

The purposed disregard of this great social fact has often resulted in making
some of the bloodiest and most uncalled for pages of history. It was the custom in

France and all continental Europe, not many generations ago, to regard all the good
things of the earth as predestined for the few ; the many did not count. This self-

imposed delusion developed into a social tornado. The Civil War was waged to

scourge out and beyond the republic the pagan contempt of labor and the laborer. It

conclusively proved that the other man, the seller of muscle and skill, whether white

or black, could not be eliminated.

There never was a profounder yet simpler statement of necessary sociological

relation than the words of Paul :
" None of us liveth to himself." Love is the belief

that I and my neighbor ought to live peaceably and advantageously together, ripened

into conviction. With every inch of social gain it makes more clear and certain that

out of present discussion shall come more satisfying views of mutual obligation, and

these in turn shall give foundation to a perfected society. The law of love is the

formative principle of sociology.— Rev. Burnett T. Stafford, in Bibliotheca Sacra

for April, 1903. A. B.

Effects of the Conditional Reprieve in France.— From 1892 to 1899 the

annual number of reprieves granted by the courts of assizes was 61, 36, 25, 32, 24, 43,

48, 51. These figures are insignificant except as showing a tendency to increase.
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But in that which concerns the correctionnelU recidivist, this measure of qualified

clemency, of intelligent indulgence, has produced in France the most happy results.

In 1892, in the cases of 17,881 persons receiving the benefit of the conditional

reprieve, there were 665 revocations ; or, to express it otherwise, the relapses into

crime amounted to 3.6 per cent. In 1899, in the cases of 28,497 persons receiving the

conditional reprieve, there were 1,831 revocations. The percentage of relapses had
fallen to 1.4 per cent. Formerly the juvenile offenders were sent to prison for a

short term and returned only to augment crime.

The collective conscience is generally scandalized by the impunity of the

culpables, but how does it happen that it accepts with manifest sympathy these half-

acquittals which in reality enable 98 or 99 per cent, of the persons concerned to

remain unpunished ? It is because, if materially these half-acquittals do not differ

from real acquittals, they nevertheless are spiritual condemnations, and that is the

essential fact. " The true penalty, as the true government, being public opinion,

that which is important, from the point of view of "social defense, is much less the

execution of the penalty than the judicial announcement." The social need to which
criminal justice responds is not to render blow for blow, evil for evil, but to pronounce
official condemnation upon the offender. The number of months in prison or amount
of fine serves above all to measure the gravity of the censure. In case the penalty is

never executed it would still conserve its metric value, that would not be indifferent.
" But in case of the conditional reprieve it is something more. It is a writ of execu-

tion under condition, and this penalty upon paper is like fiduciary money which loses

nothing of its exchange value when it is convertible into gold. Let us add that

tribunals elevate to a much higher level the penalties that they pronounce with the

help of the reprieve than they would be able to do without it. The law of 1892 has

therefore effectively remedied the abuse of the short terms and at the same time has

placed in fuller light the whole subjective nature and moral foundation of penal

repression."— G. Tarde, "La loi du sursis conditionnel et ses effets en France," in

Bulletin de V Union Internationale de Droit Penal, Vol. X, No. 2, p. 299.

J. D.

The Importance to be Attributed in the Criminal Law to the Psychic
Elements of Crime in Comparison with its Material Consequences.— It is

important to distinguish between the different ends the penal law proposes. In the

first place to defend society against the hurtful activity of a delinquent is the question.

For this end it is necessary to apply the most appropriate measures, to paralyze the

delinquent's anti-social activity, or better, to transform it into a social activity. The
determination of proper measures to secure this result will depend evidently on an
exact knowledge of the psychical constitution of the delinquent.

M. Garraud insisted that the criminal should be punished for what he had done
and not for what he was. If the punishment should be determined by the character

of the criminal, he must be treated for what he is, and not for what he had done.

Nevertheless, the psychic factor to be taken into consideration cannot be of one
exclusive kind. Account must be taken, on the one hand, of the fact that the social

defense is not carried on solely for repressive ends and only against the delinquent,

and, on the other hand, of the fact that criminal justice is executed in all peculiarities

of social conditions.

The social defense should be not only repressive, but also preventive. In regard
to the defensive function, the measures applied to the delinquent will have an intimi-

dating character. One certain thing cannot be mistaken; that in our day societies

are defended against crime only by intimidation.

Penal law in order to obtain its entire efficacy must in its application obtain the

complete adhesion of public opinion, or, if one wishes, the social conscience. If the

masses do not adhere to the penalties proposed by the penal law, the law will be used
to deprive the delinquents of a chastisement which is repugnant. Inversely, if society,

moved by a crime, does not obtain satisfaction, it will make an application of private

justice. There should be a complete concord between the decisions of criminal justice

and social conscience.—M. Gauchler, in Bulletin de r Union Internationale de

Droit Pinal, Vol. X. A. B.
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Suicides in the United States.— Statistics of suicides obtained from news-

paper reports for the period 1897-1901, embracing 29,344 cases, mostly in the New
England states, show results in part as follows : The ratio of male to female suicides

is 3^ to I. The most popular age for suicide is from thirty to forty. Slightly more
married than single people of both sexes commit suicide. Single, widowed, and
divorced women commit more suicide than men in like situations.

As to method, shooting comes first and poison second. Most women prefer

poison. Usually women employ methods which do not mutilate the body. At the

age of seventy they prefer drowning.

The cause of suicide in most cases is said to be despondency, but often other

causes lie hidden behind this word. Next to despondency come, in order, business

loss, ill-health, insanity, disappointed love, domestic trouble, etc. Women are more
likely to commit suicide from grief, disappointed love, domestic trouble, or ill-health

than men. Few women commit suicide from business loss. Females commit
suicide at an earlier age than males, this is because the former develop earlier.

Sufferers from business loss, mostly males, prefer shooting ; boys disappointed in love

also prefer this method as more dramatic. The despondent prefer poison. Those
who have lost friends or relatives expire by gas or hanging. Most suicides happen
on Monday: Sunday comes in for second choice. From 9 P.M. to 12 p.m. is the

favorite time of the day. Shooting is pretty evenly distributed throughout the day,

but suicides from ill-health and insanity usually come early in the morning, while

those from disappointed love and family trouble come late in the evening. Drowning
and hanging are most common in the afternoon.— William B. Bailey, in Yale

Review, May, 1903. J- D.

Anthropology and the History of Religion.—That religion has come to be

studied historically, that the study of it has been made a part of a philosophic discip-

line, that it is considered a chapter in universal history— these are new and significant

facts for religion itself and indicate a marked change in attitude toward that field of

thought and activity. Religion is now subjected to a scientific method of study. One
result of this new method is the modification of the so-called Comtean classification

of religion into fetishism, or animism, or naturalism, and polytheism, and monotheism.

These three— fetishism, polytheism, and monotheism— do not represent, according to

our view, successive stages in the organization of cults and the construction of dogm ^

;

they do not express types of practice and belief nicely separated and distinct, byt

forms of religion in which a given element receives one value in one form and anothgr

value in another form; for example, the doctrine of the Trinity is historically derive

from polytheism. Another result of this method is that not one form of religion, bud

elements from all religions— in fact, elements common to all— command our assent.t

This study has been made along three great lines : (i) by way of archaeology and
philology: (2) by way of a critical examination of the sacred literatures, documents,

and monuments of the great religions ; (3) by way of anthropology. The third division

takes account of the ethnographic and the prehistoric archaeological body of facts, that

is, the reconstruction of primitive societies which preceded the age of written or

inscribed monuments. The contributions by these several ways of approach promise

to be confirmatory and indicate a great gain in rationality for religious activity, and

give added significance to the fact of religion.— Maurice Vernes, " Histoire des

religions et anthropologie " in Revue de Vecole d'anthropologie de Paris, May, 1903.

T. J. R.

The Victory of Protectionism in Switzerland.—The federal chambers had

adopted, according to the law passed October 10, 1902, a new customs tariff which

was the triumph of the protectionist school. But as, in accordance with the federal

constitution, it sufficed that 30,000 electors demand the referendum in order that

the law be submitted to popular vote, they divined that the free-traders would look

well after their interest in the campaign. They had very little trouble in securing the

30,000 signatures, and January 10 they announced triumphantly that they had received

110,564 adherents. At the head of the movement were the signatures of the towns

of Basel, Geneva, Neuchitel, Glarus, and Zurich. The free-traders had good reason

to combat the new tariff, as may be seen from a comparison of the tariff of 1891 with
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that of 1902. The referendum was fixed for March 15, and on that day the people
decided- in favor of the new tariff by a vote of 330,366 against 222,668. The day
after the vote a deputy wrote us from Berne : "The protectionists have persuaded the

citizens that the new tariff was a necessary measure to safeguard our exports. P'or

my part, I do not believe it, as, for the most part, protectionism is an economic and
political principle. But others voted for the tariff because Switzerald could not remain
free-trade when all the states of Europe were protectionist. And you, dear economist,

what did you do?" I replied : " The new tariff will increase the price of living; it

will prevent strangers from taking up their residence in Switzerland; it is doubtful
that it favors exportation, but it is certain that it will prevent useful importations. It

is a prohibitive rather than a protective tariff. I voted against it."—A. BicHAUX,
" La victoire du protectionisme en Suisse," in La reformt sociale.

Betting and Gambling.— If betting and gambling (which may be considered
as equivalent to a series of bets) have these two elements in them : (l) the issue upon
which one stakes is uncertain; (2) one backs one's opinion, stands to win or lose as

one's opinion proves correct or false — if these are the elements in betting, life, strife,

and play may all be considered in a measure betting. The uncertainty in the great

decisions of life, and the impossibility of escaping the consequences of the choice,

need but to be mentioned to be seen as possessing the essentials of the bet. Likewise
competition, whether in the academy, in politics, in business, or in civil service, as

clearly contains the common elements mentioned above.

But it is in what we have called play that betting and gambling are most com-
monly thought to be practiced, and it is in this activity, the narrower use of the term,

that it is most often cried against. It is impossible to separate sport from business or

business from sport in our complex systems. Stock exchanges and ball games are

not purely business or purely sport. The ethical quality of betting can be judged
only by estimating its effect upon character and upon society. Here, too, the result

is difificult of determination. It may not be too radical to say, however, that gambling
in business is not legitimate business ; it is only a parasite, it leads to no increase in

utility, is anti-economic and anti-social. Again, in aiming at his own success, a man
when betting for the purpose of making money is always aiming at another's failure

;

and this attitude is certainly immoral. It certainly is difficult to pronounce off hand
upon the morality of betting when the desire of gain is not the leading motive. But
an amusement which requires an extraneous stimulus of a small stake to keep it alive

is apt to tend more and more to rely on this adventitious issue, and thus to pass by
insensible degrees into the "gamble," in which gain is, if not the sole, at any rate a
dominating, motive.— W. R. Sorley, " Betting and Gambling," in International

Journal of Ethics, July, 1903.
T. J. R.

Reform Program of German Dwellings and Settlements.— A general
improvement of dwellings and settlement relations is a pressing necessity for the great
mass of the people of Germany, as well among the well-to-do as among the poorer
classes, but especially among the latter. This necessity is not confined to those who
dwell in the cities, but includes also those who dwell in the country, and not only in

the case of the industries, trades, and related callings, but also those on farms, in the

forests, and engaged in related activities. The reform concerns itself not only with
the improvement of dwellings, but also, and principally, with the improvement of the

relations of settlements. This comprehensive reform has to deal with the entire

range of local questions, especially the premises of dwellings and the causes of griev-

ance arising in local politics, and these not only here and there, but ever3'where. It

has to deal with the great manifold of misunderstandings and their causes, to apply a
great mass of different rules, and presents itself to its task as to a great whole intrin-

sically united, but made up of diverse parts.— Dr. K. v. Mangolut, "Ein Reform-
programm fiir die Wohnungs- und Ansiedlungsfrage in Deutschland," in Archiv Jiir
soziale Gesetzgebung und Statistik, Vol. XVIII, 1903. A. D. S.
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THE SWEAT-SHOP IN SUMMER.^

The exploration of fields of industrial labor by those who
from circumstances belong outside of the manual laboring class

has become so common that one feels constrained to apologize

to the long-suffering public for thrusting upon it still another

"experience." The only excuse for this, as for many another,

is the hope that it may rouse to thought and action some people

who have heretofore been apathetic or listless, and this time in

regard to a vigorous relic of an earlier industrial system— the

sweat-shop.

From the time of Paul Gohre' and Frau Dr. Minna Wettstein-

Adelt3 to Walter Wycoff,'* many educated people have been

actively interested in the hardships of some phases of industry,

and from time to time have thrown light upon actual conditions

by experiencing the toil. Others ajj^ain, in a dilettante fashion,

have gone down and mixed with the so-called dregs of society

long enough to focus a figurative kodak on little groups of

workers here and there, for the purpose of ekeing out "copy."

To the serious student of society such work is valueless, to the

general reader it may have a morbid sort of interest, and to the

toiler it is an insult ; whereas an honest portrayal of the condi-

tions under which the people work may be of inestimable value

' Photographs of Chicago sweaters furnished by courtesy of the Chicago Ameri-
can.

' Three Months in a Workshop (1895).

^J yi Monate Fabrik-Arbeiterin (1897). The Workers ( 1 898).
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to all. To the student, the philanthropist, and the leg'islator it

suggests a rational ground for constructive action ; to the general

public it may serve to awaken a sense of personal responsibility
;

while to the toiler himself it may mean hope in the future.

It is inevitable that the mighty changes constantly taking place

in modern industry should push to oppression some who can but

poorly stand the strain. The responsibility is not theirs; cir-

cumstances and the consumer are to blame. Then let us, as

consumers, accept the dictum of fate and conduct ourselves

accordingly. Duty may lead me to endure the hardships of the

worker in the interests of amelioration ; she just as surely leads

others to assist in lifting the burden when once it has been

pointed out.

The field of investigation included in my present task is diflfi-

cult of delimitation, owing to the widely differing conceptions in

men's minds; but in this study I use the term "sweat-shop" as

synonymous with "tenement-house workshop," the same in which

it is used by factory inspectors in their reports. The term itself

appeared in England during the troublous times of 1847-48,

when the working people were in the direst straits and com-

menced taking work home for a mere pittance rather than sit

quietly awaiting starvation. "In England and America alike

the sweater is simply a sub-contractor who, at home or in small

workshops, undertakes to do work which he in turn sublets to

other contractors, or has done under his own eyes."' An inquiry

into the sweating system conducted by a committee of the House

of Lords in 1888-90 defined sweating as "no particular method

of remuneration, no particular form of industrial organization,

but certain conditions of employment, viz., unusually low rates

of wages, excessive hours of labor, and unsanitary work-places."

The work of which I am to speak was undertaken in all seri-

ousness with the hope that it might throw some light upon the

evolution of the ready-made clothing industry, and thus inci-

dentally aid the Consumers' League in its crusade against sweated

garments, and in this way to awaken in the minds of buyers an

appreciation of the danger lurking near them, when they unthink-

' Helen Campbell, Prisoners of Poverty Abroad, p. 34.
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ingly purchase goods made under unsanitary, not to say demora-

lizing, conditions. The average person, it must be admitted,

knows little or nothing of the conditions and processes of

garment-making. He knows equally little of the manufacture of

the butter and the production of the milk he buys; but his ignor-

ance does not save him from inoculation with fever germs,

neither does it excuse him when he communicates disease to

others by lack of precaution. City authorities hold him respon-

sible in the observance of quarantine regulations ; and so in this

case ignorance of the conditions should be no excuse.

It may appear to some that the summer is not an auspicious

season for sweat-shop study. It is true that it is a slack time;

yet work is being done, and under more trying conditions, in

many respects, than in the cold-weather period. First of all, the

slackness of the work renders life more precarious, and thus the

sweater is tempted to use the services of all members of his

family. Children are home from school, and they must justify

their existence some way; or, as one man said to me: "What
are our children for, if not to help support us?" I must confess

that this was to me a rather new view of family obligation. The

duty, I should think, is on the side of the parents, who alone are

responsible for the existence of their offspring. One feels this

keenly when he sees slum streets swarming with small bits of

humanity, festering in the summer sultriness. It is all very well

to talk of man's duty to the state in reproducing himself. The
chief trouble with the poor in the great cities is that they repro-

duce themselves too many times. Seven or eight little children

in a home where there is only enough bread for two is a mon-

strous outrage against the innocent victims, and it should be

condemned by enlightened sentiment everywhere.

But it is not my intention to offer a panacea for such a

lamentable social condition, but only to call attention to an

existing horror which fosters the survival of an industrial

anachronism—the tenement-house workshop. To the ignorant,

harassed parent sewing at home the temptation to utilize childish

activity is great. I have no quarrel with those who decry the

modern tendency to "race-suicide;" they are sincere, and their
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protest, no doubt, is necessary in some quarters ; but to one who
has spent more or less time during the summer season in the

slums of London, New York, and Chicago the crying need of

"race-limitation" must be apparent. The high rate of infant

mortality saves the slums. This opinion may savor of brutish-

ness, but it is born of common-sense. Once I saw a little baby

die in a small room in a rear tenement, where the mother, her

sister, and two older children were finishing Ascot ties at two

and a half cents a dozen, and the mercury stood at ninety-six

degrees. The mother had the baby on her lap, and she was

working half an hour before its little life ebbed out. She

screamed with grief for a few minutes, and then she said

:

"Thank God it's gone! I couldn't take care of it." In a few

months there was another, and the struggle still goes on. All

sweaters, however, are not in such dire straits as these, but they

are working under the worst possible conditions.

My interest in this particular phase of industry was first

actively aroused during the summer of 1900, when I visited

some fifty or sixty sweat-shops in New York for the Tenement

House Commission.^ My work was insignificant compared with

that of others, but full of significance to me in that it revealed

a hitherto undreamed of condition of toil for thousands of

unskilled workers. My official visits were to the necktie workers

entirely, and each morning before starting out I carefully scanned

the board of health reports so that I might avoid the neighbor-

hood of contagious diseases ; but, in spite of my vigilance, on

more than one occasion I found measles and scarlet-fever patients

in or very near the domestic workshop
;
yet the sewing went on

as usual. Now, someone bought those neckties bearing the germs

of disease, and so an innocent victim of the greed for gain may
have paid the penalty.

But all of this is not pleasant to think upon. Factory

inspectors' reports have told the tale of the spread of loathsome

diseases by means of garments made in the home workshop,

and notable among these is the special report on smallpox by

Mrs. Florence Kelley, of Illinois, in 1894. But a very small

' Acting under appointment of Governor Roosevelt.
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proportion of the people who buy ready-made clothing read

state reports; and so they go blindly on, encouraging the per-

petuation of a system wretched in the extreme— a system which,

in spite of the law, utilizes the service of children and invalids.

My insight into the neckwear industry led me to explore

unofficially another phase of sweating, known as the "knee

pants," or, more correctly, the garment-workers' trade. One who
lives for a time on the lower East Side of New York is bound

to be impressed by the continual morning and evening procession

of people bearing on their heads and shoulders great bundles of

these unfinished garments. I used to wonder if the making of

knee "pants" was the staple industry of the country. I suppose

the small boy's ability to transform whole cloth into rags in the

twinkling of an eye is at the root of this great industry, with its

concomitant hardships; but as, in the old tales, the blacksmith's

horse went unshod, so the children of the people who wear

their lives out making "pants" rarely had more than an apology

for such a garment to cover their nakedness.

At last I determined to see for myself just the conditions

under which these garments were made, and so learn by expe-

rience how lucrative it proved. I went some blocks away from

my abiding place to a region where I was not known, to seek

work as a sweater. Many weary blocks I walked in the scorch-

ing sun, and many weary stairs I climbed in what proved to be a

fruitless effort to find employment. No one wanted me, because

the season was dull and there was not enough work to warrant

the hiring of a "green" hand. In piece-work the race certainly

is to the swift and skilled. Thus I was obliged to retire from

the field to swell the ranks of the unemployed. But my plan to

work as a sweater was not abandoned, only postponed.

My next attempt to get employment was in Chicago, several

years later, where my efforts were crowned with success, and

this in the hard heat of the city summer.

One day I went down to the region where many sweat-shops

flourish. The street I selected first was near the river— narrow,

dirty, ill-smelling, with treacherous board walks at the sides, and

walled in by rickety houses, reeking with stale smells ; and
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through that street I walked seeking employment. I may men-

tion incidentally that I covered my more than usually shabby

clothes with a long coat, which I deposited in a pawn-shop

before seeking work. Sweat-shops were everywhere. I groped

my way to the third or fourth floor of many a house, asking if

they needed a "hand," and as many times I was turned away.

SCENE IN SWEAT-SHOP.

and mostly with a savage look or word. One man said, with

brutal frankness, and in broken English, that I was holding my
head too high, and that he did not want my kind about. I

retreated, communed with myself a little, and gave myself a few

lessons in humility of spirit and practiced a hang-dog position

of the head. Another was skeptical because my fingers were

not needle-pricked, while still another objected to me on the

ground that I was an American and likely to be lazy ! That

seemed highly amusing. Is the native-born worker really dis-

criminated against in his own country ? I found that* these

foreign sweaters— and there are more than three thousand in
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Chicago— favored foreign employees, and I was unable to deter-

mine whether the reason was due to jealousy or fear.

At last I found work in a rear tenement on the second floor,

where eight men and two women were engaged in making knee

pants. A third woman who worked there was ill that day, and

the owner told me I might take her place, my wages to depend

on the amount of work I did. I eagerly took up my task, which

was sewing the pockets for boys' pants. It was machine-work

entirely. I was told to take a seat at a big foot-power machine

and go to work on a stack of pockets a yard high. After a few

brief instructions I was able to run the machine ; but I fear I was

rather slow, for I was barely able to keep a man who sat at a

machine next to me, putting on the facings, employed; and he

had an enormous pile to start with. Fortunately, he had some

basting to do, and that helped me a little. After an hour or two

I became more of an expert, and turned off a constant stream of

pockets. And just here I wish to enter a protest against putting

pockets in the trousers of small boys. It is not necessary, and

they are so hard to make. If anyone imagines it is an easy thing

to work a sewing machine all day, let him try it for awhile.

Abounding health and strength kept me from being prostrated at

the end of my first day; a weaker woman unused to toil could not

have endured the strain. It is said that strong men who have

worked foot-power machines from youth are worn out at thirty-

five, oftentimes wholly or partially paralyzed from hips down. It

is a gloomy outlook, indeed, for the worker, who realizes that he

will be a disabled old man while still young in years. In the

modern factory foot-power has virtually passed away and elec-

tricity has been substituted. ' There one may stitch all day, using

the foot only when it is necessary to push a button to start or

stop the machine.

I cannot now describe the utter weariness that possessed me
when my first day's work was over. I sewed from nine in the

morning to six in the evening, with a brief halt for lunch

;

the others were at work much earlier. I know, of course, that

the newness of the task made it doubly hard for me. My com-

panions were not so tired as I.
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But let us pass over the physical feeling and look at my sur-

roundings. As was stated before, we were in a rear tenement,

which was reached through an alley paved with tin cans and

broken bottles, and the outside stairway leading to the house was

rickety beyond belief. Each step groaned and trembled as I

crept carefully up to the door, where I had to stoop a little to

enter a small room lighted by one window. In this room were

six people and five machines, the sixth man being a presser.

Opening off the first room was a second, smaller and darker,

where the head of the establishment and two others worked.

The whole place was filthy, and was rendered even more unpleas-

ant by unsavory odors from the living-rooms adjoining, where

the enterprising wife boarded the workers. The presser was an

unsightly object, clad in one brace and a pair of trousers, and

he literally boiled over his work. The perspiration dropped con-

tinually from his short brown beard to the steaming clothes he

was ironing. The irons were heated on an ill-smelling oil stove,

and all of this made the room horribly unpleasant. But these

things made no difference to the men and women, whose whole

beings were absorbed in the various processes of making knee

pants, for each was paid according to the number of pieces he

turned off.''

The sweaters are not unionized, and so there is no minimum
wage. The state factory law theoretically regulates the number

of hours in a working day. I say theoretically, because in actual

practice the sweater and his family work as many hours as they

see fit. I found in New York women, and even children under

the legal age, working till nearly midnight in the busy season.

Very young children can be utilized advantageously, pulling

out basting threads. Their small fingers do the work well enough,

and much time is saved to the adult members of the family.

This is appalling to those of us whose childhood's memories

carry only long days of delightful play out of doors with a

twilight-hour bedtime. And this is what belongs to every child

in the state; and cursed, I say, be the industrial system that

defrauds the children of this God-given right

!

' An exception was extra help hired and paid by the day.
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One of the saddest sights I ever saw was a group ot three

little girls under ten years of age sitting on a tenement-room

floor pulling bastings out of neckties the mother and aunt were

finishing. The little things were piling up the threads and pre-

tending they were balls which they would play with when the

night's toil was over. But the

little tired eyes grew sleepy

long before they were free to

play as they had planned.

My employer had two chil-

dren who worked in the shop

during the daytime, and I have

every reason to believe that

they performed some services

after we had gone home.^

The second morning I was

at my place at seven o'clock,

a worn and weary creature, to

face the hardships of the day,

but glad to be allowed to re-

turn. I was told that my work

was not of a high order, but

as I was swifter than many
beginners I was regarded as

hopeful. Two days* work

making pockets quite recon-

ciled me to belong to the

pocketless sex.

'Illinois child-labor law in force after July i, 1903 : ''Section i. Child underfour-

teen years.—Beit enacted by the people of the state of Illinois, represented in the general

assembly : That no child under the age of fourteen years shall be employed, per-

mitted or suffered to work at any gainful occupation in any theater, concert hall, or

place of amusement where intoxicating liquors are sold, or in any mercantile institu-

tion, store, office, hotel, laundry, manufacturing establishment, bowling alley, passen-

gen or freight elevator, factory or workshop, or as messenger or driver therefor, within

this state. That no child under fourteen years of age shall be employed at any work

performed for wages or other compensation, to whomsoever payable, during any por-

tion of any month when the public schools of the town, township, or village or city in

which he or she resides are in session, nor be employed at any work before the hour

of seven o'clock in the morning or after the hour of six o'clock in the evening. Pro-

vided, that no child shall be allowed to work more than eight hours in any one day."

GIRLS OF FOURTEEN AND FIFTEEN YEA RS.
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The two women who were my companions were stolid German

Jews with expressionless faces. They were both married and

had several children at home. During the lunch hour of the

second day I asked them if they were very tired, and they both

agreed that they would rather die than go on much longer at that

work ; their backs ached incessantly from constant running of

the machines. I asked why they did not try factory life. One
said that the near-by factories could not take non-union people,

and she could not join a union for two reasons : first, her husband

would not allow her, because he had been nearly killed in a strike

riot once when he was a "scab" worker; and, second, she did not

know the trade well enough. The other woman said that one

had no independence in a factory, which, being interpreted, really

meant that she did not care to be a very little cog in a very big

wheel. She thought she was the wheel in Herr G.'s establish-

ment; and I learned later that her thoughts were quite correct,

for the rest were afraid of her, and when she told the presser to

take his unsightly form into the next room and out of the pres-

ence of the "new lady," he sheepishly slunk away. This was at

lunch time, when we were trying to eat the scraps the manager's

wife had brought us. I could not bring myself to the point of

eating. My honest conviction is that I would have elected star-

vation first, but fortunately I was not called upon to make the

choice. My appetite was gone. The food may have been whole-

some enough, but, to put it mildly, it was not attractive.

At the close of my second day I was told that the woman for

whom I was substituting would return on the morrow, and so my
services would not be required. This news came as a relief, for my
whole soul hated the big machine I had to work all day. I felt

as if I were in bondage and shuddered at the thought of the

treadmill existence.

I learned but little from the workers. The men were non-

committal, even suspicious of the stranger. The women were

weary and unresponsive, and we were together only two days.

But I saw much. I saw a group of human beings working under

conditions not fit for human beings ; I saw boys' pants made in

filth too odious to describe ; and I saw the mere pittance handed
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to me for two days' toil. I learned that those garments when

finished were sent to dealers all over the state, and were sold so

cheap that even country mothers bought them for their children.

Good people are amazed that clothes can be sold at such low

THREE YOUTHFUL SWEATERS.

prices, and well they may wonder. They should stand aghast at

the conditions that made them cheap. Knee pants are finished

for from fifty cents to a dollar and a quarter per dozen pairs, or

an average of six or seven cents a pair.

No reasonable person condemns the legitimate cheapening of

clothing, but it is the demand for cheapness at all hazards that

should be subject to condemnation; and we must not lose sight
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of the fact that the cheapening of ready-made garments has

brought relief to many an overburdened mother whose days are

all too short to give time for the family sewing.

My experience in the shop of Herr G. forced upon me the

conclusion that no money would induce me to buy knee pants

without finding out first of all, if possible, where they were

made. It is the duty of the consumer to acquaint himself with

the conditions of production. And we who buy need not soothe

our consciences with the belief that we are helpless in the mat-

ter, while the people who give out the work are the only sinners.

This may be comfortable, but it is criminal. The contractor

gives us what we are willing to take. Sufficient protest from us

will induce him to change his method, if it be objectionable.

My second employer was a frail-looking woman with a Polish

name. She and her daughter were working on women's cotton

wrappers. When I appeared asking for work, they were skep-

tical about needing help, but finally told me I could stay, and if

I proved useful they would give me fifty cents a day. I evi-

dently lived up to their expectation, for they kept me four days,

when they dismissed me. We commenced to work about eight

in the morning, and worked steadily until about half-past six,

with a few minutes for lunch. I carried a lunch with me and ate

it alone in the bedroom where we sewed ; the others ate in the

little kitchen, the only remaining room in the tenement flat. I

found that the daughter slept in the kitchen, while the father and

mother occupied the bedroom. The father was an unskilled

laborer and worked at odd jobs. Thus the living- and sleeping-

and workrooms were one— a distinct violation of the state factory

and workshops act.

This condition exists in places too numerous to mention, and

the fact that it does exist casts no odium on the factory inspect-

ors, who are conscientious and efficient, but in numbers wholly

inadequate to cope with the situation. There are but nineteen

for Illinois, while New York has fifty, Massachusetts thirty, and

Pennsylvania twenty-six. It takes eight deputies three months

to inspect the sweat-shops in Chicago once. It is clear that

an annual inspection is insufficient. The inspectors visit the
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tenement-house workshop in the autumn— the busy season,

which lasts from September to December. During the remain-

der of the year the sweaters do as they please. When one

remembers that nineteen people inspect upward of twenty thou-

sand establishments, employing about half a million people dur-

ing the year, the herculean task of the inspectors becomes

evident. There are in Chicago alone nearly six thousand*

garment-makers' shops, employing twenty-five thousand women
and two thousand or more girls under sixteen years of age,

besides twenty-one thousand men and five hundred little boys.

For graphic statement the following tabulation is adopted

as a recapitulation of the foregoing facts :

Factory inspectors in Illinois - - - - ig

Annual inspections . - - . . 17,219

Total employees --.... 484,172

GARMENT WORKERS (CHICAGO).

Establishments 5.313

Total employees ...--. 50,417

Women -.---.. 25,573

Girls under sixteen years of age - - - 2,417

Men - 21,759

Boys under sixteen years of age - . - 569

And this is the great army whose life and conditions of work

interested me, and should interest everyone who buys clothing.

One cannot quiet his conscience by announcing that he goes to

high-priced clothiers for his garments, and so cannot come in

contact with sweated goods ; hence he is free from responsibility

in the matter. Such soothing syrup may prove fatal in the end.

In the first place, the mere fact of buying expensive clothing

does not exempt one from the danger of tenement-house goods.

The tailor who charges fancy prices is quite liable to let his work

out by contract, and the original contractor, though not a sweater

himself, may sublet the work to one who is ; and so one's hundred-

dollar coat may repose on the bed of a scarlet-fever patient

before it is delivered ready for use. Costliness alone is no

guarantee that a garment is made under decent conditions.

' Round numbers only are used here.
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On the other hand, even though we are certain that our

clothes are made in a wholesome place by workers who receive

fair wages, our responsibility to society does not end. The

fact that any garments at all are manufactured and sold with the

germs of disease and the life-blood of the workers upon them

should be sufficient incen-

tive to all people to de-

mand that the horror

cease.

"What can we do?"
some may ask. The
answer is clear : Insist

upon a guarantee on

every article of clothing

you buy. Dealers are

only too eager to satisfy

their patrons. If we accept

without question what

they offer, why should

they change ? Their only

desire is to suit their cus-

tomers— the consumers.

The tenement-house
workshop should be ex-

terminated, and there is but one sure way of driving it out of

existence ; that is, by united action on the part of those who buy

clothes. There is an organization whose primary aim is the rous-

ing to action of lethargic persons who disregard social and moral

responsibility, and in addition to this the Consumers' League aims

to endorse only clothes made under wholesome conditions. The
Consumers' League label has become quite a potent factor in the

mercantile world, and it bids fair to become even more powerful

as the organization enlists more and more of the intelligent sym-

pathy of the community It may be noted here that the Women's
Union Label League stands for the same principle, but its

indorsement is a trades-union label. This is creating a public

conscience in a class but little affected by Consumers' League

logic, and so is doing an excellent work for society.

SWEAT-SHOP COAT CARRIERS.
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Another employer of mine was a red-bearded Jew who made
shirt waists. He had three women and one young boy working

for him, and agreed to take me at sixty cents a day. I went to

work immediately finishing cuffs. The waists I worked on came

from an ultra-fashionable shirtmaker— a woman—who charges

eight dollars for the mere making of a garment. I learned her

identity from the boy who carried the parcels back and forth.

A few days later I called on that woman and inquired her prices.

She quoted them as I have stated. I then asked her if the

waists were made in her own shop. With a bewitching little

smile she answered :
" Oh yes, we make everything right in the

back rooms. That is why I charge good prices and take only a

limited amount of work from select people!" I told her I

thought I would not leave an order then, and passed out, not

caring to belong to the " select." She added the insult of a lie

to the injury of sweated waists. Her waists were carefully cut

and fitted, but were just as poorly made as much cheaper ready-

to-wear ones.

A sojourn among the garment workers certainly reveals some

strange facts about the making of fashionable clothing. Now I

never see certain more or less fashionable establishments with-

out thinking at the same time of certain tenement attics bound

to them by an invisible tie. My lady who scatters smiles

through slumdom little dreams that the stylish clothes she wears

may have been partly made beyond the ill-smelling alley she will

not enter. It may be her first visit there but her clothes should

feel at home

!

Work in the shop of the red-bearded Jew was hard for me,

because the days were insufferably warm, and the light was poor,

as the workroom was on a court, I got along rather slowly,

and I had a feeling that possibly I was not worth more than

sixty cents a day. But my pride suffered a frightful shock

when my employer told me that I was not worth anything, and

he did not propose to pay me at all. This decision was precipi-

tated upon me at the end of the second day, when I asked for

my wages, as I did not intend to return.

I learned but little from my companions there. The women
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were up in years and uncommunicative. One of them had an

ugly sore on her hand which she tried to keep covered. I would

not "finish "for her, and so incurred her dislike. I said nothing,

but always took work from someone else in preference.

Another place, where I worked but half a day, was more

interesting to me because a number

of young girls were there and they

kept the place lively all the time.

I asked one of them if she supposed

we could get work in a factory, and

she said :
" Law, yes, if yer wants to

join the union ! " As for herself, she

claimed that anything was better

than "livin' by rule." The others

declared that she was not skilled

enough to belong to a union, and

they grew quite merry in the dis-

pute, so I could not determine just

what her real objection to the factory

was. These were the first happy

sweaters I found. The six girls

chewed gum, and laughed while they

sewed. They ran the machines in

a care-free way that almost made

my hair stand on end. I got fifteen

cents for my half-day's work. I

was not needed longer, so I had to

seek other scenes of labor.

I did not want long engagements in the sweat-shops. They

were not necessary for my purpose. I simply wished to verify

my knowledge regarding actual conditions of work. I had

visited over a hundred of these places, and I already knew the

aspect they present to the observer; but a few minutes' visit can

never teach one the hardships of the workers. We may gasp

when we are told of women who toil twelve or fourteen hours for

a mere pittance, but, after all, it is without meaning until one has

experienced the weary eyes and dizzy head and aching back

A YOUNG TOILER.
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caused by a long day's sewing in a badly ventilated and poorly

lighted room. My poor cramped shoulders made me under-

stand the feelings of the woman who sang the "Song of the

Shirt;" and only too many of our present-day toilers know what

it means to "stitch, stitch, stitch, in poverty, hunger, and dirt."

And who makes them do it ? We do. Our mad craze for cheap-

ness has cheapened life.

But the tenement-house workshop must go ; and the Chris-

tianized consumer must make it go.

Still another employer was a woman engaged in making cor-

set covers. I toiled part of a day and received thirty-five cents

for my time. It was hand-work entirely— the kind that appears

on expensive lingerie. The sewing itself was rather pleasant, as

the materials and lace were soft and fine; but before the day was

over my inexperienced fingers were pricked past recognition.

The others, accustomed to needlework, did themselves no such

bodily violence.

The workroom was clean and bright and cheery, and looked

out on the street from the fifth floor of a rather poor tenement.

Our employer was a sharp-featured American spinster, whose

contact with the industrial world had not softened her as she

advanced in years. She appeared to have two missions on

earth— one, the making of underwear; the other, inveighing

against matrimony ; and she threw herself with equal zeal into

each. I believe she made a good living from her sewing. She

took work from a fashionable trousseau-maker and employed as

many helpers as she needed from time to time. Her method

was to engage girls for a week and then discharge them at night

if she wished. Her reason, of course, for agreeing to give a

week's work was that few would consider a proposition for one

day only. I did, it is true, but a self-supporting sewing-woman

would hesitate to stop for such an engagement. Our employer

told me that she usually paid fifty cents a day to a smart seams-

tress, but, as I stated before, she gave me only thirty-five cents,

claiming that I did not work a full day. I actually sewed nine

and one-half hours, while the five regulars sewed twelve hours.

The granite spinster believed in grinding the soul of her
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employees. Her philosophy of life was that women are too idle

and too prone to sentiment. The first evil trait she seeks to

eradicate from all who become a part of her industrial machine

;

while she harangues on the second whenever her mouth is free

from pins and buttons. "Beware of men!" is the slogan that

makes the needles glitter through the muslin and lace. She

even gives free lectures after hours on this important subject,

and yet she is unwilling to pay her women wages that would

render them financially independent of men. I was not with her

long enough to learn her justification of such inconsistency.

Hasty marriage is usually the working-girl's last protest

against a wage-earning system that pushes her to the wall. It

is not a hope of bettering her condition so much as a desire to

escape immediate wretchedness that leads her to plunge into

what often proves the infernal fire of matrimony. Thus the sup-

posedly ideal state frequently turns into purgatory, from which

the divorce court or death offers the only means of escape.

Some such thoughts as these were evidently surging through the

mind of my employer, who mingled muslin with matrimonial

misery in her lamentations and warnings. She was a unique

type of sweater.

Such garments as we made there sell at five dollars apiece,

and my inexperienced hands finished one that day. I could buy

the materials at retail for seventy-five cents in any good store,

so there was a profit of nearly four dollars on one after paying

for my work, and this on the false assumption that the goods

were bought at retail. The fashionable modiste took orders

from her stylish customers for hand-made underwear "almost at

cost," for the sake of accommodating them, and then sent the

work out to a sweater who lived in an unhealthful quarter of the

city. It may be as well that we are not omniscient ! Still there

was not the serious question of filth in that establishment that

frequently faces one in a tenement-house workshop. But the

equally serious one of long hours with insufficient wages was

there demanding an answer from the conscientious buyer. And
this, after all, is the vital issue.

Unwholesome physical conditions may cause loss of life, but
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the other stunts the mental, moral, and spiritual growth of all

those engaged in the fight for bread. When prosperity is flaunt-

ing itself before the people's gaze, it seems incongruous that

thousands upon thousands of citizens, nominally free, are in the

thraldom of slavery more harassing than that banished forever

by the Civil War. The black slaves were sure of food and

shelter, while the white industrial slaves lead a most precarious

existence. It is not pleasant to live with famine staring one in

the face, and, in spite of the ingenious schemes for living on five

cents a day originated by people with satisfied appetites and

warm rooms, it is a serious matter for a woman alone in the city

to try to live on two or three dollars a week. Such unfortu-

nates who earn this pittance in the sweat-shop usually give up

the struggle to maintain a decent appearance, and go about with

the slouching gait and dull-eyed discontent that indicate a hope-

less heart. The joy of service is unknown to them, and one

cannot wonder. It is a simple thing to grow enthusiastic over

the zealous delight that should be in the soul of the one who

works with his hands, but the actual emotion is a dread travesty

on the idealist's dream. Joyful thoughts are a mockery when

one sews all day long in a dismal, unsanitary room and is only

half fed. The sweater is fathoms below the factory operator in

all that goes to make life more than mere ph}^^sical existence.

I observed much while I toiled among the sweaters. It was

no light task for one unaccustomed to machine- and hand-sewing

to sit for hours and stitch, stitch, stitch, with every nerve tense

in the effort to accomplish as much as possible ; it was no childish

prank to endure the aching bones and dizzy head and weary eyes

that are a part of such work. But I have purposely ignored

much of this for two reasons. In the first place, I claim no

heroism in enduring hardships, because they were self-imposed

and for a purpose; and, in the second place, it would be neces-

sary to charge much of my discomfort to inexperience. Any

unusual physical strain brings with it undue weariness. So, while

there is no significance attaching to my fatigue, it should be of

keenest moment that there are thousands of women victims of a

system vocal with the sobbing of children and the groans of
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weary women, the adequacy of whose compensation bears no

fitting relation to the labor contributed to society. Such a con-

dition is fatal to progress in its widest sense.

This may apply with equal truth to other branches of indus-

try, but that does not weaken its potency as an argument for

change in this particu-

lar occupation. Sweated

goods are a constant

menace to society, both

in the injury done to

the workers owing to

the bad conditions un-

der which they work,

and in the liability from

exposure to contagious

diseases ; and popular

opinion should support

this verdict. Theoreti-

cally this is indorsed by

all intelligent people,

but an indorsement to

be of any avail must be

capable of practical

demonstration. In this

case it must mean an

utter rejection of garments thus made, and this implies insistence

upon a label assuring the buyer that the article in question either

was or was not made in a sweat-shop. In either case he could

make his own choice.

As each buyer cannot become a volunteer inspector, the most

rational method of attaining his end is to unite his protest to an

organized one and thus increase its potency. The Consumers'

League^ is a rational and effective crusade in favor of goods made
under wholesome conditions, and its guarantee carries weight.

It seems therefore a simple thing for the purchaser of ready-

made clothing to aid in the effort to crystallize public opinion

' National headquarters in New York city.

GIRL FIFTEEN YEARS OF AGE WHO RUNS A
MACHINE ALL DAY.
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into definite action along the lines suggested by this organiza-

tion ; and those who are not informed would do well to acquaint

themselves with its principles. It stands for fair treatment of

employees in mercantile establishments ; it stands for sanitary

workshops ; and it stands for an attempt to place responsibility

where it belongs. It indorses those merchants whose standards

are high.

I believe the sweat-shop evil could be eradicated if thinking

people would lend their aid. The trades-organizations are work-

ing to this end ; and when all these forces become sufficiently

emphatic in their denunciation of this deplorable system, it will

vanish away, as negro slavery vanished from the civilized world.

Annie Marion MacLean.
Chicago.



THE GENESIS OF A MODERN PROPHET.

John Alexander Dowie was born May 25, 1847, ^^ Leith

Street Terrace, Edinburgh. He is the son of John Murray Dowie,

who is still living in Australia. He was educated, as a child, in

the Arthur Street Academy in Edinburgh, under the instruction

of two good dominies. Reverends John and Charles Downie. At
fourteen years of age he took the Dux silver medal for excellent

scholarship. He tells of an interesting experience when six

years of age. He asked his mother why he was called John and

Alexander. When told that they were ancestral names, his

curiosity still persisting to know the meaning of the words, he

was sent to the Bible dictionary, where he learned that his names

had the meanings "Grace of God" and "Helper of Men." His

child's mind was quickened by the thought that his names indi-

cated his inspiration and his mission, and in that faith he has

always lived from that hour.

In i860 he removed with his parents from his native city to

Adelaide, the capital city of South Australia. At that time, he

says, there was in South Australia no school of higher grade

than the one he had recently passed through in Edinburgh ; con-

sequently he was put to work as a boy-of-all-work for his

uncle, a large importer and maker of boots and shoes. Here

for four months he did all kinds of drudgery, from scrubbing

the floors to running errands, for eight shillings a week. The
business shrewdness so characteristic of the man developed early

in the boy, and at the end of four months he transferred himself

to a clerkship in the counting-house of a wholesale draper's

establishment, where he received thus early five dollars a week.

Within a few years he had become a man of experience and of

affairs in the young Australian colony, every invoice of imports

by a firm doing a two-million-dollar business in European goods

passing through his hands as confidential clerk to the resident

partner. He then bought an interest in a hardware house

which took large contracts for railway supplies with the govern-

310
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ment of South Australia. On one occasion the gas-works of

Adelaide blew out. He quietly bought up all the lamps and

kerosene oil on the market, and through his clever foresight

cornered the supply of light and made a handsome profit. When
he left Adelaide in 1868 to return to Scotland, although barely

of age, he had a business reputation of which a midle-aged man

might well be proud.

For the next three years he studied at Edinburgh University,

both in the collegiate and theological schools, where he had the

advantage of instruction by such men as Blackie and Calder-

wood, and made the beginnings of an exact and thorough

scholarship in the classics, in Hebrew, and in the political

sciences. Returning to Australia, he was in 1872 ordained to

the ministry as pastor of the Congregational church at Alma, a

suburb of Adelaide. The next year he was called to Sydney,

New South Wales, as pastor of the Manly Church, and soon

after to the larger church of Newtown, a suburb of Sydney. In

this last-named church he had in his congregation professors

and students of Camden College, the one theological seminary

of the Congregationalists in Australia. Here, in the beautiful

capital city of the colony—a city of half a million inhabitants—
he became a political as well as religious leader. He was at the

head of the Social Reform party, and took an active part in

bringing about an undenominational, compulsory, and free sys-

tem of education for New South Wales. In 1878, becoming

convinced that it is "wrong for a minister to sell and for a church

to buy any man's spiritual power or services," he resigned from

membership in the Congregational Union of New South Wales,

and gave himself wholly to evangelistic work. "Accordingly, to

this day," he wrote sixteen years afterward, "he has ministered

at all times and at all places without money and without price,

depending entirely upon the free-will offerings of God's people,

not only for himself and family, but for the large sums of money

which have been necessary to carry on the work in which he has

been engaged." For four years after his separation from the

ministry of the Congregational church he continued his work as

an evangelist in Sydney. In 1882 he removed to Melbourne,
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where he established a large independent church and built a

tabernacle. But in the meantime a vital change had taken place

in the character of his ministry. As a lad of sixteen he says of

himself:

I was a poor, weak stripling. You could almost count every bone in my
body, for I was nothing but skin and bone, as they say. I had been taking

medicine all my life. One night I said : That is not the way to get healing
;

if my watch went wrong I should not take it to a blacksmith, but I would

take it to a watchmaker ; my body has gone wrong, and the Lord knoweth

my frame. He remembereth that I am dust, and I will go to him, and I will

never take another drop of medicine while I live. I have never taken a drop

of medicine ; I am a stronger man today than ever I was.

He was almost at the gates of death when he made this vow.

From that day the whole physical and mental man began to

undergo a change. From a puny stripling he grew into a vigorous

man ; an emaciated frame gave place to one of rounded outlines

;

sleepless nights from dyspepsia were banished by nights of sound

and refreshing slumber, which have always continued to this

day. A serenity of mind and of spirit came with the physical

change, and with new habits of thought and new purposes old

temptations ceased to find any holding ground.

Out of this personal experience and personal practice the

"ministry of healing" evolved slowly and after many years.

The revelation of it came to him in 1876, while still in the

pastorate of the Newtown church. The community was being

devastated by the plague. A fever-stricken young girl of his

congregation lay dying, given up by physicians. In his parson-

age room he sat with heavy heart, for forty of his people had

already died in a few weeks.

And then the words of the Holy Ghost inspired in Acts 10:38 stood

before me all radiant with light, revealing Satan as the defiler and Christ as

the healer. My tears were wiped away. My heart was strong. I saw the

way of healing, and the door thei|eto was opened wide.

In the twelve years of his ministry in Australia that followed he

testifies that he lost only five of his flock. Yet not till six years

after the revelation was made did he enter fully upon "the

ministry of healing as part of the ministry of the gospel of the

Lord Jesus Christ." This was done in 1882, when he removed
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from Sydney to Melbourne; and in the following ten years he

laid hands, in the name of the Lord Jesus, on eighteen thousand

sick, of whom he declares the greater part were fully healed.

In a sermon delivered in Chicago in September, 1894, entitled,

"He Is Just the Same Today," he gives the keynote to this new

teaching, begun in 1882, in a criticism of Havergal's poem
beginning,

I take this pain, Lord Jesus,

From thine own hand.

I take this pain, Lord Jesus,

As thine own gift—
where he says

:

To declare that a painful, horrible, filthy disease, corrupting and destroy-

ing a useful life, is implanted there by the Savior and the Healer and the

Cleanser, the incorruptible God, from whom nothing unclean can come, is to

say that which is not true.

And as a corollary to this denial of any agency on the part of God
in the visitation of disease he further declares the doctrine of

divine healing. The progressive features of this doctrine are

that all bodily ailment is the work of the devil, and a very

personal devil at that; that Christ came to destroy the works of

the devil, and disease is one of them; that it is the privilege of all

who believe in him to enjoy perfect and perpetual bodily health;

that the atoning sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ covers all kinds

of sin and its consequences, of which disease is one; that divine

healing is a perpetual covenant with God's people; and that the

"gifts of healing" are ever in the church of Christ, for i Cor.

12:9 shows that they are in the Holy Spirit, and he is ever in

the church. In the closing days of 1882 the ministry of divine

healing was publicly begun in Melbourne on this platform, and

the International Divine Healing Association was formed with

Dr. Dowie as its director. For six years more, with Melbourne

as his headquarters, in the midst of a congregation every mem-

ber of which believed in divine healing, and eschewed strong

drink and tobacco, he carried on the double crusade against sin

and disease, conducting occasional missions throughout Australia

and New Zealand. In the fight against the saloon element in

Melbourne, under whose influence an ordinance had been
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adopted prohibiting his street and saloon work, he defied the

ordinance, refused to pay fines, and went to jail until released

unconditionally by Governor Loch.

In March, 1888, he left Australia, and after several months

of work in New Zealand, still looking for other fields in which

to establish centers of reform, he came to San Francisco June 7,

1888. Mrs. Dowie said, in a public address in August, 1900,

that it was their intention when they left Australia to spend a

year in America, and then after a year in Europe, still slowly

journeying eastward, to arrive again in Australia in 1891. But

the possibilities in the United Stales gradually opened up in

such a way that their temporary sojourn here was exchanged for

permanent residence.

He remained on the Pacific coast for nearly two years, con-

ducting a long series of missions from San Diego to Vancouver,

and establishing branches of the Divine Healing Association in

many places. When he first came to this country, he was

received by many of the churches and held his meetings in

established houses of worship. He also on more than one

occasion addressed large bodies of clergy assembled for the

purpose. In 1890 he came east, and after a month of mission

services in the First Baptist Church of Omaha, which were

co-operated in by the clergy of many denominations, he arrived

in Chicago in July. After a brief sojourn at Western Springs,

just west of Chicago, and a missionary visit to Minneapolis, he

made his headquarters at Evanston in August, 1890, where they

continued until June, 1893. During this period of nearly three

years missions were conducted from time to time in Canada and

the eastern states, and services were carried on occasionally in

Chicago, for the first six weeks at the First Methodist Church,

and after that in various halls in different parts of the city.

In May, 1893, with a view to the opening of the World's

Fair, he established a "Zion Tabernacle" at 251 East Sixty-

second Street, Chicago, opposite Jackson Park, where services

were begun May 7. In June he came in from Evanston to live

in a home adjacent to the tabernacle. All through the months

that witnessed the wonderful spectacle of the "White City" the
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doctrine and the practice of divine healing held their camp
just across the way. In November of that year he took a more
substantial house a short distance away in Edgerton Avenue, and

about the same time announced that the work in Chicago would

no longer be carried on as a branch of the International Divine

Healing Association, but as a divine healing personal mission;

that he found his attempt to carry on the work while allowing

his fellow-believers to remain in the churches— churches not

only apathetic, but sometimes bitterly antipathetic— was con-

ducive to failure; and that the time was arriving for a separate

organization.

In April, 1894, his Sunday services had become so well attended

that he transferred them to the Central Music Hall down-town.

In the next month he removed his home in to a more commodious

house a few doors away in Edgerton Avenue, which soon became

known as Divine Healing Home No, i. This designation was

the logical conclusion of a sermon delivered July 29, 1894, on

the subject "Salvation from Sin and Sickness," in which Dr,

Dowie said

:

The time has come to put divine healing on the aggressive and not on the

defensive I deny that this gate of divine healing has ever been closed,

or that the gifts of healing have been taken away.

At the same time the old home on Sixty-second Street was

reopened as Home No. 2, and in the fall of the same year the

old home in Edgerton Avenue, together with the house adjoin-

ing, was reopened as Home No. 3. In the summer the Sunday

meetings were transferred to Battery D, which proving unsuit-

able, they were taken back in the fall to the old tabernacle until

a larger one could be prepared on Stony Island Avenue, near

Sixty-second Street, This new house of worship, which would

seat fifteen hundred, was opened in June, 1895, as Tabernacle

No. 2. At the same time Dr. Dowie severed all connection with

the International Divine Healing Association. As he was the

founder and the inspirer of this association, its various branches

preferred reorganization as branches of the Chicago undertak-

ing to the loss of their old leader, and, the center of influence

having been transferred to the United States, this reorganization

but formally recognized the fact.
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The location at Sixty-second Street was too far from the

great social movements of Chicago to be permanent. Conse-

quently, Sunday services were again held down-town in the

Auditorium for six months from October, 1895. I" May, 1896,

the homes of healing near Jackson Park were discontinued, and

a new one was opened, at Twelfth Street and Michigan Avenue,

as Home No. 4. On Washington's birthday in 1897 Tabernacle

No. 3 was dedicated in the presence of eight thousand specta-

tors in a remodeled church building on Michigan Avenue near

Sixteenth Street.

The establishment of the divine healing homes in 1894

brought to conspicuous notice the peculiar feature of the new

teaching. The discarding of all medical treatment even in con-

tagious cases, and of all surgical help even for broken bones,

awakened the distrust of the medical profession and of the state

board of health. January 11, 1895, ^-^J*- Dowie was summoned
by the latter for trial in the police court of Justice Prindeville

for violation of the law for licensing physicians by false and

fraudulent practices, and by practicing medicine and operating

upon patients. The case was dismissed as to the first charge,

but judgment was given against him on the second charge. A
change of venue was taken to Justice Underwood's court, where

the case was dismissed for want of prosecution. Before this

case was dismissed the city council passed, January 28, 1895,

an ordinance concerning hospitals. It was ordained that every

hospital must have a permit from the state board of health and

a licensed surgeon in charge to be approved by the board. Dr.

Dowie refused to file an application blank under this ordinance,

on the ground that his healing-houses were not hospitals under

the ordinance.

During that year, he says, he was arrested on nearly one

hundred warrants, and spent portions of one hundred and twenty-

six days in court as a defendant. In June a jury in Justice

Quinn's police court gave judgment against him under the hos-

pital ordinance. The case was appealed to Judge Burke in the

Superior court, who gave a decision against the city. Judge

Burke said that for the purposes of the ordinance a hospital is
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a place for the reception of the sick, injured, or dependent,

including women awaiting confinement. The city claims that

the houses of Dr. Dowie are such hospitals, and although clean

and well kept, yet inasmuch as the defendant refuses to apply

for a license, liable to be declared nuisances. The court then

asked: "Is a well-kept house a nuisance per sef" The answer

must be "No." The court further declared that the discretion

given to the commissioner of health to decide who should be

granted a license was intolerable, although in view of defendant's

statement that he will not submit himself to any ordinance

requiring medical or surgical treatment, it is clearly within the

power of the council to say whether the maintenance of such a

position is a menace to the health and welfare of the city. But

such control must be had under prescribed and reasonable rules.

In July the authorities sought from Judge Payne an injunction

to close the divine-healing home. On the sixteenth he refused to

grant a preliminary injunction, and made a final decision January

2, 1896, when the case was dismissed, inasmuch as the Dowie

leases were to expire in a few months. In spite of these deci-

sions, five cases against Dr. Dowie which came over from the

previous year were again brought up in the Superior court before

Judge Stein, who on March 2 directed the jury to find for Dr.

Dowie, inasmuch as the hospital ordinance was invalid.

Quick on the heels of these victories— in fact, even while

they were but as yet impending— Dr. Dowie was planning for

two very radical departures. One was to carry him away from

organized Christianity, as expressed in the churches. The other

was, so far as might be possible under the law of the nation and

the state, to place him outside municipal control by those not in

sympathy with his teachings and practice. On January 22, 1896,

he held in Zion Tabernacle a general conference of all believers

interested in the organization of the " Christian Catholic Church."

In opening the conference he said:

God's way is not a thing, but a person. Jesus said: "I am the way."

Christ is God's way. " That Thy way [Thy Christ] may be known upon earth,

Thy saving health [salvation and healing going hand in hand] among all

nations." And they need government, and the only rule that men one day
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will follow on this earth will be the rule of God ; not a democracy, the rule of

the people, but a theocracy, the rule of God, the kingdom of heaven on earth.

"O let the nations be glad and sing for joy : for Thou shalt judge the

people righteously, and govern the nations upon earth.

"Let the people praise Thee, O God ; let all the people praise Thee.
"Then shall the earth yield her increase; and God even our own God,

shall bless us.
" God shall bless us ; and all the ends of the earth shall fear him."

Now, that is the Word. We have read it in beginning in many lands a

long series of missions, which, with my good wife, I have held, stretching

over nearly twenty years since I stepped out of organized ecclesiastical life

and consecrated myself afresh to God. And now this conference may, in the

providence of God, be the preliminary step in my returning to organized

ecclesiastical work. I want God to be greatly glorified. It means more to

me than it means to anyone here, for in forming the Christian Catholic Church

I take a responsibility which, unless God gives me that grace which I believe

he will give, will only end in adding one more to the injurious and distress-

ing divisions of Christendom, and that may God forbid

!

I never had any ambition to be the originator, the head, or the heart of a

petty organization that should be just one more of the innumerable divisions

of Christendom. But I have felt, with a great, broad, catholic sympathy

which God gave me from the beginning, and which God has broadened and

widened and deepened throughout all the years, that I wanted, if ever 1 should

return to organized church life, to get back to its primitive conditions, where

the church should be catholic, universal, all-embracing, in embracing all

who were in communion with God by repentance and faith in our Lord Jesus

Christ.

After discussing the apostolic office and power, he adds

:

Paul was above all others the great organizing apostle of the church.

He possessed in splendid power that great gift, not merely of preaching the

gospel and of praying with the sick, and of calling men into fellowship with

God ; but he possessed that splendid gift of organizing the church into a

thoroughly compact form, so that it might do a thousand fold more good than

it could as a disorganized mass ; and I pray God tonight that some of that

great grace which rested so mightily upon him will rest upon me. I want it,

I need it ; and unless God gives it to me, I cannot be of any use.

I have felt that the organization of the church demanded the maturest

powers, and I may have reached the maturest power I ever can reach on

earth in one sense ; that is to say, I hope to be wiser and better, but I may
have reached the strongest period in my physical life. I trust that I shall be

spiritually more powerful, but I do not think I can ever expect to be stronger

physically than 1 am now. I do not very well see how I could put more hours

into the day, because I put in nineteen hours out of the twenty-four on the
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average ; but I thank God for it. Nobody can rejoice more than I can in the

fact that God has given to me this great gift of an unwearied brain and dili-

gence, and almost unwearied power to do work ; and I think it is just the

time when I ought to do something of the highest order. I humbly ask that

these God-given powers may be preserved, and that I may continue on this

level for years to come, learning how to make wiser and more effective use of

these powers.

Coming to the basis of organization, after declaring that the

apostolic office was intended to be perpetual in the church, he

said :

Now I want to ask you to follow me in a very few direct remarks as to

how the Christian Catholic Church should be formed. I believe, first of all,

that // should be formed of all Persons who are willing to come together upon

this basis: that (i) they recognize the infallible inspiration and sufficiency of

the Holy Scriptures as the rule of faith and practice ; that (2) they recognize

that no persons can be members of the church who have not repented of their

sins and have not trusted in Christ for salvation ; that (3) such persons must

also be able to make a good profession, and declare that they do know in

their own hearts that they have truly repented, and are truly trusting Christ,

and have the witness, in a measure, of the Holy Spirit ; that (4) all other

questions of every kind shall be held to be matters of opinion and not

matters that are essential to church unity.

Now, that is a very broad church. I will show you, therefore, that we
cannot be denominational, sectarian, or narrow. I would refuse to organize

a church which should demand that a man should think exactly as I, or you

or somebody else thinks upon a great many matters that are not essential to

salvation.

I am a firm believer in baptism as essential to a full and perfect obedi-

ence ; but if you want to make baptism a test of Christian fellowship, I decline

to be in such a church, because I was a Christian before I was immersed. I

know I was a child of God before I was immersed, and I will never immerse

anyone who has not become a child of God. Therefore, have I any right to

keep a man away from the Lord's table because of his upbringing or his

want of Christian culture in a matter, or simply because he does not yet see

with me on the question of baptism ? God forbid !

You know how strong I am about divine healing. You know I teach

that it is God's will that we should be healed, and I feel that every person

who is a Christian ought to rest in Christ for healing; but do you think I

would shut out of the church of God any person simply because he or she was

not healed ? The Lord forbid ! Let them alone. They are in the church.

They are Christ's children, and if they have not yet been able to receive

healing, that is a reason why the church ought to receive them, and comfort

them, and teach them, and educate them, and bring them into the way of
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divine healing. God forbid that I should belong to a church that should

demand of every man that he should see with me exactly even regarding

divine healing, and should refuse him fellowship because of his insufficient

light.

I suppose there is not a man in this house who does not know how I stand

on the question of the liquor traffic. If I could, I would stop at once that

accursed traffic so wickedly sanctioned by human law. God forbid that I,

or any member of the Christian Catholic Church, should ever cast a direct

vote on behalf of the saloon, I should ask the church at once to investigate

the Christian character of such a person. I cannot believe in the Christian

character of any man when I know that that man has deliberately gone away

and cast a vote for the saloon. I do not think he ought to have membership

in this church, and I should suspend him from fellowship and bring the mat-

ter before the proper tribunal. I should at once suspend a person who should

engage in the tobacco traffic or the liquor traffic, and I should ask the church

to dismiss him if he did not repent Such a one has no business in the

church of God, for he is doing the devil's work. But if a brother should not

yet have been able to see with us regarding the voting down of the liquor

traffic, in the way we would like to vote it down, do you mean to say that he

should be kept out of the church of God ? That is to say, if he did not vote

the Prohibition ticket ?

I am against all trades unions of masters or men that are tyrannical in

their character. I say that no men have a right to band themselves together

to compel another man to work for so much money, and if he won't do that

to brand him as a "scab." I say that it is the tyranny of labor, and I shall

have no part in it. At the same time, I recognize the right of men to organ-

ize to get a fair day's wage for a fair day's work, and I shall, God helping

me, help them to get it. For my part I should say eight hours' labor, eight

hours' sleep, and eight hours' recreation make a very good day. A working-

man has labored hard enough at earthly toil when he has labored eight hours

;

but I say that nobody shall have a right to say that he shall not work ten

hours, if he likes. Then again I do not like an organization to say that every

man, no matter what his skill, shall have the same wages. I know some men
who are worth two dollars a day, and some who are worth three, and some

who are worth four, and some who are worth five, and I know some that are

not worth a red cent.

A second conference of the same character was held on Feb-

ruary 4. At this meeting Dr. Dowie further said:

I propose to train seventies, by the grace of God, who, two and two,

thoroughly understanding the work, and prepared first in our Zion, shall go

forth, two and two, into all parts of the city and do their work from house to

house. I shall carry forward the work by deaconesses and deacons and

elders ; by pastors and teachers and preachers. I propose to carry forward
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the work upon New Testament lines, by ordaining such persons as I believe

God has called and qualified. I propose to carry it forward by training our

young people in a very thorough manner in sabbath and week-day schools,

where they shall not only be taught the letterof the word, but its spirit, and where

they shall get a thorough Christian education from the kindergarten to the

college, and from the very beginning be trained to carry forward the work of

God in all parts of the city.

Replying to words of appreciation he said

:

I do not think that I have reached a deep enough depth of true humility.

I do not think I have reached a deep enough depth of self-abasement and

effacement, for the high office of apostle, such as he had reached who could

say, and mean it too: " I am less than the least of all saints, and not worthy

to be called an apostle." But if my good Lord can ever get me low enough,

and deep enough in self-abasement and self-effacement, to be truly what I

want to be, and hope in a measure I am, " a servant of the servants of the

Lord," why then I should be an apostle by really becoming the servant of all.

No man has ever approximated toward that sacred office without feeling

that, if ever God called him to it, it would be a call to a cross and perhaps to

a martyr's crown If I should be called to that office, I feel I should

be called, in the depths of my heart, to die. I do not think I am afraid to die

for Christ. I live for him.

A series of resolutions was adopted at this conference which

declared full agreement with the principles of organization

recently set forth by Dr. Dowie, accepted the basis of fellowship

by him proposed at the earlier conference, requested "that Rev.

John Alexander Dowie, as the Overseer called by God to that

position, proceed to the enrolment of members," and decided

that the Christian Catholic Church should be fully organized on

Saturday, February 22, 1896. In reply to an inquiry from a fol-

lower, whose home was at a distance, what policy he was to pur-

sue as to church affiliation where there was no branch of the

church just now organized, Dr. Dowie said:

I would say to my brother that it would be well for him to join the Christ-

ian Catholic Church here, and then when he goes to Milwaukee, to go to that

church where he can hear the gospel most earnestly preached, and say to the

pastor of that congregation: "I don't want to join y6ur church, but I would

like to be permitted to attend your ministry, to sit at the Lord's table with

you, and to help along Christ's cause with my time and money ; but I am a

member of the Christian Catholic Church. I will co-operate with you, if I

can retain my membership in the Christian Catholic Church, all right ; and if
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not, I cannot help it, because I am going to stand by the Christian Catholic

Church.

At the close of the great Tabernacle meeting on February

22, at which the Christian Catholic Church was organized, Dr.

Dowie foreshadowed his second great departure, when he said :

I hope to build a little city to be called Zion, and hope some day to stand

upon the dome of a Zion temple to hold from 10,000 to 20,000 persons, and I

hope one day to look abroad over the lovely city and to bring visitors to look

upon its beauties, its homes, colleges, schools, etc., and say, " This is Zion."

But should I stand there with snow-white hair, and perhaps with bent back,

aged and nearing the end, may I never say, " This is Zion that I have built,"

but say, as I do today, as we start out upon the enterprise, " This is Zion that

God has built."

He had, in fact, in the spring of 1895, made an attempt to

obtain a location for such a city near Blue Island, on the out-

skirts of Chicago to the southwest, and had secured options on

more than five hundred acres of land there, but the project was

prematurely revealed and prices in that neighborhood at once

rose to a point where purchase on any large scale was made impos-

sible. The plan of a separate Zion was therefore suspended for

a time, and the two years following the organization of the

Christian Catholic Church were sufficiently occupied with the

work of a spiritual leader, in the propagation of the faith and

the outlining of educational work.

But this plan was not abandoned, for, in spite of the generous

testimony of so public-spirited a city-official and so practical a

business man as C. F. Gunther to the beneficent sanitary and

moral effect of Zion Healing Home No. 4 in the ward where he

resided, a divine healer could not be persona grata to a com-

munity whose inherited traditions concerning medicine and the

isolation and proclamation of contagious diseases were so

severely assaulted. In the beginning of 1899 a Land and Invest-

ment Association was announced, for the purpose of receiving

subscriptions to be put to the purchase of a site for the new city.

Its location had been previously intrusted to two experienced

business men of Chicago— H. Worthington Judd, who had for

years carried on the real-estate and loan business in the Engle-

wood outlier of the city, and Daniel Sloan, business manager for
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the Y. M. C. A. Mr. Judd says they were agreed that the loca-

tion must be near the great Babylon of the center, that it must

be on the lakeshore for the sake of future commercial develop-

ments, and that north of Chicago lay the most desirable posi-

tions. On the fifth day of December, 1898, under a lowering

winter sky, these two men stood on the rising ground near the

spot now occupied by the tabernacle, and, as they joined in

declaring that this was the spot they had been seeking, "the sun

for the first and only time that day broke through the clouds

and illumined the landscape."

With Mr. Judd was now associated Mr. Charles J. Barnard,

chief clerk of the Commercial National Bank of Chicago, and a

trained financier ; and these men, with the legal assistance of

Mr. S. W. Packard, evolved the plans for the purchase. All

through the year 1899 the securing of options went on; yet so

shrewdly was the business managed that as late as November the

Chicago papers, discussing "the big land deal north of Wau-
kegan," suggested that the Carnegie Iron Works might be the

moving agency in it. But on the last of December all secrecy

was abandoned and the purchaser was announced. On July 14

following the site was solemnly dedicated to its singular purpose.

Years before, when a clerk in Australia, Dr. Dowie had

become familiar with the lace industry, and he was now resolved

to make it the initial business venture of Zion City. At the

beginning of 1900 he entered into negotiations at Chicago with

a veteran lace-maker, Samuel Stevenson, of Nottingham, already

a convert to his views of healing, and finally bought Mr. Steven-

son's good-will and lace machines. The latter were as speedily

as possible brought to Zion City, and in December Mr. Steven-

son returned to become the manager of the lace works. Already

in November several families of expert lace-makers, in charge of

Stevenson's younger brother Henry, had arrived at Philadelphia,

but only after a wearisome detention of two weeks were they

allowed to enter the country, the Treasury Department deciding

that the alien contract-labor law did not apply, as no one in the

United States would be in competition with their industry.

Another group of experts was likewise detained for a few days
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at Portland, and then a similar decision set them free. Arthur

Stevenson brought over a third group in the following January

without molestation. Altogether, twenty-four or five experts

came in, with wives and children.

A few weeks after the dedication Dr. Dowie sailed for Europe

for a four months' visit, for the purpose of establishing centers

of influence in London and other cities. During the four months

abroad he held meetings in Paris, London, Manchester, Leeds,

Edinburgh, and Belfast, in several of which cities he established

permanent missions. He was mobbed by medical students in

London and also by those of Leeds Yorkshire College and Owens
College, Manchester. About the same time his elders were

enduring the same treatment by mobs in Mansfield and Gran-

ville, Ohio. But he went his way imperturbably, and in October

furnished from London the following statement of creed to the

Associated Press

:

1. That we recognize the infallibility, inspiration, and sufficiency of the

Holy Scriptures as the rule of faith and practice.

2. That no persons can be members of the church who have not repented

of their sins and have not trusted in Christ for salvation.

3. That such persons must also be able to make a good profession, and

declare that they know in their own hearts that they have truly repented and

are truly trusting Christ, and have the witness in a measure of the Holy

Spirit.

4. That all other questions of every kind shall be held to be matters of

opinion and not matters that are essential to church unity.

And he adds

:

The differences between our creed and those of the churches we call

apostolic— including in that term both the Greek and Roman churches and

the Protestant denominations generally — is that, while many of these

so-called churches hold in theory as we do, they have invented creeds which

destroy the supremacy and infallibility and sufficiency of the Word of God,

and establish another foundation unknown to the Holy Scriptures— namely,

the definition of councils, synods, popes, and other official bodies and persons,

as being of divine authority.

In order to make it easy to do right, Zion has to isolate her people entirely

from the world and its ungodly occupations, both in business and in pleasure.

Zion will not withdraw from the world, but Zion aims to rule the world, and

to compel the world, which is so largely now in rebellion, to submit to the

love and the rule of God.
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On July 15, 1 90 1, the lands of Zion City were thrown open

to purchase and settlement, and within a week a square mile of

lots had been leased. The lease is practically a sale in three

yearly instalments at a present market valuation. Work was

at once begun, and homes, business houses, and factory plants

were soon taking shape ; and in an incredibly short time a

bustling village was in existence.

Between the date of his homecoming in January, 1901, and

opening of the new city in July, Dr. Dowie made the third of the

startling announcements which mark the progress of his Christian

Catholic Church. To divine healing and Christian communism

was now to be added the prophetic function. On June 2, in

the Auditorium at Chicago, before seven thousand people, he

announced himself to be Elijah the Restorer of all things. He
himself says that this declaration was no surprise to Zion, but

that it had long been foreseen, and, indeed, had for many years

been declared by his people in many parts of the world. But

when it was first suggested to him that the spirit and power of

Elijah were with him, he says that he was angry at the suggestion.

But the reiteration of the thought bore in upon him until he could

not put it away from him. He had now reached the position

that, at the time of the organization of the Christian Catholic

Church, four years earlier, he had not reached, when he said he

was not worthy to be called an apostle. He had now come to

it through the intermediate step taken in 1899, when he had

identified himself with the •' Messenger of the Covenant"—fore-

told by the prophet Malachi. He had said at that time :

I ask my adversaries : Do you think that, as for twenty-three years through-

out Australia and the southern Pacific, and the United States and Canada,

and now through every continent of the world .... testimonies come as to

healing in answer to my prayers— do you think for a moment that all these

people for nearly a quarter of a century have been engaged in one vast con-

spiracy of lying?

If my ministry is from heaven, you must believe what I say and you must

do what I want. God has sent a man and he has written his mission over

twenty-three years. What more do you want? I tell you, it is an awful thing

to have a message from God It is an awful thing to stand between the

living and the dead, but it has been laid upon me. You have to do what I
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tell you, because what I tell you is in accordance with that Word, and because

I am the Messenger of God's Covenant.

Given that assumption and a literalist's conception of the Bible,

together with an intense reformer's egoistic appreciation of the old

Scotch utterance, " The hour has come, and the man," and the

rest was not difficult. He could thus say with conviction on that

second of June :

But of Elijah's final manifestation all the Scriptures had said that the

physical, psychical, and spiritual embodiment of Elijah must take the form of

prophet, priest, and ruler of men. I say it fearlessly that by the grace of God

I am, and shall be, that.

In a " general letter," written a week later, and addressed to

the members of the Christian Catholic Church, he further said :

For more than two years we have taken the responsibility before the

church and the world of being the Messenger of the Covenant. It was as such

that we unfurled the banner of Zion in Europe last year, and carried it victori-

ously from city to city and land to land. The scriptural and logical issue of

our action was the declaration as Elijah the Restorer which we made in the

Chicago Auditorium before about seven thousand persons last Lord's day

afternoon.

The Messenger of the Covenant, Jesus tells us, was John the Baptist.

John the Baptist, Jesus said, was Elijah.

God said through the prophet Malachi :
" Behold, I will send you Elijah

the prophet before the great and terrible day of the Lord come." "Why say

the scribes," asked the disciples, "that Elijah must first come?" "Elijah

indeed cometh," said Jesus, " and restoreth all things,"

These facts, therefore, logically require assent to the following : first, John

the Baptist was the Messenger of the Covenant, and Elijah the prophet;

second, Malachi and Jesus say that the Messenger of the Covenant and Elijah

must come again ; third, if we are the Messenger of the Covenant, we must
also be Elijah the Restorer.

Those who have spoken and written largely concerning the next coming
of our Lord have failed to lay stress upon one fact, that the apostle Peter

declared in Acts 3 : 20, 21, that God would "send the Christ who hath been

appointed for you, even Jesus ; whom the heavens must receive until the times

of the restoration of all things, whereof God spake by the mouth of his holy

prophets which have been since the world began. This " restoration of all

things" was to be accompanied by the prophet of whom God speaks to Moses
in Deut. 18 : 15-22.

That prophet was to be a man. " From among thy brethren, like unto

me," said Moses.
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These words cannot refer to Jesus. He was not raised up "from among

men." He came down from heaven

Jesus was not "like unto Moses," for, as the apostle John says, "the law

was given through Moses ;
grace and truth came by, or in the person of,

Jesus Christ."

Moses was a medium of God's power. Christ is himself the power and

wisdom of God, being God himself manifest in the flesh. The prophet of

whom Moses spake was to be one whose message came from God, who him-

self said ; " I will put my words in his mouth, and he shall speak unto them

all that I shall command him." But Jesus Christ, our Lord, did not speak

the words that were put into his mouth, for he spake by his own divine

authority, which was that of the indwelling Father and Spirit, words which

were in themselves divine, and he declared these words to be in themselves

"spirit and life."

Hence, the Messenger of the Covenant, and Elijah the Restorer, and that

prophet of whom Moses spake are all one and the same person.

The declaration that we are that person is either .... a great blasphemy,

or it is a tremendous fact of the utmost importance to the whole world.

Which is it ?

At a conference lasting four and a half hours, and including

two hundred and fifty-four officers of the church, he explained

the reasons for this proclamation of Elijah the Restorer, stating

that the acceptance of this new dogma was essential to continu-

ance in the ministry of the Christian Catholic Church, since

division upon this point would make successful co-operation an

impossibility. At the same time he declared that such accept-

ance was not essential to fellowship with God. All but four of

those present accepted the new teaching, and of these, two

remained in Zion in " an excellent spirit." Thus was he prompted

to say

:

And now that the declaration has been made, what then ? Nothing has

been changed ; and yet, in Zion, all things have become new Things

never can be just the same in Zion. The chrysalis has taken wings. We
speak no longer by " permission," but by the full authority of a completed

divine commission.

One year later, at the great Feast of the Tabernacles in July,

1903, one step farther was taken when he said

:

I believe that some of these times there will come such a holy, sacred,

and pure unction from on high that we will get to the place where I shall be

able, by the Holy Spirit's guidance, acting in my prophetic authority, to call
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out the apostolic college, and re-establish that fundamental and perpetual

order.

Through just half a century has been traced the spiritual

development of a singular life, which has culminated in larger

claims for divine authority than have been made in modern times.

The social and industrial results of this career furnish material

for even a longer sketch than the present article.

John J. Halsey.
Lake Forest College,

Lake Forest, 111.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SUPERVISION AND
CONTROL OF PENAL INSTITUTIONS.

The National Prison Association at its meeting in Philadel-

phia, October, 1902, passed this resolution, on motion of Dr.

Charlton T. Lewis

:

Whereas, An entire change in the principles and methods of supervision

and control of penal institutions has recently been made by law in several

states of the Union, and similar changes are now advocated in other states,

by which economy and efficiency are supposed by some to be promoted,

while others apprehend as a result the increase of political influence in these

institutions, and injury to their best features ; therefore

Resolved, That a committee consisting of Professor Charles R. Hender-

son, Dr. Frederick H. Wines, and Dr. (Professor) Francis Wayland [Mr.

Eugene Smith being subsequently added to the committee] be requested to

inquire into the methods of supervision and control of penal institutions pro-

vided for by the laws of the different states and of other civilized countries,

and to report the facts with their views and conclusions to the next National

Prison Congress.*

This report considers the topic of central control and super-

vision of penal institutions under several general heads: (i)

definition : the aims and scope of central control and supervision

of penal institutions; (2) the actual facts and tendencies in rela-

tion to central control and supervision of penal institutions in

Europe and America; (3) a comparison of the judgments and

opinions of experts and competent students, and their reasons

for their positions on the subject— the weighing of the argu-

ments; (4) such recommendations as the individual members

of the committee think wise to present for discussion in the

' The members of the committee, being widely separated, could not hold meet-

ings, but were compelled to arrange the plan of investigation by correspondence. Dr.

Wayland, on account of the state of his health, was unable to give assistance. His

eminent ability, his profound legal learning, and his philanthropic spirit would have

added much to the value of our report, and we are sorry that he was obliged to

decline to act. The questions proposed for investigation were formulated by the

co-operation of all active members of the committee. As Dr. Wines and Mr. Eugene

Smith could not be present at the Congress, and hence did not see the report, they are

not responsible for its final form as presented here.

329
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National Prison Association. Incidentally we suggest sources

of information, the authorities used, the accessible materials for

study, and the points upon which discussion may most profitably

be concentrated.

I. THE AIMS AND SCOPE OF CENTRAL CONTROL AND SUPERVISION

OF PENAL INSTITUTIONS.

While the nature and purpose of central control and supervi-

sion can be best understood after the details are presented, yet

a provisional definition will narrow the range of thought and

focalize discussion on the essential matters.

1. "Central" control and supervision means (in this report)

the action of the executive and specialized administrative depart-

ment of the government of a commonwealth (or of the federal

government) in relation to penitentiaries, reformatories, jails,

workhouses, bridewells, houses of correction, and, perhaps,

reform schools.

The state legislature is the body which, under the constitu-

tions of state and nation, frames the penal code. The smaller

political units do not have this power, for the municipal ordi-

nances which are enforced by minor penalties do not relate to

crime in the proper sense, and municipal councils derive their

powers from the legislature of the commonwealth. This fact is

a necessary part of our definition, and it is a vital consideration

in the arguments which will conclude our report.

By "central" control and supervision, therefore, we mean an

action of a branch of the government which makes the laws

;

and we exclude the action of smaller political units— as coun-

ties, townships, and municipalities ; and we exclude merely pri-

vate and unauthorized associations.

2. What do we mean by "control" and "supervision"?

These are not the same thing in character or purpose. The

resolution under which we were appointed has two distinct

expressions, and the words are not meant to be exact synonyms.

The object of "supervision" is publicity, and it may include

counsel and advice. The executive department of the state

government cannot act wisely without information. The legis-

lature needs exact and detailed knowledge in order to modify
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penal laws, regulate the organization of administration and

courts, and vote intelligently upon the necessary appropriation

bills. The voting citizens need information in respect to the

policy of administration, and the results of that policy, in order

to guide them in deciding the general issues brought before

them at elections. The officers of the institutions may, perhaps,

profit by the criticisms, advice, and information which come to

them from competent citizens who see and feel the consequences

of their policy in business, in social intercourse, in the conduct

of discharged prisoners.

The object of "control," on the other hand, is more than

publicity, and it does not end in giving information and advice.

Control means administrative action. It brings things to pass,

or it suppresses activity which is not desired. In the last analy-

sis it is the putting forth of the will of the people in an executive

order or regulation. It is not a part of the process of education,

social inquiry, reflection, discussion, and deliberation, but of

volition and command, the power of the state being under its

every word, decree, and regulation.

' Now, it is evident that these two social functions should be

clearly distinguished in discussion and controversy. For the

arguments which lead naturally to making legal provision for

. supervision may not carry us so far as control ; and the govern-

mental machinery which secures good control may be very

defective in promoting that publicity which is of the essence of

"supervision," taken in the widest sense, and as used in this

report. Furthermore, "supervision" and "control" do not

exclude each other ; they are not rivals ; they are both necessary

in the best order of administration. An argument on behalf of

one is not in opposition to the other.

3. The specific problems which call for this investigation.

; The list of questions framed and sent out by your committee

will show what we had in mind in our inquiry:

: QUESTIONS.

^

A. ON STATE CONTROL OF PENAL AND REFORMATORY INSTITUTIONS.

;

I. Should all the penal and reformatory institutions of a state be placed

under a single board of prison commissioners, with powers of direction and

control, where this is not already done ?
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2. Should all jails and workhouses be placed under the same control ?

3. What changes would you recommend in your own state law relating to

the powers and duties of boards of prisons, or of state boards of charities and

correction in relation to prisons, reformatories, jails, and workhouses ?

B. ON REFORMS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF JAILS AND WORKHOUSES.

4. Would a state board of control or of prison commissioners, having

power to require changes in the structure and management of jails and

workhouses, be desirable ? Would it help to prevent and correct the noto-

rious evils of these local prisons ?

5. Would it be wise to forbid by law the retention of convicted persons

in jails and to reserve jails exclusively for the detention of persons awaiting

trial.

6. Should city and district workhouses, under strict prison regulations, be

maintained for the punishment and correction of offenders who now usually

serve short sentences in jails ?

7. Is provision made in the majority of the jails in your state for separa-

tion of the sexes, and of minor offenders (under eighteen years of age) from

adults ?

8. Are prisoners allowed to associate with each other in the corridors,

and can they converse with each other while locked in their cells ?

9. Is the jailer paid for his service and for the cost of maintenance of

prisoners by fees ?

ID. Is there any form of registration of prisoners in a book provided for

that purpose required by law?

C. ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE PAROLE SYSTEM UNDER THE
"INDETERMINATE SENTENCE."

11. Where the "indeterminate sentence" is legally authorized, what

board should have power to grant conditional release and to require the

recall of prisoners who violate their parole ? Should it be {a) the board of

prison managers
; {b) a state board of control ; (c) a state board of prison

commissioners ; or {d) a. state board of pardons ?

12. Should the trial judge have a hearing before such a board on the

question of granting conditional release ?

It will be seen that we sought to avoid abstract speculation

about things in general and, positively, to go straight to the

bearing of central control on vital specific problems: (i) of state

penal institutions, generally recognized to be such, as state peni-

tentiaries and reformatories; (2) of local penal institutions, as

jails, workhouses, and bridewells; (3) of conditional release and

the so-called "indeterminate sentence," because this involves

central administrative action. We shall return to these points
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and deal more closely with them in a later part of this report.

They are all simply aspects of one and the same problem: What
is the best mode of central state organization for the two ends

of "supervision" and "control" of state institutions of punish-

ment and correction?

II. THE ACTUAL FACTS AND TENDENCIES IN RELATION TO CENTRAL
SUPERVISION AND CONTROL IN CIVILIZED COUNTRIES.

I. Your committee has considered under this head the general

principles of "administrative law" in Europe and America, as

they are formulated by the able writers who have distinguished

themselves in this field. This is necessary because the central

supervision and control of penal institutions is only one part of

the executive and administrative function of every state. There

are other branches of governmental activity which require such

supervision and control, as: the system of free public schools,

academies, and universities; the institutions of educational

charity for the blind, the deaf; of medical relief and custody,

as in the case of the insane, the epileptic, and the feeble-minded;

the municipal functions of sanitation, police, and dealing with

quasi-public corporations; the local agents of assessment and

taxation; and many others.

We can best understand this problem as a part of a more

general problem of state government; and in this field American

scholars have already done great work. Wilson, in The State

(published 1894), p. 542, thus speaks of our county organi-

zations:

Central control of local authorities exists only in the enforcement, in the

regular law courts, of charters and general laws; there is nowhere any

central local government board with discretionary powers of restriction or

permission Relatively to the central organs of the state, local govern-

ment is the most vital part of our system; as compared either with the

federal government or with local authorities, the central governments of the

states lack vitality not only, but do not seem to be holding their own in point

of importance. They count for much in legislation, but, so far, for very little

in administration.

And on p. 5 19:

The only sense in which the local units of our state organizations are

governed at all is this, that they act under general laws which are made, not
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by themselves, but by the central legislatures of the states. These laws are

not executed by the central executive authorities, or under their control, but

only by local authorities acting in semi-independence. They are, so to say,

left to run themselves.

It must be confessed at the outset that we have few well-

defined and ancient precedents for central control, so far as

local prisons are concerned, and nothing but the proof of mon-

strous wrong will probably move our people to change their

traditions and adopt a practically new principle. The persist-

ence of the evils of county jails is compelling thoughtful people

to give attention to a revolutionary proposition. The evils of

permitting local authorities to administer state affairs have been

felt, not only in this matter of jails, the most disgraceful feature

of our penal systems, but also in our municipal governments,

confessedly the worst failure of all in our American experience

with government. And in both cases part of the remedy is

sought {a) by carefully defining what are local interests and

permitting local administration free scope under general laws;

and (^) in carefully defining state interests, which must be

administered by local authorities, and providing state organs of

inspection and control in this sphere.

Thus Professor J. Jenks^ voices the thought of specialists in

administrative law when he recommends a municipal govern-

ment board in each state, and claims for it that:

(i) it would tend to make clear the true relations between the functions of

state and local governments; (2) to secure the efficient performance of state

functions by local officials; (3) to furnish the public information regarding

the performance of local functions in such comparative form that it would be

of great service to local officials; .... (4) to guide, by accurate and full

information, public opinion on the various questions arising in connection

with city government.

It must be evident that a similar prison board would tend to

secure similar good results in relation to local prisons.

Professor F. J. Goodnow, in his work on Mutiicipal Home Rule,

concludes a long and able inductive study of the recent decisions

of courts and development of administration by citing facts in

our own recent history. He says, for example:

^ Municipal Affairs, September, 1898, p. 411.
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As a general thing the whole educational administration has been quite

highly centralized within the past half century. In New York, also, the

administration of the public health of the local authorities is subjected to

;
quite an administrative control and supervision, to be exercised by the State

Public Health Board.

He also mentions the care of pauper lunatics, factory inspection,

railway supervision, and local assessments and control of various

quasi-public corporations. If he had written his book a little

later, he could have covered our point exactly by a reference to

the administrative commissioners of New York in regard to

prisons.

Professor Goodnow concludes his opinion thus (pp. 271, 272):

We are therefore justified in expecting that this central administrative

control over municipal corporations will, notwithstanding that it may be

regarded at first blush as quite contrary to our historic and fundamental

principle of local self-government or administration, be given a much wider

development just so soon as the people of the country become convinced of

the unwisdom of our present system of legislative control of local municipal

matters.

In his book on Municipal Problems, chap, vi, Professor Goodnow

gives a convincing array of facts showing how, in England,

central control has rapidly elevated the system of education,

improved the public health, reduced mortality, and raised the

credit and financial efficiency of local governments.

These illustrations of historical facts could easily be multi-

plied, and they all bear us onward to one conclusion.

2. The central organization for administration of penal insti-

tutions in the United States, as exhibited in the laws of the several

states of the Union. To secure and present this set of facts

required considerable labor.' All that we can do here is briefly

to summarize the most vital elements in the laws, and show their

bearing on our problem, their significance, and the tendencies

noted— the details being presented better in book form.

The various methods of administering prisons may be briefly

indicated by describing the types shown by different states

:

a) Thus we have examples of states in which there exists no

'I gratefully acknowledge the help of my students, Messrs. F. G. Cressey, J. B.

Billikopf, and J. P. Valentine, who labored many hours through nine months in the

library of the Law School of the University of Chicago to collect data.
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Strictly defined administrative agency differentiated from the

executive office. The governor and his assistants are charged

with more or less clearly defined powers over the prison officials,

and the pardoning power has been handed down by ancient legal

traditions.

^) Then we have states in which a supervisory state board of

charities and corrections has been established. Occasionally

limited administrative functions are assigned to these unpaid

boards.

c) Recently a movement has been promoted which is very

significant for our purpose, to secure the establishment of boards

of control over state institutions— as in Kansas, Rhode Island,

Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota.

d) The next more highly specialized method is that of New
York, where an administrative agency is established for prisons

as for the insane, and for other interests of the people. Similar

in principle are the arrangements in Massachusetts.

Looking at the history of development in a large way, this

tendency to centralized and specialized administrative control

seems to be logical, inevitable, and beneficial.

3. Your committee has also made use of the "ministerial

regulations" for the penal institutions of Europe and America,

including the rules and regulations drawn up by boards of prisons

and reformatories in the United States for the conduct of officers

and prisoners, so far as they bear on central supervision and

control. This wider survey was made in accordance with the

resolution under which we were appointed, since that resolution

calls for facts of experience and method throughout the civilized

world.

Fortunately the chairman of your committee had already-

been at work for a long time collecting and translating docu-

ments. These documents, with an explanatory introduction, are

now for the first time brought together and presented in the

English language. By the courtesy of our valued coUeague,^

Dr. S. J. Barrows, of the secretary of state, and of Congress, the

volume containing these documents will be accessible as House

Document 452, igoj, second session 57th Congress, and they give
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information in regard to most countries of Europe and America,

including Canada and Mexico. A supplementary volume will be

issued later. For details which could not properly be given in

a report like this you are referred to that volume. The facts

there published may be briefly summarized for our present pur-

pose as follows

:

We find that in all the advanced states of Europe the cen-

tralized control of correctional institutions is far advanced, but

practically always without partisan interference with appoint-

ments. Some branch of the national ministry is charged with

the duty of carrying out the provisions of the penal law in insti-

tutional treatment.

The administrative authority formulates and prints regulations

which define the duties and responsibilities of all local officers,

so that they can be held to exact accountability. These regula-

tions also determine the legal mode of receiving prisoners, the

system of disposing of the product of prison labor, the rules of

conduct, disciplinary measures, the care of health, religious and

educational provisions, and care of paroled or discharged pris-

oners. These regulations are enforced by means of inspectors

and commissioners, and by special orders.

In regard to local prisons, corresponding to our jails and

workhouses, we observe a general tendency to bring these also

under central control and regulation. So far as local prisons are

used for detention of witnesses and of persons awaiting trial, the

powers of the local courts are respected ; but the general regu-

lations cover all. Even lockups are gradually coming under cen-

tral control.^

These statements must suffice for the present purpose ; they

indicate the facts in their general form, so far as our argument is

concerned.

'The following is a typical argument from Denmark in regard to state control of

local prisons, by M. Karl Goos, secretary of director general of prisons in Denmark
{^Actes du congris pin. int., 1900, Vol. IV, p. 402) : "En ce qui concerne les maisons

d'arret, on pourrait encore ddsirer que rinfluence de Vitat y fflt plus directe que ce

ri'est le cas pour le moment, oil elles sont la propri^t^ des communes, et ou la direction

g^n^rale des prisons est restrainte i un pur controle."
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III. ARGUMENTS AND OPINIONS OF EXPERTS, AND OF PERSONS

WITH UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR KNOWING THE SITUATION.

Your committee has sought to keep close to the facts and to

place all the evidence before you. Part of the facts are the

opinions of experts in various departments. The laws and regu-

lations already cited are themselves such expressions of judg-

ment. To these we now add the opinions and arguments secured

by a wide correspondence in this country, and these we shall pre-

sent whether they agree with our own views or contradict them.

The number of replies is not large enough for use in statistics.

We do not lay much stress on the majority or minority votes.

It is not so much a question of counting heads as of weighing

facts and arguments. Yet the answers represent a very wide

field of observation.

The answers to the questions came from the following states

and territories

:

Pennsylvania, Illinois, Arizona, Wisconsin, New York, Minnesota, Ken-

tucky, New Hampshire, Colorado, Indiana, Maine, Calitornia, Kansas, Canada,

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Michigan, Alabama, Ohio, Nebraska— twenty.

New England, the central states, the middle West, the North-

west, and the far West were all ably represented.

By professional experience those who answered were divided

as follows

:

Lawyers, 5; professor in law schools, i; secretary of board of control, i;

members of board of control, 3 ; members of board of charities and correc-

tion, 3 ; secretary of board of charities and correction, 6 ; directors of prison

boards, 3; wardens and superintendents, 9; chaplain, i; general reform, 4;

professors of sociology, 2.

Summary of answers :

1

.

In respect to state control of all penal institutions : in favor, 28

;

opposed, 10.

2. Should jails and workhouses be under state control: yes, 28 ; no, 10;

doubtful, I.

4. State control of structure and management of local prisons : in favor,

34; opposed, 3; doubtful, i.

5. Jails to be used for detention only : in favor, 28 ; opposed, 8.

II. Control of paroled men: {a) favor local prison board, 17; (^) favor

state board of control, 3 ; {c) favor state board of prison commissioners, 5 ;
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(d) favor state board of pardons, 4 ;
{e) favor trial court (various modifica-

tions), I.

12. Favor giving trial judge a hearing in case of paroled men: yes, 17;

no, 16.

I. Central control of state establishments.—While there is appar-

ently a very general and increasing tendency to favor some

form of central control, the difficulties and dangers may not be

overlooked. A few typical expressions on this point may be

cited :

''The danger of 'politics'—that is, of partisan corruption for

selfish ends— is frequently expressed as a difficulty in the way

of state controls

The trouble in this state as everywhere is spoils politics. Systems and

boards can do very little until public opinion will back their measures.

—

Professor Mary Roberts Smith, Leland Stanford Junior University, California.

The great danger of centralization comes from vesting control in a par-

tisan board.—S. J. Barrows.

It could hardly be seriously affirmed, however, that the evils

of partisan politics are escaped under the present decentralized

system of local boards.

Our correspondents state the positive argument in several

forms, thus

:

Local boards strive to expand community \i. e., local town] and institu-

tion interests, at the expense of consistent regard for the welfare of the larger

community, the state.—C. E. Faulkner.

Mr. I. J. Wistar says:

The state board as described would be most desirable, and no uniformity

of administration can be obtained without it. The central authority system,

vested either in a commission or in an individual, the first being preferable

for us, has been adopted in all other civilized countries, and is coeval with

the vast improvements there effected in prison systems and methods."

* Important materials are found in Report to the Twenty-seventh General Assembly

of the Investigating Committee, printed for the Iowa legislature, 1898. In the Bulletin

ofIowa State Institutions are articles on the subject : numbers for July and October,

1901 ; January, 1902; October, 1902 (discussion by F. I. Herriott) ; Annals of

American Academy of Political and Social Sciences, November, 1901 (L. A. Blue);

Second Biennial Report of Board of Control of Iowa, 190 1, p. 655; Report of State

Board of Charities of Connecticut, 1901 ; New Jersey Review of Charities and Correc-

tions, February, 1903; Charities, March 21, 1903, paper by Charlton T. Lewis;

discussion at National Conference of Charities and Correction, 1902.
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2. Central control of local prisons,— It is interesting to note

the reasons given for questioning the wisdom of bringing local

prisons under central administrative control.

Mr. L. C. Storrs sees the necessity for this measure, but

says: *'as long as 'county rights' are so carefully guarded I

doubt if they can be" placed under state regulation.

The advantages of this method are strongly stated by the

state commissioner of prisons in New York :

The proper management of a county jail is not only a matter of concern

to the inhabitants of that county, but it is a matter of concern to the entire

state. Criminals do not confine their depredations within county limits.

Misdemeanants who this year have been arrested, convicted, and supported

at the expense of the taxpayers of a county, next year, or the year after, are

quite likely to become more serious offenders, and, as inmates of state insti-

tutions, become a burden upon the taxpayers of the state at large. Hence

it is both the duty and the interest of the state to insist that county jails

shall be properly conducted ; that they shall be so managed as to cure and

diminish crime ; and that they shall cease to be schools for the perfecting of a

criminal education.

—

Eighth Annual Report of the New York State Commis-

sion of Prisons, IQ03, pp. 79, 80; compare Report of the Executive Committee

of the Prison Association ofNew York, 1902.

Mr. Brockway calls attention to the difficulty of enforcing

state central control over local officials while the costs are paid

out of local funds. "It is believed that the notorious evils of

these prisons cannot be corrected or prevented, completely, until

the state owns, controls, and supports them."

3. Central administrative control ofparoled convicts.— First let us

hear objections, one of which, if heeded, would arrest the devel-

opment of the method of preparing for liberty by a regulated use

of freedom
:

.

I have no faith in so-called "indeterminate" sentences, any more than I

have in "indeterminate" convictions or "indeterminate" obligations of any

kind, and I believe they have hitherto caused nothing but error and mischief.

The real deterrents from crime are not severity of punishment, but its celerity

and certainty ; and to secure these, everything else in our criminal jurispru-

dence should yield, even the right of criminal appeal, which exists in no

country but ours and France, and was never heard of in Pennsylvania till

i860, since which it has done more than any other thing to debauch our entire

criminal system and encourage crime.— Isaac J. Wistar.
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1

This quotation shows that the chorus of praise of the inde-

terminate sentence is broken by many voices, and that its friends

must guard it from just criticism at every point, if they would

see it succeed.

Some of the objections to parole, recall, and discharge by a

state central administrative board are : It is claimed that a state

administrative board acts upon ex parte evidence, while the trial

court acts upon all the evidence. Hence the decision of a state

board cannot be so just or humane as that of a court. Mr.

Luther Laflin Mills is reported as saying (in favor of abolition

of the Illinois indeterminate sentence law)

:

.... it is certainly an open question whether the extent of the penalty for

a particular crime cannot be more justly and humanely determined by the

jury trying the case, or the presiding judge, informed by witnesses as to the

facts of the offense, and in frequent instances the reputation of the defendant,

than by the members of a board of pardons, whose inquiry is largely limited

to the mere conduct in prison of the convicted persons, and who are practi-

cally precluded, by unavoidable limitations, from making a full and judicial

investigation of the facts of the crime originally involved and the antecedent

history of the criminal.

A state administrative board acts executively and not judi-

cially; and the prisoner does not have the advantage of protec-

tion of all the steps of procedure which have been developed in

our civilization for the protection of personal liberty. Under the

laws of procedure in a court the prisoner is treated fairly at every

point

:

He has been regularly convicted, after trial, of an offense with which he

was duly charged. He had the right to the services of counsel to defend

him. He was privileged to be confronted by the witnesses against him. He
had the right to call witnesses in his behalf and to have the process of court

to compel their attendance. He had the right to a speedy trial by a jury of

his peers, and to an examination of them touching their qualifications to serve.

The jury had to be sworn to try him fairly under the sworn testimony of wit-

nesses. He had the right to have the law stated to the jury by the court

;

and he had the right to rulings by the court as to the admissibility of evidence

for or against him ; and he had the right at all times during his trial to except

to the rulmgs of the court and to have those rulings reviewed by a higher

court, in the event that in his counsel's opinion they were prejudicial to him.

—

A. M. Cohen.
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But all this system of protection is swept away from him in

his trial before a state administrative board.

An administrative board is not properly constituted for judi-

cial functions : it lacks the men of legal and judicial fitness, tem-

per, position, and training.

Partisan politics might control the administrative board, and

make the sentence " either merely nominal or substantially life

imprisonment."

Conduct in prison is not a good criterion for release.

A gentleman in deportment may be the worst sort of a criminal. Many

honest men are anything but gentlemen in conduct. Therefore it is not safe

to fix the term of imprisonment by the way an offender carries himself after

conviction. A good actor imprisoned would fare well.— A. M. Cohen.

It is not fair or just to try and convict a man for an offense and to detain

him in prison because his conduct there does not conform to certain standards

set by an "authority."— A. M. Cohen.

Obstacles to action of courts (urged in Illinois by some of the

prosecuting attorneys, judges, and police):

I believe its abolition [the indeterminate sentence] would save the services

of one judge in this building. It would enable the state to expedite its busi-

ness materially, because it could provide for the disposition of cases by pris-

oners pleading guilty, with the understanding they should receive a certain

punishment. Now that cannot be done, and as a result every prisoner who

comes up for trial makes a fight,—A. C. Barnes, assistant state's attorney,

Chicago.

To these criticisms Mr. E. A. Snively, of the Illinois Board of

Pardons, replies: The board can know the life-history of crimi-

nals more thoroughly than courts ; that under its care young

offenders have a better chance to reform and hardened offenders

are held longer.^

The police sometimes declare that dangerous criminals, after

a fair trial and conviction on a long sentence, are let loose upon

the community and give to the police unusual and unnecessary

difficulty in the protection of order, life, and property.

When tested by matters of fact, the theoretical objections

urged above are found to be valid in actual experience ; and

instances are cited in which boards of pardons have released

^ Report of Illinois Association of State Officials, 1903, p. 52.

\
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notorious criminals very soon after they were fairly tried, con-

victed and sentenced to just penalties.

Mr. C. H. Reeve, of Indiana, cites this example:

A man convicted of a most atrocious murder [sentenced for twenty-one

years] is running about here now, a most vicious and dangerous character,

who is on parole, who was in prison hardly long enough to acquire the smell

of the prison on him — paroled under the indeterminate sentence. The
parole is most shamefully abused now, and tends to bring the law and its

judgments into contempt.

Treatment of these objections.—There is not space here to weigh

all these arguments against the indeterminate sentence. We are

considering only the relation of the indeterminate-sentence law

to central administration. There are many other aspects which

we must omit to consider.

Now, the best answer to objections to a wise method is such

an improvement in the method itself or in its practical applica-

tion as to remove all reasonable grounds of criticism. Is there

any known way out of these difficulties? The following recom-

mendations have been made: Dr. S. J. Barrows writes:

The boards of managers of the separate institutions are perhaps in a

better position to become familiar with individual cases in their respective

institutions than a general board ; but under a proper marking system the

prisoner can demonstrate his fitness for conditional release in most cases.

Instead of giving the trial judge a hearing, I think it would be well to

have the judiciary represented in some way in the composition of the boards

of parole. It seems desirable that in paroling a prisoner the prison superin-

tendent, the physician, and the trial judge, or some one representing judicial

authority, should be represented.

Mr. W. G. Pettigrove, chairman of prison commissioners of

Massachusetts, writes:

A more even administration of the parole system can be obtained if a

single board administers it with respect to all prisons than could be possible

if releases were granted by separate boards of management.

Mr. Z. R. Brockway writes on this point:

The proper scope and limit of the courts, in criminal trials, is to determine

whether the public welfare requires imprisonment. Having adjudged and

ordered imprisonment, there his function and his responsibility should cease.

All the proceedings afterwards can best be directed by another tribunal—
the controlling board or authority by whatever name. The place or places
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of imprisonment, the treatment and training of the imprisoned criminal, his

conditional and absolute release, belong more properly to the executive

department than to the judicial. If, however, it is thought essential that

these matters of the criminal's imprisonment, treatment, and release shall

remain in the department of the judiciary, then the controlling board authority

might itself be constituted a court for this special purpose.

Practically the same view is taken by Judge L. G. Kinne, speak-

ing for the Iowa Board of Control.

The discussion of the "indeterminate sentence" by Judge J.

Franklin Fort and others before the National Prison Association'

represents the most advanced American theory. Judge Fort

went far beyond the actual practice in any of our states. He
would have no maximum nor minimum sentence fixed by the

penal code; nor would he fix the length of sentence even by the

trial court. The principle on which he would have all prisoners

treated is simply and absolutely that of cure of the disease which

crime is said to be; for he says:

I should have neither the minimum nor the maximum term fixed by

statute and, possibly, not by the sentencing court. The proper way to cure

those who are really criminals is as you cure other diseasedpersons—namely,

keep them under treatment until they are cured, or, at least, so nearly cured

that they may be discharged safely.

He would apply this principle to the youthful offender, and

enable him to regain conditional liberty quickly; and he would

apply it to the habitual criminal, so as to hold him as long as

necessary to protect society, perhaps for life.

But when we come to the part of the problem which concerns

this report, Judge Fort makes a recommendation which would

cut at the root of the statutes thus far enacted on the subject,

even in his own state. He would not leave the power to parole,

recall, and discharge with the managers of the reformatory or

prison; and he gives his reasons:

A board of managers of a penal institution is not always the safest body

with which to leave the liberty of the prisoner. Even though it be consti-

tutional and otherwise legal to confer upon the managers of a penal institu-

tion the power of discharge, is it not of doubtful wisdom under our form of

government? .... If it could be certain that no conditions that were

political and non-judicial would control the board of management, the power

^ Proceedings of Philadelphia Prison Congress, pp. 124 £E.
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might be safely lodged with them. But is not the temptation too great from

the possibility of political influence which such a power to discharge carries

with it, for us to hope that it will be exercised always with the sole object of

promoting the good of the prisoner?

What substitute would Judge Fort offer in place of the board

of managers? He proposes practically what we have already

seen is really the essential feature of the European methods; he

would have erected and maintained a continuous body, with a

[judicial head (corresponding to a European "ministry of

-justice") and which he calls a

—

court of discharge, having judicial power of inquiry and action I

would not take from the managers their power of initiative as to release. I

[would require all applications for release, before expiration of term, to come
• through them, but, if they refused to permit an application for parole after a

reasonable term of service that the court might consider it, I would give the

prisoner the right of review and of a hearing before the discharge court.

This court could be composed of a judge, designated by the governor, and

[

of the several wardens of the penal institutions of the state, or a majority of

[them. The judge should be president of the court, and no prisoner, once

[discharged, should be remanded, except upon the order of the president of

'the discharge court, made upon verified facts, duly presented and filed as a

matter of public record.

In this discussion Judge Fort has recognized the principal

objections to the "indeterminate sentence," and has provided a

practical working plan to meet the difficulties.

IV. CONCLUSIONS.

The resolution under which your committee was appointed

I

asks us to give our "views and conclusions."

I. In relation to the correctional institutions which are

directly recognized as under control of state officials—as state

penitentiaries, intermediate prisons, reformatories for young men,

and reformatories for women— it would be in accordance with

modern tendencies if all these institutions were placed under the

control of an administrative agency, which is itself subject to

laws requiring modern civil-service regulations; that is, laws

which secure absolutely non-partisan appointments, suitable

examination and probation tests, and security of tenure during effi-

ciency. Without such conditions, and without an authorized
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agency of the state for inspection, supervision, and publicity, the

most zealous advocate of central control may well hesitate and

dread the fearful possibilities of corruption in the present state

of partisan politics in the United States, when a single board is

armed with such tremendous powers. The evidence in favor of

central control which is gathered from European experiende

comes, in the main, from countries where partisan influences are

not decisive in the making of appointments. It is not fair to use

this evidence in favor of introducing the same method when the

spoils system reigns in selfish tyranny. Reform in the civil

service must be at least an essential part of the system, and,

perhaps, should come first.

This administrative agency may be a commissioner, whose

duties and powers are defined by law, or may be a board of com-

missioners ; or there may be a division of labor between a board

and a directing commissioner. Into the details of the method

we do not now enter, lest we confuse the issue. The principle

which we wish to emphasize is that the control of a state institu-

tion is not a suitable function of the legislature, nor of courts,

nor directly of a changing chief executive ; but of a technically

trained, permanent administrative agent.

The advantages of this system have already been developed,

and may here be briefly summarized : Central administrative

control is the only method by which the people of a common-
wealth can be assured of a unified system of equitable execution

of penalties ; it is the best way of securing a uniform system of

purchases of supplies and a uniform and reliable system of

records and accounts. Such a central agency could best direct

the placing, classification, and transfer of prisoners. As a per-

manent agency it would accumulate information within the state

and be able to learn the lessons of experience throughout the

world. Its regulations and orders would, in the highest degree,

prevent scandal, oppression, and caprice.

It is fair to say that, taking European practice into account,

the most enlightened governments of civilized countries are

committed to the principle here advocated, with reasonable

diversity in local devices and applications. It may be remem-
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bered that whenever a gross evil or scandal has arisen, the

natural and businesslike procedure to prevent recurrence of the

wrong has been to provide suitable regulations to define and

enforce the responsibility of local officials,

2. On the second point— the correction of abuses and the

improvement of conditions of local prisons—we have reached

the following conclusions

:

The flagrant, persistent, and notorious physical and moral

evils of local prisons are, as a long history proves, incurable

under any form of local control, whether by courts, sheriffs,

county commissioners, or other county or municipal authority.

England, the mother-country, never succeeded in carrying out

the reform measures proposed by John Howard in the eighteenth

century until it introduced central control of all its local prisons.

The conditions in our country are not in essential particulars

different.

Mere supervision and publicity, by means of visitors, is not

an adequate remedy for the abuses, nor an adequate method of

sustained and enlightened administration. Experience demon-

strates that locally elected officials will not regard the advice of

visitors who have no legal power to make and enforce regulations.

Parsimony and ignorance mock at the lessons of the world's best

wisdom and the world's highest law of humanity.

So far as county jails provide separate departments for the

detention of persons awaiting trial or held as witnesses, they are,

of course, instruments of the court and should respect the orders

of courts in relation to such subjects. This is provided for in

the European national regulations. But when persons are once

convicted and sentenced to punishment under the penal law of

a state, then the state itself should provide a method of admin-

istering its penalties down to the most minute details. Other-

wise there will be the crying injustice of having as many systems

of penalty as there are jailers and sheriffs in the commonwealth.

That which is true of county prisons is also true of city and

county workhouses, and the argument need not be repeated.

3. Lastly we recommend that all convicts who are paroled and

released on condition of good behavior should be held under the
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control of the same central agency of state administration. The
sentence of the court is not completely executed until the last

hour of the period for which the convict is held answerable to

the prison authorities. Wherever, in Europe, convicts are con-

ditionally released they remain in custody of the central ministry

of justice, a judicial and administrative agency. Of course, the

officers and agents of each prison should always, as now, be the

persons charged with the immediate care of each paroled con-

vict; but the final decision should still rest with the central

office.

4. Supervision.—A few words of interpretation and explana-

tion seem necessary to prevent misunderstanding.

Your committee has made no recommendations in relation to

"supervision," because that is of itself a large and important

subject. We believe in supervision, both by the state itself and

by the regulated, legally authorized agency of citizens and vol-

untary associations. In a free state and under republican insti-

tutions the cordial and sympathetic co-operation of citizens,

under suitable regulation, is highly useful and desirable. With

increasing wealth, leisure, intelligence, and philanthropy the

government can count on a wiser and stronger service from

competent and devoted men and women.

Among the most conspicuous and promising methods of

organizing and directing this voluntary service of " honor offices
"

we mention : The unpaid state boards of charities and correction

already known in many of our commonwealths ; local commit-

tees of visitors, authorized by law to inspect and report to the

governor or legislature, to instruct and inspire public opinion,

and to co-operate with officials in the care of prisoners and their

families
;
prison societies, as in New York, for the study of prison

science, for visiting and inspecting establishments of correction,

and for directing the humane efforts of the community into the

most useful channels.

To this we may add the state conferences of charities and

correction, whose committees and representatives may render

valuable service in the prisons and in connection with the forma-

tion of public opinion and its embodiment in legislation.



MOOT POINTS IN SOCIOLOGY.

IV. THE PROPERTIES OF GROUP-UNITS.

In his Study of Sociology Mr. Spencer shows that, just as the

form of a pile of bricks or cannon balls is conditioned by the

form of the bricks or balls themselves, and the form of crystal-

lization is characteristic for each kind of molecule, so the prop-

erties of a social aggregate are derived from and determined by

the properties of its members. We should therefore expect that,

other things being equal, the diversity of any two societies would

correspond to the diversity in character of the peoples compos-

ing them.

In his Principles of Sociology Mr. Spencer is more cautious.

After stating that the primary factors in social phenomena are

the characters of the units and the nature of the physical envi-

ronment (for all minor groupings within a population this factor,

being common to all, may be ignored), he goes on to enumerate

certain derived factors, one of these being the reciprocal influ-

ence of the society and its units

:

As soon as a combination of men acquires permanence, there begin

actions and reactions between the community and each member of it, such

that either affects the other in nature ; the control exercised by the aggregate

over its units tends ever to mould their activities and sentiments and ideas

into congruity with social requirements ; and these activities, sentiments, and

ideas, in so far as they are changed by changing circumstances, tend to

remould the society into congruity with themselves.

The principle that seemed so self-evident to Mr, Spencer has

not passed without challenge. De Greef protests against the

proposition that the character of an aggregate is determined by

the essential characters of its constituent units, on the ground

that it gives up the existence of a distinct social science.

Says he:

If the social aggregates are only the larger and more complex image of

the units that compose them, if social science is concerned only with the

morphological or functional relations between the series of units and the

349
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resulting aggregates, it evidently follows that, although there are social

phenomena, these are not markedly distinct from biological or psychological

phenomena.

Gumplowicz, unlike Spencer, begins with groups, not witii

individuals. Human aggregates are the true social elements,

and they are sufficiently simple and uniform in their behavior to

allow social laws to be formulated. In its interaction with other

groups each group is a perfect unit. It acts solely in its own
interest and knows no standard of conduct but success. How-
ever the individual may blunder, the collectivity never errs in

seizing and applying the right means to gain its end.

The individual is to be understood through his social group,

instead of the group through its component individuals. The
great error of individualistic psychology is the assumption that

man thinks. The truth is, it is not the man that thinks, but the

community. The source of his thoughts is the social medium in

which he lives, the social atmosphere which he has breathed

from childhood. The individual unconsciously derives his

qualities from his group, and the qualities of his group are deter-

mined by the nature of its dominant interests, its special life-

conditions, and its situation with respect to other groups.

It is clear that this theory of the relation between the aggre-

gate and its units is not intended to apply to voluntary or ephem-
eral associations, but only to those great permanent groups—
horde, tribe, community, social class— into which we are born

and from which we rarely escape.

In his monograph on Social Differentiation Simmel gives reasons

why the character of a group-unit does not correspond either

intellectually or morally to that of its average member, but, as

social development proceeds, falls more and more below it. He
points out that the differentiation and specialization that take

place as the social mass increases make diflficult the recovery of

a common plane of thinking and feeling when some occasion

arises for joint action. This plane, if it does actually get estab-

lished, is sure to be low, because those who are mentally beneath

this plane cannot possibly rise to it, whereas those who are above

it in intelligence or ideals can stoop and re-enter it. In a differ-
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entiated population, therefore, everything of a collective nature

will be, not simply mediocre, but positively crude, because only

in the simplest mental life is it possible to find a plane that can

include everybody.

From their study of crowds Sighele, Tarde, and Le Bon con-

clude that, contrary to Mr, Spencer's hypothesis, the group-unit

does not accurately reflect the characteristics of its members.

The whole is not the algebraic sum of its parts. It is not a

resultant of its units, obeying the law of the parallelogram of

forces, but is a chemical combination possessing properties differ-

ent from those of its elements. For this reason crowds are

more alike than are their members. A mob of philosophers and

a mob of hoodlums will think and behave in about the same way.

The reason is that in the crowd men lose their acquired indi-

vidualities and revert to their instincts. Renouncing their higher

selves built up by reflection and education, they meet on that

substratum of unconscious life which is common to all of them.

Tarde points out that the character of a homogeneous crowd is

that of its members, only intensified, but a heterogeneous crowd

gives us, not a product, but a corrtlfination, of individual qualities.

He also insists— and this is the key to the mystery—that there

are various modes of synthesis, and that with the same member-

ship these may yield very different results.

It is the writer's intention to pass now in review the chief

types of association, to show to what extent and why the prop-

erties of the resulting group-units cannot be explained on Mr.

Spencer's principle, and to formulate such additional principles

as shall be necessary to express the true relation between the

totality and its component individuals.

The current account of what takes place in the crowd is

exceedingly defective, and the thing is in need of a fresh

analysis. The discovery that people are suggestible, and that

they are more than ordinarily suggestible when assembled, does

not of itself explain the behavior of crowds nor refute Mr.

Spencer's principle of average. It leaves us where we were.

It is true that the more plastic the minds of men, the more
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surely they will reach a common plane of feeling or purpose.

But this does not tell us whether this plane will lie near the top

or near the bottom or in the middle zone of the mass. The
greater the susceptibility to contagion, the sooner a unity will

appear. But whether this unit will be wiser or sillier, nobler or

baser, than the average of its component individuals remains in

doubt.

Some light is thrown on the problem by considering if the

suggestibility of all those who form the crowd is heightened in

an equal degree by the influence of propinquity. If it is, then

the aggregate will still reflect the prevailing character of its units.

But such is not the case. There are at least two descriptions of

people who in the give-and-take of the throng are more likely to

impose suggestions than to accept them. The enlightened and

reflective are from their intellectual habits able to criticise and

appraise the suggestions that impinge upon them. They are

quick to see if a suggestion clashes with their interests, their

convictions, or their ideals, and to react accordingly. The

ignorant, on the contrary, having at hand no such ready tests

are at the mercy of the leader or the claque, and may be stam-

peded into a course of action quite at variance with their real

desires.

Again, the fanatical and impassioned members of a crowd

are less responsive to impressions from without because of their

inner tension. Being determined from within, they emit power-

ful suggestions, but are little influenced by others. There is

thus a tendency for the warped, the inflamed, the overwrought,

to impart their passion to the rest and to sweep along with them

the neutral and indifferent. This is why, as the crowd comes

under the hypnotic spell of numbers, the extremists gain the

upper hand of the moderates.

One result of reciprocal suggestion is that association in a

crowd renders every psychic manifestation more inteTise. Masked by

anonymity, people throw off customary restraint and give their

feelings exaggerated expression. To be heard one does not

speak ; one shouts. To be seen one does not simply show one's

self ; one gesticulates. Boisterous laughter, frenzied objurga-
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tions, frantic cheers, are needed to express the merriment or

wrath or enthusiasm of the crowd. These exaggerated signs of

emotion cannot but produce in suggestible beholders exagger-

ated states of mind. Insensibly the mental temperature rises so

that what once seemed hot now seems luke-warm, what once felt

tepid now seems cold.

The energizing and intensifying of the feelings by means of

reciprocal suggestion will be most prompt and striking when the

members of the crowd are in an excited state of mind or meet

under agitating circumstances. In this case the impulse to the

unbridled manifestation of feeling is rife from the first, and the

psychic fermentation proceeds at an uncommon rate.

Granting that association widens the amplitude of feeling what

does this imply as to the moral character of the crowd? Will

it be higher or lower than that of its members ? The earlier

students of the crowd regarded it as necessarily criminal in its

tendencies, but of late it has come to be recognized that the

crowd is capable of opposite extremes— of savage criminality,

on the one hand ; of sublime heroism, on the other ; of cowardly

panic, but also of desperate courage. Now, there are moral

emotions as well as immoral ones. Since feelings are intensified

in the presence of numbers, it might plausibly be argued that

generosity and courage are just as likely to be exalted as wrath

and greed. The virtuous impulses will be strengthened as well

as the vicious impulses, and, making due allowance, of course,

for the influence of the occasion or the leader, the moral quality

of the crowd will be an exaggerated reflection of the moral char-

acteristics of its members.

This reasoning, however, ignores a very important distinction

between the springs of virtue and the springs of vice. Some of

the motives to right conduct are, indeed, purely emotional.

Such are sympathy, love, generosity, and courage. But in

most cases the spring of virtue contains an intellectual element

as well as an emotional element. On the whole, right conduct

is thought-out conduct. Second thoughts make for righteous-

ness. The upright man is "considerate;" he is animated, not

by spurts of good impulses, but by the sense of justice, respect
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for a principle, devotion to an ideal ; his good conduct is a func-

tion of his thinking, of his "conscience." On the other hand,

the springs of utter wickedness are for the most part not malev-

olence, but simple primal passions, such as blood-thirst, love of

destruction, lust, anger, envy, jealousy, and greed. Now, feel-

ing is much richer in means of instant vivid expression than

thought, and in a throng each is more impressed by the looks,

cries, gestures, and attitudes that express his neighbor's feelings

than by the words that convey his neighbor's ideas. Emotion

here pulls the longer oar. Assemblage, moreover, usually occurs

under perturbing conditions which tend to paralyze thought. In

the crowd, therefore the reason is so beclouded that the motives

to virtue, so far as they are a function of one's thinking, can by

no means compete with the motives to evil. Such virtues as are

bound up with self-control— law-abidingness, veracity, prudence,

thrift, respect for others' rights— if they survive in the crowd,

will do so by sheer force of habit.

Turning next to the intellectual traits of the crowd, we note

first of all that it is more dogmatic and intolerant than its com-

ponent individuals. This is by some ascribed to the sense of

invincibility that is inspired by numbers. But the explanation

is simpler. Although an idea is totally different from a feeling,'

we may have feelings about ideas. Belief is a form of emotion.

We speak of "energy of conviction." We speak of persons as

"warm," "luke-warm," or "cold" in their faith. Faith is rightly

thought of as a force able to "move mountains." Now, convic-

tion, like all other emotions, reaches its highest pitch in the

crowd, and so crowds tend to be intolerant. United by identity

of belief, people are, of course, more impatient of contradiction

than when united by identity of passion or aim. Hence the

paradox that throngs of gentle pious persons— pilgrims, monks,

nuns, devotees— become the most ferocious in the presence of

counter-manifestants. Every crowd is formidable on the point

it cares most for, and in the ages of faith it is as natural that

mobs should riot over the nature of the Trinity as it is that in our

age there should be tumults over Wagner's operas or the differ-

ence of a cent an hour in the pay of workingmen.
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What, now, as to the wisdom and judgment of the crowd ?

Will it be a mean of individual judgments or will it be something

else?

There is, be it noted, no such summation of ideas as there is

of feelings. This is because ideas differ, not in degree, but in

kind. If from the countenances and gestures of those about him

a man perceives that all are moved as he is, his feeling becomes

more intense. But if he observes that others entertain the same

idea, his idea does not thereby become clearer to him. He
simply believes in it more intensely, this belief being itself a

mode of feeling. In the crowd A's wrath or courage reinforces

B's, and vice versa. But A's idea does not reinforce B's idea so

as to produce an idea superior to either. Impulses are accu-

mulable, but not thoughts. A crowd can be more sagacious

than its members only in case (i) people think better in a

crowd, or in case (2) the ideas of the wiser supplant the ideas

of the foolish.

Do people think better when jammed together and tingling

with the herd-thrill ? No doubt it is friction that produces

sparks. Many a mind is most clairvoyant and fertile in the

presence of others. Some men need the stimulus of auditors to

rouse them. Great orators have confessed that their best

thinking was done in the presence of the multitude real or

imagined. Nevertheless, it is generally true that strong emotion

inhibits the intellectual processes. Under excitement most of

us cannot think connectedly or logically. With joy or fear

people become "mad." Only unmoved persons keep their

"presence of mind." In a sudden crisis we expect the sane act

from the man who is "cool," who has not "lost his head."

Now, the very hurly-burly of the crowd tends to distraction.

The excitement or breathless interest that brings people together

hinders consecutive thinking. Finally, the high pitch of feeling

to which the crowd is gradually wrought up paralyzes the

thought processes and results in a temporary imbecility. It is

therefore safe to conclude that, taken herdwise, people are

sillier, more blindly imitative, less sensible, and less original

than they are, dispersed. Fruitful thinking is not done in the
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crowd. Ideas or ideals germinate only in self-possession and

silence. It is in the desert, in the field, in the cell, in the study,

that great new truths are cradled.

Consider now the other possibility. If ideas are not accu-

mulable, may they not, at least, be substitutive, so that in an

assemblage the wisest thought, the soundest opinion, the

shrewdest plan, that comes from any quarter will prevail and

shape the eventual action of the whole ? Such a comparison,

appraisal, and selection does, indeed, take place in every delib-

erative body. When the conditions are favorable to cool

discussion and leisurely reflection, ideas struggle for recognition

and the fittest are accepted. The entire assemblage may be

virtually translated to a higher plane of thinking.

In the fugitive, structureless gathering, however, there can

be no fruitful debate. The test of argument cannot be applied.

If it happens to have a wise leader who can keep his head, the

crowd may act sagaciously. Under the momentary despotism

of its captain or orator its intellectual commonness may be trans-

figured into broad and profound ideas. But there is no guarantee

that the master of the crowd shall be wiser than his followers.

The aggressive person who first leaps upon a table, raises aloft a

symbol, or utters a catching phrase is likely to become the bell-

wether. Often, indeed, the leadership goes to the man of

biggest voice or wildest language.

It is safe to conclude that amorphous, heterogeneous assem-

blages are morally and intellectually below the average of their

members. This manner of coming together unquestionably

spells deterioration. In the throng-association we revert to

barbarism. Now and then the crowd generates moral fervor;

but it never sheds light. If at times it has furthered progress, it

is because the mob, with its immense physical and emotional

force, acts as an ice-breaker opening a channel for pent-up

humanity. It serves at best as a battering ram to raze some

moldering, bat-infested institution and clear the ground for

something better. This better will be the creation of talented

individuals, of deliberative bodies, never of anonymous crowds.

It is easier for masses to unite on a Nay than on a Yea. This is
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why crowds, though they have destroyed despotisms, have never

built free states. They have abolished evils, but they have

never instituted works of beneficence. Essentially atavistic and

sterile, the crowd ranks as the lowest of the forms of human
association.

Yet there are times when crowds socialize men and so fit

them for better modes of association. Upon the sudden collapse

of a worm-eaten social framework in which people have felt

themselves imprisoned there comes a moment of deliquescence,

of atomism. Now the crowd which at such crises comes forward

as the chief means of collective action may by the very unisons

and sympathies it inspires aid in re-socialization, and so pave

the way to higher forms of social life. Overruling with its

mighty diapason the old dissonances of rank, birth, occupation,

and locality, it helps weld "the people." The national spirit of

France did not spring into life full-statured at the fall of the

Bastille. It grew up gradually out of great common experiences

in the mobs, the risings at the sound of the tocsin, the levies en

masse, the political gatherings, and the vast concourse at civic

festivals. Likewise the American national spirit seems to have

had its birth in the numerous tumultuous gatherings that near

the beginning of our Revolution mobbed the ofificials and perse-

cuted the friends of George III. Perhaps even the unexpected

unity of southern feeling in 1861 was prepared in the crowds

that wildly cheered the secession speeches of Yancey and

'Toombs during their years of agitation.

From the clear inferiority of crowds those who make
sociology consist in collective psychology draw a very unfa-

vorable opinion of social groupments. To the maxim, "In

union there is strength," they would add, "In union there is

deterioration." By insisting that all associations possess less

wit and conscience than do their members, they virtually impeach

social evolution, which implies, for one thing, a development of

group-units in variety, extent, and complexity. In the very

heart of social life lies coiled the worm of decay, and there

seems to be no hope for the triumph of wisdom short of the rule

of the strong man, the Uebermensch of Nietzsche.
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These somber spirits assume that the crowd is the chief form

of association, or else is so typical that what is true of the crowd

holds true of all other modes of union. But sociology of this

sort is sadly out of focus. The crowd is only one extreme of a

long gamut of forms that stretches through the mass-meeting,

the assembly, the representative body, the public, and the sect,

up to the corporation. At the upper end of the series the

group-unit shows traits precisely opposite to those of the crowd.

In fact, each form of human association has its own character-

istics and needs to be studied independently.

The first improvement on the crowd is the mass-meeting— an

assemblage heterogeneous, but not wholly formless. The mass-

meeting has a platform and a chairman, listens to regular

speeches, and preserves a semblance of order. Responsible

persons, recognized by the chair, speak to resolutions usually

drafted in advance, and the will of the whole is ascertained by a

formal vote. The decisions of the mass-meeting are, therefore,

likely to show more self-restraint and rationality than those of

the crowd.

The next stage is the deliberative assembly—the purposeful

gathering of a particular category of persons, say the workmen
of a trade, the stockholders of a company, or the householders

of a ward. The fact of homogeneity marks out this form as a

higher species of association. A body of persons cannot possess

group-traits unless they converge upon certain emotions which

all may feel, certain ideas which all can grasp. Now, in a hetero-

geneous mass the only common ground possible is the elemental,

the primitive. Persons of all sorts and conditions cannot be

brought to vibrate in unison unless you strike a universal note,

appeal to the crudest of impulses, the simplest of ideas. In a

homogeneous assemblage, on the other hand, a basis of sympathy

is already provided in the common experience or characteristic,

and it is not necessary to descend so many rungs in the ladder

of culture in order to find a meeting-point for minds.

In the fortuitous gathering leadership is a matter of chance

or priority, but in the assembly there is a kind of natural leader-

ship depending on the nature of the interest that has brought
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people together. Investors expect the men of millions to speak

first and oftenest. The church-meeting looks to the "elders in

Israel " to point the way. Workingmen defer to the time-tested

trades-unionist. The primary or caucus expects some "old war-

horse" to give the cue. People meet with a scale of worthies in

mind, and the guidance of their deliberations drifts spontaneously

into experienced hands. Most of the ancient popular assemblies

listened only to chiefs and dignitaries. The undistinguished had

the right to express assent or dissent, but not the right to be

heard. If a Thersites ventured to speak up, he was likely to

suffer for it.

It is a most difficult thing to get a great company of men to

deliberate, because in the throng it takes so little to make the

heart overflow and put out the light in the brain. The big

assembly skirts ever the slippery incline that leads down to the

abyss, and all manner of guard-rails in the form of prescribed

modes of procedure are necessary in order to save it from a mis-

step. A well-known chairman described the body he presided

over as a wild beast he could feel tugging and springing against

the leash. Now, this leash is the code of parliamentary law.

This venerable body of usage anciently wrought out in the

House of Commons is a miracle of applied psychology, and

counts not the least among England's contributions to the world.

Mirabeau did well to translate for the French Constituent

Assembly Romilly's little book on parliamentary procedure, and

it was an ill hour when the assembly rejected it as "too English."

The Rules of Order constitute a strait-jacket put on a giant

liable to convulsive seizures. The rules requiring that a meeting

shall have a chairman, that the chairman shall not take part in

debate, that no one shall speak without first securing recognition,

that the speaker shall address the chair and not the assembly,

that remarks shall pertain to a pending motion, that personalities

shall be taboo, and that members shall not be referred to by

name—what are they but so many devices to keep the

honey-tongued or brazen- throated crowd-leader from springing

to the center of the stage and weaving his baleful spells! The

rules that the galleries be cleared of too demonstrative outsiders,
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that the hearers be in order, that they remain seated, that they

forbear to interrupt, that they patiently listen to all speakers

regularly recognized, and that their signs of approval or dis-

approval be decorous—are not these so many guard-rails that

help the assembly get safely by certain vertiginous moments ?

The highest association of presence is seen in the representa-

tive body, exemplified by legislatures, party conventions, church

councils, trade parliaments, and congresses composed of dele-

gates from various sections, professions, or interests. Here not

only are the members homogeneous in character, but, being

answerable to their constituents, they are less liable to be swept

off their feet by gusts of feeling. The dumb-bell form of many
of these bodies works to the same effect. Polarized into major-

ity and minority parties, a legislature rarely exhibits the unanim-

ity of the crowd, because an engulfing vortex of agreement is

almost impossible. So long as domestic affairs are up, a wave

of contagion is shattered on the division of parties. It is in

dealing with foreign affairs that a legislature unified for the

nonce by a common pride or wrath is likely to show mob-

characteristics.

"The Roman Assembly," says Freeman, "died of the disease

of which every primary assembly in a large country must die. It

became too large for its functions ; it became a mob incapable of

debate, and in which the worst elements got the upper hand."

Now, the representative body through its power to fix the basis

of representation is able to control its size, and thus remove one

source of danger. Recognizing that numbers breed confusion,

that the oratory addressed to a large assemblage is apt to be

exaggerated in matter and manner, and that the signs of approval

or dissent arising from a great body are likely to affect the judg-

ment disastrously, most legislatures wisely restrict their number
to four or five hundred. It is a pity the lesson was learned so

late. The earlier parliaments were too big, and so brought dis-

credit on the beginnings of popular government. In France and

elsewhere the representatives of the people showed imbecility, no

doubt, but their aristocratic and clerical critics would have

acquitted themselves no better had they undertaken to deliberate

I
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in equally large bodies. One has but to recall the turbulence of

those great meetings of the whole Polish nobility to choose the

Polish king.

Another means of giving wisdom the weather-gage in the

battle with folly is to delay action so as to compel adjournment

and an interval of private reflection before a decision is reached.

By this means the winning debater is constrained to educate up

his hearers instead of merely carrying them along with him. By

forbidding a measure to be voted on at the sitting in which it is

proposed, by forbidding it to be discussed on the day of voting,

by requiring it to be read at two sittings previous to voting, by

requiring that the more serious measures be considered in the

committee of the whole house, it is sought to destroy any tem-

porary ra^/(?;Y that may be established between the orator and

his auditors, and to evoke as the foundation of the final collec-

tive judgment the best individual judgment of the members.

There are two kinds of associations—with presence and with-

out presence. Crowd, mass-meeting, assembly, parliament, con-

stitute a series of associations with presence ranging from the

amorphous to the highly organized. To this the scale of asso-

ciations without presence— public, sect, corporation— runs

nearly parallel. In many points the public matches the crowd,

the sect corresponds to the assembly, and the corporation is twin

to the representative body.

The public is the dispersed crowd, a body of heterogeneous

persons who, although separated, keep so closely in touch with

one another that they not only respond to a given stimulus at

almost the same moment, but are aware each of the other's

response. In the city the bulletin, the flying rumor, the "man

in the street," open paths between minds and permit the ambient

mass to press almost irresistibly upon the individual. But mental

contact is not bound up with propinquity. With the telegraph

to collect and transmit the signs of the ruling mood and the fast

mail to hurry to the eager clutch of waiting thousands the still

damp sheets of the morning paper remote people are brought, as

it were, into one another's presence. Our space-annihilating
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devices make a shock all but simultaneous in its effects. A vast

public shares the same rage, enthusiasm, or horror. Then, as

each unit of the mass becomes aware of the sentiment of all the

rest, the feeling is generalized and intensified. A rise of emo-

tional temperature results, which leads in turn to a fresh reaction.

Much depends on how soon after receiving an impression one

learns how others have been affected. In the crowd cheers and

hisses fall upon the ear while yet the speaker's words are ringing.

The member of a public brought into touch by the daily press

cannot learn how others respond to a certain stimulus until hours

have elapsed. In the meantime, perhaps, he has reflected and

got his bearings. This imperfect simultaneity- is not, however,

the only thing that differentiates the public from the crowd. If

by the agency of a telephonic news service people were brought

into immediate touch, there would still be lacking certain impor-

tant conditions of the mob-state. The hurly-burly, the wilting

of individuality in the press and heave of the crowd, are certainly

escaped when, as in the public, contact is purely spiritual. We
have seen that in presence the means of expressing feeling are

much more copious and direct than the facilities for express-

ing thought. In a dispersed group feeling enjoys no such advan-

tage. Both are confined to the same vehicle— the printed

word— and so ideas and opinions run as rapidly through the

public as emotions
;
perhaps more rapidly, for is it not easier for

a writer to be clear than to be forceful ?

One is member of but one crowd at a time, but by taking a

number of newspapers one can belong to several publics with,

perhaps, different planes of vibration. So far as these various

unanimities cross and neutralize one another, the vortical suction

of the public will be weaker than that of the crowd.

The amorphous multitude may be stampeded head-long into

folly or crime by irresponsible or accidental leaders. The public,

on the other hand, can receive suggestions only through the

columns of its journal. The publicist is in the position of the

chairman of a mass-meeting. No one can be heard without his

recognition. Since the publicist is a man of some consequence,

with a reputation to make or maintain, the guidance he gives his
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readers will be on a level with that guidance which the experi-

enced orator supplies to the crowd.

For all these reasons the psychology of the public, though

similar to that of the crowd, is more normal. The public

exhibits, indeed, the same vices and follies that afflict the crowd,

but does not suffer from them in the same degree.

Ours is not the era of hereditary rulers, oligarchies, hierar-

chies, or close corporations. But neither is it, as Le Bon insists,

"the era of crowds." It is, in fact, the era of publics. Those

who perceive that today under the influence of universal discus-

sion the old, fixed groupings which held their adherents so tena-

ciously— sects, parties, castes, and the like— are liquefying,

that allegiances sit lightly, and men are endlessly passing into

new combinations, seek to characterize these loose associa-

tions as " crowds." The true crowd is, however, playing a

declining role. Where are the numbers that once pressed about

Abelard or St. Bernard ? The mass-meeting and the primary

assembly have plainly sunk in political importance. Universal

contact by means of print ushers in the rule of "public opinion,"

which is a very different thing from government by the mob.

The sect, composed of those who vibrate to the same chord

or cleave to the same article of faith, is, broadly speaking, a

homogeneous group. It will, therefore, present the salient char-

acteristics of its units and present them in an exaggerated form.

Why this will be so is easy to see. Take a category of persons

—

a class or ethnic element; perhaps only a strain or type— pre-

disposed to a certain attitude or view. So long as these persons

remain apart, their idiosyncrasy will not assert its full strength.

The eccentricity of opinion, the intensity of emotion, or the

violence of action of a person mingling with those of another

mental stripe, is moderated by their indifference or ridicule.

Amicable relations with minds of an alien cast prompt us to empha-

size agreements and to minimize differences. This instinctive

accommodation is the entrance fee we pay in order to enjoy

social life. The full tide of intercourse is the best corrective of

crankiness, and it is a bad symptom when the eccentric shuns

the unsympathizing world and courts solitude.
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If, now, those of a certain bent become aware of one another,

draw together in fellowship, formulate articles of faith, glorify

distinctive ideals, perhaps even frame a manner of life and

develop their own leaders, gatherings, and literature, a sect is

formed. To the degree to which the sectaries segregate into a

"peculiar people," the old check ceases to operate. For each

reveling in this new social environment renounces part and lot

with the "unbelievers," the "Philistines," the "bourgeoisie," the

" unillumined," the "world," as the rest of society is variously

styled. The moderating influence that kept each a little less

outri and fanatical than he was prompted to be is withdrawn.

Finding countenance, each now rises to the full stature of his

eccentricity. If it is class pride, he will assert it with an impu-

dence and unreasonableness he would never show by himself. If

it is some notion about the Second Coming or the treatment of

disease, he exalts it into a dogma. If it is a dislike, it hardens

into a murderous hatred. If it is a prejudice, it mounts to the

pitch of fanaticism.

From the too exclusive intercourse of workingmen, what

mortal antipathy grows up toward the Chinaman or the non-

striker! In priestly seminaries, with what hoofs and horns they

picture the freethinker! What bizarre notions of "bourgeois

society" circulate in the cabarets where anarchists touch glasses!

What strange growths of belief or worship flourish in closed

communities like the Shakers or the Doukhobors ! To what a

pitch of arrogance mounted the pride of the southern planter

class from the intimate association of the capitals and watering-

places of the old regime ! What warped ideas of right and

wrong become hallowed in codes of tribal or professional

ethics! What absurd idolatries strike root in the Latin Quarter!

What crazy cults in coteries of artists or writers

!

In the crowd the dominant emotion becomes exaggerated

partly owing to the unrestrained manifestation of feeling, partly

in consequence of the reverberation of a feeling by means of

reciprocal suggestion. But in the sect all the characteristics,

ideas as well as feelings, are exaggerated. The cause of this

exaggeration is not heightened suggestibility, but segregation,
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spiritual in-and-in breeding. All these monstrous fungi were

latent in the minds of the members ere they came into associa-

tion. The formation of the sect simply supplies the conditions

of seclusion and twilight that favors such cellar growths.

The drawing together of the like-minded into a sect is, there-

fore, a momentous step. It may mark the genesis of a tangent

group that will disturb the peace of society. Since the sect is a

whirlpool that sucks in all persons of its type and communicates

to them its own motion, it is not surprising that the keepers of

public order have always been suspicious of closed assemblies

and secret societies. It is justly felt that publicity ought to be

enforced upon all large groups founded upon antithesis to the

rest of society, and that the astringent of public criticism or

public ridicule is needed to correct the eccentricities that grow

up in too intimate and exclusive an association.

Blind strength can tear down, but only brain-directed force

can build up. Amorphous masses can destroy the evil, but they

cannot create the good. The great beneficent and ameliorative

associations among men are organized. Of this sort are collegia^

guilds, fraternal orders, trades unions, co-operative societies,

churches, religious orders, brotherhoods, scientific societies and

academies, as well as eleemosynary, trading, and industrial cor-

porations.^ Here we find order, precedence, discipline. In such

unions capacity holds the long arm of the lever and in most

cases directs drudging, workaday people better than they can

direct themselves. That men rightly combined can secure a guid-

' " Within these bounds [of English group-life] lie churches and even the mediaeval

church, one and catholic, religious houses, mendicant orders, non-conforming bodies,

a presbyterian system, Universities, old and new, the village community which

Germanists revealed to us, the manor in its growth and decay, the township, the New
England town, the counties and hundreds, the chartered boroughs, the gild in all its

manifold varieties, the inns of court, the merchant adventurers, the militant ' com-

panies ' of English condottieri who returning home help to make the word 'com-

pany ' popular among us, the trading companies, the companies that become colonies,

the companies that make war, the friendly societies, the trades unions, the clubs, the

group that meets at Lloyd's Coffee-house, the group that becomes the Stock Exchange,

and so on even to the one-man-company, the Standard Oil Trust and the South

Australian statutes for communistic villages."

—

Professor Maitland in the

Translator's Introduction to Gierke's Political Theories of the Middle Ages, p. xxvii.
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ance that far transcends their average wisdom is shown by the

achievements of the Benedictine monks in clearing and civilizing

northern Europe, by the success of the mediaeval burghs, by the

preternatural shrewdness of Jesuit policy, by the prosperity of

the co-operative undertakings under the management of the

Mormon church. The victories of trades unions and the triumphs

of joint-stockism, from the East India Company to the latter-

day Trust, trumpet the merits of the corporate form of associa-

tion. Says the latest investigator of American communistic

societies

:

There is not one co-operative community in the countrj' ten years old that

has popular government Those communities have lived longest and

been most prosperous in which the general membership has had least to do

in shaping the government or business management, and in which an almost

military discipline has been exercised by some central authority In a

sense they have all been theocracies, laying claim to an inspired leadership,

through which, they believe, they have enjoyed divine guidance, and so been

saved from the mistakes and follies that have brought ruin to so many others."

The secret of corporate wisdom is differentiation and speciali-

zation. Out of the common run are winnowed a directing few,

and these specialize upon their work till they become experts.

An organ—a brain in any case, sometimes also a group-hand or

group-eye— is constituted. The towering capacities are formed

into a board, council, cabinet, bureau, or standing committee,

and intrusted with the conduct of the corporation. The methods

of bringing about this concentration of power are various. Full

members may be distinguished from novices or probationers.

Members may be graded by seniority or services or degree of

initiation, so as to award power to the time-tested and discerning.

The members may choose their managers directly or choose their

choosers. Directors may hold power for life, for a stated term,

long or short, or until ousted. In the exercise of power they

may be absolute, or they may be hampered by the constitution

or the referendum. The responsibility of an executive board

may be directly to the members or to a representative assembly,

itself responsible. The organ of direction may be simple, com-

• Bulletin of the United States Department of Labor, No. 35, pp. 642, 643.
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pound, or doubly-compound. These details we must hurry by,

for they involve the whole philosophy of government.

In the corporation the group-judgment or group-will is no

longer— as in the crowd or the sect— the immediate outcome of

the interactions of the members. The justification for thus

handing over thought and choice to the few is threefold. In the

first place, there are differences in capacity among associates,

and men are by no means equal in value. Secondly, those

steeped in any business soon distance the layman in expertness.

The principle of specialization would call into being directive

organs even if associates were precisely equal in ability. Thirdly,

only in small assemblages, probably of less than twoscore, occurs

that happy and ever-to-be-desired intellectual synthesis which

yields a collective judgment superior to even the best individual

judgment. Large assemblages inhibit thinking. But in the

council that forms about a single board, that can be addressed

in ordinary tones, that neither applauds nor hisses, but only

listetis and thinks, minds easily fecundate one another. Each

acquaints the rest with the facet of life he has seen, the arc of

experience he has traveled. Since no one looks upon all the

faces of the infinite polyhedron of life, even the master-mind

learns something in the council-chamber. Amid the stillness

and measured speech brains join, as it were, into one great brain

that ponders and decides wiselier than can any individual. Hence

the saying: "Many to advise, one to execute."

Let no one suppose, however, that the concentration of power

in organs is without its drawbacks. Broadly speaking, the action

of any group-unit has reference to the assuming of certain bur-

dens with a view to enjoying certain benefits. Such action is

successful when every associate reaps a benefit that outweighs

the burden he has had to bear. But the action, albeit supremely

wise as regards the adjustment of means to contemplated ends,

may, nevertheless, miss this happy outcome. The reasons are

three : the benefit may have been overestimated ; the burden

may have been underestimated ; the benefit may be shared other-

wise than the burden has been shared.

Now, just because it is select, small, and specialized, a direc-
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tive organ is liable to get "out of touch " with the membership.

Aloof in sympathies and appreciations, a board of sages easily

misapprehends the desires of its people, misconceives what will

really benefit them. Thus the committee of a book club buys

books the subscribers do not care to read. The trustees of a

church inflict on the members a preacher they do not care to

hear. A park board mulcts taxpayers for a city park so remote

that few of them can visit it on week days. Or the burden may
be underestimated, seeing that only the wearer knows where the

shoe pinches. The physicians on board of a health impose fussy

sanitary regulations which are an intolerable annoyance to the

masses. Labor leaders order a strike the miseries of which they

do not fully realize. Directors build up a reserve with earnings

that the stockholders had counted on receiving as dividends.

Well-intentioned rulers exercise the right of quartering troops,

of impressment, of search, or of taxation, with little idea of the

galling burdens they impose.

Most serious of all, power is liable to be diverted to the

private benefit of the power-holders. Always and everywhere

the passive category of citizens sheds more than its share of

blood, pays more than its share of taxes. Always and every-

where public moneys are spent chiefly for the few, when the few

rule. Power without responsibility is demoralizing. With every

grant of power should go strict accountability for its use. If the

common run are not competent to judge projects, they are at

least competent to judge results. The pudding is proved in the

eating. By this touchstone even blockheads can tell sages from

quacks and knaves. Grant the wise few power to act for all,

but couple therewith the obligation to surrender that power if

the many find the consequences not to their liking. Life-tenure,

co-optation, hereditary transmission, secrecy, censorship, terror-

ism— all these devices that enable a grant of power to be

usurped divide associates into shearers and shorn, and so destroy

the unity of the group.

The intellectual superiority of the corporation being estab-

lished, turn we now to its moral characteristics. Does the

delegation of power exalt justice as much as it exalts wisdom ?
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The corporate form leaves the choice of means and methods

to the worshipful few—your aldermen, directors, or trustees.

Now, these know that they stand or fall by results. If the

fruits of their management are sweet, who will scan too curiously

the means employed? They are bidden succeed. If from

scruples they fail, others less scrupulous will take their places.

Suppose, moreover, the directors regard their power as a sacred

trust, or are devoted heart and soul to the aggrandizement of

their group. In such case their very conscientiousness will

blunt their impulses to justice. Their esprit du corps will qualify

their allegiance to moral standards. One altruism will block the

other. This is why good men on behalf of their group will

stoop to misdeeds they would shrink from committing for

themselves.

More rarely than other group-units does a corporation pursue

wicked ends. If the corporation is without sentiment, neither

does it come into being in order to glut some diabolic passion.

It never wantonly razes, burns, kills, tortures. Chosen openly,

deliberately, and under the sobering influence of the sagacious,

its goals bear inspection. This, no doubt, is why the corporation

is so often legitimized and adopted as a regular social organ.

But in its choice of means the corporation is less scrupulous

than most other collectivities. Its sins are not prompted by

anger or vindictiveness, but by pure egoism. The more complex

its organization, the more Machiavellian will the corporation

show itself in the pursuit of its ends. It is unmoved by

generosity or malevolence. It knows no standard but success.

It cherishes no malice, but woe to him who stands in its path.

It gravitates toward its goal with the ruthlessness of a lava-

stream. Remember the church's way with "disturbers," Pascal's

arraignment of Jesuit ethics, Reade's expos^ of trades-union

crimes, Brigham Young's Danites, the black record of joint-stock

companies ! As for the state, the organ of the national group,

its crimes are mountain-high. For calling the state's lies

diplomacy, its violences war, its murders punishment, and its

robberies annexation or indemnity cannot change the complexion

of such actions.
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In general, companies of men are more consistently selfish

than are the men themselves. To prick of conscience, to honor

and shame, individuals are more sensitive than are group-units.

In the clash of crowds, classes, sects, and corporate bodies, how
nearly is it true that might makes right! One reason is that a

divided responsibility evaporates, becomes no responsibility,

when we can creep under the cloak of anonymity. Another is

that most of us need the comment of our fellows in order to

keep to the high road. When we are all tempted at once, there

is no one to cry "Shame!" and we plunge into the mire together.

Finally the group-unit engrosses the moral capital of its

members. Suppose the strength of my regard for the rights of

others is ten. Against an immoral hankering with an energy of

eight my conscience will triumph. I will do the right. But if

my group-unit evinces this same immoral desire, there is now
ranged on the side of my hankering my esprit du corps, with an

energy, say, of four. This time my sense of justice encounters

twelve units of energy and is vanquished. As member of the

group I will demand the iniquity, as representative order it, as

agent execute it. For nearly everyone feels, if he does not

avow: "M)' class, my church, my party, my country, right or

wrong!" Thus the special altruism that so often prompts the

individual to virtue— clannishness, class loyalty, sectarianism,

corporate feeling, patriotism—works on the devil's side when a

group is tempted to do wrong.

For these causes group-units in their behavior to one another

recall the saurian monsters of the Cretaceous. No need of

dwelling on the far ferocities of hordes, tribes, cities and

factions. Even today the beak-and-claw struggle, renounced as

between individuals, continues between companies, unions,

parties, sects, and nations. Everything, therefore, that crystal-

lizes men into rigid group-unities turns back the clock and puts

off the hour of justice. Spencer is right. The lock-step forms

of co-operation which reduce the man to a cipher are reactionary.

Tolstoi is right. The iron machines— administrative, military,

ecclesiastical— that cramp the individual reason and conscience

prolong into our age the reign of brute force. The cause of
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right is bound up with the triumph of free associations giving

play to the conscience and judgment of each.

Certain under-ripe philosophers assure us that character is

everything, machinery nothing. Constitution-tinkering is time

lost. Never will you get better government or laws or creeds

or standards till you get better citizens. The stream cannot rise

higher than its source. Castaways can never make a living by

taking in each other's washing. No silk purse out of a sow's

ear. No social progress save by individual improvement. And
as the improving of millions of men and women is the most

formidable of undertakings, the practical conclusion is, "Do
nothing!"

Nevertheless, if it is true— as I have shown— that the

sagacity and virtue a given body of persons display is not con-

stant, but depends in no small measure upon their mode of

association, a vista opens. Why not improve the mode of

association ? Faultily organized at many points, society by no

means realizes on its present spiritual assets. Argal, teach it to

exploit them more skilfully. Let the making of better men go

on. 'Tis a grand work, though slow. But why not in the

meantime exalt wisdom and justice by organizing men in better

ways? Let us by all means thresh out the jury system,

municipal home-rule, proportional representation, the refer-

endum, the mode of choosing senators, the direct primary, the

responsibility of directors, the general army staff, the walking

delegate, bishop vs. congregation, mayor vs. council, superin-

tendent vs. board of education, advisory vs. mandatory com-

mission, and questions of that ilk. These matters have greatly

to do with the triumph of intelligence, conscience, and faculty

in social affairs, and are by no means to be airily waved aside as

"mere machinery."

To sum up :

The properties displayed by a social group depend, for one

thing, upon the Characteristics of its Units.

But this is not all the truth.

When people throng under exciting circumstances, actions
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and reactions are set up which presently bring them to a state

of mind marked by high suggestibility, emotional tension, great

credulity, and confused thinking. The group-unit reflects, not

the normal self of its members, but this pseudo-personality— this

mob mood induced by the way persons affect one another in the

throng. The traits of a collectivity, therefore, depend in part

upon the Manner of Interaction of its members.

Again, the manner of constituting the group-unit may give

leverage to the wise or give it to the rash, favor the man of

words or exalt the man of ideas, put the helm into the hands of

the worthy or leave it to be grasped by the first-comer. The
character exhibited by an aggregate of men depends, therefore,

in some degree on their Mode of Combination.

Edward Alsworth Ross.

The University of Nebraska.



THE TREATMENT OF INFERIORS IN ISRAEL/
A man shall be

:

As a hiding-place from the wind,

As a covert from the tempest,

As streams of water in a dry region,

As the shadow of a great rock

In a weary land.

— Isa. 32:2.

Thus does one prophet suggest what a man of resources

should be to those in need of protection. There are always

those in times of stress, when society is disorganized, as was the

case in the writer's day, who need a hiding-place from evil men,

a refuge from calamity, or a retreat in which they can recuperate

their native strength. Such a hiding-place, such a refuge, such

a retreat, he would have the strong and resourceful man to be to

the unprotected. It is worthy of note that he used almost the

same words with which upon another occasion he spoke of

Jehovah's protection

:

For thou hast been a stronghold to the poor,

A stronghold to the needy in his distress,

A refuge from the storm,

A shadow from the heat,

When the blast of the terrible ones

Is as a storm which throws down a wall.

— Isa. 25:4.

In another place the same prophet declares that the righteous

man, the man whose fast is acceptable to Jehovah, is one who
brings the poor who have been cast out into his own home

(58:7). He asserts further that his ideal man should clothe

the naked, as a part of his work of mercy as a protector of the

needy (58:7). Another prophet who gives us a picture of his

conception of the just man declares that he, among other things,

fails not to cover the naked with a garment (Ezek. 18:7, 16).

So, too, the first prophet mentions the feeding of the hungry as

' This paper is one of a series of papers soon to appear in a volume on The Social

Teaching of the Prophets.
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an obligation which rests upon the righteous man (Isa. 58:7, 10).

Here again the second agrees with him (Ezek. 18:7, 16). This

was in accord with one of the many beneficent provisions of

the deuteronomic law: "If there be with thee a poor man, one

of thy brethren, within any of thy gates in thy land which

Jehovah thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not harden thy heart,

nor shut thy hand from thy poor brother : but thou shalt surely

open thy hand unto him : thou shalt surely lend him sufficient

for his need in that which he wanteth" (Deut. 15:7,8).

The resourceful man was also to strengthen and encourage

the weak (Isa. 35:3, 4). This was what Job had done, accord-

ing to one of his friends :

Thou hast strengthened the weak hands,

Thy words have upheld him who was falling,

And thou has reinforced the feeble knees.

— Job. 4:3, 4.

In doing this the righteous man was to reassure the timid and

fearful (Isa. 35:4; 40:1). This last obligation was not a light one

at a time when life was terribly unsettled and insecure owing to

the prevailing lawlessness and the hostility of neighboring peoples

(Jer. 6:25; 35:11; 37:11; 42:16; 50:16; 52:13; Ezek. 11:8).

The manifold efforts of the prophets themselves to induce their

people to lay aside all fear reveal the need of the reassurance

felt by all classes, and by none more than the poor and ignorant

and superstitious. It would seem also that the want of moral

stamina on the part of many, owing to the prevailing impurity,

had something to do with the want of heart among the people

and their consequent need of reinforcement (Isa. 1:5).

In their concern for the poor the prophets insisted especially

that the widows and the fatherless of their people be not

oppressed, or made to suffer in any way. With considerate

kindness they were to be treated, and wrong was never to be

done them (Jer. 7:6; 22:3; Zach. 7:10). Here again, it is

worthy of note, they do not go beyond the humane provisions

of the early codes (Exod. 22 : 22-24 ; Deut. 24:17-22). It

must, however, have greatly ameliorated the lot of these poor

unfortunates to have had such stalwart friends as these always
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standing up for their rights before Jehovah in accordance with

the time-honored customs and laws of their people which base

men were prone to ignore ; for then, as still it is true, the per-

sonal element counted for quite as much as the legal.

Justice was also demanded for the poor, both in the treatment

of them and in the judgments rendered in the local tribunals before

which they came, or were brought. Of one who is commended,

it is said he judged the cause of the poor and needy, and that

in consequence of his rectitude as a judge it was well with him.

It is added that in so doing he showed his knowledge of Jehovah,

which is apparently an intimation that he revealed by his mercy

in judging the poor the fact that he conceived of his God as the

pitiful friend and defender of the poor (Jer. 22:16). This agrees

with the emphasis which another places upon justice being vouch-

safed the poor on the part of the righteous man ; as it agrees with

all prophetic thought on the subject (Ezek. 18:8, 16; 33:15).

In two other directions the treatment of the poor in its ideal

is presented and insisted upon : the pledge of the debtor was to

be restored, and interest and increase were not to be exacted.

As to the former, it was customary, it seems, to demand of the

debtor some security. Usually this pledge seems to have been

some commodity, some garment, or ornament, the transaction

being akin to those of our pawnshops today. Such pledges were

to be restored by the creditor upon the payment of the debt on

the part of the poor. This was a wise provision on the part of

the earliest known Israelitish law code (Exod. 22:26, 27), a

provision which was re-emphasized by the deuteronomic law

(24: 12, 13), which also provided that a widow's garments were

not to be so taken in any case, as a man's hand-mill was not,

because it was essential to his very life (24:6, 17). It would

seem that in the late time there was a disposition on the part of

many to regard with disfavor those who showed any want of

feeling in exacting pledges of the poor. In the book of Job we

read of those who drove away the ass of the fatherless and took

the ox of the widow in pledge, as men who were considered

mean and contemptible (24:3). The sentiment of the prophetic

writers was against, rather than in favor of, a man's receiving
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pledges of any kind at the hands of the poor. The needy of

their day had so little that the chances were, if anything were

demanded of them as security for a debt, they must in conse-

quence suffer seriously. There certainly was in the other direc-

tion of which we have spoken no question as to their require-

ments in the treatment of the poor. They must not be made to

pay interest on money loaned them ; and apparently they were

not to share the produce of the little land they tilled with those

of whom they secured it (Ezek. i8: 8, 17; Jer. 15:10; Isa. 24:2)

.

This was in accord with the Book of the Covenant and the

deuteronomic law ; although a Hebrew might, according to that

law, exact interest of a foreign resident. It would appear that

the priestly law was even more lenient: "If thy brother become

poor, and his hand fail with thee; then thou shalt uphold him;

as a stranger and sojourner shall he live with thee. Thou shalt

take no interest of him or increase ; but fear thy God ; that thy

brother may live with thee. Thou shalt not give him thy money

upon interest, nor give him thy food for increase " (Lev.

25:35-37). It is reasonable to conclude that the prophets were

as humanitarian in their sentiments as the framers of the priestly

law. Every utterance of theirs upon the subject points this way.

Closely connected with the prophetic ideal of the treatment

of the poor is that of the treatment of captives of war, of slaves,

and of servants. Though they may have been inferior relatively

in point of numbers to slaves as a class, there seem to have been

hired servants, male and female, in the days of the prophets, as

there had been earlier. It is, however, impossible to distinguish

always between the two classes in the prophetic literature,

because the same terms appear to have been used very frequently

to designate both the bond and the free servants. But it is not

necessary for us to do so in discussing the question of the treat-

ment of these inferiors.

It is unlikely that the Hebrews secured many captives of war

during the time of the prophets, save toward the close of the

period in the days of the Maccabees. They were themselves

the captives who were forced to fall into the trains of foreign

devastators of their land, or they gave up their sons and daugh-
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ters to the enemies of their country; instead of being permitted

to enjoy such despoliation of their neighbors' dominions. Only

occasionally, even in the great imaginative passages of their

writings, do we find anything which appears to favor the treat-

ment of captives as freemen (Isa. 56:7; 61:1). The contrary

seems to have been expected and encouraged (Isa. 14:2; 49 : 23,

24; 61:5). Nevertheless these men were all to be treated

humanely. Anything in the nature of severity or unkindness

was frowned upon by these ethical teachers who professed to

speak for their God.

That the prophets knew what it usually meant for delicately

reared people to be taken as captives of war and carried as

slaves into foreign parts is painfully evident from their writings.

One prophet speaks of the people of Egypt, upper and lower,

being taken, young and old, naked and barefoot, even with their

buttocks stripped to their shame (Isa. 20 : 4). Another, in

speaking of the fall and spoliation of Nineveh, pictures the city

as a delicately reared woman who goes forth with her maids,

dishonored and abased

:

She is made bare, she is carried away;

Her maids mourn for her as with the voice of doves,

Tabering upon their breasts.

— Nahum 2 : 7.

Another prophetic writer in similar strains speaks of Babylon

as a woman who has fallen from her lofty estate to become a

captive and a mill-wench :

Come down, and sit in the dust,

O virgin daughter of Babylon
;

Sit upon the ground without a throne,

daughter of the Chaldeans :

For thou shalt no more be called tender and delicate.

Take the millstones, and grind the flour

;

Remove the veil, take off the skirt,

Uncover the leg, pass through the waters.

Thy nakedness shall be uncovered
;

Yea, thy shame shall be seen.

1 will take vengeance, and will absolve none.

Sit thou silent, or get thee into darkness,

O daughter of the Chaldeans,

For thou shalt no more be called, the lady of kingdoms.

— Isa. 47: 1 ff.
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Despite the abrupt transitions of this impassioned poetry, or

it may be just because of them, we feel the unutterable woe of

the one who is thus reduced. It is to the praise of the prophets

of Israel that in a time when captives were often, if not usually,

shamefully treated, they demanded humaneness in the treatment

of such.

As with captives, so with slaves and servants generally; they

insisted on merciful oversight and treatment. They were wont

to demand that the provisions of the early codes as to slavery

and the care of servants be enforced, though they lifted their

demands upon high ethical and religious grounds. At times

they encouraged the emancipation of slaves, especially if they

chanced to be Hebrews, and even demanded their liberation if

their term of servitude had expired (Jer. 34:9-14; Isa. 58: 6; cf.

Isa. 42:7); but usually their efforts were directed toward the

amelioration of their lot. It is likely that nowhere did the ele-

vation of their teaching run more directly counter to the com-

mon practice of their people, especially the wealthier classes.

By the Hebrews aliens or foreigners—" strangers" or "sojourn-

ers" they were usually called— were naturally regarded as infe-

riors, though they might come from lands more cultured than

their own. Inasmuch as they were so regarded, the prophets, as

men whose sentiments led them to espouse the despised and the

oppressed, seem to have insisted on mercy and kindness here.

In insisting that aliens be not oppressed or unkindly treated, as

they did (Jer. 7:6 ; 22:3 ; Isa. 56:3 ff.; Ezek. 44:7, 9; 47:22, 23;

Zech. 7:10; Mai. 3:5), they placed themselves alongside of the ^
deuteronomists. On the whole, the deuteronomic law had been

friendly to such. At certain points, it is true, it favored the

native at the expense of the foreigner, probably in part because

their code represented the crystallization of certain time-honored

customs, as well as the decisions delivered at old sanctuaries.

They were not themselves to eat the carcass of any animal that

had died of itself a natural death ; but they might give it, or

sell it, to an alien (Deut. 14:21). They were not to charge

their Hebrew brethren interest on money loaned them ; but they

might collect interest of aliens (Deut. 2^:iq, 20). Nor were
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they to appoint over them to civil or judicial positions such

aliens; as they were not to intermarry with them (Deut. 17:15;

25: 5). There is nothing in the prophets to lead us to believe

they did not hold such provisions to be reasonable. Certainly a

solitary passage in a highly imaginative prophetic utterance

should not be pressed too far (Isa. 56: 3-8) . Very likely they all

believed a time was coming when through circumcision foreign

peoples would enter their fold. In their day it was not to be

;

so they stood by the deuteronomic law, and forbade aliens the

right of citizenship. To these ethical teachers, so long as their

own people were few and weak, it seemed the only safe way of

handling the perplexing immigration problem of their time.

They might consider the Assyrian and Chaldean policy of colo-

nization well enough for them. They surely must have rejoiced

that their own people had fared so well in Babylonia. But they

could hardly be expected to urge a like liberal policy at home

;

and they would have been the last men among their people, we
may be sure, to go beyond such a policy and encourage anything

like municipal domination or control on the part of an alien

population in any one of their cities, though they might urge

submission to a foreign power that had made conquest of their

people, notwithstanding the fact that such doctrine might render

them the most unpopular men of their land and time.

There remains one class of unfortunates, a class that could

never have been large, of which to speak. We refer to the pris-

oners, who must have been for the most part their own people.

The lot of prisoners in those times in Israel was exceptionally

severe, owing in part to a want of interest in them, it may be,

among those in authority, who could have had no systematic

way of caring for them, and in part to the nature of the pris-

ons themselves. These frequently were underground rooms

or vaults ; and were vile, damp places (Isa. 24 : 22
; Jer.

38:6 ff.). Even when they were above ground, houses of

restraint, or houses of the bound, those cast into them must

have suffered frightfully through filth and neglect. The prophets

from the nature of their writings say little about these poor

unfortunates, but the little they do say is significant. In the new
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day which was to dawn upon Israel deliverance was to be vouch-

safed them (Zech. 9: 1 1 ; Isa. 42:7 ; 49:9; 61:1). This leads us

to believe that through injustice and oppression the most of

these unfortunates were incarcerated. Promises of deliverance

would not have been made prisoners had not those who made
them felt the need of the amelioration of the lot of such.

Undoubtedly with another they could have spoken of the life of

prisoners in Sheol, the sad and dank underground abode of the

dead, as a relief from the life of woe they had known in the

flesh:

There the wicked cease from troubling

;

There the weary are at rest.

There the prisoners are at ease together

;

They hear not the voice of the task-master.

The small and great are there

;

And the slave is free from his master.

— Job. 3:17-19.

We may say concerning all who were regarded inferiors—
the poor, including the widows and the fatherless, slaves and

servants, strangers and prisoners— that the emphasis of the

prophets was upon justice rather than upon charity. In cases of

extreme want or suffering the poor were to be relieved : they

must be fed and clothed and furnished shelter. But the insist-

ence was upon justice, apparently in the thought that such would

ordinarily be able to eke out a livelihood, if they were not

defrauded or injured. The prophets were not men who encour-

aged the making of paupers or dependants. They evidently

believed in self-help. If only their rights were secured them,

they were sure the poor would in most instances get along toler-

ably ; but justice must be tempered with mercy. The unfortu-

nate must not be handled in a hard and loveless way (Hos. 12:6
;

Zach. 7:9, 10). The prophets went so far as to remind their

hearers that it was justice and mercy in their dealing with such

which would commend them to their God, rather than more

frequent sacrifices.

"For I desire mercy, and not sacrifice" (Hos. 6:6), one of

the prophets made his God to say. While another inquires

:
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Wherewith shall I come before Jehovah,

And bow myself before the most high God ?

Shall I come before him with burnt-offerings,

With calves of a year old ?

Will Jehovah be pleased with thousands of rams.

Or with ten thousands of rivers of oil ?

Shall I give my first-born for my transgression.

The fruit of my body for the sin of my soul ?

To these questions the prophet finds but one answer:

He hath showed thee, O man, what is good

;

What doth Jehovah require of thee.

But to do justly, and to love mercy.

And to walk humbly with thy God ?

— Mic. 6 : 6-8 ; cf. Isa. i : 1 1-20.

Words which are richly suggestive today must have had tre-

mendous significance in those times. The ideal of conduct which

they hold up was not one, it should be noticed, that sought to

cast discredit upon sacrifice. The offering of the ordinary and

lawful sacrifices they encouraged ; while at the same time they

called for justice and insisted upon mercy in all the relations of

life, among all classes ; but especially did they demand it of

those comfortably circumstanced in the treatment of their

inferiors.

When we pass from a consideration of what the prophets

demanded to the actual life of the people, we have to confess

that we find the ideal they held up was not realized ; far from it.

This is painfully evident to him who reads carefully the prophetic

literature. Indeed, we have to confess that the ideal of most of

the prophets under this head can be gathered only from their

denunciations and warnings. It is the maltreatment and robbery

of the poor that they are ever denouncing as they speak of them.

The time was one of deceit and fraud in trade and of high-handed

robbery, from all of which the poor suffered quite as much as

any. This probably accounts very largely for the concern of

the prophets. It was because the neediest people suffered most,

because they who had least to lose must lose most, because they

who could least afford to be defrauded were most likely to be

defrauded, that the wrath of the prophets was aroused.
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The blood of the innocent poor was ever crying unto Jehovah

from the ground (Amos 8:4; Jer. 2:34; 19:4). The oppression

of the needy was ever moving the men of Jehovah to grief, or

arousing their indignation. When the poor were vexed or

oppressed, when they were crushed or trodden under foot, these

men came forward with their words of wrath or scorn (Amos

2:7; 4:1; 5:11; Ezek. 18:12; 22 : 29). Those who set themselves

to exterminate the poor, or went no farther than to devise means

of injuring them, could not be overlooked by the prophets (Isa.

32:3), The fact is pathetic, but it is interesting to notice that

the phrase "to grind the faces of the poor" is as old as the

Hebrew prophets. One of them calls his people to account for

grinding their faces (Isa. 3:15). Such a charge, like others that

were frequently made, could not have been brought forward if

the conditions of the poor had not seemed deplorable.

Here, however, they did not stop, for here unfortunately the

oppressors of the poor were not content to rest: they kept back

the wages of the poor; they let them live in order that they

might defraud them of the fruits of their labor. To treat them

so was to use them worse than they used their slaves. We need

not wonder that the prophets should have demanded that the

wages of such be paid them (Isa. 3 : 14; 10 :2
; Jer. 22 : 13 ; Mai.

3:5). So were the poor preyed upon that the prophets must

have felt, as did one of the writers of the Proverbs, that they

were defrauded or robbed because they were poor, because I

they were safe and easy prey. Beyond this fact was another

quite as distressing: the poor were denied justice, they were

turned aside in the gate (Amos 5:12 ; Jer. 5 :28 ; Isa. 10:2). Like

the deuteronomists the prophets insisted that justice be not

denied the poor, and that the widows and fatherless especially

be considerately treated in local courts. Looking upon these

poor unfortunates as those for whom they were responsible,

they labored to secure for them the justice which was so

often denied them. It is impossible for us to understand their

labors, as they tried to alleviate the lot of such, if we do

not take into consideration the fact that they looked upon

themselves as men into whose hands their God as the God
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of the poor had intrusted the poor. They dared not let those

who wronged them go unrebuked. Though humanitarian senti-

ments had something to do with their labors for these inferiors,

their position as prophets, as professed men of Jehovah, may
have had more. If so, this gave, among other things, great

social significance to their work.

A pertinent question arises just here in connection with the

thought of the prophetic espousal of the cause of the poor. It

has to do with the moral character, or religious status, of these

unfortunates. Were they righteous persons, in whom the interest

of the prophets was the more intense because they knew them to

be righteous ? We come upon a class known as the righteous

poor in the Psalms; we may almost say that in the psalmody and

the wisdom literature of Israel the words "poor" and "righteous"

were practically, as used, synonymous. They certainly were

often used to designate one and the same class of men— those

who were Jehovah-fearing, who wronged no man, and who,

because they scorned to enrich themselves by conformity to

standards which they considered reprehensible, or to do things

that would have seemed to them like a betrayal of their faith in

their God, remained poor, or became and stayed so.

This appears to be what we do find in the prophets, to some

extent at least. Not all poor could have been righteous accord-

ing to the prophetic standards ; but many of them unquestionably

were. When a prophet speaks of the righteous as being sold for

money and the poor for a pair of sandals (Amos 2: 6), we may

conclude that the righteous referred to were themselves poor.

Indeed, it is very likely that the last clause of this indictment

was meant to be regarded as practically synonymous with the

first

:

They sold the righteous for money,

Even the poor for a pair of sandals.

It is presumable that the just, who according to another

prophet were turned aside, were poor ; and that usually the

righteous who were so frequently alluded to as made to suffer

were the needy (Isa. 5 : 23 ; 57:1 ; Ezek. 13 : 22 : Hab. 1:4).

The data are of such a character that they cannot easily be
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set forth. It is rather the fact that the sympathetic student of

the literary prophecy finds himself often in the same atmosphere

which he does when he turns to the devotional and wisdom litera-

ture of Israel that is to be noted. He finds much in the prophets

of the same general character as this from the Psalms

:

Help, Jehovah, for the godly man ceaseth

;

For the faithful fail from among the children of men.

— 12 : 1.

All this leads him to assert that to the prophets the poor and

the righteous were usually the same. Though there were unques-

tionably those who were righteous among the prosperous, the

circumstances of the time were such that many of the worthiest

men were brought low and were trodden under foot.

The prophets, then, were not sentimentalists ; but strong men

who espoused the cause of the poor, not alone because they were

poor, but also because they were usually, if not always, righteous

persons, without whom the state would have found it difficult to

maintain itself. Their efforts in behalf of the poor were labors

which had to do with the welfare of the whole social body. For

the well-to-do to exterminate the peasantry and grind out of

existence the free artisans would be for them to imperil the life

of their people and to extinguish the hope of moral regeneration

at home. For after all, though the prophets looked to the Golah^

as the salt, they turned to the peasants and the artisans at home

as the mass into which they as salt were to be cast upon their

return. The actual workers and producers may have been bond-

men for the most part ; but the economic well-being of their

land was largely in the hands of the poor. It speaks much for

the sanity of the social ideals of the prophets that they had the

prescience to apprehend this clearly, as it does for their soundness

of heart that they set themselves to espouse the cause of those

who were regarded by the rich as inferiors in such an age as

theirs. God pity the man who can read the prophets of Israel

without discovering that many of their utterances were instinct

with moral heroism !

Always the poor have needed those who would stand up for

* The Golah were the Hebrews scattered abroad.
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them as their protectors and the champions of their rights ; but

we do well to inquire if poor men were not more docile then

than such are today among Germanic and Celtic peoples ; if they

were not less inclined to rise up in wrath and wreak vengeance

on their oppressors and despoilers ; if they were not more dis-

posed to suffer and to die rather than to endeavor to maintain

their rights and save themselves ? The poor among the Hebrews
who were then afflicted apparently were not only ill-fitted, as

regards resources, to stand up for their rights, but they were too

weak and distrustful of themselves to do so. It is noteworthy

that the poor are spoken of as the meek or the humble (Amos
2:7; Isa. 11:4; 29:19; 61:1); as it certainly is significant that

nowhere in the prophetic literature do we read of the indigna-

tion, the anger, or the wrath of the poor as being stirred. It was

for them to suffer and wait upon Jehovah. The fact is pathetic,

but is all too evident that they had learned their lesson so that

naught beyond a cry or a groan is spoken of as escaping them.

At rare intervals they may have been stirred to wrath when the

worst things were meeted out to them ; their cry may have been

a cry of rage ; but what we have to notice is that it was their

meekness under loss and wrong that impressed the prophets and,

it may be, led them with the greater vehemence to espouse their

cause.

Edward Day.
Springfield, Mass.
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PART in. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETIES.

CHAPTER VI. Continued.

SECTION II. THE LIMITS OF STRUCTURE AND OF ORGANIC LIFE.

The problem of the natural distribution of the human species

is a sociological problem. Its data are related at once to the

different environments and to the varieties of populations, to

physical nature, and to man. Zoological biology in general rests

upon the double consideration of the living being and its envi-

ronment. The human species forms a part of this chain of living

beings. It is therefore necessary to interpret the laws concern-

ing the distribution of the human species over the earth, at first,

entirely through biology.

In its metaphysico-positive transition the philosophy of his-

tory, disdainful of humble realities, had ended in these latter

times only in some contradictory absolutes, to every one of which

each school exclusively attached its preferences, either to the

environment or to the race. The race itself remained a vague

expression. Indeed, it could be conceived of only as a variety of

a single species. Thence recurred the problem of the origin of

these races and of these varieties. If the race is a historic

product, it can evidently disappear from history at a certain time

in the same manner that it has appeared. In his Philosophic der

Geschichte Lassaulx attempted to resolve the difficulty by saying

that the human kind, in its corporeal and intellectual nature, is

nothing else than the unity of the first man scattered into plu-

ralities, and that the first man is nothing else than the plurality,

still concealed in unity, of all those who shall proceed from him

!

Lazarus Geiger, in Zur Entwickluttgsgeschichte dcr Mefischheit (Stutt-

gart, 1 871), applied this pretended universal law of the develop-

ment of humanity, at once nature and mind, to the science of

language.^ This formula, in appearance conciliatory, was in

'/dim, De Vorigine et de revolution des langues. Stuttgart, 1862; 2 vols.

386
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reality only a play upon words—one of the able and profound

mystifications in which the metaphysicians were for centuries

past masters. It was not through a generalization from obser-

vation, but through a simple phrase, that was resolved, in a simply

formulated synthesis, the problem of monogenism and poly-

genism, connected with that of the race and the environment, as

well as with that of language. The conciliatory synthesis was so

little real that in Geiger's theory of language, for example, the

organism and the environment ended by being lost to view, and

the connection between the sound and the idea was considered

as entirely artificial, arbitrary, and conventional.

I have already indicated that positive sociology is not directly

interested in the solution of the controversy between monogenism

and polygenism. Questions of absolute origin are outside of its

proper domain. In the problem which occupies us they are

important only from the point of view of the historic evolution

of the theories themselves, and in so far as the actual limitations

of these last go to show us in an evident manner that the race

and the environment, the self and the non-self, reduce themselves

in sociology, and in pure philosophy in general, to the relations,

connections, and laws whose formula, precisely so far as it is

evolved from the latest scientific data relative to the distribution

of the human species, has nothing of the absolute. It is there-

fore only from this historic point of view that we recall the two

great scientific schools which arise, the one from monogenism

and the other from polygenism.

Both, in fact, admit the specific unity of humanity. The

common and essential characteristics of structure and of life

make from the several human varieties a homogeneous and single

specific type.

Charles Darwin, and especially Haeckel, are monogenists.

According to them, the races are derived variations; they are

secondary. According to Pritchard and Topinard, we compre-

hend under the name of races all collections of individuals

presenting more or less common characteristics which are trans-

missible through heredity, the origin of the characteristics being

put aside and reserved. The race is a sub-product of the species.
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All men are of the same species in so far as they present among
themselves only quantitative differences, relatively secondary to

their structure and to their essential qualities. They may be of

different races by reason of certain variations equally quantitative,

but always secondary, though transmissible through heredity.

It is to be observed, first of all, that the distribution of the

human races within certain organic and geographic limits is less

circumscribed than the distribution of animals in general. This

fact results precisely from the principle that man, from the point

of view of natural history, constitutes quite a unique zoological

species, comprehending a great number of varieties. There is

unity of constitution and unity of composition of this constitu-

tion. All of the human varieties are capable of uniting among
themselves and of producing offspring. Was there at first a

single couple, one sole center of creation ? Of what importance

is it to ask? What is certain is that the various conditions of

civilization have engendered, and still engender— for example,

among the Anglo-Americans—some variations just as among
the domestic animals. Natural evolution has always followed

the same laws. The differentiation is derived from the primitive

homogeneity.

The monogenist's hypothesis and the formation of races are

completely explained by Darwin and his school according to the

simple play of natural laws. The factors in the formation of

races, as the factors in the formation of species, are, first, varia-

bility, which is a general phenomenon among all organic beings,

together with heredity, no less general, which fixes and transmits

the variations; and, lastly, natural selection, which assures con-

tinually the survival of the fittest, i. e., those which are best able

to adapt themselves, actively or passively, to the physical or

social conditions of the environment.

This explanation appears so much more reasonable in refer-

ence to the human species, that the objection raised by M. de

Quatrefages against natural selection, which according to him can

produce races, but not species, does evidently not apply to the

human species, which exactly divides only into races and varie-

ties entirely capable of uniting among themselves, and of giving
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birth to fertile offspring. The Darwinists, however, cite some
cases of fertile unions among different species, vegetable as well

as animal. But the question whether the human species is the

result of a natural selection, without being indifferent to soci-

ology, is connected with it only very indirectly. Sociology has

for its object only the human societies, comprehending their

environments in so far as forming a special superorganic whole.

The action of natural selection upon the formation of species

and races is, according to Darwin, also favored by isolation, and

this accords with our previous observations. This factor is

especially important when it is a question of the formation of

distinct social groups, but of a single species, such as the human
species.

In South America, in going from north to south and from east to west, it

is evident that the alterations in the conditions of life have modified the

organisms in the several regions in such a way that they now form different

races and even different species. It is further clear that in the isolated dis-

tricts, however small they may be, the animals are modified almost always

slowly. I am not able to decide how far this differentiation is due to the nature

of the different conditions, however slight, to which the organisms are exposed,

or at least unable to decide to what extent it depends upon intermixture

Very slight differences, considered by the systematists as having no impor-

tance in the structure, are found to be continually important from the func-

tional standpoint.'

Let us notice the prudent reserve of Darwin upon the ques-

tion whether these variations are due to the conditions of environ-

ment or to the conditions of intermixture, /. e., relative to the very

nature of the individuals. Here is the point of departure of a

partly new theory, that of Weismann— the theory which will

permit us finally to reduce the problem, in its purely relative and

positive conditions, to the simplest terms. Let us point out and

note further that if, as it is certain, isolation produces human
varieties and races, the inverse phenomenon— that is to say, the

continued transformation, with the progress of civilization, of the

greater part of the natural barriers of communication in equally

natural ways, and the gradual lowering, at least relatively, of

the social energy of those barriers which do not undergo this

' Charles Darwin, Life and Correspondence, Vol. II, p. 492 (French translation).
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transformation—must therefore naturally tend to the mixture of

races and to a more homogeneous adaptation of the species to

the different conditions of the plant, through the progressive

acquisition of qualities more and more special and complex, but

also more and more common to the several groups.

In opposition to the school of Darwin, polygenism is rep-

resented, in the philosophy of history, notably by Kolb who, in

Culturgeschichte der Menschheit, admits a great number of primi-

tive races. In this respect he agrees, as we have seen, with

Gumplowicz. Blumenbach reduces the number of absolutely

original races to five. Kolb rejects monogenism, chiefly for the

reason that man would be incapable of adapting himself to the

divers climates, and that consequently some distinct centers of

creation were necessary. Adaptation, he thinks, becomes partly

possible only for the civilizations already very advanced and

prepared by great resources for escaping more or less from the

external influences. According to him, the special environments

correspond therefore to special races created in these environ-

ments.

Such is the explanation of a rational philosopher. It is, in

fact, very complicated. It necessitates as corollary the explana-

tion of the fact that these special and local creations have been

able, however, to contribute to the formation of a specifically

single type, notwithstanding its accessory variations. This

explanation the naturalist partisans of polygenism appear not

at all capable of furnishing. See, however, the principal argu-

ments produced by one of them, Burmeister, in his Histoire de

la criaiion.^ According to him, the influence of environments,

from the point of view of the formation of species and races, is not

the same in so far as one applies to the man that which has been

observed among animals. The races of domestic animals, par-

ticularly in a certain climate or upon a certain soil, are not slow

to degenerate when they are transported to other climates and

other soils. However, they conserve a certain originality and

do not take completely the character of the race-stock which

primarily inhabited the new environment. ''As to the human kind,

'Fifth edition, 1854, pp. 564-68.
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the result is different, because the national type does not degenerate

when it is transported from the original to another country."

A pure Jew never becomes a German or Russian, any more

than a European becomes a negro.

Why, then, would the descendants of Adam, by whatever means they came
to possess a particular type of race, be transformed into negroes, Papuans,

Caribs, Malays, or Mongolians ? . . . . On the contrary, the explanation is

simple if we admit that at the origin, in the several centers of creation, the

individuals of the same species have been subjected, from the moment of

their first appearance, to different reactions from outside, which have produced

their varieties of color, stature, structure, features, extremities, and hair.

According to the opposite opinion, in that which concerns the color, for

instance, it would be necessary that all of the tints be derived from one

fundamental tone. But then, why are the Australians and Papuans black,

while the inhabitants of the islands of Reunion and the Friendly Islands very

near the equator have remained a yellow-brown ? Why in America have all

of the natives from north to south a red-brown color, while upon the eastern

hemisphere white, yellow, brown, and black populations live quite near each

other? Monogenism proceeds, at bottom from the inveterate prejudice of the

Mosaic account of creation which has inculcated the legend of the unity of

origin What miracles, what strange decrees of chance, would not

have been necessary in order that a single couple might have, in the space of

four thousand years, a progeny of a billion souls, which setting out from a

single point, should have scattered themselves (by what means ?) upon the

distant islands, upon the divers points of the great American continent so

remote from each other ! Why should they not have remained together in

the fertile plains where they first saw the light ? Why should they have

preferred to betake themselves to the icy regions of the poles? What was

the cause of the development of such different languages, whose fundamental

elements are partly heterogeneous ? How could one nation, having spoken

first the language of its ancestors, come to adopt later a language entirely

different?

The doctrines of variation, of heredity, and of natural selec-

tion respond perfectly to these objections. The natural laws

which explain the formation of the human varieties explain also

the formation of new varieties, generally less distinct, which

result from their mixture. But, on the other hand, it is necessary

to acknowledge that neither the variability of the human species,

nor heredity, nor selection proves historically the unity of origin

of this species. So we have seen in these latter times the two

contradictory terms of the problem, presenting themselves anew
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to the antagonists in a more energetic, and also a more and more

precise, fashion than formerly.

The question as it actually presents itself is this : Does the

environment act upon the germ in such a way that the acquired

characteristics are transmitted by heredity? Let us note that in

this term "environment" it is necessary to include even the

somatic cell in which the germinal plasm is contained. Here the

question is narrowly presented in its irreducible elements. We
see the path traversed by science and philosophy since the time

of Hippocrates and Herodotus, i. e., during about twenty-five cen-

turies.

To this question, as formulated by the most recent biologists,

we are able to give with Weismann^ the following general response:

The aptitude for the existence of organic species does not depend solely

upon the internal powers of the species. It depends further upon the rela-

tions of the species to the exterior world, and it is here that the necessity for

adaptation is found. This adaptation, fixed by heredity, limits their structure

and their growth.

This law applies to the human species, and also to the varie-

ties of human species. It is not an inflexible and absolute law,

but is founded upon the constant relations between the internal

structure of the species and race, on the one hand, and their

environment, on the other. Setting aside any question of first

cause or of finality, this law suffices for the explanation of the

sociological phenomena of variation, repetition and imitation,

heredity and selection, and consequently of the adaptation of

the several societies to their respective environments. Weismann

unfortunately, as we shall see, partly loses sight of this relative

character.

The general variability of organisms, heredity, natural selec-

tion, and, as a consequence, the continual adaptation to the en-

vironment—and I would add that of the environment to the

organisms— suffice to explain their form and their evolution.

They suffice similarly to explain the most general laws of dis-

tribution of the human species and races over the surface of the

globe.

' Essais sur PhirSdM et la selection naturelle ; La vie et la mart.

J
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The general variability of organisms has no further need of

being demonstrated. It is the constant result of certain relations

between their internal structure and their external environment.

For illustration, the ordinary horses imported into the Falkland

Islands produce from the first generation smaller offspring, and

after a few generations the species degenerates altogether. This

alteration of structure is in connection with the bad food and

humid climate of the country.

In primitive or other human societies whose climatic and

alimentary environment is favorable, there will be brought

about in the genesial relations some advantageous variations, in

the sense, for example, of an extension and consolidation of the

family life. Notably more value will be attached to the preser-

vation of children than in a society where this preservation con-

stitutes a disadvantageous burden. Children will be the object

of more care and of more extended education. Also more care

will be given to the women and to the old men.

What is it necessary to understand by "heredity" in the case

of horses and men ? Is it necessary to comprehend, as is gener-

ally supposed, that the characteristics acquired by the individual

under the influence of the environment are fixed and transmitted

hereditarily in thespecies ? According toWeismann,the acquired

characteristics are not transmitted ; at least, nothing so far proves

such transmission. There are merely some advantageous and

disadvantageous modifications in the several aptitudes of the

germinal plasm of each organism. For instance, in the case of

the horse of the Falkland Islands, in an unfavorable climate and

"with deficient alimentary conditions, the horse suffers not only in

its structure, but also in its germinal cells. There is a diminution

in the size of the cell, to which must be added insufificent nour-

ishment during growth ; but there is no transmission, through the

germinal cells of certain peculiarities which are manifested first

among adult animals under the influence of the climate. The

degeneracy of the species under these conditions is due entirely

to natural selection, which operates in the sense of the preserva-

tion of the smallest horses, that is, of those whose germ has been

enfeebled. This explanation is conformable to the conclusions
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of Virchow, who in his Pathologie cellulaire shows that the cell is

not only nourished, but that it nourishes itself by its own activity.

Furthermore, Weismann, in accordance with modern embryology,

brings out in connection with the segmentation of the Q'g^ and

the phenomena of consecutive development, the proof that it is

in the cells themselves that we find the reasons for the different

forms of reproduction.

Therefore the theory of natual selection suffices to explain

the formation of species and races. It has for its basis the vari-

ability of organisms. This variability brings about great prepa-

rations for the changes in their conditions of existence. These

new conditions impose upon the organism new exigencies to which

they are obliged to yield in order to exist. Then intervenes a

progressive and continued selection which so acts among the

modified organisms that only those survive which are the better

adapted to the modified conditions of existence. Selection con-

tinuing in this way, the differences between the primitive forms

and the derived forms tend more and more to accentuate them-

selves. They become differences of race, and even of species.

Weismann adds

:

These modifications in the conditions of existence, as well as in those of

the organism, must be effected very slowly and by short steps. At any

moment in the whole phenomenon of transformation the species must live

insufficiently accommodated to the conditions of existence. A sudden brusque

transformation cannot be conceived, for the reason that it would render the

existence of the species impossible.

This law of constant and general equilibrium accompanies at

each step all of the movements and all of the variations of indi-

vidual organisms, and we shall see it operating also among the

social organisms. We shall see, in the proper connection, that

it is these same laws that we must employ as the scientific bases

of the limits in time and space of the development of the social

organizations. Thus the theory of frontiers constantly follows

a line parallel to that of the theories of the natural sciences in

general.

In reality, heredity is not abolished, let us truly remark, but

it is explained through the continuity of variations, in the sense
i
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indicated by natural selection, i. e., through variations in the

most advantageous direction for the preservation of the organ-

ism in its relations with the climatic and alimentary environment,

etc. It becomes definitely a veritable phenomenon, not indi-

vidual, but collective and social. Weismann has not sufficiently

noticed that the difference between his doctrine and that of

Darwin and Spencer is not so radical in its results as he thinks.

The variability of organisms, so far as it results from that

which precedes, is therefore limited at each moment of time by

the very nature of the organisms and by the conditions of the

environment. Variability never preponderates, even in the

interpretation of Weismann, over the conservative and co-ordi-

native function of continuity; i. e., for short, over heredity. In the

active substance of the germinal plasm there is always a part

which remains unmodified and fixed, when the germ is developed

into an organism. This more or less considerable residue serves

as a bond between the past, present, and future. It furnishes

the basis of the germinal cells of the new organism, and thus

one after another of all those which shall follow. There is

therefore uninterrupted continuity of the germinal plasm from

one generation to another. This continued transmission of the

ancestral germ constitutes the function of heredity. There are,

therefore, order, fixity, persistence, and continuity in variability

itself. This explains the remarkable persistence of the social

and organic types. Their fundamental structure is a heritage.

The germ of this structure is itself the product of a long natural

selection which is fixed, and which neither the environment nor

the will can modify in an absolute fashion, although theoretically,

or rather from the standpoint of the purely rational and negative

critic, the bases of this structure should be considered false.^

Weismann explains this persistence of heredity in the following

passage

:

The physical constitution of the species depends upon the ensemble of

hereditary characteristics adapted to each other and so combined as to form

a harmonious whole. It is this peculiar nature of the organism which per-

'Some disharmonies presented by the learned Elie Metchnihoff in his inter-

esting work, La nature humaine (Paris, 1903), are striking illustrations of the theories

of Weismann relating to selection and heredity.
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mits it to react upon the external influences in a manner dififerent from that

oi any other structure, which is the reason that it cannot modify itself, no

matter what its form, and which demands that there be quite numerous pos-

sibilities of very definite variations. It also renders possible that certain

peculiarities in the constitution of a species may disappear and be replaced

by others. We cannot discover varieties of vertebrates without the vertebral

column or fixed axis, not because the vertebral column is indispensable as a

support for the body, but rather because this form has been transmitting

itself from time immemorial, and on that account has become so fixed that it

is no longer able to be produced with sufficient variations to menace its

existence. The idea of the origin of the hereditary variability through the

lamphigonic reproduction clearly explains how the oscillations of an organism

^nay be in a certain measure purely superficial, and so explains the impassi-

bility of the fundamental bases which have been so long acquired.*

These biological considerations are relatively common to thei

structure of societies. They confirm our sociological theories,]

to which we shall have to return in due time, relating to the]

-greater fixity and stability of forms, and the most general sociail

functions, and especially of the most anciently constituted forms]

in each function. They are likewise the primary explanation of

the phenomena and laws of correlation and harmony, which at

each moment and in each civilization are revealed to us through
|

the social organizations considered in their ensemble, and theyj

also serve as an interpretation of the frequent incoherences of]

.social organization.

That which Weismann calls "the impassibility of the funda-

mental bases" explains how the biological organisms are natu-

rally limited in their form and growth. But even in biology it!

would not be necessary to attach an absolute character to this,

impassibility. For the strongest reasons it is necessary to avoid

this in sociology, where even the most fundamental forms are

only relatively more fixed than those which are more superficial

and more recently acquired. Some sociologists, as A. Loria,

have deduced too rigorously from a sociological principle, itself

viewed in a too inflexible manner, that societies also are not able

to exceed certain limited forms. The profound and learned

Italian sociologist especially applies this principle to the eco-

' A. Weismann, La signification de la reproduction sexuelle pour la thdorie de la

selection naturelle.
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nomic forms which, among other things, are considered by him,,

and with reason, as fundamentals. Others, with still more rash-

ness, extend the principle to the entire social organization.

We shall have to examine this hypothesis. Let us say, how-

ever, at present that, even from the economic point of view, the

superiority of complexity and of malleability which characterizes

the social organisms does not permit us to predict what would

be the limits of their variations and of their material or social

development. At most we are able to assign to their develop-

ment some limits from the point of view of extension in space,

but not at all from the intensive point of view. However, we
shall have to take account of the biological data in this connec-

tion; for although the social types may be less inflexible than

the specific types of organisms in general, the laws of social

structure and growth have in biology partly their point of

departure and their primary philosophy, of which the sociologi-

cal philosophy is but the extension to special and more complex

cases, requiring partly a new interpretation.

Let us therefore indicate briefly these biological limits of

structure and growth among organisms generally, in order that

we may not lose sight of their total or partial applicability, pos-

sible or not, to the structure and growth of societies.

Organisms are altogether limited in space and time. Not

only do they attain only to certain dimensions, but they likewise

live only a certain length of time. Many animals—man, for

example— reach their normal size long before their natural death.

Everywhere organisms attain a maximum of size which is never

exceeded. We shall see later that the number of organisms of

each species, and especially of the human species, is limited by

the very conditions of the social structure.

What is the cause of this structural limitation? Is it an

exterior or interior obstacle? This problem in its more simple

terms is one of those which bring up that more complex problem

of the social frontiers. How is it settled by the biologists?

They explain it first by a general law of mathematics and

physics. There is a constant relation between the increase of

mass of all bodies and that of their surfaces. This law applies
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likewise to the dimensions of organisms, but under special con-

ditions.

In individual organisms the size of the structure depends

principally upon heredity. The quantity and quality of thai

alimentation occasion only slight variations in the size. The!

individual dimensions are above all fixed from the beginning.'

From the t.^^ whence the individual develops itself they are]

fixed, circumscribed by the numeric and chronological limits itt^

the rapidity of formation of the cells.

Why, now, are these divers limits in the multiplication of theJ

cells variable according to the organisms? Here again we caa]

refer to the law of proportionality of the surface to the mass,]

and to the physiological conditions of opportunity. Says Weis-

mann:

In fact, when a particular size is more favorable to the development of

a certain plan of construction, there has resulted a process of selection whicl

has brought the fixation for each species to an average size, oscillating withial

more or less extended limits. This average size is transmitted by heredity!

from generation to generation, and the model is already contained in the!

germ of each individual.'

It is the same with the duration of organisms. Weismann shows

us clearly that natural death is only a phenomenon of adaptation]

useful to polycellular organisms, and therefore, on the contrary,

that simple cells may be immortal. The germinative cells (sucl

as eggs and spermatozoids) which, differentiated in the multi-

cellular organisms from the somatic cells, alone conserve immor-

tality. For the unicellular animals there can be no question ol

natural death. Their increase is produced by division. The

new cells are identical with the old ones. Among these animals

there are neither older or younger beings. The myriads of cells]

are all equally old and equally young, like their species. Thein

life is indefinitely extended into the past and future througl

incessant divisions.

The limitation of the individual by death is therefore not al

constant law inherent in the very essence of life. It is only a]

necessary adaptation, and this is realized only in the superiorj

' Limites de la croissance et de la durie de la vie.
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organisms which attain to, but do not go beyond, a certain struc-

tural development incompatible with their immortality.^

When the organized mass which formerly produced the phenomena of

life produces them no longer and will never again produce them, it is death.

.... The duration of life is exactly adapted to the conditions of life. It is

lengthened or shortened, in the course of a formation of a species, according

to the conditions of life of the species. In a word, it appears absolutely as

an adaptation to the conditions of existence.

Life is therefore an equilibrium of the organism at once internal

and external, an equilibrium at once stable and mobile.

But societies are the rashest, most complex, and most plastic

organisms, and they are the most capable of continued adapta-

tions. The result is that their structure, their extent in space,

and their duration in time may be alike more extended and more

durable by means of adapting themselves more and more in space

and time to the conditions of social life. Societies are naturally

neither mortal nor immortal, but they may extend and prolong

their growth within limits less narrow than any other organism

excepting the unicellular organisms. Theoretically they can

accomplish the same result through their complexity that the

unicellular organisms accomplish through their simplicity.

Hence in the individual organisms the limits of structure and

life are determined by the conditions of life. The latter, through

adaptation and natural selection, fix the aptitudes of the germ,

and afterward of the structure and life which are transmitted and

conserved through heredity. The germ of organisms is there-

fore not the absolute beginning of them. It is the product of a

relation, of continued natural selection, fixed and transmitted

through heredity, of an adaptative, that is to say, of a constant

static equilibrium in its mobility, which necessarily implies two

terms, a subject and an object, the one capable and the other

susceptible of adaptation.

We see, then, in the last analysis where the study, from the

very first so obscure and complex, has led us, concerning the

relations of the external environment to the human species, from

the standpoint of the natural distribution of this latter over the

' La vie et la mart.
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surface of the globe ; that is to say of course its natural limits

and frontiers.

This theoretical antagonism which we have observed in all of

our doctrinal exposition, and which a little while ago was estab-

lished in a more or less metaphysical and absolute fashion

between the self and the non-self, between mesolpgy and anthro-

pology, between the environment, especially the climate, and the^

race, is scientifically reduced to the relative data whose point of

departure is the nature of the germ and its development in con-j

nection with the conditions of existence, by way of natural selec-

tion, heredity, adaptation, either continuous or discontinuous.

If continuous, it implies continuation of growth, and if not, \\

implies death.

The fact that every society contains in itself its organic, inor-'

ganic, and psychical environment does not alter this point of,

view, because every society, by the mere fact that it is more ol

less limited, is necessarily in correspondence with other social an(

physical environments. Even the universal society, humanity,

in its relations with the external environment remains still sub-

ject to the planet.

Unfortunately, the metaphysical spirit is itself an inherited!

peculiarity which, in spite of its degeneracy, is difficult to cast

off. Hence it is that Weismann in his turn, after having con-

tributed so much to perfect the theory of natural selection,

heredity, and adaptation, seems to us to lose sight of the con-'

stant relativity of the phenomena which he has studied and,

from the logical point of view, to revive an absolute which is

irreconcilable with his own observations. The example is

interesting because it helps us to grasp the fundamental distinc-,

tion which exists between positive philosophy and metaphysical]

philosophy, and to drive the latter from its last intrenchmentj

By a purely formal and metaphysical subtlety, Weismann, who^

has so well demonstrated that the formation of the germ is itself

the result of a selection, of an adaptation

—

i. e., of a relation

between the being and its conditions of existence— finally

restores to the germ this attribute of first causality which the,

theologians and philosophers had successively attributed to the!
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creative divinity, and afterward to the individual and to the

species or race, or, in a manner equally exclusive, to the environ-

ment. The logic in this connection recalls the best days of the

scholastic with his distinctions between the causa efficiens, first

causes, second, final, real, formal, etc.

According to Weismann :

If a phenomenon is produced only under certain conditions, it does not

therefore follow that the conditions are also the cause of the phenomenon.

The warmth of the setting hen is a condition without which the young chick

cannot be developed, but we should have difficulty in maintaining that it is

to the heat that the eggs of the hen are indebted for the faculty of becoming

chickens. This faculty is evidently altogether the outcome of an infinitely

long phyletic development, finally terminating in a physico-chemical struc-

ture of the egg and spermatic cell, so that from their union the result must be

a chicken, and not a goose or duck, on the supposition of the accomplish-

ment of certain conditions required by this individual— conditions of

development among which heat also figures. In a word, it is therefore the

physical nature of the egg that is the cause of the development of the

chicken.

Weismann gives still other examples, in support of the con-

clusions of his formal logic. An ivy branch may be inverted

in such a way that the root exposed to the light will produce

leaves, and that the old part of the leaves will produce roots.

According to him, this double adaptation has for cause, not the

influence of the external causes in connection with the nature of

the ivy, but the peculiar nature of the latter.

If the tree frog changes in color— if it is pure green while it

lives upon green leaves, and from brown to black when placed in

a somber environment— this change of color depends upon a

very complicated reflex mechanism. In fact, the modifications

of the coloring cells of the skin are not due to differences in the

illumination upon the skin through the light, for the reason that

blind frogs do not react from the changing illuminations of the

environment. There is, according to him, but one possible

explanation— that of the process of natural selection according

"to the differences in the reaction of the organism in possession of

itself." But how can a reflex action be explained without the

outside stimulation ? Here is, indeed, the revival of the indi-
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vidual free-will, the life of the organism considered as having its

first cause independent within the organism itself. Weismann
recognized, however, that in the above example of the tree frog

it is a question of adaptation. Why, then, contend that the

environment in connection with the organism is not a modifying

condition to which the tree frog adapts itself, as well as that the

constitution of the latter is a condition of this same modification?*

After that, in another of his essays, Weismann comes clearly

to concede that the external environment may be regarded as

the indirect cause of structural modifications :

If among moths the outer side is gray like the wall upon which it sleeps

during the day, and if among butterflies the under sides of the wings drawn

back in repose possess a protective coloration, that is not at all the direct

result of the influence of the wall ; but if it is brought about naturally, it may
be indirectly the result of the wall We ought not always to be forced

to return to this A B C of our knowledge concerning the causes of transmu-

tation If Detmer had taken this precaution, he would have guarded

against adding this phrase as a r6sum6 of the experiments which he has

invoked in vegetable physiology, viz.: " It is possible in certain cases, as we

have seen, to modify by experimentation the anatomical structure of par-

ticular organs of plants." In this case, there is undoubtedly a relation

between this modification and the external influences. These latter act as a

cause. The anatomical transformation of the elements of the plant is the

result of this cause. A little more logic would have guarded him against

this, for his conclusion is due solely to confounding the real cause of the

phenomenon with one of the conditions in favor of which it may be produced.

Here then is a new distinction, that between the real cause

of a phenomenon and the condition without which the phenom-

enon could never be produced. The latter is not a real cause.

Let us ask: Are not the causes of a phenomenon the conditions

which in a constant and necessary manner accompany its pro-

duction ? The tendency of Weismann to introduce the methods

'of formal logic into the natural sciences is most deplorable.

Nevertheless, Weismann, little at ease in his casuistry, adds

anew his former distinction : "We have here to do with

adaptation and not at all with the result of direct action ; " with

adaptation, that is to say, with the processus of selection based

upon general variability. What does this mean, if not that the

* Weismann, Des pritendues preuves botanigues de Vhdriditi des caractires acquis.
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first cause and the final cause ought to be alike comprehended

within the scientific domain ? Science investigates and recognizes

only the conditions of realization among phenomena. These

conditions are remote or near, direct or indirect, according as

they directly accompany or precede, with or without inter-

mediation, the appearance of the phenomenon. Among the

conditions of the structure and life of organisms some are

internal and others external. The adaptation of the first to the

second, and the modifications which are brought about in the

structure and life, are conditioned by these two factors. It is

this continued correspondence which constitutes structure and

life.

The t.^^ of a hen may be changed into an omelet as well as

into a chicken according to the environment in which it is placed.

Adaptation involves the environment as well as the aptitude.

G. De Greef.
Brussels, Belgium.

\To be continued^



NOTE ON WARD'S "PURE SOCIOLOGY."

In accordance with the author's own suggestion (pp. 12, 13),

this journal will, from time to time, discuss at some length

important positions in Dr. Ward's recent book. Pure Sociology.

Not because it is a vital matter, but because it is certainly worth

consideration, we may well begin by pointing out an anomaly in

the title and the description of the scope of the work.

Ward's alternative title is: "A Treatise on the Origin and

Spontaneous Development of Society." This choice of subject-

matter corresponds with his statement (Preface, p. viii): "I

.... must regard all social phenomena {sic) as pure which

are unaffected by the purposeful efforts of man and of society

itself."

It seems to me that Ward has been betrayed into a fallacious

association of ideas. He has not preserved a clear distinction

between phenomena, on the one hand, and scientific study of

phenomena on the other. Use of different terms may break the

force of the misleading association. Suppose we say: All phe-

nomena of human association are of two kinds : {a) unconscious,

(Jj)
conscious. What Ward defines as the sphere of pure soci-

ology is identical with the former class. What he actually

treats belongs to both. The classification of phenomena into

conscious and unconscious is a classification of a quite distinct

order, and on an entirely different principle from that which

divides sciences into pure and applied. The one classification

rests on differences in the subject-matter; the other, on differ-

ences in the method of dealing with the subject-matter. The

pure sciences are explicative only. The applied sciences are

constructive. Pure logic, for example, is not confined to analysis

of the mental processes of savages or children who do not know

that they are reasoning ; and pure mathematics does not stop

with the conclusions of minds which were not aware that they

were calculating. Otherwise, we could not include Euclid in

pure mathematics, nor Aristotle and Hegel in pure logic.

404
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Ward has confused socialization and sociology. Socialization

is both conscious and unconscious, but sociology is thought

about socialization, and is necessarily conscious— if we may
except such cases of absent-mindedness as Ward must be accused

of in this instance. Nobody understands this distinction better

than he, and his colleagues must be forgiven for regarding it as

a good joke that he could permit himself to trip on such an

obvious snag. Sociology is just as pure when it is explaining

the connection between conscious social actions as when it is

doing the same work upon the unconscious. If we were to take

Ward at his word, none of Tarde's books would be pure sociology,

none of Giddings's, nor Ross's Social Control, nor even this, his

own volume, Pure Sociology. Each of these books treats both of

unconscious and of conscious socialization. To know "the phe-

nomena and laws of society as it is," and to reach explanations

of the processes by which social phenomena take place (p. 4),

it is not less necessary to study the phenomena of the most con-

scious societies of today than to sift ethnological evidence about

primitive peoples. It is just as pure sociology to get at the

explanation of a panic in Wall street, or a change of the diplo-

matic situation in Europe, or a shifting of the political attitude

of American trade-unions, or a variation in popular religious

ideas in the United States, or the attempts to develop a science

of sociology, in distinction from attempts to reform society, as

it is to interpret the actions of savages who never had a thought

of their own. It seems to me that Ward's treatment, in spite of

his definition, recognizes this principle, and I find no way to

reconcile the scope of his treatment with his definition of pure

sociology. If he held, rigidly, to his definition, he would leave

out the vast mass of conscious social actions the best part of

"achievement" as he defines it in chap, iii, which certainly

requires explanation no less than the unconscious. As he claims

that sociology falls into the two parts, pure and applied, the

latter of which is telic rather than explicative, explanation of

conscious social actions would in that case be left in a limbo

which sociology does not penetrate.

It is no answer to cite the notorious fact that most social
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action, even today, is, in a sense, socially unconscious {vide p.

20); for instance, the men who are at this moment conducting

the municipal campaign in New York know very well what they

want, individually and as organizations, but, in the mind of most

of them, there is relatively little conception of the bearings which

their respective plans have upon the structure and functions of

American society. Yet, whether we credit these men with much

or little social consciousness, their actions are at least as much sub-

ject-matter for sociological explanation as the actions of men on

any lower mental and social plane. There are also social

actions which are unquestionably conscious, which certainly

are not to be classified as applied sociology when the social

psychologist, for example, undertakes to explain their genetic

relations. These, however, according to Ward's definition,

do not fall within the scope of pure sociology. In order

not to do him injustice, I must repeat that his practice does not

seem to conform to his definition, and that his real intention

would certainly make his pure science of society cover explana-

tion of the whole body of phenomena that occur in the course of

"achievement."

Between his definition and his practice, however. Ward seems

to be in a dilemma. If he should say that the actions of our con-

temporaries are subject-matter for pure sociology because they

are socially unconscious, why for his present purpose should he

classify social phenomena into conscious and unconscious at all ?

It is the difference between the explicative and the telic attitude

of mind which his divisions of pure and applied sociology

actually respect. There would remain for the conscious group

only those actions which deliberately set before themselves some

modification of society, and we might agree that all theorizings

to such ends are theorizings which constitute applied sociology.

But, to Ward himself, such theorizings are social phenomena

requiring explanation just as really as the actions of savage

people. Under his definition, however, he has no liberty to deal

with them, in pure sociology. According to his formulas, Comte

writing The Positive Philosophy, or Carl Marx agitating for a

reconstruction of society, or himself publishing Dytiamic Sociology,
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would be equally outside the view of pure sociology, because

those actions are all conscious. In fact, they call for explanation

no less than the actions of nature-men performing merely their

instinctive motions. In practice, as we have said, Ward lifts his

ban from conscious actions. This is shown at once by chap,

iii, on the subject-matter of sociology. When Ward brings in

the actions of our contemporaries for explanation, knowing them

to be at least partially conscious, he throws away his limitations

of pure sociology. The truth is that the unconscious and the

conscious are subdivisions of the subject-matter of pure sociology;

they are not lines of separation between pure and applied

sociology.

Ward might have said : Pure sociology is distinguished by the

purpose of explaining socialization at all stages : applied sociol-

ogy is distinguished by the purpose of modifying socialization.

That would not only have been self-consistent, as a principle of

differentiation, but it would have corresponded with the actual

contents of his system.

I can think of no sociologist who has ever consistently con-

fined himself to the study of unconscious socialization. I can

see no good reason why an^'^one should want to. The attempt to

do so would be an abortion, if it succeeded. Unconscious and

conscious socialization help to explain each other. Held apart

from each other, both would be misunderstood.

Albion W. Small.
The University of Chicago.
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Pure Sociology: A Treatise on the Origin and Spontaneous Develop-

ment of Society. By Lester F. Ward. New York : The

Macmillan Co., 1903.

From the psychological point of view, this book is more instructive

in what it attempts but fails to do than in what it actually accomplishes.

This remark, however, is not intended as a wholly unsympathetic

criticism, for many writers on sociology escape this failure only

because they are not bold enough to make the attempt. The author's

avowed aim is to ground sociology in psychology. If he falls short of

attaining this end, it is because of the character of the psychological

conceptions which he employs. His failure is therefore instructive as

pointing the way to sounder psychological principles as a basis for

this sociological superstructure.

Throughout the book psychological terms and distinctions form

crucial points in the course of the argument. The exact meaning of

such terms as "feeling," "sensation," "conation," "interest," "will,"

"subjective and objective faculties," "intuition," "perception,"

"reason," etc., is thus very important. But it is just here, in spite of

the display of considerable solicitude on the part of the author to

define his terms with precision, that there is to be found a vagueness

and haziness, not to say inconsistency, in his use of terras, which

betrays the diverse sources from which these psychological conceptions

have been derived. Many of these conceptions, of course, are true,

but they are not consistently developed. The psychological doctrines

do not form a coherent view taken by themselves, and notably fail to

articulate in any organic way with the biological and the sociological

parts of the system.

According to Mr. Ward, achievement, or social activities as

embodied in institutions, constitutes the fundamental subject-matter of

sociology. "It does not really study men or the human race at all.

That belongs to other sciences than sociology, chiefly to anthropology.

It studies the activities, results, products, in a word, achievement"

(P- 38)- " The social forces are .... psychic, and hence sociology

must have a psychological basis" (p. loi). "Human events are

408
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phenomena of the same general character as other natural phenomena,

only more complex and difficult to study on account of the subtle

psychic causes that so largely produce them" (p. 57). Social action is

the result of psychic as well as of physical and social forces and con-

ditions, and the same principle is extended to sociology which has so

long been held in natural science and is beginning to be applied to

psychology— that only where there is necessity and law can there be

science. "All social phenomena are the results of laws" (p. 59). And
the fundamental law of natural science is the fundamental law of

social phenomena also : the law of action along the line of least

resistance.

It is out of such a conception of the social forces that the problem

of social mechanics arises, which deals with the dynamic agent (whose

action is genetic), carefully to be distinguished from the directive

agent (whose action is telic). Into the discussion of social statics and

social dynamics we may not enter here. The important point for

which the whole discussion stands, in relation to what follows in this

review, is that in social mechanics we are dealing with forces which

"can be depended upon to produce effects with the same certainty and

exactness as do physical forces" (p. 145). This must be borne in

mind when the author goes on to state that feeling is the primary

social force.

"The dynamic agent," he says, "consists wholly in feeling"

(p. 256). "Feeling is a true cosmic force .... and constitutes the

propelling agent in animals and man" (p. 99). "In the associated

state of man it is the social force" (p. 99). It is the "propelling

force of society comparable to the wind that fills the sails or the steam-

power that turns the screw of a vessel at sea" (p. 462). "The thinking

faculty is not a force. But feeling is a true force and its various

manifestations constitute the social forces" (p. loi).

Now, it is evident from such passages that "feeling" is used in a

sense different from that current today in psychology. Yet in other

respects feeling is treated as though it were in the same category with

other mental processes. This conception of feeling as an efficient

cause is justified by the principle of "creative synthesis" in accordance

with which new forces or principles of action appear upon the scene

from time to time in the progress of evolution. This evolution is

sympodial in its progress, and the co-operation of physical and

psychical and social forces in this process the author calls "synergy."

Under cover of such magical phrases, he is able to say "that spiritual
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phenomena are as much natural phenomena as physical phenomena,

that spiritual forces are true natural forces, and that there is a spiritual

energy, i. e., a psychic and social energy, that is as capable of doing

work as any other form of kinetic energy. In fact, it is the highest

and most effective form of energy or vis viva" (p. 167).

Now, this may be true, but it certainly is a use of the terms

"spiritual" and "energy" for which the logic of modern science has

not prepared us. For the average scientist today the psychic and the

social, in so far as they are natural phenomena, admit of explanation

only in terms of the laws of natural science. It may be that those

laws are false or inadequate, but until this is demonstrated he is

justified in looking askance at this "spiritual energy" that is "capable

of doing work," at this vis viva which claims to be the crowning

instance of the manifestation of natural forces. To be sure, one has a

perfect right to call the naturalistic treatment of social phenomena

"social mechanics" or "social physics," but the natural scientist feels

that the laws are no more (and no less) "spiritual" when he is treating

instances of the relations of these forces among social objects than

among so-called material objects. It may be that feeling is a force,

but to call it such in the present condition of science is to state a

problem, not to solve one.

Turning to his conception of consciousness, we find the same sort

of ambiguity and vagueness. He says, indeed, that "there is no need

of descanting on the 'mystery of mind.' It is no more mysterious

than other things." "At best, mind was only an accident, an epiphe-

nomenon" (p. 128). But when we come to look into his exposition of

the subject, somehow the sense of mystery grows upon us in spite of

his assurances. According to the author, "chemism grows out of

ethereal vibrations." "Life emerges in some way from chemism

through the differential attribute of protoplasm, motility." " Feeling

sprang from life." "Feeling created intellect." Achievement "is

only possible in a rational being" (p. 97). "Mind is of biologic

origin." "Feeling was a new power that was called in to supplement

the original forces of matter and life" (p. 132). "Feeling .... was

the only conceivable means by which plastic organisms could be pre-

served from destruction and enabled to perpetuate themselves and

develop" (p. 125). "Inorganic matter was converted into living

forms," and "quantities of physical and vital energy were converted

into psychic energy" (p. 141). " Passing to the organic world we find

new forces .... the vital and psychic .... and we have corre-

{
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spending changes in the character of the products " (p. 174). "All

forces are essentially alike, and the life force or growth force is like

any other physical force. That is, it always obeys the first law of

motion and causes motion in a straight line unless deflected by

another force" (p. 178). "Science .... teaches the spirituality of

matter" (p. 379). "The deeper we penetrate the secrets of nature, the

less do the mechanical, material, and physical processes seem to differ

from psychic and spiritual processes, and all will ultimately, prove to

be the same " (p. 454).

Now, what intelligible notion can be gotten from these conflicting

statements ? The spiritual (psychical and social) forces are all pri-

marily physical in their nature, like physical forces obeying the laws of

motion, yet they are new forces called in to supplement the original

forces of matter and life. The mere phrase "creative synthesis " does

not clear up contradictions such as these. He says that these forces

will all ultimately prove to be the same, but he offers no hypothesis

which might make this statement intelligible. The difficulty of the

apparent contradiction of the law of conservation of energy he passes

over with the remark that "the conservation of energy and correlation

of forces are as applicable to psychic and social forces as to physical

forces" (p. 99).

Let us turn to another psychological conception. He says that

feeling is prior to cognition. "The feelings had, moreover, a much
earlier origin than the intellect, so that during a prolonged period they

constituted the only psychic manifestations, and do so still throughout

practically the entire animal world" (p. loi). A psychologist, reading

this, naturally wonders whether this statement means what, upon the

surface, it appears to mean. If feeling is a dynamic force, and intel-

lect is not a force, but only a telic or directive agent, one might raise

the question whether the question of priority could have any signifi-

cance at all in the case of two such wholly different things. If both

could be brought into the same category, either as forces or as telic

agents, then the question of priority might be intelligible, and has, of

course, often been raised and discussed by psychologists.

Feeling, he says, is "the subjective department of mind, the phe-

nomena being wholly subjective or relating to the organism, and never

objective or relating to the external world "(p. 102). It is "subjective

subjectivity" (p. 128). How this can be reconciled with the statement

that feeling is a physical force he does not explain. " One of its

inherent qualities," he says, "is that of seeking an end" (p. 102). It
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is conative, appetitive, and "appetition is a motive and impels to

action" (p. 102). Now, if feeling acts as a motive, it would seem as

though there must be intellect there. If there is no cognitive side to

it, it can be only motor, propulsive. He meets this by saying that

"motive" here means mobile, not motif. He insists that the psychic

(feeling) can be without being recognized as such (intellect). But is not

this being recognized as such the very essence of the psychic ? If there

is no consciousness of the process, how does this " motive" differ from

any other movement— from a tropism, for example ?

Again, he says, " action is certain to follow the motive, unless pre-

vented by some physical obstacle or by other motives that antagonize it

and produce a state of psychic equilibrium." But such antagonism of

motives leading to psychic equilibrium is the very essence of what we

mean by the cognitive— the tension of means and ends, of motives.

He says that feeling takes the form of appetition and desire. " It not

only consists of an awareness of self, but of an awareness of some

need" (p. 102). Now, what is this but cognition? In so far as this is

not simply a consciousness of need or lack in general (a form which

consciousness never takes in the lower forms at least), it is conscious-

ness of some specific need, and this specification is cognitive.

The fallacy of making feeling prior in the evolution of conscious-

ness has been exposed so often in psychological controversy that one

hesitates to devote much space to a new example of the error. But

consider one more instance. On a later page he says :
" Although

feeling is a conscious state, still there is no consciousness, at least in the

lower stages of development, of the relation of feeling to function.

The conscious creature is conscious only of its own states. It is not

conscious of the functional effect of its actions in response to those

states" (p. 126). " It subserves function but not for the sake of func-

tion" (p. 128). Here we have the reductio ad absurdum of this notion.

Of what "states" could any creature be conscious if not states of the

" relation of feeling to function " ? That is all any consciousness con-

sists of— feelings, sensations, and these in relation to "its actions in

response." If feeling came into existence as a means to the perform-

ance of function, as the author insists, then that means must have been

means to some end : a means apart from an end to which it is a means

is not truly a means. There must have been some " foresight," how-

ever vague, if there was any feeling whatever, for otherwise there would

be no significance in the appearance of the feeling. Bare or mere or

pure feeling is an abstraction of the psychologist.
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The difficulties grow only greater when we come to his statements

concerning the relation of feeling to thought. While feeling remains

a force, thought, which, according to his own theory, is evolved from

feeling, is pronounced to be, not a force, but a relation. " There is no

transition possible from feeling to thought The distinction is

generic, and there are no intermediate stages or gradations from the

one to the other They are phenomena of entirely different

orders and do not admit of comparison .... since while one is in a

sense measurable, being a force, the other is wholly incommensurable,

being a relation "
(p. 457). What has become of our scientific prin-

ciple of continuity ? And what sort of a psychology is it that evolves

relations out of forces, the incommensurable out of the measurable

!

We find the same confusion and contradiction in his conception of

the relation of structure and function. " The function is the end for

which a mechanism is constructed "
(p. 180). " The structures are only

the means. Function is the end" (p. 181). This is pre-eminently

true, but we then are startled with the statement that function is static

because structure is static. " All considerations of structure being

static, it is evident that all considerations of function must also be

statical "
(p. 181). " Function, simply as such, has no effect whatever

in modifying structure" (p. 181). Biologists today, I suppose, will

grant that function does not modify structure; it is not a vera causa.

But, on the other hand, will they not say that function is structure

undergoing modification ? A really static structure is a mechanism, not

an organism, or, at least, it is an inert (relatively speaking) mechan-

ism, not an operating mechanism.

He says that " the process by which structures are produced is not

a dynamic process" (p. 222). " Dynamic movements are confined to

structures already formed and, as stated, consist in changes in the type

of these structures." At what point can it be said that structures are

" already formed " ? All functioning is change of structure, and it is

impossible to draw a line and say where this becomes a change in the

" type " of structure. He himself asserts that this change of type

"takes place by infinitesimal increments" (p. 222), and he calls atten-

tion to the fact that " in biology it has now been learned that species

are not fixed but variable, and that there has been a perpetual trans-

mutation of species" (p. 224). How, then, can he speak of any living

structure as static ? This is the characteristic of all life, of all growth.

Without recognizing it, he has himself supplied the key to his own

difficulty when he says, in another place, that the science of social
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statics "assumes the fixity of human institutions in order to study

them, abstracts for the moment the idea of movement or change, and

deals with society at a given point of time. It takes, as it were, an

instantaneous photograph" (p. 224). How, then, can he make such

statements as have been quoted above, if this static character is a mere

methodological abstraction and not the real fact concerning the phe-

nomena? If social statics represents this abstraction, then social

statics should rest on social dynamics, and not the reverse, as he con-

tends. An application of this point of view would save him also from

the very great difficulties which he unnecessarily creates for himself by

his arbitrary separation of biological function, individual feeling, and

social action (or achievement). It would prevent his artificial separa-

tion of means and ends, of dynamic force and directive agent. What

he calls telesis must have been present from the first in what he calls

genesis.

Finally, we come to what is in some respects the most important

psychological conception in the book, because of its relations to

sociology— that of the place of the psychical individual in social

achievement. The fundamental law is that in organic evolution the

environment transforms the organism, whereas in the socialization of

achievement man transforms the environment (p. 254). The medium
of this transformation is mind, consciousness, reason, the psychic. The
instrument of progress is strictly individualistic (p. 545). "Social

genesis is secured through individual telesis" (p. 545). "The initia-

tive is almost exclusively individual and the ends sought are egocentric.

The social consequences are .... unconscious." The really social

nature of individual consciousness and the important function of the

individual in the reconstruction of (social) experience are vaguely

assumed throughout the book. This is perhaps the most important

question at the present time in both psychology and sociology— the

relation between the social process of evolution as a whole and the

psychic process which takes place in the individual consciousness. In

certain passages this function of the individual in the reorganization

of social experience is worked out in a very suggestive way. Yet here,

too, an inadequate psychology precludes any satisfactory statement of

the principle.

"The phenomenon is psychic" (p. 243). This is the peculiar

function of the "directive agent," of "telesis." An example is found

in the inventive genius. " What the inventor does is to discover the

principle This discovery, and not the resulting material prod-

uct, is the lasting element in the operation" (p. 29). The author
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would even have a technique of invention and discovery. He deplores

the fact that there is "no recognition of invention as a discipline" and

"no text-book .... on invention in general " (p. 495).

The biological homologue is the "sport" (p. 240), His own term

is "social innovation," which he prefers to "invention" (Tarde),

"impulse" (Patten), "instinct of workmanship" (Veblen), etc. He
enumerates the following sources of innovation :

In the first place, he mentions caste, slavery, and other sources of

inequalities among men giving rise to a leisure class as an important

instance of the principle of innovation. The conquering race became

the leisure class. Other influences, especially the sacerdotal, contrib-

uted to the same end. Individuals of this leisure class became respon-

sible to a great extent for social innovations. The author curiously

traces this impulse to the attempt to escape ennui.

Moreover, with the beginning of settled community life and the

indvidual, instead of the communal, possession of property, the indi-

vidual tends more and more to be the medium of social progress.

Only relatively late in social evolution can the individual be said to

have become the instrument of social advance, and it is not wholly

true now. The social forces are still predominantly unconscious and

generic rather than reflective and individual. But the rise of reflective

thought, the bringing to consciousness of the method or technique of

social action, which, of course, could only take place in the conscious-

ness of individuals, /'. e., only in the psychical sphere, has brought the

psychic individual into the foreground as the chief instrumentality from

now on through which social achievement will be won.

The spheres of romantic and conjugal love are ranked high in the

scale of social innovations, as also the so-called anti-social emotions of

jealousy and revenge.

The spiritual forces are the only positively socializing forces

because they alone are egoistic, psychic; they alone are truly socio-

genetic.

H. Heath Bawden.
Vassar College.

Le problkme du d^terminisnte social: Diterminisme biologique et

diterminisme social. By D. Draghicesco, membra de la

Societe de Sociologie. Paris: Editions de la Grande

France, 1903. Pp. 99. Fr. 2.50.

Recognizing the necessity of a demonstrated theory of social

determinism as the basis of social science, the author of this book
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assumes the task of proving the reality of social as distinguished from

biological determinism and of setting forth the relations between the

two. After passing in review the theories of Spencer, Novicow,

Ammon, and others who deny social determinism, and culling from

such writers as Huxley, Durkheim, Ward, and others evidences of dis-

agreement with them, he presents a theory of his own which attaches

social to biological determinism, and asserts the superiority of the

former. His theory, in short, is this : Biological determinism is

supreme in all vital phenomena, or in all the region of life below the

advent of mind. Mind is derived exclusively from the relations which

are formed between individuals living in an organized and evolving

society. Intellect and consciousness are not products of the physio-

logical cell or of relations between cells, but of the relations between

individuals as social units. Man, the possessor of mind, loses under

the influence of a changing environment the power to transmit physio-

logically the qualities acquired under these conditions, and this func-

tion is performed by social heredity. The essential characteristic of

the social fact is its non-inheritance ; as assimilation and consequent

heredity are the quid proprium of the vital. All is social which is not

physiologically transmissible. Physiological heredity, being a conse-

quence of the rigidity of the cosmic environment, is progressively

neutralized on account of the mobility and increasing complexity of

the sociar environment. Instinct, which is a product of physiological

heredity, is altered, disorganized, and finally gives way to reason, the

product of social heredity, and the agent of social determinism. The
opposition of social and biological determinism is paralleled, then, by

the opposition of social and biological heredity, and of instinct and

reason. Intelligence, consciousness, and reason are the products of

the social environment. These, however, are employed to modify the

environment, which, in turn, reacts upon the plastic organism. Thus
the laws of biology become subject to the laws of mind ; natural selec-

tion is made to give place to justice, the spontaneous to the conscious,

natural inequality to ethico-social equality. True social laws, therefore,

lie not behind us imbedded in social history, but in the enlightened

reason of men. They are the legal enactments which all reflecting

men will voluntarily obey.

Such, in brief, is the theory which M. Draghicesco presents. He
is in error in supposing that he is the first to state the problem of

of social determinism in such a way as to make it the counterpart of

biological determinism, or that his main thesis is new. The central
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idea and the practical consequences of his theory were anticipated in

this country by some twenty years. Although he includes Professor

Lester F. Ward among those who have been vaguely conscious of the

reality of social determinism and its opposition to biological determin-

ism, citing his Outlines of Sociology and an article or two by the same

writer, he does not seem to be aware that the American sociologist has

anticipated him upon almost every point he has discussed. The first

chapter of Professor Ward's Dynamic Sociology (1883) and more par-

ticularly his Psychic Factors of Civilization (1901), to say nothing of his

more recent work on Pure Sociology, make the task assumed by M.

Draghicesco all but superfluous.

To have been anticipated, however, does not necessarily detract

from the merit of a thinker, and discriminating readers will readily

acknowledge the scholarship and logical force manifested in the pres-

ent work.

Authors as a rule are liable to blunder in spelling the names of

foreign writers. It may be worth while to point out that among the

names misspelled in this volume are those of Lester F. Ward (p. 16),

Lloyd Morgan (p. 39), and Biichner (p. 89).

Ira W. Howerth.

Conquering Success; or, Life in Earnest. By William Mathews.

Houghton, Mififlin & Co. Pp. viii + 404. $1.50.

While sociology is in the making, and while there are quack pre-

scriptions galore for every social ill, it is a relief to greet occasionally

a book which does not claim to be scientific, but which is full of safe

pointers about the conduct of life. In his best-known work, Getting

on in the World, Dr. Mathews has done more than one man's share to

start a generation of young men with high conceptions of life. The

cases known to me in which the book was the turning-point in a boy's

career are proofs that it is a salutary moral force. The present volume

was perhaps written in a less ardent tone of feeling, but the readers for

whom it is intended will hardly detect the difference. It is the kind

of book that ought to be on the list of supplementary reading in every

high school. A. W. S.



NOTES AND ABSTRACTS.

The Elements and Evolution of Morality.— How can one know his duty

in the extraordinary confusion of moral ideas which characterizes our time?

Are patriotism, the family, private property, tolerance, to be praised or condemned ?

In the presence of these and many other such problems, conscience hesitates and is

troubled, and skepticism increases. This uncertainty of practice has its principal

cause in the confusion and anarchy which prevail in the realm of speculative

morals. There is increasing, and on the whole, commendable, eifort to find a

scientific basis for morals. There has certainly been some progress; the old

theological problem of the nature of absolute good is nearly abandoned ; morality

appears as a fact, as a natural fact, which is to be determined, not from o priori

conditions, but from a study of origins and development— a problem capable of

being solved solely by means of experimental method.

But this fact, instead of being taken in its entirety as it is given by experience,

has been mutilated and misapplied at pleasure to suit the needs of some gratuitous

hypotheses. This is a fault from which the moralists of the sociological school

have not escaped, not even Herbert Spencer.

The sociologists declare that morality, a natural fact, is at the same time a

social fact. They certainly would be correct if by that they meant only that

morality has been built up only through the existence of society, of which it is

in some measure a product ; and that moral progress is intimately bound up with

social progress (that it conditions social progress, so to speak, as much as social

progress conditions the moral progress). But they are far from the truth when
they seem to identify morality with sociality, moral progress with progress in social

organization. This identification is based upon the general analogy between

societies and organisms. As through evolution in the animal series we come to

consciousness in the individual, so, according to the analogy, we reach a sort of

social consciousness in society. According to the sociologists, morality is only

sociality, the product of a social sense, belonging entirely to the sentiment of

solidarity ; and moral progress is only the internal or subjective side of the progress

in social organization. Individual morality is snuffed out or, at least, entirely sub-

ordinated to social morality in which it has its source. Such is the doctrine the

sociologists present to us as a true and adequate expression of the facts. I do

not wish to take time to point out the danger to practice and to education in

identifying the moral with the vague notion of solidarity. But is it a fact that

individual morals have their principle and source in social morals? Does not the

history of mankind show, on the contrary, that the desire of personal perfection

may be entirely independent of all incentive from the social order? Does it not

teach that progress in individual morals has often been in advance of, and pre-

pared the way for, progress in social morals, as is seen in the typical case of

Buddhism and later in Stoicism preceded by ascetic practices bridling selfish

desires, and cultivating the principles of charity and universal benevolence? Is

the sociologists* theory true to experience or is it as like to a metaphysical entity

as is the pretended social sense ? For my part I see in the unquestionable develop-

ment of solidarity only a double progress in the order of sensibility and of intelli-

gence which amounts to a more and more comprehensive sympathy, and a more
and more exact conception of social relations. But, further, the biological analogy

on which the sociologists' theory of morals rests has been shown not to hold.

Sociology finds before it a multitude of facts of a special order, having their com-
mon condition in the existence of man in society, and that can be called social

facts ; such are economic, political, scientific, aesthetic, religious, and moral facts.

These facts, differing widely, sociology should observe in their relations, should

418
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show the connection between them ; but it has confused them, making their study

almost impossible. Morality, as an art or a science, ought to be distinguished

carefully from the social organization which it conditions, at least as much as it is

conditioned by it. Social progress is one thing, and moral progress is another,

quite as much as is scientific progress, or sesthetic progress. These latter certainly

should be studied by themselves and separately, in spite of the manifest connection

which they have with social progress ; and it is the same with moral progress.

But if sociologists have put too much confidence in the biological analogy,

and have succeeded in scarcely more than confusing the facts, they certainly have
helped to make clear the method of ethics. It can be only the genetic method.

Morality being considered as a natural fact in process of evolution, the funda-

mental problem is to determine the origin and development of the fact. To do
this it is first of all important to isolate it, to distinguish it carefully from the

many and accompanying facts with which it is connected, and especially from the

social organization with which for the most part the sociologists tend to confound
it. Difficult though it is to trace the evolution of morality through its successive

stages, it is not impossible, for the essential thing in morality is the moral ideal,

that is, the conception that men have had of the Good {Bien) through the world
and in the successive periods of history. In such a historical study of the moral
ideal two factors are seen always to have concurred in its formation : these are

intelligence and sensibility. Moral progress may be regarded as a function of

these two. But among peoples as among individuals, intelligence and sensibility

do not keep pace in development, and in this variation we have the raison d'etre

of the many variations so evident in morality. Taking things in the large, this

double progress is followed, with a pace more or less irregular, agreeing with the

general course of civilization, which it conditions at the same time that it is

conditioned in turn by it, in such a way that moral progress, which is a function

of this double progress, may be considered as having the measure in the progress

of civilization, and its actual goal in the moral ideal as conceived by the most
advanced nations of modern Europe.

In the analysis of the moral ideal are found three elements : one of the

aesthetic order ; one of the logical or rational order ; and one of the sympathetic

or altruistic order. In individual perfection there must be courage, temperance,

and wisdom ; or, in other words, grandeur, proportion, and order. But these are

terms of the sesthetic appreciation. In wisdom the logical element of the moral

ideal is already implied, but in justice it is the chief factor. Sympathy includes

such as alms-giving, assistance in time of suffering, a feeling of solidarity, and
is far more stable than mere community of utility.

The a:sthetic, rational, and sympathetic elements of morality are found in

varying proportions in systems of culture and in individual lives. In Buddhistic

India the sympathetic, in Greece the aesthetic, in Rome the rational, element was
especially pronounced. Corresponding differences in individuals are too evident

to need mention. It is well known also that either of these given elements is

judged, not as a thing isolated, but as combined with the other elements and as

functioning in the situation. To the artist beauty, to the humanist sympathy, to

the jurist justice, becomes the dominating element in morality. In the many
combinations possible by the rearrangement among these three elements and their

several degrees of emphasis, are to be found all the various forms of obligation

from the impulse to relieve suffering, to remorse, and to Kant's categorical im-

perative.

The above analysis of the moral ideal into its three elements makes the study

of its development quite simple in method, consisting of a study of the evolution

of each of the elements. We shall take up first the evolution of the aesthetic

element.

If primitive cultures have sought the colossal and the monstrous (extensive

magnitude), savages have been charmed by brightness of color and intensity of

sound (intensive magnitude). Animals, too, are not insensible to such qualities.

To the peacock, beauty of plumage is virtue ; to the nightingale, splendor of voice

is virtue ; to the primitive man, size and strength are virtue. This same adraira-
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tion of physical power has remained quite pronounced. It was strikingly char-

acteristic of the heroes in Homer's poems and of the Greek gods. A little later

in the aesthetic history of Greece the element of symmetry, of proportion, came to

have a recognized and important place in the ideal. Later still, to strength, magni-

tude, and symmetry, as objective factors, were added the subjective factors of

courage and cunning. The latter was not long after ruled out of the aesthetic

ideal. The point we desire to call attention to here is that the ruling out of

cunning was due, not to the recognition of its social disutility, but to the feeling

of its contradiction with the elements of courage, size, and strength ; and it should

Jje noted, further, that the elements of magnitude and strength have not been

chosen on account of their social value.

But ere craftiness had fallen so completely in disfavor, it had given birth

to prudence and moderation, through its union with courage. The later aesthetic

ideal, especially in some civilizations as in Brahmanism, has consisted chiefly of

the passive and subjective virtues. The continued evolution of the aesthetico-moral

element has been, in spite of some arrests and regressions, gradually away from

the objective to the subjctive, as in Buddhism and Stoicism, and as in the

philosophy of Descartes and of Kant. But the aesthetico-moral ideal should include

in a comprehensive synthesis of courage and force of mind, of moderation and
temperance, of intelligence and science, also strength, health and beauty of body,

the harmony of which last three gives, in a certain measure, an internal harmony.

Such is the conception of morality that seems to be gaining recognition.— M.
Mauxion, " Les elements et revolution de la moralite," in Revue philosophique,

July, 1903. ITo be continued.^ T. J. R.

The Nature of Morality.—The sentiment of approbation or disapprobation

which inspires such and such conduct is the starting-point of moral value. Any
judgment assumes some standard. The moral law, like the civil law, may be

defined as the expression of the general will. In any group there is a general

spirit (ame) consisting of the traditional beliefs and ways of acting, common
sentiment and accepted evaluations, general precepts and formulas of conduct,

reasonings familiar to all, judgments of conventionality, etc. Such might be put

under the general head of customs (meeurs). But not all that conforms to custom
is moral. Only the observation or violation of customs expressly imposed and
sanctioned by tie public will have moral value. The moral may be defined as the

body of customs formulated in prohibitions and precepts (defenses et prescriptions)

having an expressly coercive sanction and imposed by the public will of a group.

The ideas of the moral expressing the exigencies of the collective will neces-

sarily vary ; also the class of facts to which importance in morals attaches changes
with the times and conditions. " The altruistic sentiment," says Durkheim, " pre-

sents the moral character in a manner most marked, but there was a time, not

long ago, when the religious, domestic, and a thousand other traditional sentiments
had exactly the same effect ;

" but at present we see no other criterion of moral
value than the collective will (volonte collective).

Individual morality is the estimation of the acts of the individual by the public

eye. Moral conscience is only a secondary fact, is only the echo of the judgments
and precepts of social morality. The morality of the individual then, as his reli-

gion and his language, changes with that of the group, of the race, and of the

epoch to which he belongs. The welfare of the group is the origin and external

sanction of morality. Acting for the welfare of the group becomes organized back
into the individual and his moral conscience, but reflects the demands of the

exterior sanction. The action of the individual may have an affective element,

varying according to the vitalness of the occasion and the degree of habituation.

Acting in a way that is moral— agreeing with the external restraint and therefore

with the moral conscience of the individual— may become so habitual as to be
unconscious. Such action is automatic and non-moral, though not immoral. This
" downward drift," this putting moral acts into the habitual, frees more energy
for the performance of new moral acts. This, together with the inheritance of

moral dispositions, in the same way as temperaments are inherited, is the possibility

of moral progress.
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But, while external sanction is the origin of the moral conscience, preferences

and personal aspirations enter into determining an individual's conscience ; experi-

ence imitation, sympathy— these operate either to confirm or to contradict the

external sanction.

There has been much discussion as to whether the term " moral " should be
applied to the external act or to the intention. In primitive times the only criterion

was, no doubt, the outward result. Men judged of things by their good or bad
results. Punishment was naturally severe ; the gods were thought to avenge
blindly. But as the intention was more and more recognized in men's acts, it

entered more and more into legal and moral evaluations, an illustration of which
is seen in " good character testimony " in court. But it is finally the act that

forms the basis of the judgment. Intention alone does not determine moral char-

acter, it does not constitute the peculiar domain of morality. The interior life

of the individual interests us from the moral point of view only so far as it is

manifested by his acts.

The moral value, now, is independent of the accidental and unforeseen results

of the act as also of the individual and impenetrable motives of the agent

;

morality depends upon the tendency, one might say the intention, not of the agent,

but of the act, which is, in other words, only the regular, the normal, result of

that act, its foreseen result. It is the result aimed at and not the chance result

which constitutes morality ; the intention that determines the moral judgment is

not the interior tendency of the agent ; it is the exterior tendency manifested by
the act, i. e., the normal result.

The result of the act being the principle of moral judgment, it is evident

that moral value is founded upon the utility of the act. Acts are judged good or

bad according as they tend to produce advantageous or injurious effects. But it is

socal utility and not individual happiness that is the moral criterion of the modern
social sciences. This is quite evident from the parallel development of morality and
society. Association is as fundamental to the social and to the moral as is the con-

servation of energy to physics. Every association, whatever be its aim, implies

some elements of morality. War and consequent subordination of individuals to

the group, leaders and governments, are most powerful forces in determining

groupings and at the same time cultivating morality. A thing that conserves group-

life is by that group regarded moral. The protectors of the tribe as its fetiches and
^ods are thus inseparably linked with the morality of the group, and are made to

serve as superior powers for reward and punishment. Thus religion serves as a

sort ot effective sanction for morality. Further, variation in ideals of morality

is parallel with changes in groups and successive stages of culture. The moral

disposition progresses in the species by natural selection even as does any other

quality.

But morality is not only a product of society, for it, in turn, modifies society.

The virility of a group expresses itself in appropriate and beneficent forms of

•organization. If it is sometimes difficult to see the social value of certain moral

precepts, it is because these rules bear upon themselves marks of the exceptional

and passing conditions which gave rise to them, or of the authorities that instituted

them. The fact that the moral expresses a collective interest does not imply that

every collective interest is of a moral value. The moral is always announced

positively by the collective will ; that which is socially useful or hurtful is moral

only on the condition that the group has expressly proclaimed it as its will._ The
moral good is not a social abstract; it is what society at that moment judges

useful and necessary. Thus in certain cases that which was once useful and moral

may become injurious and immoral, even criminal. But not only utility, but also

formal sanction, is necessary to make an act moral.

The moral good expresses only the variable and contingent nature of the

social life : it is a fact of the same order as religion or a monetary system, accepted

within the limits of a country, a race, or a civilization. That men should think to

find in their morals a necessary and universal morality, that they should hope to

deduce a moral universal and absolute from such and such existing morality, is

apiece with the disposition of prmitive man to objectify, to personify, to ascribe
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life to everything. The illusion of an absolute morality is that of forming general

concepts and attributing to them a substantial reality.

Our study of the moral facts has led us to explain them as a function of the

collective interest which serves and follows the moral as the effect the cause. The
moral facts which manifest themselves wherever there is a social state, and which
follow the same evolution as this, are found necessary cophenomena of all associa-

tion. Varying on account of the conditions (size, density, etc.) of society, the

moral facts are bound to these societies as the movement of rotation is inherent

in the celestial bodies, of which it is a constant and constitutive attribute varying

according to the conditions (reciprocal situation, size, and mass) of the stars.

Back of the question of the origin of moral facts lies the interesting question of

the origin of society, but for the present this is left an open question.

—

Rolf
Lag!?fhorg, " La nature de la morale," in Revue internationale de sociologie, May
and June, 1903. T. J. R.

Letter to Governor Odell from Samuel J. Barrovvs about the Application
for Clemency in the Van Wormer Case.— Samuel J. Barrows, who served in

the Fifty-fiftii Congress with Governor Odell, and who represents the United
States in the International Prison Commission, has written to Governor Odell a
reply to Andrew D. White's letter to the governor on the Van Wormer pardon
application, which appeared in the Evening Post of Wednesday, September 23.

The letter is as follows

:

" The Hon. Andrew D. White, who has served his country ably and devotedly

in many public relations, and won the respect and gratitude of his fellow-citizens,

has given to the press a copy of a letter addressed to your Excellency, thanking
you ' for the manly, judicious, and patriotic stand you have taken in dealing with
the applications for pardon of the brothers Van Wormer.' Dr. White, in communi-
cating this letter to the press, says :

' It seems to me that this is a case in which
right-thinking men of all parties should join in backing up the governor for what
must have been the discharge of a most painful duty.'

" As a native and a citizen of the state of New York, and speaking wholly in

a private capacity, I cannot, in this matter of life and death, allow Dr. White's
letter to go before you and before the public without answer and protest concern-
ing some of its positions. Silence might be construed as an admission that there

is but one course open to you in this matter, and that to adopt any other would
be to forfeit the gratitude and admiration of your fellow-citizens.

" Without opening at all the question whether it is right or expedient for the
state to inflict capital punishment, concerning which there is a difference of opin-

ion, it is an indisputable fact that the people of the state of New York have pro-

vided in the constitution that when a person is judicially sentenced to death, there
shall be three courses open to the governor. He may affirm the sentence of death

;

he may commute it to life-imprisonment ; he may even if he sees fit, grant an
absolute pardon. Between these extremes of death and absolute pardon the com-
mutation of the sentence to life-imprisonment has been regarded by many thought-
ful governors as a wise medium in which justice and mercy can be happily united,

and in which three ends are subserved : society is protected by the incarceration

of the criminal ; the prisoner has an opportunity under a firm and constant discip-

line to grow into a better man ; and thirdly, the life of the criminal can be
utilized by the state. The power thus conferred on the governor by the constitu-

tion is an illustration of the overwhelming determination of the people of this

state that the quality of mercy shall not be excluded from the administration of
law, even in capital cases.

" I must, therefore, earnestly protest against the assumption of Dr. White
that in this case you had but one course to pursue, and that you would have failed

in your duty if you had taken any other. ' I can well understand,' says Dr. White,
' that you have been under severe pressure and many temptations to flinch from
your duty ; that you have been beset by short-sighted persons who mistakenly
think themselves humane.' As I am not one of those who have beset your
Excellency in this case, I can say without personal feeling that Dr. White's descrip-

I
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tion of the advocates of commutation to life-imprisonment, as ' tempting the gov-
ernor to flinch from his duty,' seems greatly to belittle the sacredness and
solemnity of their appeal. The constitution has made the governor the supreme
arbiter in this matter of life and death. I know no reason why those who present
arguments to show why the supreme judge should commute a sentence in a capital

case should be described as tempting the governor to flinch from his duty, any
more than the probation officer who asks of a judge suspension of sentence in a
case of petit larceny should be regarded as tempting a judge to betray his trust,

and let loose thieves on the community.
Dr. White's letter shows a regrettable distrust of one of the great prerogatives

which the people have placed in the governor's hands ; but I venture to say that

no appeal for the return to retaliatory and barbaric punishments will ever induce
the people of this state to withdraw it from the chief executive or from some other

honored and trusted depositary. Day before yesterday the statement was given
out authoritatively from the executive chamber and published in the New York
Sun, that you had decided to commute the sentence of the three brothers. Let
me assure you that this announcement was not regarded by the great majority of

the people of this state as any ' weak or demagogical or whimsical use of the

pardoning power,' as Dr. White characterizes the action of certain governors in

sister states, but as a solemn, wise, and humane exercise of one of your highest

constitutional privileges. It seemed to many citizens that, as three young men
were condemned to be executed for the murder of one person, even those who
maintain the principle of retaliation might view without alarm commutation of

the sentence of the youngest of these, who was but twenty years of age at the

time of his unfortunate participation in this terrible act.
" It is a matter of scientific demonstration that the introduction of the prin-

ciple oi mercy into the criminal law of this and of foreign countries has been
followed by the most remarkable results ; not, as might be assumed from Dr.

WhiteV letter, in the direction of an increase or repetition of the number of

offenses, but in the direction of their decrease ; so that neither the individual

nor the state has suffered from its wise exercise. Dr. White may well be chal-

lenged to show whether in states like Maine, Michigan, Rhode Island, Switzerland,

Holland, Belgium, and others, the formal or practical substitution of life imprison-

ment for the death sentence has been followed by a carnival of murder and crime.
" In one respect I am in cordial agreement with my friend, and that is that

mistaken leniency must not be substituted for discipline which is corrective and
reformatory. No one believes more thoroughly than myself in penological surgery.

It seems to me, however, a fatal mistake for the state to wait until a young man
has committed a capital crime, and then to apply this surgery in the electric chair,

when the victim can have no benefit from the operation except that which may
come from translation into another state of existence. The history of these three

young men as retailed to me by a lady who knew them in the town in which they

lived, shows that, though they had not committed felonies, they had followed a

wild and lawless course of life, and that no adequate steps were taken by the state

whose laws they had violated to check them in their unlicensed career until they

were doomed to extermination for the commission of a murder. To some of us

who believe iri the responsibility of a state, the gravest question that confronts

us is not where the responsibility of the state ends in this matter, but just where

it began. For several years the State Commission of Prisons and the Prison Asso-

ciation of New York have appealed to the legislature to establish a reformatory

for misdemeanants to which precisely such wild young marauders as these could

be con.mitted ; but while the legislature is willing to make ample appropriations

for good roads for purposes of intercourse throughout the state, it has not yet

been willing to build another moral highway along which, on the pathway of dis-

cipline and education, youthful misdemeanants of this state may find some other

destiny than the electric chair. If the lives and fate of these three young men
shall serve to awaken the sense of responsibility of the legislators of this state to

extend and develop the reformatory systems for youthful misdemeanants, their lurid

crime will have been transmuted into some moral significance.
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" It is not for me, your Excellency, to assume to instruct you as to your duty

in this particular case, least of all to assume that that duty has but a single aspect

;

but, knowing as I do the sentiment of humane and intelligent people throughout

the' state, I am confident that, should you decide to commute the sentence of any

or all of these young men, and give them an opportunity on earth, under a different

environment and under righteous discipline, to develop a different character, the

people of this state will never withdraw their respect and admiration because in

exercising a constitutional privilege you have followed a noble impulse of your

heart."

The Eighth Annual Report of the State Commission of Prisons of New
York for the Year 1902.— \. As to state prisons.— (a) Auburn prison: The

daily forty-minute open-air drill cannot be too highly praised. The salary allowed

by law to the matrons is entirely inadequate. On October i, 1902, out of a prison

population of 990 men, 933 were employed in seven kinds of occupations, and

out of a prison population of 107 women, 103 were employed. The total net

earnings for the year were $32,557-05 by an average prison population of 1,160.

(ft) Clinton prison : Tuberculosis patients are kept separate and in well-equipped

wards. A mess-hall is sadly needed. The department for condemned men is

merely a hole in the ground, dark and badly ventilated. All men have daily drill

from one-half hour to an hour. On October 1, out of a prison population of 998

men, 008 were employed in seventeen different occupations. The net earnings for

the year, by an average prison population of 986, were $6,246.63— a great improve-

ment over the preceding year, (c) Sing Sing: Remodeling and repairing are

greatly needed. One building needs fireproof roof, and better facilities are de-

manded. On October i, 1902, of a prison population of 1,186 men, 1,159 were

employed in ten occupations. The net earnings, by an average population of 1,192,

were $55,910.72— an increase over the preceding year of $26,000. (d) During the

year the prisoners have been able to earn about 20 per cent, of the cost of their

maintenance— a very good increase over the preceding year, and a splendid show-

ing when it is remembered that on January i, 1897, all the convicts in the state

prisons were absolutely without employment, that the prisons were without any

plant for industries, that the prison officials and prisoners were without experience

in industries, and that the market for the output has been, to a very considerable

extent, an unwilling one. In general, these prisons are cleanly, ventilated, not

overcrowded, and the prisoners are properly classified and separated.

2. As to state reformatories.—(o) At Elmira: The gymnasium squad is a

splendid feature and has proved of great benefit to the health of its members.
Large improvements have been made during the year in the grading of the grounds

outside the reformatory. The old mess-hall and dining-room are in their usual

disgraceful condition. The buildings are out of repair. This institution illustrates

the value of indeterminate sentence and parole. The certainty of honest employ-

ment, which will afford a livelihood, and the restraints of probation, both of which
are guaranteed under this system, are the two essential factors in saving most
discharged convicts from returning to their former criminal practices, (b) At
Napanoch : No industries are in operation, and no shops or trade classes ; the

convicts are engaged chiefly in farming and construction work of various kinds.

Pointing up, painting, and a new bath-room are needed, (c) The commission
gives indorsement to the system of probation, indeterminate sentence, and parole.

The results have been most satisfactory: of 341 paroled the last year, only 23

are known to have violated their parole ; it is much easier to obtain employment
for a prisoner who is on parole than for a discharged convict. In order that a

parole law should prove beneficial to a prisoner coming within its provisions, it is

important that considerable time should elapse between the expiration of the

minimum and the expiration of the maximum named in the sentence. The com-
mittee further recommends that there be provided a central prison for condemned
men, and also a reformatory for male misdemeanants, i. e., for boys from sixteen

to twenty-one years of age.

3. As to houses of refuge for women.— (0) At Bedford : This has had a
successful year. The inmates are well classified, employed and studying, (b) At
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Hudson : The hospital building should be replaced with a new fireproof building.

There is a good system of industrial classes and the parole is working well. The
pay of matrons and especially of assistant matrons should be increased so as to

attract to this service the highest grade of applicants, (c) At Albion : This
institution is in its usual good condition. The magistrates at Buffalo do not appre-
ciate the institution and continue to send young women of that city to the peniten-

tiary for short terms. There is much unused room. The girls are employed in

laundering, cooking, sewing, studying, and gardening.

4. As to penitentiaries.— (a) The Albany county penitentiary : On Octo-
ber I, 1902, 130 prisoners were employed, working around the institution, while
147 were idle. The short-term men spent most of their time in the vacant shops,
sitting idle or reading, except that they are all exercised from an hour to an hour
and a half twice a day in the yard. There is a school for men desiring to learn to

read and write, but only a few avail themselves of the privilege, fjj) Erie county
penitentiary : All buildings were found to be in excellent order, and the health

of the inmates was good. Of the 294 inmates of the institution on October i,

1902, 215 were reported as employed, 9 sick, and 70 idle, (c) Onandago county
penitentiary : This prison has one of the finest plants in the United States, modern
in construction and arrangement, and in splendid condition. Of a total prison
population of 155 on October i, 1902, all were employed, {d) Monroe county peni-

tentiary : The prison buildings are in excellent condition and clean. The number
reported employed on October i, 1902, was 115 and 82 were idle. The only work
done by the prisoners is prison and farm work. Much difficulty is being experi-

enced in finding a market for the farm products, {e) Kings county penitentiary

:

The buildings and grounds were in good condition. Of a population of 525 on
October i, 1902, 511 were employed in seventeen different occupations. All the
industries were found in a flourishing condition, save the shoe industry. (/) New
York county penitentiary : The buildings were in good condition. Two patients

were suffering from tuberculosis ; these should be isolated. All the inmates were
employed except seven. The commissioner of correction states that he found such
a tremendous waste of bread by the convicts that he has had the bread cut into

smaller pieces, at a saving of over 20 per cent in the amount of bread used.

5. As to county jails.— Some are too small properly to care for the number
of inmates committed to them ; some are unsanitary ; some are so badly arranged
that they do not afford the necessary facilities for the classification of prisoners.

In many of them practically all the inmates associate with each other in the com-
mon corridors, no classification being observed except that of sex. Very few of
the keepers appreciate the wisdom or necessity of keeping prisoners separate, one
from another. In many of the jails there is only one room for women, and all the

women prisoners, old and young, convicted and unconvicted, are kept together,

day and night, in this common dormitory. The state prisons and penitentiaries

are filled with the graduates of these jails. All persons convicted of misdemeanors,
who may now be sentenced to a county jail, should be at once sent to a peniten-
tiary, and no person kept in a jail except civil prisoners and those awaiting trial

or examination. Reform in the method of caring for jail inmates who are await-

ing trial or examination is quite as essential as reform in the care of jail convicts.

The commission has persistently recommended the employment of jail convicts

on highway improvements within the counties where they are convicted. They
have been employed with varying degrees of success in the counties of St.

Lawrence, Schuyler, Tioga, Broome, Niagara, Orange, Chemung, Steuben, Suffolk,

Ontario, Oneida, and a few others. Briefly stated, the working of jail convicts

benefits the prisoners, tends to diminish the jail population, and thereby directly

benefits the taxpayers of the county, and by the improvement of the public highways
benefits the community. Attempts to escape are not more frequent by men so

employed than by prisoners who are kept idle in jail.

The present law of the state requiring the election of new sheriffs every
three years increases the difiiculty of reforming the management of jails.

Of the 61 county jails visited, 8 were reported as overcrowded ; 6 needed
•epairs ; 15 needed rebuilding, or new buildings or apartments added; 22 were
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condemned for bad sanitation ; 2-7 had no means for classifying and separating the

prisoners, or had failed for some other reason
; 46 had no employment for the

inmates ; and 1 jail contained two cases of tuberculosis.

ihe report is relieved by an occasional congratulation, such as: "This jail

was found in excellent condition ;
" but pathetically frequently occur such as the

following: "This jail, as at present constructed, is a criminal boardinghouse— a

school for the instruction of crime— and tends to increase and perpetuate the

very thing which a jail is intended to diminish and prevent." " The entire lower
floor is practically without either light or ventilation." " The prisoners in this jail

are undoubtedly having too easy a time of it while confined in jail. They are

well-fed and housed, and are not only absolutely without employment, but are

allowed to spend their days in the corridors, visiting, playing cards, and having a

good time generally." " The lower floor is practically a cellar— dark, damp, and
unsanitary." " The condition of this jail tends especially to produce tuberculosis

and rheumatism." " All are allowed to mingle together in the cells and corridors,

making this jail a veritable hot-bed for the culture of the bacilli of crime." " This
whole jail seems to have ben constructed on the single idea that the only purpose

of a jail is to keep prisoners from escaping." " The corridors are dark and the

cells si ill darker .... the gas had to be kept lighted all day." "The keeping of

all grades and classes of criminals in enforced idleness, and in enforced association

with each other, makes this jail an institution for the manufacture of criminals

rather than for their punishment and reform." " A moral pest-house rather than a

criminal hospital." " The jail is so damp that the sheriff has to keep a fire in it

practically all summer to make it habitable." T. J. R.

rvsK .-pjjg Fifty-Eighth Annual Report of the Prison Association of Ne'w
York for the Year 1902.—-i. The fee system.— The association recommends the

abolition of the fee system : for the sake of economy ; because it would facilitate

the application of a system of indeterminate sentence, parole, and probation ; and
on grounds of moral and humane considerations.

2. Jail construction.— All the old jails and many of the new ones are not
built in sii.ch a way as to make possible the enforcement of the law requiring that

all persons confined in a county jail shall be kept separate from each other, and
that prisoners committed to jail under sentence shall be constantly employed at

hard labor, when practicable, during every day except Sunday.

3. Labor in jails.— Idleness of the jail population is a persistent and lament-

able evil. Prisoners are turned into habitual vagabonds and criminals by enforced
idleness. The Raymond Street jail in Brooklyn is one of the worst sinners in this

regard.

4. Treatment of misdemeanants.— Provisions for dealing with these are

totally inadequate. The most important reforms in the domain of penology now
relate to the treatment of this class. A system of probation, indeterminate sen-

tence, and reformatory institutions are essentials greatly needed. While the Elmira
reformatory is overcrowded, the Napanoch is little used and only partially

equipped.

5. Women probation officers.— The salaries of women officers who do proba-
tion work should be authorized by the state, instead of being dependent upon
charitable interests.

6. Extending the parole law.— The present law is arbitrarily limited to cases

in which the maximum sentence could not be more than five years ; it is recom-
mended that the scope of the law be made general. The practice of parole can
be shown to be economically advisable.

7. United States prisoners in reformatories.— Federal prisoners should be
placed on the same footing as other inmates, and the statutes should be so modified
as to make applicable to federal prisoners sentenced to reformatories the inde-

terminate sentence and parole laws which govern state prisoners therein confined.

8. The county penitentiaries.— It is recommended that the six district peniten-
tiaries owned by counties in the state should be purchased by the state and be
made establishments for the systematic treatment of sentenced misdemeanant
offenders.
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9. Tuberculosis.— The jails, through lack of sunlight and ventilation, and
through the promiscuous association of their inmates, have been prolific in conta-
gion. Sing Sing prison is notorious as a breeding-place for tuberculosis. But
tubercular cases are now receiving much better care since the establishment of a
central isolation ward in connection with the Clinton state prison. During the
period from 1891 to 1895, inclusive, when little systematic effort was made to

battle with tuberculosis among the prison population, the number of deaths from
the disease in Sing Sing, Auburn, and Clinton was 253. During the next suc-
ceedini? five years a more or less systematic effort was made to transfer all the
tubercular cases to the Clinton prison, and to give them special treatment and
isolation as far as possible, during which period the number of deaths was only 72,
thus showing an improvement of 71 per cent, in the second period over the first

in the death-rate. The records of the institution compare remarkably favorably
with those of the federal Marine Sanitarium for tubercular cases at Fort Stanton,
N. M., and also with those of the federal Army Sanitarium at Fort Bayard, N. M.

10. The report contains also (a) a review of the battle with insanity in

prisons of the state; (fc) the report of the committee of the National Conference
of Charities and Corrections on " The Treatment of the Criminal ;

" (c) an ad-
dress by Hon. John Franklin Fort, justice of the supreme court of New Jersey,

on " The Indeterminate Sentence ;
" (d) an article by Samuel J. Barrows on " New

Crimes and Punishments ;
" and (e) numerous pictures from the isolation wards

of the Clinton prison and from the Matteawan State Hospital for the Insane.

T. J. R.

The Administration of Charity in England.— It is customary to regard
the English poor-law as entirely the product of Elizabethan statesmanship. As
a matter of fact, the Elizabethan poor-law was only a differentiation and develop-
ment ot the custom and law which were introduced into England with the feudal

system. There are four characteristic points which we may note at this epoch
when the poor-law began to be consciously developed and differentiated: (i) the

responsibility of each parish for its own poor; (2) the attempt to confine all

relief within the parish to a common center; (3) the tendency for voluntary
contributions to be superseded by a compulsory rate ; (4) the tendency to sub-

stitute civil for ecclesiastical administration.

If we look now at the present administration of the poor-law, we find, in the

first place, that the responsibility of each parish for its poor has been on the

whole maintained, although there is a disposition to transfer the rsponsibility for

controlling parish relief from local to central authorities. If we look at the

second point, nothing could be more complete than its failure. It was originally

thought that, by prohibiting almsgiving except through the common box, the

benevolent would be sure to give to the common box rather than restrain their

benevolence. But benevolence resents constraint, and the result was a complete
divorce between official and spontaneous charity. The substitution of civil for

ecclesiastical administration lent the sanction of the church to the divorce. Thus
two distinct forms of relief resulted : that which is regulated and a part of the

civil administration of the parish, and that which is spontaneous, often wildly

unregulated, and largely, though not wholly, controlled by the church.

The minimum work deemed essential under the poor-law is that maintenance
shall be provided for the destitute either in or out of the workhouse, medical

treatment and a hospital for the sick, entire provision and education for destitute

children, and, to a small but increasing extent, special treatment for the specially

afflicted.

How far is this legal relief supplemented or superseded by voluntary charity?

If the development of charity had been conscious and reflective, one would expect

to find it devoted to those branches of work which are not covered by the poor-

law, and many of which could not be wisely undertaken by the poor-law. To some
extent this is the case, but many private almsgivers are merely engaged in doing

less methodically and effectively the work they are already paying to have done
through the rates. This is especially the case with the work which gathers
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around church and chapel. Generally speaking, there is no attempt at any

division of work, or intelligent co-operation between these private almsgivers

and the poor-law officials. When the attempt succeeds, charitable workers agree

that cases of chronic destitution shall be left to the poor-law officials to deal with

in their institutions, while they undertake the more constructive work of restoring

to independence those families or individuals who have fallen under the stress of

some special misfortune or of granting pensions to those among the old whose
circumstances claim special consideration.

There is such a large field open to voluntary charity in supplementary and
pioneer work that it is deplorable to see it wasting its energies in doing less

efficiently the work which the machinery of the poor-law has been created to do.

The waste of money and energy, the rivalry between the different agencies, call

urgently for some means of organization. No very rigid control could be at-

tempted, for experience has taught that charity will rather die than submit itself

to authority, while the spontaneity and elasticity of voluntary charity is of the

greatest value in finding out new needs and devising new remedies. But some
advisory board might modify the present waste and confusion, co-ordinate the

various charities, and lay down definite lines of demarkation between the work
of the poor-law and that of voluntary charity.— Helen Bosanquet, in Inter-

national Quarterly, June-September, 1903. A. B.

The American People.— The twelfth census, taken in 1900, enumerated in

the states and territories, not including Indian Territory, Alaska, and Hawaii,

75,568,686 souls. Since the year 1820 no less than 20,901,816 have come to our

shores as immigrants, of whom 10,356,644 were living here in 1900. Of what
ethnic elements is this foreign-born population composed? The chief American
stock in colonial days was English. Before the Civil War the immigration was
chiefly of English and Irish. Then began a great German immigration, followed

by a large arrival of Scandinavians. During the last ten years the immigration
from western Europe has fallen off, while that from southern and eastern Europe
has increased.

The question of real interest is : Will the American people of the future

be on the whole English, or Celtic, or Teutonic, or Latin, or Slavic ; or will it be
a new amalgam of all these elements? The census statistics classified according

to ethnic groupings shows that in the United States 42.9 per cent, of the foreign-

born i.re of English-Teutonic stock, and 20.9 per cent, are Celts. Practically

75 per cent, of the foreign-born in America are of English-Teutonic and Celtic

stocks. When we remember that the English people was created by the amalgama-
tion of Teutonic with Celtic blood, we see how little there is to expect that the

American people will ever be anything but essentially English.

The ethnic groupings of our foreign-born represent all three of the great racial

subdivisions of the population of Europe. The white race is of two great sub-

races, the Eur-African and the Eur-Asian. The Eur-African is so called because
its habitat since prehistoric times has been Mediterranean Africa and western
Europe. The Eur-Asian is so called because it has dwelled in central and eastern
Europe and western Asia. The Eur-African race is dolichocephalic and the Eur-
Asian brachycephalic. The Eur-African race is further subdivided into two great
branches, namely, the Mediterranean and the Baltic. The Mediterranean man is

short in stature and of dark complexion, and is represented by the Italians,

Greeks, Spaniards, the black-eyed Welch, and black-haired and black-eyed Irish.

The Baltic race is tall, fair, light-eyed, and light-haired, and is represented by the
Saxons, Scandinavians, Danes, and Rhenish Germans. The vast majority of the
American people have been of the Baltic race, but now we are getting relatively

large numbers of the Mediterranean and Eur-Asian stocks.

The mental complexion of the American people can best be understood if we
look at the three European racial varieties. The Mediterranean stocks are emo-
tionally quick, easily excited, and easily quieted. The Baltic peoples are slower to
awaken, but their feelings are more persistent. The Eur-Asian stocks are slow,
contemplative, and tender-hearted. The imagination with them is sentimental.
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and often beautiful in its play of feeling. The imagination of the Mediterranean
people', is plastic, seeking expression in architecture, sculpture, and painting

;

that of the Baltic peoples is dramatic, seeking expression in action and dramatic
art. Among Mediterranean peoples belief is determined objectively. Among the
Eur-Asian and Baltic peoples there is a tendency toward a subjectively formed
judgment. The habit of arriving at conclusions by scientific weighing of evidence
seems correlated with a mixture of bloods.

So far as fundamental qualities of mind are concerned no harm can come
to us through infusion of a larger measure of Mediterranean and Eur-Asian blood.
It will soften the emotional nature, it will quicken the poetic and artistic nature.
We shall be a more versatile, a more plastic people, gentler in our thoughts and
feelings, livelier and brighter, with a higher power to enjoy the beautiful things of
life. And probably, through the commingling of bloods, we shall become more
clearly and fearlessly rational ; in a word, more scientific.— F. H. Giddings, in
International Quarterly, June-Septemper, 1903. A. B.

The Social Factors of Criminality.—At the last session of the congress of

St. Petersburg, Professor von Liszt, of Berlin, delivered a discourse, in the first

part of which he considered in turn the classical, anthropological, and sociological

schools of criminology, pointing out wherein each has been and can be fruitful,

and the exaggerations and tendencies to be eliminated or rectified. He examines
the division of the factors of criminality proposed by Ferri— anthropological,
physical, and social. The fault of this division lies in the absence of a rational

definition of the social factors, and in the confusion resulting from the use of the
physical factors as one autonomous group.

Herr von Liszt modified this tripartite division, transforming it into a bi-

partite one. " Crime is the product of the individuality of the criminal as he
behaved himself at the moment of his crime and of all the circumstances, in

particular the economic circumstances, in the midst of which the criminal was
found at the time of his act." In a word, he proposed a distinction between the
individual and social factors. He affirms that the individual analysis can be made
only by examining social causes.

What are the social factors of criminality? The two distinctive character-

istics of modern criminality are the proletarization of criminality and the
criminal activity of neurasthenics. It is customary to speak of crime as a
phenomenon of social pathology. According to Herr von Liszt, however, the

roots ot crime are to be sought in normal social life. By stroke of analogy, the

principle established by Virchow is invoked : that disease is only a manner of

being of vital phenomena, a variation from the normal state.

The German savant borrows another conception from Virchow. " If we wish
to study the normal or pathological life of individuals, we ought to go back to

the cell. In the same way we can penetrate the life of the social body only by
going back to the social cell." The social cell is constituted by groupings of

individuals bound by community of interests.

Of these groups Herr von Liszt considered, in the first place, race. It has on
criminality an influence which is not to be neglected. National, religious, political,

and particularly economic groups formed for the production and distribution of

wealth are considered. It is by an economic and social transformation that one
can explain the phenomena of plundering knighthood and of the crowd of

vagabonds which inundated all populated Europe at the close of the Middle Ages.

It is not necessary to search elsewhere than in the vigorous life of our
society, " in the passage from a national to a world economy," for the two dis-

tinctive traits of modern criminality— criminality of the proletariat and crimin-

ality of neurasthenics. Development of industry on a large scale, exhaustion of

the nervous forces by the roughness of competition and by the struggle for life—
these are the sources whence this criminality derives its characteristics.

Much might be said on the subject of these affirmations. Some will ask if

there is not in one of the principles which Herr von Liszt makes the tests of his

system a point of departure a little too absolute: in the idea that it is necessary
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to conceive and explain the phenomena of social pathology by tracing them back

to normal social life.— M. Bernard, in Revue pSnitentiaire, April, 1903.

A. B.

Criticism of Anarchy.— There exists one similarity of aim between col-

lectivism and anarchy. Both proclaim the necessity of socializing the instruments

of production. But the one stops there, while the other goes to integral com-
munism Collectivism renders production common, but lets alone individual con-

sumption. Finally, collectivism proceeds from above, seeks the conquest of

political powers to make them serve in the application of its principles ; anarchy
proceeds from below, makes appeal to popular spontaneity and suppresses every
vestige of government. It awaits the reconstruction by the free initiative of the

citizens of a world of equality, of liberty, and of federal union on the ruins of

our old world of centralization, of bondage, and of iniquity.

It is on the question of consumption that collectivists and anarchists differ.

The coUectivist school aims at a complete reconstruction of production. But in

what concerns consumption it leaves things in almost the same state as before.

Entirely different is the anarchistic conception. The anarchist is not content

to suppress private property in the instruments of production. He wishes to come
to the one sole bond of absolute communism. He does not measure consumption
according to production but according to needs. " To each according to his

needs ; from each according to his powers."
The realization of anarchy is an affair of abundance. We do not measure

the air we breathe, because the appropriation of it would be materially impossible
and because it is sufficiently abundant to permit each of us to take as much as he
desires without depriving anyone else. But is it equally so with wheat, fruit,

clothes ? For some perhaps ; and in this case, in what concerns them at least, tak-

ing from a common pile is possible. Where it is different, however, this system of
distribution must be renounced to the day when the conditions of production should
be entirely transformed.

Anarchists and certain collectivists reply that today a large part of the popu-
lation live in ease and consume without producing. After the revolution every-
body will work, and the allotment of work of those who produce will be diminished
by so much. They add that the abundance of agricultural produce will render
less costly the fabrication of machinery, and the cheapness of the machine will

facilitate agricultural production.
Is it true that society at the present time offers us a number of idlers?

Kropotkin admits exaggeration in this supposition. He adds, it is true, that they
work for evil in the sense that the largest part of the produce is assigned to

them, and they choose the least irksome work, while they leave the most irksome
to the proletariat. But he concedes that they work, and, from his standpoint,
one such concession is of no small value.

Workmen, however, exceed in number the bourgeoisie, especially the bour-
geoisie idlers, and whatever hours of work might be given by these last would
be far too small to compensate the immense diminution which would be produced
in the labor of the proletariat. Justice would gain much in the new order of
things ; production would perish there.

—

^Alfred Naquet, in Humanite nouvelle,

June, 1903. A. B.

The Sweat-Shop and its Remedies.— It is a frequent fact in economic his-

tory that independent producers become dependent upon other manufacturers and
dealers. The producers become economically and socially dependent upon the
seller of their goods, who in a way occupies the position of a manager or entre-

preneur, but exercises no direct technical superintendence. This latter is a kind
of middleman, who is a common factor in all classes of dependent industry, and
who characterizes these as a special system of production.

When we speak of sweated trades, we immediately think of low wages, im-
moderately long hours, unsanitary workshops, and all manner of objectionable
features incident to the employment of women and children. These conditions
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prevail among dependent producers, for, their conomic position being weak, and
isolated as they are from one another, they really belong to a grade of workers
lower than those who have the power to combine to control the conditions of

their work. These workers respond to every pressure of their employers ; those

who work at home render organization difficult for workers in shops, and, by
introducing an element of sharp competition, frustrate every eifort of the latter

to improve their condition. They have no conception of solidarity, and are con-

tent during bad times to work for a mere pittance. This class is firmly established

in the East End of London as well as among the wretched immigrants in New
York.

Among the steps taken or proposed as remedies for this condition are:

registration of home workers, dwelling and workhouse inspection, introduction of

license which is granted only when the premises are adapted to industrial labor,

organization and insurance of workers, prohibition of home work, imposition of

a heavy tax upon contractors, the marking of products as in the case of the

American Consumers' League, erection of central shops for those who now work
at home, immigration restrictions, and obligatory minimum wages.

The main remedies w^ill always be sought in legislation, self-help, and ad-

ministration. The elevation of home workers is a stupendous problem, the gradual

solution of which, even under the most favorable conditions, will take many
years. Nor can a single legislation furnish satisfactory relief. A striving for

social improvement must animate the legislature and the administration, and a

system of " small causes " must be carried into effect since the world can be

improved only step by step.

Before a remedy is applied, careful observations must be made of the con-

crete evils as well as of the economic foundations of the respective industries.

We must also allow personal judgment to mature, and must not content ourselves

with bringing about a compromise between two conflicting interests. Opinions

in inspectors" reports should not be blindly adopted, but regarded merely as a

basis for original researches.— Eugen Schwiedland, in International Quarterly,

June-September, 1903.
i j--,:,"

The Past and Future of the Collective Contract of Work.— It is the

characteristic role of the collective contract, in the thought of its partisans, to

diminish the frequency of strikes, so inauspicious at this time to masters and
workmen, and so harmful to industry. It is a question of passing from the war
period to the diplomatic period in these industrial conflicts, of substituting for the

collective refusal of work the collective contract of work.

It ought to be said that the collective contract of work is not a contract of

work except in name, but solely of the conditions of work— salary, length of day,

number of apprentices supplementary hours, etc. The contract rests on condi-

tions agreed upon by a master or a group of masters, on the one hand, and a united

body of workers, on the other, with this peculiar character that the stipulated

conditions accrue to the benefit of collections of individuals.

In England, according to the Webbs, 90 per cent, of the workers in the

skilled industries find their wages, their hours of work, and often other details

fixed by a collective contract, in which they have not taken part, but in which their

interests have been supported by the representatives of their class. These in-

dustries are for the most part those in which competition has been most severe.

The first service of the collective contract is to limit, though not to destroy, com-
petition.

In the second place, it diminishes the number of strikes. From 1896 to 1902,

in England, strikes diminished by more than 50 per cent. From 1897 to 1901

about 72 per cent, of the strikes begun were settled by the collective contract and
in point of numbers 80 per cent, of the strikers were benefited by this mode of

solution.

As a third service the collective contract conserves individual liberty. It

leaves to each employer the choice of workmen, and to each workman the choice

of his employer ; reserves to each employer the indispensable direction of work
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and industrial implements, to each workman the possibility of giving all his

technical skill and obtaining a greater wage within the limits set by the collective

contract.

The obstacles opposing the diffusion of the collective contract, especially in

France, are principally two— the insufficiency of the agencies able to bring about

the collective contract, and the judicial instability of this contract in the present

state of legislation. The collective contract is far from finding in France, as in

England, its necessary support in professional organization. Another cause of the

restricted development of the collective contract must be sought in the legislation

which prohibited coalition and association, and in the state of mind maintained

by that state of mind among employers and workmen. What I should wish to see

is the legal recognition of the collective contract.— M. B. Raynard, in Reforme
socialc, June i6, 1903. A. B.

The Genesis and Basis of the Religious Conscience.— Some sociologists of

great authority have attributed to religion a preponderant function, considering it

the pedestal of the whole social edifice. F. de Coulanges, in his Ancient City,

wished to show us that from religion all institutions are derived. Kidd, in his

Social Evolution, considers religion the prime factor of human evolution ; as the

function which subordinates reason and individual interests to the collective

organism. In these conceptions there is not only an exchange of cause and effect,

since the entire form of religious thought is subordinate to existing social con-

ditions, and not the latter to the former, but a generalization from one particular

fact, religion being but one function of human society.

Certain other writers do not recognize in religion a general phenomenon in-

dispensable to the social constitution. Religiosity, according to Broca, is for the

most part a passive manifestation, the result of education, often destroyed with

the highest development of reason. Many sociologists and ethnologists attest that

with some savage tribes there is no true trace of religion.

The belief in spiritual beings— or, as Tyler has rightly styled it, animism—
is the fundamental element, the principle, of the religious conscience. It may be
conceived as the belief in a peculiar soul, of which the existence is supposed

durable even after death, as the belief in other spirits exercising a beneficent or

maleficent action on human events, and considered in consequence objects of pro-

pitiation and of cult. These two tendencies of animism give place to the two
great doctrines which exercise an all-powerful influence on the life of individuals

and peoples— the doctrines of the immortality of the soul and of divine direction.

The hallucination of insanity, the phenomena of apoplexy, of catalepsy, of

sleep, and in general all the transitory forms of insensibility, aided the tendency

to make a distinction between soul and body. Other spirits were conceived of as

existing, and some became divinities. By ascribing human passions to divinity, a

god became an expansion of the human personality. In like manner the cult was
an expansion of human society. From the social relation which is an exchange of

service, a certain reciprocity between man and divinity was imagined, a true com-
merce between heaven and earth.

An important element which contributes to form the character of some
religions is morality. It has been supposed to be the humble servant of religion,

the tie between the two being so strong that it was commonly thought that an
irreligious man must necessarily be an immoral man. Morality and religion, how-
ever, are two distinct elements, both being shaped by the influence of social con-

ditions.— P. Francesco Cosentini, in Humanite nouvelle, June, 1903. A. B.
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I.

In 1897 ^^^ Oberbiirgermeister of Dresden proposed to a

meeting of German municipal officials at Karlsruhe an exposition

of the great development of German municipalities in the last

decades. The plan was heartily seconded, and at a meeting

called soon thereafter it was concluded to hold a German muni-

cipal exposition at Dresden this year. This exposition was to

present (i) the condition of the German municipalities at the

beginning of the twentieth century—especially their progress in

the last decades; and (2) the productions of industrial firms for

municipal use. Four hundred manufacturers accepted the invi-

tation presented to them; and of the cities invited— those hav-

ing over 25,000 inhabitants— 128 accepted.

The various departments of the exposition will be dealt with

as follows

:

A. Traffic: (i) streets— paving, lighting
; (2) street railways ; (3) bridges;

(4) harbors and docks.

B. Expansion : (i)the board of public works ; (2) the suburban move-

ment
; (3) housing of the working classes.

C. Public charities : (i) outdoor relief; (2) tramps; (3) orphans; (4)

aged poor ; (5) defectives
; (6) bequests and endowments.

D. Municipal employment bureaus.

E. Public health and safety : (i) hospitals ; (2) parks, boulevards, play

grounds; (3) public baths; (4) public conveniences ; (5) water-supply; (6)

sewerage
; (7) street-cleaning, garbage, etc. ; (8) smoke prevention ; (9) dis-

433
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infection ;
(lo) food inspection; (ii) municipal abattoirs; (12) municipal

markets ; (13) fire-fighting ; (14) police
; (15) cemeteries and crematories.

F. Education: (i) school equipment; (2) school instruction
; (3) school

hygiene ; (4) school buildings
; (5) libraries and reading-rooms

; (6) the expo-

sition as an educational institution.

G. Public art : (i) street decoration
; (2) city decoration

; (3) public

architecture ; (4) cleanliness ; (5) the exposition from an art standpoint.

H. Public finance : (i) bookkeeping ; (2) taxes ; (3) municipal operations
;

(4) municipal savings banks ; (5) municipal pawnshops.

I. Statistics.

Municipal undertakings such as have been represented the

past summer in Dresden are, doubtless, made possible by the fact

that the German municipality is a business corporation, run on

business principles, by competent and efficient men who aim to

serve their city and who honor the positions which they hold.

Albert Shaw, in his Municipal Government in Continental Europe,

has doubtless already made this familiar.

A. TRAFFIC.

Commerce and industry to a large extent make the modern

city what it is ; hence the great need for thoroughfares. In view

of the increase in amount and rapidity of transportation, these

great business thoroughfares must be broad, numerous and

straight. Diagonal or radial streets are necessary for expedition

and convenience. The old street was the left-over space between

buildings. The modern street is the unit of the city—an organic

unit. Not only is the modern street a thoroughfare, but it also

takes the place of the market-place of olden days for the dis-

play of goods for sale. As the street is thus seen to be of such

prime importance for the very existence and continuance of the

modern city, we are not surprised at the great expense allowed

for streets— building, repairing, lighting, cleaning, etc. There is

no haphazard laying out of streets. The board of public works

plans all new streets so that they shall accord with the rest of

the streets of the city, and so that they shall promote commu-
nication, health, and beauty. This supervision extends to all

expansions of the city, for the benefit of the future, and also to

correction of the errors of the past. Many cities find that their

busiest quarters are in what was formerly the old walled city—
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with closely built houses, and tiny crooked streets. New streets

adequate for modern needs have to be cut through these masses

— as in Frankfurt 'a. M., Nurnberg, Darmstadt, Dresden, and

Halle, for example. Hamburg has bought out picturesque, dirty

houses, razed them, and rebuilt the new district with modern

buildings—not nearly so picturesque, but far better for the health

and welfare of the whole community. Nurnberg has preserved,

on historical and artistic grounds, two old towers which stand

directly in the way of traffic. To atone for this, however, she

has tunneled through the adjoining buildings, and has run the

streets through. Sidewalks represent a comparatively recent

differentiation of the street surface. Some boulevards have

equestrian paths, bicycle paths, etc. As modes of locomotion

increase— and traffic— further differentiations of the surface of

thoroughfares may well be expected. In Germany the street-

car tracks represent such a differentiation—one not yet clearly

marked in American cities. This problem of caring for the vari-

ous traffic of the future— various in speed, in type, in purpose

— is already being considered by the city builders of today, that

the work of correction may be less for their successors than it

has been for them.

The municipality cares not only for the great thoroughfares,

however, but also for the minor streets. These minor streets,

including residence streets, not serving as main thoroughfares

where speed and ease of movement are necessary, may well be

curved, or at least slightly out of the straight line. The slightly

bending street has a great deal in its favor. In the first place,

it is really a necessity where there is rising ground, in order to

make the grade easy. In the next place, it renders impossible

the wind's sweeping down a street, carrying ever-increasing

clouds of dust with it. Then, too, it gives opportunity for tak-

ing account of sunshine and shadow— not leaving miles of

houses with never a ray of sunshine in their front rooms. A
curving street gives a curving building line—with a house front-

ing northeast or northwest, for example, rather than due north.

This arrangement has also its aesthetic side, as the eye always

has a new picture presented, instead of following interminable
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straight lines of main streets and cross streets. The laying out

and arrangement of streets is a highly developed science in

Germany. The Ringstrasse, found in many a German city, usually

occupies the site of the old town wall. It is usually boulevarded

—not merely well paved, for all streets have that characteristic,

but lined with trees, embellished with flower beds, an occasional

fountain, and— not to be so highly recommended— many a

statue of warrior or nobleman. It makes a pleasant driveway,

connecting the various sides of the city without the necessity of

going through the busy center, and adds an important element

to park and boulevard systems.

Thus much is being accomplished in the German cities. No
city streets are left unpaved,and whenever pavements are renewed

it is always to change for the better. We in America have the

opportunity of building for the future and profiting by the experi-

ence of the German cities.

Paving.—In great thoroughfares, where traffic is heavy, stone-

block pavements are usually found. In residence districts macad-

amized streets are still the rule. The latter are cheap, easily

repaired, and almost noiseless. They have the disadvantage,

however, of becoming dusty in dry weather and muddy in wet

weather. Attempts are now being made, as in America, to dis-

cover some treatment which would remove this difficulty. The
experiment of sprinkling with oily substances was made, and

exposition visitors were able to watch the process. One cannot

say that the experiment has as yet proved a complete success.

No cobblestone pavements were exhibited, even as relics

!

Asphalt and wood blocks are replacing other pavements when-

ever possible. Quiet and cleanliness are sought after as much
as is durability, even for chief thoroughfares. Whether asphalt

or wood be used, a deep foundation of concrete always precedes.

Instead of the ordinary asphalt paving, many cities are laying

on concrete foundation asphalt blocks, made under high pres-

sure. They are quiet and elastic like asphalt, and have the

added advantage of allowing repair of the pavement more readily

than does the ordinary asphalted street. For wood pavements,

carefully selected hardwood— often imported Australian tallow
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•vvood— is used. On the concrete foundation is laid a soft

cement, into which (in Dresden) the rectangular wood blocks

are set. In Dresden the blocks are laid closely, with nothing

between them. In Bremen they are set upon felt (laid on the

concrete foundation) and have strips of felt between them.

Such a pavement is the most expensive— costing in Dresden

almost three times as much to lay as does macadamized pave-

ment. When first-class wood is selected and the workmanship

is good, these quiet, clean, elastic pavements are also durable.

Moreover, to prevent the slipping of horses in wet weather, very

fine gravel is strewn lightly over the pavement. The traffic

pounds this into the wood and makes a hard surface which resists

wear, without causing deterioration of the pavement.

Lighting.— Electricity and gas are made for lighting purposes,

partly by the municipalities and partly by companies with fran

chises from the municipality. For example, in the following

cities electrical works are owned and operated by the munici-

pality: Bielefeld, Breslau, Cassel, Coin, Darmstadt, Dortmund,

Dresden, Diisseldorf, Duisburg, Elberfeld, Erfurt, Frankfurt a.

M., Halle, Hannover, Konigsberg, Mainz, Pforzheim, Stuttgart.

In these cities the electrical works are owned by the munici-

pality and leased to private operating companies: Chemnitz,

Charlottenburg, Plauen i. V., Wurzburg. In Berlin, Hamburg,

Leipzig, Magdeburg, and Strassburg the electrical works are

owned and operated by private companies on long-term fran-

chises. Only these twenty-seven out of 780 electrical works are

represented in the exposition. Coin and Frankfurt a. M., in

order to have centrally located electrical works, have constructed

them underground. The constant improvements in gas-lighting,

together with its cheapness and its availability for fuel, will pre-

vent its being replaced by electricity— at least for a long time

to come. Dresden presents an outfit of gas burners, for light

and for fuel, together with automatic arrangement for selling gas

by the ten-pfennig worth. Lights, stoves, meter, and slot

machine are all installed free of charge.

Street railways.—The use of electricity in German cities is

greatly increased by the demand for power for street railways,
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which are largely electric. Indeed, the chief use of electricity

in Hamburg is for street railways ; and in Dresden electricity

was first used for street railways, and afterward introduced for

lighting purposes. The expansion of the network of tracks over

the city territory and out to the suburbs shows the possibility of

street-railway rapid transit helping in the distribution of popula-

tion, and thus aiding a solution of the housing question. Low
fares, good transfer system, excellent service and connections

characterize the German city railways. The overhead trolley,

with double or single poles, is used almost universally, except

in the busiest districts, where, in Dresden, for example, for

some distance power must be otherwise supplied—underground

conduit or storage battery. The cars are so equipped as to

make this change when they enter the city district, using the

overhead trolley again wherever it is permitted.

The concrete street foundation is increased about one-third

under the car rails. For example, in Leipzig the car rail is set

upon a block of Australian tallow wood, which latter is imbedded

in cement from 9 to 1 3 cm. thick ; this is laid upon 10 to 14 cm. of

concrete, under which is 10 cm. of packed gravel. Such founda-

tions give a solid bed; and the rail itself is, with the wood block,

partly imbedded in the cement, which holds it fast. All street-

railway rails are grooved and, in Dresden, Breslau, and Leipzig,

for example, are drained into the sewers by pipes or shafts.

Where rails are laid in asphalt pavements they are now always

bordered by a row of wood blocks such as are used in wood
pavements. As has been suggested, the street-railway tracks

are a differentiation of the street surface, just as are sidewalks,

and are hardly more available for other traffic than are the latter.

Elevated or underground roads have not yet appeared to any

great extent except in Berlin; though Elberfeld presents its

hanging railway as the only one of its kind. This, as is well

known, makes use of canals as well as of streets for its line.

Bridges.—Bridges form an important part of a complete sys-

tem of thoroughfares. They not only give access to highroads,

but serve to unite closely the parts of the city lying on opposite

banks. Trade and commerce, and also the distribution of popu-
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lation, are furthered by bridges. Most bridges are now of iron

construction, though many cities are trying cement with strong

steel wires laid through it. This latter gives, perhaps, a more
imposing effect, more in keeping with the character of the build-

ings at either end of the bridge. Miinchen has probably erected

in the past two years, and planned for immediate erection, more
expensive bridges than any other city, in Germany at least. The
Reichenbach bridge, 1902-3, cost 760,000 marks; the Prinzre-

genten bridge, 1901, 600,000 marks; the Max Josef bridge, 1902,

750,000 marks; the Isar bridge, to be built 1904, 500,000

marks; the Cornelius bridge, 1902-3, 730,000 marks ; the Wit-

telsbacher bridge, to be built 1904, 770,000 marks; the Maxi-

milian bridge, to be built 1903-4, 1,000,000 marks.

Harbors.—Railways, rivers, canals, harbors, quays, elevators

— all aid in the transaction of business and consequent promotion

of municipal well-being. Railways are in the hands of the state,

so do not appear in the exposition. As for the rest, however,

inasmuch as they are so vitally bound up with the welfare of the

municipality, they are considered as proper municipal undertak-

ings. The correction of streams and the building of retaining

embankments come first. Liibeck has spent 47,500,000 marks

for the correction and dredging of the Trave. In harbor-

building Hamburg, of course, offers the classical example; and

Bremen and Bremerhaven are also well known. Breslau opened

in 1901 harbors which had cost her 5,750,000 marks. Crefeld,

though some distance from the Rhine, has undertaken the

building of large harbors and of a canal to connect them with

the Rhine. This undertaking is to cost 11,000,000 marks,

and will be ready in 1905. A still greater project is a connec-

tion by a canal between these new harbors and Antwerp. This

attempt of an inland city to reach out after commerce is certainly

a remarkable one. Mannheim between 1897 and 1903 built, at

the cost of 6,900,000 marks, the first harbors intended exclu-

sively for industrial purposes. Duisburg presents comparisons

between its harbor and other large harbors which will surprise

most Americans

:
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Duisburg and Ruhrort - - 13,198,302 tons

Hamburg— inland . - - 5,974,800 "

Hamburg— foreign - - - 8,688,627 "

Antwerp— foreign - - - 8,420,743 "

Rotterdam— foreign ... 6,600,547 "

Municipalization of harbors and docks allows of their loca-

tion at such points as shall be best for the whole city. German

cities usually make the most of their river frontage, and above

and below the wharves and docks the water front is developed

into promenades and parks. Wiirzburg has had to build an

embankment to prevent the flooding of adjacent land by the

river Main at high water. This embankment is not, however,

merely a retaining wall, but has a seventy-foot boulevard, with

double rows of trees, broad driveway, and sidewalk. The lower

quay is subject to overflow of the river. This building of a

promenade above the wharves, even when they are above high-

water mark, serves to give access to the river front, adds health-

fulness and beauty, and does not inconvenience light traffic. It

would seem that we might come, in time, to building such prome-

nades, even when large warehouses must, for commercial reasons,

line the lower wharves. Then we should have the picture of

busy wharves back of which would be the warehouses and above

the warehouses would be an elevated boulevard.

B. EXPANSION.

The board ofpublic works.—One of the chief lessons taught by

this exposition is that the city is a social organism. The old

cities were aggregations ; the new city is an organic body, and,

consequently, its growth must be organic. The growth of the

old city was haphazard, unordered. The growth of the modern

city is directed, shaped. The condition of the old city, as it

comes down to us, is such that in order to adapt it to modern

ideas and needs—hygienic, social, and economic—great correc-

tions have to be made. To prevent necessity for such corrections

in the near future, the German municipality deems it wise to

oversee and order the growth. The instrument of this oversight

is the Baupolizei. The organization and methods of this board

of public works differ in different parts of the empire. Three
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typical examples may be cited in Augsburg, Breslau, and

Chemnitz.

In Augsburg, a city of 89,990 inhabitants, there was formed,

in 1900, a Bausenat, to which the Baupolizei itself is subordinated.

This "senate" is composed of the two burgomasters and ten

magistrates— three jurists (paid magistrates) and seven citizen

magistrates (unpaid). This number may be increased when
necessary by the addition of magistrates of either sort for the

sake of their expert knowledge. These magistrates have, then,

both seat and voice in the senate. Other city officers may be

called in for consultation, but do not vote. Plans, with a peti-

tion signed by owners of adjacent or affected property, are pre-

sented to the department of buildings. The plans then go to

one of the burgomasters, and next to the adjustor for the depart-

ment of buildings, who arranges compromises with such adjacent

property owners as have not signed the petition {i. e., those who
have any objections). Then the matter comes to the building

department, the city surveyor (if the proposed building is to

adjoin public buildings), then also to the city architect, the city

engineer, to the superintendent of water-works {Oberingenieur

fur Wasserbau), if turbines, etc., should be planned for. Then the

plans go back to the building department. After its opinion

has been passed upon the plans, they go to the chief of the

department for his signature and to the adjustor of the depart-

ment. For particulars the plans may be referred to seven other

departments— fire, health, "business," etc. Then they go to the

second adjustor, who gives the consent of the municipality, con-

ditionally or unconditionally; then back to the department of

building, and finally to the "senate" for decision.

It is surely a great reel of red tape, and the "right of protest"

on the part of neighbors and of the municipality is reminiscent

of olden times.

In Breslau, with 427,164 inhabitants, conditions are different.

At the head of the department is the Oberburgermeister, and the

burgomaster and deputy magistrates. The executive work is in

the hands of the commissioner of the department of building,

who has under him a building inspector and assistants. The
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examination and approbation of applications for building per-

mits is in the hands of the building inspector. The whole matter

was transferred to the city government only on August 6, 1899.

Even now all building laws must be presented in brief to the

government's representative before being decreed. Fees for

inspection are, in Breslau, reckoned on the cubic contents of the

buildings : workshops and factories at two marks per one hundred

cubic meters, with a minimum of twenty marks and a maximum
of two hundred marks ; for dwelling houses, four marks per one

hundred cubic meters, with a minimum of sixty marks and a

maximum of five hundred marks.

Chemnitz, a city of 206,509 inhabitants, has an organization

which may be taken as fairly typical for all the larger Saxon

cities with revised laws. The city council is the building

authority. At the head is a salaried jurist councilor, with two
" assessors " as assistants. Under him are the other members of

the department— the chief building inspector, a "commissioner,"

seven controlleurs, and sanitary and plumbing inspectors. More-

over, five city councilors and five city officials also belong to the

department. For approbation of applications the department

may also call in the chief of the fire department, the city physi-

cian, the city surveyor, the city engineer, and the department of

buildings, as well as the chief of police (whose department is, in

Chemnitz, municipal), and the " business" inspector when steam

boilers, etc., come into question.

The field of operations of the Chemnitz building department

regularly embraces : the making and altering of laws and ordi-

nances relating to building; the making of building plans,

and of regulations relative to adjoining property
;
platting and

expropriation of lots ; inspection and approbation of buildings
;

inspection and approbation of divisions of building lots; ordi-

nances for protection of workmen and of the public during

building operations ; oversight of the execution and examination

of the completed work ; and the infliction of penalties for viola-

tions of laws, ordinances, and regulations. Ordinarily the deci-

sions are prepared by the building department, sometimes after

reference to the committee, and in rare cases, after reference to

the whole city council.
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Thus may be seen what a complicated machinery there is in

the German city and what strict oversight the municipality

exercises. Of course, the centralization of such great and minute

power in one body of men will make for extreme conservatism,

at the same time that it secures for the city a harmony and unity

which it would otherwise, perhaps, lack. In Augsburg there is

an "Order for the Preservation of the Architectural Picture of

the City as a Whole," which, aside from any advantages or dis-

advantages it may accompany, is an index.

The olden city was an agglomeration of which the houise was

the unit. The modern city has the street as its unit. It is the

collective effect of the street, not the individual effect of the

house, which the board of public works seeks. To secure this

effect the community must act in unison, not leaving it to each

individual builder to build his house as high or as broad, as far

from the building line or as near to it, as he wishes ; to pave the

street and clean and light it, or to leave that all undone; to

make his house dangerously weak, of easily combustible mate-

rials, or without such provisions of light, air, and cleanliness as

to make it unsanitary and unhealthful—thereby endangering the

health, not only of its inmates, but of the community at large.

The community takes charge of these matters, and also requires

that the style of the building shall be such that it ma}'- harmo-

nize with the street-picture. The street belongs to the city; and

so close is the organic connection which exists that the city logi-

cally claims the right to decide upon the erection, alteration,

or removal of everything connected with the street. In such

cities as Niirnberg and Hildesheim, which are living largely in

the past, the street-picture of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries is preserved, and all alterations or additions to such

street-picture must be harmonious. We shall return to this in

discussing municipal art, but the point here made is that the

community does, in Germany, have oversight even to this extent.

We have already seen how the department of public works

has charge of laying out streets. All additions are subdivided

and mapped out on definite scientific principles, and with a

regard for the artistic side proportional to the development and
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appreciation of the department officials. The importance of art

in such matters is coming more and more to realization, but

does not yet seem to be definitely recognized in the complicated

boards of public works. The arrangement, direction, and width

of streets are planned, as are paving, drainage, and sewerage;

the division of the city into residence, factory, and business

quarters is in the hands of the Baupolizei; the building line, the

proportion of the building lot to be left vacant, the size and form

of court areas, the amount of light and air a room should possess

— proportional to the number of persons for whom it is planned

—are decided by the same department ; sections of the city are

set aside for detached or semi-detached houses, others for tene-

ment rows, and parks are laid out by them ; further regulations

as to size, height, materials, and general style are made by this

same building department.

A few specific building regulations will serve to show the

working of the plan. In Mannheim a house may not be taller

than the distance between it and the opposite building line, and

the maximum height is twenty meters. Windows must open

upon streets or upon courts, and must be of specified size so as

to furnish a sufficient amount of light and air. In Breslau, not

more than three-tenths, or on corners five-tenths, of the lot is

to be built upon in dwelling-house (?'. e.y "tenement row") dis-

tricts. The height of these buildings is fixed by the breadth of

the street, with twelve meters as the minimum and fifteen meters

as the maximum height. In sections where detached houses

are the rule, the front garden is arranged for, and houses are not

allowed to approach the neighbor's line nearer than five meters

(leaving a minimum of ten meters between houses); and the

house must on all sides have a presentable appearance. In such

buildings windows are allowed in the side walls—though where

the distance between houses, as in more closely built districts

{e. g., semi-detached) is less than ten meters, the side walls

must be left blank ! Why an extra window on the side, even

though it did not add a specified quantum of light and air,

would not be better than a blank wall, it is hard to see. Chem-
nitz differs from most German cities in not having definitely
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defined sections of the city. Factories, and the houses of their

workmen, are scattered pretty well through the city. In Stutt-

gart the courts, and the windows as well, must be of such size

that direct light shall enter the windows at an angle of 45°. The
intricacies of some of these arrangements are graphically pre-

sented in certain building plans exhibited by Dresden. Take a

tenement row, for example: the main building must not be so

high as the street is wide, with sixteen meters as maximum ; the

maximum height of the wing building is fifteen meters; a rear

building must leave a distance between itself and the front and

wing equal to the respective heights of the latter, and must not

approach the line of the building lot nearer than four and one-

half meters ; six meters back of this may be another rear building,

which may touch the line of the lot on the second side, but on

the other two sides must leave, respectively, four and one-half

and six meters. This seems fairly complicated ; and one wonders

if all the calculations are upon so scientific a basis as the speci-

fications would suggest. A detached house in Dresden must not

cover over one-third of the building lot. The depth of the house

equals the width, and the maximum dimension is twenty meters.

The back garden must be at least as deep as the height of the

building, and the side gardens must be at least as wide as one-

half the height of the building; the front garden may vary

between a minimum of four and one-half meters and a maximum
of twenty meters.

It almost seems as though the very arithmetic of it all would

make one house dangerously like all others. One may well

question whether such strict supervision in seeming details would

not be weakening in more than one respect, in spite of the very

evident excellence of the centralized planning which makes for

coherence, symmetry, and harmony.

The suburban movement.—The walled city, constantly growing

in numbers, but rigidly restricted as to area, became more

cramped and crowded when the industrial influx set in. Expan-

sion was necessary. Small villages grew outside of the walls,

but they had no organic connection with each other or with

the city. With the razing of the encircling walls, however,
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came a strong pressure of population toward the outlying suburbs.

The compactly built rows of the inner city was superseded by

detached houses with gardens, in the suburbs. Concomitant

with this movement toward the suburbs was a marked develop-

ment in the means of transit. This suburban tendency has prac-

tically existed only during the past thirty years ; and the last third

of that period, which marks the most noticeable movement, is

also the period of the greatest development of transit facilities.

Maps showing the city area in 1870, and the various annexa-

tions in various colored inks, made very evident the steady and

increasing suburban movement. Worms mentions a fourfold

growth of population in forty years— from 11,000 to 44,000.

The maps of Bremen and Dresden may be presented as very

noticeable examples. Frankfurt a. M. presents also excellent

connections between its streets and the streets of former suburbs

which are now included in the city. The area of annexations in

Strassburg since 1875 is equal to the whole city area at that date.

Bonn exhibited a series of eight city plans— 400, 1000, 1250,

1700, 1800, 1850, 1875, 1903. First is a Roman camp, which

later is subordinated to a fishing village, upon the site of which

Bonn has grown.

Perhaps the rise of Schoneberg is as remarkable as anything

here exhibited. In 1800 it was a village of 500 inhabitants.

The growth of Berlin has meant prosperity to the little village,

however. In 1871 it had only 4,500 people, but in 1898 it

had reached the rank of a "city," with 72,000. In 1903 Schone-

berg, though only a suburb of Berlin, ranks as a "large city,"

with 112,000 inhabitants. It is so young and so energetic that

it has the opportunity of becoming a model of what German

city-building means. There is still a broad building field, as

only one-fourth of the city's area is as yet built up. By assuming

control of so much neighboring territory the municipality is

enabled to lay out the new quarters and thus promote the organic

growth of the city. Chief thoroughfares, minor streets, villa dis-

tricts, factory districts, etc., etc., are all planned in advance by

the board of public works.

Barmen has wisely left its forest, the Barmerwald, and is
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building on the opposite side, with connecting streets running

through. Stuttgart has grown out as far as its wall of hills will

permit, and has consequently abandoned the "open" building

plan of detached houses, with gardens, for a more compact

arrangement. She is now building in all the vacant space, in a

manner reminiscent of the wall-bound towns. Whether or not

it may be found possible to build beyond the hills, and to develop

transportation facilities to connect such future suburbs with the

city, cannot be decided without further knowledge of the district

than could be got from the relief map exhibited.

Not only increase of municipal area, but also new building

operations, were exhibited by many cities. In Dresden the

greatest number of these have lately been in the outlying dis-

tricts ; in Berlin, in every direction from the periphery of the old

city; in Miinchen, the new building is scattered all through the

city.

Charlottenburg is planning for new districts which shall be

wide enough to facilitate traffic ; and in neighborhoods intended

for dwellings, front gardens are prescribed. Not only laying

out and building streets must be considered, but repairing and

cleaning as well. Then come sewer systems, water systems, gas

and electricity systems— and these all require maintenance.

When building laws prescribe detached or semi-detached

houses with roomy garden space on all sides, the price of dwell-

ings must rise, not only because the larger building lot and the

detached house are dearer, but because services such as those

just mentioned, together with increased expense for inspection,

fire and police protection, etc., increase the expenses of the city,

and taxes are higher. Under such conditions rents must rise,

and then we are confronted with the housing question. Stutt-

gart, finding this state of affairs, and also, as has been stated,

being cramped for space by the surrounding hills, has gone back

to the old system of building houses close together.

In the old city streets modern traffic is impossible, and so, for

the proper development of the city's trade, old, closely built

city blocks must be cut through, narrow streets must be widened

and hygienic requisites must be provided—such as sanitary
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dwellings, "breathing places," etc. The new annexations form

models for the rebuilding of the old city, and also offer a sug-

gestion for the relief of the congestion in the dwellings of the

city center. The site of the old city walls becomes a park or a

Ringstrasse, as the case may be, and diagonal or radial streets are

often cut through. Countless old buildings in Coin have been

replaced; Halle has razed a part of its second-hand-goods men's

quarter ; and Hamburg has razed its dock laborer's district and

laid it all out anew in good streets and building lots. These

give merely an example of a type of activity found throughout

Germany.

The housing question.—A reference to some of the tables exhib-

ited by various municipal bureaus of statistics (in another sec-

tion) will help to show the skeptical ones that there is a housing

question.

1. Undesirable conditions. A great many dwellings are

located in cellars in Berlin, Hamburg, Altona, Posen, and Kiel.

In spite of the absence of elevators, speaking-tubes, and such

accommodations as make life in tall buildings possible, the tables

show that numbers of fifth-' and sixth-story dwellings are to be

found in Berlin, Breslau, Dresden, Schoneberg, and Rixdorf.

On the other hand, very good conditions are found in Liibeck,

where very few homes are higher than the third story, and where

a rather large number of houses are occupied by single families

— a condition quite exceptional in Germany. Again, in Barmen'

6.59 per cent, of the dwellings have no room which may be

heated; whereas in Frankfurt a. M., Offenbach, and Wandsbeck,

the percentage of such dwellings is negligible. In Chemnitz and

Plauen we find the smallest number of heatable rooms to the

dwelling; and in these same two cities there is a lack of kitchens,

as less than half the homes have them

!

2. Overcrowding. One-room dwellings with six persons are

found in greatest numbers in Posen, Breslau, Altona, Magde-

burg, Chemnitz, Berlin, etc., in this order. Six or more persons

are found in great numbers of dwellings consisting of one room

' Used as generally in America— i. e., first floor is ground floor.

The figures quoted here refer to the census of December i, 1900.
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and a Zubehor— what Shaw calls a "closet-like appurtenance of

a room"— in Plauen, Chemnitz, Halle, Rixdorf, Posen, Magde-

burg, Breslau, Berlin, etc. In two-room dwellings we find eleven

or more persons in the following cities, in order: Plauen, Leipzig,

Dresden, Posen, Hannover, etc. In almost all cities we find the

extreme case of six or more persons in houses with no heatable

room—especially noticeable in Berlin, Rixdorf, Hamburg, Mag-

deburg, Posen.

3. Houses to be let. The percentage of dwellings unoccupied

in 1900 was comparatively large in Miinchen, Gorlitz, Dresden,

Hamburg, an increase in the previous five years being noticeable

in Dresden and Leipzig. On the other hand, the percentage was

very small in Frankfurt a. O., Berlin, Halle, Kiel, and Magdeburg,

with noticeable decrease in Magdeburg and Halle, in preceding

five years. In Leipzig, Dresden, Magdeburg, Halle, and Liibeck,

for the years 1 896-1900, we find that of one-room dwellings, with

rooms that may be heated, a relatively small percentage were

vacant; of two-room dwellings a relatively smaller percentage

were vacant; of three-room dwellings the number vacant was

almost nil; while of four-, or more, room dwellings a relatively

large percentage were vacant. A need of dwellings is expressed,

then only in the case of the smaller ones; but here there seems

to be a real need. Of course, these tables omit to specify price,

sanitary condition, etc. The rise of the standard of living, and

a better understanding of hygiene and sanitation, bring to our

realization the uninhabitability of many houses. Again, the rent

may be so high as to make the people think they must resort to

taking lodgers to help pay it. Consequently, it may be possible

that there is really a greater need than these figures would show.

Sometimes objection is made to the community's interfering

with private enterprise in the furnishing of dwellings. Some

people see a dangerous precedent in such activities— a prece-

dent which step by step will take us into the quicksands of com-

munism from which we shall be unable to extricate ourselves,

and where we shall sink ever deeper. Such conditions, however,

as so appreciably affect society as a whole— not only for the

present, but also for the future— must be cared for by the social
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body. We have long realized the necessity for inspecting the

conditions under which food, clothing, and other necessaries are

produced and prepared for the consumer— and that, too, with-

out compromising ourselves or our policy. So, also, a thorough

study of the need for homes may present to the authorities the

necessity for social regulation, and even at times for social

activity in furnishing inexpensive, sanitary dwellings for people

with small means. Private capital cannot undertake such opera-

tions when an absolute loss is involved— as in the case of

destroying "building complexes," cutting new streets through,

and erecting new buildings with proper lighting, ventilation,

plumbing, etc. Sometimes such operations do pay, in the course

of time ; but private capital, especially in Germany perhaps, is

backward where the returns, small at best, are so distant. Con-

sequently these activities fall to the lot of philanthropic indi-

viduals or societies, or of the community as a whole.

The conditions are varied; and we find a variety of solu-

tions.

The regulation of conditi9ns by the Board of Public Works

has already been spoken of. The proper proportion of light and

air in a room for the purposes to which the room is to be put,

the proper drainage conditions, the proper proportion of the

building lot to be built up—these are some of the conditions

prescribed by the Board of Public Works. This is an endeavor

to prevent the formation of slums and of slum conditions.

Improvement is accomplished by the razing of certain quar-

ters which are a menace to comfort, health, and peace— quar-

ters which breed disease, vice, and crime. Examples of such

improvement exhibited are: Berlin— the razing of theScheunen-

viertel ; Halle—the breaking up of the Trodelviertel ; and Ham-
burg— the rearrangement of the harbor district. Hamburg

buys a slum district inhabited by dock laborers, clears it of

buildings, re-subdivides it, and sells it on condition of the buyer's

following strict building regulations. Hamburg has already

expended seven million marks for this work. Now the dock is

lined with a three-bordered street of clean, respectable, sanitary

houses, where formerly filth and squalor reigned. Doubtless
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many people will bewail the destruction of the old, half-timbered,

high-gabled, houses— especially when they see the rather plain-

looking flat buildings which have replaced them. It certainly is

a pity to destroy the picturesque ; but when one sees the filth

and degradation in these unsanitary, crowded, dirty houses, and

realizes that human beings are making these places their habita-

tion— not from any love of the picturesque, but from sheer

necessity, whether because of convenience to their work, or

because nothing else which they can afford is available— then

the beauty fades, and one views the place as a menace to social

welfare. To object to the razing of such buildings because of a

present inconvenience, as some of our people have recently done,

denotes a sociological short-sightedness. To alleviate such

inconvenience is, on the other hand, highly commendable; and

in Kiel's exhibit we find so-called barracks -r-temporary one-

story buildings— built in rows, for homeless families. One of

these brick barracks, with twenty one-room dwellings cost

25,000 marks ; and another with twenty-five one-room dwellings,

cost 27,600 marks. A two-story building with twenty two-room

dwellings cost 27,800 marks.

Careful inspectiofi commends itself to some people as a means

for combating the evils of poor housing. Stuttgart offers the

best example of the advantages of this method. The Stuttgart

officials found 15,000 persons in unsanitary, overcrowded dwell-

ings in 1 90 1. Small flats were so dear that lodgers had to be

crowded in, in order to help pay the rent. Moreover, rents were

increasing, and evidently it was none too early that something

be done. The suggestion of building municipal dwelling-houses

did not appeal to the officials. May 21, 1901, they took up the

problem, and on June 20, 1902, a Municipal Renting Agency was

ready for operation. The services are free.

The committee which formulated the regulations was charged

to include the following points :

To obtain regular monthly notice of new, and rebuilt, houses from the build-

ing commissioner ; regular quarterly notice of houses in process of construc-

tion ; regular quarterly notice of dwellings to t^e let ; once or twice weekly to

compile a list of dwellings to be let, with number of rooms, floor, city district,
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and price ; these facts to be arranged in card catalogue system so as to give

at a glance all the necessary information for an intending renter.'

Useless house inspection and house showing are hereby

avoided.

In order to obtain the full benefits, the law is compulsory.

Every landlord with houses or apartments to rent is required to

register within eight days at the City House Department, on the

cards supplied. When the dwelling is rented, he must make

notification thereof within three days.

The bureau has set for itself the task of study and investiga-

tion as to possible future functions. Free information as to ren-

ters and houses is now furnished. They look to the possibility

of acting as arbitrators when questions arise between tenants and

landlords. An activity which they hope soon to undertake is a

renting agency for small shops. Such shops as are connected

with dwellings are already included in the present activity. It is

expected that the proposed action will be of great benefit to the

small shop-keepers, who could not afford the loss of time and

trade which would be necessary for seeking out a new shop in the

hope of a change for the better. A further extension of the field

would include a central register of rooms to be let. They propose,

further, to determine how far it may be desirable for them to go

A. FOR RENT

St. and No.
"front" or
" rear

"

City ward
or

suburb

Which
floor

No. of

rooms

Note if

shop is

connected

Yearly rent-
incl. shop

if any

When ready
for occupant

Place

Landlord's signature.

Date.

Address.

Has the landlord filled out the special formula at the Wohnungsamt for further

Yes( Yes
information of the intending tenant ? 1 xj

If not, where may one make inquiries ?

Name Street , No. Floor.

' Report of the committee.
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in the erection of municipal lodging houses, and municipal

dwellings, according to the English plan.

The type of card for cataloguing the information concerning

the houses, printed on the preceding page, shows how, at a

glance, all necessary information is given.

The card sent in after the renting of the dwelling contains

information, in addition to this, concerning the tenant and the

terms of the rental.

B. RENTED

St. and No.
"front "or
" rear"

City ward
or

suburb

Which
floor

No. of

rooms

Note if

shop is

connected

When
ready

Tenant.

Name
Trade or calling.
City
Address

Place Date.

Signature
(of landlord)

Address

No. of

perons in

family

No. of

servants
and help

Total No.
of persons

To be sublet

:

Yes

No

If " yes," how
many rooms

for how many
persons

Besides these cards, there is the formula mentioned in Card

A. It consists of the questions which follow, and when filled

out by the landlord is filed in a loose-leaf register for reference.

No. Rooms— {a) heated {p) unhealed

Bathroom ?

Kitchen ?

Bedroom ?

Balconies or verandas ?

Cellar, attic room, etc.?

\ Water?
\ Gas? or electricity?

f Rent per month
I Rent per year .... , ^^^^^ monthly,
1
For

. / In what mstalments \
^ ^Mn what instalments

^ ^^nthly,
\ In advance? ^

smaller

V^ dwellings

Is water tax extra ?

When may tenant take possession ?

Is dwelling at present occupied ?

If occupied, when does present tenant move out?.
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f Is there a laundry ?

I

Where located ?

A Is there a drying-room ?

Where?
y Is use of these included in the rent ?

\ Is there a fuel bin ?

\ Where?

( Is there a garden ?

J Is use of it included in the rent ?

In what directions do the rooms face (i. e., south, west, etc.) ?

How many families does the building accommodate ?

Is building detached, or in a row ?

How many dwellings on each floor ?

Are there arrangements for shops or workrooms ?

What arrangements, and in which stories ?

Is there a special entrance to these ?

For small \ Would you rent to workmen who would ply their trade in the

dwellings \ house {e. g., shoemakers, tailors, etc.) ?

Are there any special conditions concerning subletting?

Is subletting allowed or forbidden ?

At what hours may the dwelling be inspected ?

Apply to whom (name and address) ?

Special remarks.

For immediate use in the office, cards, differing in size and in

color for one-room, two-room, three-room dwellings, etc., are

catalogued systematically. An example follows.

ONE-ROOM DWELLING

Landlord

Street and Niunber Floor Rent (per year) When ready Apply to

Hours for inspection

Besides the differences as to size, dwellings are further differ-

entiated, in the card catalogue, as to (i) with shops (or stores)
;

(2) with workrooms, but no shop; (3) with special rooms other

than these {e.g., studios, etc.).
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In immediate connection with this department is the Dwellings

Inspection Department. The city is divided for inspection into

210 districts. The facts on the cards sent in to the municipal

renting agency are immediately to be verified by inspection, and

when necessary by reference to the rules of the health depart-

ment and the building department. The direction of the work
is centralized; but the actual inspection is individualized, each

inspector having his separate group of buildings for which he is

held responsible.

It may not be amiss to give the requirements which the

inspection secures.

1. At least 10 cubic meters of space for each person (or 5

cubic meters for each child under fourteen years of age) in a

sleeping-room.

2. Workrooms— especially those where food is prepared

—

are not to be used for sleeping-rooms.

3. Every room—sleeping-room, bath-room, kitchen— to have

at least one window of such size as to allow sufificient light

and air.

4. The living-rooms, sleeping-rooms, kitchens, W. C's., stairs,

lofts, as well as the area ways, courts, etc., must be kept clean.

5. In every dwelling-house there must be a sufificient number
of accessible W. C's.

6. Damp sleeping-rooms and living-rooms not to be tolerated.

7. Cellars not to be used for living- or sleeping-rooms.

8. Rooms— especially attic rooms—;-used for sleeping-rooms

must be floored, and the walls must be plastered or wainscoted.

9. Sleeping-rooms, and hallways leading thereto, for work-

men, apprentices, servants, must not expose the inmates to dan-

ger from fire. Especially shall approach not be through rooms

containing inflammable materials.

10. For workmen, apprentices, and servants the sleeping-

rooms for men and for women shall be separate ; and separate

single beds shall be provided.

All the poorer dwellings are inspected at least once a year,

and the more dubious ones much oftener. The confidence and

good-will of both tenants and landlords have been gained. The
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results accomplished by the department are pronounced quite

satisfactory.

Building dwellings which shall furnish to people of small

means such conditions as are considered indispensable is another

way of meeting the housing problem. The means for this is

furnished by private individuals, by building societies, or by the

municipality itself.

In Essen, dwellings for the operatives of the Krupp Gun

Works are provided by the Krupp bequest. In Chemnitz similar

houses for families of workmen in the Saxon Machine Factory

are provided. In both these instances— as, indeed, in all the

cases to be cited—the aim has been to provide good and sani-

tary homes for as low rent as is consistent. In Dresden the

Johann Meyer gift has provided, at a cost of 206,700 marks,

three buildings containing forty-eight dwellings. Of these, eight

have two rooms; the rest have two rooms and kitchen. To each

dwelling belongs cellar space, attic space, and a small garden of

about 30 square yards. Further, there are broad, well-lighted

stairways; each kitchen has water supply and drainage. In a build-

ing in the court are four laundries and a mangle-room. Moreover,

drying places, bleaching places, and children's playgrounds are

to. be found in the neighborhood. In Leipzig, the gift of H. I.

Meyer, three million marks, has served, thus far, to erect three

large tenements. The bequest furnishes for the tenants, further,

nurseries, a kindergarten, instruction in housekeeping, gardens,

and children's playgrounds. Before very long the dwellings

provided by this gift will be able to house 1.3 per cent, of the

inhabitants of Leipzig (population about 455,000).

Building associations have undertaken to provide for inexpen-

sive dwellings in many of the cities. In some cases the munici-

palities have furnished the land on which to build the houses,

e. g.y Frankfurt and Leipzig. In Barmen cottages are thus

erected which may be bought on terms of small monthly pay-

ments. In Darmstadt the building society "Daheim" erected

between 1898 and 1903 twenty-six houses—story and a half,

semi-detached cottages—to be sold at 5,000 to 8,000 marks.

The Public Building Association in Dresden has erected eighteen
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large four-story buildings. The association was incorporated in

1886 as a stock company. Its purpose is to build houses which

shall rent cheaply, but at the same time give sure, small returns

to the stockholders. The stock was 300,000 marks at first,

consisting of 1,500 shares at 200 marks. This was later

increased to 600,000 marks. Thus far 258 dwellings have been

completed, consisting of two rooms and kitchen, or of three

rooms and kitchen. These rent at 160 to 316 marks per year

—

at least one-third less than the others in that locality. The

association declares 4 per cent, annual dividends, besides keep-

ing the buildings in good repair; and has now, at the end of its

sixteenth year, a reserve fund of 80,000 marks, which is to be

devoted to the erection of more such dwellings. The tax valu-

ation is nearly 1,500,000 marks. Duisburg, Gottingen, Han-

nover, Kiel (fourteen four-story, two-room dwelling-houses—
cost 392,000 marks), Plauen, and Worms have similar building

associations. In Worms eighty-eight dwellings built since 1897
— rows of story and half houses, each with a garden— at a cost

of from 6,300 marks to 7,900 marks. The"Ostheim" in Leipzig

has built twenty tenement buildings at an average cost of 72,000

marks. The dwellings are intended primarily for families with

children. For the benefit of the tenants there are, among other

things, a nursery, and a compulsory savings bank.

Municipal dwellings for those employed in various services by

the municipality. In this undertaking the municipalities are

doing no more than are many other employers for their

employees. Of course, as the community is here the employer,

the activity looks more like a communal one. The citizens have

the satisfaction of knowing that the portion of their taxes paid

to city employees will presumably be spent within the city limits

— benefiting the community— and that there is some saving to

the municipality in balancing the rent against a portion of the

wages paid. Frankfurt a. M. has tenements for the street-railway

employees, and others for city employees. Essen, Duisburg,

Darmstadt, and Kiel furnish further examples of this activity.

Kiel has a four-story double tenement for employees of the

street-cleaning department—two-room dwellings; cost, 56,000
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marks. Similarly for firemen ; cost, 63,000 marks. For

employees of the gas-works at Wik, Kiel has erected two build-

ings: one with five two-room dwellings (cost 21,000 marks),

and the other with two three-room dwellings (cost 14,000

marks).

H. WOODHEAD.
Dresden, Saxony,

\To be continued^



A MODEL MUNICIPAL DEPARTMENT.
HOW THE LOW ADMINISTRATION HAS BEEN CARING FOR THE

HEALTH OF NEW YORK CITY.

I.

INTRODUCTORY.

The general health of a city must naturally appeal, as a mat-

ter of the first importance, to everyone who takes any real interest

in his own welfare or that of his fellow-citizens. Above all, to

the man who has children to bring up it is essential that his liv-

ing surroundings be as healthful as possible, that the sanitary

condition of the public schools be properly regulated, and that

every precaution be taken by the authorities to prevent the spread

of contagious diseases. Yet few persons probably realize how

much the health of their community depends upon the character

of its government. They fail to appreciate the vast powers vested

in the board of health of a modern city, or to understand how

fully their own welfare depends upon the honesty and efficiency

of their health officers. For did they really appreciate these

facts, it is well-nigh inconceivable how, in the majority of our

large cities, they could persistently jeopardize their own lives

and happiness by choosing men to rule over them who are utterly

incompetent, or wilfully negligent. It is bad enough for our tax-

payers in these days to allow their money to be squandered as

they do. But it surely cannot be true that they would wilfully

endanger the health of a whole community, if they knew how

much this depended upon the character of their city governments.

In New York, for instance, at the present time the Depart-

ment of Health, through its hundreds of subordinate officers and

employees,' has the general welfare of some three and a half

millions of people practically at its mercy. Its corps of sanitary

and medical inspectors have absolute power to enter and investi-

gate the general sanitary condition of all public and private build-

'The total force numbers about one thousand men.

459
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ings of any kind whatever, and to order and compel the same to

be placed in a proper and healthful condition. They have power

to condemn and vacate buildings that are of themselves unfit, or

which make adjacent buildings unfit, for human habitation; to

prohibit all kinds of nuisances injurious to the public health ; to

inspect and regulate the sale of every kind of food and drink,

and destroy that which they consider tainted or dangerous ; to

take all necessary measures to prevent the spread of contagious

diseases, and to regulate all kinds of offensive trades. These,

as well as a host of other regulations in the Sanitary Code, would

seem to make the general power of New York's Board of Health

almost absolute.

But not only are its general powers very great ; the work of

the department also brings it in closer personal touch with the

daily lives and welfare of the people than perhaps any other

branch of the city government. To many of our poorer citizens

it is often the only means of redress from the clutches of a land-

lord who refuses to provide them with decent sanitary dwellings.

Indeed, it is most striking when one examines the hundreds of

complaints that are turned in by various individuals in a single

day to see how the department has long been regarded as a sort

of all-powerful haven of refuge by thousands of New York's

tenement dwellers. The birth of every child born in the city

must be fully recorded by the Board of Health, and all the milk

which that child is fed on is tested as to its purity and nourish-

ment. If at any time the child, no matter who it may be, poor

or wealthy, is taken sick with a contagious disease, it is the Board

of Health which investigates and, through its medical inspector,

sees that the case is properly isolated either at home or in one of

the city's hospitals for infectious diseases. Before the child can

go to school it must obtain a vaccination certificate from the

department, or, if taken ill with any form of contagious disease

during school attendance, must also obtain a certificate before

being allowed to return. And when the child is old enough to

work it must obtain a proper employment certificate from the

Board of Health. Later, if it grows up and marries, the mar-

riage must be properly recorded by the department. And should
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the grown man or woman engage in any offensive trade, or in

the selling of milk and certain kinds of food and drink, they

must again obtain a proper license. Finally, at the time of death,

a proper burial or transit permit must be issued, and even after

death the body of the deceased cannot be moved from its resting-

place without the permission of the Board of Health expressed

in a disinterment permit.

To be sure, many other departments are also of the greatest

importance to the good government of a municipality, but few

are as much so as the Department of Health. For what holds

true of New York holds true likewise of many another large city,

and by their very nature there go with these vast powers a cor-

responding responsibility and an unexampled opportunity for

dishonest public officials. The good which a board of health

may accomplish is unlimited, but at the same time its chances

for the extortion of all kinds of blackmail from honest citizens

are boundless.

Hence it is that the proper administration of the health of a

city becomes of the highest interest and importance. And it

was with the hope of gaining some practical knowledge of such

sanitary administration, and of the enormous powers necessary

to its proper working, that the investigation, of which the present

paper forms a brief record, was undertaken. Written by a non-

resident, no attempt whatever has been made to compile a cam-

paign document ; nevertheless the methods used by Commissioner

Lederle during the past sixteen months under the Low adminis-

tration, and the splendid results achieved, must naturally speak

for themselves. Those results are certainly full of hope for the

men who are still struggling to raise their cities from the mire of

municipal corruption. And these lines will have fulfilled their

purpose if they but serve to convince their readers of the tre-

mendous importance of this branch of city administration, and

of what may be achieved by a handful of honest, intelligent offi-

cials who are working solely in the interests of the public welfare.

Hearty thanks are due to Commissioner Lederle and his sub-

ordinate officers for permitting a personal investigation and

inspection of the various branches of work carried on by the
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department. To their desire to conceal nothing, and to their

unfailing courtesy in furnishing all possible information, is due

whatever merit these pages may possess. For it is not from

books, but only by accompanying the different inspectors on

their daily rounds of duty and coming in personal touch with

their chiefs, that a layman, not officially connected with the

department, can hope to derive anything of real value.

I. ORGANIZATION.'

As at present organized, the Health Department of New York

city seems to be a model of efficiency and smooth running.

Doubtless this is due more than anything else to the ability of

the present commissioner and his assistants, and certainly one

must be very careful not to lay undue stress on the forms rather

than the methods of administration. Nevertheless, a knowledge

of just how the department is organized is necessary to a clear

understanding of its working ; and it should also prove interest-

ing and helpful in judging of the comparative merits of the vari-

ous forms of organization in some of our other large cities.

In 1866 the general sanitary condition of New York had grown

so appallingly bad that doing the year no less than 33 persons

died out of every 1,000. Public opinion became thoroughly

aroused. A Brooklyn Board of Health had been established as

early as 1824, and with apparently good results, and New York's

citizens resolved to lag behind no longer. In consequence, the

Board of Health of the old city of New York was established,

and since that time has remained practically unchanged until the

Greater city was created by the Consolidation Act of 1897.

As organized under the present charter," the Board of Health

is the head of the Department of Health, and is composed of

the commissioner of health, the commissioner of police, and the

health officer of the port. The commissioner of health is the

executive head of the department and president of the board, and,

like the police commissioner, is appointed by the mayor, at an

annual salary of $7,500, and removable at his pleasure. The

board appoints most of the other officers and agents, nine-tenths

'See table opposite. "Charter of 1901, chap. xix.
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of whom are in the classified service, and may therefore be

appointed only after a rigid civil-service examination, and

removed for cause. The health officer of the port is appointed

by the governor of the state, and, on account of the close con-

nection of his work with the sanitary welfare of the city, he was

given a place on the Board of Health. It is his duty to keep the

department informed, by written reports and otherwise, of the

number of vessels in quarantine and the number of persons sick

in the marine hospitals. Furthermore, he must not allow any

person, vessel, or article which has been quarantined to return to

the city without a permit from the sanitary superintendent

of the department.' For the same reasons the police commis-

sioner is also a member of the Board of Health. For it is espe-

cially provided in the charter that the police shall co-operate,

wherever necessary, with the Department of Health, both in the

serving and enforcement of orders, and in the general sanitary

inspection work.^ This is done largely through the medium of

a special squad of so-called "Sanitary Police," who are detailed

from police headquarters at the request of the Board of Health,

and chosen by it because of their special fitness. The squad is

commanded by a sergeant and roundsman, and, though remain-

ing under the discipline of the Police Department, and reporting

its work to police headquarters, is under the sole direction of the

sanitary superintendent of the Department of Health. The

nature of the work carried on by these officers will be touched

upon later, but their high character and efficiency under the pres-

ent administration is undoubted and well worthy of imitation by

other cities, and perhaps also by some of the men on New York's

regular police force.'

It is necessary to remember that the two chief functions

of the Department of Health are preventive and curative. That

is, its efforts to promote the public health take the form both of

the prevention of disease and its cure. And of these two, the first

* Cf. sec. 166 of Sanitary Code. "Charter of 1901, sees. 1202, 1202a.

3 The squad must not number over fifty men, selected from those who have seen

at least five years' service on the regular force. They are paid from a special fund

appropriated by the Department of Health.
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is probably the more important, and the one upon which both

medical and philanthropic authorities rightly lay the greatest

emphasis. Everywhere today we find men of practical experi-

ence and sound judgment seeking to solve the problems of crime

and poverty and disease by positive measures of precaution, by

attacking the evils at their very source. No branch of the

municipal service illustrates this better than the Health Depart-

ment, for, as Mayor Low remarked recently, "it is both easier

and better to create conditions that make for health than it is to

cure people after they have been taken sick."'

The authority of the department extends over the entire city

and the waters immediately adjacent, as well as over the waters

of the bay within quarantine limits. As already mentioned, the

powers of the board are enormous, and it is its duty to take all

necessary measures for the preservation of human life, and the

care, prevention, and protection of the public health.^ For this

purpose it draws up from time to time, as occasion requires, a

series of regulations which are embodied in the Sanitary Code.

Thus, besides enforcing all existing laws relating to the health

of the city, any measure adopted by the board and published in

the ''City Record" for two weeks becomes a part of this code,

and as such is enforcible by civil or criminal proceedings, or

both. Indeed, the city charter expressly provides that the

board may embrace within the Sanitary Code "all matters and

subjects to which, and so far as, the power and authority of said

Department of Health extends, not limiting the application to the

subject of health only."^ A still clearer conception of the powers

of the department can be derived from a consideration of the

work intrusted to the various inspectors. But it may be repeated

here that, while the New York laws relating to tenement houses

are now generally enforced by the new Tenement House

Department,* the Board of Health still has full authority to

'See his "Talk," quoted in Charities, September 20, 1902, p. 270.

^'Charter of 1901, ciiap. xix, sees. 1168, 1169. 3 Sec. 1172.

<By an amendment of the city charter of 1901 (chap, xix a) all the duties of the

Board of Health with reference to tenement houses were conferred— not transferred

— upon the new Tenement House Department. This change, of course, afforded an

immense relief to the old Department, for it allowed it to concentrate its efforts upon
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vacate all buildings that are themselves unfit or which make

adjacent buildings unfit for human habitation;' to prescribe and

enforce rules relating to the sanitation of lodging houses, shops,

or dwellings ; to deal with all sources of infection or disease ; to

remove dead bodies from the streets or from houses ; and to

abate any public nuisance.

The sanitary superintendent.— Aside from the Bureau of

Records, which collects and tabulates all the vital statistics of

the city, the most important work of the department is that

carried on under the Sanitary Bureau. This includes all the

sanitary and medical inspection of various kinds, as well as the

hospital service, and the work of the chemical and bacteriologi-

cal laboratories.

At the head of the Sanitary Bureau is the sanitary superin-

tendent. He is appointed by the board, at an annual salary of

55,000, and at the time of his appointment must have been at

least ten years a practicing physician and for three years a

resident of the city. Under him are five assistant superin-

tendents, who serve at an annual salary of $3,500, and direct the

work of the Bureau in each of the several boroughs of the

Greater city.^ It is the duty of the sanitary superintendent and

his assistants to make weekly, quarterly, and annual reports

to the board so that the president may keep in close touch with

other important sanitary work. At the same time the framers of the amendment

wisely permitted the Board of Health to retain all its original powers to be exercised

by it at any time in case of emergency.

'Sec. 1299 of the present charter gives the department full power to vacate any

building or part of a building which is " infected with contagious disease, or by

reason of want of repair has become dangerous to life, or is unfit for human habita-

tion because of defects in drainage, plumbing, ventilation, or the construction of the

same, or because of the existence of a nuisance on the premises which is likely to

cause sickness among the occupants." Sec. 1300 also gives it the power to condemn

and remove all such buildings where necessary, and prescribes the proceedings for

condemnation. This sweeping principle was derived from British law— " Houses of

the Working Classes Act," 1890, 53, 54 Vict., chap. 70— but has never been sustained

by the American courts. Hence in this country a building may be vacated in the

interests of the public health, but not actually condemned and removed. Cf. Dassiro

vs. the Health Department, Appellate Division Reports,Vo\.'iLW,}^. 348, October, 1897.

' Both the sanitary superintendent and the assistant sanitary superintendent hold

ofHce during the pleasure of the board.

i
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the general work of their bureau. This work is divided roughly

between the Division of Inspections, Contagious Diseases,

Chemistry, and Bacteriology, each under the direction of a chief

who is responsible to the sanitary superintendent. In this way,

while the vast responsibility necessarily falls upon the shoulders

of several different officers, the general efficiency, which can

only result from a centralization of power in the head of the

bureau is continued.

The two most important of these divisions— that of Inspec-

tions and that of Contagious Diseases— are organized separately

in the boroughs of Manhattan and Brooklyn. Their work is

carried on by about three hundred inspectors of all kinds, who

are appointed by the board from the eligible lists of the Civil

Service Commission at a yearly salary of from g 1,200 to 5 1,800.

All the inspectors must pass a rigid competitive examination,

and, as a matter of fact, those who are not doctors of medicine

by profession are mostly men trained in sanitary work or engi-

neering. There are some lay inspectors in the Division of

Inspection proper, most of them, however, men who have become

more or less of experts in their several lines of work. On the

sanitary side the inspector aims to correct defective plumbing

and drainage, and other matters likely to affect the health of

households. In this he has for his allies the Building and Tene-

ment House Departments.' He also inspects all kinds of foods

and drinks— meats, fruit, fish, milk, and even bottled waters—
and has power to destroy the bad, and to compel the use by

manufacturers and dealers of such methods as are likely to pro-

duce wholesome food and drink. He must suppress all nuisances

which are injurious to public health, such as those caused by

offensive trades or excessive noise. Finally, it is the duty of

the sanitary inspectors to report in writing all violations of the

health laws. Sanitary Code, or other regulations of the board

which come under their observation, whether such violations

belong to the class of work under their special charge or not.

And such reports must be accompanied with recommendations

and suggestions for the consideration of the sanitary superin-

^See note 4, p. 455.
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tendent. The regular hours for work are from 9 a. m. to 4 p, m.,

with a half-holiday on Saturday, but any employee of the depart-

ment may be required to exceed these hours if in the opinion of

his superiors the necessities of the service require it. Further-

more, any employee may at any time be discharged or tempo-

rarily suspended by the board, for misconduct or neglect of duty,

after written charges have been preferred against him, and he

has been given a public hearing. On the medical side it is the

duty of the inspectors to take all necessary measures to prevent

the spread of contagious or infectious diseases, and for this pur-

pose the men are divided into district and school inspectors and

vaccinators. There is also a special corps of physicians during

the summer months— the "Summer Corps," as it is called—
who make house-to-house visits in the poorer tenement-house

districts, and offer free treatment and advice to children and

all others who may desire, or are in need of, medical help.

To the sanitary superintendent is also intrusted the general

management of the various city hospitals for contagious diseases.

But of this more later.

The registrar of records.—The Bureau of Records, under the

supervision of the registrar of records, appointed by the board,^

at a salary of 1^4,000 per year, has charge of (i) the issuing

of all burial permits; (2) the compilation of vital statistics; (3)

the preservation of the records of the department; (4) the

library
; (5) the bookbindery. Under the registrar there are also

five assistant registrars for each borough, who are appointed by

the board,' and receive a salary of 1^3,000. Each borough issues

its own burial permits, and collects its own vital statistics, which

are forwarded once a week to the central office in Manhattan,

and there compiled for the whole city.

The assistant corporation counsel.—The corporation counsel of

the city assigns one of his assistants to aid the Department of

Health. Such assistant gives up his whole time in working for

the board, and it is his duty (
i
) to act as the legal adviser of

the commissioner of health in matters relating directly to the

' From a list of candidates on the " eligible list " submitted by the Civil Service

Commission.
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health laws
; (2) to enforce all orders of the board, by action of

the courts; (3) to prosecute all violators of the Sanitary Code.

Naturally, the duties of the corporation counsel are all-

important, for without his honest co-operation the work of the

Health Department can be of very little use. One of his most

important duties is the giving of legal advice to the department

as to its rights and powers, so that its official acts may be within

bounds of the law. As a result, the actions of the Board of

Health are generally respected by the public, and the majority

of its orders promptly obeyed. Where, however, there is no

compliance with official orders within a reasonable period of time,

it becomes the duty of the corporation counsel to secure their

enforcement by the proper legal proceedings, either civil or

criminal (the latter in cases where the most serious conditions

exist), in the name of the city and department.

Some idea of the enormous work of this office may be obtained

from the following table covering the year 1901 :

BOROUGH OF MANHATTAN.

Orders received from prosecution - - . 22,736

Notices of intention to commence action - - 22,736

Nuisances abated before suit . - - - 15,760

Actions commenced to recover penalties - - 2,104

Actions discontinued, nuisances abated - - 2,107

Arrests (criminal) for violations of Sanitary

Code ------- 1,431

Amount of fines imposed by courts - - $5,107.00

The secretary's office.—Under the secretary of the Board of

Health are the chief clerk and five assistant chief clerks, one for

each of the five boroughs of the present city. The duties of

these officers are largely executive and clerical in their nature;

but the Division of Accounts and Supplies, which comes under

the general supervision of the chief clerk, is of the greatest

importance to the public. It has charge of (i) the sale of vac-

cine, mallein, tetanus, and diphtheria antitoxin manufactured by

the department; (2) the preparation of the requisitions for the

printing of all books, blanks, and stationery required by the

department and the distribution of the same, as well as the

preparation of all contracts.
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The chief medical officer.— At the beginning of the present

administration, Dr. Herman H. Biggs, formerly the director of

the Bacteriological Laboratories, was made chief medical officer.

This position was created at the instance of Mayor Low, it being

felt that, if a layman was made executive head of the depart-

ment, there should also be a competent physician at the head of

the medical work.

Honorary appointees.— It has long been the custom of the

Board of Health to call into consultation certain leading physi-

cians and specialists. These men are classed either as members

of the Medical Advisory Board, as members of the Board of

Honorary Visiting Physicians to the contagious disease hospitals

of the department, or else as individual consulting specialists.

But until the present year (1902) this branch of the service

seems rather to have fallen into disuse. And although the pre-

vious administration had its advisory boards and honorary com-

mittees composed of distinguished physicians who had signified

their willingness to offer their services and advice free of charge

at any time, they were seldom called upon by the department.

But when the present administration entered upon its duties at

the beginning of 1902, the new board at once appointed a dis-

tinguished body of medical advisers, whom it has called into

consultation periodically.

In this way the most cordial relations have been established

between the department aud the private medical profession, to

the obvious advantage of both. For it is certainly to the interest

of the city at large that private physicians co-operate with the

Board of Health wherever possible, and unless they comply with

the rules of the Board in regard to the systematic reporting of

all contagious diseases, the work of the city health authorities

is greatly retarded. These gentlemen, though at the head of

their profession, may not always be men of administrative or

practical ability, but they can certainly render the department

great service in a scientific way. Furthermore, it is absolutely

essential that the health inspectors should in no way interfere

with the practice of private doctors, and the cordial relations

established by Commissioner Lederle with the medical profession
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generally tend to reduce this constant possibility of friction to a

minimum.
II. METHODS AND RESULTS.

The vast responsibility incurred in protecting the health of a

modern city, the innumerable ways in which the health officials

must come in close personal contact with the people, and the

way in which the welfare of the latter is bound up in the effi-

ciency of the former are beautifully illustrated in New York at

the present time. Let us see, therefore, the methods adopted

by this city's Department of Health, and the results which have

been brought about under the present administration. We shall

then be in a position to judge wherein these methods have failed

or succeeded, and how far the results achieved have been due to

the form of the machinery itself, and how far to the character

and methods of the men behind the guns.

I. THE DIVISION OF INSPECTIONS.

To perform all the work of this division properly requires the

services of some fifty inspectors in the borough of Manhattan

alone, of whom at least thirty, according to the requirements of

the revised charter, must be physicians of skill and practical

professional experience in the city. Besides, the board may
from time to time appoint a large number of special inspectors

for one purpose or another. The whole city is divided into dis-

tricts—varying in size largely according to the character and

occupation of the population, and the difficulties of the work

—

each in charge of an inspector who is held personally respon-

sible for its general sanitary condition.

The filing of complaints and the general methods of inspection.—
The large offices of the division in the headquarters building,

at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Fifty-fifth Street, Manhattan,

are among the busiest in the whole department. Here is the

chief inspector, assisted by a deputy and a large force of office

clerks. Here, too, the sergeant in charge of the Sanitary Squad

of police has his headquarters, and the officers under him may
be seen going in and out for orders along with the other sanitary

inspectors. For the members of the police squad must report

every morning and evening, although the other inspectors of the
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division are not required to report at headquarters in person

more than twice a week. In one corner sits the complaint clerk

with a large "Complaint Book." In this all-important volume

are entered, as soon as received, the complaints from all sources,

whether verbal or written, which require the services of an

inspector. And here also is recorded, under its proper filing

number, the action taken upon each complaint, and its final dis-

position. The complaints are then sorted by the clerk, and

forwarded to the proper inspector or sanitary ofificer at the

beginning of each day.

Each citizen's complaint is personally investigated by the

proper inspector, if possible on the day of its receipt, and is then

returned to headquarters with his report thereon. If that report

shows a condition "dangerous to life" or "detrimental to

health," and states fully the particular conditions which make it

dangerous, it is at once classed as a "nuisance" demanding

abatement and properly indorsed by the chief of the division.

Sometimes the nuisance complained of may be one which, in the

opinion of the chief, can be best abated by the inspector per-

sonally calling the attention of the responsible parties to it. In

such a case he so states in his indorsement of the report. In

any event, all inspectors who, in the course of their daily tours,

detect nuisances and violations of the Sanitary Code are expected

to call the attention of the responsible authorities to them, so

that their abatement may be secured, if possible, without a

formal complaint to the Board of Health. On the other hand,

where the complaint is more serious, an order to the owner,

agent, or lessee of the premises complained of will be issued at

once by the department. After a lapse of not more than five

days,* a copy of this order will then be referred to the proper

inspector for reinspection. Finally, if, upon its return, it is

found that the order has been complied with—which happens

in a very large proportion of the cases— it will be stamped with

the date of its final receipt at the office, and filed away with the

' A longer delay than this, unless authorized by the chief sanitary inspector, must

be reported to the president of the board. Discretion in permitting a tardy com-

pliance with the order rests with the board, not with the inspector.
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original complaint for future reference. But if the order of the

board has not been complied with on reinspection, it will be

referred, after a reasonable length of time to the assistant cor-

poration counsel for prosecution. On account of the skill and

efficiency of its present corps of inspectors, the department

seems to enjoy the general respect of the public, so that, where

the corporation counsel performs his duty by serving prompt

notice of prosecution on the guilty party, nine-tenths of these

orders are obeyed without the necessity of actually taking the

matter into court.

Rule 47 of the department's regulations states that

:

Inspectors will be held responsible for the existence of remediable public

nuisances within their respective districts, and are expected to find them by

original inspection [even if they have not been complained of by private

citizens]. If unable to secure their prompt correction by personal efforts,

they must report them to the board, taking special care to correctly name

the owners. When not otherwise employed on official business, they are

expected to make a house-to-house inspection of tenements,' factories, and all

causes of nuisance in their districts. The law gives the Board of Health

power to require that such conditions shall be thoroughly and properly cor-

rected, and, when this is impracticable, to vacate houses. It is prepared to

use this power. The object of assigning inspectors to districts is to familiarize

them with local conditions. Every inspector is expected to know his

district intimately, and his efficiency will be judged not so much by what he

claims to have done as by the sanitary condition of his district. The exist-

ence there of undiscovered and unreported nuisances which should have

been found and reported will be held to indicate incompetence or unfaithful-

ness.

It may be thought that the power of the board is so great

that there is too much opportunity for unjustly coercing the

people. This is perhaps true, for certainly in the case of dis-

honest officials the chance for blackmail, especially among the

lower and more ignorant classes of the city's population, would

be enormous. Nor has New York been by any means free from this

curse, even through its Department of Health, as many a citizen

will testify who has experienced some of Tammany's methods.

Yet on the whole it seems very necessary, where the general

public health is in danger, that the department should possess

' When the Tenement House Department was established in 1902 the inspection

of all tenements was transferred to it from the Department of Health.
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this vast power, and we hope to show that the results under

Commissioner Lederle's honest and efficient administration of

the board have amply justified this claim. Besides, a citizen has

every chance to defend himself against an unjust order of the

health officers. For, where he considers an order unnecessary

or based upon an error of facts, as stated by an inspector, he

may appeal to the department in writing, giving his reasons,

Such application is always considered by the sanitary superin-

tendent, or his assistants, and where they consider the project

justified, they may recommend to the board that there be a

reinspection, this time by a different inspector. This is very

often done in doubtful cases, for it is to the interest of the

department itself that it be very sure- of its ground before

beginning actual prosecution. As a result, when the Board of

Health does finally begin an action, it usually wins its case and

is respected accordingly.

Some sample complaints.—The miscellaneous character and

remarkable form of many of the complaints received from citi-

zens often afford amusing reading. Thus, one up-town gentle-

man writes as follows to the department

:

Are you going to let the goats rule N. Y.? 50 of them from 106 to i i6th

St. The Italians own them. Don't let your officers fool you. Send an Irish

Cop to MacSweeney.

Another man put his request in this form

:

Gentlemen: March 25.

Please send one of your inspectors to the Italian Barber Shop, 763

g Avenue, There is a Man and Wife and 4 children and 2 workingmen and

a dog all living in a little room back of the store, this is dangerous for the

neighborhood, and bad for other people who have children, and must be

against the Sanitary Laws, the landlady Mrs. Philips lives in 403 W. 51 St.

Thanking you

Many of the complaints from uneducated persons also furnish

the poor complaint clerk grammar and idiom with which to con-

jure. Here, for instance, is a sample postal card picked out at

random from hundreds of others. It was probably written by

some old soul who had been driven what might be termed door-

crazy.
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Dear Sir :

—

Would you kindly attend to this door being open as the Board of Health

had closed the door and they have opened it. They have opened it in 636

E. 1 2th St. You have locked it and they opened it. They have a lock on it.

One would suppose that canary birds and pigeons were more

or less harmless to the health of a city. Yet one woman writes

:

Dear Department:
I don't mind canaries at night when they don't do no singing. But there's

been abird next door to me all winter and the darn thing sings my head off

and I won't stand it no longer. If you don't remove the bird 111 sue you.

Again a man says

:

please come to 15 street to 619 and make the portors put the pigeons off

the roof, they are breaking all the roof and chimneys. I am sick and tired,

and if you's don't make them stop I do fourther. They are on the roof every

day and Oblige me.

Dogs, too, as well as goats, pigeons, and canaries, come in for

their fair share of criticism. Some fellow sent in the following:

MCH. 20.

Board of Health,

Gents
Mr. Charles the next Hotel Keeper to me Has a dog which for the past

two months is disturbing our night's sleep by a deadly Howling all night

long and there is none of us can stand it.

If you will attend to this you will

Oblige, .

Many of these complaints may seem ignorant and laughable.

Nevertheless they indicate how many of New York's poor have

learned to look to the Department of Health as a sort of cure-

all for every ill under the sun. And they also show a growing

knowledge of the sanitary laws which is often most encouraging.

This is well shown by the following rather remarkable letter

which arrived in the morning's mail one day last winter:

Please to have an inspector of health come to the place of residence (i

room) ground floor front of 84 years old Mrs. Adler— at about 12-2 p. M. It

is sickening to see that room and unless some authoritative person dictates

cleanliness and order to that (woman of means) old lady she will die in filth,

(Signed) A silent looker-on.

The sanitary inspectors.— In addition to the regular force of

sanitary inspectors, many of the fifty sanitary policemen for the
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Greater city are also assigned to do general sanitary inspection.'

It is the duty of these men to inspect as well as investigate all

citizens' complaints relating to the general sanitary conditions in

their respective districts, such as house drainage, plumbing, light,

and ventilation ; stables and manure vaults ; cellars and base-

ments ;
public and private closets and cesspools ; sewers, streets,

and sidewalks; ash and garbage receptacles; and especially all

shops of any kind where milk is sold.

If now we should follow some of these inspectors throughout

their daily rounds, as did the writer on many occasions, we might

be led to investigate almost every kind of sanitary problem.

First, it might be to answer the complaint about a defective

water-closet in a church or sweat-shop and to order a new outfit.

Next, our route might take us to the cellar of a meat-shop where

the owner is manufacturing sausages amidst the foulest of sani-

tary conditions, and where it is necessary to order a general

cleaning up and disinfecting, etc. ; then to order a builder to stop

obstructing the gutter of a public street with loose brick and

building material ; or to a restaurant complained of by a down-

town banker because of the cooking smells which issue forth

from the kitchen into his office and create a public nuisance ; or

into a small grocery store on the East Side where the owner is

selling milk, contrary to the requirements of the Sanitary Code,

in a room opening into his living quarters at the rear, thus mak-

ing a double risk of contamination ; or, finally, perhaps, into a

petty Jewish meat-shop where poultry is killed on the premises

instead of at the licensed slaughter-houses, as provided for by

the code. Again, our duties might require us to investigate the

complaints of a poor sick woman in a crowded tenement who is

actually unable to sleep because of the vibrations in the walls of

her apartment made by the machinery in a printing or manufac-

turing establishment next door. Such cases of noisy machinery

which are actually deleterious to health are not infrequent, and

often give the inspectors much trouble. The writer well remem-

bers an apartment which he visited one day with a health inspec-

' There are forty-eight sanitary inspectors at the present time in the borough of

Manhattan alone, fifteen of whom are assigned to do general sanitary work.
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tor down near the Brooklyn bridge. The walls of every room

here shook so violently from the vibrations of the machinery

two buildings away that it was entirely impossible to lie still on

a bed or couch. And in this instance, too, the machinery was

often kept running during the night on rush orders, so that sleep

for a nervous mother and child was almost out of the question.

Such cases the board pronounces to be public nuisances, and

orders their abatement, and the owner of the factory must usually

comply as best he can, even though it means moving his whole

outfit to another building in a different part of the city where

there are fewer tenement dwellers to be annoyed.

The writer also paid several visits to sweat-shops and other

small clothing factories to inspect the general sanitary condi-

tions. At one time it was to answer a complaint which read :

Kindly send an inspector to Hilsens Segar Factory and make them Venti-

late the place as we working People are in Distress the windows are always

closed and it is killing us.

(Signed) An Employe.

In this case the windows were, indeed, closed and the air foul

in the extreme. Such matters ought more properly to be referred

to the factory inspector although the department can and does

see that all defects in the plumbing are properly remedied.

Perhaps the worst instance of all unsanitary conditions en-

countered was that of a second-hand tailor's shop and living

apartment in a tiny, dark, foul-smelling cellar along the Bowery.

It was the best place which the poor fellow could afford, he said,

in order to display his goods properly. For, although there was

no show window, the little cellar stairway gave him just enough

room to hang his wretched garments where they could be seen

by the vast throng passing overhead. In return for this privilege

he was willing to do his work in a little living-room approxi-

mately 8X10 feet, with but one tiny basement window half cut

off from the light by the pavement above, and to live with his

wife and two children in a rear room lOX 12 feet, which had

no windows in it at all and no access to the fresh air except through

the shop door. What kind of an apology was this for a shop

and home ? Yet a cruel landlord was wringing from his tenant
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a rental of $i8 per month. Think of it, $i8 a month for a pest

hole, disease-breeding place like that ! Doubtless it was hard on

the poor tailor to compel him to give up his quarters ; but in

this instance there was nothing else for the inspector to do, since

no child could long survive the unspeakably foul air and dirty

surroundings which were found in that little basement on the

Bowery. Consequently the whole place was immediately vacated,

the tailor and his family were helped by the inspector to find a

new and far better home, and the landlord compelled to abandon

his wretched basement forever as a lodging.

This was a somewhat extreme case, to be sure. Still, the

Department of Health must ever be on the lookout for such

unsanitary and overcrowded conditions. Else, to whom could

the poorer class of citizens turn, unable as they are to pay for

the services of a private lawyer or too ignorant to see that their

own health and that of their children are being ruined ? No, it

is the city officials, whom we choose to rule over us, who must

do these things. And we who have intrusted to them such

mighty powers for the care of the public health must also see to

it that they perform their duties honestly and efficiently.

Another instance of the splendid work which has recently

been accomplished by the sanitary inspectors in New York is the

cleaning up of the Chinese quarter in the lower part of Man-

hattan. In the autumn of 1902 an epidemic of the bubonic

plague had broken out in San Francisco among the Chinese of

that city, and there was some alarm lest it spread to New York.

Dr. Lederle accordingly ordered a thorough sanitary inspection

of "Chinatown," and in little more than two months that section

of the great city had received a thorough cleaning up such as it

had never known before. Five inspectors began the work on

November 10, 1902, each taking a city block and visiting practi-

cally every building in the district, and by the end of the first

six weeks they had made 326 inspections, including 309 com-
plaints. The plumbing, cleanliness of cellars, halls, and apart-

ments, and everything affecting the general sanitary condition of

Chinatown were looked into. And where the conditions were

not what they ought to be the department served orders on the
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proper persons and compelled them to remedy all defects.

Little opposition seems to have been encountered. The owners

soon found that the Board of Health meant business, and the

Chinese tenants themselves hastened to comply with the sug-

gestions of the inspectors. By January, 1903, the work was

practically completed, and so thoroughly had it been done that

when I made a careful tour of the whole district last winter,

visiting with an inspector not only the tenement houses, but

the shops and many of the sacred opium dens usually hidden

to outsiders, I confess that I found the general sanitary condi-

tions to be in suprisingly good shape. The halls and bedrooms

in some cases looked almost shining, and the closets were most

of them in a condition of which the janitors were justly proud.

And today Chinatown is in a better sanitary condition than ever

before.

Still another piece of good work recently accomplished by

the department under Commissioner Lederle was its inspection

of the new rapid transit subway excavations. These had been

the source of many complaints. All kinds of rubbish and offen-

sive material were being constantly thrown into the excavations.

After every rain pools of water would collect and stagnate

;

broken sewers had been allowed to discharge into the cuts ; and

no sanitary accommodations had been provided for the subway

workmen. But with the co-operation of the Rapid Transit Com-
mission, the police, and the Street Cleaning Department these

abuses were soon remedied.

The present administration has also undertaken a thorough

inspection of all the stables in the Greater city. Those in Man-
hattan were found to be in a fairly good condition. But in

Brooklyn and Queens the grossest violations of the Sanitary

Code were discovered. In the former borough 167 cow stables,

harboring 23,029 cows, were inspected, as well as a large number

of horse stables. Many of these were declared public nuisances

and ordered closed, while 1,137 manure vaults were abolished in

spite of the shower of protests from many prominent citizens.

In Queens the cow stables were in terrible condition, so that 44

out of 300 were condemned and closed. There the owners of
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these stables were given the alternative of putting them in first-

class sanitary condition, or being refused permits to keep cows.

For the first time in its history the department now requires

a permit for all bathing establishments in the city. And no per-

mits will be granted for this purpose unless the pools be emptied

and thoroughly cleaned at least once a day, unless shower-baths

be provided and every person compelled to use them before

entering the pool, and unless clean towels are given each bather

and generally sanitary conditions maintained. Anyone who has

visited the type of public bathing establishment usually main-

tained in the poorer districts of the city will heartily appreciate

the reforms thus inaugurated by Dr. Lederle. Under the old

regime many of the bath-houses were so filthy and the water so

foul as to be worse than useless. Besides, they were proved by

the present administration to be fruitful sources for the spread

of contagious diseases. But today it is a hopeful sight to see

how the sanitary inspectors and the sanitary police are vigor-

ously enforcing the new regulations.

The sanitary police.—The sanitary police are usually employed

by the Division of Inspections in the poorer tenement-house dis-

tricts where the respect for a uniform and the power of arrest is

correspondingly greater. And certainly the squad, as at present

organized, is composed of a fine lot of men, most of them trained

in sanitary work and especially efficient and tactful. This was

most noticeable to the writer, who spent several days with dif-

ferent officers. Sometimes an officer may be sent to notify a

milk dealer on the East Side that his milk had fallen below the

proper standard of purity, and that his license would be revoked

within a certain period unless conditions were immediately

improved ; sometimes to make an ordinary sanitary inspection

of the plumbing in a tenement house ; and in one case to answer

the complaint of an old woman who wrote to the department

that "as the rain falls from the clouds so is the ceiling falling

about my head, please come and save me"! Again, a policeman

often accompanies some of the medical inspectors, and by the

moral suasion of a club and uniform encourages certain ignorant

and rebellious citizens to submit to vaccination. Or two officers
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may be ordered out at night on a so-called " over-crowding

raid," where it is necessary to make a night inspection of certain

doubtful tenements and report as to whether there are more
boarders sleeping in a single room than the Sanitary Code
allows.

Often, too, the members of the Sanitary Squad are sent out

by their commanding sergeant to enforce the municipal ordinance

against spitting in cars and other public places. These special

raids are good tests of the efficiency and alertness of the men,

and rarely does a single policeman return without having made
an arrest in which the magistrate will uphold him. Thus, on

February 4, 1903, forty "Health Squad" men arrested thirty-

nine persons with the following results :

Fined $i. $a. $3. Discharged, Held for Trial,

15 15 2 6 I

Contrast this with the results secured by the regular policemen

on the day previous (February 3, 1903, when 125 regular men
were detailed from police headquarters to enforce the spitting

law, and between them made only twenty-nine arrests, of which

two-thirds were discharged by the magistrates. Indeed, as I

have said, one needs but to accompany the sanitary police on

their daily rounds to observe that they are an able body of high-

toned men.

Inspectors of foods and offensive trades.—Besides the regular

sanitary men there are the inspectors of foods and offensive

trades. Among the most important of these are the milk inspect-

ors. It is their duty from time to time, or as often as possible

and as occasion demands, to test all milk sold in the city of New
York, and where the same falls below the proper standard to

report the facts to the Board of Health and recommend that the

permit of the seller be revoked. For not only must every milk

dealer have a license permitting him to sell at retail, but the

department also compels all wholesale dealers, and back of them

the dairymen, to obtain permits.' And no permit is issued

'Sanitary Code, sec, 66. On May 2, 1902, the following notice was issued to

inspectors in regard to the granting of milk permits :
" On and after this date , , , ,

make one inspection on receipt of the application to sell milk. If conditions are
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except upon a signed statement showing from whom the milk is

purchased, how long it was in transit to the city, where it is

stored and how it is sold, etc.; and, in the case of the dairyman,

the number, breed, food, and condition of his cows, and how

they are housed and watered. ^ Any adulterated milk which has

been brought into or is held or offered for sale in the city may

be seized and destroyed by an inspector on the spot.'

Of course, all these regulations may become a dead letter if

not properly enforced. But in recent years New York, like

many other large cities, has been roused to the necessity of

protecting its milk supply in the interest of the public health.

For it is now a well-demonstrated fact that impure, diseased, or

adulterated milk is a common cause of the increase of mortality,

particularly among children. At the present time, under Com-

missioner Lederle, New York's Department of Health is setting

a splendid example to other cities in the efficiency and mainte-

nance of its milk inspections. The various inspectors are always

making the rounds of the city in their respective districts, and

at any time of day the smallest or the largest dealer is liable to

have his milk carefully tested by the lactometer, and, where

necessary, may be obliged to furnish samples for further analysis.

In the summer time, too, when the weather becomes hot and the

favorable, recommend that the permit be granted. If not, notify owners of stores

what regulations are violated, and reinspect after two days. If the conditions are

then not proper, turn in applications recommending that the application to sell be

denied. At same time notify owner to discontinue the sale of milk."

* Cf. Sanitary Code, sec. 59.

'The Sanitary Code thus defines the term "adulterated":

"l. Milk containing more than 80 per cent, of water or fluids.

"2. Milk containing less than 12 per cent, of milk solids.

" 3. Milk containing less than 3 per cent, of fats.

" 4. Milk drawn from animals within fifteen days before or five days after partu-

rition.

" 5. Milk drawn from animals fed on distillery waste or any substance in a state

of fermentation or putrefaction, or any unhealthy food.

"6. Milk drawn from cows kept in a crowded or unhealthy condition.

" 7. Milk from which any part of the cream has been removed.
" 8. Milk which has been mixed with water or any other fluid, or to which has

been added, or into which has been introduced, any foreign substance whatever."

(Sec. 63.)
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milk is more liable to spoil, frequent raids are made at night or

early in the morning against the petty dealers on the East Side

or among the large wholesalers at the receiving depots. In the

chemical laboratory of the department, of 3,870 samples taken

for analysis in igo2, more than half were found to be adulterated,

and at once a systematic war was begun against the violators of

the law. The offenders were particularly numerous in the

crowded tenement-house districts, where it was most important

that pure milk only should be at the service of the people.

In one day, March 31, seventeen dealers in milk and fruit were hauled

before the Court of Special Sessions charged with violating the Sanitary

Code, and were fined in sums varying from $15 to $30. On September 22

thirty milk dealers were fined in the Court of Special Sessions. One whole-

sale dealer was fined $250, and the total amount of fines was more than a

thousand dollars. Unprincipled milk dealers now began to see that it was

unprofitable to impose bad milk upon their customers. The beneficial effects

soon became apparent. Of the samplfis examined in October, 1902, only 39
per cent, showed adulteration.'

Special efforts were also made along lines never before thought

of to protect the milk supplies, and with the most gratifying

results. It had been found that much of the source of impurity

came from some of the near-by dairies. For example, a single

can of milk from a farm at Sanford, N. Y., which happened to

be casually inspected, was found to be infected with no less than

180,000,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter! Such milk was

evidently in a most filthy condition, and inspectors were at once

sent to the outlying dairies and creameries to make personal

investigations and give directions for the care of the cattle, the

refrigerating and transporting of the milk, etc. In New Jersey,

through the co-operation of the local board of health, the dealers

and shippers were made to comply with the proper sanitary regu-

lations. But in Brooklyn and Queens conditions were found to

be so bad that it was necessary to send entire herds of cows to

the public pound. This, to be sure, was a severe remedy, but as

the pound charge was $3 per day for each head of cattle, it

proved to be the most effective means of bringing the dairymen

' See pamphlet compiled by the City Club of New York, entitled The Health

Department of the City of New York, p. 23.
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to terms. In New York city many of the stores where milk was

sold, especially the petty grocery shops on the East Side, were

found to be in a dirty condition and connected with the living-

rooms of the storekeeper's family. Accordingly, the Board of

Health ordered, under pain of the revocation of the permit, that

every store where milk was sold should be thoroughly cleaned

and separated by a sealed door from all living-rooms. And so

vigorously was this order enforced by the inspectors that by the

end of January, 1903, 550 milk dealers had been compelled to

close all direct communication between their stores and apart-

ments; 210 other dealers had been obliged to remove further

violations of the law; while ten stores had been vacated after

notice of violation.

Such has been the activity of New York's Board of Health

under the present administration. And if the amount of work

which it found necessary to do Is a condemnation of the depart-

ment's methods during the previous four years of the Tammany
regime, it only serves to show the tremendous opportunities for

doing good or harm which the citizens have seen fit to put into

the hands of their health officials. Does it not behoove them,

therefore, to understand clearly the methods of administration,

and, for their own sakes, see to it that the health laws are honestly

and efficiently enforced?

Besides the milk inspectors, there is a special corps of fruit,

fish, and meat inspectors numbering over a dozen men in the

borough of Manhattan. The fruit inspectors, like the milk men,

are kept especially busy during the warm summer months when

many tons of decayed produce are destroyed. If anyone wants

to see an interesting sight, let him accompany one of these

gentlemen some hot summer day on his round of inspection

among the fruit and fish peddlers of the East Side. Many of

these petty venders deal in the very finest quality of fruit and

vegetables. Especially is this true of the Italians who seem to

have a special knack for the business. Most of them, too, are

persons who do not expect to waste a single cent, if they can

help it; consequently they do not hesitate also to sell their

decaying goods wherever possible at reduced rates. And the
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very natural result of such methods, unless the Board of Health

exercises the closest supervision, is that hundreds of tenement-

house children in the poorer districts are laid low every season

with cholera morbus and other summer complaints. To reduce

this danger to the lowest possible minimum several inspectors

spend their whole time in examining the fruit stands and push

carts throughout the East Side. Their faces soon become familar

to the peddlers, who may often be seen trying to conceal their

bad fruit in order to avoid confiscation, or, where that is rendered

impossible by the suddenness of the visit, attempting to bribe

the inspector by offering him some of their choicest brands.

With an honest health ofificial those efforts, however, are generally

in vain, and piles of rotten bananas, peaches, or oranges are

quickly dumped into the wagon which is always waiting for that

purpose. There may be some consternation and angry mutter-

ings, but in a minute the inspector has disappeard among the

crowds on his search for another load. Sometimes the fruit and

fish men go on their rounds together, using the same wagon to

carry the condemned goods. In this case the stench arising on

a hot day from the load of confiscated fish and fruit is almost

beyond belief. For the fish inspector is kept even more busy

sometimes than his colleague. Twice a week he visits the

regular fish markets, and during the other days follows up the

small fish peddlers who are likely to be the worst sinners. All

kinds of candy, too, which are being sold in the street without a

glass-covering to protect them from the dust, are liable to confisca-

tion,^ and the writer has seen the inspectors' wagon return loaded

down with all kinds of confectionery. But soon the dealers

begin to realize what all this vigilance means, and an efficient

Department of Health can certainly do much to prevent the sale

of decayed fruit and vegetables.

Much the same kind of inspection is carried on by the meat

inspectors, of whom there are three in Manhattan. It is their

duty to examine the different cuts of meat and prevent the

sale of any that is unsound or diseased. For this purpose they

make unexpected raids upon the wholesale dealers, often con-

' Sanitary Code, sec. 47.
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fiscating whole calves that are found to fall below the minimun

weight of forty-five pounds when dressed, or lambs which were

killed when less than eight weeks old. All meat must also be sold

only under the proper conditions provided for by the Sanitary

Code,^ and it is made the duty of all persons who know of

unsound food being sold anywhere within the city to report the

fact to the Department of Health or one of its officers.

Early in 1902 many of the public markets were found to be

in a generally unsanitary condition, and Commissioner Lederle

ordered that hereafter these be carefully inspected. In some

cases the president of the borough of Manhattan and the Comp-
troller were notified that the markets would be closed and ordered

vacated unless they were properly repaired.

In New York the Department of Health undertakes weekly

inspection and analysis of the city water supply, the results of

which are published in its weekly reports. In this way the

public is always informed as to the general condition of its

drinking water, and the danger of pollution carefully guarded

against. In 1902, for the first time, an elaborate investigation

was made of the methods and conditions under which carbon-

ated waters were being made and sold in the city.

About one hundred and forty manufactories in Manhattan were inspected.

In many instances they were in tenement houses, cellars and stables. There
was a lack of proper drainage, and the ceiling and walls were covered thickly

with ancient accumulations of dust. Orders were issued that carbonated

waters should not be made in any part of a tenement house or stable which

was not entirely separated from the rest of the building; that in all plants

for the manufacture of carbonated water proper ventilation should be pro-

vided; that all tanks and receptacles for water or for syrups which some of

these manufactories make should be kept clean and have suitable covers;

that bottles should be washed in a solution of washing-soda or other alkaline

substance; that the floors should be water-tight and connected with the sew-

ers; that ceilings, floors, and walls should be kept clean; that the water used
should be pure. Every manufacturer is required to swear to a statement

setting forth the sanitary condition of his premises, the source of his water

supply, and its chemical and bacteriological analysis. Unless these conditions

are complied with no permit to do business is granted."

' For the provisions of the code regarding all kinds of food see sees. 44-56.

» The Health Department of the City oj New York, published by the City Club,

1902, p. 22.

1
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Offensive trades.— The two inspectors of slaughter-houses

have been especially vigilant during the past year, so that while

the number of complaints about the offensive odors arising from

the large rendering plants, especially on the East Side, were

frequent during 1 90 1, there were only three received for the

whole city during 1902. The Board of Health also refused to

grant permits for two new slaughter-houses the past year, taking

the stand that eventually all such offensive trades should be

located outside of the city. Meanwhile it has endeavored to

keep the established plants in first-class condition, and certainly

those visited by the writer—and he saw all on the East Side

—

were models of cleanliness.

The present administration has likewise effected a radical

improvement in the general sanitary condition of the poultry

slaughter-houses. It is here that upward of 25,000 to 30,000

fowls are killed every day in New York city, and the depart-

ment has been making strenuous efforts to compel all slaughter-

ing of poultry, just as of beef, to be done in a regular slaughter-

house where the proper sanitary conditions can be more easily

enforced. The writer made a personal inspection of a number

of the largest houses on the East Side and can bear witness to

the improved conditions. Even the previous ( Tammany

)

inspector confessed that the present state of the houses was 100

per cent, better than ever before.

Mercantile establishments and lodging houses.— Finally there are

the various mercantile establishments and lodging houses, for

which there are six inspectors in Manhattan and the Bronx.

Certain defective provisions in the Sanitary Code render it well-

nigh impossible for the department to enforce the regulations

regarding hours of labor. In the matter of lodging houses,

however, the present board has been most efficient. Every

house that receives boarders for one night or less than a week is

classed as a "lodging house," and must obtain a yearly permit

from the Board of Health before it can do any business. Each

permit gives the size of the house—number of rooms, number

of lodgers allowed in each room, etc.— and the house must

comply with certain rigid sanitary requirements before it can
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obtain such a permit. In consequence of this rigid inspection

to which they have been subjected, the character of New York's

one hundred houses has steadily improved, until at the present

time, for instance, not more than twenty are without bathing

facilities of some kind, while several, notably the new Salvation

Army house on Chatham Square, have a splendid equipment of

hot and cold shower-baths in the basement, steam heat, elevator

service, and other modern requirements of civilization. The
writer spent one whole day making a careful inspection of some

twelve of these houses and was most agreeably surprised at the

good condition that they were in. Yet this has been brought

about only by rigid and frequent inspection, for it is well known
that the cheaper class of houses will backslide at the first

opportunity.

Besides the lodging houses, the department makes many
other inspections, particularly of the large mercantile establish-

ments where many children are often employed. In 1902 it

also began the regular inspection of churches for the first time.

For it is now considered of the first importance that the best

sanitary condition should prevail in churches, theaters, and all

other places where large gatherings assemble. On the whole,

during 1902, 10,000 inspections of mercantile establishments

and 871 inspections of lodging houses were made.

Employment certificates,—The laws of 1896 (chap. 425) pro-

vide that no child shall be employed in any store, factory, or

workshop, etc., in the state of New York under fourteen years of

age; and that all children between the ages of fourteen and

sixteen so employed must be provided with proper certificates

from the Board of Health. These certificates state the age of

the child and its physical fitness for work, etc. The only excep-

tions to this rule are in the cases of children over twelve who
may be employed during the summer vacation when provided

with a proper certificate. Out of 32,000 of these certificates

applied for 14,482 were issued by the board in 1902. These

must all be filed in the office of the employer ; and the inspectors

have the power to arrest all persons who refuse to comply with

the law under a penalty of S500 fine or one year's imprisonment,

or both.
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Some further conception of the number and character of

these employment certificates may be derived from the following

table for the year 1901

:

No. of children interviewed applying for certificates 30,406

No. of employment certificates granted - - 23,492

No. of employment certificates refused - - 2,203

No. of duplicate certificates issued - - - 1,456

Francis R. Cope, Jr.
DiMOCK, Pa.

[ To be continued^^

Note.—In this paper, completed during the summer of 1903, allusions to the

"present" administration of course refer to that of Mayor Low. [ed,]



THE SOCIOLOGY OF CONFLICT.^

I.

That conflict has sociological significance, inasmuch as it

either produces or modifies communities of interest, unifications,

organizations, is in principle never contested. On the other

hand, it must appear paradoxical to the ordinary mode of think-

ing to ask whether conflict itself, without reference to its con-

sequences or its accompaniments, is not a form or socialization.

This seems, at first glance, to be merely a verbal question. If

every reaction among men is a socialization, of course conflict

must count as such, since it is one of the most intense reactions,

and is logically impossible if restricted to a single element.

The actually dissociating elements are the causes of the conflict

— hatred and envy, want and desire. If, however, from these

impulses conflict has once broken out, it is in reality the way
to remove the dualism and to arrive at some form of unity, even

if through annihilation of one of the parties. ^The case is, in a

way, illustrated by the most violent symptoms of disease. They
frequently represent the efforts of the organism to free itself

from disorders and injuries. This is by no means equivalent

merely to the triviality, si vis pacem para bellum, but it is the

wide generalization of which that special case is a particular.

^/Conflict itself is the resolution of the. tension between the

contraries. That it eventuates in peace is only a single, specially

obvious and evident, expression of the fact that it is a con-

junction of elements, an opposition, which belongs with the

combination under one higher conception^ ^This conception is

characterized by the common contrast between both forms of

relationship and the mere reciprocal indifference between ele-

ments. Repudiation and dissolution of social relation are also

negatives, but conflict shows itself to be the positive factor in this

very contrast with them ; viz., shows negative factors in a unity

which, in idea only, not at all in reality, is disjunctive. It is

' Translated by A. W. Small.
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practically more correct to say, however, that every historically

actual unification contains, along with the factors that are uni-

fying in the narrower sense, others which primarily make against

unity.

As the individual achieves the unity of his personality not

in such fashion that its contents invariably harmonize according

to logical or material, religious or ethical, standards, but rather

as contradiction and strife not merely precede that unity, but are

operative in it at every moment of life ; so it is hardly to be

expected that there should be any social unity in which the con-

verging tendencies of the elements are not incessantly shot

through with elements of divergence, A group which was

entirely centripetal and harmonious— that is, "unification"

merely— is not only impossible empirically, but it would also

display no essential life-process and no stable structure. v'''As

the cosmos requires '' Liebe und Hass," attraction and repul-

sion, in order to have a form, society likewise requires some

quantitative relation of harmony and disharmony, association

and dissociation, liking and disliking, in order to attain to a

definite formation. Moreover, these enmities are by no means

mere sociological passivities, negative factors, in the sense that

actual society comes into existence only through the working of

the other and positive social forces, and this, too, only in so far

as the negative forces are powerless to hinder the process. This

ordinary conception is entirely superficial. Society, as it is given

in fact, is the result of both categories of reactions, and in so far

both act in a completely positive way. The misconception

that the one factor tears down what the other builds up, and that

what at last remains is the result of subtracting the one from

the other (while in reality it is much rather to be regarded as

the addition of one to the other) , doubtless springs from the

equivocal sense of the concept of unity. We describe as unity

the agreement and the conjunction of social elements in contrast

with their disjunctions, separations, disharmonies. We also

use the term unity, however, for the total synthesis of the

persons, energies, and forms in a group, in which the final

wholeness is made up, not merely of those factors which are
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unifying in the narrower sense, but also of those which are, in the

narrower sense, dualistic. We associate a corresponding double

meaning with disunity or opposition. Since the latter displays its

nullifying or destructive sense between the individual elemetits, the

conclusion is hastily drawn that it must work in the same man-

ner upon the total relationship. In reality, however, it by no

means follows that the factor which is something negative and

diminutive in its action between individuals, considered in a

given direction and separately, has the same working throughout

the totality of its relationships. In this larger circle of rela-

tionships the perspective may be quite different. That which

was negative and dualistic may, after deduction of its destructive

action in particular relationships, on the whole, play an entirely

positive role. This visibly appears especially in those instances

where the social structure is chr.racterized by exactness and care-

fully conserved purity of social divisions and gradations, For

instance, the social system of India rests not only upon the

hierarchy of the castes, but also directly upon their reciprocal

repulsion. Enmities not merely prevent gradual disappearance of

the boundaries within the society— and for this reason these

enmities may be consciously promoted, as guarantee of the exist-

ing social constitution—but more than this the enmities are

directly productive sociologically. They give classes and per-

sonalities their position toward each other, which they would

not have found if these objective causes of hostility had been

present and effective in precisely the same way, but had not been

accompanied by the feeling of enmity. It is by no means cer-

tain that a secure and complete community life would always

result if these energies should disappear which, looked at in

detail, seem repulsive and destructive, just as a qualitatively

unchanged and richer property results when unproductive ele-

ments disappear; but there would ensue rather a condition

as changed and often as unrealizable, as after the elimination of

the forces of co-operation— sympathy, assistance, harmony of

interests.

This applies not only in the large to that sort of competition

which merely as a formal relation of tension, and entirely apart
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from its actual results, determines the form of the group, the

reciprocal position, and the distance of the elements; but it

applies also where the unification rests upon the agreement of

the individual minds. For example, the opposition of one indi-

vidual element to another in the same association is by no means

merely a negative social factor, but it is in many ways the only

means through which coexistence with individuals intolerable in

themselves could be possible. If we had not power and right to

oppose tyranny and obstinacy, caprice and tactlessness, we could

not endure relations with people who betray such characteristics.^

We should be driven to deeds of desperation which would put the

relationships to an end. This follows not alone for the self-

evident reason— which, however, is not here essential— that such

disagreeable circumstances tend to become intensified if they

are endured quietly and without protest i'^but, more than this,

opposition affords us a subjec. ,e satisfaction, diversion, relief,

just as under other psychological conditions, whose variations

need not here be discussed, the same results are brought about

by humility and patience. " Our opposition gives us the feeling

that we are not completely crushed in the relationship. ' It per-

mits us to preserve a consciousness of energy, and thus lends a

vitality and a reciprocity to relationships from which, without

this corrective, we should have extricated ourselves at any price.

Moreover, opposition does this not alone when it does not lead

to considerable consequences, but also when it does not even

come to visible manifestation, when it remains purely subjective;'

also when it does not give itself a practical expression. Even

in such cases it can often produce a balance in the case of both

factors in the relationship, and it may thus bring about a quiet-

ing which may save relationships, the continuance of which is

often incomprehensible to observers from the outside. ' In such

case opposition is an integrating component of the relationship

itself; it is entitled to quite equal rights with the other grounds

of its existence. Opposition is not merely a means of conserving

the total relationship, but it is one of the concrete functions in

which the relationship in reality consists. In case the relation-

ships are purely external, and consequently do not reach deeply

;)/
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into the practical, the latent form of conflict discharges this

service: i. e., aversion, the feeling of reciprocal alienation and

repulsion, which in the moment of a more intimate contact of

any sort is at once transformed into positive hatred and conflict.

Without this aversion life in a great city, which daily brings

each into contact with countless others, would have no thinkable

form. v/The whole internal organization of this commerce rests

on an extremely complicated gradation of sympathies, indiffer-

ences, and aversions of the most transient or most permanent

sort. The sphere of indifference is in all this relatively restricted.

The activity of our minds responds to almost every impression

received from other people in some sort of a definite feeling,

all the unconsciousness, transience, and variability of which

seems to remain only in the form of a certain indifference. In

fact, this latter would be as unnatural for us as it would be

intolerable to be swamped under a multitude of suggestions

among which we have no choice. Antipathy protects us against

these two typical dangers of the great city. It is the initial

stage of practical antagonism. It produces the distances and

the buffers without which this kind of life could not be led at

all. The mass and the mixtures of this life, the forms in which

ii is carried on, the rhythm of its rise and fall— these unite with

the unifying motives, in the narrower sense, to give to a great

city the character of an indissoluble whole. Whatever in this

whole seems to be an element of division is thus in reality only

one of its elementary forms of socialization.

If accordingly the hostile relationships do not of themselves

alone produce a social structure, but only in correlation with

unifying energies, so that only by the co-working of the two can

the concrete life-unity of the group arise, yet the former are to

the above extent scarcely to be distinguished from the other

forms of relationship which sociology abstracts from the mani-

foldness of actual existence. Neither love nor division of labor,

neither good fellowship with a third person nor hostility to him,

neither adhesion to a party nor organization into superiority and

inferiority, could alone produce a historical unification or per-

manently support it ; and wherever this result has come about,
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the process has contained a multiplicity of distinguishable forms

of relationship. It is once for all the nature of the human mind
not to be bound to other minds by a single thread. Scientific

anal3^sis must busy itself with the elementary unities, and their

specific combining energies, but in fact they do not work in iso-

lation. On the other hand, however, there are many, apparently

composite, relationships between individuals, which in reality are

probably quite unitary structures, although we may not directly

designate them as such. We make them, consequently, in

I accordance with all sorts of analogies, because of anterior

motives or subsequent external consequences, into a concert of

manifold psychic elements. The distance, for example, between

two related individuals— which distance gives character to their

relation—often appears to us as the product of an inclination

which should properly have produced a much closer intimacy,

and of a disinclination which must have thrust them much far-

ther from each other. Since these two forces act as reciprocal

limitation, the resultant is the degree of distance which we
observe. This may, however, be an entire error. The relation-

ship is destined from within to this particular degree of distance.

It has, so to speak, from the beginning a certain temperature,

which does not arise merely through the accommodation of an

essentially warmer and an essentially cooler condition. The
degree of superiority and suggestion which establishes itself

between certain persons is often interpreted by us as though it

were produced by the strength of the one party, which is crossed

by a contemporary weakness on the other side. This strength

and weakness may be present, but its duality frequently plays no

part in the relationship as it actually exists ; but this relationship

is determined by the total nature of the elements ; and only as

a subsequent matter do we analyze its immediate character into

these factors.

Erotic relationships furnish the most frequent examples.

How often do they seem to us to be woven together out of love

and respect, or even of contempt; out of love and conscious har-

mony of natures, or again out of the consciousness of comple-

menting each other through complete contrast of nature ; out of
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love and the instinct of dominance, or a clinging disposition.

What the observer, or even the subject himself, analyzes thus as

two commingling streams is in reality often only a single cur-

rent. In the relationship, as it finally exists, the total person-

ality of the one party works upon that of the other, and its

reality is independent of the consideration that, if this particular

relationship did not exist, the persons concerned would still be at

least moved to respect or sympathy, or the opposite. We very

often characterize such a combination as a mixed feeling or a

mixed relationship, because we construe the consequences which

the qualities of the one party would produce upon the other, if

they operated separately ; which, however, is not the case. It should

also be remembered that this mixture of feelings and relation-

ships, even when we may be most justified in using the expres-

sion, always remains a problematical phrase. In the expression

we transfer an occurrence visible in space, by the use of some-

what thoughtless symbolism, to quite heterogeneous mental rela-

tionships.

In many respects the like is the case with the so-called com-

mingling of converging and diverging currents in a society. The

relationship is in such cases either entirely sui generis; that is, its

motive and form is in itself quite unitary, and only in order to

describe and classify it do we subsequently construct it out of a

monistic and an antagonistic current; or these two factors are

present from the beginning indeed, but so to speak before the

relationship came into being at all. In this relationship itself they

have grown into an organic unity, in which the separate factor

with its specific energy is no longer observable at all. In saying

this we, of course, do not overlook the enormous number of rela-

tionships in which the antithetical partial relationships actually

persist side by side, and are constantly to be recognized within

the total situation. It is a special shade of the historical develop-

ment of relationships that the same frequently in an early stadium

show undifferentiated tendencies which only later separate into

complete difference. As late as the thirteenth century there were

at the courts of central Europe permanent assemblages of

noblemen who constituted a kind of council of the prince. They
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lived as his guests, and yet at the same time they were a semi class

representation of the nobility. They championed the interests of

the nobility against the prince. The community of interests with

the king, the administration of which they incidentally served,

and the action as a sort of opposition guarding the peculiar rights

of their rank, took place in this social structure, not merely in

an undifferentiated way side by side, but involved with each

other. The position was surely felt to be a unity, however

incompatible its elements may appear to us to have been. In

England, at this time, the parliament of the barons can still

hardly be distinguished from an extended royal council. Mem-
bership in it and critical or partisan opposition are here still

combined in embryonic unity. So long as the real process in

hand is the working out of institutions which have the task of

adjusting the increasingly complex relationships involved in the

internal equilibrium of the group, so long will it often be unde-

termined whether concurrence for the good of the whole shall

take place in the form of opposition, competition, criticism, or

in that of immediate unity and harmony. Accordingly, an

original condition of indifference may exist, which, judged from

the standpoint of the later differentiated condition, may seem

logically contradictory, yet may quite harmonize with the unde-

veloped character of the organism.

The subjective attitudes of persons toward each other develop,

in many ways, in the opposite direction. The decisiveness of

attachment or opposition is likely to be relatively great in rela-

tively primitive culture-epochs. Indefinite relationships between

persons, made possible by a sort of dawning condition of the

sensibilities, the final word of which may mean almost as well

love as hate; the indifference of which, indeed, often betrays

itself in a sort of oscillation between the two sorts of feeling—such

relationships are much more characteristic of mature or of over

ripe than of youthful periods. For instance, it is merely a reflec-

tion of these forms of feeling when uncultured persons and belated

art can see only angelic virtue or devilish malignity in men. Theo-

retical judgment, like aesthetic taste, overcomes, as it advances,

this entanglement between the alternative of love or hate. The
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change does not mean that men come to be judged as mixtures of

good and evil, or of worth and worthlessness, but as in themselves

beyond either judgment. The individual has in himself, to be

sure, the germs of both characters, which develop according to

historical circumstances, stimuli, and judgments in many and

various ways. He is originally, and he also remains to a certain

degree, the undifferentiated unity of those antitheses. If in

many objective social structures the unlimited opposition or

unity distinguishes precisely the later stage of development, this

is only one of the frequent cases in which the last stage of an

evolution reproduces the form of its earliest stage, only in a

maturer, more conscious, and more voluntary fashion ; and so

they exhibit more clearly, in the similarity of the external phe-

nomena, the progress of the essential meaning.

Although antagonism in itself alone does not constitute

socialization, no more is it likely to be lacking as a sociological

element in the formation of societies (marginal cases being neg-

lected); and its function may be extended indefinitely; that is, up

to the exclusion of all unifying factors. The scale of relationships

thus resulting is also one that may be described from the stand-

point of ethical catagories. The latter, however, furnish in

general no sufficient point of attachment from which to exhibit

completely and without prejudice the sociological element in the

phenomena. The judgments of value with which we accom-

pany the voluntary actions of individuals produce series which

have only a purely accidental relationship to the arrange-

ment of their forms in accordance with real criteria. To rep-

resent ethics as a species of sociology would deprive it of its

profoundest and purest content: the attitude of the soul in and

toward itself, which does not at all enter into its external relation-

ships ; its religious exercises, which affect only its own weal or

woe ; its devotion to the objective values of knowledge, of beauty,

of significance of things, which are entirely outside of all alli-

ances with other men. The combination of harmonious and

hostile relationships, however, allows the sociological and the

ethical series to coincide. It begins here with the action of A
to the advantage of B ; continues in the action of A for private
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advantage, but by means of the utility to B ; then to private

advantage by means of B without any advantage to him, but also

without inflicting upon him any injury; and ends at last in ego-

istic action at the expense of B. Since this now is reciprocated

from the side of B, but scarcely ever in precisely the same
manner and in equal measure, there result the countless mixtures

of convergence and divergence in human relationships.

To be sure, there are struggles which appear to exclude every

other element, e. g., between the robber or the thug and his

victim. When a struggle of this sort goes to the extreme of

annihilation, it is surely the marginal case in which the share of

the unifying element has become a nullity; in which, however

the concept of reciprocal action really no longer finds any appli-

cation, because this extreme case really assumes the non-

existence of the other party to a reaction. So soon, on the

other hand, as any sort of consideration, any limitation of vio-

lence, is present, there comes into play by virtue of that fact a

socializing factor, if it is only in the form of a restraint. Kant

declares that every war in which the parties do not lay upon

themselves any reservations in the use of possible means must,

on psychological grounds, become a war of extermination ; since

when men do not at least restrain themselves from assassination,

from treachery, from instigation of treason, they thereby destroy

that confidence in the mental processes of the enemy which is

the one necessary condition to make possible a. conclusion of

peace.

Almost unavoidably an element of community weaves itself

into the hostility where the stage of open violence has given place

to some other relation, which perhaps shows a completely undi-

minished aggregate of enmity between the parties. When the

Lombards in the sixth century had conquered northern Italy, they

imposed upon the conquered a tribute of one-third the product of

the soil. They did it in such a manner that each individual

among the conquerors had assigned to him the tribute of defined

individuals in the population. In the case of the type thus dis-

tinguished it is possible that the hatred of the conquered toward

their oppressors may grow to such a degree that it may even be
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stronger than during the struggle itself, and that it may even be

reciprocated not less intensively by the oppressors, because

hatred toward him who hates us is a sort of instinctive means of

protection, perhaps because we are accustomed to hate him

whom we have injured. Nevertheless, there was still in the rela-

tionship a certain community, namely, that which begot the hos-

tility. The common property assumed by the Lombards in the

products of the previous inhabitants was at the same time an

indisputable parallelism of interests. Inasmuch as divergence and

harmony intertwined inextricably with each other at this point,

the content of the former developed itself actually as the germ

of later community. This form-type realized itself most gen-

erally in the enslavement of the captured enemy, in place of his

destruction. In this slavery resides, to be sure, in countless

instances, the marginal case of that absolute hostility of temper

the occasion for which, however, brings about a sociological

relation, and therewith frequently enough its own ameliora-

tion. The sharpening of the antithesis can, therefore, be directly

provoked for the sake of its own removal. This not merely as

heroic treatment, in confidence that the antagonism beyond a

certain degree will be modified either by exhaustion or by insight

into its foolishness ; but in monarchies sometimes a prince is

given to the opposition as a leader. For example, this was done

by Gustav Vasa. The opposition is strengthened thereby indeed

;

this new center of gravity attracts elements which would other-

wise have held themselves apart; at the same time, however,

the opposition is by this very means held in certain check.

While the government apparently gives the opposition inten-

tional reinforcement, the force of the opposition is, nevertheless,

by this means, actually broken.

Another marginal case appears to be given when the conflict

is stimulated exclusively by love of fighting. The moment any

stimulus prompts the struggle—a desire to possess or to control,

some contempt or revenge— limitations arise not only from the

object itself, or from the condition that is to be attained, to im-

press upon the struggle common norms or reciprocal restrictions;

but this struggle, in which the stake is something exterior to
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struggle itself, will on general principles be colored by the fact

that every end is to be reached by various means. The desire for

a given possession, as well as for the subjugation, or even the

annihilation, of an enemy, maybe satisfied by other combinations

and through other occurrences than fighting. Where struggle is

merely a means determined by its terminus ad quern, there exists

no ground for not limiting or omitting it, if with equal success

another means can be used. To be sure, the most effective pre-

supposition for preventing struggle, the exact knowledge of the

comparative strength of the two parties, is very often only to be

attained by the actual fighting out of the conflict. In case,

however, the conflict is determined exclusively by the subjective

terminus a quo, where inner energies are present which can be

satisfied only by struggle as such, there is no possible alternative.

Struggle is in that case its own end and purpose, and consequently

is utterly free from admixture of any other form. Such a strug-

gle for struggle's sake seems to have its natural basis in a certain

formal impulse of hostility, which forces itself sometimes upon

psychological observation, and in various forms. In the first place,

it appears as that natural enmity between man and man which is

often emphasized by skeptical moralists. The argument is: Since

there is something not wholly displeasing to us in the misfortune

of our best friends, and, since the presupposition excludes, in this

instance, conflict of material interests, the phenomenon must be

traced back to an a priori hostility, to that homo homini lupus, as

the frequently veiled, but perhaps never inoperative, basis of all

our relationships. The completely contrasted tendency in moral

philosophy which derives ethical altruism from the transcendental

foundations of our nature does not thereby, however, separate

itself so very far from the former pessimism. It admits that

within the circuit of our experience and our knowledge of voli-

tions devotion to the alter is not to be discovered. Empirically,

so far as our knowledge goes, man is accordingly a simple egoist,

and every variation from this natural fact must occur, not by virtue

of nature itself, but only because of a metaphysical reality which

somehow or other breaks through the rationally conceivable.

That we are inclined, however, to oppose to this radical egoism,
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which is at the outset merely a negation, a refusal to take any

interest in a non-^^^, the counterpoise of altruism, indicates that

the former, considered with reference to its significance and its

expressions in practical life, instigates radical enmity between

men; indeed, is such enmity. Since men, however, live in society,

the function of absolute egoism is nothing else than absolute

hostility, which, through the necessity of calling into existence

a transcendency to be the deus ex machina for its conversion to

altruism, betrays itself as the natural basis of empirical human

relationships. As such basis this hostility seems at least to take

its place by the side of the other factor, the a priori sympathy

between them. The notably strong interest, for example, which

men take even in the sufferings of others, is merely a phenomenon

to be explained as a mixture of the two motives. The not infre-

quent phenomena of the spirit of contradiction point also toward

this a priori antipathy. We refer by no means merely to the con-

duct of those chronic objectors who in friendly and family circles,

committees, or theater audiences, for instance, are the despair of

their neighbors. What we have in mind by no means celebrates

its most characteristic triumphs upon the political field, in

the ranks of the opposition, whose classical type Macaulay

describes in the case of Robert Ferguson :
" His hostility was not

to popery or to Protestantism, to monarchical government or

to republican government, to the house of Stuart or to the house

of Nassau, but to whatever was, at the time, established." All

such cases, usually held to be types of pure opposition, need not

necessarily be this. Such obstructors usually give themselves out

as champions of threatened rights, protectors of the objectively

ethical, knightly defenders of the minority as such. Much less

striking occurrences appear to me to betray even more clearly an

abstract impulse of opposition: the gentle, often scarcely con-

scious, and even immediately vanishing inclination to answer

with a negation an assertion or an appeal, especially when it is

addressed to us in categorical form. Even in quite harmonious

relationships, in the case of many altogether yielding natures,

this impulse of opposition betrays itself with the inevitableness

of reflex action, and it mingles, even if without very much effect,
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in the total situation. Even if we should characterize this as

in reality an instinct of protection— as many animals, upon mere

touch, bring their protective or defensive apparatus automatically

into action—yet this would still tend to prove the primary,

fundamental character of opposition; for it shows that the per-

sonality, even in case it is not at all attacked, but merely

encountering purely objective manifestations of a third party,

cannot assert itself otherwise than through opposition ; in other

words, that the first instinct with which it afifirms itself is nega-

tion of the other party.

Finally, it seems to me that the suggestibility of the hostile

temper, which is often so faint that it is uncanny, points to a

primary need of hostility. It is much more difficult to influence

the average man in general to take an interest in, or to feel an

inclination of sympathy for, a third person previously indiffer-

ent, than to develop in him mistrust and antipathy. It seems

to be particularly decisive that this difference is relatively crass

in cases of the lower grades of either sentiment, of the first

betrayals of feeling or judgment for or against a person. Over

the higher grades of feeling, which approach precision, these fugi-

tive impulses, betraying, nevertheless, the fundamental instinct,

are not so decisive, but they are rather more conscious antipa-

thies. The same fundamental reality is exhibited, only in another

phase, in the fact that those indefinite prejudices with reference to

another, which cross our minds sometimes like a shadow, may
often be suggested by quite indifferent persons, while z. favorable

prejudice requires a source in some person of authority or one

whose relation to us is that of agreeable confidence. Perhaps this

aliquid haeret would not win its tragic truthfulness without this

facility or frivolity with which the average man reacts precisely

upon suggestions of an unfavorable sort. Observation of many

antipathies and partisanships, alienations and open quarrels, might

surely cause hostility to be classified among those primary human

energies which are not set free by the external reality of their

objects, but which spontaneously create their object. Thus it has

been said that man does not have religion because he believes in

God, but because he has religion as an attitude of the soul, con-
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sequently he believes in God. In the case of love, it is very

generally recognized that, especially in earlier years, it is not

the mere reaction of our soul which proceeds directly from the

influence of its object, as the sensation of color arises in our opti-

cal apparatus. On the contrary, the soul" has an amatory impulse,

and selects for itself an object which satisfies this need, although

the soul itself under certain circumstances first clothes that

object with the qualities which apparently evoke the love. With

the modification to be introduced presently, nothing can be

shown to disprove the assertion that the like is the case with

hate: that the soul possesses also an autochthonous need of

hating and of fighting, which often on its side projects their

offensive qualities upon the objects which it selects. The reason

why this case does not emerge so evidently as that of love may
be that the love impulse, in connection with its intense physio-

logical stimulation in youth, gives unmistakable evidence of its

spontaneity, its impulse from the terminus a quo. The impulse to

hate has in itself only in exceptional cases such acute stages,

through which its subjective-spontaneous character would be

equally evident. All relationships of one human being to others

are in their ultimate ground to be distinguished by this question

—

although in countless variations between absolute affirmation and

negation—namely, whether their psychical basis is an impulse of

the subject, which develops itself as an impulse without any

external stimulus, and then of itself seeks an adequate object,

whether this object be originally presented as adequate, or by

the phantasy of the subject reconstructed into adequacy ; or, on

the other hand, whether the psychical basis consists in the reac-

tion which the being or the acting of a personality produces in us.

Of course, the possibility of such reaction must be present in our

mind, but such possibilities would in themselves have remained

latent, and would never of themselves have taken the form of

impulses. All relationships to human beings present themselves

in terms of this antithesis, whether they are intellectual or

aesthetic, sympathetic or antipathetic. It is often only from

this basis that they may be formulated as to their intensity and

their content.
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If now there exists in men a formal impulse of hostility as

the counterpart of the sympathetic impulse, it seems to me that

historically it springs from one of those processes of distillation

in the soul by which subjective motions, evoked by definite and

manifold contents, finally leave behind in the soul the form com-

mon to them all, as an independent impulse. Interests of every

sort impel so often to conflict over goods, to opposition against

persons, that as a residuum of them a condition of irritability,

impelling spontaneously toward antagonistic demonstrations, may
quite easily have passed over into the inventory of the transmis-

sible traits of our species. The reciprocal relationship of primi-

tive groups is notoriously, and for reasons frequently discussed,

almost invariably, one of hostility. The decisive illustration is

furnished perhaps by the Indians, among whom every tribe on gen-

eral principles was supposed to be on a war footing toward every

other tribe with which it had no express treaty of peace. It is,

however, not to be forgotten that in early stages of culture war

constitutes almost the only form in which contact with an alien

group occurs. So long as inter-territorial trade was undevel-

oped, individual journeys unknown, and intellectual community

did not extend beyond the group boundaries, there was, out-

side of war, no sociological relationship whatever between the

various groups. In this case the relationship of the elements of

the group to each other and that of the primitive groups to each

other present completely contrasted forms. Within the closed

circle hostility signifies, as a rule, the severing of relation-

ships, voluntary isolation, and the avoidance of contact. Along

with these negative phenomena there will also appear the phe-

nomena of the passionate reaction of open struggle. On the

other hand, the characteristic group as a whole remains indiffer-

ently side by side with similar groups so long as peace exists, and

these groups become significant for each other only when war

breaks out. On this account the very same impulse of expansion

and enterprise which within the group promotes absolute peace,

as the condition of the interaction and unhindered reciprocity of

interests, may in its operation between groups operate as an

instigator of war. That the impulse of hostility, considered also
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from this point of view, may attain an independent life in

the soul, is the less to be doubted since it represents here, as in

many another easily observable combination, the embodiment of

an impulse which is in the first place quite general, but which

also occurs in quite peculiar forms, namely, the impulse to act in

relationships with others.

In spite of this independence in the soul, which we may thus

attribute to the antagonistic impulse, there still remains the

question whether it suffices to account for the total phenomena

of hostility. This question must be answered in the negative.

In the first place, the spontaneous impulse restrains its sovereignty

to the extent that it does not exercise itself toward every object

whatsoever but only upon those that are in some way promising.

Hunger, for example, springs from the subject. It does not have

its origin in the object. Nevertheless, it will not attempt to satisfy

itself with wood or stone, but it will select only edible objects. In

the same way, love and hatred, however little their impulses

may depend upon external stimuli, will yet need some sort of

opposing structure or object, and only with such co-operation will

the complete phenomena appear. On the other hand, it seems to

me probable that the hostile impulse, on account of its formal

character, in general only intervenes as a reinforcement of conflicts

stimulated by material interest, and at the same time furnishes a

foundation for the conflict. And where a struggle springs up

from sheer formal love of fighting, which is also entirely imper-

sonal, and indifferent both to the material at issue and to the

personal opponent, hatred and fury against the opponent as a per-

son unavoidably increase in the course of the conflict, and prob-

ably also the interest in the stake at issue, because these affections

stimulate and feed the psychical energy of the struggle. It is

useful to hate the opponent with whom one is for any reason

struggling, as it is useful to love him with whom one's lot is united

and with whom one must co-operate. The reciprocal attitude

of men is often intelligible only on the basis of the perception

that intimate adaptation teaches us those feelings which are

appropriate to the given situation ; feelings which are the most
appropriate to the employment or the overcoming of the circum-
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stances of the situation; feelings which bring us, through psy-

chical association, the energies necessary for discharging the

momentary task and for defeating the opposing impulses.

Accordingly, no serious struggle can long continue without

being supported by a complex of psychic impulses. These

may, to be sure, gradually develop into effectiveness in the course

of the struggle. The purity of conflict merely for conflict's

sake, accordingly, undergoes adulteration, partly through the

admixture of objective interests, partly by the introduction of

impulses which may be satisfied otherwise than by struggle, and

which, in practice, form a bridge between struggle and other

forms of reciprocal relationship. I know in fact only a single

case in which the stimulus of struggle and of victory in itself con-

stitutes the exclusive motive, namely, the war game, and only in

the case that no further gain is to arise than is included in the

outcome of the game itself. In this case the pure sociological

attraction of self-assertion and predominance over another in a

struggle of skill is combined with purely individual pleasure in

the exercise of purposeful and successful activity, together with

the excitement of taking risks with the hazard of fortune which

stimulates us with a sense of mystic harmony of relationship to

powers beyond the individual as well as the social occurrences.

At all events, the war game, in its sociological motivation, contains

absolutely nothing but struggle itself. The worthless markers,

for the sake of which men often play with the same earnestness

with which they play for gold pieces, indicate the formalism of

this impulse which, even in the play for gold pieces, often far out-

weighs the material interest. The thing to be noticed, however,

is that, in order that the foregoing situations may occur, certain

sociological forms— in the narrower sense, unifications— are pre-

supposed. There must be agreement in order to struggle, and

the struggle occurs under reciprocal recognition of norms and

rules. In the motivation of the whole procedure these unifica-

tions, as said above, do not appear, but the whole transaction

shapes itself under the forms which these explicit or implicit

agreements furnish. They create the technique. Without this,

such a conflict, excluding all heterogeneous or objective factors,
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would not be possible. Indeed, the conduct of the war game is

often so rigorous, so impersonal, and observed on both sides

with such nice sense of honor, that unities of a corporate order

can seldom in these respects compare with it.

The foregoing illustration exhibits the struggle principle and

the unifying principle which bind antithetical elements into a

unity with almost the clearness of abstract conceptions. It thus

shows how each arrives at its complete sociological significance

in co-operation with the other. The same form dominates,

although not with the same distinctness and freedom from mix-

ture of the elements, the struggle for legal victory. In this case,

to be sure, an object of contention is present. Voluntary con-

cession of this object might satisfactorily end the contention.

This is not the case with struggle for struggle's sake. Moreover,

what we are accustomed to call the joy and passion of conflict in

the case of a legal process is probably, in most cases, something

quite different, namely, the energetic sense of justice, the impos-

sibility of tolerating an actual or supposed invasion of the sphere

of right with which the ego feels a sense of solidarity. The

whole obstinacy and uncompromising persistence with which

parties in such struggles often maintain the controversy to their

own hurt has, even in the case of the aggressive party, scarcely

the character of an attack in the proper sense, but rather that of

a defense in a deeper significance. The point at issue is the self-

preservation of the personality which so identifies itself with its

possessions and its rights that any invasion of them seems to be

a destruction of the personality ; and the struggle to protect them

at the risk of the whole existence is thoroughly consistent. This

individualistic impulse, and not the sociological motive of strug-

gle, will consequently characterize such cases. With respect to

the form of the struggle itself, however, judicial conflict is, to

be sure, of an absolute sort ; that is, the reciprocal claims are

asserted with a relentless objectivity and with employment of all

available means, without being diverted or modified by personal

or other extraneous considerations. The judicial conflict is,

therefore, absolute conflict, in so far as nothing enters the whole

action which does not properly belong in the conflict and which
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does not serve the ends of conflict ; whereas, otherwise, even in

the most savage struggles, something subjective, some pure

freak of fortune, some sort of interposition from a third side, is

at least possible. In the legal struggle everything of the kind is

excluded by the matter-of-factness with which the contention,

and absolutely nothing outside the contention is kept in view.

This exclusion from the judicial controversy of everything which

is not material to the conflict may, to be sure, lead to a formal-

ism of the struggle which may come to have an independent

character in contrast with the content itself. This occurs, on the

one hand, in the legal cabalistic, in which real elements are not

weighed against each other at all, but only quite abstract notions

maintain controversy with each other. On the other hand, the

controversy is often shifted to elements which have no relation

whatever to the subject which is to be decided by the struggle.

In case legal controversies, accordingly, in higher civilizations,

are fought out by attorneys, the device serves to abstract the

controversy from all personal associations which are essentially

irrelevant. If, on the other hand, Otto the Great ordains that a

legal controversy shall be settled by judicial duel between pro-

fessional fighters, there remains of the whole struggle of interests

only the bare form, namely, that there shall be struggle and vic-

tory. This alone is, in the latter case, common between the

struggle which is to be decided and the fighter who is to decide it.

This latter case portrays, in the exaggeration of caricature, the

reduction and limitation, here in question, of the judicial conflict

to the mere struggle element. But precisely through its pure

objectivity, because it stands quite beyond the subjective antithe-

ses of pity and cruelty, this unpitying type of struggle, as a whole,

rests on the presupposition of a unity and a community of the

parties never elsewhere so severely and constantly maintained.

The common subordination to the law, the reciprocal recognition

that the decision can be made only according to the objective

weight of the evidence, the observance of forms which are held

to be inviolable by both parties, the consciousness throughout

the whole procedure of being encompassed by a social power and

order which are the means of giving to the procedure its signifi-
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cance and security

—

all this makes the legal controversy rest

upon a broad basis of community and consensus between the

opponents. It is really a unity of a lesser degree which is con-

stituted by the parties to a compact or to a commercial transac-

tion, a presupposition of which is the recognition, along with

the antithesis of interests, that they are subject to certain com-

mon, constraining, and obligatory rules. The common presup-

positions, which exclude everything that is merely personal from

the legal controversy, have that character of pure objectivity to

which, on its side, the sharpness, the inexorableness, and the

absoluteness of the species of struggle correspond. The reci-

procity between the dualism and the unity of the sociological

relationship is accordingly shown by the judicial struggle not

less than by the war game. Precisely the most extreme and

unlimited phases of struggle occur in both cases, since the

struggle is surrounded and maintained by the severe unity of

common norms and limitations.

Finally, this emerges on all hands where the parties are

moved by an objective interest ; that is, where the struggle inter-

est, and consequently the struggle itself, is differentiated from

the personality. Under such circumstances two alternatives are

possible : the struggle may turn about purely objective decisions

and may leave everything personal undisturbed ; or it may draw

in the persons from their subjective side without thereby affect-

ing the contemporary objective interests common to the parties.

The latter type is illustrated by the saying of Leibnitz, that he

would become a follower of his deadly enemy if he could learn

something from him. That this situation may compose and modify

enmity is so evident that at present only the opposite conse-

quence can be in question. It is certainly true that the hostility

which runs its course in an objective sphere under definite terms

of obligation and understanding has, so to speak, a definiteness

of outline and a security of its right. The knowledge of such

delimitation assures us that personal antipathy will not cross the

boundaries thus drawn. The assurance which we derive only from

such differentiation may, under certain circumstances, lead to an

intensification of the enmity ; for where the enmity thus confines
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itself to its own bounds— in this case the subjectivity of the

personality— we may give ourselves over to it very often more

absolutely than if its impulse had to carry a ballast of secondary

animosities into territories which really are assailed only by

those central motives. Where such differentiation leaves room,

on the other hand, for struggle only on the side of impersonal

interests, the minutest intensifications and embitterments usual

when personal considerations enter into quarrels will also fall

away. On the other hand, however, the consciousness of being

merely the representative of superindividual claims— that is, of

fighting, not for self, but only for the thing itself— may lend to

the struggle a radicalism and mercilessness which have their anal-

ogy in the total conduct of many very unselfish and high-minded

men. Because they grant themselves no consideration, they like-

wise have none for others, and hold themselves entirely justified

in sacrificing everybody else to the idea to which they are them-

selves a sacrifice. Such a struggle, into which all the powers of

the person are thrown, while victory accrues only to the cause,

carries the character of respectability, for the reputable man is the

wholly personal, who, however, understands how to hold his

personality entirely in check. Hence objectivity operates as

noblesse. When, however, this differentiation is accomplished,

and struggle is objectified, it is not subjected to a further reserve,

which would be quite inconsistent; indeed, that would be a sin

against the content of the interest itself upon which the struggle

had been localized. On the basis of this common element

between the parties— namely, that each defends merely the issue

and its right, and excludes from consideration everything self-

ishly personal— the struggle is fought out without the sharpness,

but also without the mollifyings, which come from intermingling

of the personal element. Merely the imminent logic of the situ-

ation is obeyed with absolute precision. This form of antithesis

between unity and antagonism intensifies conflict perhaps most

perceptibly in cases where both parties actually pursue one and

the same purpose ; for example, in the case of scientific contro-

versies, in which the issue is the establishment of the truth. In

such a case every concession, every polite consent to stop short
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of exposing the errors of the opponent in the most unpitying

fashion, every conclusion of peace previous to decisive victory,

would be treason against that reality for the sake of which the

personal element is excluded from the conflict.

With endless varieties otherwise, the social struggles since

Marx have developed themselves in the above form. Since it

is recognized that the situation of laborers is determined by the

objective organization and formulas of the productive system,

independent of the will and power of individual persons, the

personal embitterment incident to the struggle in general, and

to local conflicts exemplifying the general conflict, necessarily

diminishes. The entrepreneur is no longer, as such, a blood-

sucker and damnable egotist ; the laborer is no longer uni-

versally assumed to act from sinful greed ; both parties begin, at

least, to abandon the program of charging the other with

demands and tactics inspired by personal malevolence. This lit-

eralizing of the conflict has come about in Germany rather along

the lines of theory ; in England, through the operation of the

trade unions, in the course of which the individually personal ele-

ment of the antagonism has been overcome. In Germany this

was effected largely through the more abstract generalization of

the historical and class movement. In England it came about

through the severe superindividual unity in the actions of the

unions and of the combinations of employers. The intensity of

the struggle, however, has not on that account diminished.

On the contrary, it has become much more conscious of its pur-

pose, more concentrated, and at the same time more aggressive,

through the consciousness of the individual that he is struggling,

not merely, and often not at all, for himself, but rather for a vast

superpersonal end.

A most interesting symptom of this correlation was presented

by the boycotting of the Berlin breweries by the labor body in

the year 1894. This was one of the most intense local struggles

of the last decade. It was carried on by both sides with extra-

ordinary energy, yet without any personal offensiveness on either

side toward the other, although the stimulus was close at hand.

Indeed, two of the party leaders, in the midst of the struggle,
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published their opinions about it in the same journal. They

agreed in their formulation of the objective facts, and disagreed

in a partisan spirit only in the practical conclusions drawn

from the facts. Inasmuch as the struggle eliminated everything

irrelevantly personal, and thereby restricted antagonism quanti-

tatively, facilitating an understanding about everything personal,

producing a recognition of being impelled on both sides by his-

torical necessities, this common basis did not reduce, but rather

increased, the intensity, the irreconcilability, and the obstinate

consistency of the struggle.

Altogether, this logical relationship, so to speak, between the

monism and the antagonism of social reactions operates as a

means of organizing the latter. The struggle interests are the

primary elements, and unity is a co-ordinating, and consequently

modifying, addition. The synthesis of these two has the quite

opposite consequence if the unity is the point of departure of

the relationship, and conflict arises on that basis. Such a con-

flict is usually more passionate and more radical than in cases

where no previous interdependence of the parties or other coher-

ence exists. History is full of examples, from which I select a

few to emphasize the similarity of the sociological form, along

with the greatest differences of the motives which either unify or

dissociate. In permitting bigamy the old Hebrew law neverthe-

less forbids marrying two sisters (although one might, after the

death of the one, marry the other). The animus of the prohibi-

tion was that the forbidden relationship would be especially liable

to stimulate jealousy. That is, the assumption is made, as mat-

ter of experience, that sharper antagonism arises on the founda-

tion of community of relationship than between strangers. The

reciprocal hatred of petty neighboring states, whose whole

world, whose local concerns and interests, are unavoidably closely

similar, and indeed often identical, is frequently much more pas-

sionate and irreconcilable than that between great nations which,

geographically and actually, are completely alien to each other.

This was at one time the misfortune of Greece and of post-

Roman Italy, and an outbreak of the same convulsed England

after the Norman conquest before the amalgamation of the races
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occurred. The hatred of the two races, living in the same terri-

tory, united to each other by persistent, actual life-interests, and

held together by a common civic idea, yet internally quite alien

to each other, in their entire character lacking reciprocal under-

standing, in their power-interests absolutely hostile to each

other— hatred in this case, as has been rightly emphasized, was

more bitter than could occur between races externally and inter-

nally distinct. Ecclesiastical relationships furnish the strongest

illustrations, because in them the smallest divergence over fixing

of dogma at once involves a logical irreconcilability. If any

variation whatever occurs, it is conceptually indifferent whether

it is great or small. Thus, in the confessional controversies

between the Lutheran and the "Reformed" communions, particu-

larly in the seventeenth century : scarcely had the great schism

between Catholics and Protestants occurred when all Protestant-

ism split into parties over the most trivial question. With refer-

ence to these the saying was often heard: "It is easier to hold

with the Papists than with the members of the other confes-

sion." And when, in 1875, ^" Bern, a difficulty occurred with

reference to the place for holding the Catholic service, the pope

did not permit it in the church used by the Old Catholics, but

sanctioned the service in a Reformed church.

It is of wide sociological interest to examine the two species

of community which come into view, according to these and

countless other examples, as bases of especially intense antago-

nism.. Questions are presented as to the grounds of this conse-

quence, and especially as to the operation of the forces con-

cerned within the realm of everyday personal relationships.

These two species are, namely, the community of qualities, on

the one hand, and, on the other hand, community through sub-

sumption under one and the same social interdependence. The
former runs back exclusively to the fact that we are creatures of

diversity {Unterschiedswesen) . An enmity must excite conscious-

ness the more deeply and energetically the greater the similarity

between the parties among whom it originates. In case of peace-

ful or affectionate attitude, this is an excellent protective device

within the association. It is analogous with the warning func-
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tion of pain within the organism. For precisely the energetic

consciousness with which the dissonance makes itself felt, where

there is otherwise thorough harmony of the relationships, pre-

scribes at the same time removal of the ground of difference, so

that it may not half-unconsciously eat farther and farther, even

to the foundation of the relationship. In case, however, this

fundamental intention of holding together under all circum-

stances is lacking, that consciousness of antagonism which is

otherwise made precise and pointed by similarity in other

respects will sharpen the antagonism. People who have much

in common often do each other worse and more unjust wrong

than total strangers ; in many cases because the large common

territory between them has become matter of course, and conse-

quently not this common factor, but that which is momentarily

different, defines their reciprocal attitude; principally, however,

simply because but very little is different between them, so that

every most petty antagonism has a quite different relative signifi-

cance from that between strangers who, of course, calculate upon

all sorts of differences. Hence come the family quarrels over

the most pitiful trifles. Hence the tragedy of the trifles,

over which people who are in full agreement sometimes come to

disruption. This by no means always proves that the harmoniz-

ing forces were already in decay. It can arise from such a degree

of likeness of qualities, inclinations, and convictions that incom-

patibility at a quite insignificant point makes itself perceptibly

intolerable on account of the very refinement of the antithesis.

The foregoing may be further expressed in this way. With

reference to the stranger with whom one shares neither qualities

nor other interests, one stands in objective contrast, and one

reserves the proper personality. On that account a difference in

a single particular does not so easily carry the whole person with

it. In the case of a person quite unlike ourselves, we come into

contact only at the point of a single transaction or coincidence

of interests. The accommodation of a conflict will consequently

limit itself to this single issue. The more we have, however, as

total personalities in common with another, the easier will our

whole personality become involved in each separate contact with
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him. Hence the quite disproportionate intensity with which

otherwise quite self-contained persons frequently allow them-

selves to become moved in their conduct toward their most inti-

mate associates. The whole happiness and the whole depth in

the relationship to a person with whom we feel ourselves, so to

speak, identical; the condition in which no single reaction, no

single word, no single common doing or withholding remains

actually single, but each is an affair of the whole soul which

manifests itself and is perceived without subtraction in it— all

these make between such persons any outbreaking difference

often so portentous. The persons in such a case are too much
accustomed to put into the phase of their action which they pre-

sent to each other the totality of their being and feeling, not to

equip conflict also with emphasis, and at the same time with

ulterior bearings, through which it extends far beyond its provo-

cation and its objective significance, and betrays the whole of the

two personalities into disunion. On the highest psychical plane

of development this may be avoided, for on this level it is

characteristic to combine loyalty of soul to a person with recip-

rocal discrimination of the elements of the soul. While undiffer-

entiated passion fuses the totality of a man with the excitement

of a portion or an element, higher culture restrains one such

portion or element from exerting an influence beyond its proper,

definitely limited right. Culture consequently secures to the

relationships of harmoniously developed personalities that, pre-

cisely in the midst of conflict, they are aware how insignificant

conflict is in comparison with the unifying forces. Apart from

this, however, in the case of the deeper natures, refined suscepti-

bility of differences will make attractions and repulsions the

more intense when they arise from past tendencies in opposite

directions. This will appear in the case of irrevocable determina-

tions of their relationship, entirely distinguished from the above-

discussed oscillations within the everyday experience of a com-
mon condition, which on the whole is settled beyond question.

Between husbands and wives a quite elemental aversion, or even

more energetic repulsion, not traceable to specific grounds, but

as the reciprocal reaction of the total personalities, is sometimes
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the first stadium of relationships of which the second is passion-

ate love. We might, indeed, arrive at the paradoxical supposi-

tion that in the case of natures which are destined to the closest

community of feeling this phenomenon is produced by an

instinctive utility, that is, in order to give to the definitive feel-

ing the most passionate refinement and consciousness of what

has been achieved, by means of a contrasted prelude, as through

an assault and retreat. The contrasted phenomenon presents a

like form. The deepest hatred grows out of terminated love.

In this case the decisive factor is not merely the susceptibility of

difference, but principally the repudiation of one's own past,

which is involved in such a revulsion of feeling. A profound

love—one which is not merely sexual—recognized as a mistake

and a misdirection of instinct, constitutes such an exposure of

ourselves to ourselves, such a break in the security and unity of

our self-consciousness, that we unavoidably make the object of

this incompatibility the scapegoat of the error. It is a very con-

venient way to cover up the secret feeling of our own fault in

the transaction, by the hatred which makes it easy for us to

charge the whole responsibility upon the other party.

This peculiar bitterness of conflict in relationships in which

from their very nature it is supposed that peace should reign,

appears to be a positive confirmation of the matter of course that

relationships show their intimacy and strength by the absence

of differences. This matter of course, however, is by no means

without its exceptions.

That in very intimate relationships, which control, or at least

affect, the whole content of life—such, for example, as marriage

— no occasions for conflicts emerge, is unthinkable. Never to

yield to them, but to anticipate them from a distance, to insure

against them in advance by reciprocal concession, is by no means

always an affair of the most genuine and profound affinity, but

it occurs rather in the case of sentiments which are affectionate

to be sure, virtuous, and loyal, in which, however, the ultimate

unlimited devotion of feeling is lacking. The individual in such

instances may be conscious of inability to offer such devotion,

and may be all the more anxious to preserve the relationship
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free from every shadow. He may consequently manifest the

most extreme kindness, self-control, consideration, in order to

compensate the other for any lack. All this may also be neces-

sary, in particular, to quiet his own conscience because of slight

or serious infidelity in his own attitude. Not even the most

upright, or even the most passionate will is always able to

escape such affections. This is because the whole is a matter of

feelings, which as such are not amenable to the will, but come

or go as forces of destiny. The perceived insecurity in the basis

of such relationships frequently influences us, because of our wish

to preserve the relationships at all costs, to exercise quite exag-

gerated unselfishness, and even to use mechanical guarantees of

the situation, through avoidance on principle of every threatening

conflict. In case one is certain of the immovability and unre-

serve of his own feeling, this absolute assurance of peace is by

no means necessary. One knows that no shock could penetrate

to the foundation of the relationship upon which there would not

always be a revival of the attachment. The strongest love can

best endure a blow, and the fear which troubles lesser affections,

that they will not be able to endure the consequences of such a

blow, and that it must consequently be avoided at all hazards,

does not suggest itself to the stronger affection. In spite of the

fact, therefore, that a feud between intimate friends may have

more tragic consequences than between strangers, it appears from

the foregoing analysis that the most deeply rooted relationship

may come much easier to such a conflict, while many another

which is good and moral, but rooted in inferior depths of feeling,

may to all appearances run a course that is much more harmonious

and free from conflict.

A special gradation of sociological distinction, and of empha-

sis of conflict upon the basis of equality, is given where the

sundering of originally homogeneous elements is a conscious

purpose, where the disunion is not properly the consequence of

conflict, but the conflict arises from the disunion. The type in

this instance is furnished by the hatred of apostates and against

the heretical. The thought of the former consensus operates

here so forcibly that the present antithesis is immeasurably
1
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sharper and more bitter than if no connection had ever existed.

It is to be added that both parties have an interest in asserting

their differences in contrast with the persisting tradition of simi-

larity. It is of extreme importance for them to assert the

unequivocal character of this difference. They are able to

bring this about only by emphasizing the difference beyond its

original importance. For this end of assuring the position,

theoretical or religious dissent leads to a reciprocal accusing of

heresy in every ethical, personal, subjective, or objective respect,

which would not be at all necessary if precisely similar differ-

ences occurred between strangers. Indeed, that a difference of

convictions should at all run into hatred and struggle, occurs as

a rule only in case of essential and original equality of the

parties. The sociologically very significant phenomenon of

"respect for the enemy" is usually absent when hostility has

arisen where there was earlier community. Where so much
similarity still exists that mistakes of identity and obliteration of

boundaries are possible, the points of difference must be

emphasized to an extent which is often not at all justified by the

matter itself, but only by this danger. This was the case, for

example, in the instance, cited above, of Catholicism in Berne.

Roman Catholicism has no occasion to fear that its peculiarity

is threatened by an external contact with a church so completely

differentiated as the Reformed body. It could, however, be

compromised by association with a body which is still so closely

related with it as the Old Catholic church.

This illustration brings to view also the second type here in

question, which in practice, to be sure, falls more or less into

identity with the other. This is the case of that hostility, the

intensity of which is based upon association and unity which is

by no means always likeness. The occasion for separate dis-

cussion of this type is that here, instead of the consciousness of

difference, an entirely new motive emerges— the peculiar phe-

nomenon of social hatred, that is, of hatred toward a member of

a group, not from personal motives, but because he threatens the

existence of the group. In so far as such a danger threatens

through feud within the group, the one party hates the other
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not alone on the material ground which instigated the quarrel,

but also on the sociological ground, namely, that we hate the

enemy of the group, as such; that is, the one from whom danger

to its unity threatens. Inasmuch as this is a reciprocal matter,

and each attributes the fault of endangering the whole to the

other, the antagonism acquires a severity which does not occur

when membership in a group-unity is not a factor in the situa-

tion. Most characteristic in this connection are the cases in

which an actual dismemberment of the group has not yet

occurred. If this dismemberment has already taken place, it

signifies a certain termination of the conflict. The individual

difference has found its sociological termination, and the stimu-

lus to constantly renewed friction is removed. To this result

the tension between antagonism and still persisting unity must

directly work. As it is fearful to be at enmity with a person to

whom one is nevertheless bound, from whom one cannot be

freed, whether externally or subjectively, even if one will, so

there is increased bitterness if one will not detach himself from

the community because he is not willing to give up the value of

membership in the containing unity, or because he feels this

unity as an objective good, the threatening of which deserves

conflict and hatred. From such a correlation as this springs the

embittering with which, for example, quarrels are fought out

within a political faction, or a trade union, or a family. The
individual soul offers an analogy. The feeling that a conflict

between sensuous and ascetic feelings, or selfish and moral

impulses, or practical and intellectual ambitions, within us, not

merely lowers the claims of one or both parties, and permits

neither to come to quite free self-realization, but also threatens

the unity, the equilibrium, and the total energy of the soul as a

whole— this feeling may in many cases repress conflict from the

beginning. In case the feeling cannot avail to that extent, it, on

the contrary, impresses upon the conflict a character of bitter-

ness and desperation, an emphasis as though a struggle were

really taking place for something much more essential than the

immediate issue of the controversy. The energy with which

each of these tendencies seeks to subdue the others is nourished,
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not only by their egoistic interest, so to speak, but by the

interest which goes much farther than that and attaches itself to

the unity of the ego, for which this struggle means dismember-

ment and destruction, if it does not end with a victory for unity.

Accordingly, struggle within a closely integrated group often

enough grows beyond the measure which its object and its

immediate interest for the parties could justify. The feeling

accumulates that this struggle is an affair, not merely of the

party, but of the group as a whole ; that each party must hate

in its opponent, not its opponent merely, but at the same time

the enemy of its higher sociological unity.

Finally there is an apparently quite individual fact, which in

reality is sociologically very significant, and which may unite

the most extreme intensity of antagonistic excitement to close-

ness of personal association. This fact is jealousy, the universal

significance of which it is now worth while to formulate. Our

ordinary use of language is not unequivocal in dealing with this

conception. We frequently fail to distinguish jealousy from

envy. Both sentiments are undoubtedly of the widest signifi-

cance for the molding of human relationships. With both there

comes into question an object of value which a third party either

actually or symbolically hinders us in attaining or controlling.

When it is a case of attaining, we may more properly speak of

envy; if it is a matter of retaining, jealousy is the passion involved.

In this case, of course, the definitive division of the goods is

quite insignificant, and only the discrimination of the psycho-

sociological procedures is of importance. It is peculiar to the pas-

sion called jealousy that the subject claims to have a claim to the

possession in question, while envy is concerned, not with the

claim, but simply with the desirability of the withheld object. In

the case of envy it is a matter of indifference whether the object

is withheld because the third party possesses it, or whether even

loss or renunciation of the object on the part of this third party

would still fail to put the envious person in possession of it.

Jealousy, on the contrary, is directly determined in its subjective

direction and shading by the fact that the possession is withheld

from it, because it is in the hands of a third party, and with the
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removal of this situation the desired object would at once come

into our possession. The susceptibility of the envious turns

rather upon the thing to be possessed, that of the jealous upon

the possessor. One may envy another his fame, even when

there is not the slightest claim to fame on the part of the envier.

We are jealous of another when we are of the opinion that he

enjoys a fame which we deserve as much or more than he.

Jealousy is a feeling of a type and strength so specific that it

may arise out of any sort of exceptional psychic combination.

That which embitters and gnaws the jealous is a certain fiction of

feeling, however unreasonable it may be, that the object of the

jealousy has, so to speak, robbed him of the fame. In a certain

degree midway between the phenomena of envy and of jealousy

stands a third feeling, belonging in the same scale, which we
may call disfavor— the envious desire for the object, not because

it is in itself especially desirable for the subject, but only because

the other possesses it. The passionate form of this feeling pre-

fers rather to forego the object, or even to destroy it, rather than

to have it in the possession of the other person. These variously

specialized forms of disfavor run through the reciprocal attitudes

of people in countless ways. The vast problem area, throughout

which the relationships of people to things appear as the causes

or the effects of their relationships to each other, is in very large

measure covered by this type of affections. In the case of these

factors the issue is not merely that money or power, love or

social position, is desired, so that competition, or any other

surpassing or eliminating of a person, is a mere technique in its

essential meaning, not other than the surmounting of a physical

difficulty. Rather do the accompanying feelings which attach

themselves to such a merely external and secondary relationship

of persons grow in these modifications of disfavor to independent

sociological forms which merely have their content in the desire

for the objects. This is confirmed by the circumstance that the

last-mentioned steps of the series have completely canceled the

interest for the objective content in question, and have retained

it merely as material in and of itself quite indifferent, with refer-

ence to which the personal relationship is crystallized.
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On this general basis is to be found the significance which

jealousy has for our particular problem, that is, especially when

the content of the jealousy is a person or the relationship of a

subject to a person. It appears to me, furthermore, as though

verbal usage does not recognize jealousy on account of a purely

impersonal object. What we are now concerned with is the

relationship between the jealous person and the person on whose

account the jealousy is aroused toward a third person. The
relationship to this third person has quite another, much
less peculiar and complicated, sociological form. For toward

this third person there arise scorn and hatred, contempt and

cruelty, on the stimulus of the presupposition of reciprocal rela-

tionship, that is, of an external or internal, actual or supposed,

claim to love, friendship, recognition, or consensus of some sort

or other. In this case the tension of antagonism, whether

reciprocal or one-sided, becomes the stronger and more compre-

hensive, the more unlimited the unity is from which it proceeds,

and the more passionately its conquest is sought. If the

consciousness of the jealous person often seems to vibrate

between love and hate^ this means that these two strata, of which

the second is built upon the first over its whole extension, in

turn gain the preponderance in consciousness. Very important

is the limitation suggested above ; namely, the right which

one claims to the psychical or physical possession, to the

love or the respect, of the person who is the object of the

jealousy. A man may envy another the possession of a woman ;

he only is jealous, however, who has some sort of a claim to the

possession of her. This claim may, to be sure, consist in the

mere passion of the desire. From this to derive a claim is a

very general touch of human nature. The child excuses himself

for disobeying a command with the formula with reference to

the forbidden thing, "I wanted it so much." The adulterer,

supposing him to possess any trace of conscience at all, could

not claim the right of meeting the aggrieved husband in a duel,

if he did not see in his love for the wife a right which he might

so defend against the mere legal right of the husband. Since

everywhere mere possession counts as right to the possession, so
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even the approach, desire, grows into the character of such a

right, and the equivocal sense of the term "claim," namely, as

simple desire and as rightfully founded desire, points to the fact

that will is strongly inclined to attribute to the right of its might

the might of a right. To be sure, jealousy often comes to the

most pitiable tragedy on account of this assumption. To justify

rights on the basis of feelings like love and friendship is an

attempt with quite inappropriate means. The level on which one

may reach out from the basis of a right in no way coincides with

the plane in which these feelings lie. To imagine that one can

conquer them with a bare right, however deep and well won this

may be in other directions, is senseless. It is as though one

would order back into its cage the flown bird that is long since

beyond sight and hearing. This inconsequence of the right to

love produces the phenomena which so characterize jealousy. It

insists finally on the external evidences of the desired feeling.

These may be constrained, to be sure, by appeal to the sense of

duty. Such pitiful satisfaction and self-deception preserve the

body of the relationship as though there still remained in it

something of its spirit.

The claim which belongs with jealousy is as such often enough

recognized from the other side. It signifies or it produces, like

every right between persons, a sort of unity. It is the ideal or

legal existence of an obligation, of a positive relationship of some
sort or other, at least of the subjective anticipation of such

relationship. Upon the so existing and further operating unity,

there arises now at the same time its negation, which creates the

situation for jealousy. In this case it is not the fact, as with

many other reactions between unity and antagonism, that the two

have their reference to different territories, and are only held

together or in opposition by the total compass of the personalities.

On the contrary, precisely that unity which consists in some real

or ideal form, or which at least is on the one side thought of as

so existing, is denied. The feeling of jealousy interposes its

quite unique, blinding, uncompromising embitterment between

the persons, because the separating factor between them has taken

possession of precisely the point of their unification, Conse-
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quently the tension between them lends to the negative factor

the utmost possible intensity and force. From this fact, that

this formal sociological relationship dominates entirely the inner

situation, we may explain the further fact, namely, the remarkable

and really altogether unlimited extent of the motives by which

jealousy may be nourished, and the frequent senselessness of its

manifestations. In case the structure of the relationship is either

from the beginning built upon such a synthesis of synthesis and

antithesis, or in case the soul of the one party presents this

structure within its own disposition, every occasion whatsoever

will produce the consequences of the situation, and the easier

the oftener this previous disposition has been in actual operation,

because in this case, in the relationship of the individuals, common
destiny and antagonism revolve around one and the same point

;

consciousness of the tension seems to be reciprocally aroused

upon the most inadequate material stimulus so soon as the fatal

relationship is once joined. That every human act and word is

susceptible of various interpretations, as to its purpose and motive,

gives to jealousy which will see everywhere only one interpreta-

tion a perfectly complacent tool. Inasmuch as jealousy can

associate the most passionate hatred with the contemporary per-

sistence of the most passionate love, and can demand the con-

tinuance of the most intimate common destiny at the cost of the

annihilation of both parties (for the relationship destroys the

jealous person just as it stimulates him to the destruction of his

rival), jealousy is perhaps that sociological phenomenon in which

the erection of antagonism above unity reaches subjectively its

most radical form.

GeORG SlMMEL.
Berlin.

\To be concluded?^
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V. THE SOCIAL FORCES.

If the sociological harvest has so far proved scanty, it is not

because the soil is poor, but because it is so rich that the tares

choke the wheat. It is long since the first clearing was made in

the jungle, yet the rank growth of errors and fallacies never

ceases. No sooner is a false hypothesis or a misleading analogy

cut down than a fresh one springs up in its place. From the soil

seems to rise a miasma that makes the tillers giddy. Many of

those who thrust in the spade may ere long be seen sedulously

watering and tending some grotesque speculative growth which

cumbers the ground, and which will have to be uprooted if there

is to be a crop. Such is the picture that presents itself when

one notes the reigning uncertainty and confusion in respect to the

causes of social phenomena.

In his First Prmciples Spencer adopts a mechanical interpreta-

tion of society, and dwells on those aspects of social life which

seem to illustrate the principles of his evolutionary philosophy,

I have elsewhere' shown that he established analogies, but not

identities of principle, and that the social laws he set up by the

simple process of extending cosmic laws over social facts are in

many cases untrue.

In his later work Spencer renounces his early indiscretions,

and they might well be left unnoticed had not Professor Giddings

given them a new lease of life. He conceives that social facts

admit of a double interpretation, the objective and the subjec-

tive. Things happen in society, no doubt, because of men's

desires, but also because a part of cosmic energy is converted

into organic and social energies. "Social evolution is but a

phase of cosmic evolution." In the expansion of states, the

movement of population toward opportunities, the concentration

of men in cities, the course of exchanges, the lines of legislative

policy, and the direction of religious, scientific, and educational

'In the second paper of this series.

526
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movements, he sees motion following the line of least resistance.

" Religion, morals, philosophy, science, literature, art, and fashion,

are all subject to the law of rhythm," The integration, differ-

entiation, and segregation that go on in society have like causes

with the corresponding cosmic processes.

It is hard to find warrant for this dual interpretation. After

an activity has been explained in terms of motive, why re-explain

it in terms of energy? If a principle such as men go where they

ca?i most easily satisfy their wants accounts for the currents of

migration, why interpret them on the principle that motion

follows the line of least resistance? If the rhythms that appear in

every field of interest from dress to religion occur because

"attention demands change in its object," why class them with

rhythms due to "conflict of forces not in equilibrium." As for

the processes of integration, differentiation, and segregation

among men, I have already shown that they differ in principle

from the processes of cosmic evolution.

A more common error is the assumption that social phe-

nomena are to be interpreted as the interaction of two sets of

factors, one external, the other internal. Under such terms as

race and locality, man and environment, folk and land, this

dualism constantly occurs in sociological writing.

There are, no doubt, social processes which may properly be

said to have both internal and external causes. The numerical

movement of population may be conceived as the product of

psychic factors— procreative impulses, desire for offspring, etc.

—

which determine the birth-rate, with physical factors— seasons,

crops, etc.— which determine the death-rate. Again, the size

of a crop depends upon the acreage (which men can control)

and upon the weather (which men cannot control). The herring

catch depends at once on the desire for herring and on the size

of the "run."

Most of the instances, however, that form the stock-in-trade

of the environment school do not support their case at all.

Migrations and colonizations, the territorial distribution of popu-

lation, the distribution of labor among the various occupations,

the investment of capital, the location of cities, the lines of
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communication, and the currents of trade, have human volitions

as their proximate causes, and not the features of the physical

environment.

The ground for so bold an assertion is the neglected distinc-

tion between the factors of a telic event and the factors of the

volition that brings about the event. Let me illustrate. If a

boatman, aiming to reach a pier on the other side of a swift

river, fails to allow for the current, he may be swept a quarter

of a mile below his destination. In such a case it may be per-

missible to explain the outcome as the joint effect of the man's

volition and the force of the current. But if the boatman

"allows for" the current, and keeps the bow of the boat suffi-

ciently upstream to land him at the pier, we explain the out-

come either as the realization of a purpose, or as the resultant

of the force of the current and the muscular force applied to the

propulsion of the boat. We can adopt either the teleological or

the mechanical explanation. But since both the physical factors

were perceived and calculated in advance, we should never think

of combining the two explanations ; they are alternative, not

dual.

Now, the local distribution of immigrants in a region can and

should be explained in terms of purpose. It is only when,

pressing farther back, we undertake to account for their purposes

that we come upon considerations relating to climate, soil, water,

timber, and the like. Similarly, a railway net has all its causes

in the volitions of the men who had it built. The topography

of the country enters into the case only as affecting the motives

that determine these volitions. It is a dim recognition of this

distinction that leads most writers to speak of the physical

environment as "influence" rather than cause.

Undoubtedly men's choices are conditioned and their pro-

jects limited by the physical framework they live in. Mesology

or the study of the influence of the environment will always be a

fascinating chapter in our science. Still, since the external

facts are foreseen and taken into account in intelligent telic

action, it is necessary to regard social phenomena as essentially

psychic, and to look for their immediate causes in mind.
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Another error consists in identifying these causes with needs

rather than wants. Usually need means what we think people

ought to want. But it is what people actually desire that con-

trols their behavior and directs their social activity. The follies

and frivolities of people, their vanities, lusts, and vicious inclina-

tions, cannot be left out of the reckoning in a theory of society

as it is, or even of society as it might be.

Some would lend the needs theory a philosophic basis by

interpreting need as "requisite for survival," as that which helps

one live, work, compete, reproduce. They argue that those who
do not desire the useful will in the long run be eliminated.

Since natural selection is constantly trimming down wants to

make them square with needs, all the principal social activities

can be looked upon as "functions." Here the fact is overlooked

that man has climbed out of the cock-pit, and his life is now, on

the whole, a struggle for happiness rather than for bare exist-

ence. Because they multiply up to the limit of the food supply,

animals pass their lives in providing for their needs. A living is

all they get. If a people breeds a la Malthus, it too will be

absorbed in supplying its needs. But foreseeing man underbreeds,

and so wins elbow room, gains a margin of energy which is soon

claimed by new wants. Property is a stockade which keeps the

wolf of hunger at bay and permits the owner indulgences and

gratifications that have no bearing on survival. Had no such

space been cleared, how could the higher interests and pursuits

have come into being?

In the presence of the great recurrent social activities the

needs theory looks plausible. Of course, family life, industry,

government, and warfare can be looked upon as welfare activities.

It is even possible to give to religion, law, morals, education, and

art a functional interpretation and to ignore the specific non-

essential cravings that in these spheres seek their satisfaction.

But the theory breaks down when confronted with those dynamic

activities which, because they are occasional, must rank as luxuries

and not as necessities. Such are the expansion of the Arabs

incited by Mahomet, the monastic movement, the Crusades, the

Renaissance, the wars of religion, the proselyting conquests of
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revolutionary France, the anti-slavery movement, the spread of

foreign missions, and the expansion of the higher education.

These have to be stated in terms of desire, and accounted for

by those things which arouse desire, namely, new ideas and

beliefs.

Hardly have we focused down to the great truth, first empha-

sized by Dr. Ward, that the social forces are human desires, when

we come upon a new crop of errors.

First is the notion, fostered by the organic conception of

society, that the diverse desires of individuals are, as it were,

melted down into a desire for the social welfare, and that this

generalized force it is which furnishes the driving power for the

various "social organs." Even Spencer is apt to attribute a

social structure either to the individual sense of a common
interest or to the common sense of individual interest, and to

overlook the role of specific desires in generating particular insti-

tutions. Thus in his account of domestic institutions he under-

rates the role of sexual jealousy, which in certain places has had

much to do with determining the form of the family. He
regards religious practices as instigated by fear, and fails to

notice that in certain developments of religion the love of a

benignant deity and the craving for certain ecstatic experiences

have become important springs of worship.

In his account of law, after distinguishing between laws that

are personally derived and those that are impersonally derived,

Spencer states that the force which calls the latter into being is

"the consensus of individual interests." A more exhaustive

analysis shows that along with the general desire to safeguard

individual interests should be reckoned such factors as the

desire for fair play, and sympathy with the resentment of the

wronged man.

Again, in considering the political forces Spencer states that

"governing agencies during their early stages are at once the

products of aggregate feeling, derive their powers from it, and

are restrained by it." The fact is overlooked that along with

the aggregate feeling there is a specific desire—the love of

power—which, although animating only the few, continually
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crowds government beyond what the general feeling approves.

On the other hand, another specific force— the impatience of

restraint—may defeat an exercise of control which is generally

demanded.

Truly extraordinary is De Greef's idea of the "forces" which

carry on the social "functions." Since there are seven kinds of

social "organs" or "tissues," there are seven kinds of collective

force resident in these tissues ; thus there is a collective scien-

tific force, a collective economic force, and even— Heaven save

the mark!— a "collective reproductive force."

Another error is the assumption of a quantitative relation

between desire and some non-spiritual form of energy, or

between one species of desire and another species.

Winiarski, for example, insists that feeling, thought and will

are forms of kinetic biotic energy. The chemical energy stored

up in the tissues, when it is converted into heat, gives rise to

vital and psychic phenomena. The strength of a particular

desire will depend upon the quantity of energy stored up in the

tissues and upon the intensity of the external stimulus. The

direction of the discharge is always toward pleasure. " Man is a

chariot and pleasure is the charioteer."

The primordial forms of biotic energy are hunger and love,

but by check these can be converted into other orders of desire

just as the arrest of a moving body transforms its motion into

heat, light, and electricity. Thus when, among primitive men,

the strong are not strong enough to kill and eat the weak, their

balked appetite reappears as a desire to dominate. If the

equality of strength becomes too great to admit of slavery, the

unsatisfied lust of domination is transformed into envy. Simi-

larly the sex appetite, obstructed in its main channel, gives rise

to sympathy, philanthrophy, poesy, the artistic impulses, and the

longings of the religious mystic. It is the repression of the

propensities that found scope in primitive promiscuity that gives

rise to the domestic and social affections!

Winiarski boldly applies his principle of equivalence. He
argues that, since the transformation of hunger and love into

the higher wants means the conversion of potential into kinetic
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energy, the evolution of a civilization involves a lowering of the

potential of a people and its eventual replacement by a fresh,

unexhausted race. I have elsewhere* shown that the race

decline which does, in fact, frequently attend social progress is

due, not to the lavish expenditure of energy in social achieve-

ment, but to needless social mis-selections.

He conceives further that examples, ideas, and commands

radiate from the classes and persons of greater energy to those

of less energy, this radiation taking the form of the authority

and influence the superior exercises over the inferior. It follows

that this passage of energy tends to terminate in an equalizing

of intensities and a state of equilibrium. Winiarski forgets that,

while the communication of ideas does tend to equalize the wise

and the simple, the exercise of command does not tend to

equalize superior and subordinate and so put an end to itself. It

may continue for centuries.

The endeavor to translate desire into physical antecedents

shatters on the fact that desires flow out from consciousness,

and their objects depend greatly on the contents and processes

of the mind. It is true that sexual desire, the craving for exer-

cise, and such passions as hope, fear, and anger, reflect the

bodily condition, and may easily figure as forms of physiological

energy. But the values and ideals, which lure us with equal power

in weakness as in health, in old age as in our prime, vary not so

much with our bodily condition as with our way of thinking.

So long as we think the same of an object we desire it with

undiminished intensity. But if we see it in a new light, it ceases

to gleam. An ideal, which is a peculiar set imparted to our

admiration, a value, which is a peculiar set given to our judg-

ment, is to be explained by our experiences. The assurance

that my ambition to become an athlete or a raconteur is a mode
of biotic energy tells you nothing. What you want is an account

of the impressions, ideas, or reasonings which lead me to attach

worth to these things.

Desire may or may not be a form of energy. In any case it

is certain that a mechanical interpretation cannot help us to pre-

• " Social Selections," Quarterly Journal of Economics, May, 1 903.
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diet the choices of people. At the lower animal levels action is

easy to gauge, because life consists in an interplay of stimulus

and reaction. Higher up this is complicated by the associative

memory, and the response to inner or outer stimuli is not so sure

or uniform. Yet the simplicity and uniformity of the organism's

relations with its environment are such that the influence of

remembered experience upon present reactions is slight. At the

level of primitive man we find successive individual experiences

and reactions fusing and giving rise to processes of conscious-

ness which yield such constants as language, custom, and myth.

Moreover, a considerable portion of psychic energy has become

emancipated from stimulus and manifests itself in spontaneous

activities of a festal character.

In the civilized man we miss that mechanical simplicity which

makes the lower psychic life so transparent and predictable.

The key to his behavior lies no longer in the play of stimuli upon

him, but in his consciousness. This has gathered in volume and

consistency until his center of gravity lies here rather than in

current impressions. The mental content has acquired such

mass, and experience has been wrought up into such forms— idea,

concept, formula, ideal—that at each moment they are more

determinative than are the external conditions. Stable character

becomes possible. A quantitative relation between stimulus

and reaction may no longer be assumed. The specific response

is now repressed, now many times greater than one would

expect. Energy no longer flows freely away in the form of play,

but is largely absorbed in series of volitional acts, planned with

reference to an end.

With the growth in the diameter and complexity of con-

sciousness, the man's actions become ever more incalculable to

those who attend only to the non-psychic factors, such as physique,

temperament, state of health, climate, aspect of nature, the

solicitation of the moment. The reason is that life has become

spiritualized. The non-psychic factors have become less deci-

sive than that organized body of experience we call the person-

ality. Hence, in order to anticipate action, it is more important

to explore the personality than to attend to the external factors.
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Now, what experience is to the individual, culture is to the

rcLce. Just as, on the higher levels of individual life, physical

and physiological causation retreat in favor of psychic causes, so,

on the higher levels of social life, geographic and racial factors

lose in significance, and social destiny is determined more by

such bodies of organized experience as language, law, morals,

religion, the arts and the sciences. There is, in fact, a double

reason for affirming that in a civilized people the causes of social

phenomena will be essentially psychic. The actions of persons will

reflect the influence of that organized embodiment of individual

experience we call personality, and they will reflect the influence

of that organized embodiment of collective experience we call

civilization. In this case an interpretation of social phenomena
without reference to the constitution and character of the indi-

vidual mind, or to the constitution and character of the social

mind, will be unsatisfying. Since, now, the main purpose of

sociology is to enable us to understand and to forecast the

activities of civilized men, we are justified in insisting that it

is chiefly a psychical science. Its causes are to be sought in

mental processes, its forces are psychic forces, and no ultimate

non-psychic factors should be recognized until it is shown just

how they are able to affect motive and choice.

Having made clear the nature of the social forces, let us now
consider their classification.

About us we see men impelled by a score of instincts, lured

by a hundred goals. Are they all seeking the same thing?

"Yes," says the hedonist, "look close, and all aims shrivel to

one, the maximization of pleasure and the minimization of

pain."

Considering all the forging it has undergone, it would be

strange if human nature were so simple. There are the instincts.

Long before our race had wit enough to classify actions as

])leasure-yielding and pain-yielding, tree-life and cave-life had

equipped it with instincts which are still alive. For example,

then were laid down in our nervous apparatus fear reactions, once

salutary, but now useless. The dread of the dark, of loud noises,

of open places, of clammy objects, of loneliness, cannot now be
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interpreted as shrinkings from the painful. Under our present

conditions of life they are meaningless.

Then there are the impulses. Can action under the spur of

jealousy or anger be interpreted as a yielding to the greatest

attraction ? Panics, lynchings, and riots are not forms of

pleasure-seeking, but manifestations of fear, hate, or blood-

thirst.

Again, the creature whose ancestors ran a gauntlet of severe

tests is certain to be energetic, to deploy its faculties under

slight stimulus. If, now, the serious demands of existence

become less taxing, the creature will relieve itself of its super-

abundant energy in play activities. While the free forth-flowing

of energy yields enjoyment, and the obstruction of it causes dis-

tress, pleasure is not really the object of play. Mere gamboling

is aimless, its cause is a vis a tergo. In sports and games the

object is not pleasure, but a feat, a score, a triumph. Hedonism
would apply to a race of canny but tired beings.

"But," it may be urged, "granting that many of man's

original promptings are not hedonic, will he not, when he has

reflected upon his experiences, seek to repeat the pleasant

impressions and to inhibit such actions as entailed disagreeable

consequences ? Applying the sure touchstones of pleasure and

pain, will he not free himself from the thraldom of instincts and

impulses, and remold his life on rational lines?"

This assumes that the action of reason is to weed out interests

so far as they do not justify themselves as pleasure-yielding.

But, in truth, reason creates interests as well as destroys them.

In its restless explorations it comes upon problems which exer-

cise fresh allurements. While critical minds are dissecting ta

death old ideals, creative spirits are setting up new goals. Hence

every burst of intellectual activity is pregnant with new zests and

enthusiasms. Men as they mount above the plane of instinct do

not become simply more canny and calculating. Copernicus,

Pascal, Newton, and Darwin were not arch-hedonists. Master-

intellects, like Socrates and Bruno, are found sacrificing them-

selves for their ideals. The fact is, reason turned inward may
destroy ideals, but turned upon the world or upon men it kindles
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fresh interests. Possibly conscious pleasure-seeking marks the

morning of intelligence rather than its high noon.

Then there is a social factor to be considered. In the col-

lective mind are set up currents which carry us far out of our

natural course. We like what others like, covet what they praise.

If we imbibe admiration for a dexterity or a virtue, we cannot

but incorporate it into our ideal and strive to realize it. If others

infect us with a valuation, we cannot help pursuing the thing

valued. From the Hite spread feelings and opinions about the

goals of endeavor which in time harden into race ideals and race

values. The rank and file for the most part accept these, because

they cannot constitute goals for themselves. So, strangely

enough, it may come to pass that the many pursue, not the

gratifications proper to their own natures, but the gratifications

proper to the natures of the influential ilite.

Thus we are forced to recognize the multiplicity of desires.

Of the various human goals we can affirm just one thing: they

shine. To affirm that they shine because they all have a com-

ponent of pleasure is to go too far. There is no social force

;

there are social forces.

To reject the formula of "greatest pleasure for least pain"

is not to attack the foundation principle of pure economics,

namely, greatest utility for least disutility. Material goods are

means, not ends. Economic choices relate to routes, not to goals.

Of rival goals we do not invariably ask, "Which promises the

most pleasure;" but of the possible routes to any goal we do

ask, " Which is the easiest ? " Whatever be his goal, the rational

man will choose the smoothest path, provide in the cheapest

manner such bridges and corduroy as may be necessary. If he

has not means enough to attain all his ends commodiously, he

economizes goods. If he can produce these goods, he econo-

mizes his time and exertion. Hence, his choice among possible

materials, processes, occupations, and investments conforms to a

principle. But we find no such universal principle determining

which, among competing instincts, impulses, ideals, and values

shall prevail. These are, in fact, treated as incommensurable.

No one reduces them all to a common denominator.
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The principle of economizing any requisite that is limited in

quantity— material resources, time, energy, etc,—can be observed

even in our mode of gratifying the higher cravings. The law of

parsimony is operative when the devotee seeks to become en

rapport with his deity by a minimum of pious exercises, when the

sportsman expends just enough effort to win the points in the

game, when the student seeks out the teachers and texts that put

him most quickly in possession of the coveted knowledge, when
the philanthropist takes as his motto " Help the poor to help

themselves," when the parent rears the least number of offspring

that will insure him the domestic pleasures.

Coming now to actual classifications, we will consider those

of Small, Ratzenhofer, Ward, and Stuckenberg.

Professor Small classifies human cravings as desires for

health, wealth, sociability, knowledge , beauty, and rightness. This

grouping appears to be defective at a number of points. Hunger
and love are specific demands, and not a desire for health.

Health, moreover, when people do begin to care for it, is valued,

not as an end, but as a sine qua non of all satisfactions whatso-

ever. As for the desire for wealth, it is secondary, depending

upon the intensity of those cravings which cannot well be satis-

fied without the aid of material goods or services, The "lord-

ship over things" which Professor Small advances as a primary

motive to acquisition gratifies an egotic desire. It does not

differ in principle from the lust of lordship over persons (power)

or lordship over men's attention (notoriety) or lordship over

men's admirations (glory) or lordship over men's judgment

(influence). Under sociability are lumped together desires so

diverse as the craving for companionship, and the eagerness for

appreciation, the one affective, the other egotic.

Ratzenhofer has employed the word interest for the force,

whether vital or psychic, which calls out any activity. The term

is wide enough to include function, tropism, reflex, and blind

impulse, as well as conscious desire. He distinguishes—
d) The race interest, i. <?., the impulses which center in the reproductive

functions.

V) The physiological interest, i. e., hunger and thirst.
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With the rise of consciousness other interests develop out of

these two primitive interests. The former expands into—
c) The egotic interest, i. e., the entire circle of self-regarding motives.

The latter widens into—
d) The social interest.

In proportion as the lower interests are sated, the impetus of

thought awakens a feeling of dependence upon the infinite,

which gives rise to—
e) The transcendental interest, which creates religion and philosophy.

The above is a comprehensive view of the forces that impel

living beings, but it is not the best classification of the forces

present in human societies. It may be doubted if impulses

ought to be grouped solely with reference to their concrete

objects, such as species, organism, self, society, cosmos.

Dr. Ward, who has done more than anyone else to elucidate

the social forces, makes the following classification

:
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forces

Direct, sexual.

Indirect, consanguineal.

Moral (seeking the safe and good).

< Esthetic (seeking the beautiful).

Intellectual (seeking the useful and true).

For the purposes of philosophy this grouping impresses me as

by far the most helpful that has been made. If my own group-

ing is somewhat different, it is because for practical use in

sociology I prefer a classification based more immediately upon
the nature of the desires, and neglecting the functions to which
they lead.

Dr. Stuckenberg has grouped the social forces as follows

:

I. Fundamental.

1. The economic.

2. The political.
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II. Constitutional.

3. The egotic.

4. The appetitive.

5. The affectionai.

6. The recreative.

III. Cultural.

7. The aesthetic.

8. The ethical.

9. The religious.

ID. The intellectual.

Without the "fundamental" forces this scheme would be

excellent. It is surely an error, however, to list the desire for

wealth among the original social forces. It is, in fact, clearly

derivative. Avarice is so powerful because nearly every kind of

craving sooner or later puts in a requisition for goods. The

attractiveness of wealth is the sum of all the furtherances we

receive from it in the pursuit of our ends. The state likewise is

an instrument of many uses, and appeals to no one group of

desires. The specific desires that operate in the sphere of gov-

ernment—the love of power and the impatience of restraint—
have other spheres of manifestation, and cannot properly be

termed political. They are, in fact, egotic. For the rest, early

government rests on fear— fear of the enemy, fear of the

marauder. After life and property have become secure, the state

is utilized for the promotion of many cultural purposes, so that

nearly every group of social forces gives off a demand for state

activity.

Would it not be better to arrange the springs of action in

two planes, instead of forcing them into one plane ? Desires

may well be distinguished from interests, the former being the

primary forces as they well up in consciousness, the latter the

great complexes, woven of multicolored strands of desire, which

shape society and make history.

Desires may be divided into natural and cultural, the former

being present even in natural men, the latter emerging clearly

only after man has made some gains in culture. The natural

desires may be grouped into—
a) Appetitive. Hunger, thirst, and sex-appetite.
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b) Hedonic. Fear, aversion to pain, love of warmth, ease, and sensuous

pleasure.

c) Egotic. These are demands of the self rather than of the organism. They
include shame, vanity, pride, envy, love of liberty, of power, and of glory.

The type of this class is ambition.

d) Affective. Desires that terminate upon others : sympathy, sociability,

love, hate, spite, jealousy, anger, revenge.

e) Recreative. Play impulses, love of self-expression.

The cultural desires, which are clearly differentiated only in

culture men, are

:

f) Religious. Yearning for those states of swimming or unconditioned con-

sciousness represented by the religious ecstasy.'

g) Ethical. Love of fair play, sense of justice.

K) /Esthetic. Desire for the pleasures of perception, i. e., for enjoyment of

"the beautiful."

i) Intellectual. Curiosity, love of knowing, of learning, and of imparting.

While the study of the natural wants belongs to anthropology,

the development of cultural desires in connection with associa-

tion and the presence of culture devolves upon sociology. I

ignore the topic here only because it has been adequately treated

by others.

There are certain huge complexes of goods which serve as

means to the satisfaction of a variety of wants. These are

Wealth, Government, Religion, and Knowledge. In respect to

these the various elementary social forces therefore give off

impulses which run together and form the economic, political,

religious, and intellectual interests, which constitute in effect the

chief history-making forces.

The economic interest finds its tap-root in the pangs of hunger

and cold. These, being a direct demand for material goods,

give rise to wealth-getting activities. There is, however, in the

end no class of cravings which may not lay claim to goods, and
thus whet greed to a keener edge. When personal emulation

takes the form of "conspicuous waste," the egotic desires

prompt to acquisition. When gold "gilds the straitened fore-

'No one who has seen people "getting happy" at a cfamp-meeting will doubt
the reality or the seductiveness of such states. James, Varieties of Religious Experi-
ence, studies these in the scientific spirit. Brinton, The Religion ofPrimitive Peoples,

raises a doubt if these cravings are exclusively cultural.
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head of the fool," it is prized as the means of winning the

coveted mate. When entertainment is expensive, money is

sought to oil the wheels of social intercourse. When the gods

respect persons, men will seek the wherewithal for costly sacri-

fices and sanctuaries. When wealth gives lordship, the ambi-

tious will rowel hard in the pursuit of fortune. When the artist

works for the highest bidder, the beauty-lover will set himself

to money-making. Whenever Dives enjoys greater social con-

sideration, stands higher with the Unseen, is a more formidable

suitor, finds bigger meshes in the law, and counts as a worthier

person than the better man with the lighter purse, all the

streams of desire pour into one channel, and avarice swells to

monstrous proportions.

In general, the itch for wealth varies directly with its capacity

to promote the satisfaction of the various desires. Since this

capacity varies from place to place and from age to age, the

value of wealth is subject to rise and fall.

The assertion that wealth in general is liable to appreciate or

depreciate seems a hard saying. Have we not been taught

there can be no general rise or fall in exchange values ? Against

what, indeed, shall wealth be measured ? Where are the mar-

kets which register its fluctuations ?

But such markets exist, always have existed. Are there not

streets where woman's virtue is sold ? Are there not common-
wealths where there is a ruling price for votes ? Do not the

comparative rewards of occupations indicate what inducements

will overcome the love of independence, of safety, of good

repute? We see men sacrificing health, or leisure, or family

life, or offspring, or friends, or liberty, or honor, or truth, for

gain. The volume of such spiritual goods Mammon can lure

into the market measures the power of money. By the choices

men make in such cases and by the judgment others pass upon

such choices we can ascertain what is the social estimate of

wealth. When gold cannot shake the nobleman's pride of caste,

the statesman's patriotism, the soldier's honor, the wife's fidelity,

the official's sense of duty, or the artist's devotion to his ideal,

wealth is cheap. But when maidens yield themselves to senile
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moneybags, youths swarm about the unattractive heiress, judges

take bribes, experts sell their opinions to the highest bidder,

and genius champions the cause it does not believe in, wealth is

rated high.

The fluctuations in the market where spiritual goods are sac-

rificed for material goods are commonly supposed to originate

on the side of the higher goods. The material wants, it is

reasoned, partake of the stability of the organism itself. It is

the aspirations for the good, the true, and the beautiful that are

variable.

This interpretation is probably wrong. Usually it is the

esteem of wealth that fluctuates and not the esteem of health, or

liberty, or honor. These are fundamentals and therefore rela-

tively stable. Wantonness, sycophancy, and subserviency vio-

late personal instincts. Hypocrisy, fraud, and espionage outrage

natural feelings and come about as hard one age as another.

For each race the loathing of them is nearly a constant, varying

little from fathers to sons.

In fact, we do not need to explain the zigzag course of the

market for spiritual goods by assuming a shifting in the stress of

human wants. Since wealth is a means, the importance of wealth

must constantly fluctuate because of changes in thepower of material

goods to gratify desire.

These result from changes in technique, in custom, or in opinion.

Thus the introduction of perfumes and spices gave new sen-

suous gratifications, spirituous liquors provided a short-cut to

social pleasure, armor opened a way to security, the breaking of

the horse to saddle provided a form of dignified locomotion.

The coming in of cattle enabled heads of kine to be trophies as

well as scalp-locks and captives. The discovery of medicaments

gave new weapons against disease. The origination of art

products provided new embodiments of beauty. The art of

embalming met in a way the longing for immortality. Memorial

tablets, urns, and monuments offered themselves to the same

need. Since by exchange any good may be converted into any

other, each of these cases added to the desirability of wealth-

in-general.
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It is, however, shiftings of custom and opinion that have

most affected the importance of material goods. The custom of

wife-purchase, the system of wergeld, the acceptance of damages

as a salve for injury, the shifting of prestige from heads, scalps,

and bear's claws to herds, acres, and bonds, the reliance upon

clothing instead of tattooing as a means of charming the opposite

sex, the belief that burnt-offerings win the favor of the gods or

that masses deliver the soul from purgatory, the decline of

prophetism, the rise of a regular market for female virtue, the

passing of political power from the Elders or the Fighters to

the Wealthy, the decay of the distinction between noble and

mean employments or sources of wealth, the yielding of patrician

ranks to parvenu pressure, the obliterating of caste cleavage by

class, the lapsing of birth as a ground of social superiority, the

gaining of "conspicuous consumption" on "conspicuous leisure"

as a means of good repute, the enlistment of the artist in the

service of Croesus instead of the service of temple or church

—

these have at various times augmented the powers of wealth, and

driven the spur into the flank of greed.

There are other movements which have shorn lucre of some

of its brute might and exalted the worth of personal merit or

effort. The resumption of choice by women, the rise of the

romantic ideal, the custom of courtship, and the dispensing with

the "marriage portion" have unsealed the well-nigh choked-up

spring of sex-love. "Justification by faith," the suppression of

masses, pilgrimages, and indulgences, the dispensing with altar

and image, the open Bible, the lay chalice, and the unadorned

"meeting house" have done much to rout commercialism from

religion. The protection of the law is no longer for those only

who can pay for it. The courts of justice need no longer be

supported by the fees of suitors. Public hospitals and free dis-

pensaries socialize the healing art. The printing-press and the

free library have democratized the sweets of literature. The

abolition of hireling armies, of imprisonment for debt, of child

labor, and of the property suffrage are so many dykes reclaiming

smiling stretches from the dreary waste of commercialism. The

struggle is endless, for while the growth of personality is limit-
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ing the power of the purse on the one side, the march of technique

is broadening it on the other.

A lesser derivative interest is the political. Like wealth, a

center of power is valued as promoting many kinds of satisfac-

tions. Undoubtedly the earlier state-building forces are Fear

and Greed. Groups ally themselves in order to make or resist

attack. People dread the enemy, and hence cheerfully submit

to the yoke of the war-leader. They tremble before the preda-

tory, and therefore rally around a power that can make law

respected. These fear forces are strongly seconded by the love

of power which impels the masterful to supply more government

than is needed. In time the absolute state arises in all its grim-

ness, and men start back in affright before the Frankenstein they

have created. There ensues a struggle to wrest from govern-

ment guarantees of individual liberties and rights. Finally, it is

recognized how much the distribution of wealth in an era of

social production depends upon the state, and the people grapple

with the classes for the mastery of power. During these four

phases— military, civil, liberal, and social— of the political

interest, while men are pouring out their blood and treasure, first

to create and then to control the state, their groupings will

depend much on their political feelings and politics will be a

maker of history.

Since the feeling for the state is derivative, it varies with the

importance of what the state does. Loyalty touches its zenith

when blows ring harmless on the broad shield the state holds

over her people. The flame of patriotism rises or sinks with the

approach or retreat of violence. The state, moreover, enlists

strong affections when it is the center of all kinds of co-opera-

tion and the active promoter of every form of culture. But with

the triumph of peace, order, individual liberty, and popular gov-

ernment, the old fears and passions are forgotten. The industrial

organization disengages itself from the political. The promotion

of culture devolves more and more upon free associations.

Religion relies for support on free-will offerings. Public opinion

comes to be the great regulator of conduct. The non-political

side of society comes forward, political concern dies down, and

the state no longer plays a star part in the drama of history.
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The religious interest is chiefly derivative. It contains, to be

sure, an original factor in the craving for certain ecstatic experi-

ences. Its prominence in the concern of mankind cannot,

however, be laid to this craving. Like wealth and like govern-

ment, religion has spread far beyond its first occasion, and

insinuated itself into many channels of desire. The earliest non-

religious force behind it is fear. Pritnos in orbe deos fecit timor.

After man has by propitiation of the unseen powers assured his

personal safety, he seeks to utilize them. He covenants with

them that for regular prayer and sacrifice they shall grant

increase and prosperity. The gods acquire economic importance.

As they become more fully domesticated, they are approached

with confidence, and worship is promoted by love and gratitude

as well as by hope of benefits. With the advent of public

worship religious feasts endear themselves as occasions for

"orgiastic gladness" and "hilarious revelry." In the phallic

cults they are prized as stimuli to sexual desire. Moreover,

the common worship of the gods for public ends makes them

props of order, bulwarks of family, property, and state. When
the ethical sense becomes active, the gods come to be thought

of as deliverers from temptation rather than from misfortune.

One craves from them a clean heart rather than a fat harvest.

Philosophy then blends with the theory of the gods and religion

aspires to answer the Why, Whence, and Whither of the restless

intellect. In the priestly cults religion becomes a stepping-stone

to power, and so enlists ambition. Then the fear of a too-

masterful church seizes upon men and they fervently embrace

the more spiritual forms of faith as vessels of deliverance.

Thus religion has run the whole gamut of the passions. It

has been the storm-center of feeling. Fear, greed, lust, socia-

bility, gratitude, ambition, the instinct for liberty, the ethi-

cal impulses, and the intellectual yearnings have, at one time

or another co-operated with the specific religious craving to

magnify religion to the prodigious dimensions of a history-

making force.

The religious interest cannot but wax and wane with the

adequacy of religion to meet the various needs of men. The
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gods are remembered in danger, forgotten in prosperity. They
are valued as a prop when the state rests on authority, discarded

when government is founded on consent. They are relied on to

safeguard rights only so long as Justice holds no sword.

Every step in the mastery of nature and the control of men
blunts the sense of dependence on the Unseen. Security from

violence, or plague, or future torment lessens the poignancy of

the religious feeling. As people come to look to the police-

man for protection, to the physician for healing, to the inventor

for victory, and to themselves for worldly success, their zeal in

worship abates. Such sloughings leave religion purer and

nobler, no doubt, but less able to control the destiny of society.

Its new channel is deeper than the old, but far narrower.

ll\i& intellectualinterest'\%\i\/iQ.W\^Q. 2, blend of various desires.

Had it been restricted to its primitive components, its role would

have been insignificant. But these cravings have been reinforced

from several quarters. In the first place, intellectual subtlety,

always a coveted form of prowess, gratifies the egotic desires.

Even in the early stages of culture a reputation for extraordinary

wisdom gives the sage fame, power, and wealth. Later, learn-

ing confers distinction and is not without efficacy in bread-

winning and mate-winning. At every social level, moreover,

there is a standard of intelligence to be lived up to as well as a

standard of decent consumption. As for real knowledge, it has

always been means as well as end. The sciences were first cul-

tivated as badges of leisure-class superiority. Later they were

fostered because they allayed the dread of disease, banished fear

of the supernatural, assuaged pain, prolonged life, brought

victory, and, as technique, vastly expanded the production of

wealth. They were cultivated, in short, because knowledge is

power. When, moreover, we remeniber the meteoric career of

speculative ideas which, besides molding lives and shaping insti-

tutions, have knit men together or marshaled them into hostile

camps, the intellectual interest must be owned to be a factor in

history of no mean importance.

Like the rest the intellectual interest has its ups and downs.

It wanes as men lose faith in the efficacy of speculative ideas
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and come to put their trust in labor or thrift. If "things are in

the saddle," it is because the ideologies have not kept their

promises. On the other hand, the triumphs of science lead men
to value knowledge rather than religion or power. Science

grants the health vainly besought by the worshiper; it turns

aside the pestilence ; it secures the husbandman his increase ; it

is a buckler against enemies. The decline of violence has, no

doubt, done much to put the big brain above the strong arm,

but even war is coming to be a test of intelligence rather than a

test of brute strength. Knowledge and money, or, if you please,

Science and Wealth, seem likely to become the heirs of the

dying powers of the past.

Since food, sex, and safety are the most imperious, persistent,

and universal wants of man, why, it may be asked, does not the

sex-desire announce itself in history in some dramatic fashion ?

Why has no one offered a "genesic" interpretation of history?

The explanation seems to be that the sex-propensity does not

group or array men. It embroils individuals (witness the "crimes

of passion") but not tribes, classes, or nations. Unlike greed,

it rarely precipitates mass collisions. Unlike fear, it does not

inspire men to combined effort. Satisfied by the union of the sex-

couple love, unlike hunger, does not give rise to co-operations,

trades, and professions, the social division of labor. Neverthe-

less, on those rare occasions when they are summed together,

the sex-desires constitute a stupendous social force. The most

striking proof of this is the imposing of the monogamic relation

upon the entire membership of society. The suppression of

polygamy marks the triumph of the sex-needs of the many over

the power of the few, and is, beyond question, the greatest

anti-monopoly achievement on record. Perhaps the broadest

encroachment ever made on the "right of the strongest" is the

obliging of the rich and powerful to content themselves with one

wife.

The distinction we have drawn between original and derivative

social forces gives us a vantage-point from which to interpret

the interpretations of history. We have seen that it is a mistake

to lay the shiftings of interest to be discerned in the life of a
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people solely to the evolution of wants. Oftener these shiftings

are due to a disturbance in the relation of means to end, to a

change in the capacity of the great secondary goods to promote

the satisfaction of desires. Now, the moment the state reaches

its broadest significance, the military-political interest seems to

be the swaying force in history. The moment religion reaches

its broadest significance, the religious interest appears as the

chief welder or sunderer of men. Let these great interests

decay, and other interests come forward and grasp the scepter

they let fall. It happens that in our time certain well-under-

stood influences have weakened the political and religious

interests, and thereby thrown into bold relief the other interests,

chief among which is the economic. The philosophy of wealth

is hence the main key to the interpretation of contemporary life.

On the strength of its success here it is now declared to be the

"open sesame" of the locked chambers of the past, the one

magic formula for the interpretation of history. Its only rival

today is Intellectualism, the doctrine that makes the knowledge

and Weltanschauung of each age the pivot of its entire social life.

In my view nothing can rescue us from these one-sided theories

save a knowledge of human wants and a recognition of the great

variety of the springs that incite men to action. The comer-stone

of sociology must be a sound doctrine of the social forces.

Edward Alsworth Ross.
The University of Nebraska.

i



INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY. VII.

PART III. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETIES.

CHAPTER VI. Continued.

SECTION III. ADAPTATION AND ACCLIMATIZATION OF THE HUMAN SPECIES.

The continued adaptation of all living species to the particular

conditions of existence to which they are subjected, or to which

they seek to subject themselves in order to obtain an advantage,

is a general static law, which is common to all of them, includ-

ing the human species. This law is the application of the still

more general law of equilibration of the relations of structure

and of the limitations of the forms of inorganic nature. It is

therefore connected with the most universal laws of movement.

Organized beings adapt themselves to the environment only

to a degree strictly necessary in order that they may live, and

no more. The organs which become useless to life are elimi-

nated, while those which are favorable to the preservation and

the continuity of life are perfected, all thanks to selection, repe-

tition, and heredity. If these metamorphoses are not accom-

plished, life diminishes and even ceases entirely. Among animals

in general this continued adaptation to the conditions of life, and

to all of the movements of time and to all of the points of space,

this constant equilibration is most often passive, imposed by the

external environment. Among men they furthermore become

active, and more and more so with the progress of knowledge.

The amelioration of the species and of its conditions of existence

by the species itself comes to be added to the pure instinct of

preservation. Man adapts himself to more and more special

environments, certainly not in virtue of an absolutely free will,

but conformably to material and new needs for which he has the

foresight, and even in virtue of an ideal whose influence is

imposed upon him with a force sometimes as irresistible as that

created by the purely inorganic nature upon inferior beings. In

a word, the human species adapts itself, not only through natural

549
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selection, but through artificial selection. For example, it does

not altogether submit to the influences of climate and of alimen-

tary environment. It acts in advance of these new conditions.

It acclimatizes itself, it ameliorates its alimentary regime by

substituting science for instinct and simple empiricism. It is

not satisfied to conserve. It professes andjs able to make prog-

ress, that is, to prepare better and better its adaptation, its

equilibration against the most special, and even against the most

unfavorable, variations by accommodating and gradually turning

them to its advantage. Moreover, as every society has not only

a physical and generally external social environment, but carries

in itself also its own inorganic environment, this adaptation is

not only extensive but intensive, or both at the same time.

It is this double character, at once natural or spontaneous

and artificial, or, both, reflex and methodic, considering that the

artificial process remains no less natural, that it is always neces-

sary to take into account in studying the laws of the distribution

of the human^species over the globe.

Let us state at the outset that if the astronomic bodies and

geographical forms, the geological strata, and notably the upper

crust of our planet, have relatively exactly determinable limits,

this fixity in their frontiers and in the distribution of the masses

is yet a little less inflexible for the limits and the distribution of

vegetable masses, and still less especially for the most elevated

of animal species. The natural limits in the distribution of

humanity are even very much less fixed, so much so that human-
ity constitutes a unique species whose varieties themselves seem

to be'ir.the result of natural selection and adaptation. Finally, if

the human species, especially as regards origin, is formed and

scattered into more or less distinct groups, nothing in nature

nor in its own character is opposed in an irresistible manner to

its sociological fusion. Certain of these varieties will surely

continue to be more fitted to certain environments ; certain

environments will also continue to be fitted to certain economic

productions,'to[certain familiar forms, and even to certain morals
;

but thejprogressive^mixture of the human varieties among them-

selves, JJ^the*exchange of their ideas and material products, as the
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facts continually show us, will be more and more favorable to a

general and special adaptation to the ensemble of the planet.

The social unity may also be accomplished, not only through

the fusion of varieties, but through the co-ordination of their

relations. The fact itself that the formation of varieties and

races seems rather a result of civilization than its point of depar-

ture justifies the supposition that future evolution does not neces-

sarily imply the absorption of all of the varieties into a single

type any more than it implies the absolute sameness of environ-

ments. The unification may be satisfied by being only socio-

logical.

In his Life and Correspondence'^ Darwin, after having acknowl-

edged that all of the races of men are nearer neighbors to each

other than any ape whatever, and having declared that he is

inclined to admit that all of the human races "certainly issued

from a single parent," adds:

I admit as probable the hypothesis that the races of men were less diver-

gent and less numerous formerly than now, unless, however, some inferior

race, more degraded than the Hottentots, should have become extinct

Agassiz and others believe that the negro and the Caucasian are now distinct

species ; this it would be idle to discuss except by way of inquiring whether,

when these types were a little less distinct, they merited, according to this

particular standard of value, the title of species.

With the help of these observations, we may, with Pritchard

and Topinard, distinguish three principal types of the human
species, all connected by six or seven varieties presenting mixed

and intermediary characteristics

:

1. The white type: India, Arabia, Syria, Asia Minor, and

Europe.

2. The yellow type : China, Mongolia ; in the south up to the

two peninsulas of India, and in the Malays; in the north up to

the polar regions.

3. The black type : central and western Africa, and from the

eastern side of Africa to Australia.

The intermediary varieties are :

a) The boreal race, between the white and yellow.

'Vol. II, pp. 214 ff. (French translation).
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b) The Malay-Polynesian, between the three types : on each

side of the equator from Madagascar to Polynesia.

c) The Egypto-Berber, between the white and yellow.

d) The Hottentot race, between the black and yellow.

e) The American or red race, between the white and yellow.

/) The Papuan race, a variety of the black.

These nine primary and secondary types, in their present dis-

tribution, correspond to relatively distinct botanico-zoological

regions. Their differences are quite apparent, without being

absolutely definite. Indeed, they are still bound together by a

great number of intermediary shades. These differences cor-

respond also to certain more profound physiological and psy-

chological variations, the most important limits of which we have

already indicated.

The anatomical characteristics, and especially those of the

cranium and the encephalon, are certainly more important in

their connection with the present and successive states of civili-

zation than the color and texture of the hair. They permit the

classifying of the human species into seven principal varieties,

divided in their turn into particular races

:

1. The Caucasian variety, comprehending the Caucasian,

Celtic, Semitic, Pelasgic, Saxon, Slav, Finn, Turk, Aino or Kurule,

Persian, and Indian races. All of this variety has a facial angle

of from 80° to 90''. The most advanced races of this variety

are the most mixed and do not belong to the extreme types of

either the dolichocephalic or brachycephalic races.

2. The Mongolian or yellow variety, including the Indo-

Semitic and hyperborean. Its facial angle is from 75° to 80°.

It is brachycephalic.

3. The American variety, comprising the North American and

Columbian, Pampean, Indo-Peruvian, Greenland, and Esquimo

races. These last two are sometimes classed with the hyper-

borean, but they are dolichocephalic and prognathic like all of

the American varieties, with the exception of the redskins and

the Indo-Peruvians. who are brachycephalic.

4. The Polynesian variety, comprehending the Polynesian,

Micronesian, and Malayan races. It is dolichocephalic and
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prognathic, excepting the Malayan, which is especially brachy-

cephalic like the yellow race.

5. The negro variety, comprising the Ethiopian, Hottentot,

Bushnan and Kaffir races. It is dolichocephalic, with very pro-

nounced prognathism, with the exception of the negroes of short

stature and the brachycephalic types of Africa, and Negrillos

(Hamy) and Negritos.

6. The Melanesian or Oceanic negro variety, in general

brachycephalic, and prognathic in some races, as the New
Caledonians and the people of the Friendly Islands.

7. The Australian variety, dolichocephalic and prognathic.

These anatomical varieties have evidently some connection,

on the one hand, with the physical environments, and, on the

other, with the adaptation itself of these human varieties to the

several environments, and consequently also some connection

with the more or less elevated degree of their social organiza-

tion ; and it will certainly be necessary to take account of this

when we attempt to characterize the several social types, not only

present, but historic.

One important observation, in the supposition really verified,

would be that all of the craniums of the newly born, in what-

ever race the latter belong, present a pronounced occipital

dolichocephalic, the differentiation accentuating itself only

toward the age of puberty. That would tend to confirm the

unity of origin of the human species. The anatomic variations

of the cranium, conformably to the other analogous facts, as

embryology shows us, would be only derived forms.

The ability of each race to acclimatize is certainly connected

with the birth-rate and mortality of the races, although it might

be difficult to disengage entirely the other causes.

According to Bertillon," the following are the principal

natural and existing limits of this acclimatization : the English

acclimatize in the United States, at St. Helena, at the Cape of

Good Hope, and in Australia. They become stranded in the

Antilles and in India. Their domination in the latter countries

ought to be considered, from this point of view, as precarious,

^Encyclopidie des sciences medicales.
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aside from any moral or political considerations. However,

their temporary and continued immigration into those countries

constitutes a special form of adaptation which supplies the place

in another way of permanent acclimatization.

The Germanic race succeeds in the United States and in

Australia. It strands in the intertropical climates and even in

Algeria.

The Hollanders acclimatize easily in the colonies of South

Africa. They succeed also in Algeria.

The French prosper in Canada, in Nova Scotia, in the United

States, in the islands of Mauritius and Reunion, and in New
Caledonia, and in Australia. They adapt themselves less in

population as they approach the tropics. In the Antilles they

do not increase except by mixture, and then only toward the

third or fourth generation. In Algeria the French of the north

are less adaptable than those of the south. They strand with-

out distinction at the Senegal and in Madagascar, where no

European race is able to locate and live. However, perhaps the

Boers after their- prolonged stay in South Africa would be able

to undertake with success the colonization of the African con-

tinent.

The Spaniards and Portuguese acclimatize in the southern

part of the United States, in Mexico, in the Antilles, in South

America, and in Algeria. They are, however, mixed with Berber

blood. They succeed also in Australia.

The Maltese and the Jews acclimatize perfectly in Algeria and

Tunis. The Tsiganes, the Gypsies or Bohemians, succeed over

wide areas, and are met in the forests of Brazil, upon the heights

of the Himalaya, at Moscow, at Madrid, at London, at Stamboul,

and in the torrid zones of India and Africa where the temper-

ature reaches 35° Centigrade. The Israelites show an equal

form of adaptation, less however toward the north. This faculty

of transference is due in great part to the fact that they never

advance abruptly to great distances, neither through violence,

but gradually by following step by step the progress of civiliza-

tion and especially the progress of commerce.

The Arabs also extend themselves by degrees, remaining,
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however, in the warm isothermal zones and very little in the

temperate zones.

The Chinese prosper in the Malay archipelago, in Australia,

in California, in the Antilles, and in America, where, since the

abolition of slavery, they have tended to replace the negro race,

and even to give competition to the white laborers, and this has

led to defensive and protective legislation.

In general, the Malay archipelago, Cochin China, and India,

except the elevated plateaus of central India, are fatal to Euro-

peans.

Egypt is unhealthy. No conquering people has been able to

maintain itself there except by continually renewing the popu-

lation through immigration. Even the mortality of the negro is

excessive in that country. The Mamelukes have ruled there for

five hundred and sixty years, but without furnishing continuous

lineage. The present population has conserved the antique

type, like the flora and fauna, with however in certain centers a

cosmopolitan character which is rather the result of juxtaposi-

tion than of fusion.

An acclimated population may, however, be imperfectly

adapted. Adaptation is therefore something more general than

acclimatization. The imperfectness of the latter may be due to

particular causes, and especially to social causes. The mortality

of the African negroes is considerable in their own country.

The country supposes a high birth-rate, otherwise their race

would become extinct. The probable causes of the excessive

mortality are their natural indolence and lack of the necessities

of life. They succeed in America. In the Antilles, and in the

United States before the war of secession, they were cared for

like valuable merchandise. In 1808, the date at which their

importation into the United States ceased, they numbered only

400,000; in i860, 4,000,000; and then, according to the eleventh

census, 7,628,360, or 12 per cent, of the total population. Since

the war they have partly returned to their former indolence, and

their increase is diminishing.

The Europeans acclimatize badly in the cold regions. The

negroes die there rapidly. The blond population of Iceland
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decreases, and the cause is found in the continuous coldness of

the summer. For the same reason the psquimos also decrease.

At St. Petersburg the deaths exceed the births. If the Slavs

persist at the north of the continent, they owe it to their cross-

ing with the Finns, and perhaps, more to the west, with the

Samoyides.

Our conclusions may be summarized as follows in reference

to the geographic distribution and natural limits of the human
varieties and races, independently of other more special socio-

logical conditions which might intervene and alter the natural

causes properly speaking:

1. Excesses of climate do not agree with any race.

2. The blond races correspond to the cool and temperate

regions. The south is generally forbidden to them.

3. The brown races have a greater power of acclimatization.

At the north they are represented by the Lapps ; toward the

equator they easily extend themselves, especially those that are

the most accentuated.

4. It is necessary to distinguish between the small and great

displacements, the temporary, the definite, and the periodic.

The gradual and peaceful displacements are the most favorable.

Crossing favors acclimatization after a certain number of

generations. The crossing may be made either with the indige-

nous race or with other races similarly immigrated, but more

acclimatable. It is advantageous in either case. A small

amount of negro blood diminishes the tendency to contract

yellow fever. At the Cape of Good Hope, in the United States,

and always in Algeria new races are thus formed by mixture.

In the wake of a high mortality a few survivors are enough to

serve as a nucleus for a new and progressive population.

The climate, in reality, has not the absolute effects that the

old political theorists, including Montesquieu, attribute to it.

The frontiers which he raised up between populations are not

impassable. We may suppose that the differences of varieties

are themselves only the adaptations of the descendants of a

single group primarily homogeneous, and that the geographical

and climatic environments have gradually become differentiated
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with time. Time and space are the essential conditions of varia-

bility. However, in the present conditions, and whatever might

have been the origin of the differences between races, the abrupt

displacements from the different regions under the isothermal

lines are prejudicial. They entail either immediate maladies or

chronic anaemia, and therefore a less resistance to casual mala-

dies and to premature old age. Either from the maladies of the

first children among the offspring born in the country, or from a

physical and intellectual degeneracy, there results a diminution

of fecundity in the second and third generations. Mortality

and the birth-rate are in harmony with degeneracy.

Regressive involution and progressive evolution are most

surely movements which are slow and gradual, and it is thus in

respect to acclimatization and adaptation in general. A family

may remove from the north of France to Pau, at some genera-

tions following to Cadiz, and several generations later to

Morocco, and so forth. It is thus that immigrations have

taken place and continue to take place, as Fustel de Coulanges

shows, even among the invading barbarians at the commence-

ment of our era and among certain slow immigrations setting

out from central Asia, some advancing to the northwest toward

the colder countries and others to the south toward India. We
find the blond types where the English are not able to locate.

The Esquimos, before becoming acclimated in the land of per-

petual snow, lived in Asia under at least the fortieth degree of

north latitude. It was thus that the Slavs penetrated b}'^ degrees

from Russia into Siberia, and from the latter country into China,

forming a peaceful advance guard, but conquering with their

armies.

' Acclimatization depends above all upon the nature of the par-

ticular parts of the country to be penetrated. Morasses and

deserts are unfavorable ; the altitude has its effect : the high

plateaus of warm countries, as in the Congo, are more habitable.

It is not alone for military, but also for climatic reasons that

the conquering people generally instal themselves upon the

heights. The climate favoring, they instal themselves from the

very first in the valleys, chasing the natives toward the moun-
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tains and the forests. Thus in every province of Constantine

and upon every path from the Atlas to Algeria, and from the

Ural Mountains to Morocco, are found a crowd of blonds whose

presence dates back four or five thousand years and who are

primarily Germanic.

However, while climate in a certain measure determines the

zones of habitation of the varieties of human species, it does not,

in the matter of extension of the species, constitute an impass-

able barrier. On the contrary, this barrier is crossed, thanks to

the human variations through adaptation and acclimatization.

The truth is between the old theories of Herodotus, Hippocrates,

Bodin, Goguet, Montesquieu, and of almost all writers of the

eighteenth century, and the equally absolute and false negation

of its effect upon populations. A reaction has set in against the

first conception— a vigorous reaction expressed by Darwin in the

following passage from a letter to A. R. Wallace: "I am com-

pletely in accord with you upon the subject of the limited effects

of climatic conditions which are mentioned ad nauseam in all

books."

The influence of climates varies according to the different

civilizations. The frontiers which climates tend to set up give

way before the advances of civilization, and the superior adapta-

tions which civilization gives rise to and renders realizable. In

this connection, the picture presented to us of the situation of

the several regions where the great ancient and modern civiliza-

tions have developed, is suggestive and decisive.

We now see from the facts that the present distribution of

the human species has been naturally brought about through the

general laws of variability, selection, spontaneous as well as sys-

tematic, adaptation, and heredity. What we commonly call

acclimatization in reality comprehends all of the factors of

adaptation. It comprehends notably the alimentary environ-

ment, either natural or rational or scientific.

Upon the whole, the varieties of the human species in con-

nection with the climatic and other zones, and with the natural

frontier, far from being obstacles to its unity, are the means

conformable to all of the ordinary processes by which nature is
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assisted. The general effect of human variations has been to

realize the extension of the species best fit to colonize the whole

planet through the formation of the great human society. This

is not in consequence of a plan of Providence or of nature, but

is a result of the very conditions of evolution.

If, as is probable, man has descended from the placental mam-
mifers through the intermediation of the pithecoid man, himself

issued fron;i the anthropoid apes, it follows from the study of fos-

sils and of the earth's strata, that this transformation may be

traced back toward the end of the Tertiary age ; that is, to an

epoch which dates back at least twenty thousand years, and per-

haps even more than a hundred thousand years. It is equally

probable, according to the general static laws, as we have indi-

cated, that the appearance of this superior species, in consequence

of insensible transformation favored by natural and sexual selec-

tion, consolidated and developed by heredity, was brought about

in environments whose climate and spontaneous alimentary

resources corresponded closely to those of the present habitats

of those families of apes which approximate nearest to man and

of the habitats of some extinct intermediary pithecoid and

anthropoid species.

This human variety, developing more and more into a distinct

species, possesses qualities more favorable to expansion than any

other known species. It is omnivorous, and knows how to locate

and protect itself, and also how to preserve with more facility the

internal heat of the body and how better to prevent its loss by

radiation. These conditions are evidently favorable, not only to

muscular activity, but also to the psychic life, both of which may
be measured in calorics, in the same way that the latter may be

reduced to mechanical terms, and through these, to the most gen-

eral laws of movement. The muscular system and the nervous

system of man, being organs of these movements and of his life-

relations, are capable, through their complexity, of the most

special and most extended adaptations. The Esquimos are met

as far as the eightieth degree of latitude. Some populations live

and prosper in the Andes and in the Cordilleras at an altitude

of not less than 4,000 meters. Man, by his variability, adjusts
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himself with incomparable facility to all climates, to all condi-

tions of life, without losing the fundamental characteristics of

his specific unity.

However, this aptitude for variations has some limits. Forty-

seven degrees above freezing in the shade at the Senegal, and

fifty-six below toward the poles, seem to be the extremes of tem-

perature that man can endure ; but this is an enormous variation

of 103 degreees. The present human organism is a very ancient

heritage and is no longer susceptible of fundamental variations.

The human species does not adapt itself to these variations of

climate except through a series of graduated and specialized

adaptations represented by acclimatization. It is useless to seek

by means of hypotheses for the laws of a process that we still see

regularly produced under our eyes. Nature always acts in the

same way. Man acts only by perfecting the instruments by

means of which he has operated and continues to operate.

In this way acclimatization is favored by the internal condi-

tions of each society, notably by the power of its capital, by its

technical equipment, its scientific power and its moral energy.

In his Traiti de la variation des a?iimaux et des plafttes,^ Darwin

shows how culture and domestication tend to increase the

fecundity of plants and animals. This fact had already been

observed by Buffon. It is true also of the human species.

Sedentary and well-nourished populations have a tendency to

develop and to enlarge their limits. This law, therefore, applies

as well to the human as to the zoological and botanic zones.

Sedentary populations expand without ceasing to be sedentary.

The crossings of different populations favor also expansion by

facilitating acclimatization We know that consanguineous unions

too long continued are fatal. Crossings constitute favorable con-

ditions for the increase of a species, while consanguineous unions,

disadvantageous to variability and therefore to adaptation, favor

morbid tendencies and end finally in sterility. Here again, how-

ever, the most advantageous crossings are those which are gradu-

ated. Exogamy, as all sexual unions in general, tends equally

to diminish the extreme variations and to bring them back to the

'Vol. II, chap, xvi, pp. 107 ff.
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average. The exogamy that we meet as a social institution

among the least advanced societies, and which is at first practiced

by rape and violence, is therefore a matrimonial form eminently

advantageous to the development of societies in their ensemble.

This is a mode of assimilation from without to within, of intro-

susception parallel to the military organization almost universal

in primitive societies. It is a case of organic and static correla-

tion advantageous in its results, although accompanied by a great

loss of force in its violent processes.

However, these exogamic societies are already in part differ-

entiated and organized. They are far from representing to us

the most homogeneous and most primitive stages of the human

species. In the early geologic ages, on the contrary, the uniform

distribution of organisms coincided with the persistence of the

factors less favorable to the extension of humanity. In these

conditions the growth and extension of the latter were doubtless

very slow and very difficult, especially if we take account of the

general lowering of the temperature in the polar regions.

It was by insensible selections and adaptations that the human

species adjusts itself to the several climates. Man, taken by him-

self, is cosmopolitan. The species, the varieties, the individuals,

and also their groupings, on the contrary, are held within much

more narrow limits. They are the result of adaptations heredi-

tarily determined, and therefore in great part are refractions from

the new variations. They are not the point of departure, but the

product of evolution.

The negroes die faster the farther they are removed from the

tropics, and the hyperboreans die faster the nearer they approach

the tropics, for the reason that, through the successive variations,

they have been more and more differentiated and adapted to special

habitats, and that, through continued selection and heredity, their

distinctive characteristics have been more and more accentuated

and consolidated.

Therefore the conquest of the globe by the human species has

been accomplished by the spontaneous and artificial creation of

special forms, types, races, and sub-races ; or, in other words, of

a progressive equilibration more and more special and complex
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of the species with the environment. The same conquest is

achieved, as we shall see through the creation of progressive

social organizations and more and more perfect social types.

All social structures, either vegetable, animal, or human, have

been due to adaptation, habit, heredity, and natural and artificial

selection. Among human societies the species itself intervenes

systematically and consciously in the play of these natural factors.

It directs and modifies them to its advantage, but always, how-

ever, by conforming to the laws of nature. It acts somewhat

after the manner of the man-midwife who facilitates and assures

parturition.

Lamarck attributed a predominance to the influence of

environment, habit, and heredity, while Darwin attributed the

predominance to selection. These influences perfectly reconcile

themselves. They complete each other. Adaptation and selec-

tion are the factors which chiefly explain the variations. Habit

and heredity intervene in order to fix and consolidate the varia-

tions without which the gains would always be eventual and never

capitalized.

The Darwinian theory of natural selection and struggle for

existence is an extension to the whole organic kingdom of the

theory of Malthus concerning population. But selection and

adaptation not only imply the destruction of the most feeble

individuals and species— that is to say, they imply not only an

action destructive and negative in character, but they comprehend

also the organic, conservative, ameliorative, and positive func-

tions. In human societies the question is imposed upon the

societies themselves of discerning the types which would be in

reality most advantageous to conserve, even though the present

social state may seem to place the types chosen in a sort of

inferiority.

We have already shown in the organic life in general that the

struggle gives the supremacy to the superior collective forms

which tend to place the very feeble individuals, considered sepa-

rately, in more favorable conditions than the very powerful indi-

viduals in an isolated or imperfectly aggregated state (forests,

prairies, gregarious animals, etc.).
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The result of selection and adaptation in all cases is the cre-

ation, and later the fixation, in the species of social or organic

conditions which are advantageous to the individual.

The formation of new races of the human species is a necessary

condition to the extension of the limits of the human species.

Like the formation of new species in general throughout organic

nature, it implies two indispensable, though apparently contra-

dictory, factors. Indeed, these factors admirably complement each

other and indissolubly conspire to create a new variety of the

human species capable of adjusting itself to an environment dif-

ferent from that which primarily existed. Darwin^ indicates very

admirably the progress which brings about, in connection with

the formation of species in general, the balancing of its two

antagonistic but concurrrent forces. Darwin says

:

The conclusion to which I have arrived, is that the regions where the

species are most numerous are those which have been most often isolated

and separated from the regions, then united anew, and again separated.

This requires a long period of time and some changes in the external con-

ditions. The most general conclusion suggested to me by the geographic

distribution of organic beings is that isolation is the chief or concomitant

factor in the appearance of new species I know that there are some

striking exceptions.

The glacial period, which rendered uninhabitable the very

center of the European and Asiatic continent, produced a vast

isolation of this kind, succeeding a previous reunion favored by

a more homogeneous climate, which itself, in rescattering the

species over greater diversified areas, had already isolated them.

The species, including the human species, were driven back

toward the north and south, and were separated for a long time.

Organic peculiarities were formed and fixed by heredity, thanks

to adaptation and to selection. Several human races became

fixed and isolated, which later entered into communication with

each other, scattering themselves anew, and in rescattering

isolated themselves in regions naturally separated, where they

formed new varieties. These extensions and successive isola-

tions are especially remarkable in mountainous countries, such

as the Hellenic peninsula, Germany, Spain, and Switzerland,

where the periodic tides of invasions permit races to live side by

' Vie et correspondence. Vol. I, p. 504.
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side for a long time without knowing each other, and thanks to

the continued isolation, varieties of the same race are thus

formed in spite of their common origin.

Emigration, with its correlative aspect, invasion, followed by

a new isolation, favors therefore the formation of new species or

races. This is a law of static balancing, and it is the same

among all organic beings wherever there exists differentiation of

sexes. On the contrary, these variations are always counter-

acted in their tendency through the casual or even habitual

sexual mixture of posterity with the primitive type. These

physiological laws have been recognized for a long time, at least

empirically, by positive legislations and by the customs of the

most opposite societies. Crossings within the same groups

rarely cause variations from the original type, and, furthermore,

if the existing varieties emigrate and become sufficiently

separated from the mother-country, either by distance or other

natural barriers, seas, mountains, etc., time aiding, which is itself

also a great natural barrier, the separated groups continuing to

differentiate, and these differences becoming more and more

fixed, they cannot, by crossing, return to the former type. The

crossing in this case produces only mixed types, that is to say,

new varieties capable of new extensions.

The history of societies shows us that the individuals and

groups that emigrate are precisely those whose interests, charac-

teristics, and opinions, or even vague tendencies, are no longer

in harmony with those of the majority. They are therefore

those who are the better prepared to organize new societies.

Such were the Phoenician and Greek colonies, the English

colonies in the United States formed by the Puritans and

dissenters from the mother-country, the Australian formed of

the convicts, etc., etc.

Crossing, favored by the breaking down of the natural or

social barriers, is itself the general and principal factor in the

unification of races, as heredity is the chief agent in the forma-

tion and conservation of variations. As to the external environ-

ment, comprehending all of the external conditions of life, it is

the most powerful factor in the differentiations. Its instrument

is selection. Heredity is the quality in living beings of repeating
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and reproducing the same forms and attributes, and it explains

the permanence of types, individual as well as social ; for

example, the modern Egyptians or Fellahs, who still resemble

those of six thousand years ago ; the permanence of the Jew

type, and, from the sociological point of view, the persistence of

the monarchical organization in France in spite of the super-

ficial republican alterations.

In regard to the influence of environment, if it should seem

to us relatively insignificant today, it is probably in part because

we are little able to measure the effects, except over a long

period, and also because it was most active at certain geological

and climatic epochs when man was less able to escape from it.

We see, however, the American type reconstituting itself in the

United States, and in America generally, without crossing.

These ancient and modern variations, in conformity to the envi-

ronment, find their support in heredity, and, the same conditions

continuing to exist, time serves only to accentuate them.

The frontiers which have been established between the

different races and varieties of the human species may therefore

be explained in a natural fashion on the same principle as the

differences of form and habit which from the beginning have

more and more differentiated the human species from its primi-

tive ancestors, and from the environments in which the latter

were confined.

The race may therefore be defined in general in the following

manner : Any variety of the human species presenting charac-

teristics sufficiently distinct to be classed as a special type more

or less different from the specific type, without however losing

the fundamental attributes, and perfecting itself through heredity.

It is necessary to make the reservation that this static definition

is naturally relative. The race is therefore unstable, because,

like the species, its character is alike living and mobile. The

race may cease to constitute a race.

The human races ought to be considered as secondary forma-

tions derived from a primitive homogeneous type. The

formation of varieties and races has been the most appropriate

natural and technical process in the adaptation of the species to

the several environments. Human unity and universality have
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been the result of human and social variability. The universal

society can be realized only by means of the mass of small

societies, of intercalary groups; and it is to be presumed that these

more or less limited organizations, far from destroying each other,

serve only to increase with the progress of differentiation and

adaptation. But these multiplications and several social varieties

will necessitate more and more an extended and powerful co-ordi-

nation. The tendency to variation implies a tendency to this

co-ordination. The variation, therefore, no longer seems to us

as an obstacle to the formation of the universal society, but as

the very condition of its existence.

In whatever way the races may have been at first formed, the

conditions of their subsequent evolution, as also those of their

differentiation and crossing, and consequently, of their unifica-

tion, would have remained the same. A knowledge of these

constant and necessary static laws suffices for sociology, which

is not directly interested in the rest of the controversy. The

questions of relations preponderate for it over the problems of

origin.

If man is scattered over the surface of the globe to a greater

extent, from the point of view of the space in which he displays

his activity, than any other animal species, he owes it precisely

to his power of adaptation through differentiation into races,

sub-races, and more and more special varieties, and further

through his sociological differentiations, properly speaking,

which are superior forms of variability in the human species,

and appropriate and complementary instruments of his unifica-

tion. This adaptation, comprehending social adaptation, is

accomplished through natural and artificial selection, whose

organic and superorganic results are crystallized and transmitted

by heredity. Thus the social forms are susceptible of the

greatest extension from the standpoint of mass and territory, as

well as of the greatest intensification from the standpoint of the

complexity, depth, and strength of the bonds which unite

mankind.

G. De Greef.
Brussels, Belgium.

\To be continued^
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NOTE ON WARD'S "PURE SOCIOLOGY." 11.

One of the advising editors of this Journal has called in question

our plan of treating Dr. Ward's latest book. He thinks it should first

have had a comprehensive review; its importance should have been

distinctly pointed out; its place in the literature of the subject should

have been indicated. After that it might have been in order to show,

if possible, that it is not equally strong in all its details. If this judg-

ment had been expressed before the other course had been adopted, it

would certainly have led to reconsideration, though it does not seem

likely that the reasons suggested for the alternative course would have

prevailed.

There is too much in Pure Sociology to be passed upon profitably

in a single review. A summary and an appreciation would certainly

be the conventional way of paying a tribute to an author whom every-

body likely to see such a notice already recognizes as facile princeps

among American sociologists. Our correspondent has overlooked the

fact that this Journal contained a brief but very emphatic recognition

of the importance of the book as soon as it appeared (Vol. VIII, p.

710). There is good reason to believe, moreover, that Dr. Ward hoped

the book would be taken as laboratory material by American sociol-

ogists, and that discussion based upon it would both refine and fuse

elements of truth now going to waste. In the beginning of the three

historical chapters once intended to be parts of Pure Sociology, but

finally published in this Journal to keep the book from being too bulky.

Dr. Ward charged part of the backwardness of sociology to everybody's

egoism in exploiting his own notions, and nobody's willingness to

thresh out the ideas of others (Vol. VII, p. 476). "When different

writers shall begin to discuss one another's ideas," he said, "there will

be some hope of an ultimate basis being found for agreement, how-

ever narrow that basis may be." This was a plain hint that a cross-

examination of Pure Sociology would be welcome. The hint was

repeated in the book itself in the passage referred to in our last num-

ber (Vol. IX, p. 404, citing Pure Sociology, pp. 12, 13). The sugges-

tion seemed pertinent and timely. The unique position of Dr. Ward

among American sociologists makes mere complimentary notice of his

work, not only superfluous, but virtually tiivial. His priority in time,

and his advantage in scientific equipment, are so unquestioned that the
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value of anything he writes must be taken for granted. The best way

to get at the whole value is not to assume infallibility, but to apply

more searching tests than would be advisable in the case of an author of

less assured standing. In short, if there are any flaws in his book,

they bear a very slight ratio to his whole sociological merit. As this is

common fame among us, both he and his critics risk less when he is

under discussion than if another man were put to the test. There is

small danger-liability for him and a minimum of plausibility in sus-

picion of unworthy motive in them. In a word, he is subject to the

penalties of his eminence. Not in a destructive spirit, but with a purely

constructive purpose, we have planned to examine his work in detail.

Such a discussion would not be worth while if the findings were all

assumed in favor of the author in advance. He has expressed himself

better than another can paraphrase him, and mere reiteration would be

worse than useless. Not what he has said, but what remains to be said,

is next in order. We think it more appreciative and respectful, there-

fore, to challenge the book, step by step, in a serious attempt to point

out what it leaves to be desired, than to praise it as though it contained

the conclusion of the whole matter.

The substance of Pure Sociology is in Parts II and III. Part I

summarizes a wide range of prolegomena, and in so doing leaves many
things in rather incomplete shape. This outline form of expression

doubtless does injustice to the author's reserve thought. Our criticisms

of this part of the work may suggest the poodle pestering the mastiff.

We are discussing, however, the merits of the printed page, not of the

author himself, and we are sure that assailable points even in these less

important chapters afford subject-matter for profitable reflection.

The theorem of chap, iii reads: "The subject-matter of sociology

is human achievement. It is not what men are, but what they do. It

is not the structure, but the function" (p. 15).

The relations between this conception of sociology, and the dozen

others previously enumerated are guarded in such a way that no good
ground for objection appears; but accepting, for the sake of argument,

the "achievement" conception of sociology, certain questions of

emphasis at once arise. For example, the paragraph continues:

" Sociologists are nearly all working in the department of social anat-

omy, when they should turn their attention to social physiology."

The matter-of-factness in Ward's use of this idea affects me unfavor-

ably. He appears to put too much stress on the purely mechanical

associations of the term "function," and thereby to put himself out
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of thorough consistency with his formula "achievement." That is to

say, in his term " function " he seems to be conceiving of society as

something in which individual choices have a smaller part to play than

they really do. This to such an extent that one feels a measure of

incongruity between his expressions in terms of " function " and those

in terms of "achievement." This is the sort of thing which pro-

vokes the charge of " dualism." When process is conceived as

mechanical and result as psychical, one feels that the interpretation

does not interpret. No unity is established, no nexus appears. In

trying to find one the questions urge themselves: Is this supposed

mechanical function really psychical, or is the supposed psychical result

really mechanical, or how else shall we conceive of the operation and

the output as a whole ?

This unfavorable impression is strengthened by such phrases as

"that highest social science, social physiology" {ibid.). The use of

terms is of course figurative, and no doubt the tu quoque answer \sprima

facie a legitimate bar upon my right to object. It is not to the figure,

however, but to the amount of literalness in the figure that I demur.

The figure strains too hard to go on all fours, and limps in doing it for

the reason just stated.

The impression is confirmed again by the obiter dictum that " the

spiritual part of civilization," which rests on utilization of nature,

"does not need to be specially fostered," provided the soil is prepared

for it in the shape of material prosperity (p. 18). This is partly

optical illusion which overlooks the tremendous labors that men have

always had to put forth to procure spiritual progress after the material

means were supplied ; and it is partly the same mistake in theory

which marks the most vulnerable point in Dynamic Sociology. I have

called it the drop-a-nickel-in-the-slot conception of the social process

—

the idea that " information " passes automatically through the steps

of the psychological series and deposits "happiness" in its owner's cup.

The amount of technical effort that has been expended on the spirit-

ual contents of civilization, which Ward refers to as a spontaneous

growth, is curiously underestimated in this passage. There is prob-

ably a close connection also between this appraisal of spiritual tasks

and the enumeration of means by which men have reached the two

chief classes of achievements, viz., "handling quantities" and "utiliz-

ing forces." Ward enumerates as such means: (i) military

systems, (2) political systems, (3) juridical systems, (4) industrial

systems (p. 30). Why scientific, educational, and religious systems
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do not deserve a place in this schedule as means in some measure to

both classes of ends, does not appear. Whatever our estimate of

them otherwise, they certainly have been as distinct factors, for weal

or woe, in fixing the course of civilization as either of the others.

Another of the humors which Ward's most appreciative friends

occasionally detect in his work is the delicious lapse in the passage

(pp. 37-41) from the strictly objective, non-valuing attitude that he

prescribes for himself and for "pure sociology" in general (p. 4 ). He
passes into edifying discourse, and points the faint-hearted and the

suspicious to a way for sociology to escape pessimism when observing

the " paltry littleness " of individual acts and motives. We must fix our

gaze rather on the worthy and the grand in the sum total! Good and

wholesome doctrine, but what has become of the severity of our " pure

sociology" when it allows itself to be seduced into valuations at all ? !

At the close of this chapter Ward betrays doubt whether his

" achievement " and the " origin and spontaneous development of

society "actually cover each other. His instinct is evidently closer

to the truth than his schematology.

Chap, iv, "Methodology," is not the sort of thing that is due

from Ward under this title. It bears too plain marks of accommoda-
tion to the summer student. It wanders among side issues—style,

pedagogy, vagaries of scientists, etc. (pp. 45, 46). There is discussion

of the need of method, but no real contribution to method.

The most important methodological content in the chapter is its

expansion of the proposition ( p. 48 ) :
" In the complex sciences the qual-

ity of exactness is only perceptible in their higher generalizationsT This

is said to be "a different thing from the truth that in the complex
sciences safe conclusions can only be drawn from wide inductions"

{ibid.). If it is a different thing, it becomes important to find out

what it means, and then if it is true. To show what he means Ward
cites the economists as in fault because they try to discover "truth of

too low an order to be established in sociology" (p. 49). Explanation

of the proper procedure starts with the formula: "The method of

sociology is generalization" (p. 49). The proposition is correct, so

far as it goes, but I am not satisfied with the author's explanation of its

meaning. "The illusion of the near" (pp. 49, 50) is a happy phrase

for an obvious fact, but its relation to logical generalization is

hardly as cardinal as the argument at this point would make out.

The special case exploited is good padding for a popular lecture, but
it is emphasized unduly as an illustration, and fails as a substitute for
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close analysis of generalization. Ward seems to put the whole stress

upon one step of the generalizing process—/. e., discovery of the work-

ing correlations of phenomena, as, for instance, in so locating our

planet with reference to the other heavenly bodies that we have an

explanation of the "milky way." He says relatively little about that

higher generalizing process which results in subsuming many indi-

vidual phenomena under a generic concept; the process by which we
arrive, for example, at either of the more general notions with which

his own book is concerned—"origin," "spontaneous," "development,'

"society," "achievement," "sociology," "taxis," "genesis," "telesis,"

etc., etc. He of course has the proper place in his own thinking for

this logical process, and he has it more or less clearly in view {e. g.,

p. 55), but it does not get its share of attention in the argument.

In further expanding the idea of generalization Ward unconsciously

presents an instance of standing so straight that one leans backward.

Referring to the primary sociological conception that there is "law in

history," and assuming that the task of sociology is to find out what

the law is, he takes his stand on an unimpeachable proposition

:

"Sociology can only become a science when human events are recog-

nized as phenomena" (p. 57). He then permits his suspicion that

somebody else may force a narrow meaning upon the term "phe-

nomena" to betray him into doing just that himself. He continues :

When we say that they are due to the actions of men, there lurks in the

word actions the ghost of the old doctrine of free-will In other words,

the old-fashioned doctrine of free-will assumes that men may act differently

from what they do act, irrespective of character and environment (p. 57).

Thereupon he proceeds to substitute his own particular brand of

determinism for the cruder preconception of phenomena. Logically

considered, however, the one prejudice is just as impertinent as the

other. Our data are the things that occur, or which the mind presents

to itself as having occurred. This is all that the term "phenomena"

in the first stage of criticism contains. When we begin scientific

inquiry, the addition to the notion "existence" or "occurrence" is an

empty, formal notion of causality. What has occurred, or is, has had its

being for sufficient reasons of some sort or other. Of what sort, we do

not claim to know in advance. The term "phenomena" stands for an

object of inquiry at just this stage. Probably no logical category is less

frequently abused than the one so designated. It is quite unnecessary,

and needlessly obstructive and confusing, to make our fight against

unwarranted assumptions over the shoulders of this term. Given
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"phenomena," our task is to find out, if we can, what, how, and why

they are. When, in the case of social phenomena, we state the task

for short in terms of the actions of men, we do not thereby posit a the-

ory of "free-will," or "determinism," or anything else, any more than

we posit a theory of the metaphysics of matter when we state a topo-

graphical problem in terms of geologic action. When we say that the

surface phenomena of the earth are due to "geologic action," our

proposition is essentially not declarative, but interrogative. It is

merely an inverted form of expressing a problem of surface-building

forces. We have put in the indicative mode the statement of the ques-

tion to be investigated. In other words, we have merely boiled down
the proposition: "We must now find out what the geologic forces are,

and how they act in this case." In like manner, when we say that

historic or contemporary events are forms of human actions, we are

merely indicating our problem, viz. :
" What, and how, and why are

human actions ?
"

It is hard to see how a purist in scientific method can overlook

the absurdity of calling for an attitude toward social phenomena
that either begs the question or proves to be meaningless alto-

gether. "The scientific view is that human events are phenomena
of the same general character as other phenomena" (p. 57). Turn-

ing Ward's own form of expression upon himself, I would say

there lurks in this way of putting it the ghost of the old doctrine of

materialism. Flying from the ghost of free-will into the arms of the

ghost of materialism may be natural, but it is neither dignified nor

convincing. This phrase "same general character" is surely not less

ambiguous than the innocent phrase "the actions of men." If we
mean that there is some sort of regular nexus between human events,

just as there is between all other occurrences, whether we have a clue

to it or not, we are well within the limits of safety. If we mean that

the nexus between antecedent and consequent in human events is the

same as between other occurrences, we are simply substituting a dogma
for the apparent pointings of the evidence. If a human choice is not

generically different from a physiological or a chemical phenomenon,
it is at least specifically so different from either that no physiology or

chemistry in sight can begin to account for it. Moreover, when Ward
goes on to speak of the "subtle psychic causes " that " so largely pro-

duce " human events (p. 57), he shows that, according to his own
standard of practice, the previous spook-hunting passage was merely a

diversion in hypercriticism.
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In the further course of his argument Ward next works out some
rather popular illustrations of what a "law" is in human actions. My
caveat\it,x& is that it would be well if we could pension off our decrepit

habit of confusing statements of process which we have not explained,

with the conception of law understood as explanation of the process.

But passing this, Ward posits the law ofparsimony as the fundamental

law of everything psychic. " Here we have a law as exact as any in

physics or astronomy" (p. 59).

One is, of course, a bit puzzled over this confident assurance, if one

chances to recall the author's other dicta : wastefulness is the " method

of nature in general" (p. 68, cf. p. 88); and again, "We not only dis-

cover one great law of evolution applicable to all the fields covered by

the several sciences of the series"— /. <?., the whole range of science—
"but we can learn something more about the true method of evolution

by observing how it takes place in each of these fields" (p. 71).

Stranger paradoxes may have been explained away, but one's confi-

dence in a guide who offers to show the way through the mysteries of

physical and psychical phenomena is a good deal shaken by this appar-

ent facing in opposite directions. We feel like demanding at the outset

an understanding, after the fashion of the English premier, of whom tra-

dition says that he once delayed adjournment of a cabinet meeting by

standing with his back to the door, and holding off his colleagues with

the ultimatum :
" First, gentlemen, which lie do we agree to ? " Before

we abandon our base we should like to know whether we are to assume

that social evolution is a thing by itself or a part of general evolution

;

and, if the latter, whether we are to understand that its law is parsi-

mony or wastefulness. Removal of this slight discrepancy would

elucidate the argument.

But to pry into this " law of parsimony," a little. It is unfortunate

that Ward simply leaves us with a phrase for this most exact of formulas

— a sort of unknown god which we must for the present ignorantly

worship— when he might have revealed the law itself. He says it

means "a rational being will always seek the greatest gain" (p. 59), but

that does not always mean pecuniary gain (p. 60). Then he illustrates

the action of the " law" in the case of " creating a class of paupers or

mendicants by simply letting it be known that food or alms will be

given to those who ask. All considerations of pride or self-respect

will give way to the imperious law of the greatest gain for the least

effort" (p. 61). I must submit that I do not yet get on the track of

the "law." That a man who would rather eat cold victuals than work
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will quit work if he can be idle and still get the cold victuals I know

by cumulative evidence, but I am unable to raise this knowledge to

the rank of a " law," fundamental to everything psychic. My difficulties

are not lessened when I am told that this " law" is "the basis of sci-

entific economics "
(p. 59) ; for a few pages earlier I read :

.... the failure of the old-time political economy, which established

an "economic man" impelled simply by physical want. This failure was

due in part to the fact that there never was such a being, and in part to

the fact that the laborer gradually rose in the social and psychic scale until

his physical impulses became a less important factor than his social and

psychic impulses, for which their formulas were worthless (p. 48).

This confession that the most considerable attempt ever made to justify

the "law of parsimony" has shown it to be worthless, coupled with the

above undaunted assertion that it is "a law as exact as any in physics

or astronomy," is a close second to the reply of the Irish lawyer

:

"Your Honor, if the court overrules this point, I have several others

aqually conclusive."

All I can see in the "law" is that no man tries to do anything

which, all things considered, he does not choose to do ; or that nobody

exerts himself without a purpose, and that no one puts into his exer-

tion more effort than he feels to be worth while. But precisely this

subjective element, the personal equation, is the part of the formula

that upsets all its exactness, and that contains the whole problem of

sentient action. It so happens that the most of what we want to do

or be is ulterior to the immediate means that we must employ, and the

more highly developed a man is, the more complex and remote are

some parts of the ends for which he works. It is impossible to reduce

those ends to any concrete measure. The " law of parsimony " therefore

proves to be exact only when it becomes an identical proposition, viz.,

" No man will exert more effort than he exerts ; " or else it is the vicious

circle, viz., "A man always does what he thinks will produce the

greatest good, because the thing that he thinks will produce the greatest

good is what he does." The moment we put any real measure of

action into the predicate, however, the formula becomes susceptible of sev-

eral interpretations, each of them so elastic that no approach to exact-

ness remains. For instance, I am just graduating from college. I

have an independent income. I can choose between being a gentle-

man of leisure, entering the medical, legal or engineering profession,

engaging in business, or devoting myself to politics. If this law of

parsimony is exact, as Ward claims, it should indicate which course I

shall choose, as the line of least resistance, or at least it should furnish
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an equation that would show how to calculate my line of choice. In

fact, all that it can do is to wait till I have made my choice, and then

say : "He did that because he thought it would get him the greatest

good." This is merely saying : "He did it because he did it."

But the troubles of this "exact" law do not end here. Suppose I

have a classmate in precisely the same circumstances. He considers

the same possibilities and chooses the same occupation. It turns out

in half a dozen years that one of us has worked conspicuously harder

than the other. Why ? The reasons may be either purely in ourselves

or in the different specific relations in which the end chosen may

appear to us individually, or in a combination of the two variants. In

either case, what becomes of the exactness of the " law of parsimony,"

unless we reduce it to the identical proposition ? The law of gravita-

tion is popularly supposed to be exact. For ordinary purposes it

means "what goes up must come down," or what is up must go down

if support fails. The formulas of falling bodies give us the more pre-

cise contents of the law. If the "law of parsimony" can be made to

mean anything that both has a content, and at the same time can be

compared with the law of gravitation in exactness. Dr. Ward could

write his name forever by the side of Newton's by showing it.

Some minds may be put to rest by assertions that psychic facts are

phenomena just like physical facts, and that they may be reduced to

laws as exact as physical laws. We have nevertheless not yet elimi-

nated from the world the embarrassing fact that men do every day

"make the worse appear the better reason." So long as this continues

to be the case any mechanical formula of human actions must be taken

in a Pickwickian sense.

As I intimated above, these criticisms touch merely upon relatively

trifling externalities. They relate to marginal matters, and do not

reach the substance of this altogether remarkable book. I do not hesi-

tate to pronounce it one of the rare books which will assert a perma-

nent place in the history of knowledge. It seems to me, however, that

one or more of the things which I am pointing out will probably catch

the attention of types of people already prejudiced more than enough

against sociology. They will be glad to find in them further pretexts

for pleading the baby act, instead of thinking the sociological argu-

ment through to the end. The structure that Dr. Ward has built is

not to be confounded with the staging which he used in the building.

We shall come later to the essential value of the work.

Albion W. Small.
The University of Chicago.
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Social Control: A Survey of the Foundations of Order. By Edward
Alsworth Ross, Ph.D. ("The Citizen's Library of Eco-

nomics, Politics and Sociology.") New York: The Mac-

millan Co. Pp. xii4-463. ;?i.25.

When this book appeared it was announced in this Journal (Vol.

VII, No. 2, p. 288), and a more extended notice was planned to follow

at once. Through a series of accidents the prospect has been repeatedly

disappointed. For many books such delay would be fatal. Three years

from publication would suffice to put them out of the running. The
contrary is true in the present instance. This is not an ephemeral vol-

ume. It is not a piece of speculation, liable to be rendered obsolete

by changes in fashions of thought. Its terminology may some time

become archaic; others may carry the analysis into minuter details.

No one can deprive the book of its permanent merit as a vivid transcript

of a certain phase of the reality presented by every relatively advanced

stage of the social process. Dr. Ross has not exploited a theory of

what might, could, would, or should be among men. He has calmly

and carefully described one of the systems of activities that are con-

stantly in operation among culture peoples. A treatise on the judicial

system of the United States could not deal with more literal reality,

and it would be difficult for the strictest legal mind to handle the

material in a more positive temper. "Social control" is a higher

generalization than "the judicial system." Under the law of ratio

between intension and extension the facts that are primarily pertinent

are of course less minutely scrutinized than in a more special investi-

gation. Real facts, relations, and actions are set forth, however, in

their actual connections with each other, no less severely than in con-

stitutions and statutes and ordinances.

Dr. Ross has been literal in another direction. He talks about

more than one subject that many people hold ineffable. Moreover, he

does not view them from the popular angle nor say the conventional

things. He points out just what is going forward in the way of fitting

people into the social process. This is as shocking to many sensi-.

bilities as the chemistry of a tear or the physiology of a heart-throb
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might be to a debutante
;
yet with the nonchalance of the dissecting-

room the author points out, not what people think about social insti-

tutions, but the different types of pressure that the institutions are

exerting to mold individuals to the social will. This spoils a great

deal of poetry, and I will not undertake to say who is ripe for such disil-

lusions. For the few, at any rate, the analysis is timely, and it is seldom

that a more clean-cut piece of work is done on a task of equal magnitude.

Looking at society from one angle, it is possible to describe it as a

plexus of struggles between conflicting interests which progressively

adjust themselves to elements of common interest that emerge in the

course of the struggle. This is Ratzenhofer's point of view. His

Wesen und Zweck der Politik elaborates the idea at great length. Con-

trary to its author's own estimate, this analytical work constitutes a

much more important contribution to sociology than his synthetic

work on Die sociologische Erketintnis. Looked at from another point

of view, society is a plexus of contrivances for composing struggling

persons into a unity. It is society in this phase that Ross undertook

to interpret. His work is on the same level of importance with

Ratzenhofer's. I have shaded the view of each somewhat to bring out

the contrast between them. The two analyses are in effect companion

pieces. They complement each other. Together they carry generaliza-

tion of the social process into the most advanced stadium that it has

reached, while keeping within the lines of positive method.

Professor Ross locates his inquiry as follows :

Social Psychology .... deals with the psychic interplay between man

and his environing society. It falls into two divisions. One of these, Social

Ascendency, deals with the domination of society over the individual ; the

other, Individual Ascendency— embracing such topics as invention, leader-

ship, the role of great men— deals with the domination of the individual over

society. Social Ascendency is further divided into Social Influence—mob

mind, fashion, convention, custom, public opinion and the like— and Social

Control. The former is occupied with the social domination which is with-

out intention or purpose; the latter is concerned with that domination

which is intended, and which fulfils a function in the life of society. This

work, therefore, deals with only one subdivision in the field of Social Psy-

chology. In this book I seek to determine how far the order we see all about

us is due to influences that reach men and women from without, that is, social

influences. (Preface.)

The plan of the book is so unique that it is worth giving in full,

viz.:
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PART I. THE GROUNDS OF CONTROL.

Chap, i, "The Problem;" chap, ii, "The Role of Sympathy;" chap,

iii, "The R61e of Sociability;" chap, iv, "The R6le of the Sense of Jus-

tice;" chap. V, "The R61e of Individual Reaction;" chap, vi, "Natural

Order;" chap, vii, "The Need of Social Control ;" chap, viii, "The Direction

of Social Control
;

" chap, ix, " The Radiant Points of Social Control."

PART II. THE MEANS OF CONTROL.

Chap. X, "Public Opinion;" chap, xi, "Law;" chap, xii, "Belief;"

chap, xiii, " Social Suggestion ; " chap, xiv, " Social Suggestion \continue<r\—
Education;" chap, xv, "Social Suggestion \concluded'\— Custom;" chap,

xvi, " Social Religion ;
" chap, xvii, "Personal Ideals— The Type;" chap.

xviii, "Personal Ideals—The Ideal;" chap, xix, "Ceremony;" chap, xx,

"Art;" chap, xxi, "Personality;" chap, xxii, " Enlightenment ;" chap, xxiii,

"Illusion;" chap, xxiv, "Social Valuations;" chap, xxv, "The Genesis of

Ethical Elements— Selection and Survival;" chap, xxvi, "The Genesis of

Ethical Elements—The Elite;" chap, xxvii, "The Maintenance of Ethical

Elements."
PART III. THE SYSTEM OF CONTROL.

Chap, xxviii, "Class Control;" chap, xxix, "The Vicissitudes of Social

Control;" chap, xxx, "The System of Social Control;" chap, xxxi, "The
Limits of Social Control;" chap, xxxii, "The Criteria of Social Control;"

chap, xxxiii, "Conclusion."

There was something approaching a revelation in this catalogue

alone. Everybody knew it, of course, very much as everybody knew
Columbus's way of standing the &g^ on end— afterwards. To the

majority, however, if they should really see what it all means, the reve-

lation would be as irritating as Columbus's shattering of the old cos-

mology was to the traditionalists. Law, belief, art, ceremony, religion

— why, they are institutions. They have a monumental existence.

They are like Tell's mountains that "tower and shine," and must not

be criticised but worshipfully contemplated. They are whatever you

will— except what they are. They are more inviolable than the human
body, which must not be dissected. Cold-blooded drill masters to lick

egoists into social combination ? The suggestion is brutal and

intolerable.

Not one-tenth of one per cent, of our American population, for

instance, see farther than this into the facts that the book examines.

Sad as it may be, we are so constituted, however, that we cannot get

on very fast or far unless some of us get intelligent. There must be

somebody to see things as they are and to steer the rest of us. This

grade of insight produced the book before us, and it is only people

capable of this order of insight who can use it to full advantage.
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As a piece of scientific work Social Control is provokingly complete.

It is the rare exception for a book of its importance to leave so few

fair openings for dissent. The most diligent search that I can make

brings to light no material errors of commission, but at the worst

faults of omission. To blame the author of a book brimful! of origi-

nality for not doing more would serve no further purpose than to indi-

cate a pathological condition of the reviewer's judgment. This is not

to say that the phenomena of social control have now received their

ultimate analysis and final classification. It is to say that Dr. Ross has

carried the analysis far beyond its previous state, and that further work

must either run independently the lines of his preliminary survey, or

else take its points of departure from him.

There are evident dangers in applying Dr. Ross's method. Two
of the most obvious of them may be reduced to terms of each other,

but they may also be viewed separately. The one may be described as

a form of the post quod propter quod fallacy. That is, we discover that

through a certain type of phenomenon, say "assemblage," to take an

illustration from the studies out of which the book grew, social con-

trol is exerted. In a given case the phenomenon "assemblage" is

present. Thereupon we may leap to the conclusion that "assemblage"

is the cause of the control, whereas in the given instance it may be the

effect. The other form of this fallacy may be described as a failure to

employ what my colleague, Professor T. C. Chamberlin, has called the

" method of the multiple working hypothesis.'" That is, we discover

that "law," for instance, is a means of control. Thereupon we con-

clude that in a given community subject to law it is the law which

exerts the efficient control over persons in question. In truth they

might perform the same acts if the law did not exist ; and the problem

with regard to them is : How many of the possible means of control

are effective in their case, and what proportion of influence is exerted

by each ?

Another danger is analogous with the traditional first reaction of

medical students upon contact with clinical or dissecting material.

One is apt to rebound from unsophisticated awe of social institutions,

like "ideals," "belief," "religion," into cynical contempt for machin-

ery that performs such menial work or into revolt against the tyranny

of a process so ruthlessly exposed, i suspect that Dr. Ross himself

had not as definitely located these and similar pitfalls when he wrote the

papers afterward recast in this volume. They contained various symp-

^Journal of Geology, November 1897.
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toms of indifference to these tendencies, but they have disappeared in

the revision.

I admire the book so unreservedly that I have little respect for

myself when casting about for the reviewer's inevitable qualifica-

tions. It seems to me that it can be dispraised only by taking a

standpoint outside of the modern thought-orbit. If it ever in sub-

stance falls out of date, it will be through the passing of our present

Zeitgeist. Some day the pendulum may swing back, and men may find

themselves saying : "Social control is well enough as far as it goes, but

it is after all a superficial way of representing the ultimate facts of indi-

vidual reaction." This is surely not the present consensus. The
immanence of the social is the modern note. The method of that

ascendency has never been so objectively analyzed as in Social Control.

Albion W. Small.

The Nature of Man: Studies in Optimistic Philosophy. By
IElie Metchnikoff, Professor at the Pasteur Institute.

The English Translation edited by P. Chalmers Mitchell,

Secretary of the Zoological Society of London. Nevv^ York:

G. P. Putnam's Sons. Pp. xvii-l-309. $2.

With the possible exception of Haeckel's Riddle of the Universe,

this book, both through the author's misfortune and his fault, is

the clearest instance I could cite of unscientific science. In the

first place, there is sharp internal disagreement between author and

editor. The former is quoted as saying : "If it be true that man can-

not live without faith, this volume, when the age of faith seemed gone

by, has provided a new faith, that in the all-powerfulness of science"

(p. vii). Perhaps the author has elsewhere exceeded the bounds of

propriety to that extent, but the nearest approach to the proposition

which I can find in this volume is its closing paragraph, viz.: " If there

can be formed an ideal able to unite men in a kind of religion of the

future, this ideal must be founded on scientific principles. And if it

be true, as has been asserted so often, that man can live by faith alone,

the faith must be in the power of science" (p. 302). Charity de-

mands that the latter formula be taken as the author's version. Again,

the English editor and the publishers have given the translation a

form and a recommendation that stimulate expectations which the

author carefully guards against. The present version bids also for

the attention of an entirely different public from the one that the

author expressly addresses. He refers to his book as "hypotheses"
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(p. ix). He does not claim that it contains new material that can

be called established conclusions, but "really a program of work to be

carried out as fully as circumstances may permit." He also says:

" My book is addressed to disciplined minds, and in especial to biolo-

gists" {ibid.). In contrast with this, the English dress and announce-

ments, while slurring over this caution (p. vii), obviously calculate

upon the suggestibility of the undisciplined, the half-educated who
cannot measure the stretch between competent evidence about details

and valid generalizations, nor discriminate between speculation and

proof.

In whetting the appetite of the general public for something that

the author does not claim to offer, the editor and publishers have com-

promised the author's fame. He has not founded, nor proposed, a

new system of thought. He has elaborated the idea of functional

harmonies and disharmonies with the special aim of directing attention

to study of possible adjustments to the conditions of human life. So

far as any new philosophy is suggested in the book, the author would

doubtless be the first to point out that it is in the stage of mere sup-

position, with no more scientific authority than if it were poetry pure

and simple. M. Metchnikoff has won a place in the front rank of

investigators in biology. His methods have stood the severest experi-

mental tests. In everything that falls within his competence his right

to speak with authority, if not finality, is unchallenged. In the words

of his editor, however (p. v): "In the volume that he has now
given to the public he has addressed himself to the gravest and the

most serious problems of humanity— to life, and sex, and death and

the fear of death Now for the first time in the history of thought

the exact methods of science have been brought to the statement of the

problems." When he is advertised in this fashion, he must either

"make good," or bear perhaps more than his share of the discredit of

being placed in a false position. I can find nothing in the book that

justifies the implications of this language. M. Metchnikoff has dis-

cussed these subjects as a hundred biologists have before him. He
has made some suggestions that are decidedly stimulating. He has

lighted up the problems with brilliant imagination, but his addition to

what other biologists have done is merely a dash of color focalized at

last in a series of conceits about the ultimate duration of life and the

typical attitude toward death.

I do not feel sure, however, that the most serious count against

the book can be charged against the editor. Apparently the author
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is at odds with himself. There was never anything more absurd in

the dialectic philosophies than we have seen over and over again

under the rubric "exact scientific method." Two thousand years

before modern science, " cobbler, stick to your last " was proverbial

wisdom, but modern scientists have frequently to be told that a micro-

scope does not lend telescopic vision, and a test-tube is not a pair

of calipers to measure infinity. If somebody should decompose

hydrogen, it is not at all unlikely that he would thereupon invite the

world to accept his authority on cosmic philosophy, M. Metchnikoff

seems to have contributed his quota to the humors of science by

doing substantially this very thing. In the first eleven chapters

of the book he either traverses familiar history of thought, or dis-

cusses quite special topics in biology, mostly exploiting facts notori-

ous among biologists. In the twelfth chapter, entitled "Summary
and Conclusions," he slips his anchor, discharges his ballast and soars.

Instead of summarizing and concluding, he speculates and dogma-

tizes. The processes of the brain are " incompatible with the exist-

ence of an immortal soul" (p. 286). It would have been more modest

and more scientific if he had said "I cannot understand how these

processes can be compatible," etc. So far as any evidence or argument

appears in the previous discussion, the dictum, even thus brought

within the limits of good taste and good logic, would still be wholly

gratuitous. A stranger to the author is at a loss to decide how far he

takes himself seriously in this chapter, or wishes to be so taken by his

readers. As a specimen of pseudo-scientific license it is spectacular,

but as a digest of premises contained in the book it is ridiculous.

Perhaps he assumes that biologists will understand him as merely

indulging in a dream, but they are not the market which the present

version is likely to supply.

It is to be hoped that M. Metchnikoff will continue to make dis-

coveries in the field where he is eminent. It is possible that he might

successfully emulate Jules Verne, if his ambition should run in that

direction. The present volume does not encourage the hope that he

will contribute much to general philosophy. The serious element in

the book is set forth with just enough stage business to charm the gal-

leries. It will not be surprising if the flights of Metchnikoff's fancy

presently pass into the bric-a-brac of popular science, but really there

is no immediate occasion for a new cult.

A. W. S.
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An Examination of Society from the Standpoint of Evolution. By
Louis Wallis. Columbus, O.: The Argus Press. Pp. 325.

Popular education has produced amuhitude of amateurs who have

just enough rhetorical knack, commonplace information, and conceit

of wisdom to afflict reviewers and the public with a flood of superfluous

books. This evil is acute in the field of social science. It should not

be surprising, therefore, that workers in this field are skeptical about

the merits of a new publication, unless its author has an assured aca-

demic position or previous scientific standing. The assumption is

that it is merely another weariness to the spirit of specialists, always

overtaxed in keeping up with the work of their colleagues who have

something to say.

Mr. Wallis has almost estopped me from expressing my judgment

of his book by giving me excessive credit in connection with it. At

the risk of seeming to offer a quidpro quo, I record my opinion, how-

ever, that the book cannot fairly be ignored by sociologists. It

deserves to be read, and read respectfully. It is very far from being a

mere rendering of common knowledge. It is virtually a thesis, which

may be stated quite briefly, with support from a long historical argu-

ment. The thesis itself is less novel than the author thinks, and it

does not go so far toward the end of the sociological problem as he sup-

poses. At the same time it carries an element of original emphasis which

is not altogether misplaced, and there are few philosophical mono-

graphs in our day of which more than this is true. Mr. Wallis shows

both analytic and synthetic ability that entitle him to a thought-

ful hearing. He has fairly earned recognition as a sociological

thinker.

In a word, the argument of the book is this:

1. A considerable fact in all civilizations is social "cleavage" into

two principal classes, upper and lower (p. 47).

2. A second principal fact is that "the integration of society rests

upon concomitant integration of capital," both material and intan-

gible (
p. 51).

3. Social cleavage is one of the principal factors in the capitaliza-

tion of social development (p. 51 ); ^ e.:

Cleavage actively enlisted the egoism of the upper class in the tremen-

dous work of social development. A large part of the appropriated labor of

the masses was converted into the material and spiritual tools whereby

humanity conquers its environment and struggles upward along the path of

progress By promoting the growth of capital, the upper class uncon-
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sciously served the lower classes, and freed the different sections of the humble
folk to serve each other. Civilization, to all outward appearances, is based

on exploitation; but in its deepest essence it is founded on the law of service.

Cleavage is a paradoxical involution of the law of service
( pp. 84, 85 ).

4. The social problem has always been how to prevent the abuses of

cleavage from outweighing its benefits. The greater part of the book

( chaps, v-viii ) is virtually expansion of this proposition.

The teleology more or less evident in the discussion may be

reduced to the formula: The inevitable reforms, or adjustments,

which will distribute the benefits of progress more widely than at

present, will consist very largely of better socialization of the different

sorts of capital which cleavage has accumulated. The influence of

Henry George crops out very plainly, but this ought not to prejudice

the main thesis.

The historical material with which the argument is fortified is

handled with a degree of intelligence entirely out of the common. I

have not been able to test his accuracy in details, but the author's

quest of the underlying meaning of events always shows keen historic

sense. The book is consequently a successful contribution to social

analysis. Mr. Wallis's interpretation, however, is mediate rather than

conclusive. What he means by "cleavage" is merely one of the

phenomena of social differentiation in general, and in no other sense

a " factor " (^/. pp. 12, 51, etc.) than is the case with every other insti-

tutional development. It is rather an incident in the operation of

forces which are themselves the principal concern. This mode of

their operation seems to have impressed the writer unduly: i.e., by

regarding it more as a cause than as an effect he has obscured more
ultimate causes. In his theory, therefore, "cleavage" takes the place of

a deus ex machina. This by no means vitiates his argument; it merely

qualifies the importance of the conclusions which the argument con-

tains. A great cloud of scientific witnesses might testify that this was

their experience too in proposing generalizations. Mr. Wallis has

demonstrated his right to be heard, and it is to be hoped that he will

pursue the studies so creditably begun. A. W. S.

Essai d'une philosophie de la solidarity. Conferences et discus-

sions presidees par MM. Leon Bourgeois et A. Croiset.

Paris: Alcan, 1902. Pp. xiv-f-287.

The addresses and discussions brought together into this volume

were presented in a series of conferences held during the winter of
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1 90 1-2 at the ^cole des hautes Etudes sociales, and consider the idea

of solidarity from the point of view of the publicist, the economist, the

educator, the moralist, the sociologist, the historian of philosophy, and

the socialist. The addresses were as follows : Bourgeois, "The Idea

of Solidarity and its Social Consequences;" Darlu, "Solidarity and

Moral Personality;" Rauh, "Individual Property and Property in

Solidarity;" Buisson, "Solidarity in the School;" Gide, " Economic

Solidarity;" L^on, "The Rational Basis of Solidarity According to

Fichte;" Fontaine, "Socialism and Solidarity;" Bontroux, " R61e of

the Idea of Solidarity."

The contribution of M. Bourgeois, who gave three addresses, is

the most extended, and presents very forcibly the conception of a

"social debt" which each man owes to society. The point of special

interest is the effort to give this debt a quasi-legal status without

extending the power of the state. It has been common and easy to

speak of a man's debt to the past or to his fellows, but this does not

interfere with the most complete ignoring of any such obligation by

many whose debt is the largest. To pay this debt may properly be

regarded as a matter oi justice, not as a charity. This is to extend the

notion of legal right and duty. The practical difficulty is to estimate

the proper amount of social debt, and this evidently cannot be done

unless by a device similar to that of insurance societies, /. <?., by

"mutualizing risk and advantage." The man who would seek for

himself the advantages of society and leave for others the risks would

be doing an unsocial act and put himself outside society. The law

might then regard all who desire to continue in society as accepting

voluntarily a quasi-contract to pay their social debts, and might enforce

this as it enforces any other contract. The mutualization of burdens

and advantages would mean (i) support of common charges due to

organized society; this is already generally accepted
; (2) shairing in

the knowledge which society has acquired; this would mean not

merely free instruction in all grades, but also that the mature man

should have sufficient leisure to continue education to the degree

necessary to the development of his powers
; (3) limitation of the

hours of labor sufficiently to enable a man to live a moral life in the

proper sense— to enjoy liberty of mind and of heart; (4) not an equal

distribution of pay, but a guarantee of a minimum of existence for

those who by reason of age or infirmity cannot maintain themselves.

Admitting the justice of the above requirements— and I do not

see how a society claiming to regard itself as moral can set any lower
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standard— the question still arises, to the mind of the present writer,

whether the enforcement of (3) would remove as much of the present

inequity as the author seems to hope. For the limitation of hours

tends to raise the price of goods, and this makes a burden which may
fall heaviest upon the poorer class of consumers. Shorter hours in

many occupations are undoubtedly a primary necessity, but a more
equitable distribution of the goods of life will still remain a problem.

The three papers nevertheless give an admirable presentation of the

growing feeling that the moral feeling cannot be satisfied to remain as

a mere sentiment when confronted by individuals or social and eco-

nomic institutions which not merely ignore but actually oppose it.

M. Darlu in his paper emphasizes the value of the subjective

aspects of the moral life; solidarity may be an evil unless moral per-

sonalities are developed. M. Rauh attempts a modification of the

socialist view of property which shall secure the end of social justice

and democracy, while not requiring the material unification of prop-

erty and production. He offers as the formula for justice "the emi-

nent right over property of society organized democratically." Gide

discusses the economic relations of competition, exchange, and divi-

sion of labor which are sometimes regarded as involving solidarity,

and finds neither in these nor in trades-unionism as satisfactory a

basis for solidarity as in what he calls " co-operative consumption."

The papers and discussions as a whole afford a very interesting

illustration of the extent to which the thought of social obligation is

pervading the various fields represented.

J. H. Tufts.

American History and Its Geographic Conditions. By Ellen
Churchill Semple. Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co.,

1903. Pp. 466 ; maps.

Individual teachers of history, committees from various educa-

tional associations, and experts on pedagogical principles have united

in recent years in demanding a closer connection between the subjects

of history and geography. The result is seen not so much in a col-

laboration of texts as in a clearer appreciation of the influence of

topography on the life of any people. The political elements in

American history so long overshadowed the movements and develop-

ment of the people that only recently have teachers begun to realize

the value of a census report or a railway map as aids in ascertaining

the true causes of American nation-building. The first volume of
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Draper's Civil War was remarkable at the time of its appearance

because the author had first studied the stage on which the great

tragedy was to be enacted. Few books are available for the teacher

who wishes to take this larger view of the subject. It is a pleasure

to welcome Miss Semple's new and scholarly work on this subject,

covering every phase from the colonization of America to the coal

fields of Alaska. The material is gathered from original sources, and

the deductions are generally logical. The westward movement of

colonization and settlement is first treated. The geography of the

Louisiana Purchase, the War ofi8i2, the northwest expansion, and

the Civil War are followed by special chapters on immigration, indus-

tries, and railroads. The relations of the United States to the Gulf and

Pacific Ocean trades complete the large volume. The effects of

American insularity on the birth of the Monroe Doctrine and in the

rivalry with Canada afford opportunity for some novel statements. As

a whole, the volume may be classed among the few things really worth

while in the vast output of the presses.

Edwin E. Sparks.

FUrst Bismarcks social-, wirthschafts- und steuerpolitische Anschau-

ungen. Von Dr. Leon Zeitlin. Leipzig: R. Wopke, 1902.

Pp. 262.

The scope of this volume is to show how Bismarck, though by no

means a system-maker in the scientific sense, worked upon a principle,

and brought unity, directness, consistency, and efficiency into a multi-

farious career by pursuing a definite aim. His ambition was to unite

all Germans under the leadership of Prussia. But this national unity

could not be political, unless it was also economical, social, moral.

Hence the workingmen must feel that they had the protection of their

empire in insurance and poor-law. In the same way the author

explains Bismarck's policy in regard to taxation, tariff, commerce, and

colonies. The author uses the works of Poschinger in this field as a

basis for his studies, but his bibliography extends to many other

sources.
C. R. H.
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Luxury, Science, and Art Under Anarchism.— Is it right for the man of

science to content himself with the enjoyment of his own scientific pursuits, while
the struggle for bread is going on all about him ? On the other hand, is a man not

performing his whole duty to mankind when he produces for the world with the

greatest possible activity that which he is capable of producing? Kropotkin
presses the former of these questions in these words :

" I ask in what respect

does the scholar who pursues science in order to pass his life agreeably differ

from the drunkard who also seeks in life only immediate pleasure, and finds it in

wine? "

While appreciating the sentiment that lies back of this question, we need not
adhere to the idea of the complete subordination of science and art to material

needs, which is implied in it. Nor is it evident that the scientist obeys any other

motive than that which impels all men alike, namely, the strongest motive. For
it is through egoism that the purest altruism works.

The work of the scientist should be judged by its ultimate social effects.

Pasteur, Lister, Roux, may believe themselves enemies of socialism, but in leaving

us theoretical microbiology, and the innumerable results implicitly contained in

their discoveries, they work more certainly for the future of social justice than
those spirits, enflamed with love, who, with the best intentions in the world,
believe that they are furthering it by throwing bombs in public places.

Kropotkin's proposal to impose equal manual labor on all results, in the first

place, in an injustice to the men of thought, who must carry on their own pecu-
liar work in addition to their share of the universal manual labor. It is possible

that a great man, after the realization of a brilliant discovery, might be relieved

from such drudgery. Pasteur would probably have spent two-thirds of his time
cultivating wheat or raising onions, before having even a chance to demonstrate
his ability. Thus a second result is the waste of time, manifested in imperfect
production and a diminution of social energy.

The question of luxury under anarchism is also a pertinent one. The luxuries

of one age are the necessities of succeeding ages ; the simplest things— the
thimble, clothes even— were luxuries once. Society cannot afford to cease
developing in this regard. Granting the need of diffusing comforts among all

classes, yet we cannot afford universally to replace research by popularization,

nor to arrest the production of objects of luxury under the pretext that not
everyone can enjoy them.

I am then obliged to ask how the needs of luxury will be satisfied in a com-
munistic society, since it is a condition essential to progress ; and this question
will not yield even to that of bread.

—

Alfred Naquet, " Luxe, science et arts

dans I'anarchie," in L'humanite nouvelle, October, 1903. E. B. W.

A Sociolog^ical View of the " Native Question."—The " native question "

arises whenever highly civilized nations colonize territories occupied by inferior

races. The phenomena of contact, however, differ fundamentally according to

the character of the races concerned and the climate of the area of contact.

European colonization of temperate regions has almost always meant the extinc-
tion of the native peoples, and thus the native question in such cases is not a
permanent one. In the tropics, however, the native question is ever-recurring
and permanent. Immigration of Europeans is almost exclusively of males, who
form a small, but usually ascendant, element of the population. If partial inter-

marriage occurs, several rival classes appear, which give the state an unstable and
contentious character, as in the case of Latin colonization in the tropics. The
pre-eminent virtue of toleration in dealing with native races, so well understood

588
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by the Phoenicians and the Romans, has in modern times oftenest been supplanted
by a proselytizing national egotism which, regardless of the relativity of institu-

tions and customs to the conditions in which they are found, has steadfastly pur-
sued a course of interference. The British alone seem to have learned the wisdom
of tactful acquiescence in all native arrangements not absolutely antagonistic to

the essentials of European codes.

The labor question has proved one of the most vexing in the colonization of
the tropics. With European labor impossible, and open slavery no longer toler-

ated by moral standards, and coolie labor subjct to grave abuses, the tropics
remain in a state of, to say the least, arrested development. The latest tropical

colonizers, the Germans, frankly propose a return to some method of " compulsory
labor."

In governing tropical colonies three essentials are toleration, firmness, and
a rational education, using the last term in its broadest sense. Nothing could be
more absurd than the attempt to make miniature French departments out of
material scarcely fit for anything but absolute despotism. A ready-made govern-
ment and civilization cannot be superimposed upon a native race. But with the
greatest possible noninterference must go absolute firmness in maintaining what-
ever has been decided upon. The importance of the third element of success is

seen in the results achieved by medical missions and missions that teach trade.

Civilizing agencies must deal first with the physical and the industrial and then
pass to the inculcation of the most elementary of political, religious, and moral
ideas. In these ways something may be done for the " lower races " in spite of

conditions which are doubly disheartening because of the present acceleration

of the pace of civilization.

—

Albert G. Keller, in Yale Review, November, 1903.

E. B. W.

An International Congress of Hygiene and Demography was held at

Brussels September 2-8, under the patronage of King Leopold. It elected as its

honorary president Prince Albert, heir to the throne of Belgium, who addressed
the congress in these significant words :

" Men are vitally concerned, and rightly

so, with the principles of industrial and professional hygiene, whose application

concerns the health of millions of workmen and upon which depend the strength

and destiny of future generations. But although laws may do much, yet their

efficacy has its limits. It is necessary that hygiene should be, not only in our
codes, but also in our customs. To this end an active and persistent propaganda
is needed to popularize the practice of hygiene by the pen, the spoken word, and
above all by deeds."

The congress was divided into two parts, the one concerned with hygiene and
the other with demography. The former division considered, among other ques-

tions, that of diseases peculiar to miners, the interesting question of working-
men's dwellings, and that of fatigue, particularly of manual laborers. Among the

conclusions reached in relation to this last subject is the following, which is

interesting from the standpoint of labor legislation :
" The fourth section is of

opinion that, due to the insufficiency of actual scientific data, it is not possible

as yet to furnish numerical bases for the organization of labor so far as the matter
of fatigue is concerned." That is to declare, in short, that existing legislation

regarding the length of the working day for adults is absolutely empirical.

The second division, on demography, took up, among other topics, the

statistics of births and deaths. It learned with satisfaction that the classification

of causes of death with which M. Bertillon was occupied for many years has now
been adopted and applied for a total population of more than 120 million persons.

A very animated discussion arose in connection with the defense on the part of

M. Canderlier of his thesis that population increases or diminishes in proportion

as economic conditions are or are not favorable ; or, in other words, that the

law of population expresses itself by the relation which exists between needs and
resources. Such great divergence of opinion prevailed regarding the subject that

M. Julin, secretary of the division, took occasion to recommend a method for the

observation of facts, similar to that employed by the Society of Social Economics
in its monographing of families. In this way the moral factors which no doubt
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play an important part in the question of population can be separated and studied.

— K. DE B., "Congrfes International d'Hygiene et de D^mographie," in La rdforme
sociale, November i6.

E. B. W.

Social Conference of the Friends in England.— No finer or more practi-

cally effective social work is done in England than by members of the Society of

Friends. Their newer meeting-houses resemble social settlement buildings, with
the most ample quarters and best equipment for varied educational, industrial,

social, and religious work. Some members of the society, who have become
captains of the large cocoa industries, are marshaling their resources for the social

betterment of conditions in and about their great plants with an ethical insight,

a public spirit and a vision of the ideal far ahead of their times. These practical

endeavors have led to a summer school and conference on social questions held

at Woodbrooke, near Birmingham.
One of its most significant discussions was that by Mr. Joseph Rountree on

" The Present Critical Condition of the Licensing Question." The following are

among the " Propositions " to the discussion of which his paper was devoted

:

( I ) that the consumption of alcohol in a country can be enormously affected by
the force of law and of social arrangement

; (2) that that portion of the trade
which cannot be suppressed should be placed under effective control

; (3) that an
effective control of a character calculated to effect a great reduction in con-
sumption is not likely to be brought about so long as the public-house trade
remains in private hands

; (4) that it is altogether improbable that the nation
will long permit the monopoly profits of the retail trade to pass entirely into

private hands, and that public management on a large scale in the near future
is inevitable; (5) that when the public-house trade is taken out of private hands
and is conducted either by municipalities or by controlling companies, it is

essential that the appropriation of profits shall be determined by law, and be
such that localities can have no inducement either to stimulate or to continue
the traffic for the sake of the profit which it yields.

Another significant discussion was that by Mr. A. L. Smith, of Balliol
College, on the crisis in the administration of the poor-law. The increasing ratio

of pauperism to population the speaker attributed mostly to the new system of
outdoor relief, which has sprung up under the discretion recently given the
guardians, and which threatens to equal the abuse prior to the enactment of the
law in 1834. The magnitude of the poor-law expenditure in London may be seen
in the total for 1901 of £3,770,926— a rate of is ii^d on every £1 of assess-
able property.

—

Professor Graham Taylor, in Commons, November, 1903.

E. B. W.

The Moral Principles of Compensation in Temperance Reform.— This
article applies immediately to the situation in England. The question pro-
posed is : What just claim for compensation exists when the state withdraws
certain trading rights of the character of a monopoly, which was granted and is

held under certain legal and moral conditions? The discussion is with special
reference to the liquor traffic and may be presented under the following heads:

a) The argument that if any compensation is due, it must be to the public
which has suffered, and not to the publicans who have inflicted the wrong, is not
convincing.

b) Direct and indirect violation of the law on the part of members of the
trade is a complex and difficult problem, and calls for consideration in each case.

c) As to the " unearned increment " : A license for which a very small sum
is paid becomes worth thousands of pounds : is it fair that the state which has
given this munificent gift should have to buy it back again? If the license-holder
himself received the gift, it would not be unjust to refuse compensation or to
give very small compensation. If the holder has bought his license in open market
and paid large sums for it, the " unearned increment " has little application.

d) There is no legal right to the renewal of a license. The granting or re-

newal ot licenses is at the discretion of the magistrates. The question of com-
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pensation then is one of certain expectancies, not of any rights in the proper sense
of the word. Claim for compensation for loss of expectancies may be economic
or moral, social or individual. The economic grounds, security and stability of

property, tell strongly for considerable compensation. But the economic is partly

moral, having regard to the effect of the thing expected. Recent and multiplied

decisions have made it clear that in the letter of the law the renewal of licenses

as well as their granting is entirely discretionary, and hence expectancy from
such source is technically unjustifiable. But confirmation being required for new
grants and not for renewals has created a certain presumption in favor of ex-

pectancy ; as has also the " conditional " licensing requiring certain structural

conditions. The destruction of licensed business of retail involves the interests

of certain shareholders in brewery or retail interests. The proper recognition of

the claims of such semi-innocent parties is difficult, but seems to constitute a
claim for compensation that has some force.—F. J. Western, " Compensation in

Temperance Reform," in Economic Review, April 15, 1903.

T. J. R.

The Promotion of Industrial Efficiency (continued).— The agencies for

promoting the social and physical comfort of the workers, found in many of the

German and in a few of the English and American works, are eminently satis-

factory from one point of view, and undoubtedly tend to improve the health of
the workers and their families, and to promote good relations between the heads
of the firms and their employees. But these agencies do not promote the output of

work to the extent that premium or bonus payments do. As the battle of in-

dustrial competition will in the future be fought largely on the ground of rapid

manufacture, it is probable that a modification of the bonus system, on the lines

of the American premium system of payment will be adopted on the eastern side

of the Atlantic. Such a system need not displace the agencies for promoting the

social and physical education of the workers already established, but might be
worked in conjunction with these. My belief that a modified form of the American
premium system will displace other profit-sharing systems of payment is based on
the fact that most men prefer a pound in the pocket to a post-dated check on a
shaky bank, and would rather receive a premium of 50 per cent, on their income
paid weekly than a bonus of 5 per cent, or less paid annually.

The chief causes producing failure in profit-sharing schemes in the United
Kingdom have been the failure of business to earn profits, and dissatisfaction of

the employees with their share of the profits when earned. The second cause has
hindered progress more than the first. The difficulty might be overcome by making
profit-sharing more attractive to the average employee. This could be effected by
increasing the bonus fund to an amount equal to between 20 per cent, and 40 per

cent, ot the annual wages, and in paying one-half or two-thirds of this weekly
instead of annually. The amount of this weekly payment would be based on the

efficiency of the employee's work, and would be calculated in engineering works by
the Halsey system. The remaining one-half or one-third would be invested in

the name of the individual worker in the company's ordinary shares, and would
carry the usual rate of interest. When a worker left the employ of a firm, he
would receive a cash payment equivalent to the market value of his shares, plus

the accumulated interest. Would not this possible increase prove a very effective

incentive to better work, and to greater devotion to the employer's interests?

— J. B. C. Kershaw, in Engineering Magazine, July, 1903. A. B.

New York City Building Trades.— The joint arbitration agreement between
the Building Trades Employers' Association of New York city and the labor

organizations in the same trades has been subscribed to by the twenty-seven

associations of employers concerned and a majority of the unions in the building

industry, and the first dispute under this agreement has been arbitrated in accord-

ance with the provisions of the agreement. On account of the magnitude of the

interests involved, and the importance of the joint agreement as one of the

hopeful signs in the labor situation, this event is one of unusual significance.
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Some of the most important items in the agreement are substantially as

follows : Each employers' association and each union shall elect two arbitrators,

all of whom taken together shall constitute a general board of arbitration, to

which shall be referred certain special questions and all disputes not settled by
the special boards of arbitration. These special boards shall be organized by the

executive committee of the general board, which committee shall consist of an
equal number of employers and employees. A special board shall be organized for

the settlement of each dispute as it shall arise, and the employer and union or
unions concerned shall be allowed to designate such members of the general board
to act as their representatives on the special board as they may see fit, provided
only that such designated arbitrators shall not be concerned in the trade in which
the dispute occurs. Arbitration papers, stating the grounds of the dispute and
containing the agreement of the parties to abide by the decision of a majority
of the board, or by that of an umpire who may be selected, shall be drawn up.

Union representatives on the arbitration boards are guaranteed re-employment
by their firm or corporation when the special case on which they have served
has been disposed of. The members of the Employers' Association agree to

employ only union labor, except where the number of such union laborers is

insufficient, such insufficiency to be passed upon by the board of arbitration of
the particular trade concerned. Non-union men hired under such circumstances
shall become members of the union if competent. All existing trade agreements
remain in full force, except in so far as they may conflict with the above
arbitration plan.

—

New York Department of Labor Bulletin, September, 1903.

E. B. W.

The Declining Birth-Rate and its Cause.—Recent statistics show pretty con-
clusively that the birth-rate among families of college graduates, at least in the

East, is not large enough to keep up their numbers, and the question at once
arises whether this tendency is confined to the intellectual classes, or whether it

applies to others as well. In either case it is of the utmost importance to under-
stand the cause of the phenomenon. But statistics put the whole of the native
population of Massachusetts in the same position as the college graduate, and
the question accordingly seems to be one of the upper class or of the older part
of the population, and not simply a question of the educated classes.

To social causes, primarily, are due the differences in the fecundity of civilized

peoples. Among progressive peoples a strong tendency exists for men to im-
prove their condition, and in a democratic country society yields somewhat to

efforts in this line. If competition is severe, it will be necessary for men to
make great effort to raise their standard of living, or sometimes even to main-
tain the accustomed standard. Population is regulated by the intensity of the
effort made. The loss in the native population in Massachusetts is due to the
effort necessary to raise or maintain the social position caused by a strong com-
petition brought on largely by the influx of foreigners who tend to compete with
the natives, but do not share with them the dread of lowering the social standard.
The economic question is by no means the most important one to consider in the
problem of immigration. It is a race-question, and the birth-rate shows the racial

group that is to survive. If, however, it is found that the stratum of society which
has the highest development tends to be blotted out by the increase of the lower
strata, the cause of progress will demand that the course of natural selection be
interfered with by removing the continual external pressure on the native stock.

—

Frederick A. Bushee, in Popular Science Monthly, August, 1903.

T. J. R.
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THE PSYCHOLOGY OF RACE-PREJUDICE.

I.

In looking for an explanation of the antipathy which one race

feels toward another, we may first of all inquire whether there

are any conditions arising in the course of the biological develop-

ment of a species which, aside from social activities, lead to a

predilection for those of one's own kind and a prejudice against

organically different groups. And we do, in fact, find such con-

ditions. The earliest movements of animal life involve, in the

rejection of stimulations vitally bad, an attitude which is the ana-

logue of prejudice. On the principle of chemiotaxis, the micro-

organism will approach a particle of food placed in the water

and shun a particle of poison ; and its movements are similarly

controlled by heat, light, electricity, and other tropic forces.

The development of animal life from this point upward consists

in the growth of structure and organs of sense adapted to dis-

criminate between different stimulations, to choose between the

beneficial and prejudicial, and to obtain in this way a more com-

plete control of the environment. Passing over the lower forms

of animal life, we find in the human type the power of attention,

memory, and comparison highly developed, so that an estimate

is put on stimulations and situations correspondent with the

bearing of stimulations or situations of this type on welfare in

the past. The choice and rejection involved in this process are

accompanied by organic changes (felt as emotions) designed to

593
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assist in the action which follows a decision. Both the judgment

and the emotions are thus involved on the presentation to the

senses of a situation or object involving possible advantage or

hurt, pleasure or pain. It consequently transpires that the feel-

ings called out on the presentation of disagreeable objects and

their contrary are very different, and there arise in this connec-

tion fixed mental attitudes corresponding with fixed or habitually

recurrent external situations—hate and love, prejudice and pre-

dilection—answering to situations which revive feelings of pain

on the one hand, and feelings of pleasure on the other. And
such is the working of suggestion that not alone an object

or situation may produce a given state of feeling, but a voice, an

odor, a color, or any characteristic sign of an object may produce

the same effect as the object itself. The sight or smell of blood

is an excitant to a bull, because it revives a conflict state of feel-

ing, and even the color of a red rag produces a similar effect.

"Unaccommodated man" was, to begin with, in relations more

hostile than friendly. The struggle for food was so serious a

fact, and predaciousness to such a degree the habit of life, that

a suspicious, hostile, and hateful state of mind was the rule, with

exceptions only in the cases where truce, association, and alliance

had come about in the course of experience. This was still the

state of affairs in so advanced a stage of development as the

Indian society of North America, where a tribe was in a state of

war with every tribe with which it had not made a treaty of

peace; and it is perhaps true, generally speaking, of men today,

that they regard others with a degree of distrust and aversion

until they have proved themselves good fellows. What, indeed,

would be the fate of a man on the streets of a city if he did

otherwise? There has, nevertheless, grown up an intimate rela-

tion between man and certain portions of his environment, and

this includes not only his wife and children, his dog and his

blood-brother, but, with lessening intensity, the members of his

clan, tribe, and nation. These become, psychologically speak-

ing, a portion of himself, and stand with him against the world

at large. From the standpoint here outlined, prejudice or its

analogue is the starting-point, and our question becomes one of
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the determination of the steps of the process by which man
mentally allied with himself certain portions of his environment

to the exclusion others.

When we come to examine in detail the process by which an

associational and sympathetic relation is set up between the

individual and certain parts of the outside world to the exclusion

of others, we find this at first on a purely instinctive and reflex

basis, originating in connection with food-getting and reproduc-

tion, and growing more conscious in the higher forms' of life.

One of the most important origins of association and preposses-

sion is seen in the relation of parents, particularly of mothers, to

children. This begins, of course, among the lower animals.

The mammalian class, in particular, is distinguished by the

strength and persistence of the devotion of parents to offspring.

The advantage secured by the form of reproduction characteristic

of man and the other mammals is that a closer connection is

secured between the child and the mother. By the intra-uterine

form of reproduction the association of mother and offspring is

set up in an organic way before the birth of the latter, and is

continued and put on a social basis during the period of lactation

and the early helpless years of the child. By continuing the

helpless period of the young for a period of years, nature has

made provision on the time side for a complex physical and

mental type, impossible in types thrown at birth on their own

resources. Along with the structural modification of the female

on account of the intra-uterine form of reproduction and the

effort of nature to secure a more complex type and a better

chance of survival, there is a corresponding development of the

sentiments, and maternal feeling, in particular, is developed as

the subjective condition necessary to carrying out the plan of

giving the infant a prolonged period of helplessness and play

through which its faculties are developed. The scheme would

not work if the mother were not more interested in the child

than in anything else in the world. In the course of develop-

ment every variational tendency in mothers to dote on their

children was rewarded by the survival of these children, and the

consequent survival of the stock, owing to better nutrition, pfo-
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tection, and training. Of course, this inherited interest in chil-

dren is shared by the males of the group also, though not in the

same degree, and there is reason to believe also that the interest

of the male parent in children is acquired in a great degree

indirectly and socially through his more potent desire to associate

with the mother.

This interest and providence on the score of offspring has

also a characteristic expression on the mental side. All sense-

perceptions are colored and all judgments biased where the child

is in question, and affection for it extends to the particular marks

which distinguish it. Not only its physical features, but its dress

and little shoes, its toys and everything it has touched, take on

a peculiar aspect. This tendency of the attention and memory

to seize on characteristic aspects, and to be obsessed by them to

the exclusion or disparagement of contrasted aspects, is an

important condition in the psychology of race-prejudice. It

implies a set of conditions in which the attention is practiced in

attaching peculiar values to signs of personality— conditions dif-

fering also from those arising in the reaction to environment on

the food side.

Another origin of a sympathetic attitude toward those of our

own kind is seen in connection with courtship. As a result of

selection, doubtless, there is a peculiar organic response on the

part of either sex to the presence and peculiarities of the other.

Among birds the voice, plumage, odor, ornamentation, and

movements of the male are in the wooing season powerful

excitants to the female. These aspects of the male, which are

the most conspicuous of his characteristics, are recognized as

the marks of maleness by the female, and she is most deeply

impressed, and is in fact won, by the male most conspicuously

marked and displaying these marks most skilfully. And in the

same way feminine traits and behavior exercise a powerful influ-

ence on the male. It is of particular significance just here that

the attention is able to single out particular marks of the per-

sonality of the opposite sex, and that these marks become the car-

riers of the whole fund of sexual suggestion. This interest in

the characteristic features of the opposite sex has always domi-

I
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nated fashion and ornament to a large extent in human society,

and this is particularly true in historical times in connection with

women, who are both the objects of sexual attention and the

exponents of fashion. The white lady uses rice powder and

rouge to emphasize her white-and-pink complexion, and the Afri-

can lady uses charcoal and fat to enhance the luster of her ebony

skin. The most characteristic features of woman—the bust and

the pelvis— are brought into greater prominence by lacing,

padding, balloon sleeves, pull-backs, hoop-skirts, and other such

like devices ; and the interest in characteristic expressions of

femaleness is even carried over from the person to the objects

habitually associated with the person, as when the lover shows a

fetishistic regard for the pocket handkerchief or the slipper of

his mistress.'' In this connection Hirn remarks

:

By exaggerating and accentuating in their own appearance the common
qualities of the tribe, the individual males or females have thus created a

more and more differentiated tribal type. And the inherited predilections

and aversions of the opposite sex have, on the other hand, by continuously

influencing positive and negative choice, contributed to the fixing of these

types as tribal ideals, not of beauty, but of sexual attractiveness."

In both of the conditions growing out of reproduction which

we have examined we find a significant tendency to single out

characteristic signs of personality and attach an emotional value

to them. In still another connection, that of co-operative

activity, there is a tendency to knit alliances with others ; and

here also the attention shows the tendency to fix on character-

istic signs and attach emotional values to them. It was pointed

out above that the first efforts of the animal to adjust itself to

its food environment were on a purely chemical and physical

basis, and we find that its first movements toward a combination

with other organisms in an associational relation are equally

unreflective. This is very well illustrated by the following

description of the association of plants and animals growing out

of a dearth of water

:

A mesquite springs up on the plain ; within two or three years the birds

resting in its branches drop the seeds of cacti, some of which, like vines, are

' The pathological expressions of this interest are well known to the psychiatrist.

'Hirn, Origins of Art, p. 212.
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unable to stand alone, and the cactus and mesquite combine their armature

of thorns for mutual protection. The wind-grown grass seeds lodge about

the roots, and grasses grow and seed beneath the sheltering branches ; and

next small mammals seek the same protection and dig their holes beneath

the roots, giving channels for the water of the ensuing rain and fertilizing the

spot with rejectamenta. Meantime the annual and semiannual plants which

maintain a precarious existence in the desert take root in the sheltered and

fertilized soil beneath the growing cactus and mesquite, and in season it

becomes a miniature garden of foliage and bloomage. Then certain ants

come for seeds, and certain flies and wasps for the nectar, and certain birds

to nest in the branches. In this way a community is developed in which each

participant retains individuality, yet in which each contributes to the general

welfare.'

Among mammalian forms, however, an instinctive, if not

reflective, appreciation of the presence and personality of others

is seen in the fact of gregariousness, and here already a defi-

nite meaning is attached to signs of personality. In fact, a

certain grade of memory is all that is essential to antipathy or

affection. In mankind various practices show a growing "con-

sciousness of kind," there is resort to symbolism to secure and

increase the feeling of solidarity, and finally a dependence of

emotional states on this symbolism.

Fighting and hunting operations soon make it plain that

undertakings otherwise impossible can be accomplished by com-

bining with one's fellows, and that life and safety often depend

on friendly aid. A definite and interesting expression of this

principle is seen in the widespread rite of blood-brotherhood.

Taught by experience the value of a friend in time of danger,

man mingles his blood and joins his fortunes with this friend,

thus making over into himself a portion of his environment. This

rite which may be regarded as a concrete aid to the savage's

unpracticed power of abstraction, is in some parts of the world

the only sure way of securing the friendship of the natives.

Stanley recognized its value fully, and went through the cere-

mony with above fifty African chiefs. In the universal practice

of feud we have another evidence that men engaged in co-opera-

tive life come to set the same value on their fellows as on them-

* W. J. McGee, " The Beginnings of Agriculture," American Anthropologist, Vol.

VIII, p. 350.
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selves, and to draw a very sharp line between the social self and

not-self. An example will show how strong this contrast becomes

in feeling and practice

:

The quarrelsome character of this people [the Berdurani of Afghanistan]

and the constant strife that they lead are declared by a mere glance at their

villages and fields, which bristle in all directions with round towers. These

are constantly occupied with men at enmity with their neighbors in the same
or adjoining villages, who, perched in their little shooting boxes, watch the

opportunity of putting a bullet into each other's body with the most perse-

vering patience. The fields, even, are studded with these round towers, and
the men holding them most jealously guard their lands from anyone with

whom they are at feud. If even a fowl strays from its owner into the grounds

of another, it is sure to receive a bullet from the adversary's tower. So con-

stant are their feuds that it is a well-known fact that the village children are

taught never to walk in the center of the road, but always from the force of

habit walk stealthily along under cover of the wall nearest to any tower.*

We may be sure that any characteristic of either of these

groups, in the way of dress, features, speech, or social practice,

would be hateful in the sight of the other ; and it is interesting

to note that the antipathy extends to the domestic animals."

Tribal marks are another widespread sign of consciousness of

community of interest. Scarification, tattooing, bodily mutila-

tions, totemic marks, and other devices of this nature are con-

sciously and unconsciously employed to keep up the feeling of

group solidarity; and whether instituted with this end in view or

not, any visible marks which become by usage characteristic of

the group represent to the group-mind the associational and

emotional past of the group. A similar dependence of cultural

groups on signs of solidarity is seen in the enthusiasm aroused

by the display of the flag of our country or the playing of a

national air.

Habit also plays an important role in our emotional attitude

toward the unfamiliar. The usual is felt as comfortable and safe,

and a sinister view is taken of the unknown. When things are

*W. W. BiLLSON, "The Origin of Criminal Law," Popular Science Monthly, Vol.

XVI, p. 438, quoting Bellew.

"Mine enemy's dog.

Though he had bit me, should have stood that night

Against my fire. —Lear, IV, iii, 36.
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running along habitual lines, the attention is relaxed and the

emotional processes are running low. A disturbance of habit

throws a strain on the attention, and the emotional processes are

accelerated in the attempt to accommodate. And since the

normal attitude, as noted above, is one of distrust toward every-

thing not included in the old run of habits, we find the most sin-

ister meaning attached to signs of unfamiliar personality. The

mental disturbance caused in the lower races by the appearance

of white has often been noted by travelers :

There must be something in the appearance of white men frightfully

repulsive to the unsophisticated natives of Africa ; for on entering villages

previously unvisited by Europeans, if we met a child coming quietly and

unsuspectingly toward us, the moment he raised his eyes and saw the men in

"bags," he would take to his heels in an agony of terror, such as we might

feel if we met a live Egyptian mummy at the door of the British Museum.

Alarmed by the child's wild outcries, the mother rushes out of the hut, but

darts back again at the first glimpse of the fearful apparition. Dogs turn

tail and scour off in dismay, and hens, abandoning their chickens, fly scream-

ing to the tops of the houses.'

By some such steps as we have outlined a group whose mem-
bers have a history in common has to some degree a conscious-

ness in common, and common emotional reactions. And before

turning to the concrete expressions of its feeling for itself as

expressed in its prejudices for aliens, I will illustrate by an

instance the degree to which it is true that activities in common
and community of interest may imply a common emotional atti-

tude. The reception of news of disaster to a war party of Sioux

Indians is thus related by Mr. Eastman, himself a Sioux:

One frosty morning .... the weird song of a solitary brave was heard.

In an instant the camp was thrown into indescribable confusion. The mean-
ing of this was clear as day to everybody— all of our war party were killed

save the one whose mournful song announced the fate of his companions.

.... The village was convulsed with grief ; for in sorrow as in joy every

Indian shares with all the others. The old women stood still wherever they

might be and wailed dismally, at intervals chanting the praises of the departed

warriors. The wives went a little way from their tepees and there audibly

mourned ; but the young maidens wandered further away from the camp,
where no one could witness their grief. The old men joined in the crying

and singing. To all appearances the most unmoved of all were the warriors,

'Livingstone, The Zambesi and its Tributaries,'^. i8i.
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whose tears must be poured forth in the country of the enemy to embitter

their vengeance. These sat silently in their lodges, and strove to conceal

their feelings behind a stoical countenance The first sad shock over,

then came the change of habiliments. In savage usage the outward expres-

sion of mourning surpasses that of civilization. The Indian mourner gives up
all his good clothing and contents himself with scanty and miserable gar-

ments. Blankets are cut in two, and the hair is cropped short. Often a

devoted mother will scarify her arms and legs ; a sister or a young wife

would cut off all her beautiful hair and disfigure herself by undergoing hard-

ships. Fathers and brothers blackened their faces and wore only the shab-

biest garments.'

II.

If it is assumed, then, that the group comes to have a quasi-

personality, and that, like the individual, it is in an attitude of

suspicion and hostility toward the outside world, and that, like

the individual also, it has a feeling of intimacy with itself, it

follows that the signs of unlikeness in another group are

regarded with prejudice. It is also a characteristic of the atten-

tion that unlikeness is determined by the aid of certain external

signs— namely, physical features, dress, speech, social habits,

etc.— and that the concrete expressions of prejudice are seen in

connection with these. We may therefore examine in more

detail the directions taken in the expression of prejudice, and

the signs of personality to which it attaches itself, with a view to

determining its depth or superficiality, and getting light on the

conditions under which it is eradicable or modifiable.

Humboldt was perhaps the first observer to make a general

statement on the predilection which every group has for its own
peculiarities :

Nations attach the idea of beauty to everything which particularly charac-

terizes their own physical conformation, their national physiognomy. Hence

it ensues that among a people to whom nature has given very little beard, a

narrow forehead, and a brownish-red skin, every individual thinks himself

handsome in proportion as his body is destitute of hair, his head flattened, his

skin more covered with annatto, or chica, or some other copper-red color.'

And the more concrete reports of other observers are to the

same effect

:

'C. A. Eastman, Indian Boyhood, p. 223.

* A. VON Humboldt, Personal Narrative of Travels to the Equinoctial Regions of

America, ed. BoHN, Vol. I, p. 303.
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Ask a northern Indian what is beauty, and he will answer, a broad fiat

face, small eyes, high cheek-bones, three or four broad black lines across each

cheek, a low forehead, a large broad chin, a clumsy hook nose, a tawny hide,

and breasts hanging down to the belt.'

Those women are preferred who have the Mandschu form ; that is to say,

a broad face, high cheek-bones, very broad noses, and enormous ears."

A small round face, full rosy-red cheeks and lips, white forehead, black

tresses, and small dark eyes are marks of a Samoyede beauty. Thus in a

Samoyedian song a girl is praised for her small eyes, her broad face, and

its rosy color.3

These three, the most comely among the twenty beauties of Mtesa's

court, were of the Wahuma race, no doubt from Ankori. They had the com-

plexion of quadroons, were straight-nosed and thin-lipped, with large lustrous

eyes. In the other graces of a beautiful form they excelled, and Hafiz might

have said with poetic rapture that they were " straight as palm trees and

beautiful as moons." .... Mtesa, however, does not believe them to be

superior or even equal to his well-fleshed, unctuous-bodied, flat-nosed wives

;

indeed, when I pointed them out to him one day at a private audience, he

even regarded them with a sneer.*

Taking the physical aspects separately, we find that the color

of the skin is among those most obvious to the eye, and conse-

quently one in connection with which prejudice is generally

expressed :

The skin, except among the tribes near Delagoa Bay, is not usually black,

the prevailing color being a mixture of black and red, the most common
shade being chocolate. Dark complexions, as being most common, are

naturally held in the highest esteem. To be told that he is light-colored, or

like a white man, would be deemed a very poor compliment by a Kaffir. I have

heard of one unfortunate man who was so very fair that no girl would marry
him.s

On the western coast, as Mr. Winwood Reade informs me, the negroes

admire a very black skin more than one of a lighter tint. But their horror of

whiteness may be attributed, according to this same traveler, partly to the

belief held by most negroes that demons and spirits are white, and partly to

their thinking it a sign of ill-health.*

'Hkarne, a Journeyfrom Prince of Wales Fort, ed. 1796, p. 89.

Pallas, in Prichard, Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, 4th

ed., Vol. IV, p. 519.

3 Gastrin, Nordiska resor och forskningar. Vol. I, p. 229; in Westermarck,
History ofHuman Marriage, p. 262.

* Stanley, Through the Dark Continent, Vol. I, p. 308.

s Shooter, The Kafirs of Natal and the Zulu Country, p. i.

* Darwin, Descent of Man, Part III, chap. 19.
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An Australian woman had a child by a white man : she smoked it and

rubbed it with oil to give it a darker color.'

The children that are born [in Mabaar] are black enough, but the blacker

they be the more they are thought ot; wherefore from the day of their birth

their parents do rub them every week with oil of sesam6, so that they become

as black as devils. Moreover, they make their gods black and their devils

white, and the images of their saints they do paint black all over.'

There were forty canoes all painted an ocherous brown, which I per-

ceived to be the universally favorite color. En passant, I have wondered

whether they admire this color from an idea that it resembles the dark bronze

of their own bodies. For pure Waganda are not black, by any means. The
women and chiefs of Mtesa, who may furnish the best specimens of Waganda,

are nearly all of a bronze or dark reddish brown The native cloths

—

the national dress—which depended from the right shoulders of the larger

number of those not immediately connected with the court were of a light

brown also. It struck me when I saw the brown skins, brown robes, and

brown canoes, that brown must be the national color.'

The mother [of an Albino boy] is said to have become tired of living

apart from the father, who refused to have her while she retained the son.

She took him out one day and killed him close to the village of Mabotsa, and

nothing was done to her by the authorities. From having met no Albinos in

Londa I suspect they are there also put to death.*

She [an Albino] was most anxious to be made black, but nitrate of silver,

taken internally, did not produce its usual effect.^

The negroes, who generally imagine the devil to be white, consider a

black shiny skin, thick lips, and flattened noses as the type of beauty.®

Where they erect an image in imitation of their Brahman neighbors,

the devil is generally of Brahminical lineage. Such images generally accord

with those monstrous figures with which all over India orthodox Hindus

depict the enemies of their gods, or the terrific forms of Siva or Durga. They

are generally made of earthenware, and painted white to look horrible in

Hindu eyes.7

The standard of perfection in color is virgin gold, and as a European

lover compares the bosom of his mistress to the whiteness of snow, the East

Insular lover compares that of his to the yellowness of the precious metal.*

'Waitz, Anthropologie der Naturvolker, English translation, Vol. I, p. 263.

"Marco Polo, The Book ofMarco Polo concerning the Kingdoms and Marvels of

the East, Book III, chap. 18.

3 Stanley, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 196.

< Livingstone, Missionary Travels, p, 576. ^ Ibid., p. 576.

* Moore, Travels into the Inland Parts of Africa, p. 93.

7 Caldwell, The Tinnevelly Shanars, p. 18.

'Crawfurd, History of the Indian Archipelago, Vol. I, p. 23.
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A spot of dark color is often put on the cheeks [of the Hova women],

.... much, indeed, as did the beauties of a hundred and fifty years ago in

our own country, the contrast of the round black patch with the skin height-

ening the efifect of their fair complexions.'

A servant of the king of Cochin China

spoke with contempt of the wife of the English ambassador, that she had
white teeth like a dog, and a rosy color like that of potato flowers.' •

The love of display and the effort to extend and emphasize

the personality among the natural races are the occasion of a

great deal of attention to the hair and beard ; and this is espe-

cially so, because of the limited range of objects available for

purposes of ornament. In this connection we find, however, as

suggested by Humboldt above, that if the growth of hair and
beard is abundant, they emphasize this by developing it to the

utmost, while a scanty beard is usually plucked out

:

The present chief of the Crows .... is called "Long-Hair," and has

received his name as well as his office from the circumstance of having the

longest hair of any man in the nation Messrs. Sublette and Campbell

.... told me they had lived in his hospitable lodge with him for months
together; and assured me that they had measured his hair by a correct

means, and found it to be ten feet and seven inches in length; closely

inspecting every part of it at the same time, and satisfying themselves that it

was the natural growth. ^

The Fijians have very thick and curly hair, and

the longer and more frizzled it grows the more beautiful it is. They have a

special method of hardening it: they dip it three or four times in water in

which they have mixed ashes of leaves of the bread-fruit tree or burned coral

cement and the rind of tui tut. Then it is carefully dried and curled three

or four, or, according to Hale, as many as six hours.^

Beards they generally have not—esteeming them great vulgarities, and
using every possible means to eradicate them whenever they are so unfortu-

nate as to be annoyed with them The proportion of eighteen out of

twenty by nature are without the appearance of a beard ; and of the very
few who have them by nature, nineteen out of twenty eradicate it [sicfl by
plucking it out several times in succession precisely at the age of puberty .s

'SiBREE, The Great African Island, p. 210.

"Waitz, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 305.

'Catlin, The North American Indians, Vol. I, p. 49.

Waitz-Gerland, Anthropologie der Naturvolker, Vol. VI, p. 571.

sCatlin, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 227.
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It is seldom that one meets a Dyak with hairs on his face. If they are

present, it is only a few straggling ones as a moustache, or on the chin. I

do not say they are unable to obtain that facial ornament ; but the women
abhor a beard and the men, to please them, pluck out with a pair of pincers

the few hairs that grow on the face, as soon as they appear.'

The Chaymas are almost without beard on the chin, like the Tungouses,

and other nations of the Mongol race. They pluck out the few hairs which

appear ; but independently of that practice, most of the natives would be

nearly beardless.''

The value assigned [among the Anglo-Saxons] to hair was proportionately

very high, the loss of the beard being estimated at 20 shillings, while the

breaking of a thigh was fixed at only twelve.^

The modifications and deformations of physical features

practiced by the natural races are on the same mental principle

as the deformations of fashion among the civilized and the

practice of breeding for a particular type among herdsmen. I

have already pointed out that the natural conformation of the

female figure is attractive because femaleness is so, and fashion

brings the characteristic points of the figure into prominence.

It is probable also that the race has been bred toward a type in

which the secondary sexual characters are prominent by the

preference of men for women possessing in a remarkable way

these "points of beauty." In the same way a stock of animals

is improved by selecting for reproduction those marks of the

breed which have already become so prominent and character-

istic as to interest the breeder. Following the same law of

attention and interest, different human races seek to make more

prominent the characteristic racial marks.

The foreheads of the Mexican races are all very low, and their painters

and sculptors even exaggerated this peculiarity, to make the faces they

depicted more beautiful, so producing an efifect which to us Europeans seems

hideously ugly, but which is not more unnatural than the ideal type of beauty

we see in the Greek statues.*

This extraordinary plainness is to be found among nations to whom the

means of producing artificial deformity are totally unknown, as is proved by

the crania of the Mexican Indians, Peruvians, and Atures brought over by

» Bock, The Head-Hunters of Borneo, p. 183.

'Humboldt, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 308.

3 Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, 5th ed., p. 480.

* TVLOR, Anahuac, p. 230.
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M. Bonpland and myself, of which several were deposited in the Museum of

Natural History at Paris. I am inclined to believe that the barbarous custom

which prevails among several hordes of pressing the heads of children

between two boards had its origin in the idea that beauty consists in such a

form of the frontal bone as to characterize the race in a decided manner.

.... The Greeks in the statues of heroes have raised the facial line from

85° to 100° above nature (Cuvier, Anatomie comparte. Vol. II, p. 6). The
Aztecs, who never disfigure the heads of their children, represent their princi-

pal divinities, as their hieroglyphical manuscripts prove, with a head much
more flattened than any I have ever seen among the Caribs.^

The occipital flattening of the head among the Polynesians

seems due to the fact that this form of head was common and
artificial means were used to accentuate the type.'

The Tahitians, among whom "long-nose" is considered as a word of

insult, for the sake of beauty compress the forehead and the nose of the

children.3

A Hottentot father, suspecting that a child born with a promi-

nent nose had been

begotten by an European, would not allow it the honor .... of a flat nose

;

but ordered it to be brought up with the bridge of its nose in its natural

situation, to denote its mother's infamy.'*

It is interesting to note also that, according to measurements by Schertzer

and Schwarz, the feet of Chinese women in the unbound state seem distin-

guished by their smallness—and this not only as compared with other nations,

but also in comparison with the feet of Chinese men .5

Some peoples, as the Chinese and Japanese, are distinguished by the

peculiarity of the aperture of the eye, the outer angle of which has an oblique,

upward direction. This character is by the artists of these peoples exag-

gerated for the purpose, as it seems, of exhibiting its beauty as contrasted

with the red-haifed barbarians.*

We are prepared to find also that the preference for the pre-

vailing type extends to the general type of female figure. Where
this is naturally slender, the "cypress-slender" type is most

* Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain, translated by
Black, Vol. I, p. 154, note.

"See Waitz-Gerland, op. cit.. Vol. VI, p. 27.

'VVaitz, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 305.

KOLBEN, Present State of the Cape of Good Hope, Vol. I, p. 3 1 0.

sWelcker, "Die Fiisse der Chinesinnen," /5frf>4tw /«> Anthropologic, Vol. V,

p. 149.

*C. VoGT, Lectures on Man, English translation, p. 129.
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admired, and where it is stout, corpulence is the beau id^al. The

Hottentot women in whom steatopyga is pronounced are most

admired, and they even reinforce the appalling posterior bolsters

of fat by wearing a cushion in the same region, much as white

women wear a bustle/ Burton reports that Somali men are

said to choose their wives by ranging them in a line, and by picking her out

who projects farthest a tergo. Nothing can be more hateful to a negro than

the opposite form."

The Egyptian women, on the other hand, are slender.

I have never seen corpulent persons among them, except a few in the

metropolis and other towns, rendered so by a life of inactivity.^

The Egyptians .... do not generally admire very fat women. In his

love-songs the Egyptian commonly describes the object of his affections as

of slender figure and small waist.*

III.

The examination of these external signs impresses us with

the fact that race-prejudice is in one sense a superficial matter.

It is called out primarily by the physical aspect of an unfamiliar

people— their color, form and feature, and dress— and by their

activities and habits in only a secondary way. The general

organic attitude, growing out of experience (though reflex rather

than deliberative experience), is that the outside world is antago-

nistic and subject to depredation, and this attitude seems to be'

localized in a prejudice felt for the characteristic appearance of

others, this being most apprehensible by the senses. This pre-

judice is intense and immediate, sharing in this respect the

character of the instinctive reactions in general. It cannot be

reasoned with, because, like the other instincts, it originated

before deliberative brain centers were developed, and is not to

any great extent under their control. Like the other instincts

also, it has a persistence and a certain automatism appropriate to

a type of reaction valuable in the organic scheme, but not under

»See Waitz, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 105.

"See Darwin, op. cit.. Part III, chap. 19.

3 Lane, Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, Vol. I^

P-33.

^ Ibid., p. 238, note.
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the control of the deliberative centers. But for all its intensity,

race-prejudice, like the other instinctive movements, is easily

dissipated or converted into its opposite by association, or a

slight modification of stimulus. There is no stronger contrast

among the races than that between the black and white, but

travelers relate that after long residence with African blacks

they look on the white skin with something akin to prejudice:

One feels ashamed of the white skin ; it seems unnatural, like blanched

celery— or white mice.'

Stanley reports his feelings on first meeting white men after

crossing Africa:

As I looked into their faces, I blushed to find that I was wondering at

their paleness The pale color, after so long gazing on rich black and

richer bronze, had something of an unaccountable ghastliness. I could not

divest myself of the feeling that they must be sick
;
yet, when I compare their

complexions to what I now view, I should say they were olive, sunburnt,

dark."

The negro, for his part, not only loses race-prejudice in the

presence of the white man, but repudiates black standards. In

America the papers printed for black readers contain advertise-

ments of pomades for making kinky hair straight and of washes

to change the Ethiopian's skin; and the slaves returned to

Sierra Leone in 1820 assumed the role of whites, even referred

to themselves white, and called the natives "bush niggers."

Then Chinese are today regarded by many, particularly by

the southern whites, as the most repulsive of races in physical

appearance—more shocking to the sensibilities than the negro

even. The Japanese, on the other hand, are also a yellow race

and have all the physical marks of aliens, but contact with them

has revealed a surprising fund both of charm and ability, and it

is an interesting fact that they have many enthusiastic white

admirers, and that the sympathy of a large part of the white

world is with them in their war against a white group. It is,

indeed, probable that in the event of a successful struggle with

Russia little will remain in the way of prejudice against this

smallish, yellow people, or of impediment to social and matri-

' Livingstone, The Zambesi and Its Tributaries, p. 379.

» Op. cit.^ Vol. II, p. 462.
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monial, as well as political and commercial, association with it.

It would not, in fact, be a matter of surprise if the checks to this

were found rather on the side of the oriental race—small and

yellow, but able, ancient, and traditionally set against occidental

intrusion.

When not complicated with caste-feeling, race-prejudice is,

after all, very impermanent, of no more stability, perhaps, than

fashions. The very fact of difference, indeed, and of new
appeals to the attention, may act as a stimulus, a charm, as is

shown by the fact that the widespread practice of exogamy has

its root in the interest of men in unfamiliar women. ^ The
experiences of each group have created a body of traditions

and standards bound up with emotional accompaniments, and

these may be so opposed as to stand in the way of associa-

tion, but it is particularly in cases where one of the groups has

risen to a higher level of culture that contempt for the lower

group is persistent. In this case antipathy of the group for an

alien group is reinforced by the contempt of the higher caste for

the lower. Psychologically speaking, race-prejudice and caste-

teeling are at bottom the same thing, both being phases of the

instinct of hate, but a status of caste is reached as the result of

competitive activities. The lower caste has either been con-

quered and captured, or gradually outstripped on account of

the mental and economic inferiority. Under these conditions, it

is psychologically important to the higher caste to maintain the

feeling and show of superiority, on account of the suggestive

effect of this on both the inferior caste and on itself; and signs of

superiority and inferiority, being thus aids to the manipulation

of one class by another, acquire a new significance and become
more ineradicable. Of the relation of black to white in this

country it is perhaps true that the antipathy of the southerner

for the negro is rather caste-feeling than race-prejudice, while

the feeling of the northerner is race-prejudice proper. In the

North, where there has been no contact with the negro and no

activity connections, there is no caste-feeling, but there exists a

' See " Die Entstehung der Exogamie," Zeitschriftfur Socialwissenschaft, Vol. V,

pp. I £f.
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sort of J>^«-prejudice— a horror of the external aspect of the

negro—and many northerners report that they have a feeling

against eating from a dish handled by a negro. The association

of master and slave in the South was, however, close, even if not

intimate, and much of the feeling of physical repulsion for a

black skin disappeared. This was particularly true of the house

servants. White girls and boys kissed their black mammies with

real affection, and after marriage returned from other states to

the funeral of an old slave. But while color was not here repul-

sive, it was so ineradicably associated with inferiority that it was

impossible for a southern white to think the negro into his own

class. This is well shown by the following comment of a south-

ern woman on the color of Shakespeare's Othello

:

lu studying the play of Othello I have always imagined its hero a white

man. It is true the dramatist paints him black, but this shade does not suit

the man. It is a stage decoration which my taste discards ; a fault of color

from an artistic point of view. I have, therefore, as I before stated, in my
readings of this play dispensed with it. Shakespeare was too correct a delin-

eator of human nature to have colored Othello black, if he had personally

acquainted himself with the idiosyncrasies of the African race. We may regard,

then, the daub of black upon Othello's portrait as an ebullition of fancy, a

freak of imagination— the visionary conception of an ideal figure— one of

the few erroneous strokes of the great master's brush, the single blemish on

a faultless work. Othello was a white man!^

This lady would have been equally incapable of understand-

ing Livingstone's comment on a black woman

:

A very beautiful young woman came to look at us, perfect in every way,

and nearly naked, but unconscious of indecency ; a very Venus in black."

Race-prejudice is an instinct originating in the tribal stage of

society, when solidarity in feeling and action were essential to

the preservation of the group. It, or some analogue of it, will

probably never disappear completely, since an identity of stand-

ards, traditions, and physical appearance in all geographical

zones is neither possible nor aesthetically desirable. It is, too,

an affair which can neither be reasoned with nor legislated about

very effectively, because it is connected with the affective, rather

' Mary Preston, Studies in Shakespeare, 1869, p. 71.

*LastJournals, Vol. I, p. 283.
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than the cognitive, processes. But it tends to become more

insignificant as increased communication brings interests and

standards in common, and as similar systems of education and

equal access to knowledge bring about a greater mental and

social parity between groups, and remove the grounds for "invidi-

ous distinction." It is, indeed, probable that a position will

be reached on the race question similar to the condition now
reached among the specialized occupations, particularly among
the scientific callings, and also in business, where the individual's

ability to get results gives him an interest and a status inde-

pendent of, and, in point of fact, quite overshadowing, the super-

ficial marks of personality.

William I. Thomas.
The University of Chicago.



THE FIRST GERMAN MUNICIPAL EXPOSITION.

(DRESDEN. 1903.)

II.

The housing question {continued).—Dwellings erected by the

municipality for people of small means— not city employees

—

are found in several cities. From the erection by the munici-

pality of dwelling-houses for its own employees— an activity

sanctioned on economic, as well as social, grounds by many a

private employer—to the erection of dwelling-houses for the

sanitary, social, and moral betterment of the conditions of its

members, is not such a far cry. Gottingen, besides having

voluntary citizen inspectors of poorer dwellings, has expended

41,000 marks in the erection of fourteen dwelling-houses, con-

taining apartments which rent at 125-150 marks per annum.

Stuttgart has erected dwelling-houses for workingmen at a cost

of 450,000 marks, exclusive of the building lots. Frankfurt,

Miinchen, and Wiesbaden have erected similar municipal

dwelling-houses. Ulm^ is the only German city— with the

exception of the Bavarian town of Lambrecht (3,600 inhabitants),

which, to a certain extent has followed the example of Ulm—
which for a number of years has carried on the building of

dwellings to sell to workingmen. The right of transfer of the

property is limited by the municipality in order to exclude

speculation. Ulm has worked out her solution of the housing

problem only after long experience, and the results she has

obtained are well worth study. The municipality undertook this

activity, not because there was a crying need of dwellings, but

in order to furnish to citizens of small means improved condi-

tions and decreased prices.

In 1888 Ulm began by building a dwelling-house for city

employees. This three-story tenement housed twenty-one fami-

• Oberburgermeister Wagner, Die Tdtigkeit der Stadt Ulm auf dem Gebiete

der Wohnungsfiirsorgefur Arbeiter und Bedienstete.—Hduser zum Eigenerwerb, 1903.
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lies in dwellings of two and three rooms and kitchen. The

conditions in such a tenement were not considered entirely satis-

factory.

In July, 1 89 1, a stock company was formed (eighty shares at

1,000 marks) to build dwellings for people of small means. In

July, 1892, sixteen families (ninety-six persons) were housed in

the dwellings thus provided. These were three-story semi-

detached buildings, and were much better arranged than were

those built in 1888. The demand for these dwellings was so

great that the erection of others followed. In 1893 there were

eight houses providing for thirty-two families (190 persons).

The cost, including lot, for these was 109,000 marks. The

dwellings rent at from 130 to 200 marks per year. In 1896

further progress was made. Ten more semi-detached buildings

were planned ; and in order to meet the demand, all dwellings

were to consist of three rooms and kitchen, W. C, cellar, and

woodbin. The three rooms and kitchen cover 49 square yards.

For each three families a laundry is provided. Each family

(including those in the earlier houses) has a plot of ground for

a garden—40 square yards. The cost of lot and building was

1 50,000 marks. The rent ranges from 190 to 270 marks. Almost

half the applications for these dwellings had to be refused, so

great was the demand. Thirty families (170 persons) are thus

provided for.

The condition of these dwellings was far in advance of the

previous condition of workingmen's homes ; but the housing of so

many people together left much to be desired. As a conse-

quence, the municipal government began to study the question

whether or not the community might build houses of which the

workingmen might come into possession. From a study of

dwellings, including those of the employees of the Krupp Gun

Works in Essen, the municipal authorities decided that the best

results were obtained by providing the workingman with a hearth

of his own. The conditions for family life, for cleanliness and

order, for economy, and for morality were found far better where

the people had a feeling of personal possession than where they,

rented. It was decided in February, 1894, that the municipality
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should erect small dwellings to sell to workingmen on small pay-

ments— not greater than they would pay as rent for tenement

dwellings in the city—so arranged that in about twenty-three

years the tenant should come into full possession. Building

operations began in 1894-95— the first of the thirty-two build-

ings planned for; and in 1896 the rest were built. In this same

year, 1896, the authorities decided on still greater improvements

;

namely, that the future buildings should not be tenements, but

story-and-a-half cottages with gardens. In 1899 the building of

thirty-three such cottages was decided upon. The location

selected for the sixteen to be built first is fifteen minutes from

the center of the city, twenty-five minutes from the railway sta-

tion, and the electric street railway is already in the neighbor-

hood. As the needs of traffic are not great, streets and sidewalks

were made as narrow as possible, to leave room for front gardens,

upon which the street may encroach if, in time, necessity demands.

The price at which the city may buy back the front gardens is

arranged at the time of the sale. Had it not been for this far-

sightedness, the people would not have had the benefit of the

gardens, and the cost for street-cleaning and repairs would have

been increased. A municipal playground in the neighborhood

was planned from the beginning.

The dwellings consist of two (or three) rooms, kitchen, W.

C, entry, cellar, laundry, woodbin, and garden plot. The two

rooms cover 34 square yards, the kitchen 9 square yards, and the

garden plot 162 square yards for two dwellings. The ceilings

are all 8^ feet high. The cost, including garden, is 6,000

marks. Interest at 3 per cent, and amortization at 2^ per cent,

makes yearly payment of 330 marks, besides a first payment of

10 per cent. Repairs, taxes, and water tax are reckoned at 60

marks per annum. If the tenant rent the half story— 140

marks—he has but 250 marks per year to pay. In the dwellings

with three rooms and kitchen similar conditions make the annual

outlay 530 marks, which, reduced by the rent of the half story (220

marks), leaves 310 marks. Of the 232 dwellings already built

by the municipality, 121 have two rooms and kitchen and in
have three rooms and kitchen. Although it is in many cases
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desirable— even necessary, in families with grown children—
to have three-room dwellings, there is yet the danger of the

third room's being rented to lodgers. Consequently the dwelling

with three rooms and kitchen is to be recommended only when

it is possible to enforce strictly the prohibition of room-renting.

Otherwise the provision of such homes becomes purposeless.

Ulm lays especial stress upon the value of the gardens con-

nected with these houses. In the first place, the gardens suffice

to furnish almost all the vegetables needed by an average family

for the year. Various vegetables, as well as berry bushes and

trees, are planted in the gardens. The tenant takes great pride

in the appearance of the garden as well as in the amount he can

produce. In nearly every garden one finds a summer house

which, in warm weather, serves as a living-room. The man,

instead of frequenting the inn, as formerly, comes here with his

family; and in this group is the family spirit fostered, says Ober-

biirgermeister Wagner.

The authorities take care (i) that the dwellings shall be sold

only to people of small means; (2) that large families be given

preference; (3) that repossession under certain circumstances be

secured to the municipality; (4) that a rise of rent be pre-

vented; (5) that damage and neglect of the buildings be pre-

vented.

Many regulations were found necessary to prevent small

trades being carried on in the houses, the overcrowding of the

houses with lodgers, and subrenting at a higher price, since

these conditions all worked directly against the intentions of the

municipal authorities in providing the dwellings.

In the summer of 1903 Ulm was to begin to provide further

accommodations, under similar conditions and regulations, for

fifty families. Employers and building associations also have

built dwellings for workingmen in Ulm. All together have in

fifteen years (1888-1903) built, at a cost of 2,339,262 marks,

216 buildings, with 526 dwellings—housing about 2,600 people;

and Ulm is a city with small industrial development, of 35,000

inhabitants.

The Ulm authorities are convinced that the solution of the
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housing question in Germany lies with the community; and that

individual ownership of the houses by the workingmen them-

selves furnishes the best key to the solution.

C. PUBLIC CHARITIES.

Prevention of poverty is as important as, if not more impor-

tant than, alleviation of poverty. Of course, the latter may not

be neglected ; but that outlook of a community is not desirable

which reveals nothing but continuous hand-to-hand conflict with

its enemies. The community which has foresight seeks the

source of these enemies and, by eliminating that, secures to itself

the advantage in all future struggles. Under this work of pre-

vention of the causes of poverty should be mentioned the sev-

eral laws of the imperial government :
^ compulsory insurance

against sickness, against invalidism, and against old age. These

are not in any sense pensions, but are insurances. The burden of

the expense is shared by employer and employee. Some, of

course, complain that they pay their portion and never receive

anything for it ; they are not sick and do not become invalids

nor old people ! The interest of all, however, is more important

than the interest of these few. When sick, the insured person

receives free medical treatment, free medicine, free nursing, and

a daily payment equivalent to at least half the wages of an ordi-

nary day laborer. For this, the payment varies according to the

wages received, but is never more than 4 per cent, thereof. The

various forms of insurance are only for those whose annual

income is less than 2,000 marks; and among these the compul-

sion of state insurance affects only those not otherwise insured.

The claim advanced against insurance against invalidism and old

age— viz., that it removes necessity and personal incentive to

save—will hardly hold. The amount received in such cases,

though large enough to keep one from want, is not so large that

one may look forward to living from that income alone, if one

really possesses personal initiative. On the other hand, the per-

son ignorant of means of saving is taught to save ; and the one

unwilling to save is compelled to save. The person with very

' Not exhibited.
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small income may very naturally feel the need of spending

it all for personal necessities, waiting for a larger income that he

may afford to save. So many, though, are overtaken by sick-

ness, accident, invalidism, or old age, before they have begun to

save their surplus ! In the carrying out of these laws the munici-

palities are, of course, directly interested.

The various solutions of the housing question, also, as well

as all those activities which make for health and fitness of the

people, are positive preventives of the causes of poverty.

The alleviation of poverty at present in existence is the object

of the Municipal Charity Bureau. The organization provides cen-

tralized and unified authority and supervision, but decentralized,

individualized investigation and administration of aid. The
former brings about unification of private charities— societies,

institutions, churches—with the public ones. Repetition of

requests for aid and other such impositions are thus minimized.

The individualization is accomplished by means of local com-

mittees of citizens, serving without remuneration, each personally

responsible for a certain number of families or tenements.

Personal investigation, immediate relief in cases of crying need,

and personal care and oversight of all who receive aid, whether

temporarily or regularly, are some of the advantages achieved

through these unpaid commissions, through this system of indi-

vidualization.

The German policy is to help those in need at the time when
there is still a chance for putting them on their feet again, rather

than wait until they may become public charges in institutions.

The debts brought on by long periods of illness are avoided by

means of the insurance above mentioned ; and hereby the charity

organizations are relieved of a great burden. There is often,

however, temporary need, and food, fuel, clothing, even money,

are furnished. Even where this need is chronic, however, the

authorities consider regular assistance better than commission to

institutions. So far as possible, the person is to be helped to

help himself. In Dresden, for example, rents are high and still

going up. Sometimes the people must be aided in meeting this

rise— occasionally only now and then, and again every month.
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In these cases the rent, or portion thereof, is paid, not to the

applicant, but to the landlord. Some are able to support them-

selves except for the added expense for heating which the cold

of winter necessitates. These receive regular assistance. Of

course, only examples can be mentioned here. Those whose

assistance consists of moneys receive a minimum of 75 pfennigs

per week, and a maximum of 4.20 marks {ca. 20 cents to $\) in

Dresden.

Tramps.—Some cities, of which Dresden again may serve as

an example, care only for their own citizens, requiring a certifi-

cate of citizenship {Einwohnerschein) , such as is held by everyone

in the city who has a permanent place of abode. Besides these,

however, there are beggars, loafers, occasional workers, men

temporarily unable to find work, etc.; in short, the types ordi-

narily known collectively as "tramps." They are not cared for

by the charity bureaus, but are received in the municipal lodging-

houses. Some come voluntarily, others are sent by the police.

They receive bath, supper—black bread and thick soup, usually

—lodging for the night, and breakfast— the same as the supper.

Their clothes are disinfected during the night. All persons pre-

senting themselves, except those in a drunken condition, are

taken in. The intention of the authorities to allow persons to

avail themselves of the city's hospitality only a limited number

of times is hard to realize, especially in the great cities. In

Berlin, for example, the great numbers of tramps prevent the

recognizing of each individual; and the large number of institu-

tions, public and private, to which he has access permit of a very

easy life. Persons repeatedly committed for begging, or for

being averse to labor, are sent, for terms up to two years, to the

workhouse. In the largest cities lodging is offered to women as

well as to men, and even to whole families. Sometimes families

arrive in the city and have no abode ; others have to leave their

homes because of inability to pay their rent, or for other reasons

— death, sickness, fire, loss of employment, excessively large

family, etc. These are taken in, for the time being, by the

lodging-house. Thus, it is to be seen, the municipal lodging-

house serves a most excellent purpose and answers to a pressing
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need. It is, however, a temporary aid, and, as far as the real

tramp— the loafer, the shirker— is concerned, it encourages him

rather than otherwise. To compel the lodger to earn his enter-

tainment by working during the morning hours defeats an evi-

dent purpose, namely, that of temporary aid to workmen seeking

work—tiding over a crisis.

The real workman will seek work, and will not long be

dependent upon the lodging-house for shelter. Those not

inclined to work are cared for at the workhouse ; while those inca-

pacitated for work are cared for by the charity bureau. Employ-

ment at the workhouse is steady, and continues from 6 A. m. to

7 p. M. The work is strict and hard, and no effort is made to

make it agreeable. It is by no means to be considered as pref-

erable to ordinary employment. There is separation of the sexes,

and usually also of the members of a family. The inmates work

at truck gardening or at small trades.

Since the workhouses are usually compulsory institutions,

there is a place for another sort of institution for men who are

able and willing to work, but unable to find work to be done. Of

this type are the labor colonies, found in all parts of Germany.

The earliest labor colonies were, for the purpose of winning over

waste land to cultivation, located in the country. They are open

to all strong persons, in need of work, without regard to " posi-

tion, religion, or worthiness." Those recently released from

prison are also received. Entrance is voluntary, but unless

opportunity to work is offered, a minimum sojourn is usually

required that the results at which the colonies aim may be real-

ized: discipline, order, industriousness, sobriety, and decency.

The sick, the weakly, the lazy, those who find their work too

hard, can find no advantageous opening in the colonies. The

chief work is agriculture. The more recently formed city colo-

nies are located in cities, and the work is the making of simple,

cheap things readily disposed of: brooms, kindling-wood, mats,

chairs, etc. A small wage is paid— less than the average price

for similar work in the district—and from this is deducted the

expenses of the "colonist." The only punishment is expulsion

from the colony, and in severe cases the placing of the name of
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the expelled colonist upon the black list. The chief claim upon

the colonies is by people in the same district ; but if there is

extra room, outsiders may be received.

Orphans.—When children are cared for in institutions, they

are kept in a foundling's home till two years old ; from two to

five years of age, in a Pflegehaus ; and during the school years,

from six to fourteen, in a children's home. Whenever possible,

however, the children are brought up in families. During the

earlier years the municipality pays 2.50 to 2.80 marks per week

for nursing them. A committee of ladies has the duty of visit-

ing the children once a month to criticise, and to help and instruct

as to the care they should receive. When the children are older,

they are placed in families in the country. For their care the

municipality pays 10 marks, or, in case of those harder to care

for, 12-15 marks. The children are taught to work, but are not

made slaves of. Some responsible person, usually a minister or

a schoolmaster, who lives in the neighborhood (not more than

ten kilometers away), has direct supervision of the care and

treatment which the children receive. In Hamburg the girls

are trained for domestic service, and the boys are apprenticed

to some trade. Though at work before they are twenty-one

years of age, they remain under the supervision of the charity

bureau until that time.

The aged poor are usually cared for in "homes." Twelve

cities presented examples of such institutions, Dresden exhibiting

five: two for women, one for men—especially tradesmen— one

for both sexes, and one for aged couples. Dortmund exhibited

the regulations for her old-age pension fund. Breslau showed

plans of the home for incapacitated domestic servants. It may
be repeated here that it is for the amelioration of the conditions

of people who are in this category that the imperial insurance

against invalidism and old age is designed.

Defectives.—The exposition devoted very little space to this

class. Berlin exhibited photographs of an institution for the

care of epileptics, and specimens of the work done by the

inmates. A home for the feeble-minded was also shown by

Berlin, together with educational apparatus. Besides these are
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the asylums for the insane. Berlin exhibited her newest asylum,

built for 1,500 patients, at a cost of 9,800,000 marks. Hamburg
showed plans and drawings of her newly enlarged insane asylum,

built partly on the corridor system and partly in the pavilion

system—thirty-six buildings in all (including houses of the

attendants, stables, etc.), of which thirteen are hospitals with

500 beds, Dresden, Frankfurt a. M., and Breslau also presented

plans or photographs; and Bremen exhibited her new asylum,

built (1900-1903) upon the newest system, with twenty-six

separate buildings, at a cost of about 2,000,000 marks.

Bequests.—Many of the institutions already mentioned, and

of those hereafter to be mentioned, owe their existence to foun-

dations and endowments ; but in the exposition there was a

special small section devoted to certain endowments in the

hands of the municipal authorities. Among others, the following

deserve special mention: In Breslau is a convalescent hospital

occupying a castle and its grounds : also a municipal eating

house, opened in 1895. Dinner is served from 11:30 a. m. to

2:30 P.M., and warm supper at 6 p.m. Cold meals may be

obtained at any time from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. The food is simple,

and the prices very low. The Dresdner Anzeiger is a newspaper

owned and published by Dresden. It was bequeathed to the

municipality by Dr. J. F. Giintz, who died in 1875. The profits

are used for increasing the endowment of the city hospital ; for

providing an asylum for those persons who, because of lack of

place of abode, of citizenship, or for some other reason, may not

be admitted to other institutions; and for beautifying the city,

especially by the planting of trees along city streets.

D. EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES.

Intelligence offices operated for gain have, for a long time,

been considered disadvantageous. The temptation to "make
new places," and so promote business, is often too great to be

resisted. The community is deeply interested, for it is to its

best advantage that its employers should have workmen, and

that its workmen should have work to do. Rather than have

added burdens, such as poor tax, beggary, and theft, certain of
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the German municipalities have undertaken the management of

employment agencies. Hamburg has had such an agency since

1898, connected with its charity bureau. Breslau has had an

employment bureau since 1896. The unemployed fill out cards,

giving date, name, age; married, unmarried, or widower;

employment sought ; apprenticed as ; former trade ; last

place of employment ; references ; how long in last position.

The last three points are required without exception. In 1902

there were, for 6,061 men seeking work, 2,678 places offered, of

which 2,333 were filled through this bureau. In the same year

4,669 women sought employment; and of the 5,138 places

offered, 3,958 were filled. Dortmund founded a municipal

employment agency in 1897, which is operated at the expense of

the city. Its services are free, and the management is directed

to co-operate with the other employment agencies in the city.

Unless the other bureaus answer to a need of the city, they will

probably be crowded out by the competition of the free services

offered by the municipality. In any case Dortmund is assured

of an excellent, centralized, complete, disinterested, free employ-

ment agency. Leipzig has a society for the furtherance of

employment, the " Paritatische Arbeitsnachweis," which has

many good points. Judging merely from a pamphlet given out

by the society at the exposition, however, its plan is not so con-

crete and practical as the one just cited. For the sake of

maintaining disinterestedness, equal numbers of employers and

employees have seats in the managing council. The manage-
ment consists, then, of four employers, four employees, eight

members of the society, and a member of the city council. The
services of the association are for men and for women, for

employers and for employees, and are gratis. The work is cen-

tralized. Thus the society attains the three points it deems
necessary for its work : impartiality, free service, and centraliza-

tion. The members of the association pay a life-membership

fee, or yearly dues. The association is recognized, and aided

financially, by the municipality.

Those who seek positions must present some means of identi-

fication—such as birth certificate, certificate of citizenship,
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insurance card, etc.—and then fill out a card giving name, age,

address, trade learned, sort of employment sought, date when

last employed. The employer must fill out a card stating

number of persons wanted, kind of employment, wages, other

requirements, or remarks. The workmen wait in the oflfice of

the agency until an opportunity for employment is offered.

Usually more than the required number of applicants are sent, in

order that the employer may have some chance of selection.

A small special exhibit of the Association of German Employ-

ment Agencies ("Verband deutscher Arbeitsnachweis") showed,

among other things, the following table, which represents its

activities

:

1897 1898 1899 igoo 1901

Seeking positions ....

Positions open
Positions filled

567,895
352,877
273,098

629,563

438,498
321,954

651,580

554,800

390,247

779,590
588,574

435,361

1,086,874

592,070

434,185

E. PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY,

Hospitals.— Preparation for the fight with those conditions

which menace public health characterizes the German munici-

palities. The improved conditions in modern hospitals are so

advantageous as to be desirable, notwithstanding the increased

cost. The pavilion system is considered by far the best. The

model form would be a rectangle with the pavilions or cottages

along one side for men, and along the other side for women.

The pavilions across the front would be devoted to offices,

laboratories, study rooms, consultation rooms, and operating

rooms. Along the main axis would be the chapel, the kitchens

and wash houses, the boiler and engine house, and at the back

the morgue. On either side of the morgue, at the back of the

rectangle, would be found pavilions for contagious diseases, for

uncontrollable persons, and for disinfection. The main axis

should lie in a north-and-south direction, that the windows may
face east and west, and so have light and sunshine all day without

the direct sunshine from the south. The separated pavilions

are connected with each other, as well as with the operating
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rooms, by tunnels or by cloistered passages. All electric cables,

gas pipes, hot-water heating pipes, etc., are thus provided for;

and where cloistered passages exist they serve as shelters for

convalescent patients. Many of the large, new hospitals are

built upon these plans, e. g., in Dresden, in Berlin, in Bremen, in

Schoneberg (being built) , in Kiel, in Leipzig, and in Hamburg

among others. Chemnitz is planning for such an institution with

one thousand beds, to cost six million marks; Leipzig expended

over four million marks for a new hospital built in 1899-1901.

Berlin's new Rudolf Virchow Hospital will be, when completed,

the largest hospital on the continent. It is to accommodate two

thousand persons, including attendants, and will cost 13,100,000

marks. Bremen's new hospital is composed of twenty separate

buildings, and cost 3,000,000 marks. Hamburg exhibited draw-

ings of her Eppendorf Hospital, consisting of eighty-one build-

ings, of which fifty-nine are pavilions with the newest hygienic

appliances, capable of accommodating sixteen hundred patients.

Her Harbor Hospital consists of a building for offices and

operating rooms, a pavilion for one hundred patients, a pavilion

for troublesome patients, a morgue, a building for medical exami-

nation, a building for the disinfection both of persons and of

property, and the connected boiler and engine house. This

hospital was built 1 898-1900, at a cost of 747,000 marks, and

receives persons brought in by the police, and bodies of persons

who have committed suicide or who have met with accident; and

serves for examination of persons thought to have contagious

diseases, and also for disinfection.

Besides building and maintaining these excellent institutions,

the German municipalities undertake other means of preserving

and promoting the public well-being. In modern times attention

has been turned from clinical to hygienic activity. There has

been a change from individual shortsightedness to social far-

sightedness.

Parks a?id boulevards.—When cities were constricted by walls,

there was not the opportunity, even though there had been the

desire, for reserving park space within the city. With the razing

of the fortifications, which began in 1870, it became possible to
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change this. The space formerly occupied by wall and moat

offered the opportunity of laying out parks about the inner city;

or, better, of encircling boulevards and promenades, or a series

of detached parks surrounding the central part of the city.

Miinster, Freiburg, Breslau, Hanover, and Wiirzburg are among
those cities which have made such use of the land gained by the

destruction of their fortifications. Wiirzburg has preserved a

portion of the old fortifications, and has laid out the grounds

well, with artificial fountains, ponds, and waterfalls. One part of

this ring of parks furnishes the site for the royal residence, for a

church, a school, a courthouse, and other public buildings.

Various operations, such as straightening main thoroughfares and

cutting new streets through a closely built district, leave small

angles which are hardly adapted to building purposes. The
excellent opportunity hereby offered for the laying out of small

park^ is seldom lost. Moreover, the modern street, with its

large stores and their show windows, has taken upon itself the

functions of the old-time market-place. The latter may, then,

well be transformed into a small park, adding to the beauty and

healthfulness of the city. Berlin may be mentioned, in this

connection, as one example out of the many exhibited, A great

many of the German cities are situated on river banks ; and it is

noticeable that the river fronts are almost always laid out in

parks or promenades, for the health and recreation of the people

and the beauty of the city. Large parks cannot be allowed to

exist in cities when they encroach too much. If they are so

situated that they interfere with immediate connection between

important quarters of the city, they must be opened to traffic, at

least to some extent. For example, the Barmerwald, in Barmen,

lies between a new district being developed as a residence neigh-

borhood and the business center. Direct thoroughfares have

been laid through it. In the Thiergarten, in Berlin, are to be

found canals, roads for traffic vehicles, electric street railways

(with underground conduits), and an elevated road. It will be

readily recognized that the advantages derived by means of

parks and boulevards result also, in some measure, from the

activities of the Baupolizei— especially in those districts where
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it prescribes gardens for every house. Moreover, there is a plan

definitely carried out, of planting trees wherever possible— even

in much-frequented streets and squares. The Guentz bequest in

Dresden furnishes an example. C5ln, also, sets out trees in the

public squares whenever it can be done without hindrance to

traffic. Dresden exhibited, further, a system of underground

pipes for watering trees in busy streets and squares. The system

has been in use twenty-five years. A total of 10,929 trees are

thus watered.

In a very large number of German cities vacant land is par-

celed out into tiny truck-gardens, which are rented to people

who live in the prevalent tenement rows. Flowers and vege-

tables are raised. The little summer house, Gartenlaube, which

is seldom lacking, is a favorite resort for the family on Sundays

and holidays. Kiel has about 325 acres divided into 2,700 such

gardens. Where the group of gardens is more pretentious, it

often has connected with it children's playgrounds and school

gardens—the latter cultivated by school children under the

general direction of their botany teachers. Such groups were

exhibited by Leipzig and by Freiburg. The children of German

cities are well provided with sand-piles and playgrounds. In

this field Miinchen's exhibit was the most telling. She showed

a map of the city, which was thickly dotted with playgrounds,

some connected with schools and others with small parks.

Public baths.—An important undertaking of the municipalities

is that of providing bathing facilities at small cost. Berlin

exhibited, among others, its newest and largest establishment,

which cost 968,600 marks. Halberstadt showed its establish-

ment, built 1899, at a cost of 300,000 marks, with newest out-

fitting for tub and shower baths, swimming, hot air, and steam

baths. Hannover has plans for a new bathing establishment, to

cost 925,000 marks, with three swimming-tanks, tubs, steam

baths and air baths. Lubeck showed plans of the municipal sea

baths at Travemiinde. Barmen spent 364,000 marks, in 1 901-2,

for rebuilding her baths. She now has shower, tub, hot-air,

swimming electric-light, and sun baths. Freiburg has converted

an unused gas reservoir into a swimming tank. The water is
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supplied from the cooling apparatus of the neighboring gas-works.

The operating expenses are naturally very low ; and baths cost

only 5 pfennigs (i^ cents). In the years 1 897-1901 a bathing

establishment costing 1,700,000 marks was built in Munchen, on

the Karl Miiller foundation. It is magnificently furnished in

palatial style ; indeed, it may seem almost too imposing for a

Volksbad. It is evident that "the best is good enough for the

people;" and this is gratifying, if the privileges can be offered

at people's prices. Gelsenkirchen expended 625,000 marks in

1902-3 to build a bathing establishment with two swimming tanks,

hot-air and steam baths, and the usual tub and shower baths.

River baths abound— usually inexpensive floating bath houses,

where the fee is inconsiderable. The use of these is, of course,

restricted to the warm weather season ; but they are exceedingly

popular.

Public conveniences.—Public lavatories, so generally lacking in

American cities, are almost universal in German cities. Of those

located under ground the best were exhibited by Aachen, Wands-
beck, and Essen. Quite as unobjectionable, where there is not

a lack of space, are the artistic little buildings, in the character-

istic Niirnberg style, which Niirnberg exhibited. Augsburg,

Halle, and Breslau showed buildings which are ornamental fea-

tures of the squares and parks where they are located, as their

architecture conforms to that of other buildings about them, or

to their natural environment.

Water supply.—Some municipalities own and control their

water-works ; and others are served by companies which have

franchises from the municipality. The principal differences to be

noted rest upon the various sources of the water supply, depend-

ent upon differing local conditions, Munchen is supplied with

water from springs in a large forest reserve lying well above the

city. The water from this, the largest spring-water supply in

Germany, flows, by force of gravity, through two walled canals

to a reservoir, 62 meters above the city level, from which it is

distributed by gravity pressure. Aachen obtains water from a

novel source. A lack of adequate springs has led her to mine for

water. A gallery 2,318 meters long, i^ m. wide, and 2 m. high
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serves both as source and as reservoir. Spring water and filtered

ground water are used in Frankfurt a. M. for drinking purposes;

but for street-sprinkling and manufacturing purposes, etc., water

is pumped from the river Main and distributed through a sepa-

rate system of water pipes. Wiirzburg uses spring water, but has

separate water works for furnishing ground water, from near the

river bank, for the Ring parks. Twenty-one cities of the thirty-

five with exhibits in this section use ground water. The source is

always near a river ; but the water is said to be pure, needing no

filtration save when it contains too high a percentage of iron.

Augsburg and Darmstadt sink well-shafts into underground

streams, and pump the water thus collected to the water-works.

Leipzig has to remove the excess of iron. Kiel exhibited a model

of the works for removing the iron. The water is caused to

trickle over an apparatus through which streams of air are forced.

The iron is oxidized and precipitated, and then readily filtered

out. Berlin uses filtered river water, mostly. The water is

cleared in settling basins, then pumped into the sand filters, from

which it is led to the reservoirs. An excellent model on a scale

of 1 : 50 showed the water-works at the Miigglesee, from which

Berlin draws a part of her water. Engines pump the water into

a collector, whence it passes to the Enteisenungsanlage ("iron-

removing apparatus"). The water is next pumped to the sand

filters, where it seeps through a thick layer of fine sand, then

through a layer of coarser sand, next through a layer of fine

gravel, then through a layer of coarse gravel, and finally through

a layer of pebbles, in which are the innumerable opening of pipes

through which the water is pumped to the reservoirs. The reser-

voirs are roofed over with arches of masonry, and covered with

turf ; so that the heat of the sun does not penetrate in summer,

and freezing in winter is avoided. Bremen takes the water of

the river Weser, collects it in settling basins, and then pumps it

into sand filters, from which it is pumped into the reservoirs. A
model exhibited by this city showed how the water may, when

occasion demands, be pumped from one filter into another, and

so be twice filtered, Breslau likewise derives her water supply

from her river, the Oder, and filters it by means of sand filters.
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The disadvantages of this system, and the danger of serious con-

tamination, have brought the municipality to realize the need of

the use of ground water. Work has been begun, upon an entire

new system, with this end in view. Hamburg uses water from the

river Elbe, filtered, as above, through sand. Apparently no Ger-

man municipality is reckless enough to use the contaminated water

of a navigable river without first filtering it through sand filters.

The impurities are all caught before they have passed through the

fine sand, and, indeed most of them settle in a thin layer upon the

top. A certain amount of impure matter, filling the interstices

between the grains of sand, makes the filter more effective ; but

an excessive amount impedes the rapid filtration of the water.

Hence the necessity for cleaning the filters. Konigsberg exhibited

a model showing how the top of the layer of sand, containing

the impurities, is removed in wheelbarrows, cleaned, and replaced.

In this manner twelve men are occupied for eight hours in clean-

ing each one of the four filters—a surface of about 1,650 square

yards (the filters in Hamburg are each about 9,000 square yards

in extent)

.

As in Breslau, so also in Berlin and in Hamburg, the dis-

advantages of using river water for drinking purposes, especially

when it is drawn from rivers devoted to navigation, have been

recognized. In both Berlin and Hamburg, therefore, experi-

ments and preparations have been undertaken, looking to the

supplying of those cities with ground water.

In the last decades the storing of water, by damming mountain
valleys, has commended itself to certain municipalities. Chem-

nitz, Solingen, and Barmen are examples. Barmen, though for a

long time supplied exclusively with spring water, now obtains

water from mountain valleys. The natural gravity pressure of

the water carries it to the old water-works, where it is filtered.

Plauen i. V., at present supplied with spring water from six sources,

is planning to erect a dam and filter works in the Geigenbach

valley. The water will be distributed, by gravity pressure,

through the existing water-pipe system.

Statistics presented by Dortmund— population, 140,000—are
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interesting, as they show that, concomitant with a three-fold

increase of population in the years 1873-1902, there has been a

fifteen-fold increase in the use of water. The necessity for water

for manufacturing purposes, for increased domestic use, and for

municipal use, is increasing as time progresses.

Howard Woodhead.
Berlin, Germany.

\To be continued^
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II.

II. INSPECTION AND CARE OF CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.

The work of this division is carried on by several different

bureaus, all under the general direction of the chief of the

division.

District medical inspection.— For this purpose, as in the case of

sanitary inspection, the whole city is divided into districts, with

a medical inspector, who must always, of course, be a physician,

in charge of each district. It is the duty of each medical inspector

to visit every case of contagious or infectious disease within his

district which has been reported to the department, and to make

such visit on the day when he first receives notice of the case.

Usually he interferes as little as possible with the work of the

private physician, and accepts the latter's diagnosis; but should

there be any doubt in the case of diphtheria, typhoid, and malarial

fever, or other communicable disease, he must take a so-called

culture. This culture is then forwarded the same day to the

diagnosis laboratory of the department, and the result reported

the following morning to the medical inspector. In the case of

infectious diseases, such as smallpox, measles, chicken pox, etc.,

the inspector may call into consultation one of the department's

special diagnosticians. Then, if the result of the culture and

diagnosis reveals a case of contagious or communicable disease,

the inspector immediately notifies the family in whose care the

patient resides, places a warning placard on the front door of

the house or apartment, giving the name of the disease, and

takes all necessary measures to secure proper isolation until the

patient is pronounced well and the house has been thoroughly

disinfected by a regular officer of the department. ' Or, where

the proper isolation is impossible, the inspector may so notify

the diagnostician, and the latter has full power to order every

631
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such case to be immediately transferred to one of the contagious-

disease hospitals of the department.

Where the patient is not removed to the hospital, it is the

duty of the medical inspector to make a visit at least once a

week, or oftener if the patient is too poor to afford the services

of a private physician, and to send in a daily report of his work

to the department. Twice a week he must report in person to

the division chief; during the other days, in order to save time,

notices of cases are telephoned directly to him at his office, daily

or oftener. If the case is that of a school child, the inspector

must at once report its name, address, etc., by postal card to the

proper school ; and after the disease is over the child must obtain

from him a duly signed certificate before it can return to school.

Naturally the work of the district medical inspector is one

calling for great tact and much hard work. He must be all-

careful not to interfere with the private doctor, and he must be

willing to work long after hours if necessary. The writer went

out with one inspector who made fifty-three inspections from

9 A. M. till 9 P. M.— one of the best records in the department.

The following day, however, the same doctor had only seventeen

inspections to make, and still another time only six inspections.

This means, of course, that while the work is often heavy, it is

also irregular, always falling off very much in summer. And
this probably accounts for the comparatively high grade of men
which the department is able to secure, in spite of the low sala-

ries which it pays.

An interesting reform recently inaugurated by the present

administration is the appointment of a special corps of men to

distribute the antitoxin manufactured by the department. This

is supplied free to diphtheria patients upon the request of the

family physician, or where there is no private doctor.

Every private physician in the city is required by law to

notify the Board of Health at once of any case of contagious

disease which may come under his observation. All such cases,

as well as those discovered by private citizens, public officials, or

the medical inspector in his daily rounds, must always be reported

to the Health Department. The Division of Contagious Dis-
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eases keeps a full record^ of the name, address, and general his-

tory, etc., of every case thus reported, besides assigning it at

once for investigation to the proper district inspector. It also

publishes a daily printed and classified list of all contagious dis-

eases, and sends a copy of the same to the superintendent of

every public and private school in the city, so that the school may
take proper measures to exclude all infected or suspicious chil-

dren, or those from the same family where the disease prevails.

In time of emergency or threatened epidemic the board is

empowered to declare any section of the city to be a pestilential

place, and therefore subject to the most rigid quarantine regula-

tions, cutting it off from all communication with the rest of the

city.'

The diagnosticians are men of especial fitness who receive an

annual salary of ^1,800. They follow up the work of the dis-

trict inspectors, and act as consulting physicians to the private

doctor when the latter so requests. They also have the sole

power to order any case of contagious disease which cannot be

properly isolated in the house to be transferred to one of the city

hospitals.

Methods of vaccination and the stamping out of smallpox.— For

the purpose of carrying on systematic vaccinations and prevent-

ing any epidemic of smallpox, the city is again divided into

districts, with a superintendent at the head of each district and

a small corps of vaccinators, varying in number according to

the needs of the city. Twice every day the members of each

squad meet their leader at his office, or some other designated

place, and are assigned their respective localities in which to

work. • Each district squad is itself divided into (l) a "day"
squad, working steadily from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m., and (2) a "night"

squad, working from 4 p. m. to 10 p. m. The "night" squad is

always accompanied by a police officer, in order to increase the

moral suasion of the vaccinators, and, so far as possible, an

officer is also assigned with each "day" division. All the doc-

' The present administration has recently adopted a new form of filing envelopes,

roomy enough to hold all the data of a case, and properly classified by the name of

disease, residence of patient, etc.

'Sees. 12 19 and 1220, Revised Charter oi 1901.
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tors in each squad must hand in written reports, once a week to

their district leader, besides reporting every Saturday morning

in person to the assistant chief of the division. These reports

show the number of vaccinations, the character of dwelling vis-

ited, its exact location, etc., and are properly filed. Each vac-

cinator is expected to do a full day's work, and his results are

judged rather by the number of vaccinations secured than by the

territory covered. There can be no compulsory vaccination

under the laws of New York,* but the doctors are expected to

use all possible tact and persuasion.

The whole city is thoroughly covered by this system ; but, as

it takes a very long time to make the rounds, the board adopts

more speedy measures whenever a case of smallpox is reported

or a general epidemic is threatened. If a single case be reported

at any time, the working force of several districts may be con-

centrated, and two methods of procedure follow: (l) where the

case occurs in the middle of a block, that block and the opposite

one are thoroughly inspected, and where necessary every person

residing therein is vaccinated, the patient being meanwhile moved

as speedily as possible to the city smallpox hospital on North

Brother Island; (2) where the case occurs at the corner of the

block, all persons living within its limits and the three adjacent

blocks may be vaccinated. These two methods may be illus-

trated as follows

:

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

METHODS OF VACCINATION.

Black dot indicates location of smallpox case ; shaded squares indicate city blocks

vaccinated.

Each district superintendent supplies the doctors in his own

squad with the necessary virus, implements, and so forth, which

' Except in the case of children attending school.
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are furnished to him in turn by the department. In this way it

has been found that much more thorough results are secured,

and at a lower cost.

The general work of the Bureau of Vaccination divides itself

naturally into four classes : {a) city jails; [b) city lodging-

houses; (c) night vaccination of smallpox house or district; (^)

office vaccination. That is, the jails of the city are visited

regularly every day, as also is the city lodging-house, in order

that each newcomer may be vaccinated. There is also an office

squad to vaccinate free of charge all persons who come to the

Health Department headquarters. Night vaccination is always

resorted to where a case of smallpox is reported, as being the

most sure means of covering the largest number of people, as

well as in times of threatened epidemic.

Dr. Walter Bensil, former assistant chief of the Division of

Contagious Diseases, was the originator of the present system of

vaccination in New York city, and deserves much credit for its

efficiency. The following features seem to be especially worthy

of note, and might be adopted with success by many other large

cities in the country:

Chief features of the Bensil system of vaccination.— (i) The

•'squad" system and method of reporting. By dividing the vac-

cinators into squads, under the direction of a superintendent,

not only is more time saved than by the old system of report-

ing every morning to the Health Department, but also the work

can be more thoroughly overseen and the whole city force con-

centrated in any locality at short notice. (2) More thorough

and systematic work is obtained, the whole city being covered

in a methodical manner and a careful record kept of the work

done. (3) Prevention of waste material, and consequent saving

in the cost of work, due to the giving out of vaccine and other

supplies by the district superintendent, instead of each man get-

ting it for himself in any quantity direct from headquarters.

If it be asked why the Bensil method of vaccination deserves

such special mention, it may be answered most effectively by

pointing out the results achieved under the present administra-

tion in stamping out the epidemic of smallpox which prevailed
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during the early part of 1902. In the quarter ending March 31,

685 cases had been reported and 127 deaths had occurred from

this disease. These figures were almost alarming, and Dr. Lederle

at once took steps to check the epidemic. A special corps of

vaccinators, numbering 132 doctors, had already been appointed,

and they were now divided into squads and detailed to duty

in stores, hotels, factories, lodging-houses, and other places.

Notices were then sent to the owners and proprietors of these

establishments, calling attention to the urgent need for vaccina-

tion, and stating that physicians would be sent at any hour of

the day or night which might be most convenient. There was

a remarkable response to this appeal, and in some of the large

stores and factories a doctor was often able to vaccinate several

hundred employees at one sitting. Every house in which a case

of smallpox occurred was visited by an inspector during the

night, and within twenty-four hours vaccination was offered to

every person residing within two blocks of the inspected house.

Besides this, all the occupants of any dwelling where a case of

smallpox had broken out were kept under special observation for

three weeks. Vaccination was also offered to all the employees

in every city department.

Never before in the history of New York had such vigorous

and thorough methods been used to stamp out an epidemic of

smallpox. Every tenement house in the boroughs of Manhattan,

Brooklyn, and the Bronx was visited, and vaccination urged

upon all the inmates. The work was also very thorough in the

boroughs of Richmond and Queens. The proprietor of every

lodging-house was required to refuse admittance to applicants

for more than one night who could not show a certificate of

recent and successful vaccination. Some idea of the actual

number of vaccinations in 1902, compared with those performed

during previous years, may be gathered from the following

table :

1899 79.255

1900 --*..- 147,942

1901 373.638

1902 810,280
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And the figures for 1902 represent, also, the vaccinations actually

performed, and not merely the fictitious numbers often reported

in previous years ; for the present administration rates its inspect-

ors, not by the territory reported to have been covered, but by

the exact number of persons vaccinated in a given time, due

allowance, of course, being made for the difficulties in different

localities.

The results of this campaign against smallpox were almost

immediate, as can be seen by comparing the number of cases

reported in the city during the different months of the last three

years

:

Months 1900 1901 1902

8

3
10

4
II

8

I

2

39
70

81

147
199"

200

454
362

244
118

27

27

43
62

152

February 233
300

April 24s
May 232

June 203
Tulv 76
August 20

September 24

October 8

November 12

December II

Total 156 1,964 1,516

In 1 90 1 there were 410 deaths from the disease. In 1902,

in spite of the fact that the bad conditions under the previous

administration had been allowed to continue so long, and in

spite of the fact that 258 more cases were reported during the

first three months of the year than during the corresponding

months of 1901, nevertheless the number of deaths was only

310.

Medical inspection of schools.— One of the most interesting

and inspiring departments of work carried on by the New York

Board of Health under the present administration is its medical

inspection of all the public, parochial, and industrial schools in

the city. This work was first begun in a tentative way in 1896,

following the experience of the health authorities in Boston and

several other large cities, but it has since been steadily extended
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and perfected, until at the present time New York may justly

lay claim to having perhaps the most efficient system of any

large city throughout the whole country.

It was in 1895 that one of New York's medical inspectors

was detailed to make a special investigation of this subject, and

his report showed such significant and almost startling results

that the Board of Health had no trouble in getting the city

authorities to grant it a special appropriation to establish a

regular corps of school inspectors.^ The doctor who made this

far-reaching and important investigation cited a large number of

instances which seemed to show conclusively that the public

schools were among the most fruitful sources for the spread of

contagious diseases. He found one little fellow, in the midst of

desquamating after scarlet fever, who was innocently peeling off

large portions of his skin and passing them to his school com-

panions as a subject of great interest ! In another instance the

spread of trachoma—a very prevalent and contagious eye dis-

ease—was traced directly to the passing of a handkerchief by a

schoolgirl who was affected with the disease, along a whole row

of pupils. Again, in the large girls' school (Public School No.

12), where there had been a large number of diphtheria cases,

the spread of the disease was immediately checked by the dis-

infection of the building and a careful inspection of the pupils.

But under the original system the school inspection, as first

practiced in New York, only those children suspected by the

teachers of having a contagious disease were brought before the

doctors. The result was that the health of the school depended

more upon the teachers, who possessed no medical knowledge,

than on the judgment of the Board of Health inspectors. And
the whole system was so poorly organized aud developed, and

the department exercised so little control over the doctors, that

many of the latter failed to visit their schools regularly every

day.

It therefore remained for the present administration to perfect

and extend the whole method of school inspection. This was

' See special report of Dr. George S. Lynde, Report of Board of Health for i8q6,

PP- 359-63 ; cf also pp. 56, 57.
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done in the autumn of 1903, largely under the direction of Dr.

Walter Bensil, then assistant chief medical inspector, and with

most gratifying results. As at present organized, the whole city

is divided into school districts, with a medical inspector in each

district, under the charge of a district superintendent.^ It is the

duty of the latter to oversee the work of his subordinates and

keep them up to the mark, and at the same time report to head-

quarters {i. e., to the assistant chief medical inspector) for con-

sultation and instructions. Each individual school inspector

must also send into the assistant chief a daily report of his work

at each school, and a weekly summary of the same ; and must

report to the district superintendent in person once a week, and

once a week in person to the assistant chief. Furthermore, each

man is assigned a certain number of schools which it is his duty

to inspect every day. By this "squad" or district system, first

established by Dr. Bensil, much time is saved which was formerly

lost by the men having to report more often to the headquarters

of the department. At the same time there is more thorough

oversight of each man by the district superintendent, and, as a

logical result, more thorough work is done. Each man also

becomes more familiar with his schools, and with the principals

and teachers, and there is a far greater uniformity of method.

The working day of each inspector begins at 9 : 30 and closes

only when he has performed all the work required of him, which

is generally at the end of the afternoon session of school days.

His daily round of duty is of three kinds:

I. A morning inspection of all \h& public schools to which he

has been assigned, before 10 o'clock. Here he is required to

examine each child that has been isolated by the teachers as a

source of possible contagion, and exclude from school attend-

ance anyone affected with, or showing symptoms of, an infectious

or contagious disease. The following affections must be excluded

without delay and the patients sent to their homes, viz.: measles,

diphtheria, scarlet fever, whooping cough, mumps, chicken pox,

* During the school year of 1902-3 there were employed in Manhattan and the

Bronx six supervising medical inspectors, including one woman doctor, and sixty-

eight regular inspectors, including nine females.
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and any acute catarrhal affections of the eyes, nose, or throat.

In a case of suspected smallpox— a very remote possibility—
the patient is kept at the school, isolated in a suitable room, and

the Department of Health notified at once. Each pupil excluded

from school is furnished with a card on which are noted the

name, address, and age of the pupil, the number and situation

of the school, and the reason (in plain English) for exclusion.

These cards are made out by the inspector and submitted to the

principal of the school, or a person whom the principal may

designate. The latter will then have a record made, for his or

her own convenience, of the name and address of the pupil

excluded, and have each card sealed in an envelope and taken

home by the pupil, the child being excluded at the next recur-

ring recess. Children afflicted with pediculosis, contagious eye

or skin disease, or pulmonary tuberculosis may be allowed to

return to their classes, temporarily, if the inspector deems their

cases too mild for continued exclusion until cured. In such

cases the child is given a card to the school nurse' and is treated

by her daily at the school.

2. Weekly examination of all children. Once each week the

inspector must make a routine inspection of all the class-rooms,

examining the eyelids, throat, hair, and skin of each child, indi-

vidually ; and any pupil suspected of suffering from any con-

tagious disease, or affection of the eye, nose, or throat, is sent

from the class-room at once for more thorough examination.

Cases of pediculosis or contagious eye or skin disease are

excluded at once, but told to return at a proper interval for

re-examination by the inspector, and may be readmitted when

in his judgment the discharge, etc., has ceased under treatment.

Whenever any difference of opinion arises between an inspector

and a physician not connected with the department concerning

the propriety of excluding a case of eye disease, the patient is

sent at once to the central office for examination by the oculist

of the department. Cases of measles or scarlet fever are reported

to the department by telephone. They are then visited by the

diagnosticians for the purpose of confirming the diagnosis.

' See later as to further duties of the school nurse, p. 642.
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1

Cases of chicken pox are reported by mail, and are visited by the

district medical inspector within twenty-four hours, for the pur-

pose of confirming the diagnosis and for necessary treatment.

All children excluded from school on account of measles, scarlet

fever, chicken pox, smallpox, or diphtheria, are not allowed to

resume school attendance until they have received a written cer-

tificate from the district medical inspector.

3. Absentee work. Every Saturday morning the school inspect-

ors must visit the houses of all children who have been absent

for several days from their respective schools, and report the

conditions to the school authorities and to the district medical

inspector where necessary.

The inspectors are also required to ascertain from the prin-

cipals and teachers of their schools the names and addresses of

all children said to have contagious diseases in their families,

where notification has not been sent to the schools by the Depart-

ment of Health, and forward such names with their daily reports.

Under the present system the average inspector makes about

4,500 examinations per week, the exact number depending on

the size and location of his schools as well as on his own effi-

ciency. His main object—and, indeed, the root principle of all

medical school inspection— should be, and is under the present

system, to prevent contagion rather than to cure disease. This

point cannot be emphasized too strongly. The inspector must

never interfere with the work of the family physician, but simply

hand over each child to him or to a public dispensary or hos-

pital. Any doctor in the service of the department who attempts

in any way to use his official position to increase his private

practice will be immediately dismissed.

But the results were not yet perfect. During the first two

weeks of the school year beginning September 15, 1902, 588

public, parochial, and kindergarten schools were visited, and of

the total of 572,717 children examined no less than 13,024 were

excluded. This, to be sure, was a most gratifying increase over

the previous records of the department ; for, under the old sys-

tem, during the quarter ending June 30, 1902, the inspectors

examined only 81,700 pupils, of whom only 4,941 were excluded.
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What was to become of the 13,000 children excluded during the

first two weeks under the new methods was now the question.

Undoubtedly many of them sought medical advice, as they

were told, and therefore remained away from school only a few

days. But some also probably wandered the streets because

they were afraid to go to the dispensary, or else played truant.

The parents, too, did not yet appreciate the value of the new

system and often did not understand why their children had been

excluded. When the trouble is trachoma, a very contagious eye

disease, and one that without treatment may result in blindness,

the eye often appears normal to the inexperienced. One woman

voiced the sentiment of many when in her wrath she said, point-

ing to her son's eyes: "He no bad eyes; he good eyes." And

so it often happened that the children returned on the day speci-

fied on their cards in a worse state than they were when excluded.

When asked for dispensary cards, those honest would say they

had not been there ; those who wanted to avoid trouble would

say the card was at home, or none had been given them.

To illustrate : Max was sent out of school with trachoma. At certain

intervals he returned, only to be re-excluded. Upon investigation it was

found he was not receiving treatment. His parents knew nothing of the

matter. Twice a day for over a month he started out with his books, and

spent the day on the street.

Harry also was sent home with sore eyes. He enjoyed neither school nor

doctors. During the next three months he returned at rare intervals, only to

be re-excluded.

Gussie was excluded on September 1 1 for pediculosis. She returned for

examination three or four times during the next three months, but was not

readmitted until the second week in December.

These are perhaps extreme cases, but it often happened that a child lost

four or five weeks of schooling when it really ought to have been absent not

more than that number of days.*

In order to remedy these defects as far as possible, and pre-

vent the children from remaining out of school longer than

absolutely necessary, the Department of Health, with the co-

operation of the Board of Education and Miss Lilian D. Wald,

'See an interesting article in Charities, April 25, 1903, entitled "What Medical

Inspection Means in New York Schools," by Lydia Gardner Chace, of the College

Settlement Association.
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of the Nurses' Settlement, has established a corps of trained

school nurses to work in conjunction with the medical inspectors.

At the time of writing there have been appointed twenty-seven

of these nurses for the whole city. Many of them are women
of the best training, from the Nurses' Settlement or elsewhere,

who love their work, and are therefore glad to give their services

to the city for a yearly salary of i^Jgoo. At present they are

under the direction of a supervisory nurse. To her they report

once a week, and she in turn reports to the assistant chief

medical inspector at department headquarters. Each one is

given the care of a definite number of schools, and between them

the nurses now cover every day more than one hundred schools.

These they visit every morning from 9 a. m. to the close of the

school-session at 3 p. m., and during that time treat any cases of

contagious eye, throat, or skin disease sent to them by the inspector

as too mild to justify exclusion. In the afternoons they visit

the homes of all children absent from their respective schools,

and, by their tact and free advice to the mothers as to proper

treatment, use every means to effect a speedy cure and the early

return of the patient to school. During January, 1903, the

nurses cared for 13,193 cases in the schools of Manhattan, and

visited 540 houses. In February they treated 11,169 cases, and

visited 679 homes.

^

The splendid results of New York's system of medical-school

inspection, as organized by Dr. Bensil, are apparent to any layman

or physician who will take the trouble to investigate. I made a

personal tour with some of the inspectors and nurses, and was

truly delighted with what I saw. Of course, for its efificient

working the system must have the cordial co-operation of the

public-school teachers; but this seems already to have been

attained, even in the face of much opposition at first. The tact

of the inspectors and the school nurses, and their frank desire,

not alone to prevent the spread of contagious diseases, but also

to benefit the health of the school children and prevent them from

shirking their lessons, have evidently won the hearty approval of

* Where there are compulsory education laws, as in New York, both inspectors and

nurses may co-operate to great advantage with truant officers.
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the school authorities. The parents, too, have at last begun

to appreciate the beneficial results of the work, so that few of

them now protest against the new system. Indirectly, also, they

have been taught many new lessons in the matter of cleanliness

and how to care for their little ones. No longer do they come to

the Health Department in mobs as they used to do, protesting,

like one poor woman, that "every nit don't necessarily mean a

louse anyway!" Slowly but surely both parent and child have

begun to be ashamed of uncleanliness, so that nurses and inspect-

ors assure me that their work is really beginning to tell.

Some idea of the greatly increased efficiency of the present]

system of "squad" organization and routine inspection of every]

child in every school, first started by Dr. Bensil in September,!

1902, may be obtained by comparing the number of cases of

contagious eye diseases excluded during the six months from'

January 10, 1902, to June, 1902, with the number excluded underi

the present administration during the six months from September
j

10, 1902, to March 7, 1903. In tht former period the number^

excluded was only 1,925 ; during the six months of the presenti

system 25,366 cases were excluded. If we also compare the,

number of parasitic diseases of the head, we find that only 2,7331

cases were excluded during the six months from January io,1

1902, to June, 1902, as against 19,288 cases excluded during the

same number of months from September 10, 1902, to March 7,

1903. A similar comparison of the number of true cases of
j

diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, chicken pox, etc., compared]

with the actual (whole) number excluded, is also instructive, but

the tables must be omitted for lack of space.^

But perhaps one of the most practical reforms inaugurated byl

the present administration in connection with its medical inspec-

tion of schools is the new eye hospital established for the free]

' Since the above was written, the figures for the first week of the school year in

1903 (September 14-18) have been made public. These show that only 439 pupils

as against 4,730, were excluded from school. Of these but 59, as against 3,087, wer

sent home because they had pediculosis, while only 314 were excluded on account of

contagious eye diseases. With practically the same corps of inspectors as last year^

this surprising result would appear to be due largely to the greater care used by the!

parents in preventing contagion, so that it is no longer necessary to exclude any bu^

the worst cases.
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treatment of trachoma. In a single week during the early

autumn the vigilance of the inspectors had excluded more cases

of contagious diseases than during the four years of the pre-

ceding administration. From September 12 to December 31,

1902, 12,647 children in Manhattan alone were excluded for con-

tagious eye diseases, 8,994 for pediculosis and 661 for contagious

skin diseases. Indeed, by the end of the year the number of

eye cases had increased to such an extent that they could not be

properly treated by the dispensaries. This large increase in the

number of exclusions did not mean, of course, that the diseases

themselves had necessarily increased, but for the most part was

clearly due to the greater vigilance of the inspectors under the

new system.

To meet this growing need, the Board of Health was com-

pelled to do something, and do it quickly. Accordingly, in

December, 1902, it requested the Board of Trustees of Bellevue

and allied hospitals to fit up two wards, an operating room, and

a dispensary, in the old Gouverneur Hospital, for the treatment

of trachoma. The marvelous speed with which this request was

complied with is a tribute to the energy and efficiency of the

hospital authorities. On December 16, or within five days after

the order from the Board of Health had been received, the new

hospital was opened to the public, fully equipped and furnished

with accommodations for thirty bed patients and a staff of eight

doctors and six nurses.

Visit this eye hospital on a weekday afternoon, or better, on a

Saturday morning when the children are out of school for the

day, and you will see a sight not soon to be forgotten. A vast

throng of boys and girls, from the little tot with its mother, up

to children of twelve or fifteen years of age, may be seen

filling the reception room of the dispensary waiting to have their

eyes treated. Their numbers prove that the work of the new

institution is no myth. And yet, in spite of the hundreds of

children in the room, there is perfect order and quiet. A kindly-

faced police officer stands by the door and arranges the young

people in three long lines. At the head of each line sits a

doctor, assisted by a trained nurse, and as each child comes
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forward the nurse gently but firmly pulls down the eyelids while

the doctor administers the necessary treatment. A few of the

little ones are afraid and need much encouragement, but most of

them think it a fine chance to be brave boys and girls. The

whole thing takes but a minute, and the child then makes room

for its companions, the whole line thus moving on out of the

door again.

Only the more serious cases of trachoma are operated on,

but for this the equipment of the hospital is perfect. Though

the operation itself is quite a severe one, the patients are gener-

ally confined but twenty-four hours, entering the hospital in the

morning, being operated on in the afternoon, and discharged the

following morning. Furthermore, up to the end of April, not a

single child who had been operated on for trachoma had returned

to the hospital. And, although it is too soon as yet to predict

with certainty, all signs seem to point to the success of the new
operation.

The following table shows the number of old and new cases

of trachoma treated at the hospital since its opening in Decem-
ber until the end of March :

Months Old Cases New Cases Operations Total

December, 1902 1,412

6,272

6.445
12,683

976
1,720

2,077

2.538

127

487

495
230

2,515

8,479
9,017

17,025

Tanuarv. loot.

February
March

The maximum number of cases treated in a single day was

899 on March 16, 1903.

To sum up, then, the leading features of the school inspection

work, we should say that these were

:

(i) The prevention, not the cure, of contagious diseases.

(2) The educative effect on the children and parents, by

indirectly teaching them the necessity of cleanliness.

(3) The "squad" system, and the consequent gain in time

and the increasing thoroughness of the inspection.

(4) The cordial co-operation between the inspectors and the

school-teachers.
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(5) The trained-nurse system, whereby the children are

encouraged to return to school as speedily as possible, or, where

suffering from light cases, receive skilled treatment at the

schools without the necessity of exclusion, and the help in the

care of sick children which the nurses are able to give the

parents at the home,

(6) Co-operation, where necessary, between the inspectors and

nurses and the truant officers.

(7) The discovery of the prevalence of "trachoma," and the

best method of treating this most contagious of all eye diseases.

(8) The new Gouverneur Eye Hospital established by the

department for the treatment of trachoma.

(9) The New York system of paid medical-school inspectors

($1,200 per year), which is greatly superior to the voluntary

system as practiced in Boston and Philadelphia, because of the

greater control and system which the department is thereby

enabled to exercise over the school work.

The '^Summer Corps."—This system of a summer corps of

tenement-house doctors was started many years ago, in the late

seventies, but has been steadily improved and extended. It

consists of a corps of physicians working under the direction of

the sanitary superintendent, at a salary of ;^ioo per month.

Many of the men who act as medical inspectors of schools during

the school months are employed on the "Summer Corps."

They are divided into district squads, covering all the boroughs

of Manhattan, the Bronx, and Queens. It is the duty of each

doctor to make a house-to-house canvass of all the tenements

assigned to him in his district, and to offer free medical advice

and treatment to the sick children, each man covering his

district as frequently as possible. The "Summer Corps" has

generally established free dispensaries at the large city recrea-

tion piers, and co-operates as far as possible with numerous

private charities, distributing free tickets for the St. John's Guild

floating hospitals, etc.

The work has been a perfect Godsend to many and many a

poor family in the hot summer months, and several of the physi-

cians have told me that no work in their lives ever seemed to do
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more real good or gave them keener satisfaction than this. A
doctor soon becomes well known to almost every child in his

district, and is hailed by them as a sort of guardian angel sent to

give them free excursion tickets and cure them of all manner of

diseases.

The most direct results of the work are seen in the statistics

of infant mortality, although these are perhaps more largely due

to the increasing attention paid to the food and milk supply, and

to the improved condition of the streets.

During the year 1892 there were 4,119 deaths of children

under five years of age in the old city of New York from

diarrhceal diseases, representing a death-rate of 24.10 per 10,000

of the entire population. During the year 1902 there were 2,936

deaths from diarrhoea under five years of age in the old city of

New York (Manhattan and the Bronx), representing a death-

rate of 13.72 per 10,000 of the entire population— a decrease

in the death-rate of 42 per cent.

This tremendous and striking decrease in the death-rate from

diarrhceal diseases among children, which has been going on

during the last twelve years, is of course due to a number of

causes besides a mere improvement in the sanitary administration

of the city. Of the factors the following are perhaps the most

important : a better understanding on the part of the mother or

nurse of the necessity of care and cleanliness ; a better supply

of milk ; cleaner streets ; Pasteurization of milk through the

instrumentality of philanthropic endeavors, and the establish-

ment of small parks. Still, it is very evident that all these causes

are closely related to one another, and all may be considered as

a part of the growing popular appreciation of better health laws,

and, above all, better sanitary administration. For this growing

wisdom on the part of the masses of our large city population

the education work of a modern board of health is without doubt

responsible to a large extent.

The steady decrease in the infant mortality during the sum-

mer months of recent years is also remarkable when one con-

siders the high temperature that has generally prevailed. For

instance, there were eight days, from June 26 to July 3, 1901,
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when the maximum daily temperature never fell below 92°,

while on July i and 2 it reached 100°. During the week ending

July 6, 1 90 1, there were 989 deaths from sunstroke, of which

689 were in Manhattan and the Bronx.

War against tuberculosis.—As a communicable disease the

treatment of all forms of tuberculosis properly belongs under

the direction of the Division of Contagious Diseases, Under
the present administration, however, the work was deemed of

sufficient scientific importance to be transferred to a special

bureau of the department's work under the charge of the assist-

ant director of the diagnosis laboratory (Division of Bacteriol-

ogy). Special attention was first given to this work by the New
York Board of Health in 1895, ^"^ the necessity of taking more

radical measures of checking its onslaughts is now a recognized

duty of the department. For this purpose Dr. Lederle has

sought the co-operation of many private authorities, notably

the Tuberculosis Committee of the Charity Organization Society,

and a vigorous qampaign is now being waged to stamp out this

dread disease by arousing public sentiment generally, as well

as by vigorous health-department measures.

For this work the bureau has a special corps of medical

inspectors whose duty it is to investigate all cases of tuberculosis

referred to the department by any one of the following agencies

:

(l) private physicians
; (2) hospitals or other institutions, pub-

lic and private; (3) district health inspectors in the course of

their regular work; (4) private citizens or other persons. Each

case so reported is at once personally visited by one of the

department officials, who reports full particulars to the bureau

chief. If the case is already under the care of a private physi-

cian, there is no interference on the part of the inspector.

Where there is no private physician the inspector may offer

advice and treatment, or, at his discretion, refer the case to the

Charity Organization Society. In any case it is his duty to see

that after the death, recovery, or removal of the patient, his

room, clothing, etc., are thoroughly disinfected with formalde-

hyde by one of the department's regular disinfectors. A full

record of the name, address, etc., of every case of tuberculosis

reported to the department is kept on file by the bureau.
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Recently (March, 1903) a system of trained nurses to visit

tuberculosis patients of the poorer classes was established by

the department. These nurses receive t"]^ per month, paid from

a special fund at the service of the commissioner of health, and

it is their duty to visit all patients referred to them by the

bureau through the recommendation of the medical inspectors,

especially those who are bed-ridden and helpless, and to aid

them in every way possible.

This new feature of the system is only on trial at present, but,

like the corps of school nurses, promises to be very successful,

and will doubtless be extended from time to time, as the funds of

the department will allow.

The prevention of malaria.— It seems now to be a well-

demonstrated fact that the germs of malarial fever can be con-

veyed into the human system only through the bite of the

anopheles mosquito. As these mosquitoes breed commonly in

almost every swamp or pool of stagnant water, the proper sani-

tation and drainage of such sources of infection become of the

greatest importance to the good health of the community. So

it was that in 1902 the New York Department of Health ordered

a general inspection of all land within the city limits, for the pur-

pose of discovering where mosquitoes most commonly bred and

the drainage necessary to prevent their continued propagation.

Special studies were also carried on during the summer on Long

Island and elsewhere, to determine the best means of fighting

this particular variety of mosquito. The department sent com-

munications to about seven thousand physicians, asking for their

co-operation in this matter, and offering them the facilities of

the department's laboratory for their own investigations. In

addition to these measures, negotiations were begun with all the

railway companies having suburban lines, requesting them to

drain and fill in the sunken land along their rights of way.

Many orders were also issued compelling certain corporations

and private citizens to do such draining and filling in as was

thought necessary, and large quantities of petroleum were used

to retard, and if possible prevent, the breeding of mosquitoes.

Furthermore, Commissioner Lederle proposed to the Department
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of Street Cleaning that the clean ashes, which heretofore had

been dumped at sea, should be used for the filling of sunken

lots without expense to the owners. With this suggestion Dr.

Woodbury readily assented. The result has been, not only to

prevent the spread of malaria, but to improve the property and

save the city the expense of carting and dumping ashes at sea.

III. THE HOSPITAL SERVICE.

At present the city has four hospitals for the reception and

care of cases of contagious diseases, all under the supervision of

the sanitary superintendent, as follows

:

1. Willard Parker Hospital, which is given up largely to the

care of diphtheria patients.

2. Riverside Hospital, at North Brother Island, where all

smallpox patients are taken, as well as other cases of contagious

diseases.

3. The Kingston Avenue Hospital, in Brooklyn, which is

used for the care of Brooklyn's cases.

4. The Reception Hospital, at the foot of East Sixteenth

Street, which is provided with isolation wards for the observation

of all doubtful cases.

Into one of these hospitals are taken all patients who cannot

be properly isolated in their own homes, as well as all who are

sick with smallpox (Riverside).

When Commissioner Lederle first took charge of the Health

Department in January, 1902, he found the hospital and ambu-

lance service of the city totally inadequate. New York's hos-

pitals are away behind those of some foreign cities. For example,

London, with a population of 6,408,000, has over 6,500 beds in

its contagious-disease hospitals; while New York, with a popu-

lation of 3,600,000 (June, 1902) has a maximum capacity of 750

beds. In other words, London provides i bed to every 1,000

population; New York, i bed to approximately every 5,000 popu-

lation. It was in response, then, to the urgent appeal of the

commissioner, made through a body of representative citizens,

that the department was last year voted the sum of ;g500,ooo for

repairs and additions to the city's hospital service. It is now
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planned to build a hospital for each borough, so as to do away

with the necessity of conveying patients across to North Brother

Island, with all the dangerous and cruel exposure, and the sepa-

ration of parent from child, which that must mean. For these

extensions plans have already been drawn and a considerable sum

of money set aside. Meanwhile, a new $350,000 scarlet-fever

pavilion, to hold from 225 to 250 patients, is to be added to the

Willard Parker Hospital at the foot of East Sixteenth Street. This

will probably be finished in 1904. Negotiations have been begun

for the purchase of land in the borough of the Bronx, whither

it is planned to move the research and vaccine laboratories.

Eventually, too, it is hoped that further advantage may be taken

of the wholesome and beautiful natural surroundings of North

Brother Island by erecting there an outdoor camp for consump-

tives.^

Already $40,000 has been spent in necessary repairs to the

buildings on North Brother Island.

New plumbing has been introduced, and general repairs have been made

so as to provide better accommodations for both patients and the nursing

staflE. Plans were made for the erection of a new nurses' home, for larger and

better quarters for each employee, for solariums to be added to the existing

scarlet-fever pavilions ; for a new pier at North Brother Island ; and for a

new pier at East One Hundred and Thirty-second Street ; with a waiting-

room and a disinfecting station at the latter. A naptha launch has been sub-

stituted for the open row-boat formerly used at that point. The steamboat

"Franklin Edson," which is used in transporting patients between the recep-

tion hospital at the foot of East Sixteenth Street and North Brother Island,

has been entirely rebuilt. A telephone system has been established on the

island, connecting every pavilion with the main switch-board and from there

with the long-distance telephone, so that persons at any point can communi-

cate directly with relatives or friends detained on North Brother Island.'

Many other improvements have been accomplished or planned.

The Kingston Avenue Hospital, in Brooklyn, has been repaired,

and land bought in Queens and Richmond for future ambulance

and disinfecting stations, as well as for small contagious-disease

hospitals. Poor parents are no longer left in doubt as to where

' Since this was written such an open-air camp has been opened (May, 1903).

'The Health Department of the City of New York, Compiled by the City Club,

1902, p. 37.
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their sick children have been moved, for the present adminis-

tration requires that whenever a patient is removed to any of

these hospitals there shall be left with the family an official

blank giving the location of the hospital and its telephone num-

ber. Frequent telegrams from the hospitals are always delivered

now, free of charge in the case of poor parents. Formerly the

patients or family were often left in entire ignorance of the most

serious changes in the condition of their sick children. Since

1902, also, ambulance service has been established in all the

boroughs of the city, instead of in Manhattan and Brooklyn only.

Finally, the Health Department has notified the commissioner of

immigration that as soon as the United States government pro-

vides its own hospital the city will cease to burden itself every

year with hundreds of alien patients.

No improvements effected by Commissioner Lederle's depart-

ment are worthy of more earnest commendation than those in

the hospital service. Those citizens who were afflicted with con-

tagious diseases during the previous years have already borne

witness to the crying need for reform, and no one who has heard

the commissioner himself describe the awful conditions that for-

merly prevailed, and has seen with his own eyes the good work

which has been done during the past year, can for one moment
doubt the reality of the reform.

IV. THE DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

Under this division is the chemical laboratory for the analysis

of foods, water, and drugs, all under the direction of a chief

chemist, and an assistant chief chemist and other employees,

chosen by the board from the classified list of the Civil Service

Commission. The quarters of the laboratory are somewhat

cramped, but it has an excellent equipment, and appears to be

doing first-rate work.

Regular weekly analyses of the Croton water are made and

published in the general weekly report of the department. The

artesian wells, and other sources of water supply in the suburban

districts of Richmond and the Bronx, are tested about once a

month. A weekly test is also made of the Ridgwood water

used in Brooklyn.
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All milk of a doubtful quality is sent by the regular milk

inspectors or others to the laboratory for analysis, and in the

summer time, when "milk raids" are frequent, as many as seven

hundred samples of milk are analyzed in a single week. The

results are then reported to the Division of Inspections.

The division is also in constant receipt of all kinds of food,

candies, etc., sent in by private persons with the request for

analysis for poison, etc. Nine of these cases out of ten show

nothing wrong, but still the laboratory authorities must always be

ready to make the tests for the sake of one case out of a hundred.

The present administration has also undertaken a large num-

ber of medical analyses to test the purity of many of the com-

monest drugs. For this purpose the sanitary inspectors are

requested to purchase small samples of certain medicines from

apothecary shops in all parts of the city. Some of the results

have been astounding, many well-known druggists having been

detected selling adulterated medicines. For instance, the depart-

ment found that spirits of ammonia was being largely sold

throughout the city made with wood instead of with the proper

grain alcohol. And yet wood alcohol is known to be poisonous,

often causing paralysis, or even total blindness. Large quantities

of impure phenacetine were also discovered by the chief chemist.

Thus of 373 samples purchased in Manhattan and Brooklyn, 315

were found to be adulterated, or composed of a cheap and dan-

gerous substitute called acetanilid.

Dr. Lederle made public the details of this preliminary inves-

tigation of impure drugs on January 14, 1903, at the same time

announcing that the department would continue its analyses

besides prosecuting the guilty druggists. Naturally many of the

pharmacists were at once up in arms at this onslaught. Yet too

much credit cannot be given the Board of Health for its good

work in this direction. The public has everything to gain, and

the honest apothecary nothing to lose, by these chemical tests

of much-used medicines.

V. THE BACTERIOLOGICAL WORK.

New York was the first city in the world to establish a munici-

pal laboratory for bacteriological work. In 1892, several cases
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of cholera having been brought to the port, Dr. Herman M.
Biggs, who was then pathologist of the Health Department,

urged the necessity of bacteriological diagnosis as the only sure

test of this disease. Upon the request of the department, there-

fore, the Board of Estimate and Apportionment made the

necessary appropriation for a suitable laboratory, and upon the

New York model many similar laboratories have since been estab-

lished both in this country and abroad.

After some success in the diagnosis of cholera in 1893, the

laboratory turned its attention to diphtheria, and the following

year established the necessary plant for the production of the

antitoxin used by the department. In 1894, also, studies were

begun upon the bacteriology of tuberculosis, while in 1895 the

treatment of diphtheria in tenement houses and the free distri-

bution of antitoxin was started. Since then the work of the

bacteriological laboratory has gone on steadily expanding,

until now it is divided between a research laboratory proper, a

diagnosis, a vaccine, and an antitoxin laboratory, as well as a

large disinfecting plant. The general methods and the results

of this bacteriological work, which has now become among the

most important carried on by the Health Department, and one

upon which it is largely dependent for its efficiency in the pre-

vention and cure of contagious diseases, may best be described

under its several different branches.

The research laboratory.— This is a well-equipped laboratory

for all kinds of research work which the department may wish

to undertake. It is devoted to the testing of the vaccine and

antitoxin prepared and used by the Board of Health, and to all

kinds of research experiments. For this and other demonstra-

tive work a little menagerie of live guinea pigs, rabbits, monkeys,

etc., is maintained; and from its studies the laboratory has shown

that the virus of smallpox and vaccine cannot be of a bacterial

nature. Dr. Park, the director of the laboratory, discovered

that a monkey can always be inoculated with smallpox, but

never with chicken pox, thus making known to the world the

first sure test for a diagnosis of these diseases.

The laboratory has studied tuberculosis cultures obtained from human
beings and cattle, It has made progress in methods of disinfection. One
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of its staff has devised a machine by which formaldehyde can be generated

with great rapidity and cheapness, and these machines have been installed

upon the boats and in the ambulance stations of the Health Department.

.... It has discovered that filters separate bacteria from virus, and also

separate the vaccine organism.*

In this laboratory there is also free treatment for rabies on

the Pasteur system. Extensive experiments have been carried

on to discover a serum for dysentery, it having been apparently

verified that this disease was due to a particular bacillus.

Diagnosis laboratory.— This is under the direction of the assist-

ant chief of the division of bacteriology, and is devoted to the

hatching and testing of all "cultures" sent into the department,

either by its own medical inspectors or by private physicians.

Every night all "cultures" are collected by the department from

its various "stations" throughout the city and brought to the

diagnosis laboratory to be tested. Each culture is then hatched

out over night, a microscop/c slide made of a sample of its con-

tents, and the presence of contagious or communicable disease

germs— or "bugs"—easily detected. The results are at once

telephoned to the various doctors who sent in the "cultures," so

that the latter can know at the beginning of their next day's

work the sure result of their diagnosis.

Here a layman will be interested in having pointed out to

him under the microscope the differences between the tubercu-

lar, the malarial and typhoid-fever, and the dyphtheria bacilli.

The slide containing each sample is properly marked, and then

filed away for a reasonable length of time, so that, should there

be any doubt in the future as to the diagnosis, it may be again

brought into service. Sometimes several "cultures" must be

taken before the result can be detected with absolute certainty;

and in a case of doubtful diphtheria, for instance, medical inspect-

ors and private physicians are encouraged to take a number of

"cultures."

Vaccine laboratory

.

—The department now manufactures all its

own vaccine, besides a considerable surplus, which it usually

» The Health Department of the Cify of New York, Compiled by the City Club,

1902.
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markets. The equipment and product are acknowledged to be

of the best.

Antitoxin laboratory.—All the antitoxin used by the depart-

ment is also now manufactured by it under the charge of a

skilled chemist and doctor. Last year (1902) the toxin sold to

the public {i. e., the surplus not used by the department)

amounted to about ^20,000. It is now planned to furnish anti-

toxin free to all, as is already done in Boston, instead of to poor

persons only, at the discretion of the medical inspectors. While,

of course, the formula came from Germany, the New York labo-

ratory was one of the first to perfect the manufacture of high-

grade antitoxin, and its products are now in demand all over the

world.

The disinfecting plant.— Here are disinfected all bedding,

clothing, etc., taken from the rooms of persons sick with a con-

tagious or infectious disease. The department has its own corps

of disinfectors (salary $900-^1,050 per annum), and assistant

disinfectors (;?750 per annum), besides its own wagons, etc. The
plant is equipped with steam and formaldehyde chambers and

all modern appliances, and every possible precaution is taken to

prevent the spread of the disease. Each case of disinfectant is

subjected to a bacteriological test by means of a sensitive card

left in the infected room by the disinfector. This card is then

regularly tested for bacteria by the bacteriologist in charge of

disinfections, and, if found to contain any germs, there must be

a redisinfection.

III. CONCLUSIONS.

I. CHIEF FEATURES OF THE DEPARTMENT'S ORGANIZATION AND WORK.

It may be well in conclusion to summarize some of the most

important and strongest features of New York's Department of

Health, as at present organized under the Low administration.

I. The centralization of power in the hands of the commis-

sioner who is appointed by and responsible only to the mayor.

Thus, while the sanitary and medical work of the department is

carried on separately in each borough under the direction of an

assistant sanitary superintendent, this latter officer must report

regularly to the commissioner, and can hold his appointment
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only during the pleasure of the board. Again, the centraliza-

tion of power has been extended by the present administration

through the consolidation of the former Divisions of Food Inspec-

tion and Offensive Trades into the one Division of Inspections

{cf. Table, Vol. IX, p. 463). Furthermore, the board has been

relieved of a tremendous and complicated burden by the confer-

ring of all its duties relating to tenement houses upon the new

Tenement House Department.^

2. Still another strong and important feature of the organiza-

tion of the New York department is the law providing for a

special squad of sanitary police. As this body of men are sup-

ported by a special appropriation from the Board of Health, it

cannot justly be charged by the Police Department that it is

compelled to support officers detailed to perform non-police

duties. Too much emphasis can scarcely be laid on the efficiency

of the men on the present ^quad.

3, High character and discipline of the employees. As soon

as the present administration came into office, Dr. Lederle re-

organized the whole force of the department's employees. One
hundred and fifty-seven of these were dimissed, partly because

of the deficiency in the appropriation for salaries, but partly

also because of their inefficiency. For instance, twenty employees

were dismissed under charges of intoxication, wilful neglect of

duty, failure to report, and making false reports, while fifteen

more resigned under charges. By this reclassification, Si 00,000

annually has been saved to the city in salaries alone. Further-

more, all the inspectors are now held really accountable for the

sanitary condition of their districts, and when not engaged in

routine duties are required to make original inspections. The
result of this rigid discipline is seen in certain reforms, such as

the thorough cleaning up of Chinatown, and the more rigid

inspection of lodging-houses, bath-houses, and slaughter-houses,

and certain foods and drinks, notably milk. Finally, mention

should be made of the apparent abolition of all political pull in

the work of inspection, and the serving of orders, and of the

uniform civility of the department's employees, from the com-

^Charter of iqot. Chap. XlXa.
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missioner down. Indeed, one who has come in personal contact

with Dr. Lederle must inevitably be impressed with his unfailing

courtesy and his willingness to hear all complaints as well as to

receive suggestions. To this civility and tact must be ascribed

much of his success as a leader of men.

Certain other reforms accomplished the last year are worthy

of mention, particularly some of the work of the Division of

Contagious Diseases.

4. The new system of vaccinating by squads, and its effective

results in stamping out the smallpox epidemic of 1902.

5. The medical inspection, once a week, of every child in

all the public, parochial, and industrial schools in the city; also

the corps of trained school nurses, to assist the regular inspect-

ors and encourage the children who have been excluded to return

to school as soon as possible ; and the new eye hospital estab-

lished by the department for the treatment of cases of trachoma.

6. The work of the "Summer Corps" of physicians in the

poorer tenement-house districts, and the splendid results achieved.

It should, however, be mentioned in this connection that part of

the credit for the steady reduction in the infant mortality during

recent years is undoubtedly due to other causes, notably the

cleaner streets. Still, the war of the "Summer Corps" is

worthy of much praise.

7. The war against tuberculosis in co-operation with private

societies and doctors.

8. The reforms in the hospital service.

9. The good work of the chemical laboratory, especially in

the detection of impure drugs, and of the bacteriological labo-

ratory in its research work and the manufacture of vaccine and

antitoxin.

10. Improved work in the different boroughs, especially

Brooklyn. This had been accomplished by the further central-

izing of the system, by the transfer of trained men from Man-

hattan to assist in the reorganization of the other boroughs, and

by requiring the assistant sanitary superintendents to report

regularly to the commissioner.

11. The building of proper fireproof vaults for the storage
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of the department records for the first time in the history of

the city, and the better and more substantial binding of these

records.

II. SOME PRESENT NEEDS AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES.

Allusion has been made to the frightful condition of the con-

tagious-disease hospital on North Brother Island, and of the

much-needed reforms already accomplished by the Department

of Health under Commissioner Lederle. A word should also be

said regarding the further need for improvement in the city's

hospitals for contagious and infectious diseases. Chief among

these, perhaps, is the pressing demand for a camp or sanatorium

for consumptives—something which every large city should

provide free of charge to those persons who are afflicted with

this lingering disease and who are too poor to afford the luxuries

of a private institution. ' Indeed, the necessity for such a munici-

pal sanatorium is imperative. Every year it is estimated that

thirty thousand people are afflicted with consumption in the city

of New York, two-thirds of whom are in need of help from

sources outside of their own families. Is it right for the munici-

pality to let them go uncared for, when it has been clearly

proved that this disease is not hereditary, that it can be detected

in the early stages, and, if taken in time, can often be checked

or wholly cured ? In the opinion of one of our most prominent

medical men in the country, the reasons for its continuance are

threefold

:

First, the people at large do not understand the ways in which the disease

is spread and are ignorant of the simple measures for its avoidance ; second,

many are careless or indifferent to the risks of sanitary uncleanliness ; third,

the facilities for the care of the poor and the friendless who are stricken are

utterly inadequate. Thus the larger proportion of the victims of tuberculosis

are hopeless in sight of the hope which science holds out to all.'

We have seen how the Department of Health, in co-operation

with the Charity Organization Society and other private bodies,

has sought to remedy the first two causes for the spread of

tuberculosis, and how, mainly as a result of their united efforts,

the number of deaths in proportion to New York's ever-growing

'See Charities, March 21, 1903, p. 291.
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population has steadily declined within recent years. To pro-

vide for the poor and friendless who are already stricken is now
the great problem. "Would that I could take some of our

philanthropic friends to our densely crowded tenement districts,"

says Dr. Knopf, in a recent address, "and show them there the

sufferings of mind and body of the poor consumptive who must

die, not because his disease was incurable, but because there was

no place to cure."* Yes, that is the situation in a nutshell, so

far as the need for a municipal sanatorium is concerned. And
to meet it elaborate plans were recently submitted to the New
York Board of Health by the Committee on Tuberculosis of the

Charity Organization Society, which provided for a large city

hospital and open-air tents to cost from $219,000 to $530,000.

Finally a modified plan was adopted by the department, and a

bill introduced in the state legislature authorizing the city to

purchase land and establish an open-air camp for consumptives

in Orange county, New York. This bill, however, met the usual

strong and selfish opposition of the country members of the

assembly, and the accomplishment of its worthy object was

rendered practically impossible by requiring, in addition to the

approval of the State Board of Health and the local board of

the locality in which the new hospital might be, the sanction of

both the township and county authorities. These last two addi-

tional safeguards to private property rights were certainly unnec-

essary. Furthermore, their general application bids fair to defeat

all future plans for the establishment of a consumptive hospital

or camp outside the city limits.

By the passage of the amended bill, therefore, all the efforts

of those who have been laboring to solve the problem of an out-

door hospital for New York's consumptive poor will be baffled.

No wonder that the commissioner of charities could say:

I cannot escape the conclusion that the enactment of this bill, and the

consequent inability of the city to provide properly for its consumptives, will

result for years to come in more sickness, destitution, suffering, and death

among the tenement-house population of this city than it is possible to cal-

' Address delivered under the auspices of the Committee on Tuberculosis of the

Charity Organization Society, February 9, 1903; cf. Charities, March 7, 1903, p.

225.
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culate. In my opinion, it is impossible to overstate the seriousness of the

situation.

Nothing remains to be done now, apparently, except for the

Department of Health to try to perfect its plans for turning part

of North Brother Island into a summer sanatorium for consump-

tive patients, or for the Department of Public Charities to

establish a large hospital in the very midst of an unfavorable

city environment/

Without any desire to enter into a discussion of the problem

of municipal ownership, one is tempted to suggest the need which

New York city has for municipal baths and laundries, or even

municipal markets. These public utilities are features of many
of the European cities ; and considering, for instance, the abso-

lute necessity for public bath-houses, in the interests of both

health and cleanliness, would it not be easier to keep these in a

proper sanitary condition if they were owned and operated by

the Health Department itself ? It is a well-known fact that

many of the better classes of people living in the tenement dis-

tricts of the lower East Side refuse to make use of the present

private bathing establishments because of their great uncleanli-

ness. And it has also been demonstrated that these places, as

well as the public river baths, are common sources for the spread

of trachoma and other contagious eye diseases. Nearly a decade

ago the city of Paris established school baths in connection with

its elaborate system of medical inspection of school children.'

But though there are already a few baths attached to some of

New York's public schools, and one built and managed by the

city, there seems no reason why the number should not be raised,

either by the Department of Health or by the Board of Educa-

tion. To be sure, the more rigid inspection of private baths

undertaken by Dr. Lederle's present administration has done

much to lessen the risk of contagion, and seems to point to a

further extension of municipal regulation, rather than ownership.

Still, baths owned and operated by the municipality could be

* During the early summer of 1903 both these last-mentioned steps were taken,

but they fall far short of the real needs of the city.

'Shaw, Municipal Government in Continental Europe, p. I2I.

I
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even more carefully inspected, and would fill a long-felt want.

The municipal baths and laundries of Glasgow^ have been an

inestimable boon to the tenement dwellers of that city, and even

if the less efficient civil-service system of Nevv York rendered

their financial success more doubtful in this country, they would

be of incalculable benefit to the city's poor.

As for municipal markets, the present administration has been

so successful in compelling the owners of private markets and

abattoirs to put these in first-class sanitary condition that there

would seem to be much less need for city ownership and control.

Those who were responsible for the organization and methods

of the new Tenement House Department in New York city lay

much emphasis on what they consider a superior system for the

investigation of citizens' complaints to that practiced by the

Department of Health. Says Mr. Lawrence Veiller, the first

deputy commissioner of the new department:

In the past, such complaints in the Health Department were given directly

to the inspector, who would take the original paper out with him in the field,

and have it in his possession when he went to investigate the cause of the

complaint at the tenement house. The result was that the housekeeper, the

owner, or the janitor, would see it, so that it became the universal practice for

landlords to dispossess any tenant who complained to the Health Department

of unsanitary conditions. The effect of this was to discourage tenants from

complaining when unsanitary conditions existed, and, therefore, resulted in

the increase and growth of such conditions.'*

The Tenement House Department has sought to avoid these

alleged defects in the methods of the Board of Health. As soon

as a citizen's complaint is received, it is given a serial number,

entered in the complaint book of the department, and a tran-

script of the complaint made in typewriting and handed to the

inspector, with the name of the original complainant omitted.

This card copy the inspector takes with him to the field, makes

his investigation, and writes his report in ink at the time upon

the card. Then he returns the card to the office the next day,

and if there is cause for the complaint, he so states, and files a

violation. The complaint clerks now make out an appropriate

' Shaw, op. cit., pp. 108-10.

'Engineering Review, April, 1898, pp. 2, 3.
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order based on the report of the inspector, and a notice is sent

to the owner of the tenement requiring him to remedy the con-

ditions complained of. Thus the original "recommendations"

of an inspector are not approved or disapproved verbatim, as is

the practice in the Health Department, but the wording of the

order is made out separately in each case by the complaint clerks.

For this method the Tenement House Department claims the

following advantages: (i) The tenants are absolutely protected

and able to complain of unsanitary conditions without fear of

being dispossessed, simply because there is no handwriting for

the housekeeper or agent to identify, even the inspector having

no knowledge of the source of the complaint, since he never sees

the original paper. (2) Much of the inspector's time is saved,

because he does noc have to decipher illiterate and indistinct

handwriting, but is given a neat typewritten copy in a clear and

compact form. (3) There is absolute uniformity in the wording

of orders, because these are made out and served only by the

department's complaint clerks, the inspector himself not being

allowed, as in the Health Department, to make any original sug-

gestions, which might after all be in conflict with the orders sent

out by the department.

The writer frankly confesses that, after a careful comparative

study of these two methods of investigating citizens' complaints,

he feels that undue stress has been laid by Mr. Veiller upon the

danger of the owner or agent of the house reading the name of

the complainant on the original complaint. Of course, if this did

happen in any large number of cases, the natural consequence

would be to dispossess the complaining tenant and to discourage

the making of all future complaints. But after all, in the majority

of cases the complainant does not sign his or her name. And
even where the name is known to the inspector, the latter, if he

be an honest officer, would have no reason for showing the origi-

nal complaint to the housekeeper or agent or owner, or anyone

else. At least the writer never detected anything of this kind

when going around with the inspectors.

Again, the very fact that the tenement-house inspectors are

given little discretion, and not permitted to make original sug-
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gestions, as in the Department of Health, undoubtedly delays

the proper enforcement of orders. The new method also seems

to provide a superabundance of red tape, which likewise con-

duces to delay.

Nevertheless, the new system does probably save much of the

inspector's time by giving him a clear copy of the exact nature

of the complaint. It also probably does away with a very pos-

sible conflict in the wording and serving of orders, and tends

toward greater uniformity of method—something which may be

of great advantage to the department, if the case is carried into

court. Furthermore, it must be remembered that all of the

inspectors may not always be either as honest or as efficient as

they ought to be, and therefore it is perhaps better not to give

them too much power or discretion. It is notorious that under

the Tammany regime health inspectors, as well as countless other

kinds of city officials, used their office as a means of collecting

blackmail from private citizens ; and such dangers must be

guarded against, even under a reform administration. Besides,

Tammany may come into power again at any time, and its oppor-

tunities for dishonest dealings, which are especially great in the

case of such city departments as those of health and tenements,

ought to be curtailed as far as possible.

Still another reason for the new system established by Mr.

Veiller in the Tenement House Department was doubtless the

inefficiency of many of the present corps of inspectors. Indeed,

it is a remarkable and striking fact to an outsider who has had

the chance of studying some of the methods and results of the

best of New York's departments of government under Mayor

Low's administration, to observe the general wail of complaints

against the present system and methods of holding competitive

examinations. These protests come, too, from men who a year

ago were, in many cases at least, ardent civil-service reformers.

Most of their objections, to be sure, are concerned with the

methods rather than the system of making appointments and pro-

motions in the civil service. They say, and apparently with

much reason, that many of the questions asked in the written

examinations are utterly unpractical, and that the rating of the
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appointees is often worse. More freedom, they urge, should be

given to the heads of departments in the selection of employees,

and they should be allowed to choose from among the first

twenty-five or fifty on the list, rather than from among the first

three. For how can you test by written examinations a man's

experience, or, even more important, his judgment and tact and

abilitv to handle other men ? But some of the objections are

made even against the principles of the civil-service reform, and

especially as to whether the competitive system should be

applied at all in the case of promotions ; for in thjs case it is

experience and the ability to lead others which are all- important,

and which it is well-nigh impossible fairly to test by a written

examination.

It should be stated that fewer complaints have been heard as

to the results of the civil-service system from the present admin-

istrators of the Health Department than from some of the other

city departments. Still, the dissatisfaction is widespread, and

certainly worthy of very careful consideration. There is no

space here to discuss how far these complaints are justified

;

nevertheless it is the opinion of the writer that there are grave

defects in some of the present methods, if not in the principles,

of the competitive system. Most of these are probably due to the

inefficiency of the examiners, many of whom are men without any

practical experience. If so, they can probably be remedied in

time. And certainly it is absolutely essential that there should

be some means of impartially testing the general ability of can-

didates in the making of appointments. The day is past when

either the national or the local government in this country can

afford to return to the obnoxious spoils system. But it is equally

essential that some more practical means be devised for testing a

man's experience and executive ability than is the case at the

present time in New York city. The examiners must be of a

different stamp; and the suggestion that the heads of depart-

ments be allowed to select from all the candidates on a list who

have been able to pass a certain minimum requirement, rather

than from among the first three, seems a good one ; for, if neces-

sary, that minimum requirement may be raised so as to insure at
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least the choosing of those who have sufficient mental ability.

Then, too, in the promotion of employees who have already

shown a certain grade of intellectual power, why should not the

employer be free to pick out those whose character and experi-

ence, rather than mere brains, will be of the most benefit to the

city ? For, after all, can there be any test of a person's honesty

and executive ability so sure as the test of actual experience in

office ?

III. A MESSAGE OF HOPE FOR MUNICIPAL REFORMS.

Laying aside all further considerations of organization and

method, what now are some of the chief lessons to be learned

from Dr. Lederle's successful management of New York's

Department of Health ? What is the message of hope which this

feature of Mayor Low's administration brings to the hearts of

municipal reformers the country over? For, after all, these are

far more important questions to answer than those regarding the

details of sanitary science. Without doubt the citizens of New
York have during the past eighteen months reaped the benefits of

one of the very best administrations, if not the best, of their health

laws which they have ever known. That much at least we hope

this paper has clearly shown. But unless the majority of these

citizens appreciate, or can be made to appreciate, what has

already been done for them, we can expect little real progress

in municipal reform. It is of the very highest importance, then,

to the cause of good government throughout the land to point

out, not alone the good work which Mayor Low has accomplished

through his Department of Health, but also the reasons for his

success. For only thus, by a campaign of gradual education,

can we hope to raise the masses of our city population to the

point where they can understand why it is better to vote for

honest, intelligent officials, rather than for dishonest, ignorant,

and selfish ones.

Now, the foremost lesson to be learned from New York's

recent experience is that, after all, training and education, com-

bined with rugged honesty, fearless courage, and an unselfish

love of service, are bound to count. In the end, the men who

possess these qualities are sure to forge ahead of those who have
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them not. And it is very evident that Commissioner Lederle

and his assistants have succeeded, first of all because of sheer

ability and careful training for their life work. It was their

brains and their education which helped them to solve problems

never before solved— which taught them how to reorganize the

Department of Health in the interests of concentrated responsi-

bility and the greatest possible working eflSciency; which showed

them the best way of stamping out smallpox and protecting

school children from contagious diseases ; which taught them the

necessity of cleaning up "Chinatown," and of providing proper

hospital accommodations for the sick ; and, finally, many other

useful lessons.

In the second place—and this point should be emphasized

even more strongly than the first— Commissioner Lederle has

succeeded because of his inspiring qualities as a leader of other

men. His very honesty and courage, his sympathy and longing

to serve his fellow-men—all these qualities have helped him even

more than mere brains and intellectual training. Call it the

contagion of heroism, if you please. We have all known it at

some time during our lives ; we have all tasted of that wondrous

inspiration which brave and unselfish men or women carry with

them wherever they go. It is the same thing which the school-

boy looks up to in his leader, and which causes the smallest

street urchins to gather around some companion who seems

almost to have been born with the qualities of a hero and a leader

of men. The writer has seen it all around him during his resi-

dence in New York city, and it has filled him with new hope.

He has seen it in the fire chief, the leader of a battalion of a

hundred men, who would gladly give his life to the service of the

city simply because it was his duty. He has known it in the

police officer, the man who is brought into daily contact with the

blackest crime and misery, who yet clings to his ideals and his

natural love of honesty and purity. Everywhere around us there

is this contagion of heroism which must inevitably spread from

the leader to his followers. And where, therefore, we see it in

New York's present commissioner of health, we should gladly

hail it as a welcome sign of civic betterment ; for anyone who
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has come into personal contact with Dr. Lederle, and who has

seen his tact and courtesy, his honesty and eagerness unselfishly

to serve his city, will see why it is that many of these same
qualities have been unconsciously imitated by his assistants, and

indeed by the rank and file in the whole department. He will

then understand, too, what is meant by the contagion of heroism,

the inspiration of leadership, which has enabled Dr. Woodbury
as the commissioner of street cleaning, and Mr. Folks as the

head of the Department of Public Charities, and General Greene

as the commissioner of police, to do some really splendid work
with practically the same men who two years ago were debauched

with Tammany corruption. For the average man, after all, likes

to see honesty and courage and unselfishness, and will gladly

respond to their inspiration when he knows that there is no

favoritism, and that each one will receive his proper reward.

These, then, are the chief reasons for Dr. Lederle's success

— his training and education, and his inspiring example as a

leader. And this, too, is the chief lesson to be learned from his

administration, that, in the end, intellectual ability, when com-

bined with honesty and courage and an unselfish love of service,

is bound to triumph over weakness, dishonesty, and greed. A
very simple lesson, to be sure, but one which cannot be over-

emphasized ; for when properly appreciated it should bring fresh

courage to every sane municipal reformer, and to all who believe

in the ultimate triumph of right over wrong.

But, after all, do the masses of New York's citizens really

understand what has been done for them, and do they appreciate

good sanitary administration when they see it ? In answer, it

must be said again that of course we must not expect steady

progress or sudden and complete reform. The end desired can

be brought about only very gradually, by a long process of

popular education, and by ceaseless agitation. Yet there can be

little doubt that, even if Tammany and Tammany methods come

back to power again next November, there will have been a

marked progress all along the line, and that conditions will never

become as bad as they were before.

The outlook is especially hopeful so far as sanitary reform is
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concerned. No branch of social progress during the past hun-

dred years has a brighter history than this, and none offers so

little theoretical opposition or so little prejudice; for in no other

field of administration is it easier to prove by actual experience

that good health pays better than bad health, and therefore that

taxation in the interests of sanitary reform is something which

benefits without burdening the majority. The lowest wage-

earner is already beginning to associate his health with his capi-

tal. Few there are who do not wish for a higher standard of

life, and few there are who do not begin to see that healthful

tenements and workshops, clean streets and playgrounds, whole-

some food and drink, and adequate hospital accommodations

and public baths, are helping them to raise that standard with a

minimum amount of self-sacrifice. Already the New York
Department of Health, under Mayor Low's administration, is

helping in this campaign of popular education, and by its model

sanitary service is indirectly, but slowly and surely, teaching

the people the value of pure food and drink, how to care for

their little children in hot weather, how to separate the sick

from the well, and a host of other things which profoundly

affect the death-rate of a city. For, after all, mere laws by

themselves can do little. And the enormous sanitary improve-

ments of the past century have been due, not alone to increased

scientific training and better governmental machinery, but even

more to that indirect diffusion of knowledge among the people

which a modern department of health must inevitably help to

exert.

The passing of the Ashbridge administration in Philadelphia,

and the placing of a well-trained physician at the head of the

new Department of Health and Charities in that city, augur well

for the future. And even if Tammany Hall does return to

power in New York next autumn, the lessons which have been

taught by Commissioner Lederle and some of his fellow-workers

will not have been wholly lost. The masses who dwell in the

great metropolis have certainly learned more than they ever

knew before about the value of good health administration, and
they will no more permit the future rulers of the city to neglect
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the proper medical inspection of the public schools, for instance,

than they allowed the last Tammany officials to forget all the

good lessons which Colonel Waring had taught them about the

value of clean streets. Everywhere, then, there is hope. And
the experience of New York during the last year and a half

ought to fill those who are elsewhere fighting for good city gov-

ernment with new courage. Meanwhile, if the tide does turn for

a little while, the new spirit of social service and healthy civic

pride will continue to enforce the results of modern science, and

the standards of public opinion will slowly but surely rise. Thus

in the end will the majority appreciate the higher ideals which

are constantly set before them, and the faith and courage of

their leaders will be deepened that they may be prepared to fight

the more valiantly and effectively in the future.

Francis R. Cope, Jr.
DiMOCK, Pa.



THE SOCIOLOGY OF CONFLICT.^

II.

Our discussion thus far has found evidence among the parties

in conflict of many kinds of unification ; minglings of antithesis

and synthesis; the erection of the one above the other; recip-

rocal limitations as well as promotions. / Parallel with this is to be

found the further sociological significance of struggle ; namely,

the influence which it exercises, not upon the relation of the

parties to each bther, but rather upon the inner structure of each

party. Daily experience shows how easily a conflict between

two individuals changes the individual himself."*^ Entirely apart

from its distorting or purifying, weakening or strengthening,

consequences for the individual, the change occurs through the

preliminary conditions which struggle imposes. There must be

inner alterations and adaptations demanded by the exigencies of

conflict. The German language affords a peculiarly apposite

and simple formula for these immanent alterations. The cham-

pion must "pull himself together;"^ that is, all his energies

must be concentrated upon a single point at once, in order that

at any moment they may be exerted in the direction demanded.

In peace he may allow himself more latitude ;3 that is, he may
indulge the individual energy and interests of his nature which

may take courses in various directions and somewhat independ-

ently of each other. In times of attack and defense, however,

the consequence of this indulgence would be a waste of energy 1

through counter efforts of the different impulses, and a loss of

time through the necessity of assembling and organizing them in

each instance. In such cases, therefore, the whole man must

assume the form of concentration as his essential line of battle

and means of defense. Conduct formally the same is demanded

' Translated by A. W. Small.

' The phrase may be pardoned, in this connection, as the most expressive rendering

of sich zusammennehmen.

3More aptly, "let himself go " : sich gehen lassen.
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in the like situation of the group. This necessity of centraliza-

tion, of energetic mobilization of all the elements, which alone

guarantees their utilization for all possible demands without dis-

sipation of strength and time, is a necessity so matter-of-course in

a case of conflict that, as a whole, it calls for no discussion. The

familiar reaction between despotic constitution and martial tend-

encies in a group rests upon this formal ground ; war demands the

centralized energizing of the group-form, which despotism most

easily guarantees. And on the other hand, if this has once taken

place, the energies thus bound together and consolidated with each

other strive very easily for the most natural discharge— for a for-

eign war. An illustration of this correlation may be cited from its

opposite, on account of its characteristic precision. The Eskimos

of Greenland are one of the anarchistic peoples ; no sort of chief-

tainship exists among them. In fishing they are inclined, to be

sure, to follow to some extent the most experienced man, but he

possesses no sort of authority, and against one who separates him-

self from the community undertaking there is no means of con-

straint. Now, it is said of these people that the only way in which

quarrels are fought out among them is by a singing duel. If one

of them believes himself to have been injured by another, he

composes some satirical verses and produces them in a popu-

lar gathering drawn together solely for this purpose. Thereupon

the opponent answers in similar fashion. Accordingly, the abso-

lute absence of all warlike instinct and the equally absolute

absence of all political centralization correspond with each other.

Among the organizations of the aggregate group, therefore, that

of the army is always the most centralized, with perhaps the

single exception of the fire guard, which encounters necessities

absolutely the same in form. In such organization, through the

unlimited command of the central authority, every independent

movement of the elements is excluded, and therefore the impulse

which proceeds from this source of command realizes itself with-

out any dynamic loss in the movement of the whole. That

which characterizes a federated state as such is its unity as a

war-making power. In all other particulars each state may

retain its independence ; in its military system this is impossible,
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if a federated relationship is to exist at all. The perfectly fede-

rated state has, therefore, been described as the one which in its

relation to other states— essentially in its military relation—
constitutes an absolute unity, while its members in their relation-

ship to each other possess complete independence.

In view of the incomparable utility of a unified organization

for the purpose of war, it would be supposed that each party

would have the utmost interest in the absence of that unity in

the opposing party. Yet there are certain cases of the oppo-

site. The form of the centralization into which the military

situation forces the party grows beyond the party itself, and

gives to this party occasion to prefer that the opponent should

present himself in this form. In the struggles of recent decades

between laborers and employers this has been most unmis-

takably the case. The Royal Labor Commission in England

reached the conclusion, in 1894, that firm organization of

laborers was favorable for the employers in an industry, and in

like manner organization of employers for the laborers. This is

for the reason that, although outbreaking struggle might reach

large extension and duration, yet this is nevertheless for both

parties more advantageous and more economical than many local

quarrels, losses of labor, and petty conflicts which, in the absence

of a firm organization for the parties, never ceased. This is

parallel with a war between modern states, however destructive

and expensive it may be. It still presents a more favorable

balance than the incessant petty struggles and frictions in periods

in which the governments were weaker and less centralized. In

Germany also the laborers have recognized that a close and

effective organization of the employers, precisely for the purpose

of fighting out conflicts of interest, is entirely to the advantage

of the laborers themselves ; for only an organization of that sort

can furnish representatives with whom one can treat with full

security. Only in dealings with such an organization are the

workmen in the given case sure that the result reached will not

be at once jeopardized by the independent operators. The dis-

advantage which a party suffers through the unified organization

of its opponent—because this organization is an advantage for
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the opponent— is in the foregoing cases far outweighed by the

fact that under such constitution of both parties the struggle

itself may be one that is concentrated, entirely within the field

of vision, and capable of being brought to a conclusion that can

assure a permanent and general peace. On the other hand,

when one opposes a diffused crowd of enemies, one may oftener

gain isolated victories, but it is very hard to arrive at decisive

results which definitely fix the relationships of the contestants.

This case is so profoundly instructive with reference to the

fundamental interdependence between the unitary form and the

aggressive action of the group, because it exhibits the utility of

this interdependence, to the extent that it triumphs even over

the immediate disadvantage in opposing a given enemy. The

case exhibits that centripetalism as the objectively ideal form of

aggressive constitution which in the surest and shortest way

brings the essential issues of struggle face to face. This tele-

ology extends alike over the parties and allows each individual

party, finally, to find its advantage in it. It realizes the apparent

paradox of enabling each opponent to see the advantage of his

enemy as his own advantage.

For the sociological significance of the formation there is an

essential difference whether the group as a whole enters into an

antagonistic relationship to an external group, and, as a conse-

quence, that concentration of its parts and increase of its unity

of which we have been speaking occurs in consciousness and in

action ; or whether each element of a numerous body has an

enemy for itself, and because this enemy is the same for all, a

coalition of all ensues on that account— whether the individuals

had previously been entirely independent of each other, or

whether now at least new formations come into existence between

them. The first case demands this further specification, that the

quarrel or war of a group, on the one hand, may disregard many

sorts of incidental discrepancies and individual enmities, and,

on the other hand, may bring the relationships within the group

very frequently to a clearness and definiteness otherwise never to

be reached. This will be especially observed in groups of

moderate size, and those which may not yet have attained objec-
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tive existence, in contrast perhaps with a modem state. When
a political party which unites many sorts of interests finds itself

forced into a very definite and one-sided antagonism, this

becomes at once an opportunity for secession. At such moments

the only alternatives are, either to forget the inner antitheses, or

by exclusion of certain members to bring the interests involved

to sharper expression. If a family contain individuals of strong

but latent dissimilarity, the moment in which a danger or an

attack demands of it the most possible coherence will be pre-

cisely the moment which assures its unity for a long time or

which destroys it forever. Such a crisis will decide with precision

how far a co-operation of such personalities is possible. If a

school class has on hand a trick on the teacher or a fight with

another class, this usually, to be sure, brings, on the one side, all

sorts of enmities to silence; on the other side, however, it

stimulates certain pupils to separate themselves from the rest,

not merely from motives material to the question, but because

they are not willing to be led by the same string with this or

that other pupil with whom, in other respects, they co-operate

without further thought in the class structure, but with whom
they are unwilling to be drawn into closer union for such decided

attacks. In short, the state of f>eace within the group permits

antagonistic elements to live side by side in a somewhat unde-

cided situation, because each may go his own way and may avoid

collisions. The state of conflict, however, draws the elements

so closely together, and subjects them to such a unified impulse,

that they either tolerate each other with perfect reciprocity, or

they must completely repel each other. On this account foreign

war, in the case of a state split by internal antitheses, is often the

ultimate means of overcoming the same. It also happens that

the foreign war may, however, give occasion for fatal develop-

ments of these antipathies.

Hence groups which find themselves in any sort of war are

not tolerant. They cannot endure individual departures from

the unity of the correlating principle beyond a certain definitely

limited latitude. The technique for this purpose is sometimes an

apparent tolerance, exercised, however, in order the more surely
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to exclude the elements which cannot be definitively brought into

the general order. The Catholic church, for instance, has from

the beginning of its power found itself in a dual warfare. On the

one hand, it has been- opposed to the whole complex of involved

philosophical opinions which together have constituted heresy

;

on the other hand, it has encountered the actual life-interests

and powers holding parallel competence and demanding some
sort of dominion indep>endent of the church. The compact unity

of form which under these circumstances the church needed has

been secured in this way : dissenters have been treated so long as

possible as though belonging within the church. From the

moment, however, that this was no longer possible, they have been

thrust out of the church with an incomparable energy. For a

structure of this sort a certain elasticity of its outward form is

extremely important ; not in order to facilitate transition and

accommodation with the antagonistic powers, but rather, pre-

cisely for the sake of opposing them with the utmost vigor with-

out sacrificing any still available elements. The elasticity is not

in stretching out beyond the proper boundary. The latter, rather,

circumscribes in this case the elastic body quite as unequivocally

as it can bound a rigid one. This roominess characterizes, for

example, the monastic orders through which the mystical or

fanatical impulses that emerge in all religions in this case have

expressed themselves in a way that has been harmless to the

church and quite subordinate to it. On the contrary, in Protes-

tantism, with its sometimes more intense dogmatic intolerance,

the same factors have led to schism and disintegration. Socio-

logical attitudes which sp>ecifically concern women seem to run

back to the same motive. Among the highly manifold elements

out of which the aggregate relationships between men and women
are formed there occurs also a typical enmity springing from the

two sources, first, that the women as the physically weaker are

always in danger of economic and personal exploitation,' and, sec-

I am here speaking of the relation as it has existed in the far largest part of

known history, and I waive the qaestion whether a change in the relation in the

fotnre is to be brought about through the modem development of the rights and

powers ot women, <x whether the change is already partially accomplished.
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ond, that women, as the objects of sensuous desire on the part of

men, must hold themselves on the defensive. While this imma-

nent and personal struggle, by which the history of the human race

is filled, seldom comes to an immediate co-operation of women
against men, yet there is a super-personal form which serves as a

protection against both dangers, and in which, consequently, the

female sex is, so to speak, in corpore interested : morality {dieSitte).

The strong personality is able to protect itself against encroach-

ments, or at most requires the protection of the law. The weak,

on the other hand, would be lost in spite of this support if the

individuals who were superior in strength did not for some reason

forego the exercise of this superiority. This occurs in part

through morality. Since, however, this has no other executive

than the conscience of the individual, it works insecurely enough

and requires the reinforcement of the moral code. The latter has

not, to be sure, the precision and sanction of the legal norm, yet

it has a certain guarantee of observance through instinctive

shame, and through many perceptibly disagreeable consequences

of transgression. The moral code is then the proper protection

of the weak, who would go to the wall so soon as the struggle of

individuals should break out unchecked by any restraint upon

force. The character of this agency is consequently in essence

that of prohibition, of restriction. It brings about a certain

equality between the weak and the strong. It goes so far in its

restraint of the purely natural relation between the two that it may
even give the advantage to the weak, as, for example, chivalry

shows. That in the insinuating encounter between men and

women the former are the stronger, and the assailants, forces the

latter under the protection of the moral code ; it makes them the

chosen—through their own interests chosen— guardians of the

same. It follows that they are naturally, for themselves also, com-
mitted to severe observance of the whole complex of moral pre-

scriptions, and not merely in cases which concern masculine

excesses. All the standards of morality are in a condition of

solidarity with each other. Violation of a single one weakens

the principle, and consequently every other. It follows that

womenjn this connection hold unreservedly together. Here a

I
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real unity actually corresponds with the peculiarly ideal one in

which men conceptualize them when they speak of " the women"
in general, and which has quite the character of a partisan

antithesis. This solidarity which they have in contrast with the

men, and which is expressed in the lines of Freidank

—

Der Mann tragt seine Schmach allein
;

Doch kommt ein Weib zu Falle,

So schilt man auf sie alle—
this solidarity of sex has in its interest for morality, as its com-
mon means of struggle, a real vehicle. Consequently, there is

repeated here again the sociological form which we have been

discussing. Women recognize, as a rule, with reference to

another woman, only complete inclusion or complete exclusion

from the realm of morality. There exists among them the tend-

ency so far as possible not to concede a breach of morality by a

woman—to interpret it as harmless, except where love of scandal

and other individual motives work in the other direction. If

this assumption, however, is no longer possible, they render an

irrevocable and severe judgment of exclusion from good society.

If the violation of morality must be confessed, the culprit is also

eliminated radically from that unity which is held together by

the common interest for morality. We have seen, therefore,

that women have sometimes passed the same condemnation

upon Gretchen as upon Marguerite Gauthier, upon Stella as upon

Messalina. Thus, by negation of differences in degree, they

have made impossible an intermediation between those within

and those outside the boundaries of morality. The defensive

situation of women does not permit that the wall of morality be

lowered at even a single point. Their party knows, in principle

at least, no compromise, but only decisive acceptance of the indi-

vidual into the ideal totality of "respectable women," or the

equally decisive exclusion—an alternative whose abruptness

cannot by any means be justified from the purely moral stand-

point. It is only intelligible when understood in connection with

the above-considered demand for inviolable unity, occasioned

by the need of a party firmly consolidated against an opponent.

For the same reasons it may be advantageous for political
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parties to suffer even the diminution of their numbers, so soon as

such change would remove elements inclined to mediation and

compromise. In order that this procedure should be indicated,

two conditions should usually coincide : in the first place, there

should be a condition of acute conflict; in the second place,

the struggling group should be relatively small. The type is the

minority party, and in particular in cases in which it does not

limit itself to defensive action. English parliamentary history

has furnished many illustrations. In 1793, for instance, the

Whig party was already greatly depleted, yet it operated as a

renewal of strength when another defection of all the still some-

what mediating and irresolute elements occurred. The few

remaining very resolute members could then pursue a quite

coherent and radical policy. The majority group does not need

to insist upon such certainty of acquiescence or opposition.

Vacillating and equivocal adherents are less dangerous to it,

because its greater extent can endure such phenomena at the

periphery without suffering any serious effect at the center. In

cases of more restricted groups, where center and circumference

are not far apart, every insecurity with reference to a member at

once threatens the nucleus, and therewith the coherence of the

whole. On account of the limited span between the elements,

there is lacking that elasticity of the group which in this case is

the limit of tolerance.

Consequently groups, and especially minorities, that exist in

struggle and persecution, frequently rebuff approaches and toler-

ance from the other side, because otherwise the solidity of their

opposition would disappear, and without this they could not

further struggle. This, for example, has occurred more than

once in the struggles over creeds in England. Both under James

II. and William and Mary the nonconformists, independents.

Baptists, Quakers, repeatedly experienced attempted approaches

on the part of the government, which they met with no sort of

response. Otherwise the possibility would have been offered to

the more yielding and irresolute elements among them, and the

temptation would have been furnished, to build compromise

parties, or at least to have modified their opposition. Every
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concession on the part of the government, provided it is only par-

tial, threatens that uniformity in the opposition of all the mem-
bers, and therewith that unity of coherence, upon which a

struggling minority must uncompromisingly insist. Accordingly,

the unity of groups so frequently disappears if they have no I)

more enemies. This has often been pointed out from various

directions in the case of Protestantism. Just because the pro-

test was essential to Protestantism, the moment the opponent

against whom it protested passed out of the range of active i,

struggle, it lost its energy or its inner unity ; this latter in such

a degree, indeed, that in such circumstances Protestantism

repeated the conflict with the enemy in its own camp, and

divided itself into a liberal and an orthodox party. The same
thing has occurred in the party history of the United States.

More than once the complete inferiority of one of the great par-

ties has had as a consequence the dissolution of the other in

minor groups with party antipathies of their own. Moreover, it

is by no means promotive of the unity of Protestantism that it

has really no heretics. On the other hand, the consciousness of

unity in the Catholic church is decidedly strengthened by the

fact of heresy and by its hostile attitude toward the same. The
various elements of the church have always been able to orient

themselves by the implacability of the antithesis with heresy,

and in spite of many a centrifugal interest they have been by

this fact able to preserve consciousness of unity. Hence the

complete victory of a group over its enemies is not always fortu- ii.

nate in the sociological sense, for the consequence may be a

decline of the energy which guarantees the coherence of the

group, and, on the other hand, proportional activity of the dis-

integrating forces that are always at work. The fall of the

Romano-Latin empire in the fifth century has been explained by

the fact that the common enemies were all subdued. Perhaps its

basis—namely, protection on the one side, and devotion on the

other— had for a period been no longer of a natural sort; but

this came to light only after there was no longer any common
enemy to offset the essential contradictions in the structure.

Indeed, it may be actual political sagacity within many a group
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to provide for enemies in order that the unity of the elements

may remain active and conscious as the vital interest.

The example last cited leads to the following additional

emphasis upon the meaning of struggle as a means of cohesion

in the group : namely, through struggle not merely an existing

unity concentrates itself more energetically, and excludes radi-

cally all elements which might tend to erase the sharp boundary

distinctions against the enemy, but further struggle brings per-

sons and groups that otherwise had nothing to do with each

other into a coalition. The energy with which struggle operates

in this direction will perhaps be most distinctly visible from the

fact that the relationship between the two parties is strong

enough to operate also in the reverse direction. Psychological

associations in general display their strength in the fact that

they are also retroactive. If, for example, a given personality is

represented under the concept "hero," the connection between

the two conceptions proves itself to be the strongest if it becomes

impossible to think the notion " hero " in general without repro-

ducing the image of that particular personality. In the same

way, the combination for the purpose of struggle is a procedure

so often experienced that frequently the mere combination of

elements, even if it is not formed for any aggressive or other

competitive purposes, seems to other groups to be a threatening

or unfriendly act. The despotism of the modern state directed

itself primarily against the mediaeval conception of unity. At
last every association, as such, between cities, ranks, nobles, or

any other elements in the state, counted in the eyes of the gov-

ernment as a rebellion, as a latent struggle against itself. For

instance, in Moravia an ordinance of 1628 provided: "Accord-

ingly federations or coalitions, for whatever purpose, or against

whomsoever directed, are the prerogative of no one else except

the king." For the particular tendencies now in question his-

torical instances are so close at hand that it would be superfluous

to make any further inquiry, except as to the degree of unifica-

tion which is feasible in this particular way. In the forefront

must be placed the establishment of the unified state. France

owes the consciousness of its national unity essentially to
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struggle against the English ; the Moorish war was the means of

converting the Spanish subdivisions into one community. The

next lower grade is marked by the confederacies and leagues of

states in the order of their coherence, and of the power of their

central administration in manifold gradations. The United

States required its War of the Rebellion, Switzerland its struggle

against Austria, the Low Countries their uprising against Spain,

the Achean League its war against Macedonia; and the found-

ing of the new German Empire furnishes a parallel instance. In

all these cases the characteristic element is that the unity

came into being through the struggle and for the purposes of the

same, to be sure ; but, over and above the struggle, this unity

persists, and develops ulterior interests and combinations, that

have no connection with the warlike purpose. The significance

of the struggle is in these cases virtually that it is only the

reagent to set the latent relationship and unity into activity ; it

is thus much more the occasioning cause of essentially demanded

unifications than their purpose. It is the latter, at the most, in

the first moment. In the degree in which the unification is

grounded in some other necessity than essential needs— that is,

not in the immanent qualities and aflSnities of the elements— in

precisely that degree does the meaning of the unity reduce, of

course, to the militant purpose, as the externally exploited aim,

which remains the irreducible element of the collectivity. How-

ever particularistic the component parts of a confederated state or

a confederation of states may be, however small may be the pro-

portion of their individual rights and liberties which they concede

to the federation, they usually transfer to it at least the prerogative

of waging war. This is the pihe de risistance of coherence ; if this

should fall away, the atoms would have to assume again their

completely isolated life. Within the collective struggle-interest

there is, to be sure, a still further gradation, namely, whether the

unification for purposes of struggle is offensive and defensive, or

only for defensive purposes. The latter is probably the case

with the majority of coalitions between already existing groups,

especially between numerous groups or those that are very

different from each other. The defensive purpose is the coUecti-
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vistic minimum, because for each particular group, and for each

individual, it is the most inevitable form of the instinct of self-

preservation. The more various the elements are which unite,

the smaller is the visible number of the interests in which they

coincide ; and in the extreme case it reduces to the primitive

impulse, namely, the ultimate instinct of self- preservation. In

reply to expressions of anxiety on the part of the employers over

the possible unification of all English trade organizations, one

of their most ardent adherents asserted that even if it should go

so far, it could be exclusively for defensive purposes alone.

Among the cases in which the solidifying effect of struggle is

projected beyond the moment and the immediate purpose, which

may occur in the case of the above discussed minimum of the

same, the extension again sinks to the cases in which the unifica-

tion actually occurs only ad hoc. Here two types are to be dis-

tinguished, namely: the federated unification for a single action,

which, however, frequently involves the total energies of the

elements, as in the case of actual wars. In this case an unlimited

unity is formed, which, however, after attaining, or failure in

attaining, the definite purpose, releases the parties again for their

previous separate existence, as, for instance, in the case of the

Greeks, after the removal of the Persian danger. In the case of

the other type the unity is less complete, but also less transient.

The grouping takes place around a purpose which is less a mat-

ter of time than of content, and which occasions no disturbance

of the other sides of the elements. Thus in England since 1873

there exists a federation of associated employers of labor, founded

to antagonize the influence of the trades unions. In the same

way, several years later, a combination of employers as such was

formed in the United States, without reference to the various

branches of business, in order, as a whole, to put an end to

strikes. The character of both types appears, of course, most

evidently when the elements of the struggling unity are, in other

periods or in other relationships, not merely indifferent, but

even hostile to each other. The unifying power of the struggle-

principle never shows itself stronger than when it produces a

temporal or actual consensus out of relationships of competition

or animosity.

I
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The antithesis between violent antagonism and momentary

comradeship in struggle may, under particular circumstances,

reach such refinement that, for the parties concerned, the very

absoluteness of their enmity may constitute the direct cause of

their coalition. The opposition in the English Parliament has

sometimes been cbnstituted in the following manner: The ultras

of the ministerial party were not satisfied by the administration,

and they joined as a party with those who were their opponents

on principle. This combination was held together by the com-

mon element of hostility to the ministry. For instance, the ultra-

Whigs under Pulteney united with the high Tories against Robert

Walpole. Thus the very radicalism of the principle which

was nourished on hostility against the Tories fused its adher-

ents with the latter. If they had not been so extremely anti-

Tory, they would not have combined with the Tories in order to

secure the fall of the Whig ministry which was not sufficiently

Whiggish for them. This case is so vivid because the common

enemy led individuals who were otherwise enemies to the point

where he, in the view of each, seemed to stand too much on the

side of the other. Further than this, the case is still only the

clearest example of the vulgar experience that even the most

bitter enmities do not hinder coalition, so soon as it may have a

bearing upon a common enemy.

Finally, the lowest step in this scale, its least acute form, con-

sists of those coalitions which are merely formed by a common

tone of feeling {Stimmung) . That is, in this case there is con-

sciousness of belonging together only in so far as there is a

similar aversion or a similar practical interest against a third

;

but this need not lead to a concerted struggle. In this case also

we must distinguish two types. Concentrated industry, which

has placed masses of laborers in opposition to a few employers

has, as we know, not merely brought into existence separate

coalitions of the former for struggle over the conditions of labor,

but another consequence has been the quite general feeling that

all wage-laborers in some way belong together, because they are

all in the struggle which is radically one against the employing

class. This opinion crystallizes, to be sure, at certain points in
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distinct actions in the way of organizing political parties, or of

wage-struggle. Yet, as a whole, this feeling cannot, by reason

of its very nature, become practical. It remains the feeling of

an abstract principle of community, namely, that of common
hostility against an abstract enemy. While in the former case

the feeling of unity is abstract, but persistent, in the second case

it is concrete, but temporary. This second case occurs, for

instance, when strangers who, however, belong in the same plane

of culture or the same sphere of sympathy, find themselves

together in company, say in a railroad car or elsewhere, with

other persons of uncouth and vulgar manners. Without any out-

break or scene, without any interchange of word or look, the

former have certain awareness of themselves as a party joined by

common aversion against what may be regarded as, at least in

the ideal sense, the aggressive vulgarity of the others. Through

its highly refined and sensitive character, with accompanying

unequivocalness, this unification completes the structural grades

of those who are brought from the condition of completely alien

elements through the community of hostility. In case the syn-

thetic energy of the latter is not in question, so far as the num-

ber of points of interest are concerned, but with reference to the

permanence and intensity of the coalition, it is an especially

favorable circumstance if, instead of actual struggle, permanent

threatening by an enemy is present. From the first days of the

Achean League, that is, about 270, it was emphasized that Achaia

was surrounded by enemies, who all, however, for the time being

were otherwise occupied than with attack upon Achaia. Such a

period of danger which constantly threatened, but which was as

constantly postponed, is said to have been especially favorable

for the strengthening of the feeling of unity. This is a case of

the unique type that a certain distance between the elements that

are to be united, on the one hand, and the point and interest

that unites them, on the other hand, is an especially favorable

combination for the union. This is particularly the case when

somewhat extended circles are concerned. This is true of reli-

gious relationships. In contrast with the tribal and national

deities, the God of Christianity, who is equally related to all the
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world, is immeasurably removed from the faithful. He lacks

entirely those traits which are attributed to the special divinities.

On the other hand, for that very reason, he can unite the most

heterogeneous peoples and personalities in an unprecedented

religious community. Still further, the costume characterizes

always distinct social strata as belonging together ; and it often

appears to fulfil this social function best when it is an imported

costume. To dress as they dress in Paris signifies a close and

exclusive community with a certain social stratum in other lands.

The prophet Zephaniah spoke already of the superior classes,

which as such wore foreign garments. The very manifold mean-

ings which the notion of "distance" covers have still many sorts

of psychological relationship. An image the object of which is

presented as in any way "distant" appears to work in a certain

degree more impersonally, the individual reaction which follows

from immediate vicinity and contact is thereby less intense, it

bears a less immediately subjective character, and may conse-

quently be the same for a greater number of individuals. Just

as the general notion which comprehends a number of particu-

lars is the more abstract, that is, the more widely distant from

each of these separate particulars, the more numerous and the

more unlike each other the latter are, so also a social point of

unification appears to exercise specifically consolidating and

comprehensive influences, if it is somewhat widely removed from

the elements to be combined. This interval may be also both

spatial and of other sorts. Such unifications in consequence of

a danger which, however, has rather a chronic than an acute

character, through a struggle that is not fought out, but always

latent, will be most effective in cases where a permanent unifica-

tion of elements that are in some way antithetical is in question.

This was the situation in the case of the Achean League to which

I have already referred. Accordingly, Montesquieu observed

that "while peace and confidence make the glory and the secu-

rity of the monarchy, a republic needs to be in fear of some-

body." Obviously the basis for this assertion is an undefined

consciousness of the before-mentioned constellation. The mon-

archy as such takes care for the cohesion of elements in any
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wise antagonistic. Where these elements, however, have no one

above them who brings them into unity, but possess relative sov-

ereignty, they will easily fall apart if no common sense of danger

forces them together— a danger which evidently is not pre-

sented as a struggle already in existence, but as a permanent

threat of such a struggle which exerts a constant menace.

While it is more a question of degree, the principle of con-

nection between the coherence of the collectivity and hostility

calls for the following addition : Aggressive enterprises tend

much more than peaceful ones to draw into co-operation, from

their very beginnings, the largest possible number of elements

which are otherwise unrelated, and which would not of them-

selves have begun the undertaking. In the case of peaceful

actions, it is the rule, on the whole, to be confined to those who in

other respects are somewhat nearly associated. But for "allies,"

to which notion verbal usage has already imparted a martial

coloring, one selects often enough elements with which one has

scarcely anything in common, nor even wishes to have. Reasons

for this fact are, in the first place, that war, and not merely the

political type, frequently represents a case of desperation in

which in selecting reinforcements one may not be finical. In

the second place, the situation in question is likely to occur if

the object of the action lies outside of the territory or other

immediate interest-sphere of the allies, so that they may return

after the end of the struggle to their former distance. In the

third place, the gain to be made by struggle, although a preca-

rious one, nevertheless under favorable circumstances is likely to

be especially rapid and intensive, and consequently exercises upon

certain natures a formal attraction which it is possible for peace-

ful enterprises to exert only through their content. In the

fourth place, the struggle causes the essentially personal in the

parties in conflict to take a position of relative insignificance,

and thereby permits the unification of elements that are other-

wise heterogeneous. There comes finally, in addition, the motive

that hostilities are easily aroused on both sides. Even within

one and the same group, if it maintains a feud with another, all

sorts of hidden or half-forgotten enmities of the individual
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against individuals in the other group come to expression.

Accordingly, struggle between two groups within a third group

usually evokes in this third group all the malice and resentment

against one of them which of themselves would not have come

to expression ; but now, while the other hostility has led the

way, they are occasioned as a sort of annex to the operation of

this instigating hostility. It is quite in accordance with this

trait that, especially in earlier times, the unifying relationships of

populations as wholes to each other were martial only, while the

other assimilations, like commerce, hospitality, intermarriage,

were relationships which affected merely the intercourse of indi-

viduals. Understandings between the peoples made these rela-

tionships possible, to be sure, but did not of themselves put them

into effect.

Georg Simmel.
Berlin, Germany.

\To be continued^
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PART IIi: GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETIES.

CHAPTER VII. THE SOCIAL FRONTIERS.

SECTION I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

This problem is one of the most important of concrete and

abstract social statics. The majority of present sociologists

seem not even to have dreamed of it, and yet it obtrudes itself

as much as dynamics. Quetelet and Comte deserve the credit

for having outlined it. Though with the former the static point

of view remains too exclusively dominant, he realized in every

case that the theory of social statics ought to rest upon the

most careful observation of social phenomena. Comte, in his

grand generalizations, had the misfortune of not confining him-

self to this rigorous observation imposed by every positive

science.

It is in chap, viii of his Systkme de politique positive, in the

second volume devoted entirely to social statics, that Comte

formulates his positive theory of the general limits of variation

peculiar to the human race. After having stated that, with the

exception of astronomy, the variations are at once natural and

artificial, he proclaims from the first that it is thus with the

human order, collective and individual, which is the most modi-

fiable of all precisely because it is the most complex. It is one

of the greatest services rendered by Comte to social science to

have put in evidence this proposition destined to revolutionize

the ancient philosophy, or rather the social metaphysics, accord-

ing to which the natural order of societies was recognized as

immutable. The whole human wisdom formerly consisted in

freeing, in disengaging, the natural order from the obstacles

which had been imposed by the civil institutions. But if the

social order is more modifiable than any other, either spontane-

ously or even by the intervention of individuals and societies,

does it follow that these variations may be illimitable? Comte

690
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has very clearly answered this in the affirmative, when he said

that sociology ought to cease to consist of abstract social statics.

Has he solved the problem ? We shall judge this by an exposi-

tion of his theory.

According to him, each element of the universal order always

permits of two sorts of modifications: first, direct— resulting

from the spontaneous development of the phenomena which are

peculiar to it; secondly, indirect— arising from reactions due to

the rest of the natural economy.

From these two sources there may equally arise a third, i. e.,

modifications arising from exceptional variations—inorganic per-

turbations, maladies among human beings, and revolutions in

the collective life. However, according to the principle of

Broussais, "these anomalous cases differ from the normal order

only in the degree of intensity, without ever offering a really

new condition." This is evident in astronomy and already

admitted in geology. The principle ought to be extended to

biology and to sociology. Their apparent anomalies, their path-

ology, are only special cases of the regular and normal order.

The indirect modifications, according to Comte, may arise

from variations born (^) of the antecedent order, (/^) of the

subsequent order in the great hierarchy of the universal order.

But the two extremities of the encyclopaedic hierarchy admit of

only one source of variations or modifications. It is evident

that "if one reduces this immense scale to its three essential

degrees, one finds that the material order and the social order

can be indirectly modified only by the vital order which sepa-

rates them and unites them ; the latter, on the contrary, under-

goes at once the two orders of indirect variations,"

In Le transformisme social^ I have developed and clearly

defined these principles in placing them in connection with my
classification of social phenomena— a classification without

which social statics and dynamics are incomprehensible, except,

as Comte has attempted to show, in their most general and

vague relations with the antecedents of sociology, either vital or

material, according to the restricted order proposed by him. It

'Part II, chap, i, pp. 307-34 (Paris: Alcan, 2d ed., 1901).
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is precisely for tiie purpose of filling up the gaps of his static

bases that Comte has supposed that the direct modifications of

the social state were spontaneous, while they also are the result

of actions and reactions which are brought about in the very

bosom of the social body by reason of the several modalities of

its structure, of its functions, organs, apparatus, and systems.

Altogether the statics and dynamics of Comte transgress through

too much simplicity, and consequently he ended in the very

error that has caused M. de Roberty to say that the classifica-

tion of social phenomena is impossible, their complexity render-

ing them indivisible and inseparable. That might be true only

in concrete sociology. As to the objection in regard to the

complexity, it does not bear examination. For the very reason

that the social phenomena are the most modifiable because so

complex, they are the most divisible and susceptible of classifi-

cation. In this, I believe, I have better developed the idea

which confuses Comte as well as the most orthodox sociologists

of his school. Comte, applying his principles to the human

order, adds that there are two necessary modes of the latter

—

the one collective, the other individual; the first constituting his

social existence, the second his moral existence. He happens

therefore to make of morality a seventh complementary degree

in his encyclopaedic scale of sciences: mathematics, astronomy,

physics, chemistry, biology, sociology, and morality. His dual-

istic conception of the individual and of society compels him, at

least logically, to make morality an offshoot of biology. Con-

trarily to Comte, I think that the social organism embraces at

once all of the elements of nature called inorganic and biologi-

cal, including the human beings. These latter, considered sepa-

rately, arise exclusively from biology. They are one zoological

species. Sociologically they form an integral part of the social

superorganism, for the reason that every individual of the spe-

cies homo is social, i. e., has no absolutely real and independent

existence. To our mind, there is no double morality, one indi-

vidual and the other collective. The morality of the zoological

species homo would be only a complete adjustment of its organic

being in more or less perfect connection with the rest of nature,
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but the moment it is a question of morals, as a standard of social

conduct, the latter can have for object only the social being in

his relations with the entire environment, comprehending that of

the other men. Therefore morality is forced into the domain

of sociology. It becomes by permanent right individuo-social,

without ever being separated from this double character. I have

indicated the place of morality in my classification. Its place is

naturally found between collective psychology and, notably,

collective knowledge, on the one hand, and law on the other.

It is less general than the first and less special than the second,

which is, however, a natural derivation of it.

Comte, in the pursuit of a subjective social synthesis, came

necessarily to end by making morality the beginning of this

synthesis. According to him, the inevitable and necessary dual-

ism of the inorganic world and of the sociological world was the

greatest possible concentration of philosophy, and consequently

unity could be only subjective ; and so with morality. We think,

on the contrary, that the philosophical synthesis ought to and

can be neither subjective nor objective, but total and positive.

Universal unity is real. The materials of whatever exists are

throughout the same, without, however, all of the simple bodies

entering into all of the combinations at the same time, save the

most complex organisms, which are precisely the societies in

which the elementary combinations alone vary, producing divers

textures and structures naturally more numerous than in biology,

considering the greater quantity and multiplicity of the materials.

This unitary and positive character of sociology appears in

every manifestation, in every social form whatever, small or

great, simple or complex, local or universal. In every thing

nature enters into intimate communion with man, the latter

is not in opposition to it, but is the continuation of it. It forms

with man a single body, a single life, a unity, a synthesis of

relations, implying and supposing the subject and the object ; no

longer face to face, as in a duel, but blended. In sociology

nature is human and humanity is natural.

Let us remark that Comte, placing, by reason of his synthe-

sis, subjective morality at the top of society, incarnates this
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supreme unification in the individual. The classification is

:

first, inorganic nature; second, biology; third, humanity; fourth,

the individual.

He concluded that there were four classes of modifying

influences in societies, arising, the first from the environment,

the second from life, the third from humanity itself, and the

fourth from the individuals. These modifications according to

him, are entirely subordinated to the normal state in the same

way as movement is to structure. The result is that ^'any modi-

fications whatever of the social order are necessarily limited by the

^ensemble' ofthe fundamentalforms ofthe structure and ofthe existence

of the collective organism." The degree of static intensity and of

dynamic momentum alone varies. But these are the limits of

the variations which Comte's theory announces to us. Is it not

entirely to beg the question to say that the degree of static

intensity, and of dynamic momentum, alone varies? At bottom,

is not the function of laws alone permanent, while its organ

changes continually with the structure ? Let us take, from the

standpoint of static intensity, one of Comte's fundamental laws

—the indissolubility of marriage. What do we observe ? In

Abyssinia and in Hayti there are unions altogether free : an indi-

vidual is taken and deserted according to fancy. The indissolu-

bility may therefore be represented in those countries as the

static intensity of i. In Morocco the rabbi Jews sanction tem-

porary marriages. The static intensity may there be represented

by 50. The indissolubility in Catholic western Europe may be

represented by 90, and in the United States, where divorce is

permitted, by 75. The fundamental law of Comte, which would

be altogether the future ideal, would correspond to 100. Where
is the law of structure, i. e., the necessary and constant static ?

It oscillates from i to 100. The only law, under these circum-

stances, would be that the function of sexual union in the human
species requires a certain duration. What is necessary to dem-

onstrate is that the more permanent this duration, the better

the exercise of the function is assured by a corresponding organi-

zation. But still, at each moment, is not the best organization

that which is the most advantageous to this moment ? There is
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only a tendency toward a stable equilibrium in each of the

organs or special apparatus ; but the equilibrium may be sought,

not in an isolated organ, but in the apparatus of organs, in the

systems of apparatus, and especially in the ensemble of the struc-

ture.

The structure of every special organ is determined, and there-

fore limited, by the structure of the ensemble. At Hayti the

conservation of the species and its development were doubtless

better assured by free unions than by monogamy. Social statics,

especially in its abstract division, ought to, and can therefore,

compare only structures in the ensemble to other structures in the

ensemble. As I have set forth in the Transformisme social, the

standard of civilizations may be estimated for societies compared

only from the standpoint of their general organization. This

standard is the more stable as it is constituted by an alloy. In

a primitive society a less perfect organ, from the absolute point

of view, harmonizes better with the function of the ensemble than

the most perfect organ of an advanced society would do. The
real truth of the matter is that in the advanced societies the conser-

vation and progress of the species are better assured by a certain

permanency of the conjugal bond ; but in an elementary society,

and especially in a military society, monogamy would have been

a cause of enfeeblement, and even of social extinction.

The same is true of what Comte calls the dynamic momen-
tum. A group of Fuegians or Australians recently formed,

thanks to certain favorable circumstances, is entirely and almost

suddenly destroyed by an epidemic or famine. On the contrary,

the Egyptians, Indians, Chinese, and Russians persist throughout

the centuries in spite of continued famines and epidemics. The

duration of the social life may be represented in the first case by

I, in the second by 50, and above that for the civilizations still

better organized. Where is the dynamic law?

The truth is that there are special static and dynamic laws for

the different kinds of societies and for their several organs and

functions. But above these historic laws there are some few

constant general and abstract laws, yet imperfectly recognized,

constituting the problem which abstract sociology is to evolve
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from the preliminary study of the elements and of particular

organs and structures. In any case, statics, either concrete or

abstract, applies only to the structures in the ensemble. It con-

siders only the relations and connections, the solidarity of the

different elements and organs in space and time.

Up to the present, under color of general and abstract laws,

sociology has hardly furnished us anything but laws relating to

particular organs and to particular societies. It has remained,

in short, descriptive. This was the proper method-, especially

when, in place of considering only the great lines, it conde-

scended to confine itself to relying from the first upon statistics,

and then upon the minute observation of all of the special organi-

zations. Sociologists may be reproached only for not having

followed this method with sufficient thoroughness, and for having

sacrificed it too much in these latter times to theses rather liter-

ary and brilliant than scientific and solid. There are varieties

of societies as there are varieties of plants and animals. The
great difference is (but it remains yet to be demonstrated) that

the social varieties may be traced back to a single species, whose

forms alone are varied, notwithstanding their common type of

structure.

The social species have their peculiar organizations and forms,

and especially their common functions. General and abstract

sociology has precisely for object to disentangle these forms and

these functions. Quetelet had very forcibly shown that in

determining averages it was necessary to consider exclusively

elements of the same order. In like manner, abstract social

statics may be evolved only from the comparative study of par-

ticular societies, and not alone from the mere comparison of

their several special organs.

Certainly, as Comte says, modifications of the social order

are limited by the fundamental laws of structure, but Comte did

not in reality indicate to us the limits of these modifications,

except in a fashion too general and too vague for the categories.

He has not succeeded in this, and could not succeed, because

his method was insufficient. It had not for basis a sufficient

analysis and description of the social elements and tissues. This
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analysis and this description can be furnished only by statistics,

and especially by economic statistics. From these alone can we
advance to the study of the functions and organs, the apparatus

and systems, and later to the study of the societies considered

in their eiisemble— at first from the concrete and descriptive

standpoint, and finally from the abstract and qualitative.

Having indicated the four classes of possible modifying influ-

ences on societies, Comte, entering into their details, sets forth

how they operate.

1. Influence of the modifications of the inorganic environ-"

ment: {a) through the common longevity or interval between

generations—the dead governing the living; (/5) through the

diminution of the population; [c] through the more or less rapid

multiplication of the population.

2. Influence of modifications of the biological environment,

through the races. This influence is obscure and is badly eluci-

dated. According to him, it is sometimes confounded with

that exercised by the different physiques arising from the differ-

ences of the inorganic environment and transmitted by heredity.

He seeks to explain by the races that which he formerly

explained by climates. At all events, this influence is weakened

more and more by the continued mixture of races.

3. Influence of the direct modifications of society, resulting

spontaneously from its own play. Comte understood by this

the modifications exercised by societies upon each other. They
result from the concrete multiplicity of the social centers,

although in abstract sociology there may be only one people.

Even without conquest, these modifications would have arisen

spontaneously sooner or later, "with only slight variations."

Yet he adds that this action may become systematic, so as to

abridge and diminish the transitions.

These considerations are, indeed, very important and very

sound, but in placing itself from the very first in the abstract

point of view of a single humanity, the spontaneity of the devel-

opment becomes incomprehensible, unless we adopt as the point

of departure the constant multiplicity of the social factors of

which I have proposed a hierarchical classification, and whose
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reciprocal actions alone follow and succeed the existence of the

always correlative structural forms.

4, Influence of the sociological modifications, arising from

the individual order. This is, according to Comte, the most

peculiar among the modifications. It acts in an inverse sense to

the more general modifying factors. The case of Napoleon and

Frederic prove that the action of the most powerful statesmen

is generally restricted in its limits to one generation. In pro-

gressive societies, which develop into solidarity and into conti-

nuity, the individual perturbations are less and less influential.

The action of Bonaparte was less so than that of Charlemagne,

that of Charlemagne less so than that of Caesar.

The point seems to me debatable, but the essential error is in

perpetuating in sociology this dualism between the individual

and society. Caisar, Charlemagne, Frederic, and Napoleon were

in reality only social instruments, notwithstanding their great

individuality, and, thanks to it, they even represented the social

forces acting through their intervention. In my theory, the

individuals, with the physical environment, are the constitutive

factors of societies. Once socialized, their action is no longer

exclusively physical or individual. They become composite

social organs—organs which may be incarnated in certain

individuals ; and under these circumstances the individuals act,

not as social perturbations, but as social agents. They conserve

this character in so far as their function corresponds to certain

correlative social conditions. They lose this representative char-

acter when the function tends to be replaced and to assume

other, less individualistic forms. In reality, nothing is less

individual and absolute than, for example, czarism. The influ-

ence becomes perturbative only at a certain moment, when the

organ ceases to respond to its function, when the latter demands

an organization still more social than this apparently individual

form. From this standpoint, it is necessary, at least, to distin-

guish, in the work of great men, that which constitutes the indi-

vidual innovation and the historic and transitory form, from the

collective force. The very limited individual element extends

its influence, at most, to one or to several generations, but the

k
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collective work of which the hero is the manifestation may be

enormous and durable. It is necessary to make this distinction

for Caesar, Charlemagne, Frederic, Napoleon, Bismarck, etc., and

also for all inventors and innovators in all branches of human
activity. For instance, the work of Fourier, and of St. Simon

is enormously social and durable, notwithstanding certain indi-

vidual disadvantages of these great geniuses. These men are

in reality only great in so far as they are representatives of

the collective genius. Their individual aberrations, outside of

their positive social function, are the ephemeral residues, which

in certain cases confine themselves to folly. But would we not

be able to maintain that even these excessive oscillations of their

genius are not entirely attributable to their individuality, and

that, like free-will in general, they ought also to be explained

socially, and to be considered only as relatively individual through

connection with the social influences properly speaking ?

The supposed individual aberrations may in every case be

ignored by abstract sociology. They are interesting only in

their connection with psychiatry, in so far as the latter is related

to social pathology. They may, however, themselves have their

source in the appearance of certain social needs whose non-

satisfaction may partly, or even entirely, throw out of equilibrium

some individual brains.

These reservations are necessary in order to clearly mark the

difference between my sociological monism, which rejects equally

the conception of society in so far as distinct from its environ-

ment, and of the individual in so far as distinct from society,

and the dualistic doctrine of Comte. The latter very forcibly

says

:

Statesmen commonly believe that the revolutionary situations are radically

removed from the normal lavi^s. Howrever, these perturbations, as in any other

case, are always kept within the limits of the simple static and dynamic degree.

Comte should have been able to conclude that the revolu-

tionary situations, as well as the work of statesmen, are not

always and necessarily perturbations ; that they are so only in

their negative and altogether accessory aspect, and that they may

be entirely ignored.
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But Comte is mistaken, or rather humanity would be mistaken

in its evolution, when he expresses the view, which is in contra-

diction with his own conception of the moral order, that

whoever will adopt the conception established in this volume concerning the

structure and existence of the collective organism, will at once recognize that

the modern anarchy constitutes but the last degree of an immense perturbation.

Its real origin is, indeed, traced back to the first dissolution of the ancient

theocracies, the only complete types that the social order then permitted. We
see from that time always and everywhere arising the revolutionary principle

of the election of superiors by the inferiors which developed gradually during

thirty centuries and now menaces the overthrow of political society.

What would one say of a zoologist who, meeting in his

observations an animal species, of an importance equal to that

of human societies which occupy with their existence the thirty

centuries of history of which Comte speaks, and who should

reject this species as a perturbation of his organic classification,

for the reason that it deranges his preconceived order ? It is

not the thirty centuries that ought to be erased from history as

purely censurable or negative, but it is sociology that ought to

conform its conclusions to the historical evolution. This evolu-

tion, so considerable in time and space, which Comte considers

as abnormal and perturbative, is, on the contrary, an organic and

normal development. What is true is that the progressive trans-

formation of public authorities into public servants, and of the hier-

archy into an equivalence which is the very law of political

progress, is in manifest contradiction to the hierarchies and

authoritative conception of Comte — a conception not at all

positive, but simply subjective, as he recognized it himself.

It is even not correct, as he thought, that "the modifying

social factors become less and less intense;" except that the

more the organization is developed, the less easy becomes any

profound social rearrangements of the most anciently integrated.

It is this that explains why regularity becomes greater and

greater, notwithstanding the growing mass of new and accessory

variations destined to be consolidated and to support the weight

of future modifications. The thesis of Comte is in contradiction

to his own observation that the most complex phenomena are

the most modifiable of all. He implicitly avows the error of his
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authoritative point of view when he remarks, very correctly, that

the word "order" has a double signification—"government" and

"arrangement"— and that the first serves only as the initiation

of the second.

I do not insist upon the conclusion of Comte's social statics,

except in order to note the subjective idealism. We shall have

occasion to recur to these several static theories relating to the

family, language, property, government, etc. He ends his study

concerning the positive theory of the general limits ofvariations pecul-

iar to the human order— a title so full of promise—by proclaim-

ing the final and subjective preponderance of the Great Being

Humanity over the objective influence, i. e., over the material, affini-

tive or feminine and intellectual. "Death, the necessary conse-

quence of life, ends by becoming the principal source of its

systematization." The subjective influence of death in virtue of

its irrevocability ends by surmounting everything, and

nothing better can confirm this precious conclusion than its special applica-

tion to the institution of language, which is more social than anything else,

and on that account better fitted to embody all of our personal attributes.

Under the growing weight of the subjective impulsions the human tongue

tends without ceasing toward its complete final systematization in proportion

as our solidarity and continuity are developed across the objective variations

produced by climates, races, nationalities, or individualities. This necessary

unity, at once consequence and condition of religious universality, renders

everywhere systematic the eflfective submission of each to the always sacred

preponderance of the Great Being to whom we unconsciously submit the

regular ascendency.

Why unconsciously, seeing that Comte is aware of this influ-

ence and informs us of it? Indeed, all that is very poetic, but

sociology does not have to make a choice between objectivism and

subjectivism. Its unitary systematization, fully and exclusively

positive, suffices of itself: it embraces the subject and the object,

man and his environment, in a single organic whole, which is

society. Of Comte's grandiose conception of a Great Being

Humanity there remains in reality the fundamental law of soli-

darity in space and of continuity in time, of which variability is a

constant and necessary element. This law by itself sufficiently

explains the connection of all of the spontaneous and successive
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social relations, as well as the increasing influence over the pres

ent by the past, which continually incorporates everything that

is really assimilable and valuable. No, the dead do not govern

the living, but the living succeed the dead. It is living human-

ity that governs itself, equipped with the heritage of the past,

but which heritage is accepted under obligations which do not

exceed the bequest. The heritage is especially modifiable in its

highest acquisitions, and is the more modifiable as it is the more

complex. Thus life always triumphs over death in the eternal

course toward progress, and tradition itself exerts its influence

only through the instrumentality of its living depositories, and

though the modifications which the depositories make it submit

to. Life is a continued adaptation. The final and absolute sys-

tematization of life would be death.

The statics of Comte, as also his dynamics, are more than

premature syntheses. They still belong to the kind of philosophy

ofhistory in full efflorescence in the nineteenth century, but which,

however, constituted the bond of union between the old Scholas-

tics and the real positive social science, whose object today is,

above everything else, to perfect the methods. Though not con-

cealing my own theoretical conceptions, which I have thus far

reached, but not perfected, I present them only as attempts and

researches in a path the access to which, I realize, would have

been impossible without the labors of the immortal thinkers

whom I have criticised,

G. DeGreef.
Brussels, Belgium.

\To be continued^



NOTE ON WARD'S "PURE SOCIOLOGY." III.

Notes I and II have dealt with earlier chapters of the book, which

provoke inquiry of many sorts, but which do not contain the most

important parts of the author's argument. When we reach Part II,

" Genesis," we begin to deal with the substance of the author's thought.

From this point so many questions are involved which lead into almost

every department of knowledge, that fruitful discussion of it would

require the co-operation of an army of specialists. This discussion

must go on, and its results must in any event make the foundations

of sociology more secure. Meanwhile it is in order to indicate the

place which the book as a whole must occupy in the literature of

sociology.

In the first place, Ward's system is the first considerable attempt by an

original investigator of admitted competence equally in biology and in

sociology, to generalize the cosmic process from its mechanical and

organic beginnings to its most highly conscious manifestations in social

order. Whether the system turns out to stand fire or not, it is a survey of

the social process by a man who has found out through first-hand study

that there is an underlying cosmic process. Social philosophers galore

have taken this comprehensive fact on trust, and have used it faithfully.

Here is a scholar whose outlook is that of a man who has interviewed

the cosmic process for himself. The episode of human history neces-

sarily falls into a different perspective in his view from that of a man
to whom human affairs are all that is real, while the physical ante-

cedents of society are virtually fable or rumor.

In the second place, Ward has given us a system, not disconnected

dabs at social problems. Every competent reader of sociological litera-

ture must have remarked the fragmentary character of its most notable

books. Thin sections, snapshots, detached incidents, special classes

of phenomena, hypotheses to explain abstracted elements among social

factors, make up their contents. Here comes a Gulliver among the

Lilliputians and assembles the litter of social concepts into a replica

of the world-order. Men may say in a hundred years or so that the

work was crude. They are not likely to deny that it was monumental,

nor that one of the rare minds of our time produced it.

In the third place, this system is in the spirit which may perhaps

be set down as the chief merit of Herbert Spencer. He did more than
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any man to spread the news that the world is not made up of instanta-

neous and separate creations, like so many bricks in the mold ; but that

everything is a link in a chain of perpetual becomings, and that we can

find no end to the chain in either direction. Ward concentrates

the same sort of interpretation upon generic changes from universal

ether to and through society. The social reality has never been at the

same time so specifically and so comprehensively expounded as the

latest aspect of energies acting continuously, with no gaps in the causal

series.

In the fourth place, Ward has elaborated concepts, from the most

inclusive, like "genesis" and "telesis," to the most particular, all of

which are inevitable categories for thinking the social process. There

is plenty of room for difference of opinion both about the absolute and

the comparative value of some of these categories, but there is no room
for doubt that intelligence about the social process must involve

familiar knowledge of these generalizations, and aptness to apply them

in criticism of concrete situations. In many cases we shall have to use

formulas contained in this book as the best available account of what

is embraced under standard generalizations.

In the fifth place, the system is relatively compact. To be sure*

the volume contains more than one excursus which perhaps might

better have been relegated to an appendix. The main line of argu-

ment might thus have become more apparent. Considering, however,

the well-known works that have occupied much more space, and yet

have failed to cover the ground of general sociology, this volume,

even if we reckon in the Applied Sociology, which we hope will soon fol-

low, is an unusually successful combination of the condensed and the

compendious.

If these propositions are true, it is superfluous to add that the

volume is one of those which every professional sociologist must master.

Not to be familiar with it will mean provincialism of a sort which no

course of reading that I could name would certainly remove.

But in spite of the foregoing estimate, notwithstanding the debt

which I personally acknowledge to Ward, and although I believe he

will have a permanent and conspicuous place among the makers of

sociology, I must submit that there is a serious issue between him and

the majority of sociologists. Without presuming to speak for them,

my own dissent from him may be expressed in the charge that he

shifts the center of attention too far back into some region of pre-e cent

r.iThsociology. iThe more I read Ward, the more I am inclined to classify

J
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him as a philosopher with sociological leanings, instead of a sociolo-

gist with philosophical attachments. This is, of course, in no sense

a charge against the content of his system. It is an attempt to place

that system with reference to the center of interest in sociology.

To my mind sociology focalizes upon the appraisal of factors in

our present life. For sociology truth is important in proportion to its

availibility for application in real life. For instance, if we had a

relatively complete sociology, it would interpret to us the human values

involved in the Korean and Manchurian struggle at this moment.

It would analyze the situation, not merely as a race-conflict, a diplo-

matic incident, a military, economic, political, or religious issue, an

accidental collision of civilizations, or whatever; it would show just

what is involved for the present and future of human welfare in general,

and what line of action is accordingly expedient. Every really serious

sociological problem is incidental to ability in the direction of deriving

such guidance, whether about questions as minute as the midnight

closing of Chicago saloons, or as big as opening all doors of world-

commerce. I have not the slightest disposition to question the necessity

of the most highly generalized concepts, as the setting of all concrete

social situations. My argument is merely against excess of attention

to the concepts, and defect of attention to the situations. My measure

of the realness of a sociological method, therefore, is the length it can

go toward satisfying the conditions of genuine interpretation. In

order for sociology to be fruitful, it must conform to the same con-

ditions that make any other science fruitful— /. e., it must have a

problem, or a set of problems, and must severely restrict itself to evi-

dence that promises to throw light on the solutions.

Now, it seems to me that Ward's method, judged by the restricted

standards of sociology, rather than the larger measure of general

philosophy, in spirit, if not in form, antagonizes this condition. How-

ever we define sociology, in some shape or other its problem is the

meaning of life. Ward's emphasis is such that his problem seems to

me to be the organization of abstractions. Vital as such work is, it

can hardly be rated high in the scale of distinctively sociological values.

For sociology the degree of its value might be compared with the

timeliness of working out refinements of Spencer's First Principles,

when the business in hand is digging the Panama Canal. To the man

whose interest is in philosophizing about physical causation in general

those abstractions are profitable. To the man who is interested in

causing something they would seem infinitely dilatory.
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Society is not a logical arrangement of categories, any more than

a railroad bridge is. The bridge is specific material devoted to the

work of carrying a load. Society is real people helping and hindering

each other in carrying many loads; Ward's impersonal rendering of

society goes about as far toward interpreting real society as the study

of geometry would toward explaining the Brooklyn Bridge. If he

had included sections on the categories of time, space, number, and

causation, he would hardly have stretched the boundaries of sociology

more than he has done.

Another line of criticism is equally pertinent. By the very terms

of the distinction between "pure" and "applied" sociology it was

foreordained that the emphasis should be thrown as exclusively as

possible upon the mere form of acts, while their content, and particu-

larly that part of it which is made up of purpose, is reduced to the

lowest minimum. The effect upon me is that in reading the book I

seem to be dealing, not with society at all, but with the mechanism of a

ghost-dance. That is, in so far as Ward succeeds in carrying out his

abstraction "pure sociology," he unconsciously withdraws from the

domain of sociology altogether, and writes the closing chapters of

biology.' In saying this I am not arguing indirectly for the divorce

of biological and sociological factors that nature has joined together.

I simply claim that, if we may place the beginning of sociology any-

where, it must be at a point after conscious purposes have supplanted

pack interests as the springs of action. The proportions of Ward's

discussion that fall on the two sides of this boundary carry the center

of operations entirely too far away from the essential interest of

sociology.

Dr. Ward might reply that I am bound to wait for Applied Sociology,

and to judge the two parts of his system together, before expressing

an opinion. I admit the justice of the claim, and hope to be corrected

by the system as a whole. At present I can judge only by the contents

of Pure Sociology, and by the foreshadow!ngs of Applied Sociology

which are found in Dynamic Sociology. The impression which I

receive is that Ward throws the center of gravity of sociology so far

back in mechanics that he scarcely approaches the problem of inter-

preting society as a combination of purposes, and of endeavors to

' This is quite a different thing from the assertion that De Greef makes of Spencer

in almost the same terms. De Greef is objecting to Spencer's use of the biological

analogy. My point is that by a process of exclusion Ward virtually limits himself in

a large measure to phenomena that are more biological than psychical.
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realize purposes. But this is the center of gravity of sociology, and

everything that stops short of this must be regarded as mere settlement

of preliminaries.

I envy the sociologist who can read Pure Sociology and not feel

oppressed by the limitations of his knowledge. The book draws

from many sources that are sealed to most of us. While we may be

incompetent to discuss frequent details, we may wonder at the author's

tremendous power of generalization and organization. He has been

in a class by himself for twenty years, and in spite of all qualifications,

this latest volume justifies the belief that his final rank will be among
the first-rate thinkers of our period.

Albion W. Small.

The University of Chicago.



DR. ALBERT SCHAFFLE.

We translate the following note from the Berliner Volkszeitung

:

"Dr. Schafifle, eminent as an economist and sociologist, died in

Stuttgart on Christmas eve, 1903. He was born in Suabia, in the

town of Nurtingden, November 24, 1831. At the early age of seven-

teen years he entered the University of Tubingen. His first student

year fell at the time of the revolution of 1848, which, especially in

south Germany, led to great agitation. Schaffle took an active part

in the political movements. He resolved to join a number of his

fellow-students in the struggle which was waged in Baden, and to

espouse the cause of the people. He was already on the way to the

seat of war when the news of the suppression of the popular uprising

arrived.

"After ending his studies, he devoted himself to journalism. In

the Schwdbischer Merkur in Stuttgart he found employment until the

year i860. At this time he was called to the University of Tubingen

as "Ordentlicher Professor" of political economy and administration.

In 1868 he accepted a call to the University of Vienna. During his

professorship in Tiibingen he did not hold himself aloof from political

life. He was a member of the Landtag of Wiirtemberg, and also of

the German Tariff Parliament. During his residence in Austria he

also had opportunity to share in political activity. In 187 1 he was

invited to the position of minister of commerce in the cabinet of Count

Hohenwart, which was entirely under the control of the Czech ele-

ment. His entrance into this ministry made him an object of serious

suspicion from the side of the Germans. The ministry lasted only

nine months; it was defeated in October, 187 1. Schaffle withdrew

from Austria and made his permanent residence in Stuttgart, where he

devoted himself exclusively to science.

" He was an unusually fruitful author, producing a large number of

excellent works, among which are several of permanent value. His

writings treated both theoretical" and practical questions. In the work

Bau und Leben des socialen Korpers he produced a system of sociology

conceived in the most comprehensive spirit. Especial mention should

be made of his widely read work, The Quintessence of Socialism. In it

he presented, in clear and succinct form, an interpretation of the

principles of socialism, and he gave to the interpretation a thoroughly
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objective character. He thereby removed many false notions of social-

ism which up to that time were current in popular, and even in scientific,

literature. Karl Hochberg, the son of a Frankfort banker, bought ten

thousand copies of this book and distributed them among prominent

persons— scholars, civic officials, great manufacturers, and others— in

order to acquaint them with a just account of socialistic arguments. *

"The last publications of Schaffle were devoted to the conflict

between the Agrarians and the Protectionists. His monographs, Ein
Votum gegen den neuesten Zolltarif and Die agrarische Gefahr, belong

among the ablest attempts to deal with the tariff question. It is diffi-

cult to classify Schaffie's position in the science of political economy.

He does not belong to either of the existing schools. He has always

maintained an independent attitude. Even among those who differ

sharply with his opinions it has always been admitted that his writings

were in many ways instructive and stimulating."

It should be added that the prevailing fashion of abusing those

sociologists who have made much of biological analogies, or even of the

"organic concept," betrays a state of mind which resembles nothing so

much as a child's fear of the dark. Schaffle contributed the most dig-

nified, the most elaborate, and the most permanently useful interpreta-

tion of social functions that we have in terms of physiological analogy.

The abuse and ridicule heaped upon his work have always gauged more

accurately the dulness of his critics' perceptions than any real fault in

his rendering. There will always be room for difference of opinion

about the expediency of using biological figures in explaining social

phenomena. There has never been the slightest real justification for

forcing into Schaffie's terms the fantastic and misleading meanings

which the atrophied imagination of overzealous literalists has encoun-

tered in them. It was not Schaffle, but his readers, who turned illus-

trative forms of expression into perversions of reality. There have

been indications for several years that his real services to social science

are presently to receive proper recognition.

Albion W. Small.

SPENCER, THE MAN.'

Of Spencer the dictum that " a man's life is his work " was singu-

larly true. He perforce lived apart ; he never courted publicity.

Without an effort to parade his personality, he waited twenty years for

' Abstract of an address at the Spencer Memorial Meeting, University of Chicago,

January 7, 1904.
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his books to pay their bills. The articles which have appeared since

his death afford meager details of his private life. His will gives vague

glimpses of an intimate sort. The autobiography is eagerly awaited.

Spencer's personality discloses a significant dualism. In certain

traits— e. g., persistence and independence— almost typically British,

•he was in the main detached and isolated from the fundamental

national life. Born in a dissenting family, but never sensitive to reli-

gious feeling; influenced, but not made zealous, by the political

radicalism of father and uncle ; tutored privately outside school and

University; early thinking for himself about scientific and political

problems, Spencer was relatively untouched by those great conven-

tionalizing forces, the class system, the established church, the univer-

sities, and political parties.

The unconventionality of Spencer's early education, his freely

gratified interest in nature, his training and experience as a civil

engineer, his political and economic speculations, his brief editorial

career, his unrestrained reading and private study, all conspired to

give his genius diversified and flexible means of growth and expres-

sion. He had inventive powers of no mean order, as his railway

velocimeter and scheme of composite photography testify. His use

of systematized information and his habit of cumulative illustration

display his vast resources both of private study and of organized

investigation. His reading was, however, almost wholly within the

limits of his philosophical field. He read Shakespeare with pleasure,

but he had little patience with fiction, especially that of the analytical

type. He even spoke slightingly of the work of his early friend

George Eliot, to whom he is rumored to have first suggested this form

of writing.

Spencer is described by a friend as having a "tyrannical con-

science." He once spent a whole day in seeing justice done a passen-

ger from whom an omnibus conductor demanded a fare which had

already been paid. In Montreal, when it was proposed to drive past

the new palace of a man who had made a fortune by notoriously dis-

reputable means, Spencer not only refused to go, but on the spot he

dilated upon the disastrous consequences of showing honor to such a

person. In his intense political individualism Spencer stood like a

rock against every form of collective encroachment, and, in spite of

all traditions of loyalty and patriotism, he mercilessly exposed the

blunders and inefficiency of government in general, and of the British

government in particular. In time of war Spencer stood boldly and
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unfalteringly for peace, and he persistently exalted industrialism over

a military regime. There was never a doubt as to his position on

questions of public policy.

Spencer never had a wide circle of personal friends. His enforced

retirement made general social intercourse impossible. His tender

regard for his mother found expression to the end of her life; Lewes

and George Eliot counted him a delightful companion; with Huxley

he maintained a lifelong relation of friendliness and mutual esteem
;

to Dr. Youmans— his American apostle— Spencer wrote many letters

of affectionate regard and, in time of illness, of solicitude and good

cheer. With a small circle Spencer was on terms of intimacy. His

frail health made him sparing of his energy, which was easily over-

taxed by social intercourse. He would frequently lie down in the

company of his friends, and a stranger was often disconcerted when

Spencer covered his ears with a pair of black velvet muffs which he

had invented to protect himself from too much chatter. Spencer

seemed a little distant and formal with strangers, but was kindly and

humorous with his friends. The assertion that he "talked like a

book" is warmly denied by those who knew him intimately. They

afifirm that he was modest, considerate, and not at all prone either to

carry things with a high hand or to assume a didactic manner. Spencer

was fond of "fives"— which he played now and then with Huxley

—

and of billiards, to which at one time he devoted himself with much

ardor. Through the eyes of rather secretive friends we get a glimpse

of a sympathetic, humorous, alert, and quite human gentleman behind

the synthetic philosopher.

But above mental, ethical, and social traits rises the idealism of the

man. His body weakened by undue application to his tasks, his work-

ing day often cut down by illness to less than half an hour, his means

of support precarious and scanty, his books selling slowly copy by

copy, his followers pitifully few, Spencer worked on for more than a

third of a century. Others have endured for wealth and fame, but

here was a man who had marked out for himself an ideal task, an

intellectual labor. He aimed at nothing less than the unifying of all

knowledge, and toward this end through sickness and poverty he

fought his way. What though his work disintegrate with time? The

story of his ideal and his struggle will endure, an epic of the human

mind,
'

George E. Vincent.



REVIEWS.

GMesis del Crimen en Mexico. By Julio Guerrero. Paris and

Mexico: Ch. Bouret, 1901. Pp. xivH-394, i6mo.

No RECENT Mexican work along sociological lines has more impor-

tance than Julio Guerrero's Genesis del Crimen en Mexico— ''Origin of

Crime in Mexico." The name is hardly appropriate. The book is

less a study of the origin of crime in Mexico than an analysis of the

whole Mexican society, and an effort to find the physical and social

influences that have shaped it. The volume is divided into five books,

dealing with: I, "The Atmosphere;" II, "The Territory;" III, "Cita-

dism;" IV, "Atavisms;" V, "Creeds." In the first and second of these

an effort is made to refer some features in Mexican character to cli-

matic conditions and some facts in Mexican history to topography. In

both these discussions startling suggestions are made ; and although

the reader may not follow the author to all his conclusions, he is given

matter for serious thought. A quotation will illustrate Guerrero's style

and mode of thought, as well as the impossibility of always accepting

his conclusions :

This atmosphere, pure and luminous, full of slumberous breezes in the

shade and of debilitating heat in the sunshine, capricious and treacherous,

not only has an influence upon the physiology, pathology, and life of the

Mexicans, but it gives to much of their labor an unstable character. In fact,

as permanent rivers are few in those great plains, and as those which exist

are due to rain, the sowings of the rainy season, which are the more important,

and their fruition, where there are no rivers, demand rains. But since, on the

other hand, deforestation, carried on since before the vice-reinal days, has

been destructive, not only are lacking forests and groups of trees, which, as

thermal centers uniformly distributed over the higher plateau, might give

shelter to the sowings against the chill of night and early morning , or which,

in the guise of fences of foliage, might intercept the cold blasts of northers
;

but also, through their lack, rains have become rare and irregular, there

being regions where they have failed for six, seven, and eight consecutive

years ; as happened in the Mezquital of the state of Hidalgo, the llano district

of Chihuahua, and the north of the state of Nuevo Leon in the years 1887 to

1895. In 1892 and 1893 the drought was general and desolated a great part

of the Central Plateau.

When the season of rains arrives, the fields are transformed in a single
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week, and where was a barren and arid horizon, there extends itself a mantle

of tender verdure with corn-fields and springing wheat, which from day to day

develop, open their spikes to the sun, and seem to cast back to it its last rays,

as golden oceans, ruffled by the evening breeze. The laborers busy them-

selves in guarding them ; but an unseasonable hailstorm destroys them, or a

blast, sudden and nocturnal, from the north freezes them in the very months
of August and September ; that is to say, when surrounded by summer haze,

or under a cloud sprinkled with twinkling stars, the laborers believe their

crops secure and slumber, lulled by the most pleasing anticipations. When
they wake the corn is lost ; in twenty-four hours they pass from wealth to

misery ; the herd perishes ; field labor stops ; the laborers go forth to rob on

the highways, to swell the ranks of the insurgents, or to beg on the street,

according to the character of the government. Before the days of the rail-

roads, droughts were the cause of local insurrections, which today are impos-

sible, because grain may be transported from one district to another— or

even to the whole country from a foreign land, as happened in 1894, when

$30,000,000 worth of American maize was imported. However, the evil is

not easily remediable, and a general drought, or a series of local dry seasons,

might, as Bulnes indicates, mortally wound our nascent nationality. Agri-

culture then, thanks to the droughts of the fields on the one hand, but to the

abrupt atmospheric changes on the other, escapes calculation and prevision

;

and there are converted into an enterprise as insecure as mining, labors

which have ever constituted the principal honest means of livelihood for

Mexicans. (P. 27.)

In fine, and ever due, wholly or in part, to the atmosphere, the Mexican

of the Central Plateau— and so much the less as the altitude of the region

where he lives is greater— has never been able to count upon the future,

either for his life, or for his health, or for his fields, or for his mines, or for

his daily bread ; and the apparent lack of uniformity in the phenomena of

nature, experienced through generations, has developed in him finally a

standard of judgment, composed of simple coexistences, which, in turn, has

forged the fixed belief that all in nature is uncertain and capricious. As a

logical consequence, there has arisen an unconquerable tendency toward the

only manner in his power for reproducing in the same unpredictable form

the contingencies of fortune and misfortune of life, so far at least as concerns

wealth and misery—that is, to gaming ; and thus may be explained the extent

of this vice in Mexico. (P. 34.)

But gambling, on a large scale, was indulged by the soldiers of the

Conquest, long before the climate had had time to operate upon them.

Nor can Guerrero's suggestion be equally applicable to the high table-

land of Mexico and the coast plains, and yet the fondness for gaming

is as noticeable in Vera Cruz as in Mexico. Again, the prodigious
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development of gambling in the United States during the last few

years, until today the vice has as notable a hold on us as on the Mexi-

cans, shows that some other cause must be assigned than the simple

climatic conditions which he discusses—a cause more general and less

simply physical.

In his discussion of "The Territory" Guerrero shows clearly that

Spain's mode of administration, perpetuated by Mexico, was directly

influenced by the topographic structure of the country. He brings

out well why Mexico was unable to exert the coercion necessary to

hold Texas in the union of Mexican states. It is curious that Mexico

has not yet learned the lesson which he here teaches, and that she

today, blind to her past history, encourages with goverraTient aid lines

of railroad which are of no direct advantage to her, and the whole

strategic value of which is in favor of the United States. It would be

wise policy to tie Sonora and Sinaloa, always points of danger, to the

national capital, rather than to connect them by their only highways

to another governmental center.

Most interesting, and most sad, are Guerrero's descriptions of the

classes that make up Mexican society. These are marvelously true and

could be written only by a Mexican, though there are few Mexicans

who could or would write them. Their nature is shown by the follow-

ing lines, a part of his description of the lowest class:

A, {a). Unfortunate men and women who have no normal or certain

means of subsistence ; they live in the streets and sleep in public sleeping-

places, crouched in the Portales, in the shelters of doorways, amid the rubbish

of buildings in construction, in some meson if they can pay for the space three

or four centavos a night, or stowed away in the house of some compadre or

friend. They are beggars, gutter snipes, paper-sellers, grease-buyers, rag-

pickers, scrub-women, etc. With difficulty they earned twenty or thirty

centavos daily; now they may receive more, but the general rise in prices

leaves them in the same condition of misery. They are covered with rags,

they scratch themselves constantly, in their tangled hair they carry the dust

and mud of every quarter of the city. They never bathe themselves save

when the rain drenches them, and their bare feet are cracked and calloused,

and assume the color of the ground. In general, they do not attain to an old

age, but to a precocious decrepitude, worn out by syphilis, misery, and drink.

The men and women of this class have completely lost modesty ; their

language is that of the drinking-house ; they live in sexual promiscuity, get

drunk daily, frequent the lowest pulquerias of the meanest quarters ; they

quarrel and are the chief causes of disorders ; they form the ancient class of

Mexican leperos ; from their bosom the ranks of petty thieves and pickpockets

are recruited, and they are the industrious plotters of important crimes. They
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are insensible to moral sufiEering, and physical suffering pains them but little,

and pleasures give them little joy. Venereal disease and abortion render the

women of the group refractory to motherhood
;

paternity is impossible on

account of the promiscuity in which they live ; these two natural springs of

aitruism destroyed, they are indifferent to humane sentiments and egoistic in

the animal fashion.

Everywhere they may be seen, the repulsive feature of our streets. In

speaking they reveal a dwarfed intelligence, as sadly ruined by their life as

is their body. Their ideas are rudimentary notions derived from the common
talk of the streets, comments on public events— the escape of one criminal,

the sentence of another, the deportation of their companions, the capture of

some " crook." They are godless, with feeble superstition regarding the

saints depicted on their scapulars or the medal of the rosary, which they wear

beneath their filthy shirt. Their number is enormous ; they constitute the

dregs of the laboring classes, and their presence betrays the vortices of vice,

where the outcasts of civilization are dragged down. (Pp. 158-60.)

In the same way the whole fabric of Mexican society is analyzed.

The author's characterization of foreign residents is interesting and, on

the whole, little flattering. Curiously, while for the Americans whom
he daily meets in Mexico he has little respect, Guerrero's admiration

for our nation is high.

In the books dealing with "Atavisms" and "Creeds" many of the

ills and bad conditions in Mexico are referred to these sources. From

a dreadful list of cruel deeds by Mexicans it is deduced that the cruel

nature of the old Aztecs is reasserting itself. From survivals of old

pagan belief and practice within the Catholic church a similar atavism

is claimed in religion. The church itself is blamed for much of present

conditions. The results, political and social, of the half-century of

almost constant revolution in Mexico are vigorously presented. All of

this is done, from the point of view of description, in a masterly way,

and everywhere one feels the intense earnestness and sincerity of the

author. But everywhere one feels that events are referred to but par-

tial causes, and that no great principles or laws are found. The book

is full of suggestions and food for thought. It fails to group matter

systematically. It is a series of brilliant essays, not a complete develop-

ment of a problem. It sketches conditions, but points out no reme-

dies. It is not absolutely pessimistic, but it touches on peissimism. If

Mexicans are what they are from the simple action of the simple causes

presented, the case is hopeless. If the climate makes them gamblers,

if the topography involves non-government, if the Indian foundation

means cruelty and superstition, all these faults will remain, because the
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climate, the topography, and the Indian foundation remain, and will

remain. But the problems are not so simple, nor readily referred to

such simple agents. Gambling exists in other climes, non-government

may be found on temperate plains, and cruelty and superstition occur

in all mankind.

There has been some talk of an English translation of the book.

It will not be understood by English readers, and will be particularly

misjudged by all Americans save those who know Mexico sympathet-

ically. In Mexico itself the book caused a sensation. For ten suc-

cessive evenings the thinkers of the Mexican metropolis— literary men,

teachers, students, public men, scientific workers— representing the

different learned societies, gathered for its discussion, the author him-

self being present. At the close of this detailed examination the book

was highly commended.

Guerrero comes of "Liberal" stock, and is himself of that political

party. He is a clear thinker on public affairs, and in politics seeks to

warn and direct. His journal. La Republica, was suppressed after

fourteen numbers. In it he asserted purely Liberal ideas, warned

against the dangers of revolution, and aimed to contribute to the solv-

ing of the most pressing political question in Mexico today— the

presidential succession.

Frederick Starr.

Evolution of the Japanese. By Sidney L. Gulick, M.A., Mission-

ary of the American Board in Japan. Chicago: Fleming

H. Revell Co. Pp. vi+457.

This work presents the best description and the most searching

analysis that has yet appeared of that unique ethnical phenomenon,

the modern reconstruction of Japan. As description the work consti-

tutes a very treasury of mental characterization so classified as to

require nearly all of the thirty-seven chapters of the work. Herein the

work is a match for the Chinese Characteristics by Arthur Smith, which

supplies an exact anatomy of the Chinese mind. But, unlike Mr.

Smith, our author had a host of previous writers to deal with ; and

these have been so criticised and so supplemented from first-hand

knowledge that they are now superseded for a reader that can peruse

but one work. A typical treatment is that of Japanese intellectuality,

which is shown to compare fairly with that of Americans, while the

fact that Japanese— in common with other orientals— had never

developed an independent history or science is explained by the much
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mechanical memorization, required during the formative period to

learn the thousands of Chinese ideographs. Another treatment is that •

of Japanese politeness, which is rightly proverbial, since it shows not

only in details of everyday routine, but in the very structure of the

language, where it has precluded the development of personal pro-

nouns. Mr. P. Lowell and others have attributed this politeness to

the "impersonality" of the Japanese, whereas our author holds that

"minute etiquette is the lubricant of a feudal social order," and points

out that, did it depend on an inherent quality like impersonality, it

would not under the new industrialism of Japan have so much declined.

Another treatment is accorded philosophical ability, which foreigners

have generally denied to the Japanese, but which our author credits to

them on various grounds. The Japanese themselves point in proof to

the rapidity and ease with which they discarded their superstitions, and

to the rapid spread of rationalism in its place. Moreover, they first

took great interest in the subtle metaphysics of Buddhism, and then

generally abandoned it in favor of the Chinese system of Chu Hi.

Japanese students abroad have won laurels in philosophy, and those at

home reveal no deficiency to their foreign instructors, as the present

reviewer, after six years of such work in the Dashisha College, Kyoto,

can also testify. Here Mr. Gulick administers a warning to all critics

so salutary that it deserves transcribing :

In discussing Japanese philosophical ability, a point often forgotten is the

rarity of philosophical ability or even interest in the West. But a small pro-

portion of college students show the slightest interest in philosophical or

metaphysical problems. The majority do not even understand what the

distinctive metaphysical problems are. In my experience it is easier to enter

into a conversation with an educated man in Japan on a philosophical ques-

tion than with an American. If interest in philosophical and metaphysical

questions in the West is rare, original ability in their investigation is still

rarer.

The obvious conclusion is that the Japanese show no marked racial

trait in this sphere. The same result appears from a survey of recent

Japanese originality in science. The Murata rifle, with which the

Japanese army is equipped, is the invention of a Japanese, and was

further improved by Colonel Arisaka in 1897, while the smokeless

powder used was invented by Mr. Shimose. The German bacteriolo-

gist. Dr. Behring, must freely share his laurels with his collaborator,

the Japanese Dr. Kitasato, and the distinction of isolating the active

principle in adrenalin, now the most powerful astringent known, fell

to Dr. Takamine after European and American chemists had vainly
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sought it for decades. Messrs. Hirose and Ikeno are equally dis-

tinguished in botany. In general, the Japanese have learned modern

sciences with an astonishing rapidity and thoroughness, not excluding

the naval and military arts, as now evident.

Perhaps the most interesting case of all, however, is where the

author shows that this ability to change is itself attributable, not to any

intrinsic heredity, but to the social order, inasmuch as Japanese have

been learners from their earliest times, and thus have pervasive among
them "a spirit of imitation;" besides which national tutelage, the

individual Japanese has been taught imitation by the need for it under

feudalism.

But all this judicious observation is concurrently subordinated to

an analysis of causes for these traits and for their recent transforma-

tion ; and this aspect rightly gives title to the book, Evolution of the

Japanese. The general conclusion is well stated by the author on

p. 425:

How have these characteristics arisen ? has been our ever-recurring ques-

tion. The answer has invariably tried to show their relation to the social

order We have seen that not one of the characteristics examined is

inherent, that is, due to brain structure, to biological heredity. We have

concluded, therefore, that the psychical characteristics which differentiate

races are all but wholly social.

An extremer conclusion on p. 441 runs that "such inherent differ-

ences, if they exist, are so vague and intangible as practically to defy

dicovery and clear statement, and may be practically ignored;^'' but

another parallel passage on p. 438 takes the more moderate and safe

position " that the evolution of the psychic characteristics of all

races is due to social more than to biological evolution."' There

is a wide latitude here that would justify rejection of one degree,

but acceptance of either of the others. The inclination of the

author is clearly toward disallowing inheritance of traits, in any

degree, as appears from his treatment of the data passim, and in

such phrases as "the Anglo-Saxon is what he is because of his social

heredity" (p. 21). However, so far as this lack of precision concerns

inheritance of acquired traits, it may only reflect the uncertainty of the

conclusions for and against Weismann, with a strong tendency toward

his denial of such inheritance. But in respect to congenital variation,

the author's denial is wholly in conflict with prevalent biological and

sociological opinion, as he admits, pp. 20 and 21, a strong tendency

' The italics of these three quotations are mine.

I
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toward his denial of such inheritance. This congenital element is, of

course, accepted by Weismann, and, indeed, without it evolution would

obviously be impossible for him. So at least in the material world
;

but in the mental sphere is a third means at disposal, to which our

author has repeatedly turned, namely, the dependence of traits, and

even the trait of changing traits ("sensitiveness to environment"), upon

the social order. The mental entity that is subject of these traits is

cited in several passages as equally the cause and end of evolution, and

as a person. Thus, in the Introduction: "But a still more important

factor in the determination of social and psychic evolution, generally

unrecognized by sociologists, is the nature and function of personality."

Chap. 3 holds that the criterion of progress is personality; chap. 29 is

devoted to showing how the primitive, mainly segregative, man was

tamed by formation of rigid ideas and customs into a unified nation,

at which stage farther progress depends on fracture of "the cake of

custom" by an individualism that shall yet include communalism,

which is precisely personality. Chap. 36, again, would show that the

determinative trait of the Orient is this communalism ; but of the

Occident, this individualism, namely, personality. Finally, chap. 37

closes the work with attribution of all progress to personality

:

Personality, expressing and realizing itself in communal and individual

life, in objective and subjective forms, is at once the cause and the goal of

progress. Social and psychic evolution are, therefore, in the last analysis,

personal processes. (P. 446.)

My objection to such a conception is that it leaves the notion of

personality wholly static, and thus abandons its inner development,

which I conceive it to have precisely as every living entity has a con-

genital variation. This development of the person, though probably

only to a slight degree modified by inheritance of acquired traits, has

an inner variation which is needed to originate those traits unaccount-

able for by physical environment. On the contrary, the origin of these

traits is attributed by our author to the " personalized psychic nature,"

under determination of conditions "which differ for different lands,

peoples, ages, and political relations, producing diverse social orders

for each separated group" (p. 439). But these several conditions

reduce to "lands" only; for "peoples" is only a synonym for

"psychic nature;" "ages" or time can do nothing by themselves;

and "political relations" are the social order, not "produce" it.

Now, an always undifferentiated person in interaction with little various

material environments seems to me inadequate to explain the immense

varieties of racial and national culture.
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For example, here are Japanese producing a feudal system peculiarly

strong and reacting under it to an exceptional degree, and learning

from neighbors as most other peoples, even under like conditions, have

failed to do, and at the same time avoiding the vices of those neighbor-

teachers, such as opium-smoking and foot-binding among the Chinese.

They now astonish everyone by an eclecticism never practiced by

people before nor now, not only adapting but adopting every best

quality from the world over. Only the Greeks approximated this

achievement ; and when Galton credits them, in consequence, with the

highest ability yet possessed by mankind, what does that mean except

that their "personality" or mind had differentiated under congenital

variation into a specific nature not since attained by any people, until

the Japanese came to sight? The author decries prehistory as the " com-

mon dumping-ground" for sociologists; but does not his undifferen-

tiated but "plastic" (p. 445) personality serve the same purpose, namely,

to dispose of difficulties? Thus, it allows him to use such a phrase as

"strong personalities" (p. 443) without assigning any ground for them.

He admits, however, that "it may perhaps be an open question"

whether the lowest races are such because of social differences only or

also because of defective psychic heredity. While all Japanese traits

appear to proceed from the Japanese "social order" the exceptionally

fine results imply a good scholar as well as a good school. This scholar

is compact partly of Malay and partly of Mongolian congenital heredity,

and hence his marked variaiton in body and mind from the Chinese

that he has always first copied and then criticised and is now goading

into progress. Besides the bodily marks of this variation from westerners

are his less nervous sensitivity, so that his minor surgical operations are

performed without anesthetic, and a mental trait that impels him to

perform certain acts in a way that seems unnatural to us, as when he. pulls

plane and saw, turns locks and screws to the left in order to fasten them,

mounts a horse from the right, beaches a boat stern first, eats sweets

before meats, and begins his books at the— that is, our— end. These

singular traits cannot be explained by the "social order," and are left

unnoticed by Mr. Gulick. Other such traits are the absence of the active

play-instinct among the boys— no Japanese boy climbs a tree for fun—
and, per contra, the prominence of death, the perceptive and con-

structive sense manifested in the incomparable Japanese decorative

art— Richard Neuther ranks them first among all peoples. And
whence the unique Japanese asymmetry in art, which has yet proved

acceptable among all other culture-peoples?
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Again, our author wrongly assumes a force and specificness in

"inherited psychic nature" (congenital heredity) such that a fair trial

of it would be to rear a Japanese infant in an American home and expect

it to show Japanese peculiarities of grammar, salutation, and art. On
the contrary, heredity is fairly conceived only as a subtle tendency, not

impelling, but only inclining such an infant to choose Japanese rather

than American ways in case he spent, say, alternate days in a family of

each nationality.

Finally, the reviewer cannot better commend the book for attention

than by expressing his purpose to reread it throughout, weighing each

case for the testimony it may give on the ever vital problem of human
progress.

Edmund Buckley.
The University of Chicago.

The Relations between Freedom and Responsibility in the Evolu-

tion of Democratic Government. By Arthur Twining Had-
LEY, President of Yale University. New York: Charles

Scribner's Sons. Pp. 175. $1.

Every serious reader will agree that the merits of this book entitle

President Hadley to the gratitude of his fellow-citizens. It is mental

and moral tonic from first page to last. It packs into narrow space

more thought than is usually found in works of much greater bulk,

even if they are addressed to specialists. It is so condensed that it

might almost be described as a series of theorems which, if devel-

oped, would constitute a system of social philosophy. It seems impos-

sible that many hearers, even in New Haven, could have grasped the

force of the reasoning from oral delivery. Read deliberately, it is

both luminous and stimulating in a rare degree. The book deserves

to be used as a compendium of texts to be expanded and illustrated

by educated middlemen who can enlighten public opinion. It is radi-

calism of the sort that goes deep enough always to rest on conservative

foundations. It handles vital social problems without a trace of par-

tisanship, yet with the force of an indictment to which partisans of all

shades must plead. It sounds a clear call for arbitration of public

issues before tribunals of higher rank than those to which petty personal

interests appeal. There is not a querulous note in the whole discus-

sion. It calls a spade a spade, but it always sees use for that rough

tool as well as for the electric lamp or the sugar tongs. It is construc-

tive criticism of the best type. In a thoroughly sane and heartening
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tone it urges the most timely appeal :
" Let us not assume that the best

has been discovered. Let us take thought !

"

As stated in the preface, the object of the book is to show, in the

first place, that "the attempt to assume the privileges of freedom and

disclaim its responsibilities is fatal to the nation which tolerates it

;

and theories of law or schemes of social reform which ignore this

ethical basis of democracy are likely to prove suicidal
;

" then, in the

second place, " to show what this ethical basis of democracy is, how it

has arisen, and what happens if we try to ignore it."

The only occasions which I have found for dissent from the author's

views are probably not expressions of his real position, but implica-

tions which the extremely compact treatment could not avoid. For

instance, on the proposition that the spirit of a government is more

essential than its form, he says (p. 2): "Without such unselfish purpose

and adherence to tradition, monarchy degenerates into tyranny, aristoc-

racy into oligarchy, democracy into populism." The last antithesis

seems to me to imply disregard of the deep meaning underneath

populism, in spite of its pathetic manifestations.

Again, in discussing the concept "freedom" he says (p. 70):

"These facts go far to explain the general teaching and general accept-

ance of the theory of the freedom of the will. From the standpoint

of modern science, this theory is little short of an absurdity. From

the standpoint of modern morals, it is little short of a necessity." I

cannot help thinking that the paradox would have been spoiled if Dr.

Hadley had explained the precise content of the theory which he had

in mind as an "absurdity," and the quite different content to which

he must have had reference in calling it a "necessity." The final

paragraph (p. 72) of this notable chapter calls for elaboration. The

proposition that the freedom of the will is a "legal conception" is too

absolute to go unchallenged, even though one follows the author's

argument in general.

The impression which I received from first reading on p. 79, that

the "irruption of the barbarians into Europe brought with it, under the

feudal system, a nearly complete return to the old theory of status,

etc.," was that the feudal system had been dated back half a thousand

years or more. Of course, the author was speaking in terms of forces

rather than of chronologies. In the same connection I feel like protest-

ing against the scant allowance made for the element of contract in the

feudal system. There is something more to be said both of the

quantity and of the quality of contract between lord and vassal. The
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Teuton acquired from the Roman neither the reality nor the spirit of

contract, but rather modifications of its form content and sanctions.

It would seem to me to have expressed more adequately the scope of

the argument, if the word " society " had been used in the title instead

of "government." Such details, however, are not of consequence

enough to draw attention away from the substantial philosophy of the

book. An army of Yale men ought to crusade with it in the immedi-

ate future, and it is to be hoped that the majority of American college

graduates are fit to receive and transmit this standard of thought.

A. W. S.

The Administration of Iowa: A Study in Centralization. By
Harold Martin Bowman. 224 pp. Columbia University

Series in History, Economics and Public Law, Vol. XVHI,

4- 1903.

The Administration of Jowa is the latest number in the series of

studies in the administrative history and present-day organization of

American commonwealths now being worked out under the supervision

of Professor Goodnow. Massachusetts, New York, Indiana, and Ohio

have already been covered, and with Iowa the fifth state is added to

the list. These studies, uniformly well executed, constitute an invalu-

able addition to the literature of American government, and are indis-

pensable to any student in the neglected field of state government.

The volume by Dr. Bowman is fully up to the standard of the pre-

ceding works, and indeed in grasp of the essential points and clearness

of exposition superior to some of them. Administrative tendencies in

education, charities and corrections, public health and safety, and in

finance are the groups of subjects discussed by the author. The steady

movement toward centralization in administration is the theme of the

work, as in fact of the entire series, although this tendency is far less

strongly marked in Iowa than in Massachusetts and New York, for

example. The most conspicuous example of centralization in Iowa is,

as the author shows, the organ known as the "state board of control,"

which governs the charitable and correctional institutions of the entire

state, and has incidental jurisdiction over the educational institutions.

Other illustrations are found in the appellate jurisdiction of the state

superintendent of public instruction, and in the supervision of the

inspection of milk in cities over 10,000 in population by the appointees

of the state dairy commissioner. An interesting case of administrative
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initiative, cited by the author, is the creation of a state board of

embalmers by act of the state board of health, after the legislature had

refused to create such a body. Some interesting anomalies in Iowa's

experience are pointed out, such as the state board of education of

1857, and the despotic reign of the county judge under the authority

granted by the code of 1851. The unfortunate experience of the state

in its attempt to segregate state and local sources of income is clearly

traced, and the deplorable results indicated. In discussing the subject

of taxation the author might well have referred to the famous "tax

ferret" law of 1900, which allows the county board of supervisors to

contract with private firms for the discovery of taxable property not

reported by the assessor. The "ferrets" are allowed 15 per cent, of

the taxes on the property unearthed.

On the whole. Dr. Bowman might almost as well have used the title

"A Study in Decentralization," for Iowa is still far from anything like

an administrative unity. Urban and industrial conditions such as

accompany the administrative changes in Massachusetts and New York

do not obtain there, and the old system of local self-government has

been allowed to take its own leisurely way. The author has undoubt-

edly demonstrated, however, that the prevailing tendency is in the

direction of administrative centralization.

The volume is written in an interesting style, with a good sense of

the relative importance of facts, and is an excellent example of the kind

of a study that might profitably be made of the other states yet unde-

scribed. C. E. Merriam.

Industrial and Social History Series. By Katherine Elizabeth

Dopp, Ph.D. Book I, "The Tree-Dwellers—the Age of

Fear." Chicago:' Rand, McNally & Co. Pp.160, i2mo.

A NORMAL SCHOOL teacher some years ago sent out the inquiry to

school directors : " With what kinds of apparatus do you wish your

teachers to be familiar when they leave the training school ?" One

answer was significant : " What we want most is teachers who can get

along without any apparatus. We have no money to spend." There

is no questioning the prime importance of the personality of the

teacher, but the demands within the school today require better train-

ing, more leisure, more expenditure of money than ever before ; and

the objection is not valid that such work as is outlined by Dr. Dopp

may do for schools with abundant resources, but has no place in those

maintained at public expense. If this type of material is valuable for
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the children, we shall come to it, although it means better teachers,

smaller classes, more attention to individuals, and the consequent

greater expenditure of public funds.

"The Tree-Dwellers" will be of interest to social workers outside

of the school as well as within. To understand its larger significance,

it should be read in connection with The Place of Industries in Ele-

mentary Education by the same author. There has perhaps been no
single work published which has endeavored more earnestly than this

latter to indicate the meaning of manual training, the field excursion,

modeling, drawing, dramatic representation, and other activities which

in so many schools have been plastered on the old course of study. Of
greater importance than the material chosen by Dr. Dopp is the unity

which she sees in the essentials of the so-called old and new education.

"The Tree-Dwellers" is her first attempt to illustrate her theory by

material organized into lessons for use with children. This volume is

to be followed by "The Early Cave-Men— the Age of Combat," "The
Later Cave-Men— the Age of the Chase," "The Tent-Dwellers— the

Early Fishing Men," and others dealing with the early development of

pastoral and agricultural life, the age of metals, travel, trade, and

transportation. Naturally these works will not satisfy even all who
welcomed the theoretical statement, but the details of adverse criticism

must not be allowed to obscure the importance of this effort, and its

promise of successful issue as indicated in the initial volume of the

series. It is most promising to have a person of unusually successful

teaching experience combine with this thorough university training

and devote herself to a pioneer task.

To those who would allow children only the classic products of

race-development, and who hesitate to share with them in that which

means most to them— the processes— this book is far afield. Dr.

Dopp sees that adolescence is but an unusually high wave in the indi-

vidual life, that there are other transitions of only slightly less signifi-

cance. The one which this book is to meet is the period between six

and eight, so often misunderstood because of its remoteness from present

adult life. This remoteness, however, means a difference in degree

only, and the primary teacher who meets in children needs much like

those which send the older student to the library, museum, laboratory,

and field will welcome these suggestions of help in the quest. Whether,

participating in these processes, the boy or girl can profitably come

into relations with such frank statements and pictures of the cruel and

ugly- as are found in "The Age of Fear," is a question which should
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be considered very carefully by those who are near enough to the chil-

dren to get their point of view. That the author has not failed to

study this problem is evident from pp. 132-34.

The reviewer who looks only at the reading text may consider the

work too deductive, and fear too great influence of culture-epoch

theories; but a careful examination of the plan of use will show that

the whole scheme is firmly rooted in the present, however far it may
reach into the past.

Frank A. Manny.
Ethical Culture Schools,

New York.

Queries in Ethnography. By A. G. Keller. New York : Long-

mans, Green & Co., 1903. Pp. ix4-77.

That small manuals of directive questions, intended for the field

worker, have value, all will admit. The author of the manual before

us correctly states that none of those before issued, in reference to

ethnography, is satisfactory. Broca's Instructions anthropologiques and

Schmidt's Anthropologische Methoden are models, but both are confined

to somatology, a department of anthropology, which Dr. Keller inten-

tionally omits. The nearest approach to a handy, complete, general

manual is the Anthropological Institute's Notes and Queries. This

includes somatology, but also covers the field that Keller has in mind.

It suffers sadly, as indeed Keller states, from its " composite production "

and "the multiplicity of its authors." In a footnote Dr. Keller refers

to a number of rather inaccessible and not fully pertinent German
questionnaires. Curiously he omits all mention of the "Instructions"

at various times issued by French anthropological and ethnological

societies, for use among specific populations, as also the valuable

manuals put out by the Folk-Lore Society and the American Folk-Lore

Society— all of which are actually in his field. Keller gives a list of

912 queries, which are carefully thought out, well stated, and, on the

whole, well arranged. They cover the whole field of ethnography.

The book will prove useful and will direct travelers, missionaries,

physicians, and "the interested amateur" to do good service in foreign

lands. It would be possible to pick some flaws and raise some ques-

tions, but it would be difficult to improve the book, which represents

a great deal of honest labor. Primarily intended for the field worker,

the book can be well used in the class-room. A class of students

taken over it in free discussion would gain more than from formal

study of most text-books. F. "S.
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Lenfance coupable. Par Henri Joly. Paris: Victor Lecoffre,

1904. Pp. 222.

The president of the Social Economy Association and of the

General Society of Prisons in France has had unusual opportunities for

studying the life of wayward youth. In this volume he gives many

illustrations of the ways by which children and youth are lured down-

ward to vice, crime, and suicide. Heredity counts for little with M.

Joly. The strife of church with statesmen is visible in these pages, and

the author pleads for ecclesiastical institutions against the "monoply

of the state," on the ground that the religious teachers secure better

results in their reform schools than are found in the establishments

managed by officials.

Numerous stories of individual cases serve to set before us the inner

significance of statistical tables. The most general summary of causes

of depravity is the following

:

Absence of education ; frivolity ; false sentimentality mingled with vicious

sensuality ; affections embittered by jealousy or by an irritated feeling in an

irregular situation ; impossibility of respecting the parents as they should be

respected ; confusion and strife in an unbalanced domestic environment, or a

still more undesirable habituation to evil example ; premature and excessive

freedom; abandonment or lack of supervision, opening a way for all the

suggestions and risks of feeble natures, at once ignorant of good and too acute

in respect to all the rowdyism which takes the place of labor and orderly

ways ; memories of conversations, reading, and images both silly and deprav-

ing; and, crowning all, the beginnings of inebriety— these are the facts most

prominent in the causation of both crime and suicide among youth.

C. R. H.

Morale sociale: Legons profess^es au College libre des Sciences sociales.

Par MM. G. Belot, Marcel Bernes, Brunschvigg, F.

BuissoN, Dauriac, Delbit, Ch. Gide, M. Kovalevsky,

Malapert, R. P. Maumus, de Roberty, G. Sorel, Le Pas-

teur Wagner. Preface d'l^MiLE BoNTROUX. Paris: Felix

Alcan, 1899. Pp. 319.

The preface of this volume indicates the point of view of the lec-

turers : modern writers differ on many points, but agree in saying that

the human soul has worth and dignity; that toleration and free-

dom give value to discussion; that duty and virtue must ever be

exalted to supreme place ; that rights must be interpreted democratic-

ally and not aristocratically. These are commonplaces, and morality
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must descend to concrete particulars and employ all aids of science to

make clear the path of right conduct. It is not enough to declare that

we ought to do what is right ; we must show what is good ; we must

discover means as well as ends. Morality cannot isolate itself from the

world of facts, and duty is relative to all the conditions of time and

place. The topics treated are : the morality of positivism ; art and

science ; classification of moral ideas in our age ; moral unity ; ethical

orientation
;
justice and law ; charity and selection ; ethics of social-

ism; the morals of Tolstoi ; justice and charity; pleasures; duties of

youth; morality and politics; individual and social morality; the ethics

of the Greeks and the contemporary moral crisis.

The treatment is dignified and suggestive, but the articles are too

brief to have great value in determining the method of social conduct

in particular spheres of life. C. R. H.

Hambourg et VAllemagne contemporaine . Par Paul de Rousiers,

Parts: Armand Colin, 1902. Pp. 324.

This is one of those broad sketches of national life and character of

which the author has given us a large number. In this treatise M. de

Rousiers treats of Hamburg as the type of economic force in Germany,

as the chief point of contact between the great plain and the wide

world. He discusses the sugar industry, its cultivation, organization,

and refineries ; the coal mines and chemical industries ; the manufac-

tures of metal goods ; railroads and electricity ; textile industries ; the

shipping of Hamburg ; the workmen of Hamburg and their unions.

The author thinks that material development has reached a higher stage

in Germany than the social, that the government is oppressive, religion

feeble. He thinks the German does better for himself in America

than at home, that he is more prosperous and more self-respecting.

Aside from these rather broad generalizations, many interesting descrip-

tions of industry are given, all in a clear and interesting journalistic

style. C. R. H.

LExode rural et le Retour aux Champs. Par ^mile Vandervelde.

Paris: P'elix Alcan, IQ03. Pp. 304.

Professor Vandervelde offers a general view of the well-known

movement from country to city in various nations of Europe and

America, and describes the different forms of migration, tracing them

chiefly to changed economic conditions. In the latter part of the
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volume he points out tendencies to return to the country, and the

improvements in the technique of agriculture and manufacture which

help this movement. He expresses the hope that city and country will

be drawn into closer relations and the present advantages of each be

extended, so that residents of towns shall have better sanitary condi-

tions and dwellers on farms enjoy more of the social attractions of

cities. C. R. H.

Neue Staatslehre. Von Anton Menger. Jena: Fischer, 1903.

Pp. xii + 335.

Berlin booksellers said this summer that they were unable to keep

up with their orders for this book. It has struck a popular chord, but

has produced some notes that grate hard on conservative German ears.

Not what it says, but the man who says it, and his way of saying it,

must have made the impression. The "new civic doctrine" is our old

and familiar acquaintance, plain socialism, with additions and sub-

tractions of detail at the author's pleasure, which will win few indorse-

ments from other socialists. I find in the book nothing new except

these purely individual shadings. The main lines have been drawn

over and over again for a century. A. W. S.

The Code of Hammurabi, King of Babylon about 2250 B. C. Auto-

graphed Text, Transliteration, Glossary, Index of Subjects

:

Lists of Proper Names, Signs, Numerals, Corrections, and

Erasures ; with Map, Frontispiece, and Photograph of Text.

By Robert Francis Harper, Ph.D. Chicago : The Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1904. Pp. xvH-i92, and Plates

cm. $4.

This very important Assyriological study appears just as we go to

press. As a translation of the oldest written legal code, it possesses

unique interest for students of society, and will receive particular notice

in the May number of the American Journal of Sociology.
G. E. V.

Annuaire-Almanack de Vaction populaire. Paris: Lecoffre, 1904.

Fr. 1.50.

This instrument of propagandism represents the conservative

social economy of France in a very attractive popular form. The

articles are mere brief sketches, but they give a great deal of recent
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information difficult to bring together outside of France. The topics

treated are various phases of the social movement, trade unions, agri-

cultural societies, savings banks, mutual insurance, co-operative societies,

and religious agencies of betterment— anything except socialism.

C. R. H.

The Housing Handbook. By W. Thompson. Published by The
National Housing Reform Council. London : P. S. King

& Son, 1903. Pp. 270+101.

The author has compiled a convenient summary of the arguments

for reform and the legal and administrative measures which may be

employed in England. The purpose is immediately practical ; the

sympathetic reader is told what he can do and how to go about it.

Details are given in respect to the formation of housing councils,

public-health acts, condemnation of slum properties, municipal and

other local governments, rural housing, Miss Octavia Hill's experiment,

and continental methods. The text of the principal acts of Parliament

is printed in an appendix. C. R. H.



NOTES AND ABSTRACTS.

Business Men and Peace.— Nothing is more striking in the history of peace
than the way in which business men have of late come into the arbitration move-
ment. It is not many years since business men sneered at arbitration as the
dream of millennium mongers, cranks, faddists, and other people whom practical
men are in the habit of steering clear of as long-winded time-wasters.

What is at the bottom of this change? In this city a few days ago an
eminent Bostonian, Mr. Wadlin, librarian of the Boston Public Library, made a
remark in a speech before the State Board of Trade that often good came out
of conflict, and I believe that this change which has come over the business world,
this readiness to co-operate in methods which have not hitherto— or, at least,

until recently— appealed to business men, is due essentially to business men
having been latterly confronted with the fact that diplomacy, clubland, statecraft,

parliaments, executives, and other political agents and machinery are no longer
alone to be trusted with the destinies of their countries. Twice within a very
few years the United States, Great Britain, and France have been so near an
armed conflict that the only issue was just to " climb down." Nothing is more
painful for nations than to " climb down " or " cave in," and nothing is more
disastrous sometimes for the future and really more menacing for peace than
to have to climb down or cave in. This is not the place to go into particulars

about that.

It is my belief that the change which has come over our business world in its

attitude toward arbitration is due to the impending conflicts which were avoided

;

and thus conflict can, in fact, occasionally claim the function of a power for good.
The one instance I refer to was the Venezuela question, in which President

Cleveland " put his foot down." The other case was the Fashoda question, in

which the British government "' put its foot down." In both cases an armed
conflict would have been the result, if it had not been for the real patriotism ol

the governments which yielded, and the certainty that the business world of both
countries would have disapproved of fighting for unessential things. If there is

anything that distinguishes business methods from other methods, whatever they
may be, it is that the business man tries in his mind to reduce every question
to its just proportions. The business man has what very often is lacking to the
politician— the right sense of proportion. Thus it seems naturally monstrous to

the business man to employ a sledgehammer for the execution of a fly, but that

sort of consideration does not always appeal to those who are not trained in the

world of commerce and industry.

No better instance of the way in which business men can do good by putting

their foot down was ever seen than when the Association of the Chambers of

Commerce of the United Kingdom took the relations between Great Britain and
France into their hands in 1900. At that moment the hostile feeling between the

two countries, so far as the press appeared to echo it, was so strong that on the

slightest provocation the guns would have gone off, by themselves.

At the danger of being charged with egotism, I must refer here to my own
agency in the change of feeling which began at that time. I had the privilege of

being at that moment chairman of the British Chamber of Commerce in Paris, and
in that capacity was able to take a public attitude toward the subject of Anglo-
French relations which I could not otherwise have assumed. I believe that my
appeal to the French nation at that time had the effect— at least, it is credited

with having had that effect— of bringing to an end a perfect epidemic of cari-

catures of our late great queen. I believe that the assistance which was given to

me by Mr. W. L. Courtney, the editor of the Fortnightly Review, in that great

731
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periodical, at the same period was the beginning of a more reasonable attitude in

Great Britain toward France, and that my article in the Fortnightly to some
extent influenced the Association of the Chambers of Commerce of the United
Kingdom in accepting my proposal to entertain them, as president of the British

Chamber of Commerce in Paris, if they would come over and hold their autumn
meeting there, and show the French that the British nation— a nation of shop-
keepers, and we are not ashamed of it— entertained none of those antipathetic

feelings toward the French with which a too bellicose press seemed to credit the
British nation. I pointed out the danger of doing nothing, of standing by and
letting a small minority drag the two nations into a conflict. In spite of warn-
ings, dissuasion, and poohpoohings by the stormbirds of Pall Mall and Fleet Street,

I got a unanimous response, and the meeting that was held in the autumn of the
same year was the largest meeting of the Association of Chambers of Commerce
ever held, and the reception given by the French to them showed that they appre-
ciated the full force and importance of this unwonted and spontaneous action of

the representatives of the business world of the United Kingdom. Every French
minister of state, even the president of the republic himself, gave me practically

carte blanche to draw up the scheme of their entertainment, and those who came
over from Great Britain— there were 800 of them— went home to tell their

fellow-citizens in every part of the kingdom that the French and the British

peoples meant to be friends, and that, so far as seeing any manifestations of
hostility toward them in France, they had received nothing but the warmest and
kindest expressions of sympathy, in spite of the Boer war then raging, about which
every English newspaper was daily culling irritating comments by the French
press.

That was how the business men of Great Britain started the movement which
has since been so successful. When six months later I proposed a treaty of

arbitration to stimulate and consolidate the better feeling, I knew the response I

should get from the business men of both countries. It is one of the most extra-

ordinary features of the Anglo-French movement that the London press was not
aware of the real situation, whereas the English provincial press, better informed
by the delegates who had come to Paris to the great meeting I have referred to,

knew first-hand better. Hence it is that this movement from start to finish has
been enthusiastically backed by the English provincial press and by the Paris
press, the French provincial press, like the London press, having been less well

informed.
To tell the history of the Anglo-French arbitration movement is another story,

which I may be able to tell some other time. All that space allows here is to

say why and how business men in Great Britain are taking such a direct and
practical interest in a movement which was so recently thought to belong to the
field of philosophical speculation and dreamy idealism. I have explained why

;

and now I will say a few words about how.
All the chambers of commerce of the United Kingdom have now pledged

themselves to arbitration. All the chambers of commerce of France have done the
same. These chambers of commerce have not only pledged themselves, they
have used their necessarily practical influence in enlisting in this cause municipal
counsels and trade unions, thus bringing into the movement employers and
employed, capital and labor, and above all, the moving political forces which
produce a more direct influence on the opinion of a nation's representatives in

parliament. This combined influence in both countries was so overwhelming that

the British and French governments could not for one moment hesitate to take
action when the time came. They took action in direct response to the work I

have described. This was done on May 11, after a question had been put in the
House of Commons by my friend, Mr. Ernest Beckett, which elicited so friendly
a response from the prime minister that the following day the French ambassador
called on Lord Lansdowne and asked him if he was prepared to enter into

negotiations.

That question was as follows :
" Has the prime minister given consideration

to the numerous resolutions which have been passed by the chambers of com-
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merce in favor of a treaty of arbitration and conciliation between Great Britain
and France ? " Mr. Balfour replied that he had noted with much interest and
sympathy these resolutions.

It is thus seen that it was the direct action of chambers of commerce which
brought the two governments into contact, and thereby was done what the peace
conference was unable to do ; what the czar, with all his influence, fell short
of doing; what enthusiasts and idealists (God bless them!) have been trying to

do for a hundred years or more ; and what might never have been done at

all had not the practical business men of the two countries insisted upon doing it.

That is what business men can do when they put their shoulders to the wheel,
and I have shown how they can do it.

And now I hope the business men of the United States will join the business
men of the United Kingdom and carry through a treaty between these two
countries in the same way as the British and French business men did between
their two countries. I believe— nay, I know— the Senate of the United
States would be only too glad to feel that it had a warrant for giving priority

on its already overcrowded business list to take up this subject as an urgent one.

It is an urgent one. When two nations seem inclined to put their friendship
into the form of a treaty, that is a subject which has priority over every other,

because it involves the welfare for years to come of nations, which must pass
before communities and individuals.

Moreover, I believe that such a treaty between Great Britain and the United
States would have an effect on the future of mankind which no treaty between
any other two civilized powers could ever aspire to produce. Yet the next
treaty is likely to be between Great Britain and Italy— in fact, I can say that

it is practically settled at this moment. Why should our two go-ahead Anglo-
Saxon nations leave it to others to show the way? Why should we not, in one
great overwhelming wave of public opinion, bring the matter to a head between
these two nations, and with, not 200 or 300 resolutions, but with 2,000 or 3,000
resolutions, show the Senate that it is warranted in dealing with the matter
forthwith ?

I am not quite sure thaa the business men of the United States are conscious

of the immense power they can wield in the destinies of the world. They are

doing already an immense amount of good work for this country ; but I think

that if they step into the arena of competition for the consolidation, once and for

all, of the peace of the world, they will do the work begun on the other side of the

Atlantic with all the magnificent speed and effectiveness with which they do
everything they undertake on this side.— Thomas Barclay, " Business Men and
Peace : A New Force for International Arbitration," in Boston Transcript,

December 19, 1903.

Ethics, a Science.—The fundamental distinction between a science and an
art is the distinction between knowing and doing. Art always connotes facile,

correct performance. Where both a science and an art deal with a given range
of phenomena, there is danger of confusion between them. Thus there is both
a science and an art which is concerned with laws, with music, with architecture,

with conduct. Thus at the start it is important to draw a sharp distinction

between the science of ethics and the art of morality, or the practice of right

conduct.

Another question arises : Is ethics a descriptive science, or merely a nor-

mative science, as most writers on the subject have held? Ethics, like hygiene and
jurisprudence, is normative in the sense that it is a science which deals

descriptively with norms. As a science it is not imperative, but indicative, a
statement of " the way things are." Of course, those items of a science which
appeal to human desire and will get transferred into imperatives readily ; but

in so far as the normative science itself lapses into the imperative mood, it

ceases to be a science. Ethics then merely says :
" There are various ways of

behaving observable among men, and others conceivable. These various ways
have these respective characteristics and consequences."
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Although ethics, in common with all science, is theoretical, it is nevertheless

intensely practical in the sense that it forms the basis for the practice of morality.

Thus it has great practical value in that it shows the results of various types of

moral conduct ; for example, of unenlightened benevolence or of a pharisaic atti-

tude toward the fallen ; for not all types of morality are equally conducive to

human welfare. Thus ethics furnishes a scientific criticism of morality. Its

positive work in moral reconstruction consists in the sometimes slow, sometimes
rapid, emergence of new and better ideals suggested by study of actual moral
conditions. Knowledge of human nature and human conditions, and calm, sober,

collected judgment on life based on moral experience, is absolutely an essential.

Finally ethics is an empirical science dealing inductively with the same order of

data as the other special sciences are called upon to describe, organize, and
explain.

—

Professor E. B. McGilvary, in Philosophical Review, November, 1903.

E. B. W.

Farm Colonies of the Salvation Army. — The first of these in the United
States was organized in 1898 at Fort Amity, Colo. Two others at Fort Ronne,
Calif., and Fort Herrick, Ohio, have since been established. The motive for this

movement has been to relieve city congestion and prevent families from being
broken up at critical times. " Place the waste labor on the waste land by means
of the waste capital, and thereby convert the trinity of waste into a unity of

production ;
" or, in other words, " the landless man to the manless land."

The plan adopted is to colonize only married men with their families, and
only such as by their habits give promise of success. Business methods are

employed throughout the process. Necessary funds have been raised by issuing

$150,000 thirty-year bonds on the California and Colorado colonies. In addition

to the general improvements provided, it costs on an average $500 to install a

family in the colony and furnish it with the necessary tools, implements, and live-

stock. Five years' experience has shown that the colonists are eager to pay off

this indebtedness at the earliest possible moment. The sense of ownership is

cultivated from the first, with excellent results. The experience of the Salvation

Army is adverse to community of ownership as resulting " in the lazy doing
nothing and expecting everything, while the industrious do everything and get

nothing."

The farm colonies of the Salvation Army were organized to prove the possi-

bility of relieving the congestion of the great cities, by removing worthy but
poor families, furnishing them with the necessary capital, and settling them as

home owners upon the land. It was argued by those who, while friendly to the

scheme, doubted its practicability, that (i) they would not go, (2) they would
not stay, (3) they would not work, and (4) they would not pay. Patient experi-

ment has served to prove that these objections were groundless. The worthy
poor of the great cities have gone, have stayed, have worked, and have paid. As
a result of their successful toil they have become home owners, and the percentage
of failures has been much smaller than was anticipated.

—

Commander Booth
Tucker, in U. S. Bulletin of Labor, September, 1903.

E. B. W.

Three Stages of Individual Development.— The monocellular animal, un-
differentiated and without organization, is the lowest type of individual. Succes-
sively higher types are revealed as the individual becomes first an organized
system, then a centrally controlled system, that is, a self-conscious volitional

being, and in the third place a being conscious of an implicit unity with other

individuals. These three stages are characteristic, not only of men considered
singly, but in social groups as well. There is first the racial life, with its cus-

toms and blood-unity, followed by the stage of individualism, and then the swing
of the pendulum through a period of reconstruction between the individual and
society.

In the Hebrew race we see the strong national life under the early kings, the

emergence of individualism under Jeremiah, and of reorganization under Ezekiel

I
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and Ezra. In Greece the first two stages only were reached, and then dis-

integrating strife sent to destruction the most brilliant and most gifted of the

ancient races. In modem times a Rousseau followed on the heels of a Hobbes

and ushered in the age of revolutions. The reconstruction between the sense of

individual sovereignty and the demands of the larger social world is even now
being effected.

The same trinity of stages is evident in the relation of the individual to

organized religion. Passing over the cases of India and Israel, we may see the

first stage in the intense institutionalism of the pre-Reformation period. After

the reaction which followed, and in some measure continues, we find ourselves

again facing the problem of reorganization. And its solution is to be found in

the fact that the individual cannot be himself apart from this larger life, from

which, in the period of alienation and estrangement, he has separated himself.

On this basis the church is seen to be, not an institution which already exists

without the individual, to which he simply gives allegiance. It is simply the

religious life which he has in common with others expressed in an organized form.

—Rev. J. D. Stoops, in International Journal of Ethics, October, 1903.

E. B. W.

The Sociological Concept of Liberty.— The most enlightened of our age

are still haunted, without being conscious of it, by the religious and metaphysical

specters of other days. The idea of free-will, reappearing under the form of the

vague notion of liberty, is bowed down to by all, but defined by none. In what

does liberty consist? A free act is an act of coercive force, of power, exercised

despotically by individuals or groups upon external nature or upon men. Liberty

and despotism are sister and brother, often enemies it is true, yet so much alixe

as frequently to be mistaken the one for the other. The origin of both is found in

the kind of social thought, of psychological interaction, which is present. Liberty

is knowledge entered upon a further phase, an active phase of evolution.

Despotism, on the other hand, is a degree of knowledge so inferior that we term

it ignorance. But it does not seem an unjust yoke, oppressive and intolerable,

except to those who possess a knowledge more extended and more profound ; that

it to say, to those who retain a force, a superorganic power more great. But when
revolt occurs, the liberator of today becomes the despot of tomorrow, for the men
of tomorrow will have increased in knowledge. Knowledge and liberty are thus

the obverse and the reverse of one and the same social fact. Knowledge— and

all that has been said applies to philosophy and art as well— is an accumulated

and latent liberty, and liberty is a science, a philosophy, an aesthetics become

active and putting forth external effort. Tolerant, neutral, laissez-faire con-

temporaries have no right to fashion and model a metaphysical concept of

absolute liberty upon the temporary and exceptional situation in which social

knowledge and its technical applications find themselves today. For such a dogma
will certainly have to be abandoned when sociology has made an important

advance.

—

Eugene de Roberty, "Le concept sociologique de liberte," in Revue

philosophique, November, 1903. E. B. W-

Negro Education in the South,— In spite of forty years of freedom, the

negro who loves so well to " travel on the cars " is still in the South, and is

there from choice The South is both debtor and creditor to the negro ; debtor

for the surpassing loyalty so strongly shown in the dark days of the Civil War,

and creditor by virtue of the fact that the South in a century and a half enabled

the negro to make more progress from savagery to civilization than any free

barbarous people ever achieved in so short a time. Slavery was the first chapter

in the history of negro education.

The second chapter is a record of reconstruction blunders committed upon

the theory that what the negro needed, and practically all that he needed, was the

education of books. The results were at once disappointing and grotesque. The
problem has now been largely remanded to the justice and even the tenderness of

the South itself. The South has repudiated and will repudiate the suggestion
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to limit the funds for negro education to the taxes raised from that race, but the

policy of separate schools will, of course, be maintained, as coeducation of the

races, as the most intelligent negroes are coming to admit, would militate against

the best interests of both races.

The third stage which negro education is reaching, under the wise leadership

of Booker Washington, is an adaptation to industrial and agricultural needs.

Eighty-five per cent, of those engaged in gainful occupations in the South are

tillers of the soil, and while training in " the three R's " is essential, education

must be made strongly tributary to interest and efficiency in agriculture.

—

Dr.

Walter B. Hill, in Annals of the American Academy, September, 1903.

E. B. W.

Assistance for the Aged, Infirm, and Incurable.— In the course of the

last session there passed the Chamber of Deputies an important bill relative to

compulsory assistance for the aged, the infirm, and the incurable. The principle

of the right to this assistance is laid down in the following words :
" All French-

men without resources, who are seventy years of age and infirm, or afflicted with

an incurable disease which renders them incapable of self-support, have the right,

under the conditions and reservations below, of the public responsibility for

support which is instituted under the form of compulsory assistance according to

the present law." This assitance is given by the commune in its own institution

for the purpose, or, in the absence of such an institution, by the department, or

in the last resort by the state. The bureau of charities of each commune prepares

every year a list of those claiming public assistance, and sends it to the municipal

council, with which rests the decision. An appeal may, however, be made to a

special commission and from it to the minister of the interior, who, with a

central commission of public aid, constitutes a final determining body. The
assistance offered varies from the payment of a certain sum monthly to persons

in their own homes, to admission to a public hospital, or, with the consent of the

persons concerned, to a private hospital or the home of a private individual. The
expense is proportioned between the commune, the department, and the nation,

according to a method outlined in the law.

—

Bulletin de I'OMce du Travail,

October, 1903.
E. B. W.

Education not the Cause of Race Decline.— /?^5MtM^: " The data now
available indicate that the highly educated male element does more toward repro-

ducing itself than any other large group of our native population. The marriage

rate is the same, and the number of the surviving children to the family is

greater than it is for the native population at large, so that we can no longer accuse

the college graduate, or, if I may say, ' the highly educated male portion of our

population,' of having an exceptionally small family, and of doing less than any

other groups toward reproducing the population ; nor must we lay the blame for

the low fecundity of the native American family on higher education. Shortening

the term of college study will effect no change. Wealth, luxury, and social am-
bition are cause of the diminishing size of the family and of race-decline

The assumption of a false social position, the struggle for the attainment of

luxury more than its possession, leads to the limitation of the family, by 'the

increased amount of restraint exercised,' as one author delicately expresses it,

but, to speak without circumlocution, by often ruinous measures for the prevention

of conception, and by criminal means for the destruction of the product of such

conception if it does accidentally occur. Such, in plain words, are the causes

which lead to the small size of the American family of all classes."

—

George J.

Engleman, in Popular Science Monthly, June, 1903. T. J. R.
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THE LAWS OF HAMMURABL
A CENTURY after the promulgation of the Code Napoleon the

monolithic law book of Hammurabi is set up in the Louvre. If

the analogy is not unduly pressed, there is a significant similarity

between the sources of these two codes. In both cases a con-

queror sought to consolidate his empire by organizing a mass of

undigested local and provincial customs, decisions, and decrees

into a uniform and national system. Both Hammurabi and

Napoleon set at work influences in jurisprudence which extended

far beyond their times and the borders of their empires.

Since M. de Morgan, in December, 190 1, and January, 1902,

discovered at Susa the three fragments of a beautifully polished

and engraved black marble monolith containing an ancient

Babylonian code, the Assyriologists have been diligently at

work. The first official series of photographic reproductions,

together with a transliteration and translation of the text,^ has

been made the basis of several volumes and monographs. The
philological elaboration of the code is well under way;^ its rela-

tion to the laws of Moses has been discussed with considerable

fulness ;3 several different editions in German, Italian, and Eng-

lish* have either been issued or are announced for early publica-

'SCHEIL, Textes dlamites-sdmitiques, 2"^ s^rie (Paris, 1902).

*MULLER, Die Geseize Hammurabis (Vienna, 1903); pp. 245-67.

3KOHLER AND Peiser, Hammurabi's Gesetz (Leipzig, 1904); CoOK, The Laws of

Moses and the Code of Hammurabi (London, 1903).

*WlNCKLER, Die Gesetze Hammurabis (Leipzig, 1903); Oettli, Das Gesetz Ham-
murabis und die Thora Israels (Leipzig, 1903); Johns, The Oldest Code of Laws in the

World (Edinburgh, 1903).
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tion. The first American edition, by Professor Robert Francis

Harper, of the University of Chicago, is an admirable specimen

of careful scholarship.* The transliteration is paralleled on

opposite pages by a clear and well-considered translation, which

is followed by an exhaustive subject index and a complete glos-

sary. Specialists will welcome the autographed text and sign-

list which conclude the volume.

Although the annotation and elucidation of this ancient body

of law are the special task of the orientalist, the document has

rich meaning for all students of institutions. It will engage the

attention of historians, jurists, economists, and sociologists. This

article will treat briefly the social organization of ancient Babylon

as reflected in the code, suggest a few parallels which are to be

found in the legislation of other peoples, and finally summarize

the principles of social control underlying the rule of Hammu-
rabi.

The early history of Babylon (4500-3800) is a record of

struggles between small city-states, each seeking leadership and

aggrandizement, A second period (3800-2250) was opened

auspiciously by Sargon I., who established a precarious

hegemony and laid the foundations for a unification finally

achieved by Hammurabi, who reigned for fifty-five years some

time in the twenty-third century before Christ.^ Hammurabi,

the Amraphel of the Old Testament,^ was a forceful king, a man
of war and an able administrator. A series of his letters which

have come to light afford glimpses of his constant activity, his

scrutiny of details, and his imperious manner. A German

scholar is reminded of Frederick H. or Frederick William I.*

The Babylonian gave his commands right royally. A canal is

to be finished in three days ; an officer whom he summons shall,

riding day and night, forthwith appear in Babylon ; orders are to

be carried out without fail. The king also concerns himself with

legal matters, commands the retrial of cases, the return of prop-

erty, the payment of debts. He summons litigants to the palace

*R. F. Harper, The Code ofHammurabi, King ofBabylon (Chicago, 1904).

GooDSPEED, A History of the Babylonians and Assyrians, pp. 59—65 and 1 07 ff-

3 Gen. 14:1. * KoHLER and Peiser, op. cit., p. 2.
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for a special hearing. He presides over public works, projecting

new canals and sending workmen for these undertakings. He
supervises military affairs, naming the troops to be sent out, the

boats to be used, and the rations to be bought. He stands forth

the patron of art and letters, and commands his scribes to pre-

pare collections of the national literature. Again Hammurabi
appears as the servant of the gods, solicitous for their festivals

and statues.^ In the prologue to the code the great king, in true

oriental fashion, recites his deeds, and proclaims his relations

with the gods. Anu and Bel have called him, "the exalted

prince, the worshiper of the gods, to cause justice to prevail in

the land, to destroy the wicked and the evil, to prevent the

strong from oppressing the weak." There is a long catalogue of

honors done in temple-building and service to the gods, of public

works completed, of enemies overcome ; but the keynote of this

civil code is struck in such phrases as, "who establishes in

security their property in Babylon," and the concluding sentence

of the prologue, "I established law and justice in the land' and

promoted the welfare of the people."

3

Both the nature of the circumstances and the structure of the

code itself confirm the belief that the aim of Hammurabi was to

combine conflicting usages, customs, decisions of judges, into a

single body of law, rather than to promulgate new legislation.

Whether the work was done by a commission or was intrusted to

a single jurist, the glory of the achievement belonged to the

king, who combined the authority of his personal sovereignty

with a supernatural sanction derived from the gods. In spite of

the ingenious theory of Miiller, that from the standpoint of

ancient Babylonian life the code is to be regarded as a unified

and systematic work,* the internal evidence seems to confirm the

view of Sayces and Cook, who assert that the code is made up of

'King, The Letters and Inscriptions ofHammurabi, e. g., pp. 4, 17, 21, 24, 37.

' Another reading of the text, literally " I established law and justice in the mouth
— i. e., language— of the people," adds the interesting suggestion that by setting up

the code in the national language, as distinguished from local dialects, the king was

furthering both linguistic unity and legal uniformity.

3 Harper, op. cit., pp. 3-9. *Muller, op. cit., pp. 188-205.

sSayce, "The Legal Code of Ba-hyloniz." American Journal of Theology, A.^ti\

1904, p. 257.
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several groups or series of laws put together in a somewhat loose

way. Thus a certain topic, such as slavery, is treated in several

different and widely separated sections. Nevertheless, the work

is far from being a mere haphazard collection of decisions and

rules.

The first section of the code deals with false accusations, the

second with sorcery, while the next three relate to witnesses and

judges. Then follows a group which is concerned with theft,

including kidnaping, the aiding or harboring of fugitive slaves,

burglary, and robbery. In another series (§§26-41) the duties

and privileges of officers and constables are defined. The next

division deals with land laws, and includes the responsibilities of

farmers, herdsmen, and gardeners. Here intervenes an erasure,

as to the cause and meaning of which there are several conjec-

tures. Sections 66-99 ^^^ missing. Evidently the subject of

agency began somewhere in this gap, for when the stone again

becomes legible at §100, that topic is being treated. This com-

mercial division ends with several sections on wine-sellers and

the price of wine, and a rather full treatment of debt and deposit.

Now follows an elaborate code on the family and marriage

(§§127-93). The chief topics of this division are: slander,

marriage contracts, adultery, rape, divorce and separation, status

of concubines, types of immorality, the property of women, the

betrothal present and the marriage settlement, the laws of inherit-

ance, and the adoption of children. The next group of laws

relates to penalties for homicide and assault, and wanders on

into the responsibilities and fees of surgeons and veterinaries,

the branders of slaves, house-builders, and shipwrights. Another

series of laws deals with economic matters, such as the renting

of oxen, responsibility for loss, together with tariffs of wages

and charges for draft animals and carts. These scales are sup-

plemented by similar regulations concerning boat-hire. The
whole concludes with a group of five sections on the sale of

slaves, and the mutilation of a slave who denies his master. The

epilogue enumerates still other services of Hammurabi, reiterates

many of the assertions of the prologue, pronounces a blessing

upon him who does not efface or alter the statutes of the code.
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and concludes with sixteen complicated curses upon him who
dares to ignore, obliterate, or modify the laws of the "king of

righteousness whom Shamash has endowed with justice,"^ Aside

from the allusions of prologue and epilogue to the gods, and the

mention of oaths and the privileges of devotees in the code
itself, the subject of religion is not treated. The code is a body
of civil law without any ritualistic element.

The translation of an ancient legal code back into the social

organization out of which it originally grew is at best a specula-

tive enterprise. Pitfalls abound on every hand. The interpreta-

tion of the text is often uncertain ; technical terms especially are

elusive ; many of the regulations may never have been actually

enforced; a wide range of customary law may have been

assumed, and hence omitted altogether. Fortunately, in this

case materials exist from which a fairly satisfactory outline

sketch of civilization in ancient Babylon may be drawn. Con-

stantly accumulating finds contribute to the filling in and shading

of this picture. The code of Hammurabi gives sharpness of

definition to many features which otherwise would be vague.

These are, however, the economic, civil, and domestic relations

only. Religion, art, literature, and science are not touched by

the recently discovered laws.

Babylonia under Hammurabi was a group of city-provinces

in process of unification through the influence of a nationalized

religion, a powerful, centralized government, a closely interde-

pendent commerce, and a well-recognized legal system which

protected property rights and stimulated agriculture and indus-

try. The state was personified in the priest-king, in whom were

joined personal prestige and divine authority. Crown lands

were held under a feudal tenure by a class of priests, devotees,

nobles, military and civil officials, in whose interest the laws

were in certain respects carefully framed. To presumably the

same social status belonged a class of landowners, bankers, and

merchants. Next in the social scale came the tradesmen and

artisans, followed by the tenant farmers who held their lands

under the metayer system. In the next stratum were the free

' Harper, op. cit., pp. 99-109.
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wage-earning laborers ; while last of all came a great body of

house and other slaves, upon whose labor the entire economic

structure was largely based.

Irrigation on a large scale produced abundant wheat and

sesame from the rich alluvial soil ; vast herds of sheep and cattle

were counted among the resources of the land. Cities built of

sun-dried and kiln-burnt brick were connected by highways or

canals which covered the valley with a web of communication.

Boat transportation was developed to a high degree ; merchants

and business firms, represented by authorized agents, organized

their enterprises over a wide area; foreign commerce centered in

the markets of Babylonia, whither converging international high-

ways brought teak and cotton from India, stone, spices, copper,

and gold from Sinai and Egypt, cedar from Syria, and marbles

from the mountains to the east. Manufactures flourished:

Babylonia was famous for its rugs of wool ; its artisans were

skilful in metal-working and stone-cutting, in tanning, dyeing,

wood-working, pottery, brick-making, and boat-building.^

The complex life of this enterprising people is reflected in

their code. The earlier stages of communal property— unless

there remained traces in common pasture lands and patriarchal

family goods—had disappeared. Individual ownership is

assumed and safeguarded throughout. Property in crown and

temple lands and herds was vested in the king and in reli-

gious corporations. All ownership was precisely defined in legal

documents in the form of tablets (§§ 37, 48) ; every legal transac-

tion was duly set down in deed, bond, contract, certificate of

deposit, receipt, or marriage agreement. Many contingencies

are anticipated and provided for in the code ; all suggest the

intricacy of a highly developed economic life, and the need of

protection against keen, tricky, dishonest, or inefficient men.

This finds illustration in the constant demand in the code for

witnesses to testify to the transfer of property, or to the ownership

of stolen goods or runaway slaves (§§7, 9-1 3f 123, 124). The
laws disclose a persistent effort to guard the owner of property

against loss. His sons and slaves may not in any circumstances

'GooDSPEED, op. cit., pp. 71-76.
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sell his goods, and woe betide the luckless would-be purchaser

(§87). A man's slaves are not to be aided or concealed except

at fearful penalty (§ 15) ; if a burglar enter a house, the punish-

ment is death (§21); if the citizen is robbed upon the highway,

the city and governor must make good the loss on the basis of

his sworn schedule (§23). The holder of crown land may not

be dispossessed except for neglect of duty (§§27-31), nor may
the king's land be alienated (§§36, 37). The landowner is

carefully protected against dishonest and lazy tenants (§§ 43, 44).

The money -lender is guarded in his rights, although a debtor whose

crop is ruined by flood or drought is released from interest for the

disastrous year (§48). The owner of a field is protected against

the carelessness of a neighbor whose neglected dyke or forgotten

runnel causes an inundation (§§53-56), against the shepherd

who turns flocks upon the land (§57), or against the trespasser

who fells a tree (§59). The merchant is safeguarded in his

relations with an agent, who must look to himself and demand

receipts and witnesses at every turn (§§ 100-107). The property-

owner who intrusts his goods to a common carrier (§112), or

leaves them on deposit (§§ 122-25), o'' stores grain in a warehouse

is well secured in his rights (§ 113). The slaveholder may col-

lect damages from those who injure his man or maid, whether it

be the unfortunate or bungling surgeon (§219), or the owner of

a goring ox (§252). The householder is protected from loss

due to the faulty construction of his dwelling, holding the

builder responsible both for the damage and the replacing of the

house (§§229-31). The boat-owner may recover the value of

vessel and cargo from a careless lessee (§236), just as the owner

of a hired ox may exact damages for the injury or death of his

animal (§§245-48). The possessor of flocks may insist that

the shepherd maintain a normal birth-rate among the cattle or

sheep, or may recover ten-fold the number that the shepherd

may be proved to have stolen (§§263, 264). Of the thirty^

seven capital crimes indicated in the code, eighteen relate to

property. The mere enumeration of these provisions serves to

emphasize the extent to which property rights and vested inter-

ests had become sacrosanct at the time when Hammurabi ruled

in Babylon four millenniums ago.
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In the realm of personal injuries between equals the law of

retaliation held almost complete sway, while the principle of

compensation took the place of the lex talionis when one of

higher rank injured a social inferior (§195-214). The son

whose fingers were cutoff for striking his father (§195), and

the surgeon who suffered the same mutilation (§218) for a fatal

operation, were both victims of the retaliatory idea. Signifi-

cantly enough, the code contains no hint of the group-feud or

blood-guiltiness. That primitive stage of family or clan revenge

had been left behind, and the idea of individual responsibility

had clearly emerged. That law which decreed the death of a son

or a daughter whose father by carelessness or design had caused

the death of another's child (§§ii6, 210, 230) was obviously

based upon individualized retaliation, not upon family feud.^

The talio was also extended in an interesting way to other than

physical injuries. The false witness in a capital case had to

undergo the penalty he had tried to fix upon another (§ 3), or in

a case involving property he had to suffer the loss which he

sought to bring upon his adversary (§4). Again, he who failed

to bring witnesses to prove his assertions in a trial bore the

penalty imposed in the case (§13). The dishonest or dis-

credited judge was compelled to pay twelve-fold the amount

involved in the case, besides being deposed from his seat of

judgment (§5). The principal exception to settlements by

retaliation or fine was the appeal to ordeal, which appears only

twice in the code. In both cases the trial is by water, once for

testing the charge of sorcery or witchcraft (§ 2), and again when

the slandered wife must establish her innocence (§132).

The Babylonian family was of the patriarchal type, in which

the status of woman had been elevated along with the institution

of the dowry and the recognition of limited property rights.

The authority and rule of the father, while sufficiently absolute,

were modified in many respects by the code of the state. In

matters of divorce and separation the rights of wife and children

were recognized and in a large measure protected. In a marriage

' KoHLER, however, regards the three cases in which son or daughter is sacrificed

as "bedeutende Reste geschlechterschaftlichen Strafrechts" ("Die Quellen des

Strafrechts und Hummurabi," Uhiversify Hecord (Chicsigo), March, 1904, p. 373).
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settlement—and no marriage was legal without a formal contract

(§128)— the groom ordinarily gave a betrothal present— a sur-

vival of the purchase price— (§159), the father sent with his

daughter a dowry (§138), and sometimes the husband added

a further gift or jointure (§150). This property played an

important part in the family life. Even before marriage, if the

groom changed his mind, he forfeited his first gift, or if the

father proved fickle, the latter was compelled to return a doubled

amount to the disappointed suitor (§§ 159, 160). After marriage,

injustice, cruelty, or whim on the part of the husband meant loss

of wife and dowry to him ; faithlessness, extravagance, or shift-

lessness on the wife's side led in extreme cases to death, or to

divorce and forfeiture of dowry and betrothal present (§§129,

141-43, 153). The husband had large discretion as to divorcing

a wife, but always under the check of these property rights.^

The husband could pawn his wife, unless she had protected

herself by a special contract (§151), but she could not be so held

longer than three years (§§117, 152). The deserted wife might

marry again without blame (§136); the wife of a man held cap-

tive by the enemy might enter another household, if she lacked

means of support, but could rejoin her first husband on his return,

leaving behind any children of the second union (§§134, 135).

The property of the mother descended to her children, and she

might even will to a favorite child any jointure that her husband

had settled upon her (§ 150). Minute details as to special con-

tingencies appear in the family division of the code. The causes

of divorce are specified, and the procedures are indicated.

Various immoralities which are catalogued reflect familiar facts

of social vice. The temple devotees are mentioned, and special

provisions are made for them. The existence of prostitution,

whether wholly religious or otherwise, is assumed, but the code

fails to throw much light upon this subject, which has been obscure

ever since the allusions of Herodotus called the attention of

scholars to the institution. The total impression of the marriage

' The significance of the dowry is well brought out by Westermarck who says

:

" Ultimately the dowry is due to a feeling of respect and sympathy for the weaker sex,

which, on the whole, is characteristic of a higher civilization" {The History of

Human Marriage, p. 415).
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laws is one of relatively high legal status for women. How closely

this was correlated with their actual social position leaves some

room for speculation. In any event, the arbitrary power accorded

to the husband points to a subordination of a marked kind

for the wife, in spite of the protection afforded by a return-

able dowry and other safeguards. Thus the code as a whole

gives vivid glimpses of ancient Babylonian society. One sees an

energetic and capable people pushing their industry to a com-

plexity which demanded precise regulation, and displaying all

those unsocial tendencies which, fostered by private property

and competition, require check and guidance from the state.

Along with increase in wealth and leisure, and the growth of

family life on a basis not wholly physical and economic, the posi-

tion of women had risen far above the prevailing level of the

age. So, too, the redress of personal injury no longer a legal con-

cern of family or clan had been assumed by society which held

the individual responsible. Social caste was recorded in the

varying scales of privileges, punishments, and damages, and

slavery underlay the whole fabric of the nation. Primitive, as

time is reckoned, the empire of Hammurabi, judged by its social

status, seems in many ways curiously contemporary.

A study of the code naturally suggests similar regulations

among other peoples, and raises the two questions : (
i
) How

far has this body of laws directly influenced other legislation ?

and (2) In what measure does it confirm the thesis that in

given conditions the same general principles of social control

tend to emerge among groups widely separated in time and

space ?

The first problem has already been attacked by Semitic

scholars who have advanced three tentative theories as to the

relation between the laws of Moses and the code of Hammurabi.

To Sayce the connection is slight, and the contrasts are more

striking than the similarities, which latter he attributes to the

common origin of the Semitic peoples and their racial character-

istics, rather than to any direct influence.^ Cook adopts prac-

tically the same view as to the so-called Book of the Covenant

' Op. cit., pp. 258, 259.
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(Exod., chaps. 21-23), ^"^^ the deuteronomic code (Deut., chaps.

5-26, 28) , but detects more direct Babylonian influence upon

the post-exilic precepts (Ezek., chaps. 40 f.) and the post-

canonical, talmudic law.'' Miiller, after tabulating scores of more

or less precarious parallels between the Babylonian and Mosaic

codes, postulates an ancient written code from which both are

derived. The Pentateuch is declared to be nearer the original

than are the laws of Hammurabi. The same author also com-

pares the Babylonian code with the laws of the Twelve Tables,

and tentatively suggests a direct relation between the two."

Johnston surmises that the code of Hammurabi, which must have

been the common law of Canaan, was in many ways taken up

from the social environment into the Mosaic laws.3 Sayce

explains the otherwise somewhat unintelligible conduct of the

patriarchs on this same hypothesis, although, as has been said,

he rejects the inference from it."* The more definite and conclu-

sive results which are sure to emerge from a comparative study

of Semitic institutions under the stimulus of the newly discov-

ered code will be awaited with much interest.

The other field of parallelisms is as wide as the world itself.

The scope of this article forbids more than the suggestion of a

few typical illustrations. Ethnologists and folk-psychologists

have accumulated a mass of materials with which many sections

of the Babylonian code may be either duplicated or closely

matched. This is true especially of the laws relating to the

talio, slavery, and the family. In most respects the commercial

and industrial sections are to be compared with English law in

the time of Edward I., rather than with the legislation of a less

advanced people. The decree of the Hammurabi code (§§7,

123) that only sales before witnesses were legal finds its

counterpart in the old English law which compelled cattle-

dealers especially to traffic openly and before witnesses.^ This

' op. cit., pp. 42-47. ' op. cit., pp. 7, 210.

3Johnston: "The Laws of Hammurabi and the Mosaic Code," Johns Hopkins

University Circulars, June, 1903, p. 60.

• The treatment of Hagar by Sarah, while unauthorized by the Mosaic law, is

strictly in harmony with Ham., § 146 ; cf. Sayce, op. cit., p. 261.

5 Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, Vol. H, p. 184.
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idea is found among many peoples, as, for example, the ancient

Mexicans, who practically confined all sales to public market-

places, as it was deemed suspicious to make bargains anywhere

else/

The resort to the purgation oath, so frequently employed in

the code, was, together with the compurgation, a common
practice in early English legal procedure, and in the modified

form of affidavit persists as an important principle. If one may

safely reason from the code itself, the ordeal played in England

a more important part than in Babylon. This appeal in the case

of alleged sorcery (Ham., §2) finds an analogy in an English

case in which, in 1209, " one woman appealed another of

sorcery in the king's court ; the accused purged herself by the

ordeal of iron."'

The solicitude for the protection of property disclosed in the

code might easily be duplicated from modern legislation. One

phase of this conservatism finds a significant expression in the

severe penalties visited upon those who aid in the escape of

slaves (Ham., §§15-20). These provisions recall the fugitive-

slave laws of the ante-bellum days in the United States, as well

as similar enactments in the Roman codes. The provision

requiring the lessee of a field who neglects to raise a crop

(Ham., § 42) to pay the owner grain on the basis of the average

yield in the neighborhood, is almost exactly duplicated by a

Hindu law which in the same circumstances compels a tenant

"to pay the owner of the land the value of the crop that ought

to have grown." 3 The law of Hammurabi which held the

governor and city responsible for losses through highway

robbery within the limits of the district (§ 23) was also the rule

in the English Hundred in the time of Edward I."* This prin-

* Spencer, Descriptive Sociology, Div. II, No. 2.

» Pollock and Maitland, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 39.

i Sacred Books of the East, Vol. II, Part I, p. 1 68.

* Of the same sort is the forfeiture inflicted by the statute of Winchester

:

"
. . . . upon the hundred wherein a man is robbed which is meant to oblige the

hundredors to make hue and cry after the felon ; for if they take him they stand

excused. But otherwise the party robbed is entitled to prosecute them by a special

action on the case for damages equivalent to his loss."

—

Blackstone, Commentaries,

Vol. Ill, p. 1 60.
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ciple has been recognized in modern times, so far as property

losses through riots are concerned/ But the demands of

property-owners were not all-powerful in ancient Babylon.

The poor and weak were afforded a measure of protection.

Thus the code forbade, or rather punished by a heavy fine, the

creditor who seized the ox—a necessity for agriculture—-of his

debtor (Ham., § 241). This humane law has a counterpart in

the biblical injunction against a creditor's keeping over night

the cloak of the man who was in his debt ;' and something of

the same idea of protection against the loss of the barest

necessities finds expression in the modern laws which forbid or

limit the garnisheeing of wages and guarantee to the bankrupt

the retention of his homestead. Another significant section

of the code (Ham., § 177) declares null and void all sales of

orphans' goods, together with forfeiture of the purchase money

— obviously a protective measure based upon the fundamental

principles of the modern orphans' court.

The gradation of fines and damages for injuries to members

of different social classes (Ham., §§ 198 ff.) recall the same

phenomena pointed out by Spencer: "with the rise of class

distinctions in primitive Europe, the rates of compensation,

equal among members of each class, had ceased to be equal

among members of different classes." 3 The question might

even be raised as to whether, with the existing principle of

personal damages graded according to individual earning capa-

city, every trace of the old idea of a tariff of social distinctions

has wholly disappeared.

The lex talionis appears among all peoples in more or less

disguised forms. Thus a Basuto whose son had been wounded

in the head with a staff, in demanding the offender said :
" With

the same staff and in the same spot where my son was beaten

will I give a blow on the head of the man who did it."* Among
the nations influenced by Christianity the talio often appears not

' Notably in Pittsburgh and Cincinnati in 1877; cf. "^VUGHT, Industrial Evolu-

tion ofthe United States, p. 306.

'Exod. 22: 26, 27.

^Principles of Sociology, Vol. II, p. 530- *Spencer, op. cit., Vol. II, p. 528.
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so much as a spontaneous usage as a suggestion from the Old

Testament. "When crude retaliation," says Brunner, "appears

in a mediaeval code, the influence of the Bible may always be

suspected."^ The law of retaliation has curious extensions.

The severe penalty inflicted upon an unsuccessful surgeon

(Ham., § 218) has been carried by the Chinese to a more

cruelly logical conclusion, for the Mongolian doctor loses, not

his fingers, but his head." But in most of its provisions the

code of Hammurabi is beyond the stage of the talio. The
responsibility of the ox-owner for the injuries his beast might

inflict (Ham., §§ 250, 251) is well in advance of the early

biblical principle by which the ox was naively stoned to death

as a pseudo-criminal.3 The rule is practically identical with

modern law, which holds the owner of an animal responsible for

the injury it does only when he can be proved to have known of

its dangerous disposition, or to have neglected all reasonable or

legally prescribed precautions.

Allusion has already been made to the significance of the

dowry as a factor in the Babylonian family life. The provision

that in divorcing a barren wife the husband must return to her

the dowry and bridal present (Ham., §138) was also enforced

in Rome at the close of the republic, as well as in Athens of an

earlier day. The Greek wife was usually protected by a mort-

gage on her husband's property.* The Babylonian was not the

only husband who could put away a gadding, negligent, and

froward wife. By the Laws of Manu a wife "who drinks spiritu-

ous liquors, is of bad conduct, rebellious, diseased, mischievous,

or wasteful may at any time be superseded by another wife."s

But, on the other hand, the Babylonian wife was by no means

helpless. If her husband was negligent or cruel, she might take

her dowry and return to her father (Ham., §142)— a privilege

'Quoted by Pollock and Maitland, op. cit.. Vol. II, p. 489.

'Breede, "Penal Code of China," Green Bag, Vol. XIV, p. 538.

3 For an interesting extension of this idea to inanimate objects, e. g., a sword,

and for reported trials of animals for crimes, vide Pollock and Maitland, op. cit,,

Vol. II, pp. 472, 473.

* Westermarck, op. cit., p. 412. ^Laws of Manu, chap, ix, p. 80.
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accorded to her sisters in many lands. ^ In much the same way

among the Berbers, in case of death or dissolution of marriage,

the purchase price and dowry are returned to their respective

donors, the husband and the woman's father'—a practice also

provided for in the code (Ham., §164), which compels a hus-

band on the death of a childless wife to return her property to

her father, after deducting the betrothal present. It is interest-

ing to compare the section of the Hammurabi code which in

certain circumstances permits the children of a concubine to

rank with those of the wife (§171) with the Japanese fiction

which in similar circumstances regards the wife as having herself

presented the concubine as a gift to the husband, and as being

the common mother of all the children.^

The fate of the Babylonian wife who, conspiring with a lover,

compasses the death of her husband, and is impaled in conse-

quence (§141), is practically duplicated by that of the Chinese

woman, who in similar circumstances is killed by slow torture.'*

The sexual sins are regarded by the code of Hammurabi with

varying degrees of reprobation, as indicated by the scale of pun-

ishments, but in one regard the Babylonian law records a well-

nigh universal judgment, namely, as regards one form of incest

(§157). "The degrees of kinship," says Westermarck, "within

which intercourse is forbidden are by no means everywhere the

same. It is most, and almost universally, abominated between

parents and children, especially mother and son."5

The Babylonian slave who might marry a free woman and

acquire property was no more fortunate than the west-African

bondsman reported by Ellis as owning slaves, and as having

several wives, large wealth, and the command of a party of free

soldiers. The mutilation of a slave who denied his master

(Ham., §282) is also the practice among the same people.^

But there must be an end to the multiplication of parallels.

Enough have been cited to suggest a rich field of research and

' Westermarck, op. cit., pp. 527-29-

»Le Tourneau, La condition de lafemme, p. 233.

3 Ibid., p. 318, * Ibid., p. 250. s Westermarck, op. cit., p. 290.

« Ellis, The Tshi-Speaking Peoples of West Africa, p. 291.
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comparison. It is a significant fact that for illustrations of the

talio primitive folk afford the best material; for parallels in

family life semicivilized people must be drawn upon ; while for

similarities in industrial activity advanced nations must be

studied. The code of Hammurabi carries several legal systems

which reflect varying stages of advance in the different elements

of a single civilization.^

It remains to take a broad survey of the code in order to

gather from its details its general drift and purpose. Every

society gradually develops a system of control by which almost

unconsciously it seeks to mold its members, securing their loy-

alty, spurring them to useful effort, and checking their antisocial

tendencies. In this great task law is only a single factor, and

that a subordinate one. Religion, caste, custom, personal pres-

tige, group ideals enforced by public opinion, are the potent

forces by which the individual is cozened into conformity. The

code contains a few indirect references to such influences. Thus

the wife upon whose virtue mere suspicion, unsupported by facts,

has been cast (§132) must throw herself into the water, i. e.,

appeal to the ordeal to escape the pressure of public opinion.

It is a clear case of Caesar's wife. It needs no stretch of the

imagination to picture the enforcement in ancient Babylon of a

vast tradition of convention and morality not even hinted at in

the code. This, nevertheless, discloses certain underlying ten-

dencies and principles of Hammurabi's empire.

The priest-king's supremacy and authority, so essential to the

consolidation and perpetuation of the nation, were enforced at

all points. If his officers were neglectful or sent substitutes on

service, the king's wrath fell heavily upon the faithless. On the

other hand, soldiers and magistrates were guaranteed privileges

:

their lands could not be taken away if they were absent ; they

enjoyed substantial immunities. The crown lands were inalien-

able. The king assumed the decision of all suits and the inflic-

tion of all penalties,' thus removing from the relations of citizens

» KoHLER, " Die Quellen des Strafrechts und Hammurabi," University Record

(Chicago), March, 1904, pp. 372, 373.

'In only two cases does the code seem to authorize lynch law, viz., for burglary

(§21). and for stealing from a burning house (§25).
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the disrupting influence of private revenge and group-feud. The
code discloses clearly the dominant power of the state. A
strong, centralized, awe-inspiring authority was a vital necessity.

Babylonian society was pyramidal. The king was the apex,

and the broad base rested upon a foundation of slaves. Social

control was mediated from class to class. Caste and status are

embedded in the code. In precise tariffs human values are set

forth. This system served the political and economic needs of

the time. It did its work of subordinating groups and trans-

mitting a unifying authority.

The economic activity of Babylonia was stimulated by indi-

vidual ownership and the careful definition and protection of

property rights. The code makes one see vividly the dominance

of economic interests. One can fancy the pressure by which

countless conflicts were consolidated into this body of laws. If

the code was well enforced, Babylon must have been popular with

men of wealth. Yet there is always danger that protection for

property will be pushed to the point where the industrially weak

will be impoverished, discouraged, made less productive, or

driven into revolt. The code of Hammurabi guards against this

tendency by several provisions designed to protect the poor and

unfortunate. Justice from the standpoint of social control is the

psychological means of reconciling the individual to his status

and stirring him to his social tasks. The code of Hammurabi

gropes toward a justice which shall stimulate the accumulation

of wealth without impairing the stability or diminishing the pro-

ductive power of the nation.

The laws also reveal the family at a certain stage of develop-

ment. Primitive polygyny has yielded to a tentative and partial

monogamy in which the wife gets a higher status and enjoys

meager but actual property rights. The code enforces upon

both husband and wife, although in far from equal degrees,

duties and responsibilities which make for mutual regard and

family unity. Under such conditions a better kind of training is

provided for the children— a training demanded by the more

disciplined activities of a complex civilization. In short, the

relatively high level of Babylonian life records itself in a type of
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family which is being molded for better social service. The

stress laid by the code upon child-bearing reflects the economic

value of children in an agricultural, pastoral, and industrial

country. Barrenness as a factor in determining various adjust-

ments of the family relations is frequently mentioned in the

marriage laws. The childless wife must have been a pathetic

figure in Babylon.

These, then, are the keynotes of the code: supreme, central-

ized power; a stratified society; a uniform administration of

justice by the state ; individual responsibility ; safeguards for

property
;
protection for the weak ; a unified and efficient family

institution.

George E. Vincent.
The University of Chicago.

I



THE NEW YORK BUILDING TRADES PARALYSIS
OF 1903.

About four years ago the wave of large capitalistic organiza-

tion in this country reached and passed its highest point.

Today the labor-organization movement appears to be forging

to a similar climax— a climax fraught with critical significance

both for the larger interests of labor and for the general indus-

trial situation in which workingmen, employers, and all classes

are vitally concerned. For many years wage-earners have

been organizing to resist the encroachments of capital ; now we

have the singular spectacle of employers associating to resist

arbitrary abuses of power and domination of industry by

close-banded and militant labor. Narrow intolerance on one

side, rashness and bad leadership on the other, have surrounded

the controversy with a general atmosphere of demoralization,

the only encouraging feature in which is the possibility that the

more vicious elements may be gathered into the storm clouds

now forming, so that when the tempest is over the industrial

atmosphere may be purified for a long time to come.

Few of the recent labor contests have been more depressing,

few more thoroughly typical of the low plane to which industrial

controversy can be dragged by the intrusion of disreputable

influences, than the building-trades paralysis which affected

the metropolis during the greater part of 1903. This contro-

versy involved no large question of the rights of workingmen,

no issue of wages or hours, not even a dispute over recognition

of organized labor. It began in local wrangles over certain

abuses, took larger shape in violation of agreements on the part

of important unions, was aggravated by a needlessly intolerant

attitude of the employers, and gradually centered about the

reckless leadership of a blatant demagogue whose power for

evil was as great, apparently, as the secret of his influence

is amazing to everybody not acquainted with the inner facts of

the situation. To speak of Samuel Parks's "power of evil" in

755
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the past tense may be misleading. The man himself, serving

a two and one-half years' term in Sing Sing prison, is indeed

removed from the scene of action, but the Parks spirit, the

Parks type of labor-union methods and ideas, are not in Sing

Sing, and can be eliminated only through less drastic and far

more tedious measures. Not even industrial peace followed his

disappearance, since the iron-workers embarked in a strike of

national proportions as late as November.

Parks and his following represent the standards and methods

prevalent in the early days of the labor movement in this

country— an era that stamped unionism with a burden of odium

it has never been able to escape. It is not a case of degenera-

tion. The Parks element is the survival of a lower type of labor-

union methods in the midst of conditions that have slowly

become superior. The particular body of workingmen Parks

represented has never been at a higher level. Structural iron-

work is a comparatively new branch of the building industry,

and demands a class of crude, rough labor. The main requisites

are muscle and endurance. The heavy beams and girders must

be swung into place, fitted and riveted, the foremen supplying

most of the brain-work. For the chief part these workers have

been recruited from the ranks of day laborers ; they are largely

illiterate and the dangerous, exhausting nature of their employ-

ment further develops a rough and reckless type of character

—

precisely the type adapted to the leadership of a man like Parks,

similarly rough and reckless. Not all would answer to this

description, to be sure ; but it is notably true of the dominating

element, for whose excesses the more conservative group (and,

it must be admitted, the less active in shaping union policy)

have to suffer jointly in the public eye. That Parks fought for

better wage and hour conditions for his group, and with some

success, was enough in their eyes to cover the multitude of

sins. "What's the odds how he gets his pile?" said one of his

followers at the time of his first conviction for extortion; "he

gets it out of the bosses, he doesn't get it out of us." And
when Parks was sent to Sing Sing, in August, Housesmiths'

Local Union No. 2, of which he is the walking delegate or

I
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"business agent" met and enthusiastically voted to continue his

salary of $48 per week, even though he should have to serve the

entire sentence of two and one-half years.

All this is simply the Tammany idea transferred to the

industrial field. Parks was the typical ward heeler, and the ward

heeler's followers seldom worry if he makes himself rich at the

expense of city contractors or the city treasury, so long as he is

liberal in his distribution of largess. No doubt the majority

would prefer that he get his living honestly, but his "good qual-

ities" are in very close evidence and very practical, and buy

him an easy pardon for the others. It is not that they love

clean hands less, but full hands more; and it is only just to

recognize the influence of necessity and dull monotony when

this choice is presented to some of the least-favored groups of

the wage-earning population, en masse. But it is exactly this

kind of pot-logic that makes the success both of the political

and of the labor demagogue. Here we find Parks and all of his

kind.

It has been reported that this man's record as a labor leader

in New York includes the ordering of more than five thousand

strikes in the last seven years—an absurd exaggeration. Prob-

ably a few hundred would cover all of any real importance.

However, he has not been idle in this respect by any means, nor

in a practical solicitude for his own pocket. The interrelation

of both these lines of activity appears in his systematic campaign

of extortion, laid bare last June, and resulting in his first con-

viction on the specific charge of obtaining $200 from an

employer by threatening a strike. That he was able to attend

and virtually browbeat the September convention of the struc-

tural iron-workers in Kansas City was due to his release from

prison on a "certificate of reasonable doubt," permitting a new

trial. Extortion of a "fine" from the Tiffany studios, for past

unfriendliness to labor, is the particular offense which again

took him behind the bars.

Parks's defense was that booty obtained in these ways was

not for his personal benefit, but for the union cause. What

is the true inwardness of this ? Take, for example, the case of
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the Hecla Iron Works, of Brooklyn. Parks admitted receiving

some $2,000 from this establishment in April, 1902, as the price

of ordering off a strike, but claimed that the money was used

for union purposes. But the evidence in that instance, as well

as in other cases of extortion by walking delegates, showed that

the "union purposes" for the most part consisted in dividing a

portion of the spoils, in greater or less sums, among lieutenants

and sub-lieutenants, to the extent necessary to preserve loyalty,

the process sometimes extending to members of the rank and

file.

In behalf of Parks it is claimed that through his efforts the

wages of housesmiths have been increased from about 1^2.50 to

$4.50 per day, in the last four or five years. Possibly 25 per

cent, of this might be credited to Parks's exertions; the rest came

with the current economic drift. An unprecedented amount of

construction of new " skyscrapers," extensive public improve-

ments, tunnel- and bridge-building on a vast scale, not only in

New York, but throughout the country, have created such a

demand for structural iron-workers that contractors have had to

bid for help, and in consequence wages inevitably rose. More-

over, the general upward trend of wages and cost of living

during the current period of abounding prosperity undoubtedly

stimulated the movement in this special quarter.

Some workingmen declare, on the other hand, that their net

income was actually greater with the previous lower wage rates

than it is now with the losses occasioned by numerous and pro-

longed strikes. Probably there is considerable truth in this;

but so far as the hardships of the immediate situation are con-

cerned, much exaggerated nonsense has gone out. Too much
credence should not be given to the reports of widespread suf-

fering, hundreds of " starving families," and the like. A large

number of the belligerent housesmiths are not now in New York

at all. From the beginning of the lockout they have been scat-

tering far and wide, getting work in other places; and such as

have done this are of course not drawing on the union's relief

funds. This gradual thinning out of available men in New
York adds to the difficulty of resuming work on a large scale.
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The local complications date as far back as February, 1903.
One of the earliest disputes, over some minor issue, occurred

during the foundation work on the Hotel Belmont, which is to

stand at the corner of Forty-Second Street and Fourth Avenue,
opposite the Grand Central Station. This mammoth structure is

to have twenty-two stories, with foundations nearly seventy feet

below the level of Forty-First Street. It is to cost S4, 500,000

when completed, and about ;g2,ooo,ooo of labor and material is

represented in the work already accomplished—to which rela-

tively little has been added during the entire past year. Not to

mention smaller enterprises, it is estimated that some fifty to

seventy-five other giant structures either projected or partially

completed were halted in the general "tie-up;" while almost

seventy- five thousand school children were put in half-time

classes in September, largely owing to the delays on new
school buildings under construction by the reform admin-

istration.

One of the first serious disputes grew out of the practice by
portable engineers, employed in steel framework construction, of

charging representatives of other trades a separate and exorbi-

tant price for hoisting their materials, such as plumbers'

supplies, engines for other contractors, etc., often doubling their

regular wages in this way without any extra labor time, simply

through having control for the time being of the hoisting engines

and apparatus. This custom having grown to an intolerable

abuse, the Employers' Association just then forming (last

spring) decided to forbid it, and the engineers struck. There-

upon the Housesmiths' Union, although working under an agree-

ment during the life of which they were bound not to strike,

violated that agreement and struck in sympathy with the engin-

eers. This Employers' Association, formed for the purpose of

bringing the interminable strife and delays in the building

industry to an end, then took up a plan of arbitration, formed

in general on the lines of an agreement which has been in force

for many years between the mason builders' association and

the bricklayers. In their present form the more important

items of this arbitration arrangement are as follows:
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(i) In general the employers and employees of each trade are organized.

. . . . (2) Where an agreement exists between employers and employees, all

disputes in relation thereto shall be settled by a board of arbitration with an

umpire, if necessary. The decision of said board or umpire shall be final.

Should either side to the dispute fail to select an umpire, or fail to abide by

the decision of the umpire, the dispute in question shall be referred to the

General Board of Arbitration within twenty-four hours after such failure or

refusal. The question of sympathetic strikes or lockouts, and all questions

as to the jurisdiction of trades must be referred to the General Board of

Arbitration, it being agreed and understood that such kinds of work as have

been heretofore recognized as being in the possession of a trade are not sub-

jects for arbitration. ( 3 ) Each association represented in the Building Trades

Employers' Association of the city of New York shall elect two arbitrators,

who shall serve for not less than six months. ( 4 ) Each union, the employers

of which are represented in the Building Trades Employers' Association

shall elect two arbitrators, who shall serve for not less than six months, and

who shall be actively engaged in their trades for an employer in Greater

New York at the time of their election. (5) The arbitrators from the unions

shall not be business agents. ( 6 ) From this body of general arbitrators not

less than four, two from the Employers' Association and two from the employ-

ees' unions, shall constitute a Special Arbitration Board. They shall meet

within twenty-four hours when notified so to do by the general secretary.

.... (8) The unions as a whole or as a single union shall not order any strike

against a member of the Building Trades Employers' Association collect-

ively or individually, nor shall any number of union men leave the work

of a member of the Building Trades Employers' Association, nor shall any

member of the Building Trades Employers' Association lock out his

employees before the matter in dispute has been brought before the General

Arbitration Board and settled. (9) Complaints shall be first addressed to

the general secretary of the Arbitration Board, who shall be a paid employee,

and by him be referred to the executive committee of the General Arbitra-

tion Board composed of an equal number of employers and employees,

and it shall be their duty at once to organize a special arbitration board to

decide the point at issue. (10) It shall be the privilege of any union or

member of the Employers' Association to select from all the general arbi-

trators the individuals they desire to act for them, but no general arbitrator

can act when the dispute is occurring in the trade which he represents.

(11) The general arbitrators must be given power by the interest they are

acting for. ( 12) . . . . Both sides agree to abide by the vote of the major-

ity of the board or the decision of an umpire ( ^ 5 ) The members of

this association agree to employ members of the trades unions only, directly

or indirectly, when parties to this agreement. It is understood, however,

that in any case where a trades union is unable to provide sufficient work-

men, the employer or employers in that trade may hire workmen, not
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members, who shall become members of the union, if competent. That

after the date of the signing of this agreement no union shall become a

party to this agreement without the consent of the executive committee.

That the matter of supplying sufficient workmen shall be left to the Arbitra-

tion Board of the individual trade to be governed by its trade con-

ditions, but that in case of continued failure on the part of the unions to

supply sufficient workmen, any member of the Building Trades Employers'

Association may refer the matter to the General Arbitration Board for settle-

ment. (16) The wages now paid in the skilled and unskilled trades shall

not be reduced nor the hours increased for one year from the date of the

general acceptance of this agreement. In any difficulty arising in the

unskilled trades, they may, through the mechanics of that particular trade,

have representation in the General Arbitration Board.

This plan was adopted at joint conferences between the

Employers' Association and various labor unions, July 3 and 9.

Although it provides against lockouts, except, presumably, where

arbitration fails, the method of enforcing its adoption was virtu-

ally a lockout. And at this point the Employers' Association

comes in for a large share of blame for the slow progress the arbi-

tration proposal has made—and this quite regardless of the merits

of the scheme itself. It was presented in an arbitrary, tactless

manner, as an ultimatum to be forced on the men whether or no.

The plan was originally made public by the employers several

weeks before the July 3 conference, and in a form materially less

favorable to the unions. It was announced in a circular letter to

all the building-trades unions, including even the bricklayers, who

were working peaceably under their arbitration agreement with

the mason builders, and without a suggestion of trouble. Obvi-

ously there was no fairness, tact, or reason in locking out these

men, yet they were included in the general announcement that

work would cease until the new general agreement was signed.

And Mr. Charles L. Eidlitz, president of the Employers' Asso-

ciation, declared in substance that the workingmen could accept

this plan or starve.

Such a method of presentation naturally spread resentment

among the unions ; the gratifying surprise is that so many of

them rose above any narrow or personal view of the case and

indorsed the agreement for the sake of the common good and

the larger interests both of labor and of the public— a course of
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high-minded conduct to which adequate appreciation has not

been given. More than thirty of the old unions have signed,

including nine unions of bricklayers, the Brotherhood of Carpen-

ters, Amalgamated Painters, Brotherhood of Painters, plasterers,

plumbers, steamfitters, machinists, and others; besides some half-

dozen new organizations that have been formed under the arbi-

tration agreement. These last include a new union of house-

smiths which numbers perhaps about two thousand members,

while the old Housesmiths' Union No. 2 ( Parks's union) had

upwards of three thousand, five hundred on the rolls. Some twenty

unions have not signed, these including the main body of house-

smiths, the Amalgamated Carpenters, Amalgamated Sheet Metal

Workers, portable engineers, stone cutters, and others. It was

Lawrence Murphy, former treasurer of this Stone Cutters' Union,

by the way, who was recently convicted and sentenced to five

years and six months in state's prison for embezzling several

thousand dollars extorted from building contractors under the

blackmail compulsion of threatened strikes.

In spite of wide resentment among the unions against the

employers' attitude, it is probable nearly all of them would have

signed the arbitration agreement had it not been for the aggres-

sive warfare kept up by the housesmiths and certain other groups

of similar type, under the influence of Parks. It is not that all

these other unions liked the man or approved of his methods, but

for the time being they regarded him as voicing a just protest

against the forcing of the arbitration scheme, and were willing to

stand aside and await the outcome.

It has been freely charged on almost every hand that there is

an explanation under the surface, much more important than the

personal influence of the man himself, for the reckless audacity

of Parks's continuous strike performances and antagonism to

practically all proposals that seemed to lead toward permanent

peace. This phase involves what is supposed to be a definite

policy on the part of one of the largest contracting corporations

in New York, the George A. Fuller Company. The methods of

this establishment are somewhat of an innovation in the building

industry, in that it contracts for and carries out under one super-
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intendence almost the entire series of operations in any given

piece of construction it undertakes, from the foundation up.

Nearly all other building firms let out many branches of the work

to sub-contractors ; and for the most part the class of concerns

that do this are in the Employers' Association. The Fuller Com-
pany was not a member of that association. In the past it has had

less trouble with labor unions than most of its rivals, and it is

even credited with having had a private personal understand-

ing with Parks under which its work was supposed to be going on

smoothly during the present controversy, while others, with

almost the sole exception of the American Bridge Company, were

blocked. The American Bridge Company has a regular agree-

ment with Housesmiths' Union No. 2, but is not suspected of

having any partiality for Parks. Its work has been held up

wherever the chief or other associated contractors on any given

piece of construction are members of the Employers' Association,

since Parks's men, of course, refuse to work under the employers'

arbitration plan. But the Fuller Company, it is asserted, having

no sub-contracts to let and no connection with the Employers'

Association, made Parks useful to it in a double sense. Its own

work was kept manned with help, while every rival job on which

Parks ordered a strike and crippled the contractor might be a

plum for the Fuller basket.

It happens that at one time Parks was in the employ of the

Fuller Company as a workman, and in his first trial for extortion

it was sought to introduce testimony that he was still carried on

the rolls of the Fuller Company as a paid agent to foment

trouble throughout the building industry. This has yet to be

proved, if indeed it can be proved at all. The writer of the

severest attack that has yet been made, in a recent popular

magazine, remarks on this point that he "could not find any

specific evidence, even from the company's worst enemies, of this

dastardly sort of warfare."

And it may be stated as not true that the Fuller Company

has been exempt from trouble throughout the controversy. Its

supposed independence of sub-contracts appears to be more of

an ideal as yet than a fully accomplished reality ; and wherever
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any of its minor operations have been in the hands of sub-

contractors who are connected with the employers' association

the Fuller Company has been seriously crippled. In fact, later

events would indicate that this establishment was one of the

chief sufferers. A large part of its force was laid off last fall,

important contracts in prospect were relinquished to other bid-

ders, and the Fuller Company itself has actually become a

member of the association of employers it was supposed to be

ruining. There were rumors, for a time, that the United States

Realty Corporation, of which the Fuller Company is the con-

struction department, might abandon that branch of its opera-

tions entirely. This action appears not to be probable, but, in

view of the developments, the elaborate and somewhat sensa-

tional efforts to find the starting-point of the whole embroglio in

the machinations of this particular establishment appear largely

fanciful, even frivolous. This much may be said in the interest

of accuracy down to date, and with no intent of pleading a special

defense of interests which may have much else to answer for,

whatever their part in the present trouble. Circumstances may
yet arise tending to confirm some or all of the charges that

have been made ; but if a mutual interest indeed existed between

Parks and his union, and this company, it would seem quite as

possible that the condition was one into which matters drifted

through natural causes as that it was the result of corrupt design.

The wide range of operations carried on, the smaller relative

amount of complication with sub-contractors, and the habitually

liberal policy toward labor, all would tend to give any establish-

ment a favorable position in its relations with labor, regardless

of secret manipulations. Not even this combination of advan-

tages, however, appears to have secured immunity in the present

instance.

There can be no question, nevertheless, that the temptation

to corrupt the walking delegate as the easiest way of getting rid

of him, to buy immunity from labor demands, and even to " play

off" labor leaders in various ways against rival employers, has

come to be a real factor in our industrial life, increasing with the

tightening stress of competition. Just who yields to this tempta-
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tion, and when, is not so easy to decide. It is not always and

necessarily the large concern. It was a group of independent

contractors, according to a further showing by the writer above

referred to, that bribed the entrance of a new union of painters

and decorators into the New York field, and then made a secret

agreement with the newcomers to work for less wages than they

were pledged to their fellow-union to demand.

The final outcome of the situation is not yet fully in sight.

The group of new unions formed with the co-operation of the

employers' association offers a convenient magnet for desert-

ers from the strikers' ranks, and if the struggle should be long

prolonged the magnet may prove all-powerful. Certain it is that

the building industry in the metropolis is desperately demoral-

ized, and in all probability resumption of work will be a gradual

process, accompanied by equally gradual elimination of the old

basis of relations with labor and substitution of a new modus

operandi, with arbitration for its keynote. Probably there will be

no dramatic finish, as in the coal and steel strikes ; no grand

"declaring off " and beginning all over again; no specific cal-

endar date on which it will be possible to say the trouble was

settled and operations all along the line suddenly resumed. A
silent transformation is going on. Its progress will be hard to

follow. Perhaps in a year it will be possible to say that entirely

new conditions are here, and state what they are. But not yet.

From the standpoint of labor, the moral effect of the New
York struggle, as of all disputes where similar elements are

allowed to control, has been most unfortunate. Very largely

the impression that went out from the situation was that Parks

virtually represented New York labor unionism and its present

tendencies. It is true he exercised a control over affairs alto-

gether out of proportion to his recognized leadership among

labor men, but this is owing to the peculiarities of the building

industry. The housesmiths happen to hold the key to all active

operations in that none of the other divisions of work can pro-

ceed except in the wake of the steel structural work. When the

housesmiths are idle, everything else is blocked. That is why

Parks, by holding his union aloof, could appear to dominate the
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entire industry. But that this man or his active followers repre-

sented the present character or tendencies of labor-unionism

in the metropolis, or throughout the country, is far from the

truth. The labor movement is entitled to be judged by the solid,

permanent elements that underlie it, rather than by the surface

accidents of vicious leadership.

Parks is not typical. Neither, for that matter, are John

Mitchell, Samuel Gompers, Frank P. Sargent, Henry White,

Samuel B. Donnelly, Robert Neidig, and the like ; but they are

much more nearly so. Parks's union had no recognized affilia-

tion with other bodies of organized labor in the metropolis, other

than that its walking delegate, an office it has recently abolished,

was a member of the old board of building trades. It is not

represented in the local Central Labor Union, and has no con-

nection with the American Federation of Labor. The reserve

sentiment of New York workingmen was impressively shown,

moreover, on Labor Day, when the usual contingent of from

25,000 to 50,000 in the labor parade was reduced to less than

10,000, all the rest refusing to march with Parks. And it is posi-

tively stated that a considerable number of the supposed "house-

smiths" in line of march were not housesmiths at all, but were

specially recruited political camp followers of ex-Chief of Police

William S. Devery, who rode with Parks at the head of the pro-

cession. The aggregation was hissed all along the line. Even

among the housesmiths, of the country at large, although Parks

seemed in complete control of the last national convention, his

influence was not all-powerful, since he lost his chief point in

failing to prevent the re-election of President Buchanan.

The conditions represented in this struggle are not confined

to New York. A crisis is being forced upon the whole labor

movement by the arrogant excesses of its least reputable, but

still powerful elements. If wiser counsels gain control—and

promptly— it may ward off the concerted attack by employers'

associations on labor-unionism in general, which the immediate

situation promises. In the main, nothing more difficult is

demanded either of the unions or of the employers, whether in

the local disturbance or in the larger problem that is gathering
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acuteness throughout the country, than a fair-minded disposition

to make industrial peace on a just and progressive basis the

supreme ideal, supremely worth the dethronement of "grafters"

and demagogues, suppression of intolerance and corrupt dealing

on both sides, and of all merely "pride" issues. For the labor

unions—and for a considerable number of capitalist representa-

tives—such an attitude when adopted will mean a notably higher

status of respect, confidence, and friendly co-operation on the

part of a much-tried and nearly exasperated community.

Hayes Robbins,
Winchester, Mass.



THE LABOR QUESTION AND THE SOCIAL PROBLEM.

Frequent recurrence to the fundamental principles of civil

liberty is advised and enjoined by the constitution of Illinois.

Let us obey this excellent injunction and consider the "labor

question," in its present aspects, in its relation to those first

principles. Much of the confusion which characterizes the cur-

rent discussion in the daily press is plainly traceable to ignorance

or neglect of those principles.

There is evidence on all sides of a strong reaction against

labor organizations—their tacit or explicit claims, and their

methods. Certain extremists believe that unionism can be

"stamped out," and they honestly assert that we must stamp it

out if we would preserve American liberty and American oppor-

tunity. Moderate employers admit the possibility of useful and

even laudable unionism, while bitterly condemning unionism "as

now taught and practiced." The former view is unworthy of

serious consideration ; but how much truth is there in the latter

view?

To answer this question, we must determine, not merely what

unionism professes to be, but what it actually is. Short views

and half-truths are especially dangerous in these premises.

Let us start with a suggestive hypothesis. Suppose a number

of men, unlabeled, unclassified, and unattached to any " cause,"

should by deed, if not by word, declare war upon law and order;

should, in contempt or defiance of accepted standards, more or less

regularly violate the rights of person and property, and the peace

of the community; should, in pursuit of selfish ends, habitually

resort to violence, threats of violence, riotous demonstrations,

obstruction of traffic and of industry, and aggressive interference

with quiet citizens seeking to exercise their legal and moral

rights. Suppose all this, and ask what sort of treatment such

an element as this would receive. Would there be any difference

of opinion as to the duty of the government and of the public

in that situation? Would any class condone or apologize for

768
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the conduct of such a band of Hooligans? Would the authori-

ties be likely to display weakness or vacillation in dealing with

it?

Now, what difference is there between the case we have

supposed and the case of so many of our trade unions? This,

and this only— that the unionists and their sympathizers commit
all manner of lawless acts in the name of a vague right or prin-

ciple, though no union would venture to put forth a frank defense

of violence and invasion. We know that disorder, assaults on

persons and property, insurrection on a small scale, attend a

very considerable proportion of our strikes and industrial dis-

putes. We also know that the authorities are extremely loath

to suppress strike-begotten disorder, and that public opinion not

infrequently excuses it or, at least, remains neutral and indiffer-

ent.

Professor John B. Clark, in an article published several months

ago, aptly described the present policy toward violent strikes as

acceptance of a limited amount of anarchy. The state, he pointed

out, winked at intimidation and coercion by strikers and with-

held effective protection from the "scab." Why is interference

with the right to work and the right to carry on business tolerated?

Because, answered Professor Clark, the public is not quite ready

for " free strike-breaking." He continued: "We are pursuing

a wretched, compromising course, protecting non-union workers

sometimes and abandoning them at other times, and seldom

giving the amount of protection that would make life and limb,

family and property, completely safe."

And why do we act thus? Why is the public not quite ready

for the most vigorous, fearless, and resolute enforcement of the

law against lawless strikers ? Professor Clark does not put this

question, but there is little doubt as to what the correct answer

is. Many feel that labor has a grievance, that it is more sinned

against than sinning, and that, in colloquial phrase, " it is human

nature" for classes conscious of wrong and injustice to over-

step the bounds of prudence and reason in offering sporadic and

ill-directed resistance to the supposed oppressors. In other

words, we feel that the labor problem is part and parcel of a
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larger and deeper, and infinitely more difficult problem— the

problem for which we have such alleged solutions as collectivism,

the single tax, Christian socialism, Tolstoyism, communism, and

philosophical anarchism. In many, no doubt, this feeling is

extremely vague, but it none the less influences conduct and

judgment.

This a priori explanation is confirmed and re-enforced by

inductive reasoning. What, for example, is the attitude of the

consistent socialist of the Marx-Engels school toward the labor

or trade-union movement ? It is one of scorn, distrust, contempt

in theoretical discussion, and of sympathetic interest in practical

life. The socialist will tell you that the unions are wasting their

energies and running their heads against a stone wall ; that

nothing of material consequence can possibly be accomplished

along their lines, owing to the iron law of wages, the essential

nature of capitalism, the helplessness of the individual employer,

and so on. "The expropriators must be expropriated," is his

formula, and labor cannot come into its own under any condition

short of the nationalization of the means of production and the

elimination of competitive industry.

And our socialist is consistent. He regards rent, interest,

and profit as different forms of "surplus value"— value created

by the wage-worker and unjustly withheld by the capitalist. He
agrees with the employer that the demands of labor for a larger

share of the product cannot be met if interest, rent, and profit

are to be paid as heretofore. He therefore concludes that trade-

unionism is a futile and ignorant attack on mere symptoms.

At the same time the socialist is profoundly indifferent to the

woes of the maltreated employer and the persecuted "scab."

He blames the system for the friction, conflict, and evil seen on

every side ; the aggressive unionist striker is to him as miserable

a victim of a vicious order as the assaulted non-unionist or the

struggling employer. All this violence, he says to himself, is

inevitable. It precedes and foreshadows the great social revolu-

tion which alone will permanently solve the labor problem by

doing away with capitalistic production, wages, and competition.

What has been said of the coUectivist may, with some
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modifications, be said of the philosophical anarchist. To assure

the toiler the full product of his labors, says this radical reformer,

you must abolish all monopoly and all special privilege—you
must establish absolutely free competition and equality of oppor-

tunity. Rent, interest, and profits, according to the philosophical

anarchist, are results, not of private control of capital, but of

state-conferred and state-protected monopoly in land, currency

supply, trade, etc. Since the trade-unionist, qua trade-unionist,

has no quarrel with rent, interest, and profit, the philosophical

anarchist, like the coUectivist, sadly smiles at his fruitless effort

and misdirected energy. And when the anarchist sees or reads

of strikers' violence and disorder, he says "accidents of war,"

and passes by.

At the trial of the case of the anthracite mine operators vs.

their striking employees the attorneys for the miners frankly

referred to "the state of war" existing between capital and labor,

and told the Gray Commission that the rioting, intimidation, coer-

cion, and assaults which had attended the contest should be stoic-

ally viewed as the natural concomitants of war. These observa-

tions puzzled and astonished many of our editors. They did not

know that the miners' attorneys were social radicals, and that

their statements were commonplaces of the literature of radical

reform. It is but fair to add that counsel appeared not to realize

that this excuse implied an abandonment of the conservative

position they were supposed to occupy in favor of one which the

miners and their leaders would have repudiated.

And this parenthetical remark brings us to the leading point of

this discussion. How do the trade-unionists themselves just'dy and

excusethe excesses andabuses of this movement ? 7"^^^are neither

socialists nor anarchists, neither single-taxers nor communists.

Tkey would indignantly disclaim any intention to overthrow the

present industrial order. Thej/ do not assert the existence of a

state of war between capitalism and labor. They are as conser-

vative, theoretically, as the great majority of the employers.

They accept the existing politico-economic system, with all that

necessarily flows therefrom. They do not seek to deprive the

capitalist of interest and profits. They merely demand a larger
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share of the joint product, appealing, not to any scientific crite-

rion, but to "the law of supply and demand" as expressed by the

haggling of the supposedly free market.

Now, what is a free market ? At one time the Manchester

school of economists took the ground that a free market implied

unrestricted individual competition both among capitalists and

among wage-workers. Collective bargaining, even when abso-

lutely free from the slightest coercion, was condemned as a

violation of industrial freedom. Each employer was held to be

bound to deal with labor as an individual : he was sternly forbidden

to consult and agree with other employers as to the wages he should

offer, the length of his working day, and the sanitary conditions

of his shop. Such an agreement was deemed a conspiracy

against labor. Each employee, similarly, was told that he had

no right to enter into any combination for the purpose of extort-

ing better terms than employers were under the necessity of pro-

posing to competing individual workmen.

But this illogical and shallow view has been abandoned. All

economists andall thinking men will accept the following definition

of a "free market": a condition under which the wages of labor

and the return to capital are determined by the play of non-

invasive forces and economic factors. This definition compre-

hends combinations of capitalists and of laborers to control or

affect wages. It is absurd to say that the rights of the capitalist

are infringed upon when five (or five hundred, or five thousand)

employees confront him in the market as a unit ; and it is equally

absurd to contend that the freedom of the workman is invaded

when the capitalists act together in engaging their help.

But the market is not free when workmen say to some or all

capitalists: "If you refuse to employ us on our terms, no one

else shall be permitted to work for you." Violence is invasion

;

intimidation is invasion ; and the market is not free when either

side yields, not to economic necessity, but to physical force or

threats of such force. It is not always easy to draw the line,

however, between the exercise of equal liberty and the exercise

of improper compulsion or tyranny. Where, in the industrial

field, does invasion begin ?
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No self-respecting and enlightened unionist will claim the right

to assault, molest, or intimidate the employer or the non-union

laborer. The leaders of organized labor cannot always control

the ignorant and reckless, but there is no reason for doubting

their sincerity when they declare, as Mr. John Mitchell did at the

time of the coal strike, that the worst enemy of unionism is he

who, as member or sympathizer, resorts to violence and disturbs

the peace. Employers point out, with justice, that the leaders

do not sufficiently discourage the use of violence by their follow-

ers. How many violent strikers or aggressive pickets have been

expelled in disgrace for their misconduct ? Be this as it may,

theoretically there is complete unanimity as to the immorality and

inexpediency of violence and intimidation as a feature of indus-

trial disputes.

Here, unfortunately, agreement begins «/i^^«^.s. Beyond this

point there is confusion. Many practices which union labor

vigorously defends and boldly threatens to continue are bitterly

denounced by the employers and the majority of newspapers as

vicious, odious, un-American, and invasive. The reference is to

picketing (watching and besetting), boycotting, threats of boy-

cotting, sympathetic strikes, and refusal to work with non-union

men (opposition to the "open shop"). If organized labor con-

sented to eschew these practices, the hostility toward it would

quickly disappear; but neither admonitions, sermons, damage

suits, nor judicial decisions will induce labor to surrender

these weapons. It earnestly denies that the use of them involves

invasion, destruction of the free market, and when you call its

attention to judicial utterances condemnatory of the practices,

either the judges are accused of prejudice and bias, or else other

judicial opinions are cited in which the opposite doctrines are

expounded and applied.

The fact is, the labor leaders have adopted radically individu-

alist views. A singular change has come over the spirit of their

position. They are still charged with socialistic proclivities, and

it is true that some of their legislative proposals are utterly

incompatible with the individualistic creed. But read the

speeches and editorials of Messrs. Gompers, Mitchell, Kidd, f/<z/.,
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and you will find that their defense of the above-named practices

is more Spencerian than Mr. Spencer's "Justice." Students of

the "new unionism" will appreciate the theoretical significance

and practical importance of the phenomenon.

Whatever one's personal conviction may be as regards these

vital questions, he cannot hope to influence either capital or labor

unless he possesses a thorough knowledge of the position to be

combated.

To observe proper sequence, we must begin with the strike.

This need not detain us, since the courts and the employers rec-

ognize without reservation the right of any man, and of any

number of men acting either severally or in concert, to quit their

employment for any reason whatever, or without any reason at

all. The correlative right of the employer to "lock out" his

men is equally clear and indisputable. A few years ago, it is

true, organized labor procured certain statutes prohibiting

employers from discharging men on account of their member-

ship or intended membership in a trade union ; but these acts

have been invalidated on constitutional grounds, and labor no

longer seeks this sort of class legislation.

The right to strike— so the radical labor argument runs

—

implies the right to threaten a strike. It would be manifestly

illogical to assert that we may not announce an intention to com-

mit a lawful act. The word "threat" is an unpleasant one, and

the use of it in judicial opinions occasionally reveals confusion

of thought. A little reflection will satisfy any thinking person

that it cannot be wrong to threaten that which we may proceed

to execute. The greater includes the less.

Again, any man has the right to advise and persuade another

man to do anything which he may lawfully do. If A may strike,

B may advise him to strike. An injunction to restrain the offi-

cers of a labor organization from declaring a strike was issued by

a federal court some months ago, but it was promptly dissolved

by the same court, and the opinion justifying this action was

decidedly favorable to labor's view of the issue.

Suppose now that a strike has occurred in a given industry,

and that the employer or employees refuse to yield. What then ?
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Assuming the desire and determination of the strikers to remain

within the limits of lawful activity, what more can they do to

enforce their demands? "Nothing more," say many. The
strikers must retire to their several homes and passively await

developments. If other men can be secured to take the vacated

places, the strike is lost; if the strikers cannot be replaced, the

employer will capitulate and sue for peace.

But organized labor is far from accepting this doctrine regard-

ing the limits of its rightful activity in connection with a strike.

It has a very elaborate and effective post-strike program. It

resorts to (i) picketing and (2) boycotting. The former practice

it defends on the ground that the striker has a right to persuade and

induce fellow-workmen to join with him, or to abstain from taking

the place he has vacated. Theoretically, the picket is stationed

merely to watch establishments under "strike law," give informa-

tion to intending applicants for work, and exhort these to

respect "the eleventh commandment"—"Thoushalt not take thy

brother's job." In other words, picketing is based on the rights

of free speech, moral suasion, and free locomotion. When it

degenerates into intimidation and assault, it concededly becomes

criminal, and, as we have said, no responsible unionist justifies

violence by picket, striker, or bystander.

Boycotting is defended (it was defended before the Gray

Commission by Messrs. Mitchell and Gompers) as amounting

merely to the quiet, peaceable withdrawal of patronage from

unfair, unfriendly, or objectionable persons. The argument, in

brief, runs thus : Am I bound to patronize this or that butcher,

tailor, or dry-goods merchant ? May I not, for any reason whatever,

transfer my custom to another butcher, tailor, or merchant?

May I not deal with those who are friendly to me and leave

severely alone those who are hostile or disobliging? If I may,

and if every other man similarly aggrieved may do the same

thing, the legitimacy of organized and collective boycotting is

established.

To multiply illustrations would be a waste of space. It is

plain that all these positions are strictly and radically individual-

istic. They imply that the only limit on conduct is the equal
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right or freedom of one's fellows, and that numbers do not affect

the moral quality of an act. What each may do individually,

say the labor leaders constantly, all may do in concert. And
vehemently do they protest against the traditional, common-law

view that an agreement of several persons to do a thing lawful in

individuals may be a conspiracy, a wrong properly punishable.

Bills have been introduced in Congress (and reported favorably

by judiciary committees, by the way) to relieve unions from the

burden of the conspiracy law, and to legalize collective boycott-

ing and similar practices.

It is unfortunate that the opponents of trade unionism do not

differentiate between such abuses as are indefensible from any

non-revolutionary point of view (violence, rioting, intimidation,

etc.), and alleged abuses which may be, and are, justified on

debatable grounds. Indiscriminate, wholesale denunciation does

not promote peace. The truth is that employers and spokesmen

of the employing class freely and unhesitatingly employ the very

arguments which they condemn as utterly unsound and danger-

ous when union leaders advance them. At bottom there is

no clear issue between employers and unions.

Do not employers form defensive and offensive combinations ?

They do not call them trade unions, but things, not names, mat-

ter. Some of these employers' unions, alliances, and combina-

tions are secret, and workmen regard them as " conspiracies

against labor." Employers do not picket union headquarters or

homes, but they boycott objectionable unionists. Their boycott-

ing is called blacklisting, but neither morally nor legally does

an employer's blacklist differ from a unionist "unfair list."

And how do employers defend blacklisting ? The pleas

made in their behalf in the courts read like the pro-boycott argu-

ments of labor leaders. May not an employer discharge a work-

man, in the absence of a contract, for any reason whatsoever ?

May he not keep a list of men so discharged ? May he not

send this list to a fellow-employer ? May not a number of

employers maintain and publish a common list of undesirable

workmen ? Courts have upheld the blacklist on these grounds,

without realizing that the same reasoning sustains collective boy-

cotting !
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Labor leaders have not overlooked this remarkable circum-

stance. They have called attention to the decision of Judge
Rogers, of the United States district court at St. Louis, in which

it was strongly affirmed (i) that an agreement by any number
of persons to do a lawful thing is not a conspiracy; (2) that

employers may maintain and circulate a blacklist, provided that

its contents be truthful; (3) and that employers may deprive

workmen of opportunities to earn a livelihood, and even combine

to attack and destroy organizations of employees, by means of

blacklisting agreements.

No labor leader has ever gone beyond the position taken in

this judicial opinion. Substitute the word "boycotting" or the

words "peaceable picketing" for the word "blacklisting," and

every contention of organized labor is sustained. We repeat,

there is no theoretical issue between organized labor and organ-

ized capital, since neither side honestly and earnestly denies

what the other side affirms. Both invoke the same individualist

principles, and both ignore or depart from the professed doc-

trines when self-interest appears to render it convenient, for the

moment, to do so. Labor forgets its individualist principles

when it demands eight-hour laws ; employees drop their "natural

law" and "freedom from dictation and interference" when ques-

tions of protection, subsidies, bounties, coastwise trade laws, etc.,

are under discussion. The consumer's "natural right" to buy

and sell where he pleases, neither employers nor employed

think it necessary to take into account.

What, then, in view of these facts is the labor question? If

labor were socialistic and capital individualistic, there would be

a great question ; conversely, if labor were consistently individu-

alistic and employers bent upon subordinating individual to

social claims, upon qualifying the laissez-faire doctrine upon which

the industrial order is supposed to be based, there would emerge

an issue of the highest importance. As matters actually stand,

it is impossible to formulate an issue.

The union movement is simply an expression of dissatisfac-

tion with certain results of an accepted system of production and

distribution, not with the system itself. This dissatisfaction
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begets violence and disturbance, which all good citizens deplore

and condemn ; but no one ventures to justify the violence and

disorder, and, philosophically speaking, the union question is not

a question of putting down lawlessness.

But the complaint is that labor is "unreasonable." It makes

extravagant demands with regard to wages, hours of toil, the

control of the output, the regulation of apprenticeship, the treat-

ment of non-union men. Grant all this ; but neither political

economy nor ethics can draw the line between reason and unrea-

son in these things, and legalism admits want of jurisdiction over

questions of reasonableness and expediency. Is competition

always "reasonable"? Does the law attempt to enforce the dic-

tates of reason in the business world? Are the corporations and

the trusts reasonable? Are the quasi-public agencies reasonable

in their dealings with the consumers?

Passion, prejudice, ignorance, resentment make men unrea-

sonable, but psychologists tell us that no rational being is

deliberately and consciously unreasonable. Professor G. L.

Dupart, in his Morals: A Treatise on the Psycho-Sociological Bases

of Ethics, recently translated into English, tells us that "even the

most passionate almost always wish to act reasonably and try to

understand and to make their action and their choice understood

by indicating the why and the wherefore." Man, he continues,

"seeks as a rule the reason of his choice in a perfectly human
motive, the desire for systematic action, and he recognizes that he is

only wrong [wrong only?] when it is proved to him either that

his conduct is not coherent or that his choice lacks rationality;"

and "reasonable conduct is that which is constituted by a series

of well-linked acts, capable of forming a systematic whole."^

Apply these sound statements to the subject under considera-

tion. To what "systematic whole" are unions referred by those

who complain of their unreasonableness? What principles are

commended to their attention? Have their newspaper and legal

critics shown them how their conduct is to be made coherent?

Certainly there is no hint at any system or philosophy in loose

talk about arbitration, profit-sharing, publicity, etc. There is as

'Italics mine.
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much confusion (as might, indeed, be expected) in the discus-

sion of remedies for or solutions of the so-called labor question

as there is in the efforts to formulate the question itself.

To what conclusion are we driven?

Gambetta once said: "There is no social question." He
meant that while there were many social questions, it was idle to

attempt to discover a common origin for them, to view them as

subdivisions of one general and fundamental question. The truth

is, there is a social question or problem, and the numerous

branches of it cannot even be adequately studied without a

proper comprehension of that larger and deeper question.

That question concerns the organization of industry as well

as the determination of the conditions under which industry shall

be carried on by labor and capital. And the question is mani-

festly a sociological one, since it has economic, political, and

social aspects. What is called rather vaguely "economic jus-

tice" is a shorthand way of expressing the idea of economic

relations under a regime of equal opportunity and the greatest

amount of personal liberty compatible with social security, sta-

bility, and harmony. In other words, economic justice really

presupposes political justice. When we speak of contracts, sup-

ply, demand, bargaining, etc., we imply that certain conditions

exist in society, that such "low forms of competition" as mur-

der, violence, robbery, duress, have been suppressed, and that

individual liberty is not an empty term signifying nothing. Clas-

sical economists advocated laissez-faire-\sm, but the laissez-faire

policy may be grossly unjust. Buccaneers may wish to be let

alone after securing their booty. The privileged classes in

France wished to be let alone when their abuses were driving the

masses into revolt and revolution. No one, not even the most

stubborn British Tory, is demanding a laissez-faire policy for Ire-

land. Mr. Spencer's treatment of the perplexing land problem

shows the futility of trying to realize justice without rectifying

past wrong and error. He who says that he favors individualism

must declare under what economic and political conditions he

proposes to place the individual.

We shall solve the labor question when sociology shall have
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solved the problem of the control and use of the natural media

and the problem of the relation between the individual and the

body politic. Writers like Cliffe Leslie, Arnold Toynbee, and

Dr. Ingram emphasized in their day the dependence of eco-

nomic science upon sociology. Their teachings are almost

forgotten, and it is high time the cry were raised. Back to the

sociologist

!

A scientific problem cannot be solved unscientifically. No
wonder practical confusion is the only visible result of the

haphazard efforts of the past. To denounce union men for sub-

mitting to tyranny, as Mr. Spencer did in recent years, is as easy

as it is futile. Equally futile is the preaching of moral com-

monplaces to employers. What is our ideal in industry? What
conditions are we desirous of bringing about ? We can be cer-

tain of progress only when we have a goal in view and march

toward it. Is co-operation the "coming" industrial system, as

many thinkers are beginning to recognize? If so, must we count

altogether on the play of private interests to produce the change,

or is it possible and wise to assist nature? Crude legislation

conceived in ignorance of economic and social principles is cer-

tainly not the sort of assistance one should desire, but scientific

prevision is extremely valuable. If there is a science of society,

such prevision is possible. If there is a science of society, the

harmonizing of the interests of employers and employed is pos-

sible, though the process may involve revision of current theories

of rent, interest, profits, and wages.

Victor S. Yarros.
Chicago.
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VI. THE FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE.

It is clear that along with the organic analogy we must give

up the time-honored division into social anatomy, social physi-

ology, and social psychology. Since there is no social cadaver

to dissect, why use the term "anatomy," which refers to the

knowledge gained by the simple "cutting up" [ava to/jlclp) of a

body? Say rather social morphology, which will describe, not

only human relations and groupings, but also their mutations in

the course of time—their embryology, so to speak. Why apply

the term "physiology" to the description of processes and prod-

ucts that are in no wise physical? The fact that such interac-

tions as conflict and competition involve something more than

the action of mind on mind need not hinder us from recognizing

that what the organicists call "function" or "life" in society is

essentially psychical and naturally becomes the subject-matter

of social psychology. As for social pathology, it cannot "arrive"

until we have a means of distinguishing the normal from the

abnormal in society. So long as divorce and lynching and

political crime and the trust movement lend themselves to pre-

cisely opposite interpretations, there is no firm line to be drawn

between social health and social disease. Each school of

thought has its own diagnosis of the morbid, and no objective

tests have yet been agreed on.

On mounting from the plane of description to that of theory,

it becomes possible to bisect sociology into social statics and

social dynamics. This division has always been made to hinge on

the purely formal contrast of coexistence and succession. A
study of cross-sections or flash-light pictures of society would

show what social structures belong together— are congruous.

The comparison of series of such states in different societies

would disclose regularities of succession. If this were so, the

cross-section of a society in feverish transformation would be as

781
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instructive as any other, seeing that order can always be consid-

ered apart from movement. In point of fact, however, such a

society would not present a system of mutually determining

parts and interdependent activities, i. e., an "order," but would

be full of incongruities. Statical laws can be discovered only

where there is an equilibrium which permits the inner affinities

and repugnances of institutions to. disclose themselves. But a

society that keeps in balance is ruled by forces and activities

quite different from those that prevail in a highly progressive

community. The distinction, therefore, between social statics

and social dynamics, far from being one of "mere logic, reaches

deep into the subject-matter of sociology.

In every society are certain factors, such as religion, govern-

ment, custom, law, and ceremony, which are actively static, inas-

much as they resist structural change of every sort. Language,

literature, art, industry, education, and opinion are passively static

—

or shall I say neutral?— lending themselves indifferently to

the agencies of stagnation and to those of change. In strong con-

trast are the dynamic factors, such as domestication, geographical

discovery, exploration, migration, acclimatization, war, conquest, race-

crossing, commerce, travel, invention, scientific discovery, prophetism,

and free thought. The professionals of law, government, and

religion are apt to hate and belittle these dynamic factors and

processes. Nor are they beloved of the masses, as are the great

conservative institutions. Popular affections do not twine about

them as about church and state. Race intermarriage, foreign

influence, science, free thought, and prophetism have usually

been looked at askance. Men always consider religion and gov-

ernment as infinitely more precious than discovery and inven-

tion. This division into statics and dynamics is, then, grounded

not simply on the distinction between order and movement, rela-

tions of coexistence and those of succession, but as well on the

broad contrast between the forces and activities that make for

equilibrium and those which make for change.

The point needs to be emphasized that social dynamics is

concerned with change rather than evolution. The term "evolu-
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tion," while very properly calling attention to the continuity of

social change and to resident forces as causing change, is apt to

convey the idea that the series of social changes is the mere
unfolding of characters preformed in the very germ or bud of

society. An idea so misleading should be diligently avoided.

It will never do to assume that the succession of social changes

is predetermined, and that accidental, extraneous, and historic

events and influences are not among the causes of variations.

Again it is essential not to identify social dynamics with the

theory of social progress. The promotion of progress is, of

course, our greatest practical concern, but the true cleavage

between social statics and social dynamics turns on the distinc-

tion between persistence and change. Change means any qualita-

tive variation, whereas progress means amelioration, perfection-

ment. The one is movement; the other is movement in the

direction of advantage. Progress is better adaptation to given

conditions. Change may be adaptation— at first, perhaps, very

imperfect—to new conditions.

The biologist can assure himself whether a given variation is

a progress by observing if it leaves the creature better able to

survive. The sociologist, alas, has no such simple practical test.

A society is not solidary to anything like the degree that most

organisms are, and it is not so incessantly pitted against other

societies. As regards the effects on its members, we find any

number of institutional changes which are progress from the

standpoint of one sex, class, race, or local group, but spell

regress for another sex, class, race, or local group. It is not

easy to characterize them from the view-point of "society as a

whole," for it is by no means clear what is best for "society as a

whole." Each of us considers a change progressive when it

advances society toward his ideal. But one man's ideal is

freedom, while another's is order ; one man borrows from biology

the criterion of differentiation, while another imports from

psychology the idea of harmony; one man's touchstone is the

happiness of the many, while another's is the perfecting of the

the superior few. It is therefore hopeless to look for a test of

progress that shall be objective and valid for all. Since change is
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a matter of observation, whereas progress is a matter of judgment

involving the application of a subjective standard, those who

desire to see sociology a true science are justified in insisting

that social dynamics deal with the factors and manner, not of

social progress merely, but of social change.

In the arts we ask if the new thing is more useful than

the old ; in the sciences we ask if the new proposition brings

us nearer the truth. But there are other important changes for

which there is no sure test. In Rome during most of the

imperial period that progress which flows from the advance

of technique and knowledge was almost unknown. Says Seeck :

From Augustus to Diocletian the equipment of the legionary remained

the same. No improvement of tactics, no new means of warfare, was

developed in the course of three centuries Neither in agriculture nor

in technique nor in administration does a single new idea of any significance

come to light after the first century. Literature and art, too, are confined

to a sterile imitation which becomes ever more empty and feeble

The Neo-Platonic philosophy and the development of Christian dogma are

the only achievements which relieve this era from complete futility.

Yet these barren ages are full of social changes which are

richly instructive as to the forces that lurk in the bosom of

society. Why, after the gulf between Romans and provincials

had been filled in, did a chasm open between honestiores and

humilioresf Why did slaves give place to coloni and adscripti

glebae? Why did the law fetter the worker to his father's

occupation ? Why did taxes come to be paid in kind ? Why
did the petty landowner voluntarily yield up his holding to

some powerful proprietor in order to receive it back on a feudal

tenure ? Why did gladiatorial shows cease ? What influence

lifted the "overseer" of the early Christian community to

the lofty chair of the episcopus or bishop ? What was it that

elevated the bishop of Rome to the papal throne ? How can

the rise of the monastic movement be explained ? Surely the

forces here at work should figure in a theory of social dynamics

!

When a mammal thrust northward gets a heavier coat of

hair, or a bird acquires the nest-building instinct with the

advent of a rodent that destroys her eggs and young on the

ground, we have a case of adaptation. Now, this way of inter-
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preting change is becoming ever more helpful to the student

of society. The substitution of iron for wood is a progress if

some Tubal Cain has made iron cheaper, an adaptation of

deforestation has made wood dearer. A vegetarian movement
may signify either that the art of preparing cereal foods is

advancing, or that over-population is making land too valuable

for the growing of animal food. Among herdsmen it is only

the lash of poverty that makes anyone endure the drudgery

of tillage and the cultivation of the soil presents itself, not as

2. progress, but as an adaptation to the pressure of numbers.

Apparently rearward movements are equally ambiguous.

Militarism is hardly a regress when a people finds itself men-
aced by the approach of an aggressive neighbor. The Asiati-

cization of government under Diocletian and his successors,

hitherto looked upon as a sure symptom of degeneration, was a

consequence of the filling up of the depopulated parts of the

empire with barbarians hard to keep in order and very sus

ceptible to pomps and ceremonies. The English viceroy is

today modifying the government of India in the same way and

for the same purpose. The magnifying of the state is a

backward step if it signifies that a people has become less

self-reliant and liberty-loving; it is but adaptation if the growth

of monopoly has made intervention necessary in order to pre-

serve individual initiative and free competition. The multi-

plying of statutes is ominous if it results from the individual

becoming evil-disposed or the legislator meddlesome ; on the

other hand, as an endeavor to meet the needs of a more com-

plex organization of society, it presents itself in the light of

a welcome adjustment. The growth of one-man power is

degeneration if it is caused by a lowered citizenship ; it is

only adaptation if the facilities for focusing public opinion have

so improved that the cruder checks on the executive have

ceased to be necessary.

I conclude, then, that social dynamics ought to drop such

vague and inadequate conceptions as progress and regress, and

set its teeth determinedly in the fact of social change.
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Nothing exists save by the conjuncture of two or more

factors. If any one of these factors be wanting, the thing does

not come to pass. Yet we do not term each and all of these

factors "causes." The appearance of a new situation is consid-

ered to be the effect of ^ki^ precipitating factor. The ferment,

the igniting spark, the touching of the electric button, the

knocking away of the stay block, the turning of the lever,

is looked upon as the cause of what ensues. The factors

already present are termed the conditions, not the causes, of the

change. Suppose, for example, a given phenomenon cannot

occur without the conjuncture of factors a, b, and c. If a and b

are present and the phenomenon occurs on the addition of

Cy then c is regarded as the cause, a and b as the conditions.

But it is possible that either of these may be the precipitating

factor working within the framework constituted by the other

two factors.

Now, this logic applies to the advent of a new social form.

If a tribe continues pastoral because of ignorance, then the

cause of its entrance upon the agricultural stage will be its

acquiring the arts of cultivation. But our frontier communities

have always tarried some time in the cattle-raising stage, and

the cause of their transition to agriculture has been the growth

of their population. Japan in the early days had the capital for

the building of railroads, but not the knowledge. On the other

hand. New Zealand possessed the knowledge, but lacked the

capital. In the former case the arrival of knowledge, in the

latter case the arrival of capital, is the cause of the advent

of steam locomotion.

The strategic importance of the precipitating factor has

a bearing on the dispute between the champions of individuals

as causes of social change and the champions of collective

causes—the innovationists and the adaptationists. A useful pro-

cess or a labor-saving machine is promptly adopted and begins

at once to work its transforming effects. The inventor may
therefore be hailed as the prime cause of the social changes that

ensue. The clever men that devised the great mechanical

improvements toward the close of the eighteenth century indi-
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rectly broke up the guild regime, brought in the factory system,

created industrial cities, and riveted slavery upon our southern

states. But innovations that do not make so irresistible an

appeal— juristic and political ideas, religious, ethical, and
aesthetic ideals— are apt to be neglected till some influence

brings the public mind into a receptive attitude toward them.

In such cases the injluence is the cause.

There have always been men who suggested that horse-thieves

deserve hanging. If, now, certain new communities do hang their

horse-thieves, the cause of the practice is not the proponent, but

the peculiar situation which disposes the community to fall in

with his suggestion. For ages eloquent men have fulminated

against strong drink. The modern temperance movement is, then,

not to be credited solely to orators like Matthew and Gough.

The responsiveness of the age to their appeals must be attributed

to the great changes in diet and in industry which have made
the liquor habit more pernicious than formerly. Take the crav-

ing for divorce. Is it due to the example or advocacy of cer-

tain influential persons ? Rather must we lay it to the opening

of feminine careers and the relaxation of old beliefs which con-

strained woman to bear unmurmuringly her yoke. Comte hinges

a rise in the status of the slave or the woman on a change in

speculative opinion. Now, however, we are apt to connect it

with a change in the relation of population to land or in the indus-

trial importance of woman. Similarly, the transformations of

law and government are coming to be correlated less with the

ideas and personalities that are active in achieving them than

with certain hidden shiftings of economic or social power. So

there are rival explanations, the one individual, the other col-

lective, of the anti-slavery movement, the peace movement, the

reform of punishment, the rise of socialism.

The fact is, the promulgation of a new idea or ideal is like

casting a bit of ferment into a plasm. The psychologists are more

intent on the ferment than on the nature of the medium in which

it works. The economists, on the other hand, inquire why the

medium permits fermentation to arise, but ignore the necessity

of casting in the ferment. Both, however, are necessary, the
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question of cause turning simply on whether the plasm awaits the

ferment or the ferment awaits its plasm.

All parts of an organism are to a certain extent related to one

another, so that when one part varies the other part varies simul-

taneously. If, for example, a creature's head becomes heavier,

the muscles of its neck must become larger. If a young animal

is castrated, the secondary sexual characters fail to appear. On
this same principle of correlation an important change in any

sphere of social life is apt to produce sympathetic or compensa-

tory changes in other spheres. For instance, few of the muta-

tions in social ethics are due to novel ethical ideas ; they are echoes

or aftermath of changes in some of the more basic spheres, such

as economic, sex, or religious life. Now, in social dynamics one

cannot content himself with accounting for one social change by

another social change, but must follow up the causal chain link

by link until he reaches either a regular social process or an

extra-social factor.

He must, moreover, hold firmly in mind the distinction

between the cause of a social phenomenon and the cause of a

change in this phenomenon. The former is, as was shown in

my last paper, human desire. Desire is the steam which drives

the machinery. It is behind all social activities, beneath all group-

ings and relationships. Its action is essentially statical. If it

produces change, that change is incidental. The causes of social

transformation are to be sought, not in desires, but in something

of a different nature which changes their direction or modifies

the framework within which they operate. The causes are the

innovating example, the foreign influence, or the new knowledge,

which engenders new wants. They are the increase of popula-

tion, the accumulation of capital, the removal to a new country,

or the impact of a neighboring group, by which are altered the

conditions under which old wants can be gratified. This broad

contrast between the social forces and the factors of social change

is another justification for dividing sociology into statics and

dynamics.

If we are to explain the differences in the rate or course of

change between societies or between different periods in the his-
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tory of the same society, it is idle to cite a trait common to all

societies and to all times. When Comte and Lacombe name ennui

as one of the causes of social progress, they confuse cause with

condition. Similarly Comte's demonstration that a greater longev-

ity would injuriously strengthen the conservative forces in soci-

ety does not warrant us in listing the brevity of life among the

causes of social variation.

In fact, a fixed trait, whether of race or of locality, cannot

figure as cause of a social transformation. Geography, to be

sure, acquaints us with the framework within which social

changes occur, and by which they are molded and limited. But

the physical environment, while it may inhibit variative tenden-

cies, cannot initiate them. Natural waterways and an indented

coast may favor progress, but they cannot produce it. Soil

and climate account for the enduring lineaments, but not for

the metamorphoses of peoples. Unlikeness of surroundings may
cause differences between societies, but it cannot bring about

differences between successive epochs in the same society, unless

in the meantime the people has migrated. Still, to the eye of

the geologist, the environment is not quite stable. Elevation,

subsidence, desiccation, the silting up of streams or ports, the

shifting of river beds, the formation of pestilential marshes, or

changes in flora and fauna, may cause disturbance in the social

equilibrium, and should therefore find a place in the theory of

social dynamics.

Eighteenth-century thought, regarding the forward move-

ment of society as the direct consequence of the march of the

human intellect, did not feel the need of exploring or setting

forth the causes of social changes. Of late sociologists, swing-

ing to the other extreme, have looked upon the stationary state

as the normal condition of men owing to the inertia of the human

mind. Now, while in the end all causal chains carry us back to

the nature of man or of his environment, I showed in the first

paper of this series^ that the immediate reference of a social form

to human nature is the mark of a crude social philosophy. We
'American Journal of Sociology, Vol. VIII, p. 769.
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ought not to refer social variation to the progressiveness of the

human intellect or social stagnation to its sluggishness. The

difference noted in the response of different societies to the same

stimulus is not to be explained by a universal trait like mental

inertia. Various factors may be recognized which counteract the

forces that make for transformation. There are, therefore, causes

of social immobility to be set forth as well as causes of social

change.

Peculiarities of environment or of race may neutralize stimuli

and so preserve a social form intact. Beyond a certain point in

development, harsh climate, barren soil, absence of wood and

minerals, and lack of natural waterways may interpose a bar

which no amount of inventive genius can avail to break. Again,

impassable barriers such as mountains, deserts, and seas may
prevent a group finding other groups to stuggle against, combine

with, or borrow from. Nor are all races equally capable of ascent.

Those varieties of mankind cradled in the happy climes where

Nature spreads the table, having never been sifted by hunger and

cold, or disciplined to toil and forethought, lack the energy to

avail themselves of the treasures civilization showers into their

lap. What is stimulus to some races is no stimulus to them.

They can perish, but they cannot change.

There are, moreover, social processes which accumulate effects

of a static tendency. Such are all those experiences which

exaggerate the collective ego at the expense of the individual.

This may take the form of a concrete organization which ruth-

lessly crushes out criticism, discussion and innovation. In the

course of prolonged warfare the state may acquire such a prestige

and come to inspire such a loyalty that it can trample on the

rights of the individual and break the spirit of question and

initiative. In a prolonged struggle to curb and civilize barbarians

a priesthood may attain such an authority that it is allowed to

destroy the bolder spirits and to terrorize innovators. Often,

however, a society becomes immobile from collective suggestion

rather than from the violences of state and church. China and

India have become ossified by public opinion rather than by the

persecutor. Vast ocean-like collections of humanity inhabiting a
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relatively uniform environment, become stagnant because the

individual succumbs to the mere volume of suggestion and the

mass is too great to be stirred by one man. Early groups,

moreover, are held together by instinct or interest. It is the

advent of vast groups with a considerable culture, held together

by collective customs and beliefs, that makes variation difficult.

The group's instinct of self-preservation establishes a traditionalist

educational system which is intended to hypnotize the individual

before he has begun to think. This collective resistance to inno-

vation is most marked in oppressed peoples (Jews, Poles,

Armenians) with whom the inherited culture is at once a badge

of ancient glories, a bond of union, and a defiance to their

oppressors. Again, the patriarchal regime gives rise to ancestor-

worship which, by bringing the living under the control of the

dead, preserves the status quo. The inheritance of places and

functions, since it puts age in possession of all the vantage

points in society, tends to arrest development. An exploitation

of the mass by the minority strains social order, and hence causes

regulative institutions, such as government, law, religion, and

ceremony to be elaborated to the highest degree. These work

better as they become hallowed by age, and therefore the

aggrandizement of these agencies of control reinforces the con-

servative tendencies in society.

Passing now to the positive branch of social dynamics, we

find two schools contending for mastery— the development school

and the stimulus school.

The former regards social change as a becoming. Progress and

regress, ascent and descent, present smooth flowing curves like the

development of an embryo. The continuity is due to the fact

that change is brought about by the operation of resident forces.

The causes of the transformations of society are to be sought

among the recurrent experiences and activities of its members.

There is no standing still, save when development is arrested by

some obstacle. Each social state in the fulness of time ushers

in its successor. One phase carries the germs of the next. The

present is pregnant with the future. In the succession of its
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phases society, like an organism, follows a path predetermined and

predictable.

The new school, on the other hand, emphasizes discontinuity.

Far trom being a smooth upward slope, the way of progress is a

ladder with rungs at very unequal intervals. Group-life tends

toward an equilibrium. Forms petrify rather than pass into

something else. An impulse spends itself, and society, with no

new push, comes to rest. The causes of change are, then, to be

sought, not in society, but in impinging sub-social or extra-social

forces

—

stimuli, so to speak. Conquest, the intrusion of an alien

race, migration to a new seat, are apt to play havoc with the

curves plotted by the development theorist. If the disturbing

factor does not intrude from without, it pushes up from below.

The genius is not a social but a vital phenomenon. Inventions

and discoveries break in from what Professor James terms "the

physiological cycle." Social destiny pivots on the advent of a

brain that can invent gunpowder, the watermill, the compass,

the printing-press, the locomotive— in a word, on individual

causes. At every instant a people has a number of paths open to it,

and which one it will follow depends on those physiological

variations which produce genius. The only paths the sociologist

may plot are those by which an invention radiates from the

inventor and becomes generalized. The only dynamic laws are

laws of imitations, interferences, and adaptations.

Now, each of these views, the old and the new, reveals a part

of the truth, and, in the judgment of the writer, the time has

come to broaden social dynamics until it includes them both.

Let us first consider just how society may be modified by the

operations of resident forces.

Among the causes of social change may be distinguished two

sorts of alteration— qualitative and quantitative. A mechanical

invention, a scientic discovery, a new conception of life, a crossing

of races, exemplifies the former. An increase or decrease of

resources, or capital, or of some component of the population , exem-

plifies the latter. Thus the softening of slavery into serfdom may
follow the promulgation of a new dogma or a growing scarcity

of slaves. A new theory of races may make a slave code
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harsher, but, as the history of the southern colonies amply proves,

an increase in the proportion of slave population has the same

effect. Now, a people so conservative as to surround itself with

a Chinese wall, banish its innovators, stone its prophets, make
the ancient writings the staple of its instruction, and draw its

leaders from the ranks of its literati, may effectually seal the

sources of qualitative change. Yet it cannot by any contrivance

elude quantitative changes which may react upon and modify its

institutions.

Most of the "functions" of society have no tendency to dis-

turb the status quo. The round of love, marriage, and reproduc-

tion, so long as births and deaths balance; production, so far as

it is balanced by consumption ; exchange, so long as the argosies

of commerce carry goods, but not ideas; education, so far as it

passes on the traditional culture— these, together with recrea-

tion, social intercourse, worship, social control, government, and

the administration of justice, are essentially statical. They

might conceivably go on forever without producing change.

This is, in fact, what we should expect ; for human activities

are instigated by desire, and the result they aim at is a transitory

one, viz., the satisfaction of desire. Anything that whets desire

multiplies activities, but does not necessarily change their form.

Like the rotating wheel, the striving millions exhibit motion without

movement. In view of the fact that the hard-working peoples

are the most conservative, society might be likened to a gyro-

scope, in that the greater its motion, the greater is its resistance

to change of position. If, then, these recurrent activities have

any dynamic operation, it will be an incidental or side effect.

Now, there are certain regular processes which leave behind

them as by-product a permanent effect, and in time these effects

must accumulate until they strain and warp social structures.

Hunting, by selective elimination of the less cautious creatures,

eventually makes the game scarcer and shyer, and so renders

the chase a more precarious mode of livelihood. In the pastoral

stage the continual escape of wilder animals from the herd, and

the consequent breeding from the more tractable tends to com-

plete domestication, and so paves the way to agriculture.
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Dynamic, also, are such operations as modify the physical envi-

ronment. In explaining the varying destinies of a people, says

Metchnikoff,

one can neglect the slow geological and climatic changes ; on the other

hand, the modifications that human industry, the accumulated labor of suc-

cessive generations, produce in the nature of the country have a very great

importance Thus the prehistoric settlers in the Nile valley handed

over to their descendants of the Memphite epoch an environment very differ-

ent from the one they had received from the hands of nature Later,

important works, such as the reservoir of Fayoum, modify considerably the

physical conditions confronting the Egyptians of the Theban period.

Dykes, levees, canals, drains, causeways, and roads alter the

economic plane on which society rests. In China and about

the Mediterranean deforestation has produced momentous

changes. Mining, clearing, "breaking," reclaiming, inclosing,

improving, as well as the destruction of pests, have a dynamic effect,

seeing they lessen the material they have to work upon. The

digging of the precious metals renders them in time so plentiful

that the money economy supplants the natural economy and

society is profoundly transformed. The casual acclimatization

of alien economic plants and animals in a region may prevent

social standstill.

Certain modifications of the human breed come about as

accumulated incidental effects. As the ax devours the forest

and the plow the prairie, the hunting and nomad types starve

and man is tamed. Trade in time eliminates the impulsive type

and fills the earth with calculators. With the lapse of genera-

tions, an institution like monasticism or sacerdotal celibacy by

its unnoticed selective working alters the bench-mark of race-

fiber to which all social structures conform. A bloody penal

system, besides intimidating the evil-disposed, incidentally

extirpates the criminal type, and so paves the way for a milder

code. Monogeny, child-marriage, primogeniture, indiscriminate

almsgiving, religious persecution, and militarism all accumulate

unsuspected but far-reaching results.

History furnishes striking instances of large changes brought

about by processes which left behind them a little more or less of

something. The destruction of the middle class, the curiales, in
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later Roman society was brought about by the prolonged opera-

tion of an iniquitous tax system which ground them slowly to

powder. In the Dark Ages the short-sighted practice of reward-

ing military services with estates, which, at first granted for life,

later became inheritable, eventually dissipated the resources of

the crown and led to the decentralization seen in the feudal sys-

tem. In the course of centuries the death-bed gifts of the rich

to religious corporations accumulated a fifth of the soil of Europe
in the "dead hand," and thus profoundly modified the position

of the church. The oppressive exercise of jurisdiction by the

great proprietors of mediaeval Germany pressed down the

peasants one after another into a servile condition, until at last

free cultivators ceased to exist. The similar practice of southern

justices of today in imposing on negroes excessive fines and

binding them to work for the planter who pays the fine, will, if

unchecked, gradually remand the colored race into slavery.

Even the progress of the arts and sciences, usually so prolific

in social changes, is not always due to irruptions from the

individual brain. The right form of a tool may come from an

ingenious mind, or from trying every possible form and noting

which one works best. The dressing of skins or the fashioning

of pots may improve by the mere comparing of the results of

different treatments. A fisher-folk may arrive at the correct

lines for the boat by observing the behavior of craft variously

shaped according to accident or individual caprice. The emer-

gence of a standard pattern of bow, or pot, or snow-shoe, or hut

is sometimes development rather than invention—a precipitate

from collective experience rather than the happy thought of

some clever wight. Fin and flipper and leg and wing were built

by the blind accumulation of fortuitous variations, and it is

likely that some of man's achievements have come by the method

of trial and error continued through generations.

Science, too, although supposed to rise by strokes of genius

alone, has something of the inevitable in its ascent, owing to the

accumulation of facts recorded by generations of observers.

The early priesthoods scanned the heavens till periods and orbits

stared at them out of their own records. Think of the long col-
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lective labor by which the Toltecs ascertained the length of the

solar year as 365^ days and instituted a cycle of fifty-two years

at the end of which the calendar was rectified by intercalation

!

Proverbs are the slow deposit of collective experience. Even

the gods are evolved rather than invented. Each passes through

a period of probation, and only those are finally adopted by the

tribe which have established a long and brilliant record as suc-

cess-bringers.

Next to these statico-dynamic processes come transmutations.

They are changes of an involuntary character due to the diffi-

culty one generation has in accurately reproducing the copy set

by its predecessor. The speech of parents being imperfectly

imitated by their children, there results that accumulation of

minute unnoticed changes which is described by the Law of Trans-

mutation of vowels and consonants. Refracted through succes-

sive scribes, pictographs drift into conventional ideographic

characters. Natural gestures and actions become fossilized into

meaningless forms. Metaphors cease, after a few generations, to

call up images of objects or actions. Coins cast at first as minia-

ture spades or knives drift into unrecognizable shapes. An
epithet of a deity comes finally to designate a new deity distinct

from the old. The unconscious logic of the mind metamorphoses

a god of the soil, first into a god of rain, and then into a god of

thunder and lightning.

Institutions and relations likewise glide insensibly into forms

that would not consciously be assumed. Presents freely given

to a chief pass into presents expected and finally demanded,

while volunteered help passes into exacted service. Among the

Greeks there was "a gradual transition from the primitive idea

of a personal goddess, Themis, attached to Zeus, first to his

sentences or orders called Themistes, and next by a still farther

remove to various established customs which these sentences

were believed to sanctify." The most common and convenient

article of wealth gradually establishes itself as a medium of

exchange. Bank-notes, issued as certificates of deposit of coin

and redeemable on demand, come at last to be looked upon as
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real money, and circulate long after the tradition of the old right

of redemption has been lost and the original deposit dissipated.

Often it is by an imperceptible process that lordship ripens into

property. In India minor officers, courtiers, and servants "were

provided for by being allowed to take, in individual villages, the

whole or part of the Raja's grain In time these claims

always develop into a landlord right over the village. The change

from revenue-manager to landlord was accomplished in about a

century." An ethical religion tends to become external and

perfunctory, owing to the fact that its spirit is more quickly

altered in transmission than its form. The force of gravity which

makes even the glacier flow has its analogue in human indolence,

which will unwittingly deform the most sacred commands and

the most authoritative ideals, if they run counter to natural

inclination and have not been fixed in writing.

Edward Alsworth Ross.

The University of Nebraska.

[To be concluded.']
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III.

If an evolution occurs in the form of incessant rhythmical

reaction of two periods, the one equally legitimate with the

other, and attaining its proper meaning only in relationship and

antithesis with the other, the image that we present to ourselves

of such a procedure seldom reproduces its objective equilibrium

and the persistent level upon which the one element always

relieves the other. Almost inevitably, however, on the other

hand, we give to the reaction between them a kind of teleologi-

cal accent, so that the one element always counts as the point of

departure, the essential premise out of which the other develops,

while the transition in the opposite direction appears to be a

retrogression. Assuming, for example, that the world-process

is a perpetual reaction between qualitative homogeneity of com-

bined masses of matter, and differentiated heterogeneity of the

same matter; supposing also that we are convinced that one of

these conditions always proceeds from the other, and then again

the derived condition j)asses into another form of the primary

condition ; nevertheless, as our thought-categories always func-

tion, we still regard the condition of homogeneity as first, that is,

our demand for explanation requires much more the derivation

of manifoldness from unity than the reverse, although it would

perhaps be much more correct to assume neither of the two as

the first, but to posit an unending rhythm, in which we can make
no halt at any calculable stage, but must rather assume the stage

as one derived from an earlier condition. The same thing is

true of the principles of rest and motion. Although, in the

whole of nature as well as in its particular details, the two con-

stantly relieve each other, yet we are in the habit of assuming

that the condition of rest is original, or at least a definitive con-

dition which, so to speak, calls for no derivation. Accordingly,

' Translated by A. W. Small.
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inasmuch as we contemplate together a pair of periods, the one
always seems to be explanatory or needing explanation; and
only as we place them in this subordination of rank do we seem
to ourselves to have seized upon the meaning of their reaction.

With their mere reaction as the phenomena present it, and which
in itself designates neither of the component elements as the

primary and neither as the secondary, we are not satisfied.

Distinctions of difference of value and of purpose are so much a

part of the tendencies of the human mind that we cannot refrain

from representing to ourselves the unbroken flow of alternating

periods through such distinctions as those just referred to, and
from expressing them at the same time under the forms of ruling

and serving, or of preparation and fulfilment, or of provisional

and definitive situation. The same relationship may be asserted

of struggle and peace. Both in the serial and in the contem-

porary aspect of social life these conditions are so interwoven

that in every peaceful situation the conditions for future conflict,

and in every struggle the conditions for future peace, are devel-

oping. If we follow the stages of social development backward

under these categories, we can find no stopping-place. In his-

torical reality each condition always has the other as its corollary.

Nevertheless, we always feel an essential difference in the signifi-

cance of the different members of this series. Struggle seems

to be the preliminary, the purpose of which resides in the fact

and in the contents of peace. While the rhythm between the

two elements, objectively considered, plays its role upon a single

level, our estimate of value constructs at the same time iambic

periods out of the process, with struggle as the thesis and with

peace as the arsis. Thus in the most ancient constitution of

Rome, the king must first appeal to the citizens for their consent

if he wished to begin a war, but he did not need this consent

when it was a question of peace. In the latter case the consent

is assumed as a matter of course.

It is obvious that the transition from war to peace must pre-

sent a more considerable problem than the reverse. The latter

needs really no particular scrutiny. For the situations within

the condition of peace out of which struggle emerges are them-
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selves already struggle in diffuse, unobserved or latent form.

For instance, if the economic advantage which the southern

states of the American union had over the northern states before

the Civil War, as a consequence of the slave system, was also

the reason for this war, yet so long as no outbreaking antagonism

arises, but there is nearly an imminent condition of the one por-

tion of the nation as against another condition in another por-

tion, this reason for conflict remains outside of the specific

question of war and peace. At the moment, however, in which

the situation began to assume a color which meant war, this

itself was an accumulation of antagonisms ; of hatred, feelings,

newspaper arguments, frictions between private persons, and on

the borders, reciprocal moral equivocations in matters outside of

the central antithesis. The end of peace is thus not distin-

guished by a special sociological situation, but rather out of some

sort of real relationships within a peaceful condition antagonism

is developed immediately, if not at once in its most visible and

energetic form. The case is different, however, in the reverse

direction. Peace does not attach itself so immediately to

struggle. The termination of strife is a special undertaking

which belongs neither in the one category nor in the other, like

a bridge which is of a different nature from that of either bank

which it unites. The sociology of struggle demands, therefore,

at least as an appendix, an analysis of the forms in which

struggle comes to an end, and which present certain special forms

of reaction not to be observed in other circumstances.

The particular motive which in most cases corresponds with

the transition from war to peace is the simple longing for peace.

With the emergence of this factor there comes into being, as a

matter of fact, peace itself, at first in the form of the wish

immediately parallel with the struggle itself, and it may without

special transitional form displace struggle. We need not pause

long to observe that the desire for peace may spring up both

directly and indirectly; the former may occur either through

the return to power of this peaceful character in the party

which is essentially in favor of peace ; or through the fact that,

through the mere change of the formal stimulus of struggle and
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of peace which is peculiar to all natures, although in different

rhythms, the latter comes to the surface and assumes a control

which is sanctioned by its own nature alone. In the case of

the indirect motive, however, we may distinguish, on the one
hand, the exhaustion of resources which, without removal of

the persistent contentiousness, may instal the demand for peace;

and, on the other hand, the withdrawal of interest from struggle

through a higher interest in some other object. The latter

case begets all sorts of hypocrisies and self-deceptions. It is

asserted and believed that peace is desired from ideal interest

in peace itself and the suppression of antagonism, while in

reality only the object fought for has lost its interest and
the fighters would prefer to have their powers free for other

kinds of activity.

Beyond this special case, the disappearance of the original

object of the struggle often gives peculiar shadings to the termi-

nation of conflict. Every conflict which is not of an absolutely

impersonal sort draws the available energies of the individual

into its service; it operates as a point of crystallization, around

which the individual energies arrange themselves at greater or

lesser distances—the form of the active and reserve army is

essentially repeated—and conflict thus gives to the whole com-

plex of personalities, so far as it is drawn into the struggle, a

peculiar structure. So soon, now, as conflict of one of the

ordinary sorts is ended, through victory and defeat, through

conciliation, through compromise, this psychical structure recon-

structs itself into that of the peaceful condition. The central

point shares with the energies drawn into struggle its own transi-

tion from agitation to pacification. Instead of this organic—
although incalculably varied—process of the quieting down of

the hostile movement, there often occurs a quite irrational and

turbulent process, if the object of struggle suddenly disappears,

so that the whole movement, so to speak, swings into emptiness.

Everywhere emerge confusion and harm if psychical movements,

which have been brought into existence for the sake of a definite

content, are suddenly robbed of this purpose, so that they can

no longer further develop themselves and express themselves in
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a natural way, but are thrown back, without other recourse, upon

themselves, or are forced to seek some meaningless substitute.

If, therefore, while the conflict is in progress, accidents or a

higher power spirit away its purpose— for instance, in the case

of jealous rivalry, the object of which decides for a third party;

or struggle for booty, which in the meanwhile is seized by

another; or in the case of a theoretical controversy, in which a

superior intelligence suddenly proves both contending assertions

to be erroneous, etc.—under such circumstances there frequently

occurs an empty continuance of hostility, a fruitless reciprocal

accusing, a revival of earlier, long-buried differences. This is

the continuation of the struggle movement, which must under

these circumstances work itself off in senseless and tumultuous

demonstrations before it can come to rest. This perhaps occurs

most characteristically in the cases where the objective struggle

is recognized by both parties as illusory and not worth the con-

flict. In such cases mortification over the blunder which neither

of the parties is willing to confess to the other, draws out the

struggle for a long time with an utterly groundless and painful

expense of energy, but with the greater bitterness against the

.opponent who is the cause of committing us to this Quixotism.

The simplest and most radical sort of passage from war to

peace is victory—a quite unique phenomenon in life, of which

there are, to be sure, countless individual forms and measures,

which, however, has no resemblance to any of the otherwise

mentioned forms which may occur between persons. Victory

is a mere watershed between war and peace ; when considered

absolutely, only an ideal structure which extends itself over no

considerable time. For so long as struggle endures there is no

definitive victor, and when peace exists a victory has been gained,

but the act of victory is no longer in continuance {man siegt

nichtmehr). Of the many shadings of victory, through which

it qualifies the following peace, I mention here merely as an

illustration the one which is brought about, not exclusively by

the preponderance of the one party, but, at least in part, through

the resignation of the other. This confession of inferiority

{^Klein-Beigeben) , this acknowledgment of defeat, or this consent
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that victory shall go to the other party without complete

exhaustion of the resources and chances for struggle, is by no

means always a simple phenomenon. A certain ascetic tendency

may also enter in as a purely individual factor, the tendency

to self-humiliation and to self-sacrifice, not strong enough • to

surrender one's self from the start without a struggle, but

emerging so soon as the consciousness of being vanquished

begins to take possession of the soul ; or another variation may
be that of finding its supreme charm in the contrast to the still

vital and active disposition to struggle. Still further, there is

impulse to the same conclusion in the feeling that it is worthier

to yield rather than to trust to the last moment in the improbable

chance of a fortunate turn of affairs. To throw away this chance

and to elude at this price the final consequences that would be

involved in utter defeat— this has something of the great and

noble qualities of men who are sure, not merely of their strengths,

but also of their weaknesses, without making it necessary for

them in each case to make these perceptibly conscious. Finally,

in this voluntariness of confessed defeat there is a last proof of

power on the part of the agent ; the latter has of himself been

able to act. He has therewith virtually made a gift to the

conqueror. Consequently, it is often to be observed in personal

conflicts that the concessson of the one party, before the other

has actually been able to compel it, is regarded by the latter as

a sort of insult, as though this latter party were really the

weaker, to whom, however, for some reason or other, there is

made a concession without its being really necessary. Behind

the objective reasons for yielding, "um des lieben Friedens

willen," a mixture of these subjective motives is not seldom

concealed. The latter may not be entirely without visible con-

sequences, however, for the further sociological attitude of the

parties. In complete antithesis with the end of strife by victory

is its ending by compromise. One of the most characteristic

ways of subdividing struggles is on the basis of whether they

are of a nature which admits of compromise or not. This is

by no means to be decided merely by the question whether the

stake at issue is an indivisible unity, or whether it is capable
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of division between the parties. With reference to certain issues

compromise by division is out of the question, as between rivals

for a woman's favor, between possible purchasers of one and the

same purchasable object that is a unit, and also in the case of

struggles the motive of which is hatred and revenge. Neverthe-

less, struggles over indivisible objects are open to compromise

in case these objects may be capable of representation, so that

the literal stake may, indeed, fall only to the one, while this one,

however, may indemnify the other for his concession by some

equivalent value. Whether goods are exchangeable in this

fashion depends, of course, not upon any objective equality of

value between them, but exclusively upon the disposition of the

parties to end the struggle which they have entered upon, or

which is imminent by any such concession or indemnification.

This chance is present in case of sheer obstinacy, where the

most rational and abundant indemnity, for which the party would

otherwise eagerly sacrifice the issue involved in the struggle, is

refused for the sole reason that it is tendered by the opponent

—

and at the other extreme those other cases in which the party

seems to be drawn in at first through the individuality of the

object at issue, and then complacently resigns it to the adver-

sary, compensated by an object the competence of which to

replace the other is entirely inexplicable to any third party.

On the whole, compromise, especially of that type which is

brought to pass through negotiation, however commonplace and

matter-of-fact it has come to be in the processes of modern life,

is one of the most important inventions for the uses of civiliza-

tion. The impulse of uncivilized men, like that of children, is to

seize upon every desirable object without further consideration,

even though it be already in the possession of another. Robbery

and gift are the most naive forms of transfer of possession, and

under primitive conditions change of possession seldom takes

place without a struggle. It is the beginning of all civilized

industry and commerce to find a way of avoiding this struggle

through a process in which there is offered to the possessor of a

desired object some other object from the possessions of the

person desiring the exchange. Through this arrangement a
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reduction is made in the total expenditure of energy as com-

pared with the process of continuing or beginning a struggle.

All exchange is a compromise. We are told of certain social

conditions in which it is accounted as knightly to rob and to

fight for the sake of robbery ; while exchange and purchase are

regarded in the same society as undignified and vulgar. The
psychological explanation of this situation is to be found partly

in the fact of the element of compromise in exchange, the factors

of withdrawal and renunciation which make exchange the oppo-

site pole to all struggle and conquest. Every exchange presup-

poses that values and interest have assumed an objective character.

The decisive element is accordingly no longer the mere sub-

jective passion of desire, to which struggle only corresponds, but

the value of the object, which is recognized by both interested

parties, but which without essential modification may be repre-

sented by various objects. Renunciation of the valued object in

question, because one receives in another form the quantum of

value contained in the same, is an admirable reason, wonderful

also in its simplicity, whereby opposed interests are brought to

accommodation without struggle. It certainly required a long

historical development to make such means available, because

it presupposes a psychological generalization of the universal

valuation of the individual object, which at first is identified with

the valuation; that is, it presupposes ability to rise above the

prejudices of immediate desire. Compromise by representation

( Vertretbarkeit) , of which exchange is a special case, signifies in

principle, although realized only in part, the possibility of avoid-

ing struggle, or of setting a limit to it before the mere force of

the interested parties has decided the issue.

In distinction from the objective character of accommodation

of struggle through compromise, we should notice that conciliation

is a purely subjective method of avoiding struggle. I refer here,

not to that sort of conciliation which is the consequence of a

compromise or of any other adjournment of struggle, but rather

to the reasons for this adjournment. The state of mind which

makes conciliation possible ( Versohnlichkeit) is a primary attitude

which, entirely apart from objective grounds, seeks to end strug-
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gle, just as, on the other hand, quarrelsomeness, even without

any real occasion, promotes struggle. Probably both mental

attitudes have been developed as matters of utility in connection

with certain situations; at any rate, they have been developed

psychologically to the measure of independent impulses, each of

which often makes itself felt where the other would be more

practically useful. We may even say that in the countless cases

in which struggle is ended otherwise than in the most pitiless

consistency of the exercise of force, this quite elementary and

unreasoned tendency to conciliation is in play—that is, a factor

quite distinct from weakness, or goodfellowship, from either social

morality or love of the neighbor. This conciliating tendency is

rather a quite specific sociological impulse which manifests itself

exclusively as a pacificator, and is not even identical with the

peaceful disposition in general. The latter avoids strife under all

circumstances, or carries it on, if it is once undertaken, without

going to extremes in the devotion of energy, and always with the

undercurrents of longing for peace. The spirit of conciliation,

however, manifests itself frequently in its full peculiarity precisely

after complete devotion to the struggle, after the conflicting

energies have exercised themselves to the full in the conflict.

Conciliation depends very intimately upon the external situa-

tion. It can occur both after the complete victory of the one

party and after the progress of indecisive struggle, as well as

after the arrangement of the compromise. Either of these situa-

tions may end the struggle without the added conciliation of

the opponents. To bring about the latter it is not necessary

that there shall be a supplementary repudiation or expression of

regret with reference to the struggle. Moreover, conciliation is

to be distinguished from the situation which may follow it. This

may be either a relationship of attachment or alliance, and recip-

rocal respect, or a certain permanent distance which avoids all

positive contacts. Conciliation is thus a removal of the roots

of conflict, without reference to the fruits which these formerly

bore, as well as to that which may later be planted in their place.

On the other hand, these roots may continue to exist without

putting forth any visible shoots.
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A special problem is, furthermore, presented by the concili-

ated relationship in distinction from the relationship which has

never been strained. We are not speaking here of cases whose
inner rhythm vibrates between repulsion and conciliation, but of

those that have suffered an actual breach and after it have come
together again as upon a new basis. Such relationships may be

characterized by various traits, as, for example, whether or not

in this case they show increased or diminished intensity. This

is at least the alternative for all deep and sensitive natures ; in

case of a relationship, after it has experienced a radical break,

immediately reappears in precisely the same fashion as though

nothing had happened, we may in general presuppose either

frivolity or lack of refinement in the mental character of the

persons concerned. The first-named case is the least compli-

cated. That a once existing difference cannot ever be completely

reconciled, not even when the parties are most frankly disposed

to reconciliation, is intelligible without further comment. Under

such circumstances it is not at all necessary that a remainder of

the object at issue in the struggle shall as such still be present,

but the mere fact that a breach has once occurred is alone

decisive. To bring about this result, in the case of intimate

relationships which have come to visible conflict, the following

factor frequently co-operates. The parties have observed that it

is possible to get along without each other, that life may perhaps

not be quite as gay, but it still keeps on its course. This not

merely reduces the value of the relationship, but the one party

may, after the unity is restored, easily construe this fact as a

species of betrayal and infidelity, which cannot be made good,

and which unavoidably adulterates the newly adjusted relation-

ship with a certain degree of indifference, or even mistrust, in

spite of preferences to the contrary. To be sure, a certain self-

deception is also often involved in this situation. The often

surprising facility with which one endures the disruption of an

intimate relationship comes from the excitement which we retain

as one of the consequences of the catastrophe. This latter has

made all our possible energies active, aud their operation bears

us along awhile and supports us. As, however, the death of a
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friend does not in the first moment dispose its whole sadness,

because it takes the lapse of time to present all the situations in

which he was an element, and because we must first live through

these situations as though after the loss of one of our bodily

members, and because no first moment can summarize these

experiences— in the same way an important relationship cannot

be properly appraised at the moment of dissolving it, for at that

time the grounds for its dissolution control our consciousness.

We rather discover the loss for each separate hour only by

experience of case after case, and consequently our feeling with

reference to the loss does not become wholly just until after a

long time. Meanwhile, we have seemed to endure the loss with

a certain equanimity. For this reason also the conciliation of

many relationships is deep and passionate in proportion to the

length of time during which the breach has continued.

That the degree of intensity of the conciliated relationship

grows beyond that of the unbroken relationship has various

causes. Principally a background is created through the expe-

rience, in contrast with which all value and all continuations of

the unity come into consciousness and vividness. In addition to

this, the discretion with which one avoids every reference to

what is past brings a new gentleness, indeed, even a new

unspoken community of feeling into the relation. As a general

rule, the common avoidance of a too sensitive point may signify

quite as great intimacy and reciprocal understanding as the sort

of indifference {Uugenirtheit) which makes each object of the inner

life of the individual a matter on which to express opinion.

Finally, the intensity of the wish to protect the newly enlivened

relationship from every sort of shadow springs not merely from the

experienced pains of the separation, but first of all from the con-

sciousness that a second breach would not be so easily healed as

the first. In countless cases such second reconciliation, at least

between sensitive people, would reduce the whole relationship to

the level of caricature. Even in the profoundest relationship a

tragic breach and then a reconciliation may occur. This, how-

ever, belongs among the experiences which may not take place

more than once. The repetition of the experience between the
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same parties would rob it of all dignity and earnestness. For,

supposing that one such repetition has occurred, nothing then

appears against a second and a third, which would reduce the

whole situation to a contemptible and frivolous proceeding.

Perhaps this feeling that a repetition of the breach would be

final—a feeling to which previous to the first breach there is

properly no analogy— is for the more refined natures the

strongest bond through which the conciliated relationship dis-

tinguishes itself from that which has never been interrupted.

The degree of reconciliation after conflict, after pain inflicted

on one or both sides, is for the development of all the relation-

ships of the persons concerned, both in minor and in major

matters, of decided significance. For this reason there is need

of a few words about its negative extreme, that is, irreconcila-

bility. So long as this has rather an external meaning, so long

as it proceeds from hatred, love of fighting, extravagance of the

claims urged, and so on, it is no further problem. It becomes

an additional problem when, as in the case of the conciliatory

attitude, it presents itself as a formal sociological factor. In this

case it requires, to be sure, a purely external situation in which

to actualize itself, but, this being given, it proceeds quite spon-

taneously, and not merely as the consequence of further mediat-

ing emotions. Both tendencies belong to the polar elements,

the combination of which determines all relationships between

men. It is often said, for instance, that if we could not forget,

we could not forgive, or we could not become completely recon-

ciled. This would obviously mean the most frightful irrecon-

cilability, since it makes conciliation depend upon the disap-

pearance from consciousness of every occasion for the contrary

attitude. Moreover, it would also, like all other states of con-

sciousness, be subject to the constant danger of being called into

existence through a revival of memory. If this whole opinion is to

have any meaning at all, it is to be found in the reverse direction.

The state of conciliation, as a primary fact, is in itself the reason

why the quarrel and the pain which the one party has occasioned

for the other mounts no longer into consciousness. In a corre-

sponding way, essential irreconcilability by no means consists in
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the fact that consciousness does not extend beyond the past

conflict. The fact is rather that the soul has through the conflict

undergone some sort of modification of itself, which cannot be

recalled, which is not to be likened to a wound that can be

healed, even though it leaves a scar, but rather to a lost member.

This is the most tragic irreconcilability : neither a grudge nor a

reservation nor secret spite needs to have remained in the soul

and to have created a positive barrier between the two parties.

The fact is merely that through the conflict which has been

fought out something has been killed in the person in question

which cannot be again brought to life, no matter how eager the

efforts may be to that end. Here is a point at which the impo-

tence of the will emerges most vividly in contrast with the actual

personality. Wherever this is misunderstood there will be

countless unjust judgments and self-martyrdoms. It is entirely

useless to accuse a defective will for the impossibility of restor-

ing the old relationship. While this is the form of irreconcilabil-

ity in the case of very simple and not easily influenced natures,

another form is observed in the case of persons who are subject-

ively highly differentiated. The image and after-effects of the

conflict, and of all those things which are laid to the charge of

the other party, remain in consciousness, and the painful impres-

sion created by it cannot be removed; but undiminished love

and attachment gather around this image nevertheless, while

recollections of it and resignation with reference to the past do

not constitute a diminution of the attachment, but are wrought

into the image of the other party; we love him now, so to speak,

inclusive of these passive elements in the balance of our total

relationship to him, which our thoughts can no longer eliminate

from our conception of him. The bitterness of the struggle, the

points at which the personality of the other party asserted

itself, which bring into the relationship either a prominent

renunciation or a constantly renewed irritation— all this is for-

gotten and really unreconciled. It is, however, so to speak,

localized ; it is absorbed as a factor in the total relationship, the

central identity of which need not suffer because of this factor.

That the quarrel leaves behind such a dissociating element,
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which, however, is entirely drawn into the positive quality of the

essential relationship, at the same time an organic member of the

latter, which nevertheless does not immediately affect the soul

of the whole— all this is not capable of further explanation on

its conceptual side, but it must be psychologically experienced.

It is obvious, however, that these two manifestations of

irreconcilability, which are so widely different from those usually

designated by the term, still include the whole scale of this sit-

uation. The one permits the consequence of the conflict, utterly

detached from its real content, to sink into the center of the

soul. It completely makes over the personality in its profound-

est depths, so far as it is related to the other. It leaves to the

will for remedial action no access. In the other case, on the

contrary, the psychological deposit of the struggle which seems

to produce a sociological deficit, is also at the same time isolated

;

it remains a separate element which may be taken up into the

image of the other, with the result that it is included in the total

relationship to the other. Between this worst and this best case

of irreconcilability—the former in which it vitiates the funda-

mental attitude, the latter in which it remains rigidly limited

—

stretches obviously the whole quantitative variety of degrees

in which irreconcilability places peace still in the shadow of the

conflict.

Georg Simmel.
Berlin, Germany.

\To be continued^
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III.

E. PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY. Continued.

Sewerage.— Because technically connected with the same

municipal department as streets, the subject "sewerage" was

placed under the general head "traffic" in the official catalogue

of the exposition. The discussion of this subject, however,

belongs logically here.

I . Types of sewers.—The ordinary sewers are either circular

or egg-shaped with the small end downward. The latter is the

more modern form. Having the smaller end downward effects

a bringing together of the contents of the sewer when the stream

flowing through it is small, and insures a current. The best mod-

ern sewers, however, are of the double-conduit type— adapted

to the modern system of purifying sewage before discharging

it into the rivers. When conditions are such that the sewage

may be allowed to flow directly into a river, without purification,

the former types of sewer suffice ; but when, as is usually the

case, further treatment of the sewage is necessary, the double-

conduit system commends itself. By this latter system sewage

and drainage are separated. The rain-water is led directly to

the point of discharge. It may be noted here, however, that in

Bielefeld, the central point of the Westphalian linen trade, even

the drainage water is cleared before being discharged into the

river; for the water of the latter is used by the bleaching estab-

lishments. The sewage, on the contrary, kept separate by the

construction of the sewers, is led to the purifying plants. There

is an extra cost of sewer construction, but a saving in cost and

operation of the purifying plants, as there is not so great an

amount of sewage to be treated. The two sewer pipes may be

laid separately, or may be combined in a double pipe. Kiel is

converting her system to the double-conduit system, but will use

812
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the existing sewers for drainage purposes, building a new system
for sewerage. Aachen and Konigsberg are evidently in a transi-

tion state, for part of their respective systems is of the old type,

and part is of the double-conduit type. The newly built sewer

systems consist, not of two sets of pipes, but of single sets of

double-pipe sewers. The upper pipe is built

large enough to drain the streets readily, even

after excessive rainfall. The lower pipe is

smaller, serving for sewage, the amount of

which is small and not subject to great vari-

ation. An example of this type was exhibited

by Bromberg.

The material for the great trunk sewers is

usually pressed cement or bricks. The other sewers are usually

built of pressed cement with a dressing of tile plates along the

bottom. This surface is glossy, non-absorbent, and is not sus-

ceptible to acids as is the cement. The pressed-cement con-

struction is well adapted to the double-pipe system. The exhibit

of the manufacturing firms made in this section of the exposition

was especially good. It formed an able supplement to the

exhibit of the municipalities.

Almost every municipality exhibiting in this section showed

its well-developed network of sewers. Schoneberg has a new

system— a unified circulation system. It has hygienic and tech-

nical advantages over the ramified system, in that it does not

have the great number of Gipfelpunkten, with their foul exhala-

tions, and admits of effective flushing and of circulation of air

through the whole network. Halle combines a groundwater

drain with her trunk sewer.

2. Accessories.— Street drainage is freed of mud and coarse

materials before entering the sewers, by means of gullies, as

exhibited by Berlin, or by means of removable buckets hung in

the gullies, as exhibited by Wiesbaden, Leipzig, and Dresden {cf.

illustration'). The former have to be scraped and cleaned; the

latter are removed, emptied into wagons, and replaced. In either

case the cleaning is thorough and frequent. Where the sludge

'Vol. IX, opposite pp. 626 and 628.
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buckets are used the escape of gases from the sewer is prevented

by odor traps {cf. illustration*). For ventilation of the network of

sewers, Frankfurt has adapted four old watchtowers. Among
the various interesting drawings and models of sewer accessories

exhibited by Wiesbaden were several types of manholes and

shafts. One of the exhibiting firms presented an automatic trap

for use with single-conduit sewers to prevent sewage from "back-

ing up " and flooding cellars in time of excessive rainfall. Dresden

exhibited sewer-gates for closing the mouth of the sewer in

times of high-water level in the Elbe.

3. Cleaning of sewers.—The sewers are generally cleaned

by flushing, the main differences being in the apparatus which

T

«»-

"K) Sewei- \ Bock Ro

causes the expulsive rush of water which washes the sewer. The
best exhibits of such appliances were full-sized objects in opera-

tion, shown by the industrial firms which supply the municipalities

therewith. The simplest of these appliances, especially adapted

to the single-pipe sewer, is a gate— either controllable or auto-

matic—across the lower half, or two-thirds, of the sewer pipe.

This holds back the contents of the sewer until a great volume

has accumulated. The sudden release, caused by the opening of

the gate, permits a rush of the sewage, which carries with it

even the heavier materials along the bottom. A second form is

a movable dam, for large, walled sewers— exhibited by Berlin

—

which is almost the size of the cross-section of the sewer. At the

bottom is a comparatively small opening. The sewage, dammed
back except at that point, rushes through, carrying with it the

sand and similar deposits along the bottom. A third kind of

flushing apparatus is a reservoir with automatic siphon discharge,

at regular intervals. The chamber of the reservoir is filled by

means of a stream of water (from the ordinary water pipes).

When the reservoir is full, discharge through the siphon takes

^Ibid.
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place. The intervals of discharge may be regulated by the size

of the stream of water which fills the reservoir. A fourth appli-

ance is a tipping tank. A stream of water, which may be regulated,

flows into an eccentrically balanced tank until, when full, the

tank is unbalanced and tips, emptying itself instantly. When
empty, the tank rights itself and the process is repeated. In the

double-pipe system the rain-water sewer keeps itself clean, but

the sewage pipe must be thoroughly cleaned because of the con-

centration of its contents. To flush this lower pipe the entrance

shaft is filled with water from a nearby sprinkling hydrant. The
water is then suddenly released into the sewer. Further cleans-

ing is accomplished by drawing stiff brushes, the shape and size

of the cross-section of the sewer pipe, through the sewer, from

one manhole to the next.

4. Machinery and appliances.—In connection with the removal

and purification of sewage a great deal of machinery of various

kinds is necessary. In some cases the natural fall is sufficient,

as, for example, Dortmund. In Kongisberg a part of the sewage

is thus removed, but the rest must be pumped away. A model

of a plant with engines, boilers, and steam pumps was exhibited

by Berlin. Mannheim, to mention one more example, in order

to collect the sewage for purification, has had to lay long

stretches of DUker, and has to pump part of the sewage three

times. The DUker are iron pipes for carrying sewage under

rivers to the other side. Thus Breslau has laid such pipes under

the river Oder, and Cassel under the Fulda. A further use of

Duker is for discharging sewage in mid-stream. The classical

example is, of course, Hamburg ; but Diisseldorf uses the same

means for discharging sewage into the Rhine.

2. Purification of sewage.—The several methods of purifying

sewage, as practiced by the German municipalities, are : settling

(^. g., sand); skimming— for floating materials {e. g.,- paper,

wood); precipitation, [a) mechanical, {b) chemical— for matter in

suspension ; biologicalpurification— for organic matter ; and filtra-

tion— for the most complete purification. It may be repeated

here that the gullies and buckets, mentioned above, perform the

first step in the treatment of sewage.
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The settling-room bears a similar relation to a sewer, that a lake

does to a river. It is a large chamber whose bottom is much
below the sewer, but whose outlet is at the same level as that of

the sewer. The stream of sewage, flowing into a quiet body of

water, loses its current, and consequently its carrying power,

dropping all heavy materials. Chain buckets collect this deposit,

raising it to the street level, whence it may be carted away.

Hamburg, Magdeburg, and Frankfurt a. M. exhibited notably

good models of settling-rooms and chain buckets.

Skimmers are large iron sieves or gratings which catch and

hold back all larger floating objects, as the sewage passes

through them. They are placed at the outlet of the settling-

rooms. Self-cleaning skimmers of two kinds were shown. The

Frankfurt model is a wheel-like arrangement. An automatic brush-

work brushes the material caught in the large arms onto an end-

less belt. The Hamburg model is an endless belt of iron grating,

with buckets at intervals, placed at right angles to the outflowing

stream. The buckets empty themselves at the top.

Sewage usually receives this much treatment, whether or not

any further purification follows. Hamburg, after such treatment,

simply discharges its sewage, through three six-foot Diiker, into

the Elbe. Coin dilutes its sewage two and one-half fold. Bacterio -

logical examinations of the water, above and below the city, prove

that such dilution is sufficient, as the swiftly flowing Rhine puri-

fies itself rapidly. Dresden insists upon a quintuple dilution—
by means of an intercepting canal— before allowing the sew-

age to flow into the Elbe, and is planning for a purification plant

to replace this treatment.

The so-called mechanical precipitation consists in allowing the

sewage to stand, undisturbed for some time, in subsidence basins.

Suspended material of positive specific gravity sinks to the bot-

tom. Here it is collected at points of maximal depth, whence

suction pumps remove it. Among other exhibits were : the draw-

ings for a mechanical precipitation plant to be built by Hannover

at a cost of 1,500,000 marks ; and a model of the plant at Frank-

furt a. M. After having studied the various systems of sewage

purification, to see if they were adapted to the needs and condi-

I

I
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tions of Frankfurt, the authorities decided upon rebuilding and
enlarging their old plant without altering the system.

Chemical precipitation is similar to the mechanical, except that

chemicals, such as lime, aluminium sulphate, and iron sulphate,

are introduced to accelerate and further the precipitation. Leip-

zig, Halle, and others presented this method.

Biologicalpurification is accomplished by permitting the various

organisms in the sewage to annihilate each other, and thus make
the water harmless. The plan is still in its infancy, and in its

present state of development is too expensive for the purification

of great quantities of sewage. The soundness and practicability

of the method were shown by the exhibit of a manufacturing firm,

presenting a purifying plant in operation. Live gold fish were

kept in the cleared fluid during the Exposition. Aachen showed

plans for a new plant, costing 25,000 marks, where the method is

to be tested. What future results will be brought forth cannot,

of course, be foreseen.

Filtration is accomplished by using the sewage for irrigating

(and fertilizing) specially prepared fields. The water sinks into

the ground, leaving therein its foreign contents, which act as

fertilizer. As the land selected is usually poor, sandy soil, the

enrichment thereof is a distinct gain, and the water, which is

drained off from the fields, has been purified by the process.

Filtration by means of sewage farms affords the most complete

available purification for sewage ; but certain conditions are neces-

sary. A large tract of land is required ; according to German

experience, the area should approximate that of the— rather com-

pact— city to be served. The farms must be near the city, in order

that the sewage need not be piped great distances ; and yet they

must not be so near as to interfere with the spreading growth of

the city. The land must be level, or only slightly sloping; and

the soil must be light above, and percolable below— preferably,

sandy topsoil and gravelly subsoil. The Rieselfelder of Charlot-

tenburg (near Berlin) lie, relatively, so high that the drainage

from them raises the ground water level and floods lower fields.

To counteract this, Charlottenburg has to drain away the ground

water. In spite of the many conditions necessary for sewage
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farms, they have been adopted by many of the German munici-

palities. Berlin, Breslau, and Dortmund exhibited models of

their Rieselfelder, and plans and drawings were exhibited by Mag-

deburg, Konigsberg, Liegnitz, and Miinster.

In preparing the sewage farms, the land must be built into

"rolling" fields. Large canals with smaller branches lead the

sewage to various parts of the fields. The water led to the fields

is a murky but inoffensive effluent ; it has already been somewhat

purified by the settling and skimming processes, and sometimes

has been purified in subsidence basins— as, for example, in

Dortmund, and in Cottbus, where it is treated by both the

mechanical and the chemical processes. The sewage is led

along the ridges in the fields. A drainage system of under-

ground pipes collects the water after it has sunk into the soil,

and leads it, now purified, to the ditches which alternate with

the ridges. The ditches empty into some nearby stream. The
greatest question with regard to the operation of the sewage

farms presents itself in the rainy season. The fields are already

saturated, and the draining streams are full
;
yet an increased

amount of fluid must be cared for. The adoption of the double-

conduit system of sewers seems to be a solution of this problem.

Frosty weather presents no insurmountable difficulties, for the

freezing-point of the sewage is low, and there is no drainage water

in the sewers. It should be remembered, for the sake of com^

parison, however, that the climate of Germany is much milder

than that of our northern states.

Usually the land is owned by the municipality, and the farms

are rented. In Konigsberg the land is owned privately. Dort-

mund established her sewage farms in 1898. She paid 1,500,000

marks for the land, 1,000,000 for pipes leading to the fields, and

4,000,000 for ditching and draining of the fields.

6. Utilization of the sludge.—The material precipitated in the

process of purification may be buried in trenches to serve as fer-

tilizer, or dried, by heat or centrifugal process, pressed into

cakes, and sold or given away. The cakes may be used for {a)

fertilizer,
{J?)

fuel, [c) humus for making gas [e. g., the Dietz

process of mixing with brown coal, as exhibited) , or i^d) the
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grease contained in it may be extracted and refined, according

to the process exhibited by Cassel.

Street-cleaning aTid garbage removal.— For promoting cleanli-

ness and healthfulness in the city the cleaning of streets and

removal and disposal of sweepings and garbage occupy a posi-

tion second in importance to drainage and sewerage only.

Street-paving should also be mentioned just here, not only

because thorough cleansing is possible only where there is good
pavement ; but also because a properly constructed pavement is

an integral part of the drainage system, leading away the rain-

water, etc., and preventing the contamination of the ground with

disease germs. Street-cleaning aids the work thus begun by

street-paving and, further, prevents the contamination of the air

by the dissemination of the disease-breeding foulness of the

streets. Recognizing the importance of this branch of municipal

activity, the Germans have given careful study to the problems

presented and have developed a science of street-cleaning. The

cleaning of the streets formerly was—and in some cities still is,

more or less— in private hands; but this does not mean that the

cleaning was left to private initiative, for regular times for clean-

ing and regular rules to be followed were enforced. Disadvan-

tages recognized in this system, however, have led to a gradual

municipalization of the work. Street-cleaning as undertaken by

the German municipalities is a business, not a charity, be it

understood.

Promptness and thoroughness in doing the work, and relative

saving of time and money, are some of the advantages of cen-

tralized municipal street-cleaning. A central bureau does the

office work and has general direction of the whole department.

For the practical execution of the work the city is divided into

districts. In charge of each district is a superintendent with a

force of workmen organized into "gangs" and "flying columns."

Each district has a central depot in which are the office of the

district superintendent, and housing for the various implements,

tools, sprinklers, sweepers, collecting wagons, carts, etc. Uni-

forms— or, at least, uniform caps— are provided for all connected

with the work. In Dresden the general director of the depart-
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ment and the twelve district superintendents are salaried muni-

cipal employees ; the workmen—467 regularly employed in 1901

—are paid by the day. The wages for a ten-hour day are 3.20

marks to 4.50 marks. In other cities conditions are similar,

Berlin employs, for the most part, youths under twenty-one

years of age— large, strong fellows, ready for work— especially

for the day work in "flying columns," They work for less than

men's wages, but with efficiency. In Hamburg military disci-

pline is maintained in the street-cleaning department. For

superintendents ex-sergeants are chosen, and for the men, only

those who have had the military training which the German com-

pulsory military service assures.

Because of technical and financial advantage to be derived

therefrom, there is a tendency toward unification, under a cen-

tralized direction of all the branches of city cleaning. Thus the

street-cleaning department of Hamburg takes charge of the

cleaning of all streets within the city limits, of street-sprinkling,

of removal of snow and ice from the streets, of cleaning public

lavatories ; oversees the collection of garbage (by private con-

tractors), and operates a garbage crematory ; further, it cares for

the removal of rubbish from the ships, docks, and harbors, and

for the cleaning of such cesspools as still exist, with the removal

of the material, Dresden's department cleans and sprinkles the

streets and squares, removes snow and ice from streets and

squares and sidewalks, removes the sludge from the sewer

catch-basins under gutters and street-car rails. In Frankfurt a.

M. the street-cleaning department and the municipal stables are

organized under one department chief. This gives a centralized

organization which has full control of the following work

:

maintenance of macadam streets and walks ; cleaning and

sprinkling of, including removal of snow and ice from, all paved

streets and squares within the city limits; the cleaning of all

drainage and boundary ditches {e.g., on municipal land); the

cleaning of street gullies and removal of the sludge ; the clean-

ing and maintenance of public lavatories ; the removal of street

sweepings ; the cleaning of the municipal market-halls and

removal of the rubbish ; the removal of garbage and ashes.
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There is a recent tendency to include the flushing of sewers as

a part of the work of the street-cleaning department.

Street-cleaning may be considered under two headings : clean-

ing the streets and keeping the streets clean. The cleaning of the

streets is very thorough and of frequent occurrence. In Berlin

the chief streets are cleaned six times a week, the majority of the

rest, three times, and the remainder— streets in outlying districts

where the amount of traffic is minimal— at least once a week
In Frankfurt a. M. the conditions are similar. In Dresden every

street in the city is cleaned every day in the week—with the

exception of the macadam roads which are not under the control

of the street-cleaning department, but are cleaned by the same
gang which cares for the maintenance and repair of them. The
cleaning of the streets is done at night or in the early morning
hours, in order to interfere with traffic as little as possible.

Stone-block pavements are cleaned by machines. Frankfurt a.

M. employs eight gangs, each consisting of fifteen men, with one

sprinkling wagon, two street-sweeping machines, and two collect-

ing wagons. Each gang is in charge of a boss {RottenfUhrer)

and his assistant. The sprinkling wagons start out at 9 :30 p. m.,

the sweeping machines at 10 p. m., the collecting wagons at 10 : 30

p. M. The men begin work at 10 p. m. and work, with a pause of

an hour and a half, until 8 a.m. In Dresden the cleaning is done

between 4 A. m. and 3 : 30 p. m. ; in winter, 5 a.m. and 4 :30 p. m.

The chief thoroughfares are all cleaned during the first five hours

of work, so as to be clean before heavy traffic begins. The street

cleaning department of Dresden exhibited a most interesting and

complete equipment of machines, utensils, and tools. This

department uses interchangeable sprockets on the sweeping

machines, and is thus able to raise the gear as the brushes are

worn down. The more rapid the revolution thus given the

brushes makes the old ones clean as thoroughly as do new ones.

Eighteen-centimeter brushes can thus be used advantageously

until they are worn down to five-centimeters, giving an average

duration of 150 working hours to the brushes. Dresden saves

4,000 marks a year by thus using up the brushes. Asphalt and

wood-block pavements are washed. They are first swept by hand
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in Dresden, and then thoroughly soaked by sprinkling wagons,

leaving the pavement covered with a soft mud which is scrubbed

away to the curbing. The more fluid part runs into the sewers,

and the remainder is collected in handcarts. In the busiest

thoroughfares this cleaning operation takes place every night,

except during frosty weather. Dresden is able to continue the

work even when the temperature is slightly below the freezing-

point, because she dissolves coarse salt into the water in the

sprinkling wagons. An important exhibit made by one of the

industrial firms was a full-sized model of a machine to take the

place of the hand-workers in the scrubbing of asphalt and wood-

block pavements. It is a combination of sprinkler and cleaner.

Behind the sprinkler is a rotating rubber "brush" operated by

sprockets and chain, as is the brush of an ordinary street-sweeping

machine. This does the work of three men. Macadam, and

stone-block pavements when too uneven to be swept thoroughly

by machine, as well as sidewalks are swept by hand. In most

cities the cleaning by hand is done less frequently— usually two

or three times per week and by daylight.

Keeping the streets clean is, rightly, considered as important

as cleaning the streets. The enforcement of laws against

littering the streets is, perhaps, especially rigid in Dresden,

where even the shaking of a dusting-cloth out of a front window

is punished! The advantage of these preventive measures is,

however, very noticeable ; and the people are already quite

in the habit of "helping to keep the city clean," so that their

carefulness has ceased to inconvenience them. Moreover, it is

the careful, constant work of flying columns during the day

which makes the streets presentable, and which makes possible

the thorough, rapid cleaning at night. Permanent attendants

stationed in certain streets, or flying columns, remove

all refuse and manure from the pavements. During wet

weather, when a thin coat of watery slime makes the pavements

unsafe, they are scrubbed as after a washing. The same group

of men has charge of strewing coarse sand, or fine gravel, to

give horses a footing on the smooth, slippery pavements.

In Frankfurt a. M. the sidewalks are cleaned by the landlords
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under police direction—as in most cities. The regulations

require the cleaning of sidewalks twice a week and sprinkling

twice a day, the removal of snow, and the strewing of some such

material as sand or ashes during icy weather. Upon request,

however, the street-cleaning department undertakes this work

—

except the strewing of ashes— at low rates. Berlin and some
other municipalities clean the sidewalks, but leave to the

landlords the removal of snow and ice, and the strewing of

ashes, as above. Dresden is the only municipality which
embraces, as one of the regular duties of the street-cleaning

department, the cleaning of the sidewalks, including removal

of snow and ice.

The sprinkling of the streets varies according to weather and

season. On dry summer days the chief streets are sprinkled

four or five times per day; all others— in Frankfurt a. M., for

example— at least twice a day. In the same city, asphalt

streets are no longer sprinkled at all during the day, for the

thorough cleansing which they receive renders sprinkling

unnecessary.

The refuse and litter swept up by the street cleaners is

loaded into handcarts— in Dresden, for example—and carried

to collecting points, whence it is carted away by contractors.

In Frankfurt the collection of sweepings is made immediately

by wagons from the municipal stables. In case the use of

handcarts, or of a small number of dump carts, should strike

one as being ludicrous, one must remember that the streets are

cleaned so regularly and so frequently that no great amount

of material is allowed to collect, even where the amount of

traffic is great.

After a snowfall emergency rules, carefully worked out,

go into effect. The number of districts of the street-cleaning

department is immediately increased by subdivision. The

working force is enlarged by the employment of extra men

—

from other city departments, as well as men seeking work.

One or two of the regular sweepers are placed in charge of each

of these subdistricts to direct the extra men. The Dresden

department employed as many as 2,105 extra men in a single
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day in 1901. Attention is first turned to the sidewalks and

street crossings, then to the principal streets and the streets

through which street railways run. The snow is cleared from

the middle of the street and collected along the sides, whence it

is loaded into wagons to be carted away. The snow thus

collected is usually dumped into the river. Several cities which

have swiftly flowing trunk sewers have special shafts for

dumping the snow into the sewers. Transportation is thus

minimized, and the work of clearing away the snow is greatly

facilitated. Halle and Wiesbaden exhibited photographs of

such snow shafts.

The collection of garbage is still, in many cities, given over

to private contractors, who are, however, bound to observe the

police regulations. In Frankfurt this activity is municipalized.

Ashes and garbage are collected in covered wagons three times

a week, between 10 p. m. and 7 a. m. The collection of refuse

from public and semi-public buildings, such as hospitals, hotels,

restaurants, etc., is not included in the municipal service. The

department does, however, undertake this work, as well as

removal of rubbish and refuse of all sorts, at the rate of 1.85

marks per cubic meter. Full-sized models of various types

of garbage wagons were exhibited. The effort to present a

dust-proof wagon has produced many curiosities. Great, cum-

brous, complicated, expensive machines, some of them are.

Most of them were exhibited by industrial firms ; but exhibits

were also made by Elberfeld, Frankfurt a. M., Kiel, and Coin.

The Frankfurt wagon' is especially worthy of mention because

of the many good points which it presents. Strength, simplicity,

and ease of manipulation are its chief advantages. It is adapted

to have patent garbage cans used in connection with it, but can

also be used for the collection of street-sweepings. The wagon

box can be kipped for dumping, can be raised from the wagon

bed for loading into boats, or into the receiving-room of a

crematory, or can be loaded onto a special street-railway truck

in order to be transported to a distant dump or crematory.

•The accompanying illustrations are from a descriptive pamphlet published by

the Frankfurt department of public works.
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The entire mechanism is so simple that the driver alone can
attend to the collecting and the dumping or reloading without
help from a second person. This permits of the direct trans-

portation of refuse from the house to the dump. The smaller

municipalities still find it advantageous to use the refuse for

fertilizer and for fiUing-in material. As Frankfurt is, however,
already finding increasing difficulty in locating dumps, she is

investigating the question of cremation of garbage. Hamburg
possesses the only large garbage crematory on the continent.

The plant, modeled upon the English crematories, was erected

in 1895 at a cost of over a half-million marks. Within six years

the municipality was able to cremate 1,000 kilograms of refuse

17 pfennigs [ca. 3^ cents) cheaper than she had formerly paid

for carting away to dumps. Garbage, ashes, street-sweepings,

and other refuse are all emptied into the furnace-room and
gradually fed into the fire, which requires no other fuel. The
large proportion of burnable material—paper, wood, partly

consumed coals, etc.—makes it advisable to burn all the material

without previous separation. The incombustible material, after

being broken up and sorted, is used for building purposes

—

fiUing-in, roadbeds, foundations, etc. Wiesbaden has just built

a similar crematory, though on a smaller scale; and both

Dresden and Frankfurt a. M. are contemplating the advisability

of doing likewise.

A further point which may be included here is the disposal

of dead animals, animals killed in the pound, animals with

contagious diseases, as well as of confiscated meat and fish.

The bodies are cut up and reduced through steaming in kettles.

The larger kettles in the Dresden establishment are for reducing

animals with contagious diseases without any previous prepara-

tion. The heat destroys all disease germs. The grease floats

on top and is skimmed off by suction pumps and purified; the

remainder is dried and ground to a powder, to be used as

a fertilizer. The Miinchen establishment is located in the

woods twelve miles from the city. It contains quarters for the

superintendent, with stables for the horses and cattle, separate

stabling for diseased animals, and a pound for dogs and other
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impounded animals. The bodies are reduced to grease and

fertilizer, as in Dresden.

Smoke prevention.—Associated with street-cleaning in the

work of keeping the air as clean and healthful as may be, is

smoke prevention. Over forty industrial firms exhibited vari-

ous fuels and appliances for the prevention or consumption of

smoke. Complete combustion was the end in view, whether it

was to be attained by good fuel or by proper stoking, or both.

Mechanical stokers, automatic stokers ; various sorts of grates,

arranged in steps, cooled by a system of water pipes, etc.;

improved drafts, and many other appliances were to be seen in

full-sized models, and some in operation. Two municipalities,

Miinchen and Dresden, have smoke-inspection departments

which presented small exhibits. The Dresden smoke inspector

and his assistants are supplied with cards showing various pro-

portions of black and white. The gray and gray-black patches

on the cards are to be compared with smoke columns issuing

from chimneys of factories and dwelling-houses, and when the

smoke density is reported as excessive the offender is fined.

Ignorance as to the proper manner of firing is recognized as, in

large measure, responsible for the smoke nuisance; and conse-

quently the department issues rules for firing. It must, however,

be frankly admitted that such rules, helpful and necessary though

they be, are at best only suggestive, for inspection of firing in

private houses is impracticable. Nevertheless, there might be

deduced from this the idea of municipal examination of firemen

and stokers in large establishments, as to their knowledge of

proper firing. The Dresden department requires, further, regu-

lar monthly chimney-sweeping. It will be seen that the aim is

to prevent as large a part of the smoke nuisance as possible, even

though the absolute prevention of smoke is not yet possible.

Disinfection.—This very important social function for limiting

the field of infectious diseases is not yet fully municipalized.

Berlin, Coin, Hamburg, and Bremen have full service. Several

other cities have disinfecting establishments, as Dresden, Halle,

Stettin, Frankfurt a. M., and Strassburg. For the disinfection of

bedding, clothing, etc., the dry-heat process has been proved
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ineffectual, and has been superseded almost universally by steam
disinfection. For the disinfection of dwellings, mechanico-
chemical and sulphur processes have been found inadequate,

except where the furnishings are very simple. Even under these

conditions, disinfection by means of formalin (40 per cent, solu-

tion of formaldehyde) is considered the best and surest. Per-

sons with infectious diseases found in small apartments or in

tenements are removed immediately to the hospitals for conta-

gious diseases; and bedding, clothing, and small movables are

taken to the disinfecting establishments. The rooms are then

disinfected by carefully trained men. The Dresden disinfecting

establishment is the only one where shelter is provided for the

people whose only living-room is to be disinfected. In these

cases promptness and thoroughness are necessary to prevent the

preying of the disease upon the poorly protected neighbors.

Food inspection.—A matter of intimate concern to the German
municipalities is the thorough inspection of all food-stuffs. Such

inspection requires chemical and bacteriological analyses. These

are made in the well-equipped municipal laboratories. Dresden

presented an interesting exhibit of various laboratory apparatus.

Milk inspection, as in every modern health department, is given

a very prominent place because of its very close connection with

the public health, and with child-life in particular. A popular

exhibit made by Dresden showed vessels holding stated amounts

of the most important ordinary food-stuffs, and beside them the

proportionate amount of nutritive matter in each. A second

exhibit presented various foods together with imitations of the

same. Sometimes examination shows gross adulteration, as the

following examples from the Breslau exhibit present :
" powdered

chocolate" adulterated with vegetable starch, then brought up to

standard color by the addition of powdered sandal wood
;
ginger

cookies glazed with mica ; white pepper corns produced by roll-

ing black ones in clay; further, cigars whose wrapping "leaf"

was made of brown, wood-pulp paper lightly dusted with tobacco.

Some further services rendered by the municipal laboratories

may be mentioned, namely: the extraction of petroleum from

charred wood, to prove the incendiary origin of a fire started for
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the sake of obtaining insurance ; the analysis of drinking-water,

to guard against impurities therein ; the analysis of sewage for

the sake of determining the proper disposal thereof; as well as

the analysis of river water at various points above and below a

city, as made at Coin, for example, to discover the degree of

pollution of the river by sewage and the power of the flowing

stream to purify itself; further, the examination of the quality of

various objects bought for municipal use, such as building

materials, asphalt, paints, and lubricants, among others; moreover,

free physiological examinations for doctors who suspect cases of

severe or contagious diseases, as well as regular service for the

hospitals; the study and preparation of disinfectants, and inspec-

tion of the disinfecting establishments ; the experimental study

of the amount of dust in schoolrooms as influenced by weather,

ventilation, kind of flooring, method of cleaning, and of the

effect of "dustless oil" for oiling the floors.

Municipal abattoirs.— Cattle markets and slaughter-houses

were exhibited by thirty municipalities. Concentration and

municipalization of stock-yards and slaughter-houses are held to

give control and better facilities for inspection. The live-stock

markets are, in some cities, operated by the municipality, and in

others, under municipal concession. In either case there is gen-

eral oversight on the part of the municipality and inspection of

the animals by municipal officials. The slaughtering of the

cattle is, likewise, either undertaken by the municipality for a

compensation, or performed by individual butchers who pay a

rent for the use of the slaughter-house, including light, heat, hot

water, etc. There is inspection by municipal officials of the

slaughtering process and of the dressed meat. The slaughter-

houses are usually large open halls, though some—as in Berlin,

for example— are divided into separate rooms for the use of

individual butchers. The latter plan is less acceptable to the

authorities than to the butchers, for the inspection of the work

cannot be so readily nor so carefully made.

Municipal markets.—Vegetable and provision markets, more

or less under municipal direction or control, are a direct inherit-

ance from the past. The market-halls, which most municipali-

ties now provide, are the market-places of modern times for both
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wholesale and retail trade. The markets have a place of their

own, and exist side by side with the stores and shops without

supplanting the latter. Their advantages are, from the stand-

point of the community, the excellent opportunity for food

inspection which they offer, and, from the standpoint of the indi-

vidual, the cheapness of a large and varied assortment of fresh

goods offered for sale.

Fire-fighting.—The careful formulation of building laws and

the thoroughgoing enforcement of them make for good con-

struction of buildings, which is, of itself, a preventive measure.

One of the recognized duties of the fire department in Dresden

and other Saxon cities, for example, is to render an opinion on

plans submitted to the building department. Further duties,

aside from those usually pertaining to such departments, are

:

the overseeing of the prescribed periodical chimney-sweeping;

the inspection of the safety of large stores, churches, theaters,

and places of amusement ; the inspection of stores of spirits and

of petroleum ; and the testing of petroleum. The fire depart-

ment is well organized and under strict military discipline.

Chemnitz exhibited a very comprehensive collection of objects

used in the training and education of her firemen, as well as an

interesting collection of models of historical apparatus. Suits

resembling those worn by divers as well as various fire-proof

helmets, gloves, face-masks, etc., were exhibited. The very

formidable-looking suit of the Kiel department is water-proof,

rather than fire-proof. A sprinkling apparatus attached to the

fireman's helmet and connected with a lead of hose envelops the

man in a protecting sheet of water. The Leipzig suit is supplied

with an oxygenator, rather than with a pipe leading to an air-

pump outside the building, as is usually the case. The fire-alarm

telegraph systems are well developed, and the best ones are sup-

plied with modern American apparatus. Speed is usually lack-

ing, both in getting away from the engine house and in going to

the fire. There is noticeable, however, a more systematic

arrangement in the newest stations in Berlin and Kiel which is

suggestive of the American plan. Automobile engines, as used

by Hannover and adopted by Dresden, have greater speed and

are said to be more economical. The steam-driven engine is,
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moreover, ready to pump water as soon as it arrives at the scene

of the fire without waiting to unhitch or to get up steam.

Frankfurt a. M. exhibited a model of its pneumatic ladder ; and

Bremen, models and photographs of its fire-boats. The fire

department of Dresden exhibited a number of plans of action for

attacking fire in public buildings and in other buildings thought

to be especially liable to take fire. The plans of the buildings

include the positions of the nearest water hydrants and of the

most advantageous points from which to fight the fire. Dresden

possesses only two steam fire engines, and these for emergency use

only, because the high-pressure water supply is sufficient protec-

tion. Breslau exhibited a model of the municipal theater in

which the smoke ventilators over the stage are opened mechani-

cally by the lowering of the iron curtain. To avoid danger from

highly charged wires of the electric street railways, the Dresden

fire department is able to make a short circuit by means of an

insulated cable, of which a full-sized model was exhibited, which

connects the overhead wire with the track.

Police.—The protective police are under state, rather than

municipal, direction, but presented an exhibit in a special depart-

ment of the exposition. The organization embraces a number

of departments, some of which may be noted. The political

police has oversight of the press, clubs, meetings, political crim-

inals, etc. The criminal police has charge of crimes and offenses

in so far as they do not come more directly within the scope of

one of the other departments. The Dresden police made an

exhibit of the dactyloscopic process of identification, together

with the system of filing the finger prints. The traffic depart-

ment has charge of licensing and inspection of cabs, carriages,

omnibuses, and street railways, of bicycles and automobiles, and

also of direction and licensing of commissionaires. Another

department has charge of licensing amusements, theatrical presen-

tations, lectures, etc., together with censorship of the same, and the

licensing and direction of cafes, restaurants, beer halls, etc. The

registration department catalogues all persons in the police district,

whether permanently or transiently. Worms uses the loose-leaf

system for this register. Dresden uses a card catalogue in the

district, and a booking system at the central office. Besides the
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personal catalogue, there is a house register of all persons within

the house, including servants, sub-renters, lodgers, and visitors.

Another department has charge of ordinary police service and
protection. There are also the Sittenpolizei, the lost-and-found

department, etc. Under the direction and control of the munici-

pality are the sanitary police, the health department police, the

Gewerbepolizei, in charge of various trades, aud conditions pro-

duced by them, the markets police, etc. It will be noted that the

word "police," as here used, is a very inclusive term. Thus
there are, as well, the " fire police," the " public-works police," etc.

Cemeteries a?id crematories.—There are both social and sanitary

reasons for municipal direction and control of cemeteries. Their

location, the condition in which they are kept, their surroundings,

and the possibilities for contamination are points closely con-

nected with the public welfare. Hamburg is an example of the

municipalities which attempt to beautify their cemeteries. Berlin

and Coin actually exhibited their cemeteries, along with parks

and public gardens, under the general title of "institutions for

the maintenance and furtherance of public health." Dresden is

one of the municipalities which take charge of undertaking and

burial. Hearses and carriages, varying from simplicity to

elegance, are furnished by the municipal stables. Private under-

takers and burial societies exist side by side with the municipal

department. The latter, however, offers competent competition

at fixed prices, and thus serves to prevent a monopolization of

undertaking and the exploitation of the public. The economies

of space, hygienic demands, and a growth of rationality and

aesthetics are tending toward a popularization of cremation.

Cremation societies exist in many of the German cities ; and

some of the municipalities have erected crematories and colum-

baria, while others aid the societies by grants of land. Crema-

tories already exist in Gotha, Heidelberg, Hamburg, Offenbach

a. M., Mannheim, Mainz, Eisenach, and Jena; and others are

projected, or in course of construction, in Bremen, Chemnitz,

Leipsig, Dresden, Stuttgart, and Karlsruhe.

Howard Woodhead.
Berlin, Germany.

{To be concluded.^



INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY. IX.

PART III. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SOCIETY.

CHAPTER VII. THE SOCIAL FRONTIERS, Continued.

SECTION II. BASES FURNISHED BY THE PRECEDING INDUCTIONS.

After having defined the social aggregate, the mass produced

by the union of different substances, territory, and population,

united as a whole at the moment of their formation into a com-

bination which is neither exclusively material nor exclusively

biological, but something more complex and more special, we

have seen that this is an external and internal equilibrium.

Every social aggregate, like all organic matter, has a form, a

structure. Its equilibrium is always unstable. Increase of mass

is at once the first and most simple characteristic of its differen-

tiation. A quantitative variation is always the origin of a quali-

tative variation.

Every social aggregate, whatever may be its mass, having a

form, is necessarily limited. This is true even if it includes the

entire planet and all peoples. In fact, social material, territory,

and population, is limited. All the forces and properties of

nature are likewise limited—the mathematical, mechanical,

astronomical, physical, and chemical forces. Organized material

is, in its turn, limited. This point is important, for organized

matter corresponds directly to that super-organic matter to

which we give the name "social." This should be insisted upon
;

not only are its properties limited, but also its form. This is

true for the simplest living matter. As M, Le Dantee has set

forth so well in his Traiti de biologie, a very important result of

the viscosity of living matter is that any mass of such matter has

a form in water, whereas a freely soluble substance is gradually

diffused throughout the vessel in which it is dissolved. When
we see any living body, we are first of all impressed by its form,

by the apparent contour of the body. We see that a constant

parallelism exists between the form and the chemical nature of

832
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living bodies, i. e., between their contour and their composition,

I call attention to this law ; it is important because it gives us a

glimpse of the scientific theory of social frontiers; that is to say,

of the external and differentiated aspects of society, as we shall

develop below. Between the biological and the sociological

theories there is little difference, just as there is between the

biological and the physico-mechanical theories.

Let us suppose, with M. Le Dantee, that a certain amount of

oil is poured into a salt solution of the same density. The oil

will take the form of a sphere and will remain in equilibrium.

If the solution is perfectly quiet, a sphere of large dimensions

can be formed. If on the other hand, the liquid is violently

agitated, the oil will break up into a large number of small

spheres, as small as the agitation is great; the degree of agita-

tion determines the dimensions possible for the particles of the

oil.

It is the same in organized matter. On a level with the line

of separation of living protoplasm from its surroundings a series

of changes continually exists, which develops in that separating

zone an intense agitation. The limitations of normal dimensions

of the masses of protoplasm is then a very natural phenomenon.

Limitation necessarily results, for there is no more absolute rest

in protoplasm than in the liquid or the drop of oil. Not only

is the greatest dimension of the protoplasmic masses limited,

but the form of these masses results from the mechanical

conditions about them, caused by molar movement, by changes.

But M. Le Dantee concludes:

This movement is the result, partly of the nature of the substance of the

protoplasm, a nature peculiar to the chemical composition of protoplasm, and

partly of the chemical reactions within the protoplasm which keep up the

molar movement, and which depend upon the chemical composition of the

protoplasm as well as upon the nature of the chemical elements borrowed

from milieu.

The form of living substances is the result of their state of

equilibrium. This is why, so long as an animal lives, its sub-

stance, being of spherical units, always tends to maintain,

while growing, the form which is the specific form of its own
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equilibrium. At the same time, we see how, as soon as an

agglomeration of cellules is formed and limited by a superficies,

some of these cellules—those that are superficial and directly in

contact with the surroundings—tend to be differentiated and to

play the rdle of officers of foreign affairs.

This primary differentiation is the expression of the constant

changes taking place between the interior and the exterior. It

is this continual movement which, incessantly renewing living

matter, constitutes life. 'YYiO. form of a living body appears to us

then, not as predetermined, but as resulting from the equilibrium

of its forces or properties in interaction with the exterior forces

or properties.

The materials and organic forces, as well as their forms, being

limited, we have seen that their possible variations, though

innumerable, are also limited. The variability is not absolute,

but indefinite. This is true of the human species ; its physical

and mental properties are circumscribed by relative maxima and

relative minima. This limitation has been observed in pathol-

ogy of the mind (suicide and lunacy).

After having set forth the constant limitations of the natural

forces considered in their abstract elements, we have recognized

the same law in aggregates where these forces are realized. This

limitation is manifested in the distribution of climates, in that of

geological layers and minerals, in geographic, orographic, and

hydrographic distribution. It holds in the distribution of flora

and of fauna. We have observed veritable empires and king-

doms, and other and smaller divisions, with clearly defined

boundaries, which are always determined by the great law of

equilibrium of internal forces interacting with external forces.

Finally, we have met with the distribution of the human race.

We have seen that its divisions into varieties and races has been

the natural process by which it has succeeded in adapting itself,

better than any other species, to the most diverse conditions, but

always within certain limits, which are those of that condition of

life. The great variability of the human species has been the

condition of its progress. Its differentiation into races and sub-

races has facilitated the colonization of the earth, but, in return.
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it has engendered conflicts. These variations have not ceased,

nor will they cease, but will tend more and more to reproduce
themselves by a process equally natural and more efficacious

from now on—one of mingling and of fusion, which will still

further multiply the varieties, extending them, and reinforcing

the fundamental and uniform characteristics of the species.

These variations multiply and specialize more and more, and
thereby they continue the work of adaptation at first realized by
the races. We are in the presence, not of two contradictory

natural processes, but of a unique law. It is not natural selec-

tion, as is very often said, which is the cause of these variations.

Natural selection is only the selective process which makes it

possible that among the existing variations those which are

advantageous to individuals and to society in the actual circum-

stances are conserved. But now it has become more advantageous,

for completing the conquest and assimilation of the earth by the

human species, that mankind be divided into innumerable small

groups rather than into a few strong groups. This infinite num-
ber of groups, indispensable for the assimilation of the globe,

now that its occupation by degrees, is nearly accomplished, is

realized by the fusion of races. This fusion is a progress of

variability, an extension, a perfecting of this law. The Darwin-

ian law of the struggle for existence is not abolished, but

transformed, reinforced by the law of the meaning of life.

After all that precedes, the reader is now able to catch a

glimpse of the positive theory of social frontiers. The solution

of the problem is neither in the preservation of the actual limits

nor in their removal for the profit of a sentimental cosmopolitan-

ism, vague and undetermined, under which is concealed too

often an aristocratic individualism. Every social group is neces-

sarily limited. The properties of the groups are the same as the

properties of the materials of which the group is composed. The

limitation of every society is a condition of its equilibrium, of its

life, of its development. The existence of every society, special

or general, is correlative with the existence of a social form.

Form implies a boundary, a zone of separation between that

society and its surroundings. But we have seen already from
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biology that this bounding zone, far from being an obstacle to

social intercourse, is the indispensable condition of it. The evo-

lution of its function leads us to conceive it as the same organ

produced by the differentiation of these relations. Let us be

content with this first information furnished by the principle of

all the sciences antecedent to sociology. Let us not be content,

however, as the organicist school has been with deducing the

theory of social frontiers from that of the limits of organized

matter, and even from that of inorganic matter, or from the laws

of mechanics, as was done long since by other theorists. Let

us study the phenomena of social frontiers in themselves, but

never losing sight of the principles furnished upon this subject

by antecedent sciences. This is the real point of the sociologi-

cal view. This has its foundations in biology, just as biology is

based upon the data of antecedent sciences. But it does not

follow that the theory of social frontiers can be deduced from

biology ; in fact, social phenomena present some special charac-

teristics which form the domain of a new and in part distinct

science.

Although the general law to which the structure of society

conforms is that all organic or living matter has a limit, a form, a

structure, this is a most simple, and most general law ; it is the

first and necessary differentiation of organic and super-organic

equilibrium. We will consider here the social structure only

from the point of view of its territorial extension, always with

reference to the development of population, and to the compo-

sition of the two original factors, territory and population. We
will consider it only as a whole, in its most general equilibrium

;

in a word, from the point of view of its limiting envelope. From
now on, our theory applies not only to large societies, or even

states, in the largest sense of the words, but to all society what-

ever, large or small, general or particular ; in a word, to every

collective group, in which are necessarily included elements that

are material, anthropological, and even ideal and moral, judicial

and political, whatever may be its object, whether purely eco-

nomic or purely ideal. In fact, we have already developed, in

our essay upon Historic Materialism, the principle that all social
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phenomena, and, for a stronger reason, every society, is at once
inorganic, organic, and psychic. This is constant and general,

whatever its object. All economic phenomena contain some
ideal elements; all ideological phenomena imply some inorganic

elements. An economic syndicate differs in this respect from an
artistic, religious, or scientific group only from the quantitative

point of view ; their qualitative composition is the same.

We have seen that the elementary and constitutive factors of

all society, territory and population, considered as well in their

molecular elements as in their molar aggregation, are always

and everywhere limited, both in their structure and in their prop-

erties. We can deduce from this that all human society, being

only a superior and synthetic combination of these factors and
elements and their properties, is equally limited. But it must be

remembered that human society is a very complex, superior com-
bination, giving rise to some properties of a special and original

character, notably the property of self-development and con-

tractual organization found nowhere else.

The great law of differentiation remains, nevertheless, the

most general law of the structure of societies and of their devel-

opment. The first step of all social formation, as' of all organic

individualization, is the formation of a contour, a limit, a boun-

dary, at once separative, protective, and communicating with the

exterior. It is especially this last function of frontiers of which

the political theorists have lost sight. They have been, in gen-

eral, only jurists ; but now, just as economic science has been

emancipated from the tutelage of theology and of natural right,

so it endeavors to free itself from these same jurists and politi-

cal metaphysicians who for centuries have repeated ad nauseam

the same absolute principles, forever contradicted by the facts,

the solution of the problem of which they have touched only

the surface, without penetrating even the coverings. This solu-

tion has always escaped them because of their ignorance of the

particular social sciences, and especially of social economy.

This ignorance has necessarily affected their individual conception

of right and politics, because of the necessary interdependence

of all the sciences, the law of which they have misunderstood.
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This is the origin of that metaphysics which, in all branches

of social activity, has led to that imaginary conception of an

absolute man, as the sole element of a humanity, equally abstract

— a conception where absolute individualism is limited only by

an equally absolute cosmopolitanism. Already economic science

has got rid of that vague idealism. This was accomplished first

by the intervention of the historical and natural schools ; sec-

ondly and especially, by that of the socialist schools. All, in

showing that outside of man and humanity there has been a

considerable series of collective and distinctive groups, from the

largest societies even to the smallest, from nations even to the

most simple professional and other groups; all, I say, have

recalled us to the reality of the economic structure and life.

The same progress realized in economic science ought justly to

be extended to politics and general sociology.

The first degree of every structure is differentiation by the

formation of a limit. This is, then, the most general law of

every organic and super -organic equilibrium. However, before

extending it to society, it is well to study, with regard to that

law, social phenomena themselves and social forms in an induct-

ive manner, in order that the demonstration of the law may be

perfect when applied to the special character of the structure of

society.

The point of departure of the law is certainty that the

materials of every society, land, and population, and likewise

their properties, are naturally limited. The social material being

thus limited, the same as its forces, and, in reality, force and

material being identical, societies must likewise be limited. They

are, in spite of the size, number, and complexity of combina-

tions, or arrangements and rearrangement, social possibilities.

The error has formerly been to consider the form-limit as abso-

lute, fixed, and immutable; or, on the other hand, and in the

inverse sense, to deny every form-limit. The truth and the

reality are between these two extremes. There is always form

;

hence always limit. Variability is limited, but, at least, in the

state of our sociological knowledge, these limits, though being

real, are not always mathematically determinable and definable,
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except qualitatively. Perhaps, some day social science like

mechanico-physical science may become more precise.

To proceed logically, we will consider the limits of social

properties as they are manifested, first, in the seven classes of

social phenomena ; secondly, in the functions, organs, apparatus,

and systems, where their activity is realized and regulated ; and,

lastly, in the social structures, considered in their entirety. How-
ever, we are going to endeavor, at the very first, in order to

obtain the greatest possible instruction, to give an account of

the conception of the social frontiers which up to this time has

been held in beliefs and theories. We will often compare these

beliefs and doctrines with the facts themselves. This mode of

observation is, however, always necessary in sociology ; it is,

indeed, the only possible way when the beliefs and the general

conceptions of certain peoples can be known only through the

interpretation of their acts, that is to say, of their practical life

and of their prevailing institutions, where their habitual activity

is relatively fixed. This is the case especially with primitive

civilization, because of the rudimentary and simple forms of their

existence.

G. De Greef.
Brussels, Belgium.

\To be continued^
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Social Origins; by Andrew Lang. Primal Law ; by J. J. Atkin-

son. New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1903. Pp.

xi+ 311.

Mr. Lang performs an office of great value to science by the

volumes which he issues at intervals setting forth and criticising the

results of anthropological research. His own part of the present

volume is a digest of this character, dealing principally with recent

theories of the origin of totemism and of its relation to the exogamous

divisions of tribal society. With those theories he connects a theory

of the origin of society, propounded by his cousin, James Jasper

Atkinson, now deceased, who lived long in New Caledonia. Native

customs excited Mr. Atkinson's interest and led him to take up the

study of anthropology, a fruit of which is the theory expounded in

Primal Law.

Mr. Atkinson's speculations are connected with certain sections of

Darwin's Descent of Man. In the preparation of that work Mr. Dar-

win's attention was attracted by the discoveries made by Morgan, Lub-

bock, and McLennan, as regards the constitution of primitive society.

Mr. Darwin frankly declared himself (sees. 974-77) unable to conjec-

ture how such social structure could have been evolved from such associa-

tions as exist among man's cognates in the mammalia. Mr. Atkinson

undertakes to explain the process by the aid of anthropological data,

in the narrow sense of the term. He starts with animal groups such as

are found among the higher mammalia— as, for instance, a troop of

baboons. Among these, as among the mammalia in general, the

strongest male claims and holds by his individual prowess exclusive

rights to the possession of the females. The young males are not

driven out altogether, but remain members of the troop, keeping at a

shrewd distance from the jealous male sovereign. Society was the result

of an accommodation between the pretensions of the young males and

the pretensions of their sire, so that the troop, instead of being a single

marital group, became converted into a community compounded of

marital groups. Primal Law is the male fiat which ordained the terms

of this accommodation of interests, expressed in prohibitions from

840
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which are derived the rule of exogamy and also the peculiar avoidances
between relatives required by customary law among savages. Although
purporting to be an explanation of social origins, the work is really

little more than a conjecture how exogamy and avoidance originated.

Mr. Atkinson's treatment of the subject is not clear, and even with
the help of Mr. Lang's annotations it is sometimes difficult to follow

the course of his argument. He died before he was able to give his

manuscript final revision, and to this may be attributed much of the

vagueness which appears. Mr. Atkinson did not claim to have estab-

lished his theory, but presented it as a plausible hypothesis which he
believed further research would verify. The chief merit of the essay

is that it is an attempt to fill a serious gap now existing in the

theory of development; its chief defect is an inadequate conception

of the problem, which defect is common to most speculations based

upon purely anthropological data.

This point must be made clear in order to show the sociological

importance of the matter, which is now so obscured that works of

this character are apt to be regarded as having merely an antiquarian

value of no special interest to the sociologist. It should be borne in

mind that the theory of the descent of man, as formulated by Darwin
and worked out in detail by Haeckel and others, accounts for man as

an animal and not as a social being. Darwin, with his habitual candor,

pointed out this gap in the theory. He ascribed to natural selection

the formation of the human species, and to sexual selection the forma-

tion of the subspecies usually designated as the different races of man-

kind. But he admitted (sec. 214) that the development of social and

moral qualities is not accounted for by natural selection, and he was

careful to say (sec. 1006) that in order to obtain from sexual selection

the effects he attributes to it, its operation must be referred to a pre-

social period, when man was on a par with other animals in habits of

associations. The difficulties in the way of any theory tracing society

as an outgrowth of such gregariousness as is found among species

nearest to man in physical structure, are so great that Lester F. Ward'

holds "that man is not naturally a social being, that he has descended

from an animal that was not even gregarious by instinct." Sociologists,

as a rule, regard society as being the product of human intelligence,

accounting for it through the operation of sympathy, imitation, and

other emotional states, together with rational appreciation of the

advantages of social life. But this only brings up the problem of

* Outlines of Sociology, p. 90.
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descent in a new form, viz.: What was the nature of the influences

causing a particular species to attain exceptional brain development,

culminating in human intelligence ? Natural selection and sexual

selection account for the proto-human stock, but, as the theory of

descent now stands, there they stop and do not account for the develop-

ment of humanity.

Upon this problem Mr. Atkinson's speculations throw no light

whatever. Indeed, he assumes "the rise of superior intellectual facul-

ties" in order to account for the beginning of the process of social

integration whose course he describes. The great, the fundamental,

problem is thus left out of the reckoning.

The suggestion of greatest promise in regard to the solution of this

problem has been advanced by Edward John Payne in his History of

the New World Called America.^ Briefly stated, this suggestion is that

man is descended from a simian species, which, becoming converted

from arboreal to terrestrial habits of life, was exposed to such vicis-

situdes that only those displaying superior capacity for associated effort

were able to survive. Hence a social species was evolved by natural

selection, just as social species have been evolved in other animal orders.

Language was developed from brute outcry as an incident of the life

of community, and as an organ of collective activity. The process

reacted upon the individual units, thus promoting the development of

the brain and the increase of intelligence. Sense of personality was

originally collective, and sense of individual personality emerged by a

process of analysis. Mr. Payne traces this process in great detail,''

with copious illustrations drawn from linguistic characteristics.

Although he himself does not make the inference, yet the evidence

he adduces leads directly to the conclusion that human nature has

been formed by the life of the community, just as the nature of the

social bees has been formed by the life of the hive.

Mr. Payne bases his theory upon linguistic evidence. It cannot be

regarded as established until anthropological, psychological, philologi-

cal, and historical data are satisfactorily co-ordinated in support of it.

There are lines of favoring evidence in all these fields, but space will

not permit more than mere mention, as follows : The physical characters

distinguishing the anthropoid apes from man are late phases of

ontogeny, resemblance of the embryo forms being much closer in an

earlier than in the latest stage. According to the law of biogenic recapitu-

lation, the anthropoid apes belong to a stage of individual physical

'Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1899. *Vol. II, pp. 105-290.
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development more advanced than that of man, indicating in the case of

the proto-human species an arrest in that line of development explained

by the subordination of individual life to the life of the community.
There is widely distributed evidence of a feeble sense of individuality

among primitive men and of the complete ascendency of collectivism.

The cumulative weight of this evidence is so great that Stuckenberg in

his Sociology '^ is moved to say that man was "socialized before he was

individualized." Ancient law knows next to nothing of individuals;

it is concerned with groups. Words defining individual rights and

relations are among the latest refinements of speech, and in many
languages are still rudimentary or quite undeveloped.

It is almost obvious that the sociological bearings of this theory are

profoundly important, A few corollaries may be noted. The theory

indicates, as the fundamental proposition of sociology: human intelli-

gence did not produce society; society produced human intelligence.

As the fundamental proposition of political science, man did not create

the state ; the state created man. Aristotle's dictum that man is born

a citizen thus appears to be the absolute truth of the case.

Henry Jones Ford.
Pittsburg, Pa.

American Municipal Progress : Chapters in Municipal Sociology. By

Professor Charles Zueblin. New York : The Macmillan

Co., 1902. Pp. 380. i2mo. Cloth, 51.25.

American municipal progress! With our periodicals and daily

prints teeming with accounts of corruption in so many American cities,

it has probably not occurred to many that American municipal gov-

ernment has been progressing. It is exceedingly fortunate, therefore,

that Professor Zueblin calls attention to this fact and points out the

directions in which advance has been made ; for, no matter how far

our cities are from ideal conditions, the important fact to be kept in

mind, especially by those pessimistically inclined, is that conditions

are far better than they were a generation ago, and that we are going

forward, and not backward, at a steady pace.

Professor Zueblin has not attempted to deal with the whole range

of city affairs, but has confined himself to municipal functions— what

cities are doing— leaving others to deal with such problems as the

relation of city and state, and municipal organization. The field thus

selected for investigation is probably the one most interesting to the

'Vol. II, p. 45-
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general public, which is concerned more with what is being done than

with the machinery by which it is accomplished.

The scope of the book is indicated by the following chapter head-

ings : "Introduction— Municipal Sociology;" "Transportation;"
" Public Works ;

" " Sanitation ; " " Public Schools ;

" " Public Libraries ;"

"Public Buildings;" "Parks and Boulevards;" "Public Recreation;"

"Public Control, Ownership, and Operation."

The method of treating each subject may be illustrated by selecting

the important headings in the chapter upon " Public Schools," which

are : the ideal school ; financial difificulties ; expansion of the curricu-

lum ; modern methods of instruction
;
physical culture and hygienic

instruction; school baths and restaurants; school cities; training of

teachers ; manual training ; vacation schools ; schoolroom decoration

;

commercial education ; free lectures for the people ; school buildings

as civic centers ; school gardens.

Under each subject Professor Zueblin cites those instances where

the best results have been secured, and explains fully those points

worthy of imitation by other cities. His wide acquaintance has enabled

him to select, usually with good judgment, the instances most worthy

of imitation. In such a work, with such a broad reference to muni-

cipal activities, north, east, south, and west, it was inevitable that a

few errors of statement and misjudgment of relative importance

should creep in. Anyone may recommend Professor Zueblin's book

without hesitation and municipal reform would receive marked impetus

if everyone, and particularly the pessimists, should read and ponder

this stimulating account of municipal betterment.

MiLO R. Maltbie.
New York City.

Anthracite Coal Communities. By Peter Roberts. New York

:

The Macmillan Co., 1904. Pp. 387.

The author of this volume has already presented the economic facts

in his Anthracite Coal Industry, and in this treatise he studies the

people. All the human interests are considered— physical conditions,

home life, marriage, amusements, treatment of children, educational

attainments and facilities, the church and religion, saloons, savings,

crime, charity, politics. In the concluding chapter is a careful yet

earnest discussion of the most available resources for improvement. It

would be difficult to think of a source of information which has not

been drawn upon, and the facts are presented in relation to a standard
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of welfare derived from the life of more favored communities, and from
the aspirations and ambitions of the best persons among the miners

themselves. We welcome this book as a distinct and inspiring con-

tribution to the knowledge of our varied national life and an illus-

tration of the fruitfulness of the sociological method of analysis of a

subject.

C. R. Henderson.

Second Annual Report of the Department of Labor of the State of

New York, 1902. Vol. I.

This volume contains reports of the commissioner of labor, of the

Free Employment Bureau, of the Bureau of Factory Inspection, and

of the Bureau of Mediation and Arbitration. Mr. John McMackin,

the commisisoner, gives the facts relating to factories and employees,

child-labor, the investigations by the Bureau of Statistics of Labor,

the recent decisions relating to the trade unions, labor legislation, etc.

The Twentieth Annual Report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1902,

is part of the work of the commissioner of labor. All we can do here

is to call attention to these new mines of statistical and descriptive

materials. They will be exploited in special discussions. <^ » ttC R. rl.

J
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Business Men and International Arbitration.

Why business men should promote international arbitration.— i. Because the
industrial, financial, and commercial interests of all nations, and of all sellers,

buyers, and producers, are now so closely interwoven, and the prosperity of each
is so dependent on the prosperity and on the producing or purchasing power of
others, that the loss or injury of one must necessarily become to some extent the
loss or injury of all.

2. Because peace and good-will between the nations are essential for the pros-
perity of all, and war is as certain to result in disturbance and disaster for business
interests as it is in suffering and death for the soldiers who face the horrors of
the battlefield. Even the fear of war is sometimes sufficient to check the wheels
of industry and commerce, to turn confidence into panic, and to increase greatly
the risks and losses, as well as the taxes and expenses of business men.

3. Because there are times when international arbitration is the only means
by which war can be avoided without submission to injustice or dishonor.

4. Because international arbitration is a proved success, and not a mere
theory or experiment. As one of the many evidences of this it may be stated
that in the last century nearly two hundred cases submitted by thirty-seven nations
were settled by arbitration or joint high commissions, and sixty-three of these
cases were submitted during the last decade. Since 1898 twenty-six nations,

representing more than five-sixths of the territory and population of the globe,

have united in establishing at The Hague a permanent court for the pacific

settlement of all international disputes that may be submitted to it.

5. Because experience has shown that arbitration is not only a practically

infallible means for preventing a war, but that it is also so effective in removing
the desire for war and promoting friendship that there is no need for any form
of coercion to enforce the decision. This is the natural result of a full presenta-
tion of both sides of the case, the carefully considered opinion of disinterested

arbitrators, the modifying effect of time on human passions, and the knowledge
that there can be no suspicion of weakness or timidity in accepting an adverse
decision.

6. Because business men can do more than any others to convince the people
that war should be classed with the duel and the old " trial by battel " as some-
thing too absurd, too wicked, and too horrible to be tolerated ; and that arbitration

should be regarded by all men and all governments as a matter of course in every
dispute that cannot be settled by friendly negotiations.

7. Because if it should ever be possible to lighten the burdens of industry
and commerce by checking the increase or securing a reduction in the great armies
and navies of the world, it will only be when there shall have been such a general
development of public opinion in favor of international arbitration as a substitute

for war that it will have become the settled policy of all the leading nations.

How business men can promote international arbitration.— i. By making use
of favorable opportunities to discuss its advantages with others, and especially

with editors, officials, and men of influence in public affairs.

2. By having copies of this circular sent to all the members of their business
associations with, if practicable, an official note or indorsement recommending its

careful consideration.

3. By having in each business association a standing committee authorized
to indorse and advocate international arbitration on all suitable occasions, and to

urge a reference to The Hague court of every dispute that cannot be settled by
diplomatic methods.

846
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4. By providing that the addresses of such committees shall be sent to the
secretary of the Lake Mohonk Conference on International Arbitration, Mohonk
Lake, N. Y., so that he can from time to time submit for their consideration such
cases as may seem to call for special action.— Circular issued by the Mohonk
Conference.

Thirteenth International Peace Congress.— The Thirteenth International
Peace Congress is to meet in Boston during the first week of October, the opening
session to be on Monday evening, October 3, followed by morning and evening
sessions during the succeeding four days. There has been but one meeting of the
congress in America before, that in connection with the Exposition at Chicago in

1893. It is hoped that the coming Congress will be the largest and most important
since the revival of the congresses in 1889.

The place of the United States in the history of international arbitration and
the peace movement is a proud one. No delegation was more influential at The
Hague conference than our own ; and Baron d'Estournelles de Constant, one of
the French members of The Hague court and the leader of the arbitration move-
ment in France, has recently declared that the action of our government, in

promptly sending to The Hague the Pious Fund case, and still more in insisting

upon the reference there of the Venezuela cases, has done more than anything else

to hasten the regular use of the tribunal and to advance its prestige among the

nations.

To promote popular education as to the duty of supplanting the war system
by rational and legal methods, of the speedy reduction of armaments and the

application of the vast sums spent upon them to constructive ends, and of the

better general organization of the nations in their mutual relations, is the object of

the International Peace Congresses. The American Committee of the congress to

meet here in October asks the co-operation of the American press in making
known to our people the purposes and plans of the congress by such reprints or

notices as may be possible of the circulars of information which will be issued

from time to time during the ensuing months, as the arrangements for the congress

develop, and by generous editorial support.— Circular of the American Committee.

Boston's Place in the Peace Movement.— The International Peace Con-

gress of 1904 is, by vote of the congress at Rouen last year, to meet in the United

States : and the meeting has been fixed for the first week of October, in Boston.

The choice of Boston as the place for the congress gives special interest at this

time to Boston's history in connection with the peace movement.

To Boston belongs the honor of having founded the first influential Peace

Society in the world, and of having made herself, from the hour of its founding

to the present, the most influential seat of education in this cause, which men are

today coming to see to be the world's most commanding cause.

In June last the city dedicated on her Public Garden, on the centennial of the

beginning of his great ministry in Boston, a statue of William Ellery Channing.

It was in Channing's study, on the day after Christmas in 1815, that the Massa-

chusetts Peace Society was born ; and among the many things for which America

and the world hold Channing in high honor, he has no greater glory than that

earned by his lifelong service in the cause of peace.

The one Fourth of July oration in Boston which is historic and ever memorable

was that by Charles Sumner, in 1845, on " The True Grandeur of Nations ;
" and

among the many things for which the world honors Charles Sumner, it honors him

for nothing more than that he was true throughout his public life to the " declara-

tion of war against war " with which he thus began it, putting into his speeches

in the Senate the gospel which Channing preached in the pulpit, the gospel of the

Declaration of Independence and the Sermon on the Mount. It was in the Old

South Meeting House, on Christmas day, 1820, when he was nine years old, stirred

by the eloquence of Josiah Quincy, the great mayor, addressing the Peace Society,

that the boy Charles Sumner received those deep and lasting impressions which,

confirmed as he closed his college life by the solemn words of William Ladd, in
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the old courthouse at Cambridge, moved him to consecrate himself to the gospel

of peace ; and the life of the man, down to the last hour, when he bequeathed a
fund to Harvard College for an annual prize for the best essay on the methods by
which war may be permanently superseded, showed how well that vow was kept.

Boston rejoices that the spires of the Old South Meeting House and Park
Street Church still stand, pointing to heaven, in her busy streets. Among the

many things which command our reverence for those sacred structures, few are

more appealing than the fact that within their walls at Christmas time for many
years, first for a long period in the one, and then for a long period in the other,

were held the annual meetings of the Peace Society. It was at the first meeting
held in Park Street Church, in 1849, four years after his Fourth of July oration
on " The True Grandeur of Nations," that Sumner gave his still greater oration on
" The War System of Nations "— the most powerful impeachment of war, and
the war spirit, I confidently declare, ever framed in a single address by the hand
of man.

Channing has paid the fitting tribute to Noah Worcester, the great-minded
founder of the Massachusetts Peace Society, and I do not need to do it ; but we
may never forget that his " Solemn Review of the Custom of War," published in

Boston in 181 4, was long the chief document of the peace cause, and that his

able and noble organ. The Friend of Peace, was the pioneer peace journal in the
world. Sumner has told what he owed and what the world owed to William Ladd,
the founder of the American Peace Society, in which the early Massachusetts one
was merged, and which has its headquarters in Boston, and I do not need to do it

;

but let Boston and America forget not that heroic life. I do not need to tell, for
it has been well done by the eminent secretary of the Peace Society, the story of
the long campaign of education, by book and pamphlet and lecture and con-
vention, and what is today the ablest international journal in the world, by which
the great cause of the world's peace and order has been promoted in Boston.
From that Christmas time in 181 5 to this hour, devotion and zeal have never
flagged, and the leadership taken at the beginning has never been lost. Among
the twenty-two members of the original society, formed in Channing's study, were
the governor of Massachusetts and the president of Harvard University. Within
four years the membership rose to a thousand ; and among those in the ranks
from 1 81 5 to the present have been the noblest spirits of the city and the state.

Out of the society's midst came the impulse to the great international Peace
Congresses in Europe in the middle of the last century. The London Congress
of 1843 sprang from its action; and this was the precursor of the memorable
series a few years afterwards. Those congresses, the first at Brussels in 1848,
the second at Paris, under the presidency of Victor Hugo, and with an attendance
of two thousand persons, in 1849, and others at Frankfort and London, registered

the high-water mark of the peace movement— a mark which now, as the new
century opens, it is our duty— let it be our high resolve— to leave far behind.
Of the twenty delegates from the United States at the great Paris Congress,
thirteen were from Massachusetts; of the sixty at London in 1851, one-fourth
were from Massachusetts. Much more significant, it was, I repeat, from Massa-
chusetts that the impulse to those historic international congresses came. Elihu
Burritt— venerable name— was the original and the chief organizing force ; and
his word at Brussels, at Paris, at Frankfort, at London, was the strong constructive
word. " A High Court of Nations !

"— that was always his one definite demand,
in " the same old speech," as Dr. Hale used to denominate his own speech at

Mohonk year after year, demanding the " Permanent International Tribunal

"

(Elihu Burritt's own term also), which the scoflFers told him he would not live

to see.

The " American " proposition— that was what the congresses called Burritt's

plea for the world court ; and American, not Russian, it is— not the conception
of the Czar, but of Worcester and Channing and Sumner and Burritt, one Massa-
chusetts citizen after another speaking it out. Channing had spoken it out with
distinctness and detail in a memorial from the Peace Society to the president as
far back as 1816 ; and Samuel Adams had broached it, in a memorial from the
Massachusetts legislature to Congress, thirty years even before that.
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Son of Connecticut, it was as a citizen of Massachusetts, his home at the heart
of the commonwealth, that Elihu Burritt did so much of his momentous work— how momentous few adequately realize— for the peace and better organization
of the world. It was in England that he organized the " League of Universal
Brotherhood

;
" but it was in Boston, years before, that he gave his first prophetic

address on " Universal Peace ;
" in Massachusetts that he issued year ofter year

his Christian Citizen, his Peace Papers to the People, an^ his Olive Leaves. The
effort, the successful effort, to secure cheap ocean postage, whose results in bring-
ing people close together and helping scatter the fogs of ignorance, in which fears
and jealousies and strifes are born, are incalculable, was the effort of Elihu Burritt.
Each bursting mail bag on the " Cedric " and the " Oceanic " is his memorial

;

The Hague Tribunal is his memorial. But where is Connecticut's monument,
where that of Massachusetts, to this great servant? When the last brigadier has
had his bronze, and the last commodore, may we not hope for it?

The labors of men associated with our Peace Society have done more. than
any other to create the spirit which has made America's record in international
arbitration the proudest in the world. The now great and influential International
Law Association grew from its initiative. It has worked steadily for two genera-
tions for the tribunal finally created at The Hague ; and at its initiative the
Massachusetts legislature at its last session unanimously passed a resolution
asking our government to co-operate with the governments of Europe in establish-
ing a stated international congress, from which in the fulness of time it is hoped
will develop the organization which will perform in some manner for the world
legislatively the functions performed judicially by The Hague Tribunal.

At The Hague Conference itself no delegation achieved more than that of
the United States. Its members have borne witness that their strength and
influence were due largely to the strong support and earnestness of public opinion
at home. No meetings in behalf of the cause in those critical days were so
important as those held in Boston ; and no individual American did so much as
Boston's grand old man, Edward Everett Hale, who, going up and down the
country, working with voice and pen, speaking often three times a day, made
younger men blush by his untiring energy and devotion.

Such, briefly, is the record of the constructive services of Boston for a century
in behalf of the world's peace and order. Surely there is not in all her proud
history any prouder chapter ; and surely now, when the International Peace
Congress is to honor the United States by making it the place of its session, no
other city has so high claim and title to its special choice as the city of Samuel
Adams and Worcester and Channing and Sumner. The meeting within her
borders of this great convention, which bids fair to prove the most impressive

demonstration in behalf of the peace and better organization of the family ot

nations which the world has yet seen, will be a worthy crown to a long history of

pioneering and heroic service.— Edwin D. Mead.

Baron d'Estournelles de Constant.—The American Committee of the

International Peace Congress, which is to meet in Boston in October, has received

a communication from Baron d'Estournelles de Constant, who is one of the French
members of The Hague court and the leader of the arbitration movement in

France, stating that he will be present at the Congress : and he will probably lead

a strong French delegation. He will be one of the speakers at the great meeting
which is planned in connection with the Congress, devoted entirely to the work
and influence of The Hague Tribunal, with addresses by members of the tribunal

from different nations.

Baron d'Estournelles, grand-nephew of Benjamin Constant, is one of the most
interesting personalities of the French Chamber of Deputies. He is a man of

large ideas, and strives to act and to lead France always to act upon the highest

human principles. He represents in the chamber the district of Fleche in the

department of Maine ; but he had traveled as a diplomat before his election to the

Chamber of Deputies, and his horizon reaches beyond that of officialdom, with its

crises provoked by the quarrels of the lower factions in Parliament. He is not
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bound to the narrow creed of a petty party catechism, and he strives to advance
the solution of various political and social problems. Moreover, he has received
the good education derived from contact with men and practical affairs. He has
traveled much, has studied civil government extensively, both abroad and at home.
A scholar graduated from the School of Oriental Languages, at the opening of his

career he wrote several interesting books— Country Life in Greece, Galatea, a
translation in modern Greek, and The Organization of Mohammedan Religious
Sects. Admitted, after competitive examination, to the Office of Foreign Affairs,

he was employed at first in the management of consulates, and then in the office

of the minister. The day after the ratification of the Treaty of Berlin he went
abroad as secretary of the commission in charge of fixing the frontier of Monte-
negro. He took the occasion to make a thorough study of Albania, then in a
state of fanatical excitement. Chosen agent for Montenegro, he was almost imme-
diately sent to London as second secretary of the French embassy ; then to Tunis
as first secretary under M. Paul Cambon. During the frequent absences of M.
Cambon he had temporary charge of the embassy, and he brought home from his

stay there an important work, French Government, written in the language of

Tunis, and honored by the French Academy with the Therouanne prize.

After having completed, at the legation in Holland, his studies on colonial

questions, he was, from 1887 to 1889, sub-assistant director in the Office of

Foreign Affairs, in charge of Indo-Chinese and African affairs. Finally, he was
counselor of the embassy, then minister plenipotentiary at London until his

entrance into Pairliament, in 1895.

The election of M. d'Estournelles in Sarthe was a very personal affair, for

he presented himself apart from the local political organizations. His course in

Parliament has also been very independent and very personal. Whether discussing

the military conditions under which the conquest of Madagascar was made, or

recommending the suppression of colonial senators and deputies, citing the example
of England and Holland, he has not been afraid to break a lance over theories

most firmly established in the prejudice of parliamentarians, when such theories

appeared to him contrary to the rules of common-sense. From the first he refused

to flatter the illusions of a vulgar, fanatical patriotism ; and he exhorted his

country to consider seriously and dispassionately the dangers from the competition

of other peoples as a reality in a manner to arouse her, by the use of scientific

means corresponding to her resources, courageously to break away from the sleep-

walking and the routine of self-conceit which still delude so many Frenchmen.
He undertook, in the large cities of the various departments of France, a thorough
campaign of education in the matter of universal suffrage. He discussed the yellow

peril, peace and international arbitration, and accustomed republicans to debate

fearlessly the most acute questions of foreign policy.

Recently he has devoted himself especially to establishing the tribunal pro-

posed by the conference at The Hague, where he was present, in company with

M. Leon Bourgeois, to represent France. The two men are how associated as

French members of the permanent tribunal. At the closing session of The Hague
Conference Baron d'Estournelles made an impressive address, which was chiefly

a prophetic look to the future. " Our work may be discussed and judged too

modestly," he said, " but it will never be doubted that we have worked con-

scientiously for two months and a half. We came to The Hague from all parts of

the globe, without knowing one another, with more of prejudice and of uncertainty

than of hope. Today many prejudices have disappeared, and confidence and
sympathy have arisen among us. It is owing to this concord, born of the devotion

of all of us to the common work we have done, that we have been enabled to

reach the first stage of progress. Little by little it will be universally recognized

that the results obtained cannot be neglected, but that they constitute a fruitful

germ. This germ, however, in order that it may develop, must be the object of

constant solicitude ; and this is the reason why we should all wish and hope that

our conference is not separating forever. It should be the beginning ; it ought not

to be the end. Let us unite in the hope, gentlemen, that our countries, in calling

other conferences such as this, may continue to assist in advancing the cause of

civilization and of peace."
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While on a visit to America two years ago, speaking in Chicago at the cele-

bration of Washington's birthday at the Union League Club, he spoke with much
force on the duty of the republic of the United States and the French republic to
unite their efforts to serve humanity. He recalled the united effort of Washington
and Lafayette at the end of the eighteenth century, and said

:

" It was their spirit which sent the American representation to The Hague
Congress. They who judge things by appearance, the impatient, the anxious, who
imagine that an oak can grow as quickly as a blade of grass, wonder that The
Hague Conference has not yet produced results. Too short a time separates us
from such a work to warrant our judging it. No one can hope to see war made
impossible ; but a great change has come, and this change marks the beginning of
a new era in the world. All the civilized powers have officially recognized the
necessity of establishing an international tribunal. A court of arbitration has been
created. Governments, it is true, are slow to call upon this court ; but public
opinion, enlightened little by little as to its duties and its interests, will soon come
to knock at the door— and it will be Americans and Frenchmen who will hasten
opinion in this direction."

The two years which have followed have shown what a just prophecy this

was. French public opinion, as was revealed so impressively in connection with
the International Peace Congress at Rouen last year, leads the world in this

commanding cause ; and Baron d'Estournelles has himself said that it was the

action of the United States government in referring the Pious Fund case, and
especially the Venezuela case, to The Hague which has done more than anything
else to hasten the use of the court and advance its prestige among the nations.

Finally, M. d'Estournelles instituted the Arbitration Group in the French
Parliament, already so well known, and he presides over it as a master. A
similar Arbitration Group has just been organized in our own Congress. These
various Arbitration Groups constitute the Interparliamentary Union, which this

year holds its meeting in St. Louis, where Baron d'Estournelles will be present.

Last autumn he visited London to speak to the members of the House of Commons
upon the efforts contemplated and desired by the French republicans for the exten-

sion of universal peace by law by the federation of civilized peoples. Utopians

treat Baron d'Estournelles pessimistically, because he constantly preaches prudence

and circumspection to the ardent partisans of international progress. Those who
admire violent race expansion think him visionary, because he believes in the

methodical development of the idea of justice among nations. To most progressive

men he seems very near to wisdom, for he builds patiently the foundations of

what they are glad to believe the positive and judicial diplomacy of the twentieth

century. Few men will come to the Peace Congress in October whom Americans

will be more glad to see and hear.— Circular of the American Committee of the

International Peace Congress.

Notes from Japan.— Students of sociology may be interested in the follow-

ing clippings from the Japan Times, Tokyo, as showing the trend of social reforms

at the present time

:

"Viscount Kano, who lives at Omori [a suburb of Tokyo], is perhaps one of

the most public-spirited peers in Japan. His lordship's residence in the village

mentioned above dates from 1888 ; and, although he was at one time absent in

Kagoshima as governor of that prefecture, he has, during the remainder of the

period from his settlement at Omori up to the present day, labored in a very

praiseworthy manner for the welfare of the villagers. In the first place, to speak

of the more important results of the viscount's labor, he took the lead in organiz-

ing, last year, a credit guild which had 163 members at the end of March last.

In the second place, a scheme for encouraging thrifty habits among the villagers

has been adopted at the instance of the viscount; and there is now practically

no one in the village who can be reproached with being a spendthrift— so, at

least, says a press report. Lastly, a scheme for regularly holding competitive

exhibitions of agricultural products has been adopted by the villagers with the

object of encouraging agricultural improvements as well as of procuring a per-
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manent village fund from the proceeds of the exhibitions— a fund which has
already accumulated to the amount of three or four hundred yen."

" The village of Minamoto, Sambu district, Chiba prefecture, has been
honored with a visit from Baron Kodama, home minister, who went thither in

order to inquire in person into the condition of the communal system of the vil-

lage. The village well deserved this honor, having been reputed for several years
past to be the foremost model village in the whole prefecture. Minamoto is a
respectable village containing a little above 300 families and 1,600 inhabitants.

As in the case of Inatori, a village on the eastern coast of Izu peninsula, of which
we gave a report in these columns some six weeks ago, the merit of having
brought to its present state of comparative perfection the condition of the vil-

lage and villagers must almost wholly rest with the ex-village headman, Mr.
Namiki, who resigned the post in March last after having attended to the vil-

lage affairs for about nine years. This perfection is more manifest in educational

matters than in anything else, every one of the 125 boys who have reached
school age attending school. Of the 102 girls, 88 attend, but most of the

remaining 14 non-attendants are temporarily residing in Minamoto. The school,

too, has permanent funds amounting to about 12,000 yen, and yielding an
income more than sufficient to pay the whole school expenses, although the school

asks not a sen by way of fee from its children. This excellent system of financing

the village education is to be extended to other public affairs, and from the cur-

rent year the village office has started on the work of creating another permanent
fund of 10,000 yen, the interest from which is to be used to meet all the taxes and
rates the villagers have to pay. On the creation of this fund, therefore, the vil-

lagers will be exempt, practically, from paying any public taxes. As might be
expected, no pains are spared to encourage habits of thrift and diligence among
the villagers, while discouraging all practices savoring of extravagance and waste-

fulness, such as giving banquets on the occasion of the enrolment or disbandment
of conscripts. Further, strict sumptuary rules are enforced, and no silk garment
is tolerated. There is something Puritanic in this courageous resolution of the

villagers. Indeed, the parallel may even be extended to religious matters, for the

villagers seem to be zealous Buddhists, judging from the practice they observe of

not killing any living thing while their rice plants are in the process of growing."
—Ernest W. Clement, Tokyo, Japan.

On the Psychology of the Japanese.— An article upon this subject by Ten
Kate appeared in a previous number of Globus. In this article he finds as the

spiritual characteristics of the Japanese race :
" lack of love of truth, lack of

depth of intellectual and emotional life, and inability to grasp abstract ideas ;

"

and as those especially of the Japanese as a nation :
" lack of individuality,

dulness, suggestibility, inconstancy, lack of persistence, and paradoxicalness, to

which the modern traits of vanity and jingoism are added."

The question at once arises : How was it possible, if such are the charac-

teristics of the Japanese, for them to carry through in a single generation

unheard-of innovations and not only not make shipwreck of the venture, but

stand today stronger than ever? It is because of the manifest unfairness and
inadequacy of this judgment that the present writer is constrained, after a resi-

dence of twenty-six years in Japan, as instructor in the University of Tokio and
physician in the greatest hospital of the country, to venture upon an estimate of

the Japanese character.

It is always difficult to come at the inner experiences of a foreign people,

especially one possessing the natural self-restraint and reserve of the Japanese.

In the present case the difficulty is augmented by the fact that the present gener-

ation is an exceptional one, representing a highly transitional stage in the devel-

opment of the national genius. The insular conservatism of forty years ago gave

place to a most precipitous imitation of all things foreign, which was accompanied
by lack of self-confidence and an almost complete holding in abeyance of the

innate tendencies of the race. At the present time the genius of the Japanese

race is reasserting itself ; slavish imitation has given place to discerning eclecti-

cism. Yet so fundamental has the revolution been which has altered the whole
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civilization of the race, and so inevitable the perturbations of the course of the
national and the individual life, that one has no right after a brief observation of
Its present unstable transitional stage to pronounce upon its natural and normal
psychical organization. Only after a generation or two may one venture to pro-
nounce judgment upon the Japanese character as a whole ; but naturally there are
a number of characteristics and peculiarities which may be discerned at the present
time.

The writer has based his estimate of the Japanese, for the reasons mentioned
above, upon observation of the older generation and of the inhabitants of the more
out-of-the-way districts, where what is characteristic of the race may be looked
for. Artisans, coolies, pilgrims, servants, patients, nurses, the language, traditions,
myths, customs, superstitions, have all been studied during more than a score of
years, with a view to an intimate acquaintance with the " soul of the people."

As has already been suggested, if lack of individuality marked the Japan of a
generation ago, it was due to lack of self-confidence in the face of the foreign
models which were bewildering in their revolutionary novelty; but this attitude
has already been exchanged for a growing self-consciousness and independence of
taste and judgment.

Far from being stupid and dull of apprehension, the Japanese artisan is quick,
resourceful, original, and independent. A delightful variety, originality, and humor
pervade Japanese art. Japanese servants and nurses are universally commended
for their intelligence and efficiency. Self-control and unusual kindliness and
regard for others are among the national traits, while a warlike spirit, admiration
of bravery, a universal and intense patriotism, and the acceptance of the leadership
of the yellow races, as of destiny, are well-known characteristics.—E. Balz, " Zur
Psychologic der Japaner," in Globus, November 26, 1903.

E. B. W.

The Yellow Men of Central Africa.— Surprise is often created, not only in
popular, but in scientific circles as well, by the statement that out of a population
of 65,000,000 people in central Africa at least 15 per cent., or a number equal to
the colored population of the United States are not, strictly speaking, negroes at
all, but belong to a yellow, copper-colored race whose skin resembles that of the
American Indians more than the skin of the typical African. Yet such is the
fact, and one sufficiently well known to those who have traveled extensively in the
Dark Continent.

The origin of this strange circumstance, like the problem of the origin of the
pygmies of the same region, is difficult of solution. Four reasonable hypotheses
present themselves: (i) spontaneous evolution; (2) local variation; (3) recent

admixture of foreign blood ; (4) ancient admixture of foreign blood. In regard

to the first two hypotheses, a careful search fails to reveal any environmental con-

ditions pointing to a gradual lightening of color. It is worthy of note that these

copper-colored Africans do not occur as segregated communities, but are found
scattered throughout the various tribes of the great Bantu region. The lighter skin

is not the only characteristic distinguishing them from their neighbors. Greater

dignity and keener intelligence, as well as a more sensitive nervous organization

and a somewhat different cranial structure, are among their peculiarities.

The absence of traditions of white ancestry, their total unlikeness to Arabs
or to Portuguese half-breeds of the east coast, their wide dissemination through-

out central Africa, all point to a remote rather than a recent mixture of races.

It is probable that these copper-hued Africans are the result of the mingling,

centuries ago, of the three great waves of migration which peopled the continent,

sweeping in at intervals from the northeast and extending gradually southward

and westward. Of these, the first settled Egypt and may have passed southward ;

the second built the Pyramids; the third occurred after the rise of Muhammed
and produced effects still discernible. Each migration-group was probably lighter

in color than the preceding one, and the commingling of the descendants of later

comers with the offspring of earlier groups would suffice to produce at least six

distinct ethnic classes, with many more subsequently formed. All of these may
be seen in the tribes of Africa today.— Samuel P. Verner, in American Anthro-

pologist, July-September, 1903. E. B. W.
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Education's Drift Westward.— A question which is attracting great
interest in the educational world at the present time is the reported gain in enrol-
ment of the colleges and universities of the middle West at the expense of eastern
educational institutions. President Henry S. Pritchett of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology in a recent interview asserted that " the increasing cost of
living at the eastern colleges is driving men of the West to home institutions, and
consequently these latter are growing more rapidly than their eastern rivals."
Whether this statement is true or not, a table of statistics compiled by Mr. Rudolph
Tombo, Jr., registrar of Columbia University, and published in the Boston
Transcript, is very suggestive. " In almost all cases," says that paper, " the
western colleges showed a distinct gain, while some of the most prominent of
eastern universities showed a loss or very slight increase. The figures given by
Mr. Tombo are approximately those for November last, and are as accurate as is

possible to get them, all being obtained from proper officials of the several
universities."

The figures as given show the registration of twenty of the leading universi-
ties of the country: University of California, University of Chicago, Columbia,
Cornell, Harvard, University of Illinois, University of Indiana, Johns Hopkins,
Leland Stanford Junior, University of Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, University
of Nebraska, Northwestern, Ohio State University, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Syra-
cuse, Wisconsin, and Yale. The general gain throughout the country is not as
marked as it was last year. Several of the larger institutions have shown a dis-

tinct loss, and in very rare instances has the general increase been as large as the
year previous at any institution. The universities of California, Illinois, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin all show a gain in the total registration.

Leland Stanford Junior remains practically the same as last year. Chicago, Indi-
ana, Nebraska, and Northwestern are the western colleges to lose in the total

registration. But President Pritchett's contention is illustrated by these latter, for
Leland Stanford Junior, University of Indiana, and Northwestern have all gained
in their undergraduate schools, showing that the tendency of the students to enter
home institutions is first felt in the undergraduate schools. The other colleges to

gain are Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Cornell, Columbia, Harvard,
Yale, and Syracuse. Of these. Harvard and Johns Hopkins show a loss in
undergraduates. The figures of 457 for Indiana and 312 for Michigan, the gain
in the undergraduates, and 700 for Illinois and 337 for Wisconsin, in total regis-

tration increase, are unapproached in the eastern colleges, with the exception of
Harvard, which shows a total gain of 545. The middle West, as shown, seems to

be profiting most by the westward tendency of education. All these are state

institutions with abundant funds, with tuition but a nominal sum.
An examination of figures at Harvard shows that the increase of 545 in the

total registration is mainly accounted for in the summer school, which increased

447, occasioned probably by the National Educational Association convention.
The law school gained almost 100, while the department of medicine, college

department, and Lawrence Scientific School all decreased. The divinity and
graduate schools gained slightly. Columbia shows an increase, which, like Har-
vard, is almost entirely accounted for by the increase at the summer session of 358.
The law school decreased 81, the medical school 100, at both of which the entrance
conditions were made more rigorous. The graduate school increased more than
100. Chicago's decrease of about 150 is mainly in the college department and in

the school of medicine. The gain at the University of Michigan is in great part
in the scientific and summer schools. The law, pharmacy, and dentistry faculties

show a falling off. The slight increase in the University of California is mainly in

the professional schools. The college department also shows a loss.

The University of Illinois, which shows a gain of over 700, has taken in the
Chicago College of Dental Surgery during the year, which fact answers for much
of the gain. The scientific and agricultural school has made considerable gains,

and the medical school a slight increase. At the University of Minnesota there
has been a gain, especially in the college of agriculture. The male students have
decreased, but the women more than correspondingly increased. The scientific
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schools show an increase, but the professional schools have generally decreased.
Though Cornell has increased slightly in her total, there has been a falling off in
the college, and in the medical and graduate schools. Wisconsin has made good
gains in every department, with the exception of the law and graduate faculties.
Yale's gains are to be found in the college, scientific school, and the department of
forestry. The law, divinity, and art schools have declined in numbers. Prince-
ton shows a decrease in the number of those in the " academic " courses, with a
more than proportionate gain in the scientific departments. Northwestem's
decrease is especially due to a falling off in the departments of medicine and
dentistry. Increased tuition charges and higher standards of admission are put
forward as causes. Pennsylvania shows a net gain. The college and scientific

schools have increased, while the departments of law and dentistry have fallen off.

The other colleges in the list show but slight changes in either direction.

Growing favor of the sciences.— A comparison of the departments shows
several striking facts. There has been a general increase in the enrolment in the
scientific schools of the country, showing the growing favor of the scientific edu-
cation at the expense of the classics or the liberal arts. The medical schools, on
the contrary, have very generally decreased. Mr. Tombo accounts for this on the

ground of the increased cost of procuring a medical education, together with the
increased requirements and the long time necessary to become Uioroughly equipped
for the profession.

Mr. Tombo gives as the total tabulated result of his inquiry : The universities

gaining in total attendance are California, 14; Cornell, 157; Harvard, 545;
Columbia, 401 ; Johns Hopkins, 25 ; University of Michigan, 162 ; University of

Minnesota, 45; University of Missouri, 132; University of Pennsylvania, 95;
Princeton, 89; Syracuse University, 187; Wisconsin, 337; Yale, 186; and the

University of Illinois, a little more than 700. The following universities show
losses in total attendance: University of Chicago, 150; University of Indiana,

30 ; Leland Stanford Junior, 8 ; University of Nebraska, 42 ; and Northwestern

135-

In the undergraduate attendance, in which is reckoned the college of arts and
scientific schools, the following have gained : University of California, 58

;

Columbia, 103 ; Cornell, 79 ; University of Indiana, 457 ; Leland Stanford Junior,

29; University of Michigan, 312; University of Minnesota, 64; Northwestern,

106; Pennsylvania, 151; Princeton, 66; Syracuse, 153; Wisconsin, 227; and
Yale, 131. The institutions which have lost are: University of Chicago, 61;

Harvard, 36 ;
Johns Hopkins, 4 ; University of Missouri, 88 ; and University of

Nebraska, 184.— Quoted from Public Opinion.

Monopoly and the Struggles of Classes.— The recent extension of the

principle of monopoly, both in the practice of the trusts on the one hand, and

in that of the trade unions on the other, has brought prominently into the field of

discussion the nationalization of industry on a socialistic model. Now that free

competition has been driven from the field in many branches of industry, it is

admitted that its action tended toward progress and a rude approach to honesty

in the sharing of products such as monopoly altogether precludes.

The conclusion, however, that socialism is the only cure for monopoly is

premature, for the trade union, although it may appear friendly to socialism, is in

principle opposed to it. Indeed, it is probable that that regulation of monopoly

which is the chef desideratum at present will be the line along which the issue

will be persistently fought out. There are many anti-monopolists in the land who
will fight effectively for a few things and then stop, leaving the pronounced

socialist to continue his fight unaided. The reason for the probable conservative

attitude of the trade union is not difficult to discover. If organization causes

some workingmen to thrive partly at the expense of others, there are limits to the

extent of the co-operation between the more and the less favored classes. It is

commonly said that trade organizations are monopolies ; and, if the statement is

true, there must be something about the working of them that is contrary, not

only to the public interest, but to the interest of the remainder of the working
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class itself. " Give us an advance in wages, and charge it to the public," is often
the demand, tacitly or openly expressed, of union men in the employ of the trusts.

It is often to the advantage of a monopoly to share its spoils with its employees.
Would trade-unionists, then, consent to the plan of sweeping away the whole

system of private industry, and putting everybody into the employment of the
state, which would have to treat them all alike? Favored trades would lose by
such a democratic leveling. The government could pay high wages for short
hours in a few trades, since, if they were run at a loss, it could collect the deficit

by imposing new taxes, or by raising prices ; but only by making industries
phenomenally productive could the state give large pay to everybody ; and with
the " go-easy " plan of labor which a government would be forced to adopt, he
would be a sanguine man indeed who would expect such an increase of pro-
ductivity. Such an ultra-democratic program as socialism proposes may not be
expected to appeal strongly to those whom monopoly gains have raised above the
common level of immigrant and unskilled, or at least unorganized laborers.

Thus the ultimate triumph of socialism is less to be apprehended, in view of
this analysis of the situation, than are certain immediate evils involved in the
rule of monopoly, which a wise treatment may be expected to remove.— John
Bates Clark, in Political Science Quarterly, December, 1903.

E. B. W.

The American Trust.— Although agriculture is still the leading branch of
industry in America, both in point of capital invested and the number of persons
engaged, yet the enormous growth of large businesses engaged in manufacture
and transportation has marked that country as pre-eminently the home of capital-

ism proper. The chief significance of this fact lies in the direction which capital-

istic enterprise has taken ; it is the common goods and services required by all

that are controlled by powerful trusts and combinations.
The prime economic facts and forces which account for the growth of the

trust are the control of natural sources of supply, the tariff, franchises and patent
laws, and, finally, the power exercised by gigantic established businesses to repress
incipient competition of outside capital.

The railroad system is the first of two distinctive features which mark
America as the stronghold of unrestrained capitalism. It is the railroads, more
than the tariff, which, in point of fact, have been " the mother of trusts." With
their intimate connection with extractive and manufacturing processes, in which
their influence is often all-powerful, and their rapid concentration into a few large

units, they form the true center of gravity in the economic system of America.
The second distinctive characteristic is the domination of the financier over

industry. Whether a banker who has entered industry, or an industrial magnate
who has moved into the wider world of finance, it is he who forms and reforms
corporations, holds, speculates in, and manipulates stocks and shares, and wields
the greatest financial influence in the history of the world.

Although the number of capitalists, or investors, is increasing, the control,

and probably the ownership, of the bulk of capital is passing into fewer hands

;

for the great financiers are becoming to a larger extent than before permanent
owners of large portions of the more profitable businesses which they finance.

The attitude of the American people toward the trust is a characteristic one

;

if some sort of semblance of competition, of fair wages and fair treatment, and of

moderate prices prevails, the general temper seems to favor a policy of laissez

faire. It is only by some acute situation, such as the recent coal strike, that

America is brought up suddenly against the essential inefficiency of her federal

constitution; for the radical difficulty consists in the fact that the great majority
of the trusts are not directly amenable to federal legislation or administrative
control. The theory on which the present administration is working seems to be
that the stretching of the constitutional power " to regulate commerce ....
among the several states " so as to include compulsory disclosure of accounts,

prevention of railroad discrimination, and of predatory competition, will be suffi-

cient to obviate the dangers to which the country is exposed by the existence of
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the trusts. Publicity is an excellent condition to impose upon commerce, but, if
trusts are m any sense a natural product of existing economic forces it will
facilitate rather than impede their growth and strength. The other notion', that of
forcing competition upon businesses whose interests and tendencies favor com-
bination, is destined equally to prove futile. The real significance of the trust
situation lies, as has already been pointed out, in the economic facts of control of
supply, the tariff, patents and franchises, and, finally, the power of massed
capital.— J. A. Hobson, in Economic Review for January, 1904.

E. B. W.

Theory of Knowledge of Primitive Thought.— The philosophy of practical
life distinguishes the ideas of human consciousness as subjective and objective

;

dreams, hallucinations, etc., on the one hand, and solid, liquid, and gaseous bodies^
on the other. But the assumption that the opposition between subjective and
objective is one which cannot be bridged over has long ago been given up by
science, which explains the apparent opposition by asserting the original sub-
jectivity of ideas and their derived objectivity, or vice versa.

In the primitive philosophies, however, the distinction was not drawn between
the subjective and the objective, but rather between the tangible and the intangible,
the existent and the non-existent, the material and the immaterial. For it is clear
that mankind would have succumbed if it had made no distinction between per-
ception, dreams, apparances, etc., and the theory of knowledge has developed in
necessarily close relations to the other sides of the spiritual life.

The idea of the deception of the senses was lacking in primitive man, although
self-preservation forced him to distinguish between the branch and its reflection
in the water. To him, however, each was real ; the one belonged to the world of
tangible things subject to his will, the other to the realm of the intangible and
the immaterial. Smoke, mist, and air in motion have played a major role in the
evolution of notions of the immaterial world. The grayish-white or black of mist
or smoke furnishes a basis for ideas of ghosts, while, on a somewhat higher plane,

spiritual beings lose visibility and finally, according to a still more advanced con-
ception, are deprived also of extension and localization in space.

In a similar way, the savage mind reckoned shadows, dreams, and visions as

real, but immaterial manifestations, and in no sense as subjective in our use of the
term. Natural selection has obviously resulted in the survival of only those men
who distinguished between the object and its appearance— shadow, reflection, or
picture. Pictures and images, to the savage mind, are closely connected with the

immaterial world ; they are oftenest representations of the gods or of departed
ancestors or ancestral spirits.

The fanciful and mythical compositions of the savage are, at least to him,

neither fanciful nor mythical ; they are a sober, traditional account of the imma-
terial. Today poetry is for us the play of the imagination, it is purely subjective

;

but in primitive times such was not altogether the case ; it was in part a very

real report of that which transcended the senses. {To be concluded.)— P. Beck,
" Erkenntnistheorie des primitiven Denkens," in Zeltschrift fUr Philosophic und
philosophische Kritik, Vol. CXXIII, No. 2 (1904). E. B. W.

Immigration and the Public Health.— The popular belief that immigration

constitutes a menace to the public health is not without foundation. With the

change in the racial character of immigration, most marked in the past decade, a

pronounced deterioration in the general physique of the immigrants, and a much
higher percentage of loathsom^ and dangerous disease, are noticeable. Thousands

of immigrants of poor physique are recorded as such by the medical inspectors at

Ellis Island, but under the present law they must be admitted unless it appears

that the physical defect noted will make the immigrant a public charge; and,

owing to the latitude allowed by the phrase " likely to become a public charge,"

the poor physique is usually overlooked.

The real danger to the public health is greatly increased by the fact that those

classes of immigrants whose vitality is lowest are the ones which congregate in the
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sweat-shop districts of the great cities, where they swell the population of the
various filthy and infected, though perhaps picturesque, foreign " quarters " which
constitute today the greatest existing menace to the public health.

If we debar any undesirable class of immigrants under the law, we should
endeavor to make the law as nearly perfect as possible and debar all undesirable
classes. The wording of the law should be definite enough to make the medical
certificate of poor physique equivalent to deportation, not only in the case of

unskilled laborers, as at present, but of skilled laborers as well. This require-

>nent of a definite physical standard could be exacted without undue hardship of

all unmarried males, within certain age limits, as, for instance, eighteen to forty-

five. In regard to families, comprising women, children, and old men, in addition

to males of the specified age, each family should be required to have at least one
member constituting its chief support who could comply with the physical require-

ments of the law.— Dr. Allan McLaughlin, in Popular Science Monthly,
January, 1904. E. B, W.

The Scientific Department of Police in Italy.— This department, which this

year became a state institution, has an important bearing on the progress of

modern criminology. For a long time the Italian scholars Lombroso, Ferri, Rossi,

Ferriani, and others, have demanded a police system which should embody in its

administration the new scientific principles of criminal anthropology.

In June, 1902, we proposed to the director-general of public safety a practical

course in scientific police administration for the officers of the police department,
and from October to December such a course was given, and was attended by
almost all the police commissaries and under-commissaries of the capital. The
object of instruction was not only somatic and anthropometric descriptions,

photography, the study of external characteristics, etc., but also, and especially,

anthropological and psychological description and instruction in the scientific

criteria employed in a rational system of police administration. The importance
and the necessity of this instruction having been demonstrated, the course has
been placed on a permanent basis, and required of students choosing a career in

the department of police administration.

The work of the course consists in special training in the measurement and
description of criminals, by the use of the Bertillon system, by photography, and
by the preparation of exhaustive biographical tables in which every fact useful

for the identification or treatment of the prisoner is recorded. The instruction

is made thoroughly practical by actual laboratory exercises upon different kinds of

criminals. The laboratory is equipped with every mechanical and technical device

useful in the practice of criminal anthropology. One of the exercises frequently

required of students is the selection, from a group of from 100 to 600 photographs,

of the person described in a brief circular telegram such as the police send out,

containing the salient characteristics of the criminal in question. The writing of

such telegrams is also included in the instruction.

The new biographical table, containing a most exhaustive account of every

prisoner, will go into effect January i, 1904. With this reform, scientific measure-

ment and scientific personal description and history will form an essential part

of police administration throughout Italy.— Salvator Ottolenghi, " Das wissen-

schaftliche Polizeiwesen in Italien," translated into German by Lieutenant
ToNNELLi, in Archiv fiir Kriminal-Anthropologie und Kriminalistik, December,

1903. E. B. W.

The First (French) National Anti-alcoholic Congress.— This congress was
held from Monday to Thursday, October 26-29 inclusive, in the great amphitheater

of the Academy of Medicine at Paris. The remarkable, one might say the unique,

ground of unity and of understanding which the struggle against alcohol offers,

has resulted in the organization of a common effort against the national enemy,
on the part of champions come from the most opposite parts of the country. For
the magnitude of its labors, the intelligence of its discussions, and the perfect

harmony that prevailed throughout its sessions, this congress has merited the

greatest admiration.
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The president, M. Cheysson, stated at the opening session the two parts into
which the work of the congress would be divided: (i) an inventory of efforts
put forth up to the present, in order to determine the precise state of the question

;

(2) the plan of campaign to be followed in remedying the evil. Among the
agencies already at work, the following may be mentioned : the National League
Against Alcoholism, the French Anti Alcoholic Union, the Blue Cross, the Asso-
ciation of Temperance Youth, the League of Railway Employees, the League of
Avranches, the White Cross, and the White Cross of Picardy— the last two
Catholic societies which already have committees in forty-one departments. M.
Casimir-Perier, the honorary president of the congress, then delivered an address,
in which, among other things, he said :

" We consider alcohol as a very precious
agent of force and of light. But we demand that it be placed in lamps and
motors, and not in stomachs."

The remaining sessions were devoted largely to discussions of practical

methods of work. Much was made of the educative value of placards displayed
in public places containing aphorisms such as :

" Yes, alcohol is a food, a food
of the first rank. Is is not the food which feeds the hospitals, the insane asylums,
the prisons, etc. ? " Many commendable experiments in the establishment of
temperance restaurants and cafes have been made, not only by temperance socie-

ties, but in some cases by the managers of large industrial plants in connection
with their works. Government, it was felt, could do much by a careful limitation

of the number of licenses issued, and by a strict divorcing of liquor-selling from
every other branch of retail business ; by financial aid given to temperance
societies, and by the preservation of the " neutral zone " around public institu-

tions. Captain Periand spoke of his attempts at antialcoholic education in the

Ninetieth regiment of infantry. Local option also received the approval of the

congress. M. Eugene Rostand, of the Institute, took as his subject " The Defense
of Popular Savings against its Worst Enemy— Alcoholism." The large possi-

bilities of effective work by those who direct commerce and industry were
emphasized, and the advantages of a change in the present system of paying all

the employees of a factory on Saturday night were pointed out. Much drunken-

ness and much want on the part of families could be prevented by paying the

men in squads at different times during the week.

One of the last addresses of the congress was an eloquent appeal by Mgr.

Latty, bishop of Chalons. He dispelled all doubt as to the meaning of the term
" abstinence," defining it as the total suppression of all consumption of alcohol,

under whatsoever form it presented itself, with an exception, of course, in cases

of sickness and medical prescription. This definition received the approval and

sanction of the congress.

After unanimously voting the establishment of a national federation, in which

all the different societies should have a proportional representation, and the

appointment of a permanent bureau, the congress adjourned.— Marie Duclos,

"Le premier congres national antialcoolique," in La reforme sociale, January, 1904.

E. B. W.

Trade Agreements.—Trade agreements are based on the principle of "col-

lective bargaining," which is a comparatively new name for an old and familiar

practice. As long as business corporations have existed and stockholders have

delegated powers to boards of directors, who in turn have selected business

managers, so long the principle has been in operation on the part of employers.

Yet even today, when trade agreements are becoming so common, here and there

some business manager, oppointed to do the collective bargaining of a corporation,

will refuse to recognize the similarly appointed representative bargainers of the

employees, and will insist that he cannot deal with a committee, but must deal

with the individual members of the body of employees. The absurdity is evident

when conditions are reversed and a committee of employees is imagined which,

having gained some advantage, refuses to adjust conditions of work with any but

the individual stockholders.

In the formation of agreements or contracts between associations of employers
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and of employees, Great Britain is about twenty-five years older and richer in

experience than this country. But whether in Great Britain, on the continent, or
in America, the great majority of those who have tested the trade agreement are
pronounced in their indorsement of it. It operates for the prevention of strikes

both by its substitution of arbitration and conciliation, and by its education of
employees who thus less often make ignorant and unfair demands upon employers.
It brings but the best intelligence of the trade unions and affords them a practical

training in business methods and co-operation in industry which will prove a
valuable substitute for socialistic tendencies.

With the establishment of the principle that each individual member of a
contracting union, whether it is incorporated or not, is liable for damages result-

ing from a breach of a contract, the practical value of trade agreements is still

further enhanced.— Carroll D. Wright, in Quarterly Review, December-March.
E. B. W.

Social Suggestion and the State.— The nineteenth century permitted indi-

vidual initiative to develop and to substitute its action' for that of the state. But
did it not go too far in wishing to reduce the role of the latter to that of the police
which arrests the criminal and thus protects life and property ? Recent discoveries
in psychology enable us to see the function of the state in a new light. Suggesti-
bility, so necessary in creating and conserving societies, may in certain cases
become a peril. A glance at some of the many evils which actually threaten our
civilization will reveal the preponderating influence of suggestion and the desira-
bility of state intervention as a preventive measure.

The passion for gambling is one of the most harmful to society. A simple
study of the psychology of gaming will prove the stupidity of the hope which
some indulge that the mere proclamation of the truth by voluntary societies will

result in the spontaneous abandonment of the evil. Men play, not from reason,

but by imitation ; they see someone play and win, they hear the talk of the
casino, and forthwith the passion to play and win is upon them. Without doubt,
by instruction and by inculcating from infancy the habit of reflection, one can
diminish the importance of suggestion ; but it is impossible, and moreover would
be vastly undesirable, to suppress this inherent quality of the human soul. What
is necessary is to remove the circumstances which favor the operation of dangerous
suggestions. Thus, public gambling, with all the brilliant attractions which are
provided in order to gather a crowd of spectators, should be forbidden. By this

means, gambling as an open and spectacular institution, and consequently a power-
ful suggestive agency, would be done away with, and much of its evil would cease.

The suggestive solicitation to debauchery which is being offered constantly by
immoral literature, by pictures, and by veiled advertisements in the press is

another instance of suggestion dangerous to the public welfare. It calls for the
addition to the list of misdemeanors of all sorts of public inducements to debauch-
ery. The kleptomaniac is another highly suggestible unfortunate who could be
kept, many times, from indulging his abnormal passion by adequate regulations

providing for uniformed guards in the great stores, in place of disguised detectives,

whose work is deficient on the preventive side.

Alcoholism offers still another example of suggestive contagion. The state

is guilty in not protecting the man addicted to drink against himself, in not
defending his family, and, if he has committed an offense, in making him suffer

the penalty with common-law criminals, instead of placing him in a special asylum
where he may be able to recover. The state could effectually reduce the sug-

gestions which favor the spread of this evil, by diminishing the number of places

for the sale of liquor— a plan which has everywhere been followed by a corre-

sponding diminution in consumption.
The public press, the greatest of the media of suggestion, is doing an immense

amount of harm, not only by accepting the insertions of unscrupulous advertisers,

but also by the simple reporting of facts. Well-known epidemics of crime or of

anarchistic activity might be instanced in this connection. Only with the sup-
pression of anarchistic declamations and appeals to violence has crime of this

sort been checked.
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From these examples we may conclude that the theory of laissez-faire,
laissez-passer, has had its day. If one admits that a flourishing state cannot
exist without strong and healthy individualities, then it is a prime necessity to
protect them against the thousand dangers to which a too great suggestibility
exposes them.— Dr. Felix Regnault, " La suggestion sociale devant I'Etat,"
in La Revue, December 15, 1903. E, B_ \Y_

The Increase of the Gifted.— Among primitive peoples there are many social
reasons such as an increase in the fighting strength of the tribe, which make
the rearing of many children especially desired. Among the poorer por-
tions of present-day industrial communities the increase to the family income
by the work of children offers an economic inducement to rear large families.
But among the well-to-do of our day neither the social nor the economic motive
is operative, and purely personal and ideal ones must be relied upon to take their
place. The success of the individual is no longer connected with the founding of
a large family, and it even acts in many instances as a hindrance to assuming
the burdens of a family at all. In order to secure data for a study of the rela-
tions obtaining between the possession of unusual ability and the rate of propa-
gation, 1 have instituted an inquiry regarding the size of the families of the most
successful living men of Holland.

The entire significance of this problem rests upon three presuppositions

:

(i) Psychical characteristics may be inherited. Physical heredity can scarcely
be doubted ; both materialistic monism and psychophysical parallelism compel us
to assume the existence of physic heredity. (2) Individuals are unequal in their
inheritance of psychic traits. It is not possible to attribute all these differences
to the influences of environment and of individual history. (3) Different human
types do not propagate uniformly. It is therefore of importance to discover
whether the most efficient transmit their traits to many or to few descendants.

We may describe as the " gifted " all those whose emotional, volitional, and
intellectual traits rise above the average level ; but, for purposes of simplification,

it seemed better to confine my inquiries to a particular group of the gifted, namely,
to the " successful." Although success in some cases may possibly come without
the possession of ability, yet, in general, socially valuable qualities win, in the

long run, social recognition. Such traits as persistence, industry, self-control,

concentration, and practical insight are as truly gifts as any.

Inquiries were addressed to 800 of the most successful men of Holland who
are comprised in the following classes: (i) pure sciences (professions, etc.);

(2) artists; (3) applied sciences (physicians, professional men, etc.) ; (4) officials;

(S) merchants, manufacturers, etc. Replies were received from 300 or three-

eighths of the total number. If three-eighths of the ablest men of a country show
a marked peculiarity, the results should certainly justify the investigation. It was
found that of the successful men fifty years of age or older (those under this age

being for the moment excluded in order to make possible a fair comparison of the

number of children in their families with the number in their parents' families)

the children per family ranged from an average of four in the case of the artists

and officials, to five for the applied scientists and the merchants ; whereas in the

case of the parents of these same successful men the number of children ranged

from six in the families which produced the artists, to seven and a half in the

families from which the merchants sprang.

Thus we find in all five categories the same result. The men who achieve

complete success in life, rear a significantly smaller number of children than their

parents. Further investigations also show that the successful men of former gen-

erations left more children tHan those of the present time. The cause of this

falling-off is apparently not at all a physiological one, but is found to a large extent

in the late marriages, the absorption in the making of a career, and the voluntary

restriction of the size of the family.— Dr. S. R. Stein metz, " Der Nachwuchs der

Begabten," in Zeitschrift fur Socialwissenschaft, January, 1904.

Settlement Ideals.— Three things seem to be contained in the settlement

ideal: the first is a spirit of genuine neighborliness ; the second, a very strong
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sense of civic duty— of responsibility for the good administration of the district

;

and the third, a sense of responsibility for the standard of life among the neigh-
bors. At present in most settlements several difficulties are met with in attempt-
ing to realize this ideal. ( i ) Many of the residents do not come to " settle," but
to spend a limited number of months, in the hope of doing a little and learning
much. (2) Nearly every settlement is compelled through periodical statistical

reports to justify its existence in the eyes of outside subscribers. (3) From
these two facts of transient workers, and tabulated reports, there follows, as a
necessary evil, the widespread tendency to employ machinery in order to produce
effects.

In order to influence the civic ideals of the neighborhood, the settlement
should have representatives on the local administrative boards of the district. In
this way, as in no other, the settlement can come into effective touch with the poli-

ticians and representative men of the district. Their confidence must be gained
and a mutual understanding established. It is clear that the defects of what may
be called the short-service system are fatal to success in this line of endeavor.
Another serious defect of this system is that it tends to destroy the settlement
proper, and to substitute for it a training college.

In furthering the other ideals of the settlement, a natural and, so far as may
be, an equal relationship of mutual friendliness is necessary. This can best be
brought about by common work— co-operation of some kind, or association for a
common end, as, for example, membership in a Friendly Society, or in clubs
organized by the settlement, or in co-operative study classes. Here, too, permanent
residence is essential, for no ordinary being can leave his mark on two or three
hundred boys or men in a year or two years. Opportunities for natural visiting

in the neighborhood should be used much more frequently than at present.

The essential point is not definite and organized undertakings or machinery,
but what has been called " undifferentiated helpfulness." Everything depends on
the extent to which we can enter into natural relations with the people of all

kinds whom we find around us, so that progress and mutual understanding and
sympathy may result. Very few definite branches of activity have been insisted on.

We have cut out many things that are the pride of many settlements ; but I

believe the ideal can be better realized without them. Why should a settlement

run a common lodging-house, or a hospital, or a vacation school, or a mission, or
an elaborate system of evening classes? They may be all excellent works, but
they really do not concern us. Of course, our annual reports will suffer ; but
reports often lead to a false attitude, an unhealthy selfconsciousness, and a ten-

dency to rely more and more on mechanical action, because it produces more strik-

ing results.

Although the number of so-called settlements has largely increased, we must
not lose sight of the fact, disheartening as it may be, that many of them are

training-colleges, not settlements at all, and that no real attempt has been made
to realize the settlement ideal except by a few scattered individuals. So long as

90 per cent, of the residents turn their backs on the colony as soon as they have
gained enough experience to begin to be valuable, no very extensive results may
be hoped for.— E. J. Urwick, in Charity Organisation Review (London), Decem-
ber, 1903. E. B. W.

Social Extension of Our Public Schools.— Our large, expensive school

buildings which have cost some millions of dollars are used only one-fourth of

the time that other buildings are utilized. At the same time, they are the most
attractive, if not the only elevating, places of resort in many districts of the city

where clean, well-ventilated and well-heated rooms are difficult to find.

The Chicago Society for School Extension, in its Handbook for 1903 and 1904,

has pointed out both the real meaning and method of school extension, and the

difficulties which have confronted its adoption. Under the first head, the object of

the society is declared to be the bringing* about of " all such uses and extensions

of school buildings and grounds as will tend to improve the civic life of the com-
munity "—as, for example, properly equipped playgrounds, gardens, baths, gym-
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nasia, vacation and evening schools, concerts, free lecture courses, neighborhood
meetings, parents' clubs, etc.—" with the ultimate aim of infusing the whole
scheme into the regular educational system and making it an integral part thereof."

In the schools where attempts to put this policy into practice have been made,
the results seem to be most encouraging. In two of the public schools great inter-
est has been aroused in literary, dramatic, and art societies, and in cooking, sewing,
dressmaking, printing, and stenography classes. In the Ghetto a People's Edu-
cational League has held weekly meetings, which have been both popular and
educational. The talents of the neighborhood are freely drawn upon in arranging
these meetings, and the diverse accomplishments of the polyglot population give
them a special interest and character. Men and women who almost never leave
their cramped homes attend, and their eager faces, as well as the fact that it
has been necessary to turn away as many again as could be admitted, bear signifi-
cant witness to the possibilities of such meetings. In fourteen other schools par-
ents' and citizens' clubs have been organized.

The greatest difficulty met with at present is the rates which the board of
education requires for the use of school buildings. As soon as the finances of the
board will permit it, a reduction will prove of immense help in the movement. By
means of meetings, addresses, reports, and exhibitions, the Society for School
Extension hopes to spread abroad the knowledge of what is being thought and done
along the line of school extension.— The Commons (Chicago), February, 1904.

E. B. W.

The Belgian Labor Colonies.— The problem of the unemployed is in large
measure a problem of the unemployable. The present tendency in industry is

toward a high average standard of wages and efficiency, which those whom a
weakness for drink, a lurking shiftlessness, or inferior physical or mental powers
handicap cannot attain to. Employers cannot be expected to make it a part of
their business policy to employ such inefficient laborers as an act of philanthropy,
nor it is wise or just to treat as criminals those members of this class who take
to vagrancy or begging. Belgium, in her system of labor colonies, has, for a
generation past, been employing a vastly better system.

Near Antwerp there are three great colonies for men, the largest numbering
from four to five thousand, while at Bruges there are two similar institutions for
women. The key to the success of the system in Belgium is found in the power
conferred by law upon the Juges de paix to order the detention of the person
found to be unwilling or unable to maintain his place in the ranks of industry.

But although by this compulsory feature, the system avoids the weaknesses of
voluntary colonies, yet, on the other hand, every care is taken to avoid treating the

colonists as criminals. They are not closely guarded, and if a man escapes and
succeeds in establishing and maintaining himself in normal economic relations to

society, he is left undisturbed. If such a runaway should resume his former ways
and should again be sent to the colony, any further attempt at escape would be
punished by the director of the colony. The work and the discipline maintained

have had a most beneficial effect upon the colonists ; they are cheerful and efficient,

and lead a fairly comfortable life, free from the peculiar temptations and the com-
petition which they have been unable to withstand in the twentieth-century world

of industry outside. The aim is to make the colonies self-sufficing, and to this

end the number of industries carried on is determined by the needs of the colonies

themselves. Practically everything consumed is grown or manufactured within

their limits.

Long terms, varying from one to five years, are found necessary in order, to

insure any degree of success in the work of reformation. Habits of idleness and

shiftlessness cannot be exchanged for industry and technical skill in a few months.

In order to stimulate interest, a very small money wage is paid in addition to the

maintenance of the workmen. If personal and religious influences were brought

to bear, probably even greater results could be achieved.

From the financial standpoint, the cost to the state is about six-pence a day

for every " able-bodied " man in the largest of these colonies, and a shilling for the
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aged and infirm. This includes the entire capital cost of the buildings, and of
the reclamation of the land, beyond the comparatively small sum originally paid
for the property, and also the whole cost of the staff and its pensions. As about
half of this sum represents the wages or bonus paid to the colonist, the actual
net cost to the state is reduced to about £5 per head a year, as against £16 in
an average English country workhouse, or £22 in an English local prison, or £28
in a convict prison. Both the latter figures, be it noted, do not include the capital
cost.— H. J. ToRR, in Economic Review, January, 1904.

E. B. W.

Sociology and the Social Sciences.—The Revue Internationale de sociologie
announced last autumn a series of lectures which would be given at the School
of Social Studies at Paris, upon the relation of sociology to the various social
sciences. These lectures, followed by discussions, commenced last December.
We give here a resume of the first three, and our intention is to do the same
for those which follow them.

" General Introduction," lecture by E. Durkheim.— Shall sociology continue to
be a philosophical synthesis of social life in accordance with the fundamental
bonds which unite and the laws which embrace social phenomena? Or shall
sociology, on the contrary, break itself up into separate sciences, for purposes of
specialization? To Comte sociology was essentially the study, not of definite
parts, but of the social whole which possesses a character of its own. His dis-
ciples have only reproduced the thought of the master without making progress
for the science. But why should sociology consist of a single problem? Social
facts are complex realities and do not readily yield the general laws of sociality

;

there is need for the study of each category separately. If sociology wishes to
live, it ought to renounce the philosophical character which it owes to its origin,
and approach concrete realities by means of special researches, thereby acquiring
precision and objectivity.

Lecture by G. Tarde.— Sociology ought to be the science and not the phi-
losophy of social facts. The several social sciences, with their comparisons of
different classes of facts, are in need of being themselves compared. This com-
parison of comparisons would be sociology. The division of labor among the
social sciences which M. Durkheim emphasizes must be supplemented by the syn-
thesis of these different sciences. For this purpose the aid of intermental
psychology is indispensable. It ought to be to the social sciences what the study
of the cell is to the biological sciences. Running throughout social phenomena
there is this common element, this inter-psychological character. There are two
categories of social facts to be studied : (i) the groups of persons which act inter-

mentally (families, classes, nations)
; (2) the groups of actions (languages, cus-

toms, institutions). Thanks to intermental psychology, sociology will be able to be
a central science, and not merely a common name given to a bundle of social

sciences.
" Relation of Sociology to Ethnography," lecture by Maxime Kovalewsky.

—

Ethnography furnishes material for the reconstruction of the initial stages of
society, which is much more certain than that supplied by the study of legends
or ancient customs. It has to do with a period earlier than those with which
archaeology, history, or folk lore may deal. In ethnographical research it is only
by the wide and careful use of the comparative method that generalizations

regarding customs and other social phenomena may be made. By such a study
not the isolated facts, but the interrelated circumstances which point to real

causes, may be discovered. Modern sociologists have shown a pronounced inclina-

tion for reducing the causes of the evolution of peoples to a ingle factor, whether
the geographical situation of the country, the climate, or the mode of economic
production. But these various factors aid each other mutually, and it is a mis-
take to wish to reduce them to one. Less of anarchy may be expected to rule in

ethnographic science when investigators approach their work with a wider knowl-
edge and a more scientific habit of thought, for the ethnographer ought to be at

once historian, psychologist, folklorist, and a student of the exact sciences and of

sociology.— Marcel Pournin, " La sociologie et les sciences sociales," in Revue
Internationale de sociologie, February, 1904. E. B. W.
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